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2/-

INTRODUCTION (W.P.,ROBINSON

The projects supported by grants from the Schools Council are bOth numerckus and; ),

diverse.Sorne aim to summarise the:-current state of knowledge and expertise, others to
.

explore new ideas. Collections of research findingsco-exist with documentation of ekidt- . .,
ing practice aTtd bibliographies: Refinements and elaborations of materiels.and techniques
rub shoulders with exposured of problems-of policy and organisation. So far, the Council.

_ has resisted the temptatibn to indulgeitself in a little narcissistic categinisation of its own
projects. Hence we are left to choose our own niche. We would locate our activities a4lodg-
term general research. We have created no ingenious sets of coloured plasticine balls -for'
teaching conservation, we have no proposals,for a C.S.E. syllabus in Philosophy, and no .7

comments to make on the planning of the layout of classrooMs.., .

To dare to label on 's activities as longterrp.oeneral research' ip to invite adverse
criticism. To claim to be gen ral rather than particular; abstract retherthan concrete, and
to adopt a twenty year rather han twenty day time/perspective provokedtfie irritated

,
Challenge from the. Friday-weary\ teacher, 'But hOw does this help mihere and now with
this class and with this-probleirir\We can quickly abandon scholarly caution and reply v

:that we do not, pretend-to offer such help, although hopefully other projects that copier' f
after thiS one and are helped by,it, will. .

This is not the place to offer a long justification of 'our research, although some
defence is necessary in a climate of national opinion' that seems to have 'shifted towards
demands'for immediate applicability. People expect leeks to take a year to.grow; they
expect oak trees to take longer. They,see nothing odd about planting trees for future
generations. But lop-term.geneol research' they are likely to view as.theoretical 'Woffle:
The more we know about*chjld development in general; the better we Can gear. leaching to

what children are like. Weldll have implicit theories.abo!n-human natur)d abotit the
development" of Children. The sooner we are all much better about such: matter's

and have theories end beliefs cor'respind to the ficli,-the better our educational
system - canTbe. ,. 1 , -

We have no wish to retreat into the paint-spattered ivory towers of a university
and mutter disdainfulh( about the ptirity of pure research, defeniively asserting that
applications and valueludgenients are irrelevant to the enterprise: We are quite happy. to
mention three!of the many value - judgements underlying the work:

One hai already been mentioned : iknowledge is Preferable to ignorance even if
it is not true that 'the truth shall make you free' ignorance endures captivity and im o

.

tence. While, it is true that knowledge can be exploited for good 6r evil, ignorance a
ends and mans will renderthe attainments c5good oUtComes'unlikely. If we dubscr. e.
to the view-that one of.the aims of-educ,ion is to transmit knowledge as efficiently as
pocsiiale to.all future members of the4ociety,the:mote we find out,about the nece
and sufficient conditions for optirdallearning, the.more efficient the.edlicatiOnal system ! .

can be. We 'need to'understand how childrenlearn and not just accept that they do. We
Es

need to know about the consequences for the learner of different types of learning-We ,
)

can only take sensible decisions about content, materials and contexts, if we can match
these to the characteristics of the learner. It'is upon these characteristics that wefocus
attention: In particular we ask aboUt the roleihat curiosity and questionsl.:an play in this
learning..

.
, About the learner we make two further value judgements; that; other thirgs being'

equal, it is preferable to rely on intrinsic rather than extrinsic sources birnOtivatiO:and q ..:



that it is better to err on the side of having faith in the capacities of children to learn
than it is to, undereitumate them.. Both pOints need elaboration.

To assert that,--ceteris paribUs,-it is:better to rely on-intrinsic rather than extrinsic
sourcesofmOtivation for iearning may appeit to be a strangeas well as an incomprehen-
sible value to mention: Put more crudely the proposal is that children should learn because
they. want to know, not because they will be rewarded with praise, smiles and presents,
and not because they will be puniihed with red crosses, shrugged shoulders or rejection if .

they do not AS weShall see later, especially in Chapter 2, a distinction is drawn between
/\ response-hated and intrinsically motivated learning. aliesponskbased learning' refers to the

\ad, quisition of correct responses, where 'correct' Means maximising reWards and minimizing
Punishments in whatever overt or-covert guise these may exist. When the focus of the learner

.
s ifts from getting correct'answersbecause he wants to know and understand, to watch-
in out for what pleases or displeases teachers, parents and peers in t hope that he will
receive smiles, wrath, tape-recorders, extra money, a better jet or moredeference, then
Ole crucial relationship between what he says and reality and the appreciation of this
relationship-is in danger of relegation to isecondary significance only In sO\fer as we
reward 'correct' responses and punish 'incorrect' orb without regard to the learner's
understanding, we are luring him away from achiOving constructions of reality correspond-
ing to thereal world into an unnecessary conformity and a temptation to concentrate
upon the manipulation of-the social system: And this, alas, we do, and in no uncertain
terms! For the majority of the poPulation,_entry to jobs is geared to educational qualifica-
tions, with the more prestigious. secure, and -better -paid jobs being the rewards of those
with higher levels of certification. Pupils in both secondary and tertiary sectors of education
are aware of the 'rules of the game': find out what the teachers/examiners want and put
that down. Interest and commitment to topics can be an irritating hindrance when there
is a long syllabus to coverll he notion that universities encourage indeperident and
creative thinking is a myth that needs to be cheeked against reality. Do students see
things that way? If itis true, that the apex of the education system is heavily committed
to demands that Students sponge up predigested opinions, then it would not be surprising
to find the.same,rules operating down through the secondary schools. If the examinations-
in higher-education and national qualifications are indeed saturated with response-based
learning, this is, of Course, no indictment of examinations as such, only of examinations
taught foi-antimarked in certain ways. Neither is it appropriate to draw the impossible,'
absurd, and inhuman inference that teachers should try to eliMihate all_, rewarding and
punishing from their interactions with pupils. What it does mean is that we need to check
constantly that children are understanding what they are doing and saying, and that they
are nol learning primarilY to please us or to gain,other rewarda..Furthermore,_We need to
create teaching situations, where this cante true Without cost to either pupils or teachers.
Neither are we suggesting that response-based learnirip(is undesirable in all situations for
all learning problems. As chapter 2 reveals, Piaget is given a lead role in the Production of
our play. At preient his is the best critical descriptioncof-theaequence (and content) of
the intellectual deVelOpment of children. His story not only,describes what children can do,
it also attemptSto specify what internal structures (operation::) a child must have in order
to achieve what he manages to do. It is, howeVer, a model of competence: what children
can come to manage if they have interacted sufficiently with an environment upon which
they have been able to act and generate the conflicts whose resolution constitutes
intellectual: evelopment Properly nurtured and cared for, the child is en active, __
motivattd aCquiretotknciwiedge-and-needt no-induCeinents to facilitate basic intellectual



dc:velopment. Not all learning, hoWever, involves the acquisition of those fundarnental
.r.orieept% and principles and.their application in problem salving that are,Piaget's main

rio:rn:-Children .also have to-learn massesof _inf ormation.that involves_no new:under7
standing. the learning of the lexicon and grammar of a foreign language-May involve the
understanding of no.or, only a-few new. ideas and principles, but simply the assimilation
of large numbers of units, structures; and rules for their combination and use. Appro-
priateiy organised rote learning:in conjunction with practice in production and knowledge
of results, is likely to lead' to 'Much faster and efficient learning-than 'guided discovery'
given that the learner wants to learn the language. The same will be true of the detail of
much of what is to be learned in schooli although again, wanting to learn canbe made
independent of the reinforcement contingencies. HOwever, incentives applied to these .
learning tasks are unlikely to lead recitsls of uncomprehended materials. Observing

-.teachers and others actually enjoying some constructive use of their knowledge may
likewise serve as an incentive without an undue corruptioof understandiiii .

Albeit the Value-judgement remains. Where the attainment of rewards and the
avoidance of punishments become the focus of attention, much important learning is
likely to become meaningless. Wanting to learn'appears to be an inbuilt characteristic of
our species, and it is silly to waste this attribtite.

Unfortunately, thegeneral rriove towards the use of 'guided discovery' in recent
years probably took plaCe too quickly. 'Piaget' has come to ba hated name to many of
a generation of young teachers forced to-learn his stages by rote, while 'guided discovery'
must now be synonymous:with!playing abouf_for.rnany teachers and parents. We
prepared.neither teachers nor parents for the change.Along with the inevitable misunder-
standings consequent upon the general human tendency to assimilate, simplify and
distort the complex, there was a rush into a polarisation of extreme protagonists and
antagonists.

The recut acceleration in the enthusiasm for eSpousing a Piagetian zpproach to
child-development is bOrne of complex motives. As.the assessment-of government-
sponsored reports in chapter 1 shows, the Hadow report of the 1920's was writing'.about
the advantages of _harnessing the natural curiosity of children. And have also beCome

aware of the transience of much theoretical and factual knowledge in'science and tech-
. nolog. While We might agree aboUt the necessity of teaching some of the basic skills to

be imparted to children and we would note that Much knowledge is durable, we have
also come to realise the value of educating children to, beIgeneral problem-solvers rather
than mines of obSolete informatiorr: riexibility and the ability to assimilate rapid changes
have become essential ingredients in the make-up of technologists in an era of rapid
change. And there is a tempting similarity between the characteristics of 'the general
problem-solver' and those of Piagetian man that does not obtain-with other theories of
child development. If this concern is justified, then we need to find. out how to train
general problem-solvers, and this involves an understanding of questioning skills and

. The second value-judgement about the characteristics of thklearner was expressed
'as a preference fOr making one kind of error rather than another. We can decide that a
child is not capable of learningwhen fie is; we can decide he isCapable when he is not. In

. practice we have to assign priorities to our teaching: endeavours; we cannot spend
limited time and resources on one child at the cost of neglecting others. We may alsO____ _
deem it cruel and wrong to try topush individual Children beyOndfheir limits. HoWeVer,--
if we pretend that the present standards obtained by-school-leavers reflect the potential



of an ag :. group, we May be making a very serious error; that it is an error shared with a
.number of eminent educators and psychologists does not reduce the seriousness.

Both Jensen (1968k and Eysenck (1971) have interpreted the differential 10
scores of Negro and white and working and middle ClaSS Children- in' terms of a heavy
differential, genetic endowment of intellectual functioning.Both have gone on to offer
comments about the education of these groups. While the general premiss about the
genetic basis of individual differences in intellectual capacity is one which many who:,
have worked.in the area and studied the literature may well feel obl4iii to share,
comments about the possibility of a measure of intellectual inferiority in Negro and work-
ing class children are arrived at via some strange reasoning. If we ignore the Methodological
inadequacies of the studies reportecand the illegitimacy of the generalisations to the general
population, we can still argue that theirfailure to specify the relationships between IQ
scores and the concept of 'intelligence', their assumptions about the relationships between
IQ scores and'What can be.learned, and thei: blindness to the relevance of social psychology,
sociology and a dash of history to children's development, has led them into a premature
and unjustified 'provisional' sympathy with the hypothesis inferio;:ity. While it iseasy
to agree with the tenor of Eysenck's prediction that 'we will not succeed in changing
human nature by refusing to face facts' (1971, pt 140) we must alsonremember that our
present beliefs rmy be ill- founded: Eysenck's writing is particularly pernicious because it
isreadablei clear and has an air of scientific detachment and an apparent willingnets to
concede the proVisional nature of the conclusions. However, the inability to shift perspec-
tive, the distortion of evidence and the occasional wild and dogmatic inaccuracy severally
suggest an authoritarian rather than an authoritative-approath to-the problems discussed.

Unable pro tem to accept such a view of working class children, it is upon their
condition that we haVe tccused attention. They are the losers in the, eduCational system on
a wide variety of indices of achieveMent Bernstein (1961, 1971) has developed 'a thesis
attempting to explain part of the reason why working class children fail at school, and
accumulated evidence is consistent with his pronouncements about differences in language
use It is difficult to see how,,we could disagree with the proposition that an adequate
mastery of the representational function of language use and its units and structures-is a
necessary condition of educational success and the evidence is that working clasS
children are relatively deficient in this skill (see Robinson, 1972). The gambler's rule
.>

is to stay with a winning number, and there seemed to be no good reason to desert
13ernstein's theoretical framework, and so we retained it.

In chapter 1, we collate and compare the comments of various government-
sponsored reports in order to set the work in its historical and contemporary social
context. We note the overt commitment to.an enthusiasM for extending and encouraging,,,,,
the curiosity of children, but record the disparitybetween the sanguinity of the.tone of '

- reports on primary schools and the melancholy of those about the secondary sector. We
are puzzled by this discontinutiy. HOw can Plowden's cheerful zealot become Morton-,
Williams' inert-misery?-Parenthetically, it is_worAh_mentioning that recent reports have
come to rely on sensibly collected evidence from all parties concerned rather than upon
the uncorroborated opinions of 'experts'.

To set the work in the context of psychological research, we review, in chapter.2,
ideas and evidence about both curiosity and questions and the link between them. What
arouses curiosity and how dOes curiosity relate to learning? How can quktions be used to
facilitate learning? Towards the end of the first half-of-the-chapter we are-forced to. adrnit
the incompleteness of the picture, but put forward a weak attempt at completion. In the
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,-, -second part of chapter 2.we.attempt to articulate the cognitive developmental and
rcVnforcernent principle aPproaches to children's learning and to 'it curiosity, boredom,
-i-r,c questions..intO the synthesis. We applY'the analysisHn Conjunction with Bernstein's .-
ideas,.to the problems of wor,king and Middle class children and set out our expectations
about differences that might obtain, in empirical investigations. We Wished.td aheck.and
elaborate certain fundamental claims about determinants 'of curiosity and aboUt
relationships betWeen curiosity, questioning and learning. We made these checks in
secondary .sthools, with mainly working class council 'eState catchment areas.. In chapter 3,
the analysis linking perceived value, ielevance and surprisingness, via interest, to the
amount of questiOning Suggests that pOpils! reports,,about topics are reliable and valid
indicators of their feelings and are. also useful predictors of their subsequent learning
about the topics. The Newsom report plays the recurrent themeof the importance of -.

'relevance'. and 'value'; Duffy's work proVides empirical support. for the underlying :

premisses. What is dOne to.ensure that secondary school pupils do see that what they
are doing is relevant and valuable? If whafthey arenot-managing-tO-learm has no likely

. . \relevance or value, it should be scrapped. If it has, then.this,\relevance and value needs 4o
be communicated to and accepted by the Pupils? Time-constiming.this may be, but
perhaps more attention to pupils' views and a dialogue of per uasion might have cut the'
heavy early leaving rate of thelower working class. With the raising of theschool leaving
age, the problem is exacerbated rather than reduced for both te*hers and pupils. Our
implicitsuggestion'that if you want to know whether topics are interesting to pupils yOU:.
should ask them may not be.profound, 'but it is unheeded. It is common to hear around.
universities that students ought to.be interested and that it is.not Part of the teacher's job
to inspire some enthusiaim. Even if students should be enthusiastic,\ he observation that
they are .not means that it isfutile (and irresponsible) to carry on regardless until they

: can be persuaded that what is being taught is relevant, valuable or intsting. And why ,.

should students or children be interested? It seems to be no more their duty to become
enthusiastic than it is the responsibility of teachers to encourage the enthusiasm. Perhaps
we should ask ourselves whether we fail to sell our subjects; because we ,dOnot see the
relevanceand.value of what we.'are teaching and cannot justify what we are\ Oing? Are
we bored, anxious'and.frightened as well as our pupils?

FavOurablyimpressed by the ease with which results of Berlyne and hid colleagues
.could be duplicated andlitxtendet we look in chapter.4 at a number of Problern\s outside.
the constraints of traditional classroom. experimentation. in the first section Wefook at
both sociological and social psychological associates of the incidence. and Comploikty of
younger', Children's questions. the date enableus to construct a picture consistent with the
ideas mentioneciin the latter half of 'chapter 3 and at the same time permit amore precise\
specification of the answering behaviours of others likely to be conducive to the develop-
ment of questioning skills and the .aocumula.tion of knowledge. That it is the behaviour\of
mothers and not teachers that is reported, does not, as far as we can see, preclude \
generalisation.to the classroom. - .. . . \

\
Two field stUdie§ add little to our understanding of the relationship between pupils

evaluations and experience.on the one hand and curiosity and 'questioning on the other, \
but are interesting'in their own right as examples of- ways of evaluating extra-curricular
activities. The brief reports of conversations with working class teenagers are included to
provide a thurnbnail sketch of their views and .states of mind. The final section offers some
evidence about the changes in types and-focus of questions with age and ability, with a
postscript shoWing thafil a tradition is establish'ed-bru-skirig-questibns-about-sexual----7---



behaviour, then there is no evidence to supportfears that teenagers will treat such a situation
as anything more than an bpPortunity to find-out some facts of which they are ignorant.

Chapter 5 stands the problem of curiosity onits head. Chapter 2 showed that the .

links between curiosity and questions cannot be so tight as to make it sensible to see either
as implying the other. Boredom is in a happier State. We felt safe in suggesting that the
existence of boredbm does entail the absence of both curiosity and questioning. If we wish
to locate the uncurious, we can do so in terms of boredom. We exploited the-generous
provision' of the data from the Young School Leavers report of Morton-Williams and Finch
both 0 locate the bored and to examine the antecedents andcontequences of boredom.
The offspring of unskilled and semi-skilled workers are shown to be heavilY over reprei
sented among those bored by more than thirty :per.:cent of the-subjects they were studfing
at school. Additional analyses enable us to construct a picture of a self-perPetUating cycle
of boredom and low academic performance;

While chapter 5 yields a Clear piCture of social class differences in reported boredom,
chapter 6 does not yield a similar result for question's. Reasons for this are discussed.

In chapter 7, the findings of social class differences in the effit:iency with which
individual questions are posed obtained With seven to ten year old children are not
repeated with thirteen year Olds. Neither does the use of sequences of questions in a
diagnostic task provide better than week support for the thesis that there are social class
differences in these skills. Although the investigations were bedevilled by more_than a
sprinkling of cheating, this was not the main problem. We might have concluded that there
are no important differencei in the queitions latent in the heads of middle and working
class adolescents. We preferred to conclude that our failure to find differences was related
to the earlier sorting-out processes of the educational system along social class linAs, defects,
in our techniques, and the general willingness of pupils to do what is asked of their: We are
not happy with this defensive retreat. It smacks of that very stubbornesSs to face facts
condenined in the quotations of Eysenck. In chapter 10 we discuss these issues more fully.

These failures to find important social class differences in the work reported in
chapters 6 and 7 could have been pursued, but this pursuit would have required the
mounting of large-scale surveys to be performed outside schools in our immediate area
and the development of techniqUes for obtaining estimates of genuine questions.. The first --.
was beyond our administrative capacities, the second beyond the limits of our intellects;
we just could not think of satisfactory viable techniques and neither could those we
consulted.

We chose rather to eXplore the relationships between curiotity, questioning and
learning within the working class as we have already indicated in our brief descriptions
of the content of chapters 3 and 4. In the Iasi section of chapter 7 we look at the use of
questions in problem7solving and suggeit that a little training would greatly facilitate both
the exploitation of questions for the analysis of problems-and for problem-solving skills
in general. The initial performance of adolescents in the use of diagnostic interrogation
strategies seemed-unnecessarily-inadequate.

In chapter 8 Creed looks at factors associated with theielection of persons to
..whoM questions can be posed. Who would know the answers to questions and who-might
be asked? The analysis shows that some teachers are more likely to be approached than
otheri and that it is possible to point to attributes relevant to this approach:.

Finally, in chapter 9, we PosetwO basic problems. Does the posing of questions in
fact facilitate learning? Will. the teacher's questions encouragelearning as much as the
pupilrfuivn queitioni? As Prosser pursUes his Poirot-like cOurse, wecorne to see that
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universal generalisations aboutothe relationihips between quistiOns and learning are unlikely

to be Valid. Children's own questions are not necessarily more or less effective than the

teachers questions, the posing of explicit questions doei not necessarily have advantages .

over either Other linguistic trantformations of materials nr reading. However, generalisations

are possible once relationships between the-attitudes:and.cepacitiesof the learners and the

content and complexity Of the materials are specified.

.Chapter 10 provides an overview and discussion.
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CHAPTER 1

INTEREST,AND CURIOSITY IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
THE OFFICIAL VIEW (L. ABRAMSKY)

1.1 Introduction

The government periodically asks for reports on the state of the educational syStem and
for recommendations as to Show it might be improved. Committees are Set up, and after
spending time, effort, and money, they produCe the required evaluation. It is desirable. to
to know how things are and what they might be However, it is also worth examining the
studies themselves. Do `their concerns, change through time? Do reports on primary and
secondary education differ in instructive ways? Are the recommendationsacted upon and
the guidelines followed? And if not, why not? Our aims are more limited. We have
examined what five different committees,and one survey have had to say about children's

, interest and curiosity in relation to their formal education, both Primary and Secondary.
By comparing the reporti over time, it may be possible to ascertain the extent to which
the recommendations of past reports have been acted Upon.

The reports all make frequent mention of 'interest' and 'curiosity', although the
-words are not specially defined, being used in their everyday senseand assumed to be
uncleritoOd.The reports deai primarily with the power which interest and curiosity-have
to motivate people-to_learn. The feports.see satisfaction of interest and ciiiosityasthe
&Of intrinsic reward which-thelearner' can achieve. They see the most effective learning
as .heing that which is motivated by intrintic-rather than. extrinsic rewards. The reports also
deal with interest and curiosity as goals of education. They-speak of the arousal of new
interests and the stimulation of existing ones as being very important functionrof educe-
tion. It is important to emphasise that only these speCific aspects of the reports will be- ------

OisCussed in the following pages. There are many Other aspects.:of education which are
closely linked with the use of children's interest and curiosity in their formal 'education,:
such as training of teachers, pupil-Staff ratio, type of schools, ete. These are all coniidered
in the reports th -mselves but will not be discussed here.

1.2,Primary Education

We will consider two major reports on Primary School Education. Their terms of reference
are siMilar.but not identical. The studies were separated in time by a period of thirty five
years. The report of the Consultative Committee on the Primary SchOol was submitted in
1981. The Committee was under the Chairmanship of Sir Henry. Hadow. Its terms of
reference were 'To inquire and report as to the courses of study suitable for children
(otherthan children in.Infants'i Departments) up to the age of eleven in'Elementary Schools,
with special reference to the needs of children in rural areas. The Report 'Children and
Their_Primary-SchoolsA-Report of the Central Advisory Council for Edudation
(England)' was submitted in 1966. The Cominitiee was under the Chairmanship of Lady
Plowdpn. Its terms ofreference were 'To consider primary education in all its aspects and
the transition to secondary school'.

The terms of reference of the two reports are not so very different, althoogh those
of the earlier report specifically exclude infant school children. However, the social and
educational milieus in which the twcf reports were submitted were different. Educationally,
the aims of the primary schools before the 1931 report had to be different from those of
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the primary schoOIS of the 1960's: It must be Nmembered that when the Hadow repOrt
was written, most children did not receive a secoi:darY education. It has to be assumed
that what they were not exposed to in primary schoOl, they might never be exposed to.
The report was written in the hopes and expectation that this situation would soon be
remedied, and it was

It is encouraging to compare the two because of the evident progress which
was made.in the primary schools during the thirty fiVesyear interval which separated them.
Both reports stresthe importancedf Using children's interest and curiosity in education.
What the two committees had to say on the subject is not that different. However, one gets
the impression that when Hadow-madethe recommendations about child - centred learning,
such recommendations were relatively revOlutiOnary in nature, whereas the Plowden
ComMittee found that many of Hadow's recommendations were now accepted practices.
The Plowden Report seems to be recommending changes which go further but in the same
direction. They say, in fact, 'We conclude that the iriedow emphasis on the individual was
right though we would'wish to take it fUrther.. Whatever. form of. organisation' is adopted,
teachers will have to adapt their rnethods to individuals within a doss or school' (Plowden
460). They add that, 'The gloomy forebodings of the decline of knoWledge which
follow progressive methods have been discredited. Our review: is a report of progress and a
spur to'more' (Plowden 461). ,`

What then did the Hadow Committee find in '1931? They found that 'Hitherto the,
general tendency has been to take for granted the existence of certain traditional 'subjects'
and present these to the.pupils as lessons to be mastered' (Hadow x)iiii) and observed that
'... teaching by subjects .-does notalways correspond with the child's unsystematised
but eager interest in the people and things of a world still new to him' (Hadow 101). They
suggested that:. . primary education would gain graatly in realism and power ofinspira-

.. tion if an attempt were moregenerallY made-'to think of the curriculum less in terms of
departments of knowledge to be taught, and-More in terms of activities to be fostered and
interests to be broadened! (Hadow xxii-Xxiii) and that '. ...what is needed, therefore, is a
new orientation of school instruction which shall bring it into closer correlation with the
natural movement of children's minds' (Hadow 101).

Generally, one gets the impression that the HadoW Committee found schools which
were rigidly set in their ways, schools which aimed to teach children certain subjects, schools
whose prime concern was that their pupiii ill mastered certain skills and learned certain

facts..,In such schools learning was viewed as a more passive occupation than it is in most
p Imary schocils today. The Hadow Committee set out to change that, and judging by the
findidgs of the Plowderi Report, their hopes were realised. .

PloWden Committee found that 'Despite overcrowding and large clasSes, many
po -war pri ry schools did, much to enlarge children's experience and involve them more
adtiv ly in the le ing OroCess _the main themes of the 1931 report' (Plowdeni190). In
fact, ' or a brief tim 'activity' and child-centred education became dangerously Fashionable
and mis nderstandings o the part of the camp followers endangered theiprogress made bY
the pioneers! (Plowden 190. owever, 'The mistinderstandings were never as Widespread in

the schools as might have been Rposed by reading the press, and certainly did riot outweigh
the gains which were specially note l in the English su_hjectslowderti9a191). Although
the Plowden Committee found that.pro .ess had been made in the direction recommended

by the. Hadow Committee, they did not fee hat the progress had gone far enough. They

said that 'Instruction in many primary schools ntinues to bewilder children' because it
outruns their experience' (Plowden 195). .



E3ottireports..stress the importanfrole of children's interest and curiosityin effec-
tive ucation: In the Hadow Report one finds such statements as:

'A child never works so well as when he is interested. It is accordingly most,
important that the-teacher should take into account the children's own
natural interests (Hadow 47-48).

...it must remain importan to emphaSise the principle that no good can-
- coMe'froM teaching children things that have no immediate value for them

however highly their potential or prOsPeCtive value may be estimated'
(Hadow 92).

------.0ther witnesses were equally yemphatic as to the 'curiosity of children of
this age (7-11) describing it- s a 'ruling principle'' (Hadow 51).

In the Plowden Report one finds such statements as

'The intense interest shown by young children in the world about them,
their powers of concentration: on whatever is occupying their attention,
or serving their immediate pUrposes are apparent toboth teachers and
parents. Skills of reading and writing or the techniques used in art and
craft can'best be taught when the need for them is evidentto the
children' (Plowden 195).

'Children's interest varies in length according to per'sdnality, age and
circumstances, and it is folly either to interrupt it when it is intense or
to. flog it When it has decline' (Plowden 197).

Both reports express views as to what the role of a good primary school should be
The Hadow Committee said 'A good schoOl, in short, is not a place of compulsory"
instruction, but a community of old and young, engaged in learning by co-operative
experiment' (Hadow xvii). The Plowden Committee said, 'In any case, one of the main /
educaiibnal tasks of the primary school is to build on and strengthen children's intrinsic
interest in learn ing'and lead them to learn for themselves rather than from fear of dip.
approval or desire for praise' (Plowden 196). Thus, they bOth said that a goOd school is
marked by Children playing an active in' their education. As'the Plowden Report said
Ifinding;outs.has proved to be better for children than :being told" (Ploviiden 460):

The viewsof the two committees on the aims of primary education.vvere rather
different. This difference reflects the differences in British society, technology and the
World at large in 1966 as compared with 'i931. The HadoWReport says 'It -(primary

cin education) should arouse in the pupil a keen interest in the:things of the mind and in
general culture, fix bertain,habits, and de'velop a reasonable social or team sPiriti (Hadow
71)1 The Plowden Committee felt that they could not state specific aims of primary

tus edUcation. However, they thought that it mast be of such a nature as to eriabie children to
cope with the world when they were jadul'a the Committee telt that the only truly
predictablethli4Aout the world was that it would continue to be in a state of rapid
change. 'Therefore, they will need above all to be adaptable and capable of adjusting to.Q their.changingenvifonment_: . They Will need throughout their adult life to be capable
of being taught.and of learning, the riew:skills called kw by the changing economic scene'
(Plowden 185). Thus, they wanted schools to help children to learn how to learn, and to

ass learn to' cope with change. This is a Markedly less static view than that expreised in the
-Hadoiv Report. BUtwe may also note thatthe reasons look-to be concerned with-the
economic 'needs' of society.rather than to educate the child as a human being.

In spite of the differences in theims advocated bythe two Committees,_the_advice----
as to what the schools should do in a general sense to achieve the, aims is remarkably



similar. The Hadow Report says again and again thar... the currieulum is to be thought
of ireterms,of activity and experience rather than of knowledge to be acquired and facts
to be stored' (Harlow 93), and that, 'Thilundamental-idea-ofstarting,from a centre of
interest and exploring in turn the different avenues which diverge from it is invoked, after

intellectual activity which is 11,0t merely formal or imitative' (Hadow xxiii) and
at .'While the indispensable foundations are thor- "ighly mastered, the work of the school.

should be related to the experience and interest of the children' (Hadow xxiv). The Plowden
Report says that -':- ..facts are best retained when-they are used and understoodi-when----:-
right attitudes to-learning are created, when children learn to learn' (Plowden 195) and that,
'Another effective way of integrating the curriculum is to relate itthrough the use of the
environment to the boundless curiosity which children have 'about the world about them',
(Plowden 198) and, 'If for example, children are alloped choice in what they do the choice
must be genuine and the alternatives interesting and worth doing. Boredom is a deadly
enemy' (Plowtlen 268). They warn of dangers and pitfalls: 'Any practice which predeter
mines the pattern rind imposes it upon all is to be condemned', (PlOwden 198) and,
'Children can also learn to be passive from a teacher who allows them little rive in
managing their own affairs and in learning. A teacher whO relies orilion instruction, who
forestalls children'S questions or who answers them too quickly, instealcOf asking the
further questions which will set, children on the way to their own solution, will disincline
children to learn' (Plowden 196). :

The two reports differ slightly in the specific tactics they recommend. This seems
to be the result natural progress due to trial and error. The Hadow Committee recom-.
mended certain tactics; they were tried out to some extent although they were probably
misinterpreted frequently. The Plowden Committee was able to see how these recdmmenda-.
tions had worked in practice and how alternative schemes had worked, so it would indeed
be surprising if they had not made some different tactical recommendatiOns. TheHadow
Committee recommended, the use to a large extent (but not exclusively and less is the
children grit older) of the 'project method' of teaching. Thi!; takes the form'of raising
a succession of problems interesting to the pupils and leadingtheM to reach, in the solution
of these problems, the knowledge of principles' which the teachers wishes them-to learn'
(Hadow 102). In its broader use 'Some"centre of interest is selected and for awhile the
chilVfen's studies alongmany lines converge upon it or radiate out from if (Hadow-103).
the Committee said that 'Judiciously applied, and based upon more direct and intrinsic
kinds of teachings it may be expected to impart a meaning and a motive to school work,
and to, afford the teacher a meahs of following the natural deirelopment of his pupils'
interest? (Hadow 106). The project method did seem to have potential as a teaching
method, but unfortunately it Is no always lived up to this in praCtice.

The Plowden; Report said of it that 'At its best the project method leads to the use
of books of reference, to individual work and to active participation ihlearning. Urifortun
ately, it is no guarantee of this and the appearance of text books of projects,. which

. achieved at one time considerable popularity, is proof of how completely a good idea can
be misunderstood' (Plowden 1981. It advocateda variation of the project method known
as 'the centre of interest' method. In this method there are many centres of interest around.

--:---whichlndividuals,-groups;-orthe class Wait.- This does not seem to differ greatly from the
'centre of interest' method discussed in the Hadow Report However, the Plowden CoM-
mittee seemed slightly more willing than the Hadow. COmmittee for the children rather than

. the teacher to choose the centres of interest and the methods of pursuing the interests. Thd
Plowden Committee advoc.ated use ofthe environment as a way of integrating the curricUlum.

7



4. They spoke of the.biscovery method' about which they 'The Serise.of personal
diScovery influences the intensity of a. child's experience, the vividneis of his memory,
and the probability of effective transfer of learning...At the same time it is true that

:trivial ideas:andinefficlent methodsmay.be 'discovered': Furthermaore,time does not
alloW children to.find their way by discovery to all that they havtO learn. In this
matter, as in all education, the teait'ler is responsible for encouraging children..

-enquiries which. lead to discovery and for asking leading questio.ns' (Plowden 201).
The similarity oVe6i!'in the attitudes of the two committeeiis perhaps best

summed up by a comparison of the two following statement: .

is-generally recognised todaythat children can play a far more active,
part in!their education than is possible under a predorninance of class .

teathing.and that they differ greatly in theirpoWert and rate of learning.
It is widely held that children should be allowed as far as possible to
proceed at their own pace' (HadoW -152). .

'We recommend a combiriation of individual, group and class work and
welcorriethe trend towards indivithial learning' (Plowden294)

The chief difference.is that the Hadow CoMmittee was saying that.they.agreed with widely.
held opiniOns and thought theie opinions should be put into practice, whereas the

Plowden ComMittee was saying that. they agreed with the current trend in praCticlialid---H---
'thought it should be judiciously extended. This surely would seem to indicate that
progress has:been made.

:1.3 Seccihdary Education i
We.will now consider 'three reports on Secondary Eduiation which were written over a
thirtyseven year span. The three reports have different terms of reference, but all are:
concerned with the education of at least some children between the age-of eleven and the
time they lea-veichool..The Report of the COnsultative Committee on The Education of
the AdolesCent was submitted in 1926.,The Committee was under the"chairmanship of
Sir Henry HadoW. It considered the post-primary education of.those children who did not
go to the what were then Secondary schools. Atthat time such children were eduCated
almost exclusively in elementary schools until-the time that, they left school at the age of°.
foixteen: The Report of The COnsultatiVeCommittee on Secondary Education with C'
Special Reference fo _Grammar Schools and Technical High Schools was submitted in
1938. The Committe was under the chairmanship of tVir. Will SPeni. The terms of refer-.
en. ce.are apparent from the title, although it considered in passing soMe.asPects.of
SecondaryModern.SchoOls. The Report 'Half-Qur Future', A Report of the Central...
Advisory.Councii for. Education (England) was submitted.in 1963: The Committee was
under the chairmanshipof J.H.,1\lewsom. It considered the education of.pupils between
the ages of thirteen and sixteen who were-of average or less than average academic ability:
This meant that the report dealt only with Secondary Modern and Comprehensive Schools.
Keeping,..in mind these great differences in time/milieu and terms of reference, let us
examine and compare what the three reportszhad to say about curiosity and interest and

theuse-whiCtitbn-be made of them to increase the effectiveness of Secondary EducatiOno
At the outset we can say that alizthe reports stressed the need to engage the pupils'

interest if the pupils were to make the best use of their educational. opportunities. We find
unequivocal statements to this effectIn all the repOtts:

'Moreover, with transitiodfrorn childhood to adolescence, a boy or girl is
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often conscious.of new powers and interests, If education is to act asa .
'stimulus if it is to be lelt to be nOt.merely the continuence.of a routine,
but a thing significant and inspiring -,-., it mist appeal to those interests and
cultivate those powers'. (Hadow 75).. . ,

, .
'Sound teaching, it is recognised) must be based upon the pupil's interests;'
...'.(Hadow 1,07). .

'It is recognised today that he learns best . ho learns.with interest and with
,

Purpose, or to put it in another way, he learns best who sees meaning and
signifiCafice inwhat he learns'. (Spens 78).

.

'We havalearnt that just aimen work'best when their hearts arain their
jobs so boySand girls work best when theV are interested in their work and
see its purpose' (Spens 143). .

..

'We suggest that for a syllabus to be effectiVe it must succeedat every siege'
in stimulating the interest and imagination of the pupils' (Spens 2451.'

'We consider that the group.of irnpulses broadly described as.curiosity..
which emergeat.this period may offer a.powerful handle for intellectUal
instruction' (Spens 361 - _' Recommendation 51). ' '
'Only he (-the teacher) Can find.out what interests his pupils, and'he must
begin, though not end, with that' (Newsom 153)..

.

'At the;bottom end of the scale it is aiatter of finding a very few things
in which the pupils Show interest and can make progress and working Out- a
Wardsifrom them' (Newso,m 124). : . . .

'Pupils atk-"What's it all for? What's it got to 'do wish me'.'? Unless they
are sitisfied with theanswer, their interest sags'. (Newsom 111).

It will be noticed that in the tw;;Iiesii.eportsit was felt necessary to make
eXPlicit the premise that pupils learn.more efficiently if interested in what they.
re learning. This idea is now so widelyaccepted as to be commonplace. The Newsom
report seems to bb dealing more with tactics than with policy. It seems to accept as given
that it is vital to first get the pupils' interest. It then poses a problem 'How can we'engage
the pupils' interest?' and offers some suggestions as to the solutiOn of the problem. The
suggestions centre around the concepts of relevance and participation. It expresses this
when it says 'We believe that these four mords practical, realistic, vocational, chOice:-
provide keys which can be used to let eVen the least aolc boys and girls enter into an, s-
educational experience which is genuinely sedondary' (NewsoM 114). The Committee
operationally defined these words. By 'practicer they meant subjects in which the Pupil's
were doing something rather than sitting-eta desk. They included such subjects as ert,'',
music, physical education, wood and metal work, rural studies, housecraft, and needleWork.-
These can easily be seen to answer the requireMent for participation, and they felt that for
less able pupils such sUbjeciS were also more relevant to their life outside of school. By
'realistic', they meant teaching the more academic subjects in such a way_ that halle

meaning for less able adolescent pupils. This might mean relating mathematics to household
budgeting or calculating taxes. It might,mean using specific community Problems as a
spring-board for the study of !civics'. This answers the call for relevance and encourages /

partactive participation on the pa of the pupils. 'Vocational' was inciuded becaUse most of the
children thatihey studied would be leaving school as soon as they could, and it was fett
that well before that time they began thinking ahead to the time when they would be work
ing and earning money. Many of the girls were already thi(ifking ahead to the, When

they would be married and keeping a house. EduCation wharfs seen by the pupils to be-

O
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of some e in the future
.
Will seem relevant to them. 'Choice' can be allowed to the .

pupils astb which subjects they do and' do'not do. Also, 'once they have chosen a particular
. subject they can haVe some say in how they approachit. This was seen to be important

, J

bothbecailie it encourages a pupil to learn him/ to make decisions and. because it allows
the pupil to participate in the deciSion of hoW he will speild his time and.thusto assure
(hopefully) that it will be.in a Way i,ii-cli iirelei.iarittoihilii: . ...

': This, is all fairly specific advice on ways of engaiiiaj the pupils' interest. It ;s not so
very different from views expressed in the 1926 Hadow report on children who fovo;ild
probably be leaving school at an early age. We find in the Hadow report suchstaterranta as:.

'....the curriculum for older children habottoo frequently been divorced
from real life, and that many pUPils, in ionsequence, lose interestand .

merely mark time in their last years,,gt Schbol . ; .'.(Hadow 101), ',
'It was generaily observed that children during their last years at school:
took the greatest interestin thoSe subjectswhich were most likely to l-sie of

ractical use tliem on leaving school' (Hadoiry 117).

ccordingly 'practical 'wOrk'.in its several fOrms must fill a larbe place in
e ctirrictiltim. But this does, not meari-that the pupil's' intellectual training

e

to be regarded as of secondary, importance. It has been amply shown ,4

that for many children.the attainment of skill in spite forM of practical
Work in science, handwark.or the domestic arts may be a stimulus to
higher intellectual effort. In other wbrds, the child's predilectiOns being
'toward; things practical, his intellectual activiti re most strOngly
stimUlated when they are directed to.practical en Moreover, apart frotri
the, question of stimulils, boys and girls with thet 4 of interestswe have '
in view can grasp concepts through practical work chrnore easily than

s by devoting long periods to the 'abstract study of ideas. The abUriclant:
practical work whith we wish to see prOvided in the new schools it'thus
to be regarded partly as arneans of intellectual Iraqi ing. especially suitable -4
to the interests and Capacities of the majority Of the pupils' (Hadow 108).

!The courses of instruction in the last two years of .theflost-primary school
retaining a conAlderabie proportionof pupils up-to the age of, 5-1.ShoUld
not be voeatidrial. At the same time howeyer,_th4reatrnent of sUbjeqs
such as history, geography, elernentary mathematics, and a Modern lariguage,
Should be !practical' in-the liroadettense, and ,directly and obviously
brought into relation with the faCts of everyday eXperience! ....- 'Thus;
the courses ofinstruction, thr3Ogh not Merely vocational oeutilitarian-would
aim at linkingUpthCschool work ,r4h interests arising frOM the sbcial and

,indistrial envirorTment of the pilipils' (Hadow 88) .
.

Iku
, , . ,

Thus it can e seerithat the HadOw report also stressed the imPOrtance co relevance
participation.: It sed the Wortls 'practical': 'real isticeand '..vocationar;tiut was rierhaps-

less eXpliitly concerned than the Newsom report was with-the pupil's choice of subjects.
,

Itwould seem that not enough progress has been madein these areas since 1926 if such
similar recommendations are still needed. The 1938 Spens Repart, on the other hand; .
made some 4y different:sects of suggestions aBdut engaging, hepUpils'interest. However,
it must be remembered that it dealt with onlY those pupils attending grammar schools and
teChnicalhigiischools, and it is not surprising that it stressed the needo engage-the
pupils' interest inintellectual probleins in a strictly intellectual way. In it we find such
statements as: u

'lf1 study (the Bible).provid ' a valuable intellectual discipline and quickens
the interest of many. young minds' (Spens 200);

4.



. . there are few pupils of normal intelligence whose imagination is not
stirred, who_se!nterest is not awakened, whose powers are not engaged
when the are brought, under wisely chosen conditions and by competent
teaching, into contact with any of the great cultural traditions' (Spens
157-158).

However, the:,Spens,Report did say that puipils' interest would be greater for more
relevant aspects of subjects. For example, it sugy ted that 'Recent (as opposed to distant
past) Political and econorr is history affords in c sequencethe best introduction to an
interest in politics' (Spens xxiv), and it suggest vocational courses when it spoke of

the gain from work which the pupa himsel eCognises as possessing value for the next _

stage of his life, since.such work serves to hold an `to stimulate his interest, and ;5 likely
to reactfavourably on all hiS'work' (Spens xxv).

Both the 1926 and the 1931 studies expresSed the worry that the schools they
studied did nor always take sufficient care to arouse the pupils' interest through ensuring
that theAcurriculum Was relevant. Thus; we find such statements as:

'It appears from the replies that, where it was true, that the older pupils in
° Elementary SchooIS had loSt interest in their work during the last years at

school, this result had often been due not only to inadequate'stering and
the absenee of proper equipment, but FASO to the fact that the instruction
given appeared to the pupils to have little or no bearing:On the problem of
their daily environment'. (Hadow 118):

'The chargethat the secondary school curriculum is out ottouch with the
interests of practibal life is a charge wejear not ill- founded...:' (Spens
163).

The Spens.dommittee also expressed worries that iiieVivay in which subjects were
taught might teiiii'tO suppress interest rather than awaken it They felt, for example, that
the stud of set boPks intl. iterature, or the over-emphasis on formal grammar in composition
could inhibit the bupils' appreciatio'n for literature and their ability .for self-expression.

.. . .

T e NeWsom 'Report expiessed the tvorry that 'their Children' were too frequently
. A .

chara erised by boredom in and out of schobl and work. However, it did not blame.
n neor aiL thing specifically toe.this but rather presented it as a challenge to the '

is, the task of stiMulating'children who are relatiVely difficUlt to stimulate::
All the reportS express the.opinion that one of the important functions of secon-

dary education is to awaken interests in the children which will enrich theirsfuture life. A
few examples of such statements are:; se

we vii
, ..

--, :Finally, would urge thedes-irability of generating from the school
stUdies,interests which will 2thtinue. through aftelife and will enlarge
the oppOrionities for a fuller enjoyment of leiSure' (Hadow 110):,

.

F,., 'It (a course of instruction'for pupils between the ages of 11 and 16)
jshould stimulate or create the desire t8 continue some form of study

whether or not pupils leave school at 16"(Spens. 169). .

\,;They should know,where fb torn, 4 erieley are ready take up a new
interest br want to.cOntinue an ol e started at school 77).

'There are many poSitive reasons why "extra-curricular proVision is
important. For the individual boy-and girl, it:can mean the discovery of
new interests' (Newsom 43). 4.:

<

One is left then with.die general impression that in the area of interest and curiosity
and `their relatiOn to education' the similarities betWeen the reports'outyveigli the differences.

Vs
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This is especially true if one considers only the.1926 and 1963 reports which are about
more similar sorts.of pupils although the 1926 report includes a wider range in terms of
both age and academic ability than does the 1963 report. The qUeition is, of course, why
do these ttOgs still need to be said?...

I t was partly to find nut WiCy these things All need to be said and how existing
secondary education and the propereel extra year of compulsory secondary eduCation can
be made meaningful to more pupils .teat the School's Council requested a study to. be done
of Secondary Education. In 1968, the"Government Social Survey submitted a report
prepared for the Schools Council entitled 'Young School Leavers'. This reoort was pre-
pared when it was thought that the school leaving age would be raised in 1970, and the
problems and opportunities caused by this proposed raising of the minimum school .

leaving age -were considered in the report in addition to many other problems which were
also considered in the Newsom report. The important difference between the two rePoits
is that the Schools Council Enquiry obtained its information by going directly to pupils;
ex-pupils, parents of pupils, and teachers. The pupils were from the thirteen to sixteen
year group as in the Newsom report, bux they came from-a cross-section of all maintained
schools. The ex-pupils included those in the fifteen to sixteen year group who had just
left school and alsO some from a sample nineteen and twenty year olds. In contrast, the
Newsom Committee obtained its information about the schools, the.pupils,and the
problems from the Headmasters of a representative sample of Secondary Modern and
Comprehensive Schools. The two reports are interesting to compare since they were
prepared within a few years .of each other and are about many of thse same sorts of pupils,
but rely on different sources ofcinformation.

In the SchoOls Council Eriquiry (S.C.E.), youngsters between the ages of thirteen
and sixteen who intended to leave or had left school at fifteen were asked how. important.
they thought various functions of school. were. If Was. found that the vast majority of
them felt that '.. : the main purpose of school in general was to provide the tools necessary
for success in later life . .1 (S.C.E:32) and that 'This same broad picture was found what-
ever the expected leaving age of the young person' (S.C.E.32). 'Aims concerned with

. widening interests and broadening the mind were very generally rejected by all leaving"age
groups (S.C.E.36). In fact it was noted that Itappears that thosewho expect to stay at
school until sixteen or older may have an even more narrowly functional idea of what the
main aims of their edUcation should be than do the fifteen year old leavers' (S.C.E:37).
This careers function of school was seen to be just as important to the nineteen and twenty
year age group, although they were not astoncerned as the youngsters were with schools
teaching skillS.directly applicable to particular jobs. However, those nineteen and twenty
year Olds who had not gone on to any further education were more likely than were the
youngsters"to feel that the school should teach things which would widen their interests.
As for the parents of fifteen year old leavers, they '... alrhost universally saw as very
important functions of the schooli the teaching of things which would enable their child
to obtain, as good a job 3s possible and. the imparting of the basic skills of being able to
.write correctly and to speak and. easily ... in gerieral the objectives concerned with
WideWnd interests and increasing awareness were much.more widely vakied.by parents
than youngsters' ($.C.E.38). The teachers, and especially the head teachers, placed much
less stresspn the importance otthecareers aspect of schools than did the pupils,.ex-pupils,
and parents.,

This great discrepancy between the views of the pupils and those of theleachers
Would seem to be important., SuCh a conflict of aims could play havoc with attempts to

"
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.- engage the pupils' interest. That aspect of education which the pupils see as relevant is not
highly valued by the teachers. It isindeed curious that the Newsom Repormanaged to
reflect quiteaccurately the pupils' views even though the CoMmittee's source of informa-
tion wasthe Head Teachers. This may indicate that although the Head Teachers disagree
with the pupils as to the most important fUnctions of schools, they do know what the
pupilt want from school. The teachers are of course faced with a dilemma; &they are to
engage the pupils' interest, the eeucation must seem relevant to the pupils. However, if
the education is made increasingly relevant in the pupils' terms, the teachers feel
that it is of little value. Clearly, the teachers must also seethe relevance of what goes on in
school if they are to be good teachers. One hopeful sign is that the teachers in the. Schools
Council Enquiry seemed to agree with the recommendations Oirthe Newsom Committee'in
their endorsement of the idea that with the raising of the school leaving age the curriculum
should have a practical emphasis in terms of type of subject, active participation of pupils,
and relevance tritheir out of school life..

Youngsters whO were or would become sixteen year old.leavers were asked to rate
'subjects in terms of their usefulness and how interesting they were Nearly.all of thoie
asked felt that English and Mathematics were very Useful. However, they were much less
likely to rate these subjects as interesting. Therefore, in terms of the Newsom Report, it

-.woUld seem that these subjects were seen to be relevant but that the way in which they
were was not, perhaps becausee ,of the specific content or the manner of preienta
tion: The SChools Council:Encoiry concludes that 'If a subject is seen as useful it is to be
expected that this would increase its chances of holding the interest also Although this is
true in general it is clear that there arsubjects which appreciable numbers of pupils see.
as useful but not interesting and conversely as interesting but not useful' (S.C.E.58). In
other wordS, relevance is necessary but not sufficient to engage interest.

The survey then went on to enquire what made a subject boring to Oupili. All the
youngsters who had named any subject as boring Were asked what it was about the subject

,that made thernboring. sGetting.on for half the fifteen year old leavers (girls more than.
boys) complained that they did not understand the subjects, they were not explained
enough and they were not good at them' (S.C.E.65)...'Approaching half were bored by, the
monotony and repetitiVeness of subjects. Theylfelt that they were doing the same thing
altbibe time, there was not enough tiariety or lessons were taken too siowly' (S.C.E.66).
SoMe complainedthatthey could not activelyparticipate in the lessons, some that the
subject was of no use them, some that they did not like the teacher who taught the
subject, and some that the subject was old- fashioned. Although many of theseapparent
shortcomings could be corrected by greater applicatiOr, of the four principles called for in
the Newsom Report, 'practical', 'realistic', 'participaforf and 'choice',: it is clear that the
important. factor in keepingtheinterests of the Pupifs is the ability of the teacher to
correctly assess their degree df Understanding of the various aspects of a given Subjectand
his further abilityto gear his teaching o this assessment. This implies the usefulnets of
more individual work, as pupiii will have different problems:with the subject matteror
skills they are learning.

Youngsters were asked whet er they would like to be given the choice as to which
subjects they did. Half the fifteen y ar old leaverS said that they would haveliked ta
choose their subjects or to take subjects outside those already on their curriculum. A.._
higher percentage 164%) of sixteen year old leavers would have such a choice, and an
even higher percentage (72%) of seventeen to eighteen year old leaveri would have liked
to choose. Within the fifteen year old leaver group the less able pupils were more likely

12



than themore able pupils to think it was better for their teachers to decide which subject
they should do. It would certainly seem that the amount of confidence which pupils had

\
in their decision making ability played a large part in determining whether or not they
thought they Should choose their own subjects. If This were not the case, it would be hard

------\,----.:_ older leavers to say that a higher prnoortion of their school subjects were useless and
to explain the fact that although '... the fifteen year old leavers were more likely than

i
' -boring (S.C.E.69), they were less likely than the older leavers to want to chose their own

subjects.This-would. seem to underline the point made in the Newsom Report-that it is
important,fOr the average and below average pupils to learn how to make decisions. It
should be mentioned here that the pupils' boredom was not confined to school. A sub-
stantial number of them complained of being -often bored in their spare time This problem
was mentioned by the Newsom Report.

.

Teachers worried about their pupils' boredom, and this Played a large part in their
thoughts about the proPosed raising of the school leaving age. The report states that 'The

.. majority of teachers, then, had reservations about the advantagei of keeping at least some
,? of their pypils on at school. The "most frequently mentioned reasc;ns for their doubts lay

in thepdpils' 'own attitude to school. These teachers did dot feel confident in their ability
to get through the pupils' apathy, boredom and lack of interest in anything to do with
school' (S.C.E.89). However, some teachers were more optimistic and saw`the raising Of
the school leaVing age as an opportunity to develop their pupils' interests. The fact that .

the majority of teachers still feel that the pupils exude apathy and boredom would seem
\ to'indicate.that progress in engaging.the pupils' interest in secondary education is not-

going forward at an overwhelming pace. However, one optimistic sign is that many of the
parents thought that the subjects taught at the time of the enquiry, were more interesting
or uP-to7date than those taught when they themselves were in school. if they were correct
in their assessment, this does indicate prOgress. Perhaps the baseline from which progress

being made was so low thatit will take a great deal Of progress before startling results,'
be seen irrterms of pupils' interest.

Both reports stress the need to engage the pupils' interest, and in many ways they
agree on how this might be done. The area in which they do not agree so closely is in the
analosis of how much. progreis has already been made. The Newsom Report is perhaps
more cheerful irf its assessment of the current situation than is the Schools Council 1'

EnqUiry. However, this difference may be due largely to the fact.that the Newsom Com-
mittee set out to. make recommendations on how things should be, while the Schools

.

Counckl Enquiry by virtue of the way in which it was carried out necessarily found out
\ -

more about how things are now in the eyes of the various participants in the process of
,

eyes

r:Secon ary. Education.

1:41 Primary and Secondary Education

ehave now considered two reports on Primary Educationand four reports on Secondary
ducation:All six reports have much to say about the useqf children's interest and

.: .

uriosity. It is interesting to compare the findings and recommendations of the Primary
Iducation with those of the Secondary Education reports. :

A I the reports expressed theopinion that if education was to be effective the
upils' in rest must be engaged. This has already been amply documented in the earlier

es of t is paper. There is, however, a difference across age as to how difficult the task
o engagin the pupils' interest is seen to be

13



The Single most alarming difference which-strikes one immediately s that while
the reports on Primary SehoOl speak of the great natural curiosity whi childar,en have

when they first begin school, the reports on Secondary education stress the boredom with
school and with life in general which characterises children in the later years at school.
One feels that something is very wrong if, after eight years of school, children have not only
failed to further develop their curiosity, but have lost what they had. If one of the func-
tions of the school is seen as that of arousing pupils interests as it is seen to be in the
reports studied then the schools are surely failing if many pupils move from a state .of
great curiosity at the start of their school, career to one of great boredom at the finish of
it. Based solely on the evidence of the reports, one gets theehilpression that the meta-
morphosis from the interested pupil to the bored may take place in the first two years of
Secondary school If this is sO, then:why is it? Could it be the rigid compartmentalising of
all knowledge into subjects which have little meaning to the pupils? This is certainly one
possibility put forward by the various committees which studied Secondary Education.
Could it be that for some pupils all Work is geared towards success at-exams while-the
alternative is no threat of exams and a sure sense of failure? These and many more possi-
bilities present themselves.

However, there are three alternative possibilities which need careful consideration.
Perhaps the Plowden Committee was a bit over - optimistic in its report. Perhaps most

--children are already bored by the time they leave primary school. Maybe the stimulating
education which the Plowden Committee reported on is not nearly so widespread as they
believed it to be. Another possibility is that most children are not bored when ',hey enter
secondary school and are in fact still interested when they get to the last two years in
school, but that the education they are offered at that point is o irrelevant to them that
they appear to have been bored from the start. Lastly, it would be unfair to the schools to:I
.place all responsibility or them without even considering the pOssibility That there could
be a natural decline in curiosity as children get older - perhaps based on their stage of
psychosexual development, growing family and social pressures, or just the fact that as
they live longer less is new to them and they take more for granted. This last alternative is
a possibility, bUt even so it should only present a challenge not an insurmountable
obstacle.

The Primary School Reports and. Secondary School Reports both stress the need.for
education to be seen by the pupil to be meaningful and relevant to his life. In both cases
there.. is a suggestion that use should be made of the environment of the child. For the
primary school pupil, this is largely because he will have the greatest of difficulty in Under-
standing concepts which cannot be related to his environment. For the secondary school
pupilnit is because he is less likely to see the pOint in learning about something the further
removed it is from his environment In. the reports on Priniary Education there is more
stress on how children can best learn as well as what they will learn with interest. The
reports on Secondary Education are more concerned with what the, children learn. Perhaps
this emphasis should be shifted a bit in vim of the findings we see in the report 'Young

. School Leavers' in which the complaints made most frequently by the pupils are related co
hoW the subjects are taught rather than which subjects are. ,. .

It seems ironic that at precisely:the stage in education (i.e.tat the secondary level)
when most pupils are more able to find out things for themselves; because they have
mastered the techniques of reading and simple arithmetic and beaause their powers of
reasoning are more developed, the emphasis on the idisCovery method' tends to be dropped.
However, it is certainly true that less emphasis is put on it in the reports on Secondary'
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Education than in those on Primary Education. The reports on Secondary Education do

,stress the importance of the-pupil participating actively in the learning process = but this
seems to be more in termsOtarnakingthings in the 'practical subjects!. One is left with the
impression that learning gets more passive in nature as the pupils get older and that it
gets more Passive the pupils disengage themselves from the educational process.Pne is then
left with teachers who are teaching but pupils who are not learning, or perhaps, more
correctly; teachers who are trying to.teach; but are not succeeding:

It is not then'surprising that teachers are worried about how they will.handle
pupils during the extra year at school. Many .pupils get little or kit extrinsic reward for
applying themselves at school so they will only be motivated to try if they get intrinsic
rewards.

1.5 Conclusion

The general impression one gets is that the recommendations in the field of interest and
7____Curiosity_have not changed much over the years, except to go slightly further in the same

direction. HoweVer, the desbriptions of how things actually were at the times of the various
1:studies did tend to change:over time to some extent; this is especially true as regards the
primary school reports. A .

This could lead to the feeling that all is well; however, as has been pointed out; a
large number of pupils are said to be bOred with schoOl and anxious to leave at an early age,
well before the present school leaving age. We have already considered some of the
possible reasons for 'this, Whatever the reasons, there is clearly a need for effective-concern.
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An additional.problern'is posed by the results of an experiment by Eisennian (1968),
who found that more complex geometrical shapes were rated significantly 'more navel'
than:simpler ones; this raises the possibility that in some cases at least, increased
exploration or attention to stimuli defined as 'more complex' could be attributable to
noveity effects.

The novelty of a stimulus or event can be defined at the simplest level in terms of
the frequency with which it has occurred in an individual's experience. Hutt distinguishei
three sources of novelty: 'object', 'environment' and 'person, with differing behaviour
effects. It is thifirst of these with which we are mainly concerned here. Berlyne
categorises novelty as 'complete', long-term' or 'short- term'. Most relevant empirical
studies have attempted to manipulate the last of theSe by controlling the frequency
of occurrence, of stimuli within an experimental session. Using such a procedure; Berlyrie__
and Parham (1968) had students rate a series_otcolourid shapes for novelty along a
seven -point scale. Subjective novelty of stimuli declined over repeated exposures, and
increased following repeated exposures of a different stimulus. Also, the more respects
in which the new stimulin differed from:the mfamiliar one, the more novel it judged.(

The other collative variables that have received experimental attention are
surprisingness and incongruitY. These, as Hutt points out, can be regarded as instances
of what Berlyne.terms 'relative', as opposed to 'absolute'i,novelty. Sorprisingness involves
the violation of expectancies based,upon past experience, while incongruitwdepends
on a novel, and more or less improbable, juXtaposition of otherwise familiar stimulUe.
elements or events.

2.1.3 Collative variables and exploratory response

The majority of the studies reviewed here have used two-dimensional visual stimuli to
represent varying leVels of collative variability, while their power to elicit attention
(specific exploration) has generally been operationalised as the length of time Spent fixa-
ting them, oras the choice of one stimulus to fixate in preference to another. However,
numerous variations of these dependent variables have been employed, as well as, in some
cases, physiological indices of attefitiOn. Studies involving infants, children and adults
as subjects are described in sparate sections, and.as far as is convenient, studies, using
complexity andnovelty asTheir independent stimulus-variable are dealt with separately.-

2.1:3.(i) Infant studies. Tinio mai 'radices of curiosity have been used in infants: the
time a child will continue to attend t a stimulus and the amount ofslowing down in
heart rate. Well over thirty studies have examined relationships between children's res-
ponses and degrees of comPlexity or novelly and habituation to both. These cannot be
reviewed in detail here,and while there are differencesin-resultsobtainedy
with-the heart rate Measure, there seems to be *le doubt that 'intermediate' degrees of
complexity and novelty are associated with longer`fixation and that habituation to
stimuli proceeds more yapidly in older children. Both 'complexity' and 'novelty' are .

relational-rather than categorical tents in that they are \joint function of the objective'
complexity level of stimulation and the individual's already eiciOng knoWledge and
information-processing capacity. Since this normally increase with age older children
typically attend more tp increasingly.coMplex stimuli. This won is reviewed in detail by
Kagan (1971). It isOf insufficient immediate relevance to merit itision here

2.1.3. (ii) AOult studies. The investigation of responses to collative ulation in adults
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and children has on the whole been nforedirectly stimulated by Berlyne's theorising than
the infant research referred to above.

Berlyne and his associates have reported a series Of studies using a standard set of.
Ivisual materials comprising stimulus pairt representing 'more irregular' (MI) and 'less.

regular' (LI) valUeS of complexity and incongruity variables. Berlyne-(1966a) describes
these as follows

A. Irregularity of-arrangement
Amount of material

C. Heterogeneity of elements
D. Irregularity, of shape
E. )nCongruity
F. Incongruous juxtaposition.
Pairs A to D consist of abstract patterns, .E and F of meaningful pictures. In more

recent studies, three further pairs of patterns have been added representing a higher
absr;ute leyel of complexity, in order to determine whether increased attention to
higher comPleXity reflects merely a arndency to avoid verysirriple stimulation. These
pairs are described as

XA. Number of independent units
XB. Assymmetry
XC. Random distribution
Day;(1966).has found that the four levels of complexity definedly Berlyne on

an a priori basis are rated as increasingly complex by adulti.
In the first study.using these materials (Berlyne, 1957) subjects were allowed to

press a button to give theniseIves as many'brief (0.14 second) tachistoscopic exposures
Of the figures as they wished before passiiig on to the next. MI members elicited
Significantly More responses than their LI couriterpartsin each category. When the
Pairs were shown side by side on a screen (Berlyne, 1958 a; b), the MI members attracted
a significantly greater proportion of the viewing-time allotted, whether it was ten
seconds or minutes.--

Studies usin choice response-measures have produced leis clear-cut results.
Berlyne (1963b), ojected the members of each pair in turn,and subjects were required
to take a further ook at. one of them.:There was a tendency of MI patterns. to be' selected
when the initial exposure was brief (0.5 or one second), and LI patternswben it was
longer (three or four seconds). Using a three-second initial exposure, Berlyne and Lewis
(1963) found that on average, subjects chose to prolong MI stimu'i just over:half of the

:'time. Also, once exposed, the MI members of the three high complexity categories
tended to attract less lookim tha_n_theiii_Lcoiinterparts.:This_result_was replicated by
Berlyne and Lawrence (1964)using l'free looking-time measure, and Day (1966 cb)
using paired companion and free looking-tiMe procedUres respectively, suggesting that
even for adults, the relationship between complexititand perceptual curiosity arousal
may be curvilinearjather than linear.

Other p/exity effects. Brown (1967) found that three-diniensionahiatterns were
viewed lo ger than two-dimension I, and patterns with different coloured components
longer th r-14-a) erns with compon its of the same colour. Leckart (1966) found a
linear relationship -free-too -`time and rated complexity (high, medium and
low) of coloured elides Of objects a d landtcapes. Evans (1970) found that the time
spent inspecting iJ series of six pr paragraphs increased linearly with their 'complexity'
measured in terms of difficulty of laze completion. \
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Other incongruity effects. Nunnally,-"Faw and Bashford .11969), and Faw (1970) found
increasedviewing over four levels of incongrUousitixtaposition of animal- and object-

' features, using paired comparisont and free looking-time measures respectively.
Novelty effects. In the case of adult* and olddr children, it is possible to estimate how
often Particular stimuli have been encountered, and thus to manipulate relative novelty
and familiarity on an a priori basis. Such a procedure was used by Crandall (1967)
who found that pairs of words defined as 'unfamiliar' in terms of ThorndikLorge
frequency were more effective in holding subjects' attention than 'familiar' pairs, the
latter resulting in more fi:equent alternations of fixation, and more fixations away from
the display.

Other experiments have used procedures similar to thote of infant studies already
described with similar results Faw and Nunnally, 197.1; Leckart, 1966).

2.1.3.(i ii)Child studies. A number of studies have investigated complexity and incOn-
gruity effects, employing the button-pressing exposure task used by Berlyne.for example,
PielstiCk and Woodruff (1964 ;1968) found pictures and diagraMs rated as 'complex' elicited
significantly more 2-second exposures than a corresponding set of 'simple' drawings in
seven and eleven year olds, The later study also demonstrated sjgrificant effects for
incongruous.photographs over their banal counterparts.

Other studies of complexity effects. Cantor, Cantor and Dittrichs (1963) used a variant
of the Berlyne (1958a;b) procedure with pre-school children. The sUbjects were shown
six triads of figures for one minute each Each triad comprised patterns of relatively high,
medium and low complexity; and subjecti were told to look as long or as little as they
wished at each member in the time allotted The high-complex paiternkattrattectsignit-----
icantly longer fixationsthan the other two categories.

Hogs, Miller and. Spitz 11963) report a series of experiMenls carried out with a
group of mental retardates with a mean chronologiCal age (CA) of 'fifteen yeartand
mental age (MA) of eight, together with normal comparison grOutts of equal CA and. MA.
Thirty itimulus-pairS, mainly taken from Berlyne's, and represen ng six complexity and
incongruity variables were preiented for three seconds each, after which subjects were "

able to prolong the exposure of either member for up to thirty nine seconds. Overall, the
mean number of MI (more irregular) choices was 1033 out of the thirty poisible,
although the equal CA subjects viewed their. MI. selections longer than their LI ones:

Hutt and McGrew (1969) Similarly used both selection and .fixation measure,
with the difference that their subjects. (five, eight and eleven yeir olds) were able to
initiate for themselves exposures of simple or complex patterns by pressing one two
different-coloured buttons. No significant differences appeared between the dumber of
complex and siMplestimuli exposed, even though the older subjects were award that
two buttons produced different kinds of patterns and exposed their-complex,cheices*-

..,

longer than their simple choices. ,

Other studies ofincongruity effects. Faw and Nunnally (1968) replicated the findings of
their adult studies demonstrating a linear relationship between level of inconpruous
juxtaposition and fixation-time, under both paired-comparisons and utiPated looking'
conditions, year olds. / (

/
Novelty effects. A series of studies by Cantor and,Cantor investigated habitation and
recovery oiattentionin kindergarten children using black-and-white or coloured draw!
ings as stimuli. They demonstrated fiXation decrement over fivessUcCeeive exposures of

e.
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stimulus sets and recovery to non-familiarised stimuli with greater.recovery after eight
habitiiption trials than after two (See. Cantor, 1969)..

Lewis, Goldberg and Rausch(1967).and Lewis and Goldberg (1969) fOUnd
decrements in fixation, in three year olds over six thirty-second exposuresOf patterns
'and drawings, and recovery of these responses when variants of the stimuli appeared -oh.

, _ ..

a seventh trial. : . ,
:. A number of studies with. young children havi demonttrated etendency to

approach novel toys in preference to. familiarised ones. Mendel (1965) gave groups of
three to five year olds an opportunity to play with one off We sets of eighttoys ..)f .

which eil,.iix, four, two or more had been exposed previously. The sets were thus.
considered to represent-0, 25, 50,.75,and 100 per cent relative novelty. Frequency
of choice was found to be linearly related to novelty. Harris (1965;1967), found a
significant:tenderiCy to choose an unfamiliar toy rather than one that had previoUily
been:shoWn for four minutes, even &the novel toy was damaged. 6."

Hutt (1966; 1970a) used 'a more complicated experiniental set-up to investigate
habitdation effeCt: Children aged between three and five years old were placed individ-
ually in a 'playroorn.for six ten-minute periods. T,he room contained five. familiarised
toys and a novel object, namely, a rectangular box with a leyer that could be moved in
four directiont; certain movements could' ause lights to come on, belli to ring,,Or
counters to work, While other movements'had no particular contingencies...Inv igation
of the object was foUnd to be more prolonged under more complex feedPack .. . ittons, °

while with minimal or no feedback it declined rapidly after the first trial. 4 4 ,

Age, intelligence and specific exploration in children. Experiments which have compared
fixation responses of children and adults to the same stimuli have produced inconsistent
results. Burgess (T956tin-his-replicatimotthe first Berlyne study, found that five
year olds exposed the stimuli more than five times as long as a group of adults. Thiscould
be interpreted as signifying that the children, with their lower information processing
capacity, required longer to reduce uncertainty to, a threshold level. However, Faw,
Nunnally and Ator (1969) found no differences between eight to tWelve year olds and
adults in fixations of dot-patterns varying in uncertainty, while Faw (1970) found
adults looking significantly longer than ten year olds at incongruous drawings. It, is
possible that Burgess' results were dUe at least in part to the children deriving greater
pleasure than the adults from operating the tachistoscope!

If children who are younger or less intelligent do require more time than those
older or more intelligent to take in the same amount of information, as is suggested by
infant habituation stUdies, then it may be predicted that they will shdiv longer fixations
to the same stimuli. However, Kagan and Livson hypOthesise more advanced-children
should be differentially responsive to higher levels of collative variability, and given the
impossipility of defining these levels, precise predictions seem to be ruled.out Contrary
to the first hypotheiis, Pielstick and Woodruff (1964)-found that fixation times were
positively relatedt'bofh age and intelligenceadong seven and eleven yaar olds. In

'their later study (1968), te variables had no effect when a different set of complexity
stimuli were used, but yo er children did show more attention to pictures varying
in incongruity. Ashton (1965) ancrMelchert (1969) found that brighter terrand.eleven
year olds looked longer at patterns and at photographs of museum objects respectively,
while, LaCrosse (1967), using the Berle figures, found no differences between high and
low intelligence six and eleven year s.
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The evide riddielraing to he second hypothesis shows more consistency; there
does appear to be a gem/attend c'y for more cognitively advanced children to be more
differentially attentive to more co olex, incongruous and unfamiliar stimuli. In the
Hoats; Miller and Spitz (1968)_atu , Only the_equal._CA group looked at:their --- --
MI than at their LI 'choices; for bo the retarded and the equal MAsubjects, Ml and LI
stimuli were fixated equally. The VI ()difference was found by Flick (1976). between
groups of.normal andstetarded childr aged between five and thirteen:While all but the
oldest retardates showed shorter fikati n than their normal agep'eers. Hutt and McGrew
fotuid that exposure times of simple a complex patterns tended to deCrease with age,
but five year olds tended to fixate simp pattems.longer than complex ones while the
opposite was true for eleven year olds. For eight year olds, there was no differende. Black,.
Williams and Brown (1971.) presentedpairs of shapes, containing between fOur end
twenty sides to three and four year olds. A twelve Sided shape was most often ChosemfOr,
prolonged viewing by four year olds, while the younger group tended most to thoose
one with eight sides. This finding was replicated in alongitUdinal study.

As regards nOvelty, Mendel reportethat older children in a three to five year olds
sample, chose lessfamiliar toy -sets significantly more ofteh' than those younger; While
Pielstick and Woodruff (1968) failed to find'any age or ability effects on-the time spent
investigating various objectirated for novelty, either in overall or differential terms.

Collative variablesand fixatiorkiffie. Berylne (1960, chap. 6), discUssing his 1957
experiment, reports that subjects' comments shoWed that they tended to-look at the
stimuli as long as was needed for identification. Clearly, since complex patterns contain
moredetail than simpler ones, they require more prolonged attention before they can be-,
registered, but it is doubtful whether the same interpretation can begnade with respect to
other collative variables. Although Berlyne seems to hold the view that all the Collative
variablet affect specific exPloration in the same way, he has, indifferent statements of
his theoretical pcisition, emphasised different internal constructs mediating betweenthe
two Coinpare, for example, 'the condition of discomfOit, due to inadeouate information,
that motivates specific exploration, is what,we call 'curiosity'.', (1956, p. 25) with 'what
underlies all the collative properties and//gives them their common motivational effects
is conflict, by which we mean a conditjOrrin which incompatible, mutually interfering 1
pattern of behavi. r are simultaneottily mobilised' (1964, p. 0).

'Allowinif5f the possibility suggested. by Eisenman (1968) that 'complexity'
effects may sometimes be mediated by novelty (in.any case, all, stimuli are more or less
unfamiliar), it seems a priori that the 'inadequate information' interpretation may
be more applicable to complexity, the 'conflict' interpretation to Variables like_novelty,
incongruity and surprisingness, Which involve aetrong discrepancy between past and
present eXperience. An experiment by Greenberger; Woliiman and YourahaW f1967);
supports the riotiorfthat the function of visual filation may vary according to the nature'
of the stimulus: groups of subjects given a prior 'curiosity set' or 'set to remember!
looked longer at collative stimuli significantly longer than a control
instructions, but for the former, attention-was-prolonged -predominantly to incongruous
pictures, while1Or the latter the effect stemmed Mainly from increased attention to
highly comploQatterns: Moreover, seventy per cent of the control subjects, when
questioned afteeVie experiment, reported hiving developed 'a self-induded curiosity or
remembering set, arl the same relationships obtained for them :
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2.1.4 Cornpleity, novelty, exploration and/liking ., i -'
/ , .

Although differential fixations can be described lobielyes 'preferencee,i)ere seems to
I

be no reason to infer that stimuli that attract longer fixations are 'liked' more than those
which are fixated less. However, over twenty studies have shown that stimuli rated as
More 'interesting' by subjects tend to be thcAie that attracflonger attention, i.e
'interestingness' tends to increase with'coWexity, while judgements of highest
preference or 'pleasingness' tend to be accorded to relatively simple or intermediately
complex stimuli, though there is evidence for wide individual differenCes in the peak of
the preference function. On the basis of such findings, Berlyne (1963;4967) has
suggested that expressed interest and preference are related to specific. and diversive
exploration respectively, 4e: whereas 'interesting' stimuli are those which tend to elicit
specific exploratory behaviour, 'pleasing' stimuli are those which would'have greater
reward value in a situation of low-information input. Studies that have subjects
exPosing' themselves to whateVer stimuli they liked, which would appear to be an
operational measure of liking (ag. Hutt and McGrew, 1969; Duke arid Gullickson, 1970),
have not found any evidence of consistent preference for complexfty. The finding
obtained by Aerlyne 11963) and Hoats,'Miller and Spitz (1963) that LI, rather than MI -.
p4tterns were chosen for prolonged viewing after three or four second exposure,
B rlyne explains by supposing that, having had sufficienttime to reduce uncertainty
t a threshold level, subjects were in a position to select whichever pattern they found

Ore attractive. This idea is supported by thifact that the least intelligent reta dates in..
t e Hoits, Miller and Spitz; (1963) study, who Would 'be expected to have tak longest

reduce uncertainty, mademore MI choices than those more intelligent
1 Berlyne .(1960, chap. 8) did predict that exploratory behaviour should be

rtelateclto scores on.the Barron-Welsh Art Scale (Barron,1963), a test designed to
Measure differences incoMplexity-simplicity preference Although this had been shown

I

not to be a unitary trait, just as
(

complexity is not a unitary dimension Rump, 1968),
Berlyne and--Lewis found a significant correlation of 0.32 between. BM 'S scores and
numbers.of MI choices (diversive exploration), while Day (1966b) fou d no correlation
i.
with the proportion of a thirty second viewing period spent on MI sti. uli (specific
exploration). 4 e 1,.

, . I ncmased. attention to unfamiliar' stimuli has similarly been nterpreted as a
.

'preference! for noveltY (e.g: Cantor, 1969), but there is considera le eVidence to suggest
,

that liking is correlated with-familiarity rather than with novelty.; erlyneand Lawrence
,

in their preference study found that subjects generally preferred 4igures which they had
seen in previoUs experiments to new ones paired with them, but this area was: not
investigated systematically,untirZajonc (1968),presented.a lathe amount of data, both
'correlational and experimental, in support of the hypothesis that liking for stimuli
increases as a function of their frequency of exposure.: In the experiments he reported,

,. subjects' ratings of the 'goodness of meaning' of nonsense Words and Chinese idiograms,
and favourable attitudes towards photographs of men's faceswere all found to be
enhanced after repeated Presentations. Zajonc suggests th4t thii effect is mediated by,
Conflict reduction, an interpretation similar to Berlyne's account of specific.exploratio'n,
except that ilernphasises the effeCts of exposure on the erception of the stimulue

TwO studies with children by Cantor (1968; Can or and Kubose, 1969) have
rather than 4n the subject: Supportive evidence has been found (see Matlin, 1971).

i

°: .demonstrated the opposite effect. Both studies found significantly greater liking for
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drawingi which had not been seen preViously. Paz and Pien (1971), using adults and ten
to thirteen year olds as subjects, obtained similaTresults to Cantor's for both groups:
unfamiliar drawings were rated more liked, regardless of whether they were meaningful or
whether a spaced or.massed familiarisation procedure was used. The authors suggest that
Zajonc's restilts could haie stemmed froth his using stimuli that were initially difficult to
distinguish from each other; reinforcement following successful discrimination would
be expected to have enhanced subjects' attitudes towards those stimuli.

Berlyne (1970a) nid groups of students rate/coloured shapes (as Used by Berlyne
and Parham in their subjective novelty study) on se lien-point scales for 'pleasingEass' and
Interestingness'. Both were found to decline with repeated exposures, with 'interesting-
ness' tending to fall off faster, and to increase with a change of stimulus. Ber lyne
attempted to reconcile conflicting resulti by proposing that changes'in preference/
following exposure depend on changes in the arousal-potential of the stimulus. On this
basis, he predicted that relativelicOmplex stimuli, having an arousal-potential in excess
of the optimal level, would become more liked as continued exposure produCed arousal-
decrement, whereas. simple stimuli; having a sub-optimal level at the outset; would merely
increase arousal further with continued exposure, resulting in increased negative affect
In a series of experiments, Berlyne found that complex paintings on the whole declined.-
less in 'pleasantness' than simpler ones Over ten four-second presentations, While there
was some tendency for their ratings to rise when the familiarisation proc ure involved
the interspersed presentation of several stimuli (as used by Zajonc and hi associates)
rather than homogeneUus sequences. In .a further experiment, ratings Oficomplex paintings
were found to reach a peak after twelve presentations and then decline steadily with
additional trials, while those of tImple, paintings shoWed a monotonic decrease.

Hutt's 'novel toy' studies (1970 8;1)) provide evidence in support of Berlyne's -.
hypothesis that whether or not the reward-value of a stimulus: increases with familiarity
depends on how 'interesting' the.stimulus is initially. Shefound tht when complex
feedback from the object was available, the time that subjects spent in playing with it
(i.e., diversbve exploration) increased and then decreased over hi*, as investigation of it
(specific exploration) declined steadily; it was enhanced by widispacing of trials, but it
did not occur at'all under simple or no feedback conditions.

2.1B Epistemic curiosity

' Epistemic' behaviour is defined by Berlyne (1960, chap.. 10; 1966a) as a sub-class of
specific exploration, particularly characteristic of humans, which is directed towards and
reinforced by the acqUisition of knowledge, 'that is, ihforrnatiostored in the form of
ideational structures and giving rise to,internal symbolic responses that can guide
behaviour an future occasions'. (.1966a, p. 31). The classes of epistemic behaviour listed
by Berlyne are epistemic (eg. scientific) observation, epistemic (original or creative)
thinking, (see Berlyne, 1965; 1970b) and consultatio ( which inciudes reading and
questioRasking.

Such behaviour is thought to be initiated by and aimed at resolving, a state of
high arousal (' episteMic curiosity') resulting from nceptual conflict, ie. competition
between incompatible thoughts, beliefs, attitudes conceptions. Berlyne lists categories
of conceptual conflict:doubt, perplexity; contr ction, conceptual incongruity, confus-
ion and irrelevance. Although knoWledge,seeki is differentiated frOm exploratory

.behaviour aimed merely at 'dispelling the unce inty of the moment' (ibid.), the distinc-



tion between the two would not 'appear-to be clear -cut if one accepts that exploration
may be directed towards. the formation of models or schemata Of stimulus-events.

-Brurier (1966) has suggested that knowledge can be encoded in three different ways:
by Means of 'enective', 'iltonic' or 'symbolic' representation. That is to say, one can
know about the world through the habitual actions that are used in coping with it,
through imagery, or through linguistic and Other symbolic transformations of actions
and image. It may be the case that much perceptual exploratory behaviour liea.2.1AT
serves the functiorcof acquiring ikonic schemata, particularly in young children whose
representational capacities are lirnited, While the types of response classified as
'epistemic' are those which are aimed at forming,or modifying symbolic schemata.

Two experiments by Berlyne (1954b; 1962) were designed to test four hypo-
theses proposed by the author in the earliest statement of his theory (1954a). It was
predicted that conceptual conflict, and hence epistarnic behaviour, would increase as
a function of:

(1) . the number of competing sy.mboliC response-tendencies
(2) their total absolute strength.
(3) - their nearness to equality of Strength, and
(4) their degree of mutual incompatibility.
In the first study, a group of students were given a questiOnnairecOnsisting of,

fortkeight multiple-choice guestion3 about invertebrate animals, and were asked to
mark the twelve questions whose answers they would most like to know. The results
showed that questions were more likely to be marked if

(i) they. concerned animals rated as more faMiliar; this was taken as support
for hypotheses (1) and (2), on the assumption that beliefs and ideas about more
familiar concepts would be both more numerous and stronger;

(ii) they had four rather than two alternative answers; this was taken-as---
additional support fOr hypothesis (1);

(iii) they were found surprisi eir predicates were judged to be
inapplicable to thearAmals-i ved; this was considered' to support hypothesis (4):

A y was concerned with testing hypothesesil ) and (3), degree of
,

\conflict in this case being manipulated by Varying stimulus-uncertaintY. A group of
Sixteen year olds/was presented with thirty quotations, each coupled with two or three
names purporting (incorrectly) to include that of the author; each name in turn was
COtIpled with a number which was alleged to be how many experts out of a group of
a kindred had guessed it to be the correct name to match the quote. Uncertainty was
varied further by varying the distribUtion'of'guesses' among the names; the more names
there were, and the more evenly the guesies were distributed, the greater Was the level of
objective uncertainty. The thirty, quotes werethus divided into high-, medium- and
low,uncertainty groups. Subjects were instructed to rank-order the twelve quotes
whose true authors they wbuld most,like to know, A 'curiosity score' of zero was
allotted to unranked quotes, while the score for each one ranked was calculated by
Subtracting its rank from thirteen. It was found that the mean curiosity score was
highest for, the high7uncertainty quotes and lowest for the low - uncertainty quotes,
lending support to both hypotheses:

A similar depeneent variable was used by Ashton (1965) to investigate the_
effects of collative propertieS'on epistemic curiosity in ten and eleven year old
Children. The subjects were asked to say which of the objects in a series of phOto-
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graphs they would like to know more about. Ashton reportithat in the case of 'puzzle
'pictures' (common objects viewed from unusual angles), frequency of choice was
correlated with judged complexity and novelty,thoUgh more so with the former, while
with photographs' of strange museum objects, there were no such correlations. Providing
information increased frequency of choiae when it appeared to conflict with the content
of the picture, and decreased it when it merely defined or described the picture, thus
reducing stimulus-uncertainty. Subjects tended not tochoose pictures about whoie
identity they had been able to formUlate a:large number of hypotheses, which.may be
seen as an instance of conflict reduction through 'epistemic thinking'.

2.1.5 The stimulation of questions
t

Question-asking, it has been noted, is defined by Berlyne as an instance of 'consultation',
i.e. 'behaviour which exposes an individual to verbal stimuli issuing from other individuals',
(p. 265). ll: Isaacs (Isaacs, 1930), in an essay on the 'why' questions of young. Children,
stressed the role of conflict in motivating such questions, many of which, he suresied,
could be classified as 'epistemic' why's (La occasioned by a sudden clash, gap o disparity
between .our past experience and any present experience' (p. 295).

......-
Berlyne and Fronimer (1966) investigated the relationship between ccinflict-'

arousal and question-asking in groups of children aged five, eight and eleven: The Subjects
were presented with pairs of items representing high and low ('plus'' and 'minus') values
of collative variables, and were invited to ask questions about them. The stimuli consisted
o_ f picturesAvaryingirrir.TCongruity); pictures with or.without explanatory 'Tories (amount
of information); oral IY-related stories with picturesvarying in the numbea and respective
probability
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concerning'
- Open questions were more frequent at all ages; Closed e*olanatory qUestions were only

that the questioner has formulated a specific hypothe4s that he wants confirmed ore.

_ comes (surprisingness). Over all four categories, 'plus' items elicited,significantly.more

of whether they requested factual or explanatory, information, and whether they were \:,.

inter-
rogative word and which may receive a wide variet`iof answers, whereas closed questions \

denied, while the former may, in general, represent a lei* knoWledgeable stage of thinking. -

quettions than 'minus' items. The questions thei'were asked were categorised in terms .\\

in 'open' or 'closed' form. Open questions are those that areintroduced by an inter-

minimally require only a 'yes' or 'no' answer. The leiter type may be taken to indicate \

loue e.tcxtoennites'

(uncertainty)e r trucks\

othst'malagl Oifc'thoerm'ncoornincaerr

Sthe magic tricks. This category eliCited significantly more explanatory than factual
questions,overall, while the 'amount of information' and 'uncertainty' categories, as
might be expected, elicited more factual questions. In a pilot study employing slightly
different materials,.:; year olds asked` many more quistiOns than younger or older
children (a Mean of 230 against 3.7 and 9.4 respectively), while in the main experiment,
the:number increased monotonically with age (means of 6.9; 16.8 and 17.8); this
disparity was attributed to the fact that the oldest Children wore already familiar with
the stories used in the pilot study. Surprisingly, in both experiments, providing answers
increased ;the number of questions asked only for the intermediate age-group, this effect
attaining Significancb in the main study.

Duffy and Robinson (ibid) found that 'incongruous' drawings elicited significantly
more questions than their banal counterparts, although the absolute numbers were small
(a mean of 1.33 agai7st 0.371. Furthermore, there was a significant negative correlation
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(r = 0.40) between amount of questioning and intelligence-testscores (Raven's matrices);
while social class had no significant effect. Evans (1970) invited his subjects to record any

_questions they would like to ask about six paragraphs graded for complexity. More complex.
paragraphrdid.not elicit more questions, but as complexity increased, the proportion of
subjects asking §pen questions increased significantly, while the proportion asking closed
questions declin,ed.

2.1.6 Curiosity-arousal and learning

. A test of the effect. of epistemic curiosity arousal on retention was carried out by Berlyne
(1964h)1n a later phase of the study cited previously: After the experimental group had
seen, the pre-questionnaire described earlier, they and a control group who had not had
the questionnaire were given a list of seventy two statements about inVertebrate animall,
some of which were answers to the questions. This.was followed by a retention test con-

/.

listing of open-ended 1.rsions of the same questions in a re-randomized order. It was
/ found, as predicted, that the experimental group scored significantly higher than the

controls on the retention-test, and that statements which were recognised as answers to
questions were more likely to be retained. In addition, questions most
curiosity were more likely to have their answers recognised and to be answered correctly
in the test. .

1

\
Berlyne's interpretation of these results seem puzzling at first glance:

'It had been postulated that the questions would generate epittemic
curiosity, which would be relieVed after sUbsequent exposure to the
corresponding statements and internal rehearsal of them, and that
reinforcement from the consequent curiosity reduttion would increase

,

the likelihdod of recall whenlhe questions were presented again dtiing
the test.Phase.' (1966b, p. 128)

If knowledge-reheirsaffollowing epistemic behaviour does enable conflict to be resolved,
then it should be expected to strengthen that behaviour. In fact, the experimental group
did express More 'extended curiosity' than the controls at the end of the experiment:
when asked to indicate which animals they would like to know more about, they. checked
off more\animals (but compare the equivocal evidence obteined by Berlyne and Frommer).

-:Howe4er; Berlyne's account seems to assume that arousal-reductiOn strengthens both the
epistetnic response and knowledge rehearsal. A more satisfactory interpretation may be
one involving two-stage reinforcement process: conflict-reduction may act as the reinforcer
for knOwledge-rehearsal, while exposure,to answers, by providing the opportunity for ' :
Conflict reduction, may reinforce the epittemic-response.-Itshould be.noted; however,
thatatlifferent explanation has been proposed by Rothkopf (1965),. who suggests that
pre-questioning facilitates retention \by eliciting linspecthie behaviours' which draW the
leirner's attention to relevant information. Thii interpretation and research relating to it
are discussed by Prosser (chap. 9).

A further, investigation by Berlyne (1966b) used materials similar to those employed
in his 1962 study. The subjects, eleven and twelve year old-girls, were presented with
twenty eight quotations together with names of possible authors andiexperts' guesses as to
which was the correct one. Again, uncertainty was Manipulated, by varying the number of
possibilities and the distribution of guesses. FOr the pUrPosel of the experiment,,_ one-
was assigned to be the 'correct' answer for each of the quotes:-subjectiwere given this
answer following exposure to the quotes,-after "Which theY.received a retention test pre-
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senting the quotes in .a.re-arr'anged order. Contrary to prediction, neither retention nor
,extended curiosity scores were affected by the two uncertainty variables, but retention
Scores were significantly correlated.with both extended curiosity arid intelligence test
scores (r = 0.22 in each case): fierlyne suggests on the basis of this that retention may be
a joint function of intelligence and the individual's charaCteristic level of curiosity. Having
to guess the answer for each quote before being given the 'corrects answer significantly
improved recall, as did a delay between exposure to the quotes and receipt of the answers.
The reason for this latterfinding is not at all clear, but the 'guess' condition might have,
been expected to increase response- competition and thus raise the level of epistemic
curiosity. Further evidence.for the facilitating effect Of prior guessing on learning is
reported by Berlyne, Carey, Lazare, Parlow and Tiberius (in press).

A similar experiment toBerlyne's was carried out by Nicki and Shea (1971) who
presented nine'to eleven year old children with a series of twenty questions coupled with__
the correct answer or with two, three or five atternativesi-oneOfwhidhWis correct. The
respective_probabilities-ottlifinswers were determined by the frequency'with which they
had been given when the questions had been presented in open-ended form to 'a different
group of children. The procedure was basically the same as that followed: y Berlyne:
after the questioni had been pretented, the children were told the correct answers, and
then Underwent a recall test either imMediately or twenty four hours afterwards. Unlike
Berlyne, Nitki and Shea found a significant relationship between uncertainty and retention
scores, although overall it tended to be curvilinear, recall scores being highest for questions
with three alternative answers. This effect was more marked for immediate than for
delayed recall, and more marked for middle- than for wOrking-clasi children. Overall, the
working-class scored lower than the middle-class, but the performances of the two groups
was equal at the highest level of uncertainty.

Paradowiki,:(1967) hasalso demonstrated improved retention,following curiosity--
arouial, using a completely different.procedure. HePresented groups of students with ten
picturet, five depicting 'strange', and five 'familiar' animals, together with a paragraph of
information about each: After inspecting the pictures and paragraphs Or thirty seconds
each, the subject were given a recall test. Retention of kith the information in the pare,
graphs and the settings and borders of the pictures was significantly superior for the group
shoWn the''strange' pictures. In a similar, but simpler experiment, Pielstick and Woodruff -
(1968) tested for.recall of ObjettS rated 'novel' and.'familiar' by seven and eleven year olds,
both immediately and .five weeks after the objects had been seen in ariekploration study.
Younger subjects retailed lignificantly more novel objects in both tests, while the older
children showed some tendendy to recall familiar objects better, even though both groups
had initially ipeht longer in investigation of the novel objects. .

. It has been noted that on Berlyne's hypothesis, that uncertainty-reduction
strengthens both knowledge and the:response that Produces it The exPeriment by Nicki
(1969) cited earlier, suggests that uncertainty,reduction may reinforce_any-respobie upon
which it is contingent. A similar effect watderitonstrated-bOifittman and Terrell (1964);
they diVided a sampleof Six-yea-re:Ads into three groups on the basis.of the numberof
correct-restiOnses (zero, fourteen or twenty nine) they were required to make ine discrirnina-
tiOn task before the identity of a dot could be made known to them. The group
which had to wait longest made significantly fewer errors than the:other two, while the
grOup told the identity of the drawing at the outset made most errors. It thus appears that
uncertainty-reduction was a sufficient inCentive toenhance discrimination performance
even though the relationship between the two was arbitrarily determined by the experimenters.



2.1.7 Epistemic curiosity: a re-interpretation

Similar ideas about epistemic behaviour and its relationship to learning have been
expressed in different terminology in the theoretical formulations proPOsed by Piaget
(1936) and Ausubel (1968), the former 'concerned with cognitive develOpinent in
children, the latter with meaningful verbal learning in the educational context. Both
assume that the indiVidual's knowledge of the world cons is of hierarchically organised
internal representations of experience generally referred to 'schemes' or 'cognitive
structures', and that the acquisition of new knOwled invo modifications of these
systems. However, Piaget is like Berlyne and unlike Au I. in that he is interested in
mechanisms of knowledge acquisition, stressing that organisms adapt actively to their
environment; both see confliCt as a basis of change. Ausubel'is concerned lesi with
whence.and-how-potential knowledge comesnto the organism's orbit of experience,
but whether or not it can be assimilated once it is there, viz. what is relevant to the
integration of knowledge, particularly that presented in verbal form. He says nothing

.about 'accommodation' except that it may be impossible.
Both Ausubel and Piaget write in terms of internal representations being cognitive

structures, loading the organism with interpretive schemas. By contrast Berlyne hOnours
his commitment to learning theory by writing in terms of response tendencies and
problems of antagonism among these; conflict is a conflict abotit what to dm FOr Piaget

'.conflict is a problern about what and how to think. '

According to. Piaget's biological model, each new cognitive transaction with the
environment involves two compleMentary processes, 'assimilation' and 'accommodation'.
'Assimilation' refers to the interpretation of an object or event in accordance with the
child's existing cognitive structure, while 'accommodation' refers to the process by which
unassimilablproperties of that objecf or event change internal representations allowing
subsequent incorporation into those structures. In these terms; the types of behaviour
labelled 'exploratory' and 'epistemic' can be regarded as different niocloj accominoda-
ting to new experience& A similar interpretation is suggested by Ashton (1965, chali 5),
when she deicribes questiOns as:behaviour 'designed to remove obstacles in the path of
assimilating objects into past experience'. .Piaget supposes that cognitive structures, once
generated by the child's experience, haire an intrinsic need to continue functioning, and
that atcommOdatory acts are continually being extended tosnew and different features
of the environment. A newly accommodated-to feature will be asiimilated to an existing
structure; once assimilated, it will modify that structure, and make possible...further-7
accommodations. This process, together with spon anioms-re-organisation of assimilatory
structures occurring .incivendently-oreiiiiironmental input, makei passible a series of
progressively-rroilstable states of 'equilibriUth' between the child and the environment
as his internal representationi become- an 'increasingly satisfactory match to rein*.

This equilibration process is assumed to be an autonomous 'wired-in' one (a
similarview is proposed by White, 1959). It has been pointed out by Berlyne(1960,
chap. 11) and Ashton that the drive.to attain higher levels of equilibrium would appear
to-stem from the individual's awareness of the inadequacy wci'l his present knowledge in the

fate.of some new input, and theattainment of a higher !eve( functions-to resolve conflicts
arising out of perceived discrepancies; to use Bruner's term, Piaget's regards 'trouble' to be
thmainspring of development. HioweVer, while this concept is used to explain major
transitions in the course of intellecturaldeVeloPment the modification of cognitive
structures clearly occurs at a molecular rather than a molar level the child does not
attain maturity in one single step. The gradualness of cognitive advances is explained by



the hypothesis that one is only able to assimilate information for which one has been
prepared by previous assimilations: An event whose .interpretation requires a radical
re-organisation or extension of existing Structures cannot be succeSsfully accommodated
to, .and hence assimilated,' or in Ausubel's terms, the assimilation of new material depends
on the availability of appropriate concepts to act as 'subsumers' for that Material.

As Berlyne (1970a) points out, the model that Piaget proposes may have generality
beyong the developmental sphere:

'It seems reasonable to accountsuppose that similar factors will account for the
initiation of a speCific piece of thinking as well as the adoption of new
overall strategies of thinking and the construction of the comprehensive
systems of thought elements on which every speCific thought proCess
depends.' (p. 968)

AUsubel makes a similar point, though with a rather different emphasis:

' A moderate amount of discrepancy, incongruity or gap between existing
knowledge and a new learning task is most effective in mobilising attention,
particularly when the learner is dissatisfied with what he knows. In.
J. Piaget's terms, a child is most attentive to new learning tasks when they
require some degree of accommodation on hit part before they can be
assimilated when existing schemas are not wholly adequate for under,
standing or problem-solving and require some but not too much modifiCation.'
(1968, p. 371)

What Ausubel is proposing here would appear to be an instance of a discrepancy hypothesis;
not only is theindividUal's ability to assimilate new material determined by its 'remoteness'
from his existing knowledge, but his desire to do so is also. If this is' the caie, then it may
be predicted that the likelihood of epistemic behaviour being elicited by any given material'
will, be. a curvilinear function of its remoteness. However, the problems of defining amount
of discrepancy in operational terms are likely to be at least as great, as they are with
respect to exploratory behaviour.

2.2 Curiosity as Behaviour : EicOloration and Questions:.

xpioratoryllehaviour in Children

The studies of exploratory behaviour cited in the previoUs section were concerned primarily
with manipulating stimulus variables: Although subject variables were also taken into
account, they were considered mainly with respect to differential attentiveness to stimuli
of high and low collative variability. Thresearch to be described in this section pikes
greater emphasis uponpersonal antecedents of exploration,and partiCularly upon aspects
of Mother-child interaction. Alio,*they tend to operationalise exploratory behaviour in
more global terms than mere visual fixations of specific stimuli. In some cases, the amount
of investigation exhibited by subjects in an experimental situation has been regarded as an
operational measure of the trait of curiosity; the extent to which this assurription is
justifiable will be discussed in the following section (3.3).

2.2.1 Factors influencing-exploratory behaviour

Personal adjustment. 'As described earlier, evidence on the relationship between measures of
anxiety and responsivenesS to collative stimuli is, equivocal, despite the theoretical grounds
for supposing that this relationship shoUld be a negative one McReynolds, Acker and
Pietila 119611, on the basis Of McReynold' theory 11956),:hypothesised that anxiety

V?
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would inhibit the assimilation of new percepts to perceptual schemata, and this in turn
would inhibit exploratory behaviour. The procedUre of their experiment was similar to
thatused by McReynolds (1958) with psychiatric patients. The dependent variable was
the number of manipulations of thirty five small objects; twelve of these were presented
singly, and twenty three were presented in an ensemble for ten minutes. The subjects,
eleven year olds, were rated by a teacher on six-point scales for 'psychological health'
and'for five aspects of 'maladjustment'. Exploration scores correlated 0.45 with PsY-
chological health and from -0.27 to -0.5n with the maladjustment ratings.

However, Medinnus and Love (1965) found no relationship between teacher
ratings on six aspects of 'security' and exploratory behaviour in four year olds. The
dependent variable in this case was the amount of manipulation of twelve small toys
arid objects, and the number of times subjects chose an unseen toy in preference to
a visible one on eight trials. Saxe and Stollali (1971) found teacher-ratings of anxiety
to be unrelated to six measures of exploraticin in a free play situation in five year old .

boys.

Maternal attention. Rheingold (1961) compared the visual and manipulatory resP0P-
siveness to a novel toy (a rattle) of three monthold institution- and home-reared
babies. Prior observation revealed that the home-reared groUp.received more maternal
attention, Whiletheinstitutiongroup received attention from a largo-number of
different handlers. There were no significant differences between the two groups in
four measures of exnleration, although the institution babies were more responsive
socially. .-- .

Rubenstein (1967) hypothesised on the basis of .Ftheingold'sand other findings,
that the period between thretand_a_haltancraMonths of age is a critical one fOr the
emergence of a relatiorith-en levels of environmental stimulation.and exploratory
behaViout. Accordingly, she distinguished three groups, judged to be receiving high,
medium and .low levels of:maternal attentiveness, on the basis of home obsentatiOns
made when the children were five months Old. Measures of exploration; obtained at
six months, consisted of the time spent looking at and manipulating a bell presented
alone for ten minutes, and.following this, ten novel objects pairedWith the bell for.".
one minute each The high-attentiveness group were significantly. superior to the
low-attentivenesS group on the first test; and to both other groups on the second.
However, Rubeinstein's hypothesis is put in question by the results.Of an experiment by
White and Castle (1964), iii.which.the attentiveness variable was manipulated experiment-
ally. A group of infants froth an init:tutionwere given two .minutes extra handling a
day,during the first five weeks of life. They subsequently exhibited greater genera-
visual attentiveness than a non-handled group; the largest difference occurred at about
six weeks ofage, after which the performance of thetwo groups became more siMilar.:
This enhancement effect was apparently not mediated by supeHority ingeneral physical
condition; there were.no differencesbetween the two groups,inthe development
of prehension, gains in weight, or in general health: In this study, the independent
variable was defined.precisely.as the amount of physical. contact between mother and
child, whereas in the Rheingold and Rubenstein Studies, this variable was confounded
With the general level. f. environmental input with.which the child was-provided. It
seems likely that these two factors may effect subsequent.exploratorybehaviour
differentially, and also may Interact differentially with time of occurrence.

'Parental attitudes. Moss and Robson 11968) had raters assess expectant mothers on two



nine-point scales, relating to the degree to which they saw their babies in a positive sense
and their interest in affectionate contact with infants. Scores on the two scales predicted
the amount o face-to-face contact between mother and child at one and three months
of bge, but they failed to predict the length of fixations shown to geometrical patterns
and facial represehtations at three and a quarter months. At the same time; girls' fixa-
tions to the facial stimuli were significantly correlated (r = 0.61) with amount of face-to
face contact at three months.

Using the McReynolds et test, and projective-tests designed to tap children's
perceptions of parental, behaviour, Pangrac (19691 found that nine year old girls who
scored low on exploration, significantly more than those who scored high, tended to
perceive their parents as high on love and autonomy-granting, and low on hostility and
control. Similar tendencies were found for boys, but not to a significant extent.
Exploratory behaviour was to intelligence; social class, an's family size, but
first-born girls apPeared in the high exploration group significantly more often than later-
borns. Given that the effecti of parental attitudeSon 6hild behaviOur are probably
mediated through the parent's behaviour towards the child, the results of this study' seem

difficult-to reconcile with those of the studies described above. And it seems to be
impossible to come to any conclusions about these more distal antecedent's of explore
tory behaviour.

2.2.2; Children's questiOns
. .

If asking questions is a response to discrepancies between past and present experience,
it should be possible to find relationships between patterns of questioning and such
'developmental' variables as age, IntelligenCe and sex. Some evidence for such relation
ships is available,from the Berlyne-based studies described in the previous section,; but
the ability and disposition of a child to seek knowledgiin any situation should b_ e
expected to depend upon the complexity of the situation or relationship about which
knowledge-is sought and his capacity to appreciate this complexity.

The classification of questions: Plaget and Isaacs. Piaget (1924, chap. 5) collected nearly
1,000 spontaneous questions asked by a six year old boy over a ten month period,.
mostly recorded in the course of afternoon walks with a nurse. The object of this was
to uncover the boy's transition from pre - causal to causal thinking. At first, only 'why'
questions were reccirded; these were categorised in terms of What sort of information
was requested, the principal categories being causal and final explanation, huthan
motivation, and justification, of customs and rules. In later sessions, other types of
questions were also eCorded; these were Classified as questions of causal explanatiOn,
reality and history, human actions and riles. Piaget'S scheme was applied to..the data
of 'a number of the early studies of individual differences in questioning described below.

Unlike Piaget, N.Ilsaacs119301iimphasised the functional similarity of 'why'
questions across agelevels. He suggested an alternativkclassificatory system for YOung
children's Why's in teims of their motivational antecucents rather than their reference.
Mention has already been made of tfife class of 'epistemic' whys, which were seen as
aimed at reducing conflict and preventing its recurrence. Isaacs also distinguished
'affective and expressional' (i.e.'apOarently not requiring an answer),Informationar
and 'justificatory' 'why' questions! Clearly, the two schemes, approaching questions
from different viewpoints, are.not necessarily mutually incompatible-
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Studies of spontaneous questions. Fahey (1942) has reviewed a number of early studies,
usually involving fairly informal observations of a single child and concerned with the age of
initial appearance of various interrogative forms. In general, they seem to indicate that
'why' questions emerge later than other open forms, but as Fahey points out, many
questions in early childhood are requests for goods and services rather than for
information, and the results of thee studies are likely to reflect the order,in which these
demands appear rather than cognitive maturational processes. Some of the studies
reviewed also traced age-changes in the proportion, of children's conversation devoted
to questioning, or noted the age at which questions were most frequent; the overall
indication is that amount of questioning increases up to a maximum at about four
years of age, after which it gradually declines. Summarizing these results, Stern (1924)
distinguished two developmental phases; the first, commencing in the second year,`'
was considered to be characterized by questions of name and.place, the second, lasting
from the age of three to seven Years, by questions of time and cause.

1 Two larger-soale studies were carried out in the 1930's. In the first of these,
Davis (1932) had mothers record fifty consecutive questions from three to twelve

ear olds. While very large- individual- differences- appeared the time taken to collect
th questions ranged from thirty minutes to over fourteen hours 'age had no signifi-
cant effect on tate of questioning, though the main length of questions did tend to
increa , as did the frequency of questions about human actions and intentions, and
questio requesting corroboration and approval. Boys asked questions ate faster rate
than did rls, while those-that the gicls did ask were longer at all ages. Boysasked more
open. quests ns, more 'why' and moriquestions about definitions and causal relation-
ships, while gi Is aske 1More about social relationships. Davis reported that eightyeight
per.cent of au tions'seemed to stern from the immediate situation, eleverrper cent
from remote eve ts; she also concluded that while a novel. ccurrence seemed mot

1\ - 1

likely to elicit a long series of'questions, any ordinary situation might serve as a
/

starting-point . ;\
Smith (1933) do served children aged from one and a half to six two

situations; namely alone with adults and playing with peers. Her results tended to
confirm earlier findings: t e proportiOn of conversation occupied by questions was
greatest at four years; 'wha and 'where' questions declined in frequency With age,
While 'how', 'when' and 'Whyncreased steadily from year to year Also, the relative
frequency of closed questions increased. At two years, about a half were open, while
by five years only a' third were T ere were nol,,sr..1ifferencesjn questioning
frequency Overall, though girls ask nearly .vice as many as boys at two years. A
similar differente at thiSsage level w ; reported by McCarthy (1930), and might IA:
atiributabIA to earlier speech in girls (see Maccoby, 1967,p. 334-336)
Significantly more questions my ask of adults than of other children, though the
difference tended to decrease with age. McCarthy alsb compared questioning
frequency among nursery-school children bf high and low socioeconomic status, and
found that the 54rcentages of conversation devoted to questions were fourteen and
seven respectivfily: \

-

Elithed questions. A number of experiments have involved, subjects being presented
With some materials and invited or instructed to ask questions about them. The incid
ence and types of questions asked have been measUred against subject variables; but
in view of the wide variety of elicitation procedures Used, consistent resulti would not



be expected. .

Twoearlyinvestigations cited by Fahey, by. Mau 11912) and Finley (1921),
were concerned with sex and age differences respectively. Mau USW nature study materials
to elicit questiOns from kindergarten and young schoof chilcht; and fOund that boys
asked more thah girl's, nearly all questions being concerned with\the names anti' activities
of objects. Finley elicited more than 8,000 written questions fro( i children aged between
eight and thirteen by showing them a 'mud-piippy' (a seciis of salamander) in their
classroom& He &varied a decrease with age in the numbers of teleologioal.questions
asked, with a, corresponding' increase in the incidence of questiOns'about structure.
Attempts at classifying the animal Were rare, especially among the youngest children.
Finley also found that children'remembered best those points about which they had
asked most questions. .

Berlyne (1970b) cites an experiment by Stirling (1937) in which preschool
children were exposed individually to a variety.of pictures and stories, about which they
were invited to ask questions:Older children aiked more questions, andrequested
information about a larger number of items; tfiey asked more abOut purpOSes, times and .

.

place& and, fewer about names and attributes of objects. The incidence of questions was
alio positively related to indices of intelligence and social crass. I

Yamamoto (1962) gave TOrrarice's (1962) 'Ask-and-guese test to subjects aged
from five to seventeen, and also to a group of adults. The test involved showing subjects .

pictures illustrating nursery rhymes, and instruaing them to think of as many questions
about them as they could that were not answered in the pictures. It waslfound that the
numberof question's asked tended to increase with age, though sharp dips occurred at
about nine and twelve years:. Categorising the questlons according to the interrogative,
word used, Yamamoto found that between five and eight years of ige;!why',accounted
fOr sevehty per cent of all responses; their relative frequency dropped sharply at nine,
remaining stable thereafter at about thirty percent, still the largest single categor0t
the Same time, 'what' rosfrontless-than ten per cent to more than twenty, perent, .

!how!, 'wher:_e_and !who'ihovved the same tendency, but to a lesser-a-tent. Closed ques-
tions increased steadily with age. These results were interpreted as inchcating a transition
from 'global' through 'specific'to 'definitive' questioning: young children ask urispacified
questions in lieU of,,or in preparation fOr, making specific hypotheiesdi later, they test
partially-formed hypotheies by asking- specific questions, and finally, they try to confirm
hypotheses by asking definitive questions. It was suggested.that the two dips that were
found reflect transitions. between stage& AlthOugh this: developinentel-hypothesisseems
to be a plausible one, Yaniainoto's results cannot be taken as reliable eYidence in support
of it, since the subjects were asking questiens as a task requirement rather than to reduce
uncertainty. It is not surprising that their capacity to. ask 'deeper' questions increased
with age; Mosher and Hornsby (1966) and Duffy (ibid. Chap. 3) have Shown; that older.o.
and more intelligent children are better able than those younger and less intelligent to
frame appropriate 'yes-no' questions to solve problems in a 'Twenty qUestione situation.'

A study of. Aikaiva and Horiuchi (1962) was concerned with the topics of 'why'
questions solicitedfrom 1,000 children aged between 'oven and fourteen. au ions about
human life increased in frequency with age, while questions about things, animals.
plants decreased. The total nUmber.asked reached a peak at eleyen, after which it declined.
Within, a single age-group, Ashton (1965) found that children who asked many 'questions
also asked high proportions of closed relative to open questiOns,' and of questions with
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?conceptual rather than perceptual content. Questioning patterns were, hoWever,unrelated
to intelligence..

To the went that the results of these studies are comparable, they'show a fairly
'414 consistent picture with respect to developmental changes in questioning; the. findings of

Smith and Stirlingtre consonant with the idea of two 'questioning ages' in early child-
hood, while those of Finley and Yamamoto lend some suPpOrt to the notion that
children become responiive to moracomPlex discrepancies as they beCome older.
The tendenty for hoys to be more inquisitive than girls may stem from Sex-role develop

. ment ratherthan from purely cognitive factors; in Yarnamoto'S study, where asking
iluestions was merely Set as a problem for subjects to work at, no consistent sex differ-
ences appeared. . . .

Two studies by Torrance have. inaolvedattempts to enhance questioning
performance in structured situations-In one (1970a), groups of five year olds compris-
ing four, sig -twelve or twenty four members were iiked to prOdUce as many questions
as they could in a 10-minute period in respcinse to 'Ask-and-guess' items. The two
smaller groups asked significantly more questions, more 'discrepant event' questions,
and fewer repeated questions than the two larger .groups:. Later (197013),. six-Member_
groups of six year olds were presented with various toys, .and instructed to ask a large
number of oUestioni about them. Groups who were given an Opportunity to manipulate
the toys exceeded those for Whom the toys,were mery demonstrated in the rrimbers

. of questions asked and also in the numbers of 'good' questions, i.e. whose answers were
..not immediately obvious.

Classroom questions. Questions asked by children in the classroorn have generally been ti

studied:for immediately practical pedagogical purposes, usually with a vieW to improving
teaching methods to enOrfurag-41:010011 participation, orto changing curriculum content
in such-a way as to bring itinto line with pupils' interests. Again, little consistency of
fesuits is to be expected, for in addition to all the uncontrolled variables that necessarily

'<frobtain in.the classroom, the conditions under Which data were collected vary a great -

deal from one study to another: in some cases, apparently spontaneoui inquiries were
recorded, while in others, the classroom situation was manipulated in such a way as to
elisit or encciurage questioning. All the Investigations reviewed here were carried out
ireAmericari sthools.

It appears that the proportion of pupils who ask questions in class is small. Fahey
and,Corey 11941) had observers record all the questions asked by children in a numbei

'of high school classes inthe course of a year A third of the sample asked leis than six
during the year, and many of these asked almoit none; four per cent of pupils accounted
for twentylive percent of the questions. More recently, Davis (1971) found that only
thirty eight per cent of fourth and sixth grade pupils asked 'questions in social studies

'discussions; in a typicafclassroom, she reports, three accounted for half of
the questions, While five accounted for more than three-quartersr

Some of the studiet cited by. Fahey concerned individual differences in frequency
of questioning. PoINIck (1924) c011ected3;500queitions about general, science, and
compared those asked by high and low stream thirteen year olds; he reported that the
'interest-van' of the former was seven per cent greater' that of-the latter,.while the
interest-span of girls was ten pc! cent greater than that of Gatto (1929) collected
over 4,000 questions asked by 400 children; half of these requested repetitions of
previously presented facts, twenty per cent requested new facts, and per cent implied
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some causal reasoning. All these types occurred with- approximately equal frewienc' in j.
iffereritpage and 'ability groUps. Fahey and CoreV (op. eit.)
cy tended-to be curvilinearly related to intelligence. and

ren who scored Very low on these asking many queitions. -

different lessons, and among
found that questioning frequ
achievement variables, with chil
At all levels, some children ask \almost.none. Pupil variables bore no significant relatiow
ship to types of questions (in terms Of Piaget's categOries) or to their judged complexity:-

More recently, Dorn (1967)\ found that children in, two kindergarten, schools
asked very few qUestions of their teachers, most of those that were asked being inquiries

equests for new information. Middltclai children
who evidenced a greater need for names of,

about matters Of routine rather. than
asked more than working-class childre
objects.

Pritchard .(1970) reported,high rrelations between in scores and the number
and quality of questions asked in sixth Grade social studies diicussions. 'Evaluative'-and
'analytic' questions were most strongly correlated wit.zi intelligence, while the numbers' of-;
'creative' questions' ere cuniilinearly related to it

23 CuriOsity as a Personality Trait

It has. been widely assumed that curiosity can be conceptualised as an organismic variable
or djsposition, having 'stability over time and generality across situations.' (Livson,,1967;
p. 73). Thus,,individuals may be described as being characteristically more or less 'curious'
than others. 'Curiosity' may be used to, refer to behaviour directlY or to a motivator(
disposition, i.e persons may differ with' respectio the frequency withwhich they mani-,
festly exhibit various kinds of curiosity behavioursorthe suppoied level of some un-
observable drive or desire to seek information :or knowledge. The distinction is'implicit
in Ashton's definition of a more curious perion as one whose curiosity is more easify
pMvoked and who seeks more information about the same stimuli. She also points out
thatindividualtmayiffer qualitatively in their curiosity, prefer ring different modes . -

informationseeking and requiting different kiiids of information.
A number of attImpts have'been made to measure individual differences

curiosity, These are mentioned undertthree main headingeoperational (or behavioural)
measures, teacher-ratings and self-rating instrunients. Particular emphasis is laid on
evaluations of their reliability, or internal *insistency, and on their validity, or the extent
to which they are consistent with Othertgically related criteria. The possibility <1f a
general personality factor of curiosity and personality.correlates of measured curiosity
will also_ dikussed.

2.31 Behavioural measures

Ashton's study was concerned with the as well as the eliditation. of curiosity.
Her test was kdeve 'opnierit of one used earlier by Was (1959) and Alabi (1959), in which
children were presented With twenty Museum,objgots together, ith varying amounts of
information and 'asked to rate how much more information they'would like to have about
each one Maas had found these scores were related to ratings of 'interest' in some ibpics.
Ashton used-photographs of museum objects as stimuli, and four behavioural measures:,
time spent looking at the photOgraphs, thenUmberNaf hypotheses offered about the
identity of the objects, the number of photographs about which -further inforrnatiOnwaS
requested, and the nunber'of questions asked about them. Scores among these were



positively correlated, though in some cases only Moder tely so. In addition, children with
high scores on the four measures tended to give more r atons of difference from, rather
than similarity to, past experience for their choices i Ashtori's terms, they were
'curious' rather than 'interested' and they made mOre\coMparisons of both similarity

.:and difference between pairs of pictures. It was hypothesisedhat a high level of curiosity
Was related to good concept-fOrmation, narrow categorycwidth\ and an analytical, as
opposed to a global node of perceiving and thihking, in turn presumed to be dependent
upon that cognitive style described by Witkin (1962) as dep endency'. Only 10 and
looking time were in fact associated. Ashton suggested that lookingend hypothesiiing
reflected the ability to integrate new information; the primary process of information-
seeking, as measured by the other two respohse measureS was considered to be independ-
ent of intellectual capacity. The evidence with which Ashton supported her ideas about
the origins and nature of curiosity is too detailed and complex to be discussed here.
While these,appear to merit further empirical study, the validity of her test as a measure
of curiosity must be doubtful on account of the abience of relationships to external

'criteria.,

2.3.2 Teacher ratingt

A number of the studies cited above have attempted to evaluate their behavioural
measures of children's curiosity by haVing teachers rateor ranktorder the children for the
same trait. Medinnus and Love 09654 Maas (1959) and Alabi .(1959) found no relation-
ship between such ratings and other .:-Aablei; in Alabi's study, they were strongly related
to IQ scores. On the other hand, Malleynolds eta! (1961) reported a correlation of 0.37
with their exploration measure,and Day (1968) found that pupils ranked in the top
quartile scored signifidantly higher on the specific curiosity test than those ranked in'the
lower quartile:

In a long series of studies, W.H. and E.W..Maw have made extensive use of
,teacher-ratings, in conjunction with peer- and sometimes self-ratings, with.samplei of

,children of about eleven years of ace. These, studies have involved etternpts to validate
tests assumed to measure curiosity, and to discover whit other personal characteristics
are itlated to curiosity. Since the. Maws' standard procedure forselecting high'and low--
curioSity groups (Maw and Maw; 1961; 1964)\ has been ernployedfrequentkuit is worth
deseribihg in son16'detail, Teachers are first presented with a glObal definition of
'curiosity', derived from everyday and psycholdgical usageand dictionary definitions
According to this; a child manifests curiosity to the extent that he

(1). reacts positively to new.Strange, ir4ngruoLis or mysterious
elements in his environment. by mO0,g towards them, by
exploring them,. or by Manipulating th m;

(2) .'exhibits a need or desire to know more bout himself and his
environment;

(3) scans his surroundings seeking new experiences;

(4) persists in examining and exploring stimuli to know more
them.

0

The teachers are told that the moryof these activities a child exhibits, the more curious
he is; they are instructed to rank-order the_thrildren in their class, tarting?with the
'highest, then the lowest, then the second highest, and so on Maw 0968) reports a
reliability coefficient for teacher-ratings of 0.77.



To obtain:peer-ratings, chi dren are presented with paragraphs, four describing
high-curiosity and four low-curio ity characters, and they are asked to indicate which
children in their class wyuld be vest suited to' play each part: The scores assigned to each
child is the weighted sum of the number of times he is listed. Maw and Maw (1964) report
a correlation of 0.64 between these scores and teacher-ratings.

Pooled teacher- and p r-ratingi are associated with by sex (boys' tending to be
rated higher than girls) and I (r.=1).36); these variables have been controlled far by the
following proced re:

(1) . Children are divided into groups by sex.
(2) Teacher- and peer-ratings of each sex group are correlated with

intelligence/scores.
(3) iRegression'eqUations fOr ratings on If) are calculated for each group.
(4) Groups of boys and girls whose scores fall at least one standard error '

above or below the regression line.; on both sets of ratings are selected
as the criterion groups.

In tv7b validation studies reported by Maw and Maw, high curiosity, relative to
low curiosity children have been found to express greater interest in (though not greater
liking for) oiymmetrical rather than symmetrical patterns (1962a), and greater preference
for various/types of investigatory activity 111 response to twenty six qiontionnaire items
(1965b). /

2.3.3 Self-rating scales

7-Maw and Maw (1968) tested a self-report inventory based on their definition of curiosity.
1 It listed/forty one items, and children were required to mark on a 4.point scale (never/
sometimes/often/always) the extent to which tacii item reflected their own behaviour. The
scale had a split helf reliability of 0.91. High-curiosity criterion groups scored significantly

\ higher than low-curiosity groups, but also, boys scored consistently higher than
'!losenshield (1968) carried out an extensive validation study of the test with ten and
eleven/ year old boys, comparing the performance of subjects scoring in the upper and

\
lowerlquartiles on a number of behavioural measures In summary, his results indicated \
tht high-scorers, relative to low scorers

(1) were more willing to expend energy in various activities,

(2) ,/ would spend more time in trying to solve problems;
(3) / showed a greater preference for complex shapes;

.(4) .did not offer more ideas concerning the nature of an un
_object;

1 clid not-ask more questions about various topks;
/

(6) did not show more readiness to give up a preferred object for an
unknown one, but did indicate more willingness to part with a
valued possession in order to acquire various items about which
smile information was provided;

(7) expressed a greater desire to learn about things with which they
were unfamiliar.

It is noteworthy that two of the measures which failed to produce significant differences
((4) nd (5)) were among Ashton's criteria of curiosity.

Penney and McCann (1964) devised a 'reactive curiosity' (AC) scale for use with
chit ren aged from nine to twelve. Following Berlyne, reactive curiosity is defined as a
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tendency to approach and explore relatively new stimulus-situations and incongruous or
complex stimuli, and to vary stimidationinthe presence of frequently experienced
stimulation. The scale consisted initially of ninety 'true or false' statements, together With
a ten-item lie

r rejkale; a revised version comprised the forty items which discriminated best
between the pper and lower quartiles. Two-week test-tetest reliabilities ranging froin
0:65 to 0.78 were found for various subgroups in a sample of nine and eleven year olds.
Scores were not significantly affected by, age or intelligence, but conaary to the Maws'
findings, girls scoredsignificantly higher than boys. On the assumption that curiosity is

-related logically and emPiricaliv to,originality of thinking, the authors tested the scale's
Validity against scores on the Unusual Uses Test (Torrance, 1962), which requires subjects
to write down as many uses aspossible for a number of everyday objects. For the,older
children, RC scores correlated 0.32 with numbers of appropriate responses given on the
UUT, and 0.44 wth originality of responses. NO such correlation appeared for the younger
group; this the authors attribute to writing difficulty: Paters and Penney,(1966) report a
further validation study in which high and low RC groups were instructed to draw a line
down the alley and into either arm of a pictOrial maze. The high group were found to
alternate arms significantly more often than the low group.

.Penney and Reinehr (1966) have alio developed.a corresponding scale for adults.
This wascalled the 'Stimulus-variation seeking scale' (SVSS), and consisted of 100 'true
or false' items hased on the same definition as the RC scale. It had One-month test-retest
reliabilities of 0.84 for males and 0.87 for females. Scores were unaffected by sex, but
were moderately correlated with 101for males. High scorers were found to be more
sensitive to the-autokinetic effect; and the test correlated with both fluency and
originality scores on 41e UUT (r = 0.47 and 0.27 respectively). In addition, Penney and
Reinehr report a study in which subjects were left individually for fifteen minutes in a
room containing objects rated ailoW, medium or high in their curiosity-arOusing potential.
SVSS scores correlated 0.59 with time spent inspecting low-rated objects, '70.55 with
inspection-latency, and +0.59 with total exploration ti .

Pearson (1970) suggested that 'novelty-seeking', ich the Penney scales purport
to measure, is not a unitary dimension. Accordingly, she de iseci four scales, each con-
sitting of twenty 'like-dislike' items, designed to measure diff eat aspects of the trait..
These were described as

(a) Laernal sensation: a tendency. to like active physi I participMon
in 'thrilling' activities;

(b) Internal sensation: a tendency to like the experience of u usual
dreams, fantasies or feelings;

(c) External cognition: a tendency to like finding out facts, how t mris
work, and learning how to do new things;

:Internal cognition: a tendency to like unusual cognitive phenomena,
which are locutted on explanatory principles and cognitive schemeS.

Pearson also constructed a ten-item 'desire for novelty' scale, which related to 'the'wish
fcie,new experience and acknowledgement of the boring nature of the status quo'.
Rehabilities for the five scales ranged between 0.76 and 0.87. The EC scale correlated 0.36
with the IS scale and 0.50 with the. IC scale; otherwise, no significant interrelationships
appeared. WIC,: these findings cast some dOubt on the general validity of global measures
such as Penney's, it should bei,noted that of Pearson's scales, only EC and IC appear to:.
relate to curiosity as defined for example, by Maw and Maw, and these were positively
correlated with each other.



2.3.4 Relationships among measures of curiosity
,

The eVidence reviewed above lends little support to the commonly held notion that
curiosity can be characterised as a unitary dimension of Personality.-This negative con-
clusion is borne out by the results -of a detailed study by Langevin (19711-in which a wide
variety of curiosity measures were compared. Langevin developed a set of materials relating
to forty experiences: which had been selected out of a pool of 155 by a sample of eleven
year olds as dime which they would most wish to have. The original pool of items was
selected so as to represent as far as possible each sense modality and each area of academic
study. To these forty, the seven least selected experiences were added to provide a checX
on validity. A list of these forty seven experiences was presented to a new sample of eleven
year olds, who were instructed to rate their desire for eachpne on a three point scale (very
much/somewhat/not at all). NeXt, each subject was given an, opportunity individually to
ihvestigate and ask questions about the five items rated highest by him, plus three items
selected at random, which were added to provide unbiased norms.

Thus, the test yielded three scores for eachsubject, 'experiential curiosity' (EC),
ekploration-time and number of questions. EC scores had a six-week test-retest reliability of
0.57, exploration -time and number.' questions hid split half-reliabilities of 0.62 and 0.67
respectively. Langevin tested for correlations among scores on these three measures, scores
on four previously used,Curiosity measures, and scores on, two intelligence tests. The other
tests used were: :

.

(1) Specific curiosity scale (D"ay, 1968b);
(2) Reactive curiosity scale (Penney and McCann, 1964);

(3) Teacher-ratings of curiosity, following the Maws' (1961) procedure;
(4) Test of specific curiosity (Day, 1968a;
(5) Otis Mental Aptitude Test;
(6) Raven's Matrices

The main results obtained were as follows: EC correlated with the Day and Penney scales
(r = 0:35; 0.39); the two behavioural measures, exploration-time and number of questions,
faiied to correlate with any of the pencil-andrpaper measures, a drily slightly with each
other (r = 0.23); number otquestions correlated slightly (0.11 with teacher-ratings, which
were more strongly associated 'with intelligence test scares t with any of the curiosity
measures (r = 0.35 with Otis, 0.32 with Ravens, 0.20 with ih

h

Day scale; TSC correlated
only with the Penney scale, which was itself quite highly co elated with: the Day scale
(.521,this being attributable at least in part to a considerabl item-overlap; apart from being
associated with EC, the two inventories. were also correlat, with Otis scores (0.31; 0.221..
Other findings of interest were that older children explor longer and asked more questions, ,

, and that gig Is expressed a broader range of interests in the 5C-test, but asked fewer
questiont than boys.

Factor analysis of the correlations yielded two weak curiosity factors, labelled
'Breadth of interest curiosity' with it's highest loadings on he Day and Penney scales and
EC, and 'Depth of interest curiosity', with highest loadings on exploration-time and number
of questions: Teacher-ratings loaded highest on an Intelligence factor. TWO main points of
interest emerge fromthese results. The first is the marked discrepancy betweenthe
behavioural and, the self-report measures. Although self-report measures have been validated
against behavioural criteria whenextreme-scoring grdups have been compared, their ability
to predict behaviour reliably appears to be extremely limited. SeCondly, the results confirm
that teachers are strongly influenced by the 'intelligence' of their pupils when assessing



their curiosity. This is hardly surprising; brighter children ,;could be better equipped to
express interest in the school curriculum, and studies of classroom questioning generally
suggest that they do. It does not seem justifiable to conclude; as Langevin does, that
,teachers.misidentify the brighter child as the curious.One' 369), since there is no firm
evidence that the 'curious' child exists.

Although a general factor of 'curiosity may exist, the overriding impression gained
from this study and the others reviewed here is that the psychometric apprOach to
curiosity has not proved to be a very fruitful one. It may not be too extreme to say that
the statement 'A is more curious than B' is meaningless unless one specifies what he is
more curious about.

2.3.5 Correlates of measured curiosity
.. ,

Bearing in mind the qualifications mentioned above, and that the various measures
described at best measure different aspects of curiosity, the present section reviews
investigations aimed at finding personality correlates and ..clevelopmental antecedents
of individual differences in curiosity. These are discussed under the three headings of
creativity, personal and social adjustment, and parental attitudes.

CreatiVity. Recent years have seen a rapid growth of interest in 'creative ability' con-
ceived of as a trait distinct from general intelligence, and in the practical desirability of
fostering creativity as an educational objective (for a general review, see Butcher, 1968,
chap. 4). At the same time, numerous instruments have been developed which have been
designed to: measure such traits as 'creativity', 'originality' and 'divergent thinking' (Golann,
1963; Arasteild968). AlthoUgh thesetbilities do not appear to form a unitary dimenSion,
or to be altogether indepihdent of the abilities measured by intelligence tests (Ausubel
and Robinson, 1969, chap. 17), it has been suggested (e.g. by Day, 1968b) that one Of
the pre-conditions for creativity is a high level of curiosity. Indeed, Torrance's Ask-and-
guess test, designed as a test of 'creative thinking' (Torrance, 1962), includes a question-
asking task, and is rather similar to Ashton's curiosity test. However, it has already been
noted that Pielstick and Woodruff (1968) found it to: be unrelated to measures of
exploration.

It seems quite feasible to suppose that individuals who are disposed to seek novel
experiences Should be better able to produce novel outputs, and a study by Houston and
Mednick (19621 lends some support to the notion. They distinguished high and low
groups in terms.of scores on the Remote Associates Test, in which subjects are presented
with three apparently unrelated words, and required to fi one further word linking them
all together. The two groups were presented with a series of lord -pairs each consisting of
a noun and a non-noun, and asked to choose the word they preferred. The choice of a'
noun was follqwed by the presentation of a word which was an uncommon association to
that noun, While non-noun chokes produced common associatib\ns.:The proportion of
noun choices significantly increased over the series for the high group, while the low

'group significantly increased in their frequency of non-noun choices.
The Barron-Welsh Art Scale has been used widely as a measure of creativity;

preference for more compleX and asymmetrical figures has been found to predict original
achievement in arts and sciences (Barron, 1963), and Golann(1962) found that high
scorers also scored high on a questionnaire test of 'creativity motivation'. Eisenman
(1969) found correlations of 0.27 and 0.38 between BWAS scores and fluency and
originality scores on the UUT, which Penney and McCann found to be related to reactive



..
curiosity. There is no firm evidence that complexity preterence is related to exploratory
behaviour (Day, 1966b), but Day (1968a), in two studies found it to be slightly correlated
(r = 0.22; 0.14) with interest -in- complexity scores on the TSC.

Weintraub (1968) selected a:sample of twelve ten:year oldboys, six at each extreme
of the curiosity scale in terms of the Maw end McReynolds criteria. He reports that the
high curiosity boys were 'consistently judged more creative and flexible in their thinking
by both teachers and parent& Maw and Maw (1965a) found high curiosity children to
score higher than loW curiosity children on the UUT and on originality of word associa-
tions. In a later factorial study employing a word association test and a battery of person-
ality inventories (1970b), they found positive' loadings for high curiosity boys on
'restrained' and !impulsive' creativity factors; low curiosity boys showed negative loadings

.on these, but showeda weak positive loading on a 'concrete' creativity factor.. However, in
view. f the limitatiOns of both curiosity and creativity criteria, such conclutions'must be
t eated with caution.

Personal and social adjustment To add to the confliCting evideiice relating to explorato y
behaviour and anxiety, Penney (1965) reportithat high ReactiVe Curiosity scores were
associated with low scores on the Children's'Manifest Anxiety scale, while Penney and
Reinehr found no such relationship between the adUlt versions of the two scales. Wei traiib
found that high curiosity boys, although rated as.less anxious by parents and teacher , did
not obtain lower score on the C AS.

The, high curiosity boys in Weintraub's study were alib judged by parents, t chers
and peers to be more socially skill , and to, exert more leadership than low curiosi y boys,
a finding corroborated by Maw and MaW (1965a), who used a variety Of pencil;an -paper
tests to measure various aspects of personal and social adjustment. The California est of
Personality; the Behaviour Preference RecOrd, the Chldren".s.Personality Questio naire
and the.Institute of Child Study Security Test were used to yield several scores each; to
measure one variable each the authors used the Cassell Group Level of Aspiration Test; a

;social attitude scale, a social distance scale, a descriptive word test to measure morality,
the Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale, the General Anxiety Scale fOr Children, the
Children's Anti-DeMocratic:Scale, and an intolerance of ambiguqylest.

Overall,high-curiosity children tended to score higher on-these Measures, but
differenCes were not always consistent across the sexes, with high - curiosity boys differing
in many ways from their female counterparts. The Maws summarize the curiosity= group
differences as folloWs: high curiosity children (both boys and girls) have a higher level of
self-accept., ice, seem to be:More self-sufficient, tend to feel mOresecure, to be more.. ,

dependable and honestend to shOW a higher level of group loyalty, exhibit a healthier .

participation in group activities, show a higher level of social skill auerasoonsibility for
group welfare, and shoW better overall social adjustment; highcuriositi k,'giils.have a
higher leVel of aspiration and show a higher degree of responsibility; high-curiosity boys
show a higher leVel of.emOtional maturity, are more free froth social Prejudice, feel that
their discipline. is more fair, and are better in their overall adjustment./ -

In a later study (1970a), Maw and Maw found that high-Curio:ratty boySscored
higher.than low-curioSity boys on a number Of measures of self-esteeM. This finding was
interpreted in terms of the hypothesis that children high in curiosity are those who have
achieved 'comoetence'/(White, 1959), through successful interaction with their envirim-
ment,.and have developed good self-concepti as a result. HOwever, it.is imposlible to
concludefrom such correlational studies whether satisfactory adjustment is a by-product



of successful cognitivC activity, or on the other hand whether poor adjustinent-acts to
inhibit such activity. .

Parental.attitude& Maw and'Maw (1965a; 19661:sent cdpies of the Parental Attitiides
Research. Instrument to the mothers and fathers of200 children fer whOi4h.cdrisi4Y
ratings were available. The fathers of high-Curiosity boys scored significantly tower 'than
those of boys on the subscales 'Fostering dependency': 'Hdrib Punishment'
'Ascendency of husband' and 'Suppression_of-sexuality%-andiignifidantly higher on
'Equalitarianism'... Mothers of high-curiosity boys scored If:Aver:on dependency';
'Excluding outside influences' and 'Intrusiveness'. No signil iCani dlifelinCei'were found
between the parents Of high-and low-curiosity girls. In summary, the authors canciiide
that the parents of high-curiosity boys are more likely-to reward and enCOUrage curiosity,
to be more accepting of their children's behaviour, and to be more deMocratiC in their
rearing practices. It seems quite likely that these differences could bemediked by the
superior adjustment shown by high-curiosity boys.

2.3,6 Evaluation and Conclusions (W.P Robinson) .

6u t why has the psychometric approach to curiosity failed? Why.hai.nii general factor
appeared that would enable us to say.that person A lad'thilteCtiiiaiiiifiari Person B? Is it
because the measuring instruments are poor?' Is ifthat the.iiMpfei'teiteiffiaVebeen'toO,:
homogeneous, With an absente of extremely curious andboiedliidliddOlt:.(WoUldSPMe
one that is bored fill in the questionnaires ?)? oe-fi it that
model' is wrongheaded? Whilethere are technical and'titethodcilital*aknestei:inthe,'
investigations, it is to the last point that'sotne attetitiOn'thaVbe intist'PrkifitablygiVeril
'Argyle and Little, (1972) point to four basic used`iin personality and social
psychology. The Wit assumes individual differences which iernaiii'cOnitaiit 'regardless Of,
differehces in situations (traitist), thesecondessurnei differerieesibetWieri-situations" )1.
regardlesi of persons-(situational).; ,

affect the absolute performance of individuals; but not the relative diffeitriceitietWeen
iheM. The fourth linteractiOnal) assumes that relationships between, performances
individuals will vary as functions of situation. The 'traitist' Model has underlay work as.:
curiosity; it has been expected that if person A is more curious than. person: Elk. ten
&clock on Friday morning about why there should be an enormous majority of female
ducks on Dutch. lakes, then he should t:e more curious than person B about' all'
at all times and places. What evidence we haVt w2uld suggest that the model is
most useful when the hereditary comPonent of a-Characteristicit very heaVY: We have nO
reason at present to think of curiosity in such a way, alfhoUgh there was no harrii"in
wondering whether it could be applied.'

If the ideas put forward in- previout sections, are valid, and fattOrs.SUCh as
ambiguity, novelty, surprisingness, complexity and incongruity aredeterMinants of
perceptual; and derivatiVelyCOnceptual curiosity, then we must remember that theie'are
reiatiohal and not categorical terms. WhatishoVel to me may notbe novel. to' If'
Berlyne's analysis is basically sound, then the most likely Model 'for adult human beings
is the interactional. There may be initial dispOsitiOnal differeriCesinteSPOnSivetieti in'.
infancy. Given the universality of many developthental problerriand stages there will be
situational difference& HoWever, specialization will gradualfy increase as one gets oider1

We cannot all knoW equal amounts abOUt everything and such a diVisiOn of knowledge
will lead to the. interactional model. being the most generallyapPliCabie.!AriV itiveitigatiOns



of curiosity shouldbear this in mind.
This does not mean that we should abandon stu ies of individual differences, but

that in investigating such differences we shciuld be specific rather than general in our
control of materials. We can continue-to expect that som sets of persons will be chronically
exposed to factors that will lead them to be comparatively ignorant or uncurious about
certain topics, especially if we have some theoretical grounds for derivingthese ideas.
That we may have some is suggested in, section 2.4.

2.4 Imniediate Implications for TeaChing

view Of the relationship that has been demonstrated between curiosity and learning
performance, the possibility suggests itself of promoting and exploiting curiosity in order

- to enhance learning in the schOol. In this brief section, three 1:oad types of.approach
this problem are discussed; these are suggested by the.three colnceptionsTO curiosity

. motivational; behavioural and organismic --- which have been delineated above: They can

\
be described briefly as follows:

(1) SUbject-thattercan be taughtin such a way as to arouse perceptual and
conceptual conflict, and this can be utiliied on an incentive for learning;

(2) Children can be trained in question-asking as a skill, .SO that their,
knowledge-seeking proficiency is .icreased;

(3) Measures can be taken to raise cflildren'Sgeneral curiosity-level, or they
can be taught in a manner appropriate to their existing level.

CurioSity as an incentive. Educationalists have commonly supposed, that children are
naturally disposed to learn for its own sake, but thatfor some reason, this motivation is
dissipated in the course of, schooling. Such a view is expressed very forcibly by Holt (1964).:

'To a very great degree, school is a place where children learn to be stupid .

Children come to school curious; within a few years most of this curiosity is'
dead; or at least silent. Open a first or third grade to qUestions, and you will
be delUged; fifth graders say. nothing Curiosity, queStions, Speculation

ithese are outside school; not inside.' (p. 156)

Responses of junior and secondary school children on MaasTopics curiosity' test
indicated .that children's interests become.more specificilfy channelled the later sChool

Years; i.e. whereas young children tend to be.curious about anything which is unfamiliar,
older'ehildren tend to' be interested only.in a narrow range of subjects. Ausubel (1968,

.
chap: 10) cites evidenee from Jersild and Tasch (1949) suggesting that t1his decline in
motivi]tion stems from the emphasis placed in.schools upon extrinsic "incentives. for .

.1
learning, such as obtaining high marks and qualifications, anxiety-reduction and competition,
as

I
well as short-term rewardt and punishments. The feasibility of this hyp thesis is borne

out by an experiment by Dett (1970), who. found that students' interest performing
intrinsically interesting tasks, solving mechanical puzzles and writing head) nes for college
I letVtil )aliers, tell off after they had been prOvided with monetary rewards f r doing them.
n is worth noting, by contrast, however, that Skinner, 41969) recommends he systematic
application of positive reinforcement schedules topromote classroom learni
some success for the use of token rewards.

Ausuble proposes that 'academic motivation' subsumes three comport' ents, namely,
'cognilive drive', or the desire to know for the sake of knowing, 'ego-enhanceMent drive',
or the desire to gain status and self-esteem through superior achievement; and 'affiliative

.
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drive', or the desire tOgairiiipproval from teachers. Berlyne (1960, chap. 11) makes a

diStinetionbctween 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' epistemic curiosity: knowledge maybe
sought as an end in itself, or for the sake of some extraneous reward that it brings.
'Intrinsic epistemic curiosity' appears to be equivalent to 'cognitive drive', which Ausubel,
while not denying a role to extrinsic incentives, suggests is 'potentially. the important
kind of motivation in Meaningful learning' (p. 367), since such learningprovides its own
reward (see sec. 2.6). .

Although cognitive drive is.seen mainly as a by-product of successful learning,
Ausubel and Robint.ori (op. cit., chap. 12) Make sometentathie suggestions as tohow
teachers Might utilise discrepancies and apparent contradiction in curriculum content to
generate.conflict and thus arouse pupils attention and interest. Berlyne (1965b) has also
discussed the possibility of capitalising upon conceptual conflict irrthe classroom; parti-
'milady in relation to 'discovery learning', which he sees as'consisting essentially of two
phases in which Motivating conflict is first induced, and then relieVedby means of the
response patterns that are to be learned: As an example, Berlyne cites Suchman's (1961)
'Inquiry Training' procedure. Thisstarts-with a short film demonstrating a novel or

physical.. phenomenon; for instance,- a brass ball that is just small enough to
slip through a ring sits on the ring after being heated. Pupils are then invited to ascertain
the cause of the phenomenon by putting 'yes-no' questions to the teacher, and tc lrmu-
late hypotheses and .meansof testing them. In a validation study, a group of children
exposedtO this method fora fifteen week period were significantly superior toe control

oup in the number of appropriate questions asked.in a test situation. However, Ausubel
(chap. 14)pointsout that Inquiry Training.has not been. shoWri to produce a superior
graSp of the concepts involved, and he questions generally the supposed superiority of.
such !guided discovery' methods over expository teaching in .generating and exploiting
Intrinsic motivatiOn (see also.chap. 9 ibid:). .

Relevance and curiosity. In general .terms; the role of reinforcement, be it reward, punish-
ment or Conflict-reduction, into make.the learning of new responses or information.
Northwhile for the learner. It seems reasonable to assume that, even in the absenCe of
direct externarincentives,':children will be most likely to want knowledge Which is per-
ceive0 as worth having,, or somehow relevant to themselves. Among a sample of Arrierica !
col lege.stlidents surveyed by Young (1932), the reason most often mentioned fOr loss of

. intervst in high school studies was. theinabilitY to see any need for the subjects studied.
Although the stimulation orsuch a need would appear potentially tohave 'con-

.sio:!rabie incentive value, this area has received little experimental attention. The only
study whiCh has attempted to Manipulate intrinsic relevance of course material is:one by
Hovey, Gruber and Terrell .(1963)., in whichtwo university classes in educational
psychology were subjected to two different teaching methods: one class was taught
exclusively by lectures (three per week), while a 'self-directed study' (SDS) teChnique,
invoNing small group discuSsion and only one lecture per week,,was applied to the other.
I t Was assumed that this latter conditiOn was likely to enhancestUdents' active:involvement
in.coUrse materialsanand thereby their attitudes towards them. A pencil-and-paper 'curiPsity
test' given ten months after the start of.the course comprised three groups of five items,
relating to 'question-raiiing behaviour'; 'interest in educational psychology% and'desire
to get more information about educatiOnal psychology'. The SDS class was found to be,
slightly superior on all five items in the first group,.and.on four out of five items in each
of the second and third grOups. Atthetame time,..the two classes did not difter significantly



in their retention of course material: How far these results can be generalised is open to
doubt, however, especially since they could easily be attributable to a 'Hawthorne effect',
i.e., the SDS group may merely have been responding to their awareness of participating
in an experiment and receiving a 'special' treatment.

.

Training in question asking. Results reviewed in the previous section indicate that studies
of questioning bypupils in the classroiim is limited both in extent and-depth, and
TOrrance (19704-arnong-others,:has suggdted-that it tends to be diScouraged by teachers.
Oh the assumpticirls that asking appropriate questions facilitates learning and is itself a
learnable skill, a number of attempts have been made to trainchildren in questioning,
independently of any assumptions as to what input variables might affect it

One such attempt, cited by Fahey,.was by Helseth 0926), who encouraged a .

small group of twelve and thirteen year oldS to ask questions with a view to improving
their thinking in Ameri n history classes. This grbup, it. was reported, as a result asked
more and better queSti ns, participated mare fully in clasSdiscussion, and exceeded norms
on standardized tests. ore recently, Pritchard (1970)-encouraged questioning in social
studies classes, and f rid that pupils who aiked most tended to make the greatest gains
in class position over he training period. This effect was more rnarkx1 for less intelligent
children.. .

Blank and Covington (1965) describe their training procedure more explicitly.
Three groups of eleven year olds were presented with verbal descriptions of situations in

-which someone has to make a choice between alternative courses of action. An experiMental.
group underwent an auto-instructional programme aimed at training them to tell when a
question cannot be completely answered without-aUditional information, and to seekthe
additional items by formulating suitable question& A second group received an abbreviated.
form of the programme in which they were simply told that certain kinds of information
Were needed, while a control group received no Programmed material at all. All Subjects were
given pre- and post-tests consisting of both oral and written.Problerns. These showed a
significant rise in the number of questions asked only for the experimental who also
scored higher than theothers on a scienceachievement test, and were rated by'teachers as
superior in class discussions about science. Similar proCedures have been described by
ScOvel (1969)who succeeded in improving questioning performance, but doe&not report \\I

whether. their subjects learned better as a,result: It might be noted that Suchman's 'Inquiry.
training' did not appear to achieve this latter result '

..It is also important to point.out that the in retention found by Blank
and Covingtonand Helseth was non-specifiC; i.a, there was no direCt carrelation.between
the content of the material.that was learned and the questions that wereasked. This may be
contrasted with Finley's 'mud-puppy' experiment, in which the prints that pupils recalled
best were, Those about which they had asked questions. Again, any en.1haim ...:.nent of perform-

,

lance. followingan intervention programme may be the result. of. Hawthorne effeets rather :
than of the. programme itself.

. .

Measured curiosity and school achievement Two studies. by MaW and Maw appear to have
possible educational relevance. The first of these (1962b) was concerned With reading
c`omprehension: two samples, of.high-curiasity children were significantly better than
their low- curiosity. Counterparts at spotting verbal absurdities which occurred ambnga
writ S of twentytwo sentences. In the second (1963),. two high groups scored higher on a
test of gin eral knowledge consisting of items taken from children's encyclopaedias. In .

Weintraub's study, high-cUiiOsity.boys were judged by teachers. O be'higher in achievement



an.1 achievement motivation, and to have better study habit§ than low curiosity boys,
Ahile parents and teachers indicated that they preferred non-fiction books and read.
L' Ater.

The Maws have stressed the need for schools to attempt to enhance thei pupils'.\curiosity level (1962b; 1970a), and to maximise teaching efficiency by taking curiosity
level into account (.1962a; 1970b). They have made, no explicit suggestions, howeer, as
to how these aims may be achieved. Ari opposing vieiiv.is taken by Friedlander (196),
who argues that curiosity may operate only marginally as an incentive for Classroom
learning. As reasons for this assertion he suggests that (1) curiosity is often unsystematic
and noncumulative; (2) it may be very immediately and easily satisfied; (3) it may be
satisfied by partial or incomplete information; (4) it may not relate to the school curri-
culum; (5) individual differences in its content and amount would make it difficult to
harness for teaching purpose& Ausubel (chap. 18) eXpresses similar doubts about the
feasibility of attempting to exploifchildren's' 'free-floating' curiosity in the .classroorn... .

'Even if a general factor of cuiosity could be identified, it probably would
have little psychological significance, since it is the level of curiosity in
particular subStantive areas that affects thiproductivity or creativity of
an individual's work.' (p.' 559)

2.5 Some Limitations of the Material Reviewed (W.P. Robinson)

The majority of the studies mentioned have involved experimental manipulationi within
the confines of the laboratory. This is a statement of limitation not an adVerse criticism.
Two small points may be speedily noted and passed over; a third and larger,one will
demand more attention. Within laboratOries we like to have simplicity, and so the experi-
ments have rnost often been concerned with subjects looking at diagrams of four-legged
chicken rather than.seekirig toresolve the problemi of man's Place ih the universe; the
emphasis has bee on the paredAown perceptual rather than on thecomplicated con::
ceptual and Confined to visual material within the perceptual domain. Additionally,
attempts have been made to discount individual differences in previous experience by 1.

defining the value of factors intended to induce subjective uncertainty within the 9Onfin0
of the experiments, e.g: expoiing a shape for thirty trials means it is less novel than one
exposed for ten trials. The imposition of these constraints will tend to allow the cynical
outsider to view tne work as trivial and icreleVant. ThiS would involve a mistake. Life may
be more complicated outside than inside a laboratory, but the same laws and principles of
behaviOur apply; they are not suddenly suspended or reversed as soon as a subject w
into a room with the label 'lab' on it.

-'-'1And when the con f/icts are not happily resolved? In the light of the-evidence presented
we would have to concede that. Berlyne's story aboUt the operation of curiosity does
cortespond tO what we currently know andis abetter account than any other so far
offered. However, there is: another constraint of more 'serious )Ievance. Presumably when
the subjects. have been human, ethical considerations have dictated a bias towards attempts
to arouse curiosity and satisfy it, this has been socially accePtable: But what about the
inductiOn of boredom and the punishment of behaviour...associated with' curiosity. These
'problems are treated but scantily and hence the Picture prejented it only one half jof a

:7 -portrait; :vcrehtearned-sernewhat about Dr. Jekyll, but where is Mr. Hyde? Whet'
happens when conflicts are not resolved by the.oeherationbr gift of an answer? Does the
arousal dissipateor leak,away until some other internal. or external stimulibecome strong
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enough to command 'attention and does the absen::e of/the positive reinforcement of an
answer decrease the organisini's'search-and-solve oehaviours? This we do not know;

More important still it might be thought, would be the provision of external
punishment both for Wrong and right answers. That children or adults !hould be punished \
for resolving conflicts' with right answers may at first sight seem strange, but consider the
following questions:.

.
'Are; you bein nasty to me just because you are in a bad m:nd?' ,
'What happen if I. stick this pin into my baby brother?'
'Why is it all r ght forh/Ou to swear and not forme?'
'Why don't Archbishopi giVe away all they have to the poor?'
'WoUldl really be arrested if I stole from Woolworth's?'

There is a Wholejange ofquestions &tour both' the physical world and the social order
where people might fi d answers that satisfied, but either the means of obtaining these or
the answers themselv would evoke a punitive response. And in the long run we might
expect punishments to have a decremental effect n the,curiosity state and behaviOur.

,\ The second category would be conceptu I conflicts in which the failure to resolve
the conflict is directly Punished: In some sense, this mu t apply to all test item or question-
ing experiences which excite a subjects curioity, but fo which his inability to answer is
met with,di approval of significant others O/ other forms of punishment. It is not clear
just how repetitions of this sequence wou/ld affect the subject. One interpretation would
suggest that anxiety would becomwconditioned to the behaviour state and all other
contiguous variables (classrooms1 teachers and school?), and move back in time so that
even the*possibility of questions being asked would serve to re-evoke it. Its evocation

tshould diminish the cha ces of obtaining a satisfactory answer4See Eysenck, 1957) and its
victim :;hould become tapped in vicious circle-(technically a negative feel back loop!) of
anxious incornpetence. Another interpretaA n would be that the early stages of the story

I

are the same as those just mentioned, /but that defences against chronic anxiety will be
lbrought into action. Without sugges g how_such a situation might come about, we could

\conceive of the child developing an our Plating for such situations, a shield preventing
the full operation of thedistressing stimuli, behind which he can be relaxed and unrespon-
sive: a .7,,,

Regardless of whether each, both or.some.other explanatio r are appropriate for
the interpretation of failures at conOct resolutions and punisi4rentS or either successor
faire., it is clear that more attention needs to be paid to thissside of a, irs. Halt (1964)
has argued that children become 'bored' becaUse we encourage them to:,a stupidly
(p. 169): i

'We adults destroy most of the intellectual and creative capacity of children
by the things we do to them make-them do. We destroy this capacity
above all by making them afr \id, afraid of not doing what other people
want, of not pleasing, of making mistakes, of failing, of being wrong.'
(op. cit, p. 167) ..',1

I

That we cannot state with supportive evidence what the long term effects of these
ex

1

periences are may mean that the wOreboredoM' is currently used to;coyei)diverse Mood2:.
1

For Berlyne 'boredom' results from an abnormally low and/OynonotanoUS pattern of
- \ I , 1

hi!lhly,predictable external stimulation which alloWs a state of high internal-arousal to \
,

I l I \
develop. This.exites the organism into 'diversive exploration' thereby decreasing the level

I -1 1

of frousal.:The idea that absence of variety in external Stimulation alloWs the organism toIdr ft into a stateOf high rather than lowarousal iesUpported by evidenCe of restlessness,.

_:,..
'I- - 1 \



agitation and emotional upset rather than drowsiness or sleep as being more commonly.
mentioned,symptoms of this fboredom'. However, we also refer, to such a sequence of 1.

events by saying that 'He fellasleep because he was bored'. Ought we to refer to both. !

these stcates by the same term? The confusion seems to.have arisen because of the
emphasis. upon the similarity of the conducive stimuli rather than on differencetin
yespontes by 'the-person. Let us' compare three situations all involving monotonous .

stimulation. In the first situation, the becoming bored person gets out of the situation
to do.sOmething interesting, in the seconlisitUation he rejects this. Possitiility and
passively and happily accepts: the sleep induced. In the third there is aConflict; he is not

I

allowed to leave. the situation,-he is not permitted to tall asleep. What is he to He can
struggle to keep awake,; he can engage in diversionary activities. He will be restless,
agitated and emotionally upset. I `this analysis makes sense, then the indisCriMinate
application of boredom' to each variant.may be underitandable, bu it is alio confusing:

Allows 'He tell asleep becaus9 he.was.bOred';'He was getting bored,sso he leapt up to
. 1.

take the dog for a walk, 'He started throwing paper darts.because.he was bored On Holt's'
argument it.is the 'boredom' of conflict that pervades the classroom:

We.have then to include in t;ur work.a consideration of intrinsic. motivation .for
Ifinding out thatfails to obtain thecritical knowledge and ask abOot the chronic effects of

such experiences. We have also inkroduCed extrinsicsources of .motivation into the dis-
cussion by pointing out that the environment can, through its responses to childrenis
actions, reward and punishcuriesity and its expression. To make some assessmint of hoW

'these interact WeShall have to widen the Scope of .our enqUiry, to. setiintrinsit
motivation' in in more general analysii of child development..:

But before this can be done it Maybe useful to consider bri, ly the relatiOnthip
between curiosity and questions. The issues are posed in threeligUr (Fig: 2.1, Mend

curiosityTable 2.1). Figure 2.1 is intended to provides summary of Berlyne's analysis of curiosity
q

arid queitions.-While yve would claim that Figure Z2 and Table 2.1 are an impraVament\ -
an--Berlyne's coritributiOn, itis right to stress that they cot.ild not have been produced
without. Berlyne's theoretical and emPirical contribution as the fOundation, and we would
hope that.they aresierfai attempts to complete rather than reorganise.'\ The omissions !n Berlyne's piCture are highlighted in the figure: No co ections

betWeen perceptual and Conceptual conflict are given, nor connections betwee either
of the. and boredom. We haVe already mentioned the omission of comments about

unresoiYed conflict& Although qUestions are cited as inducers of conceptual onflici

(Berl yri 1960, p..289) no other factors arecited as playing the same role, and there is
no'attemot at distinguishing either betWeen questions as determinants and q estions as

symptoms of curiosity or between questiOns which are related to curiosity d those whiCh

are not Several of these points. may be seen as not a typical of models bas onSR
analyses: sovhow the environment generates stimuli to which the organis responds;

.While responses are left hanging.in the air.;
Figure 2:2 attempts to make good' these Omissions. All actions of e persont are

drawn as feedinOack stimuli to the organism for reanalysis, while the '0 tside Eyents'
and 'Intervention by Other People' are employed to show that the perso is not purely an.

,agent and Self-arganizirg.system, but is object andrvictim as welLWe hay included:events'
such as rumbling tummies, Parched throes and rampant adrenaline as fo ms of internally
generated distracting stinuli, while alk:wing outside intervention a simil r role:. The

. 1 .



assimilable understanding coping action sequence handles the.non-problematic, the
eventual consequences of resolving conceptual conflicts, and stimuli that might be thrown
up during diversive exploration. We have abandoned the distinction-between perceptual
and conceptual conflict Berlyne was right.to emphasise the perceptual sequence for two
re-aims. In the first place much of his validating experimentation has relied on visually .

preserited materials so that variations in the collative properties of stimuli could be- .

clearly controlled and measured. Secondly, it may well be misleading to describe the
activities of infants as involving 'conceptual conflict'. Howexer, with more mature
subjecti, we might prefer to say that perceptual conflict can only arise out of conceptual
conflicts. Pictures of four- legged chicken evoke attention becaute the concepts of
chicken, and four-leggedn'ess do° not have an immediately assimilable intersect. We escape`
the issue by using 'uncertainty' as a su itilte for all conflicts. Although, we Wave not

°read what, if anything, philosophers ve to say about 'curiosity', we suspect that every-
day usage would enter it as a class of uncertainty', -- not alt uncertainty is a sign Of,
curiosity, but all curiosity implies u rblinty. It may be the case that where uncertainty
is induced by the environment and here decisions and actions are required by the environ-
meht and other persons, 'curiosity' is not the normal word to use Is it only when one
is not under duresso find out, but neverthelett-wants to do so that 'curiosity' is the
appropriate word to use/ This would mean that a state of uncertainty is only one of

4 ',curiosity' when the person actively wants/to eliminate uncertainty becaiise he wants to
This does not imply that it is a residual*category to be employed solely when no other
reasons for wanting to find out, can be disc:ovsred. Quite the reverse perhaps! We will
want to find put except when other, forces act to,rrevent us Such a position would be
consistent with the cognitive deielopmental approach. While such an analysis is a cari-
cature of what is really required, it suffices tei Lcate curiosity as a class of uncertainty.

The epistemic behaviours areBerlyne's. Reasoning appears half in the.person ai
half out because, although we re able to devise situations in which we can 'observe the
products of thinking, We do t always do so and might not be able to do in the face
an uncooperative, unwilling,- incapable thinker. 'Observation' is intended to range
from Berlyne's simple, inspection through to the elaborate experimentation of professional.
scientists.

.. . i
I

Overt poting of questions can occur in any of the lypet of ep;itemic behaviour.
Questionscan be covertly posed in Reasoning and Observation( We must therefore reOlise
that in any. situation where we observe questions, those overtly elitited mayOnly be ,

.tub-set of the questions that the perton in fact has. We must also distinguish between
questions the person asks because he is curious and those which are posed to him. In
Chapter 9 Prossiir elaborates.this distinction, and is particularly concerned to isolate
the differential consequences for learning of questions provided by other persons andi .. t-

,

CluestiOns generated by theiubjeCt himself./ 7 .

On this. nalysis, the expresan of a question.is not a necessary Consequence of
. .

his being curious:; Questions are but opeiaossible symptom of curiosity and one means of
attempting to satisfy it. v; - --

The list of. theinctioris and determinants Of questions in Table 2.1 may be
.unsophisticated, but is uffices to. make the point that the occurrence of a question does
not enableus to infer that a state of curiosity exists. Questions and curiosity are relatid
to each other neither as necessary, nor sufficient conditions. of each other. The strongest
statements that can be made are' that some questions' ate indl tive of a state of curiosity.
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and-that a-state of curiosity sometimes results in questionS being asked. We might choose
to face matters and assert that curiosity is a sifficient condition for the posing of
questions and add that, unfortunately, such posed questions are not necessarily given
over eXpression. We might wish to insist that the baby staring longer at a comPlex-
geometriCal shape than at a simple one was implicitly asking himself 'Whaesthatr for
longer: But why should we bother to do so? Distortions of ordinary usage are lustified
only if some reasons can be giVen for the desirability of making the change, and in this
case such justification is.hard to irnagine.

This looseness of the linkage does not mean that many questions might not be
speedily eliminated as possible symptoms of curiosity. For example, we can exaMine
form and content as well as context as possible bases of discrimination. Pragmatically,
the major difficulty seems to be in dittinguishing between sincere and, simulated questions.

The experimenter holds up materials and asks The children what they would like to know.
The questionS Mow. BecaUse the children's curiosity has been aroused? Or, as we shall
suggest in chapters6 and because children oblige? If the children remain silent or do
notwrite, something unpleaiant might happen. It is not difficult to think up a few
questions for these crazy people. And sheer habit may be enough. In so far as children
-do what they are told to do, conforming to norms, they will write or ask' questions.
They may ask, 'Why don't you push off?', but for the easy life it is simpler to produce
questioni that look like the sort of questions one Imightgenuiriely have Certainly there
are Ways of probing that would help to distinguish between-the sincere and the simulated,
and there are ways of printing situations so that only genuine questions are likely to;
occur.

Forgetting the coMpliCation that Figure 2.2. aljows simulated questions to be- -

comegenuine question's once they are produced, We may be able to say that all but two .
non-curiosity types of questions could be readily diagnosed from context, form and
content Likewise, some avoidance of other activities and norm conformity questions
could be eliminated. We suggest that ways of discouraging
questions can be devised, but that these require a subtlety o
are not readily available to experimenters in classrooms.

d distinguishing insincere
riming and probing that

2.6 Curiosity. and Boredom in the Context of General
Intellectual Development (W.P. Robinson)

It is fitting that the last four sections should have been permeated with both the
theoretical and empirical contributions of Berlyne. While he has persistently pointed to
the power of intrinsic motivation as a mainspring Mr the acqulsition of knowledge
and he has argued for+the value of perceptual and conceptual conflict as the source of
learning new structures of thinking, he has consistently expressed his ideas in the 5-R
terminology preferred by neo-behaviourists (Berlyne, 1960;1965). His work has
been eclectic, in the better sense of that Word.

What follows is consistent with Berlyne's implicit preference for looking at all
the facts rather than selected samples The basic premiss is that optimally efficient
teaching annot be based on false theories about the characteristics of the learner. Every-.
one can se that it is stupid to feed hay to a car to nourish it or to shout instructions
at it in order to make itmove To control or instruct a piece of machinery successfully,
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you rely upon rule-of-thumb, techniques justified by previous empirical success or upon
some accurate knowledge of how the system works. The structural and functional
characteristics atthe machine define and delimit what is possible. And so it must be
with children. The limitations of their capacities and dispositions define their possibilities.
It is of no-avail tilhave explicit educational objectives, a clear speCification of possible
means of achisiing these along with an impressive array of material and human resources,
if the means do not fit in with the characteristics of the learner.

What are these Characteristics? The crudest dichotomy currently aivailable is
between the 'empty black bo:. and the 'fully programmed versions' of human nature:
A caricature of these views might contrast the following emphases. The 'empty, black,
box' view stresses the significance of experience for shaping behaviour, i.e. extrinsic
motivation. The patterns of rewards and punishments will control the retpon es and
habitS children develop. Primary rewards and punishments refer: to-activitiet. nd events
associated with reductioni in biologically based drive states. On the one hand animals
will learn responses associated with reductions in hunger; on trite other, they Will learn
how to escape, and later avoid, pain. As Skinner has neatly phrased the idea, 'The best
reason for learning is the consequence of not doing -to': To the extent that such ideas
are valid we are products of our environmental pasts.

The tfully pre-programmed' view will a;sert the importance of innate factors as
determinants of behaViour -- what we become is hardly dependent upon the enVironment
at all. While extreme rationalism has not influenced the edUcational system, the 'cognitive
developmental' approach has This stresses the importance of the interaction of.organism
and environment, but suggests that almost any 'normal' environment will serve to allow
intellectual-development. The organism actively explores and processes its environnient,
coostructingrules of procedure that facilitate adaptation. DeVelopment occurs when
conflicts arising between rules are resolved with some new, more adaptive, rule of action.
If we adopt an extreme commitment to these beliefs our education will consist of making
sure that environments suffice to allow children to develop without indue hindrance; if
we follow' the 'empty black box', it has to be,a highly structured programme with
appropriate deployment of sanctions. The cognitive developmental approaches emphasise
intrinsic motivational factors, the 'empty black box' extrinsic ones.

But are these views contradictory? Or is it merely that they are both valid
approaches focusing-upon different aspects of the developmetal process. We will argue
that the main deficiency of each view is made good by the articulation of it with the
other. :

It easier and more appropriate to begin with the cognitive developmental
approach and articulate the reinforcement view with it rather than the other way round

Piaget is notoriously difficult to expound with clgrity and simplicity, as even
Piaget himself appears to find (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969). (Because we are not or he is
not conceptually sophisticated enough to understand it? Because our language is short of
appropriate technical terms, and we have not had sufficient practicein using those
iNailabie?).At least the essente of his system can be given in brief.

The human organism has problems of adaptation to its environment, and it is
.designed in such a way that it will continue to expand and elaborate its knowledge of
this environment. The well-fed and watered human being is notquiesCent His brain
begins to fall apart if either excessively over or under-stimulated throughithe various
sensory modalities; however, there are optimal qualities of stimulation that lead to learnt
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ing as well as confirmatory behaviours of various sorts. Piaget discusses some of the
problems of modes of adaptatiOn by invoking concepts of processes (e.g. assimilation
and accommodation) and structure (e.g. schema and environment). Schema refers to
something in the brain of the organism and is somewhat like a plan of action or a set of
rules for processing and acting upon a certain stimulus input. It is an internal represent- -
ation by means of which the organism is able to act in its environment. When a stimulus
input corresponds sufficiently closely to an already available set of schemes, assimilation
occurs, the new experience being integratedinto the appropriate sets of rules which
themselves remain unchanged. Alternatively no set of rules may be adequate for the
problem in hand or different sets of rules with mutually incompatible outcomes are
simultaneously engaged, in which case there are possibilities of accommodation. The
organism may simply fail to adapt to the input, but if it succeeds by changing one or
more of its rules of action, accommodation is said to occur. Accommodation involves
a structural change in the rules, assimilation will extend only the domain of coverage
of a particular rule.

Schernas can, according do Bruner(1966), represent knowledge in three possible
ways: enactive, ikonic, symbolic. Enactive schemes are action-based. Knowledge is
manifested by performance. Most of us will have a compidx set of schemes that enable
us to ride a bicycle, but this 'know-how' is not available for effective expression in any
detailed symbolic form. Developmentally, the child's first knowledge is in the form of
enactive schemes only, but later some of these are reorganised at an ikonic and yet later
still at a symbolic level. Other later knowledge can be acquired directly at ikonic or
symbolic levels. Piaget argues for an invariant sequence in the deireloUrnent of major
changes in the structure of the child's thinking and behaviour. To date the empirical
evidence is fundamentally supportive of the heuristic, value of the cognitive developmental
approach, and even if much of the theoretical terminology, were to be abandoned, the
accumulated facts would remain to be explained.

Piaget's approach has a number of.important features to which attention may
be paid. In tine with other more recent work it argues for a cognitive basis to motiva-
tion. A lack of novelty or challenge in the environment promotes action, action gives
rise to discrepancies among schemes or between schemes and reality as tested,
accommodation is required. This picture 9f an active knowledgeseeking explorer
does not have to invoke a biological basis for learning in terms of primary and secondary
drives, discrepancies alone'suffice to motivate. Knowledge accumulatet 4t all levels of
representation, becomes organized.and systematized and re-organized, corresponding
moreclosely.to a valid construction of the world. The levelr '!iemselves differ in
potential generality, ehetractness and power 4or solving new problems:

But we may legitimately ask, Whatever happened to Piagetian man ?' Where did
all the enthusiasm and power of intellect go 7 long time ago? How much sound know-
ledge has accumulated? Are adolescent childrereally functioning at the level of formal
operations, having developed a true mastery of a conceptual system that can be used
to represent all manner of abstract and hypothetical contingencies? Are'we?

Any why not How does it come about that most of us experience so few,
fleeting and fragile realistic interactions with the world?,

We would argue-that Piagefs model of dev_elopment is primarily a mode l .of
competence rather than performance; he has been interested in what children and
adults can manage under optimal conditions with simplified materials. To this extent,
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he presents an ideal to which the conceptual system ofman may aspire rather than a
summary of how particular sub-groups of humanity perform in their everyday surround-
inds. (And his ideal is tarnished to the extent that Genevan schoolchildren fall shOrt of
the eventual possibilities of mankind). Further he has been interested inthe develop-
ment of, the fundamental operations of thinking as a process. He has not been interested
in the mass of information we acquire:only how we can use it. He has not gar inter-
ested in the 20,000 words in vocabularies, each with many meanings, but only with
general understanding of the systern.

If we we interested in performance as well as possibility and in what goes on as
a matter of natural history, we may note some assumptions in the Piagetian account that

.may not then be warranted.
Firstly, he plays down the relevance of.,the environment. It is assumed that what

is made available for children to learn is, by and large, idequate in quantity and quality
for development to occur. Secondly he implies that unlimited generalisation of operations
and their applicationt will eventually occur that the principles underlying thinking in
mathematics will generalise to social, behaViour, for example. Thirdly, he plays down the
role of language in development. Fourthly, he ignores the fact that we are often reqUired
to act quickly with insufficient time for a coMplete analysis of the inforMatiOn releVant
for the deCisionito act. Fifthly, he ignores the relevance of sanctions to behaviour;
generally he igriorks rewards and pUnishments, specifically he ignores the consequences
of failures at aceeAmodation.

That sanctions can be used to control behaviour has been known. fora long time
Precisely what constitutes a reward or punishment and the details of their relationship to
learning .remain a little mysterious, but their efficacy is a fact. That reinforcement in
traditional terms may be neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for learning to
occur is irrelevant. Unfortunately, experts on reinforcement principles are liable to
present, their: arguments and evidence in misleading ways,-and thosenot claiining to be
experts are liable to reject versions of reinforcement theory which they have already
simplified and distorted. As Skinner has repeatedly demonstrated, the precise timing and
location of appropriate rewards and punishments are relevant to the building up of
compound and complex response patterns behaviour can be shaped. That Skinner may
have overgeneralized his position'to incorporate features of behaviour to which reinforce-
ment contingencies may be immaterial one popular contender being die development

grammatical competence dot not detract from the facts: that food for.hungry, but
not t6op hungry, rats not only appears to Speed up rates of acquiring sets of responses,
but also to be critical for their performance: As with Piaget, so with Skinner.- He sets up
an ideal in this case a theoreticafframeworkebout 'schedules of reinforcement' and
then examines how far such, a system can take the inquiries. It is irrelevant whether
Skinner genuinely views the human organism as an empty 'black box' with a finite
number of biOlogically based needs whose reduction is-linked in some way to-learning.
The question is how far can such a model take us.

Currently it would appear to have limitations,: particularly in relation to the 01
dimelopMent of thinking. The. undamental principles of thinking do change as children
develdP, logically new operations become possible ceThe role of reinforment in- these
developments is unknown, but it appears not to be sufficient on its own.and may be
wholly irrelevant BLit of its relevaneeto behaviour in performance there is no doubt! The
quantity: qu:aiitY, timing and frequencykof rewards and punishments shape behaviour.
Are schedules of reinforcement relevant to the nOn-appearance-of Piagetian man? If for



the sake of argument we allow Paget to be fundamentally right about the sequence and
levels of development, can schedUles of reinforcement accelerate, slow down or even .

prevent 'normal' development?

. 2.7 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation (W.P. Robinson)

2.7.1 School Achievement, Social Class and Use of Language

How these two sets of factS and ideas may be articulated and shown to be complementary
rather than mutually incompatible is most easily clarified through an extensive illustration.
'Social class' comes to occupy a dOminating position in our work and, it is therefore a topic -

aboUt which it is apposite to achieve such a *thesis. We shall nOtConcern ourselves with
the definition of social class and will mention"Only briefly the substantial documentation
of social differences in. educational attainment. We can then enter into a short interpretation
of class differences in langklage mastery that may be causally associated with differential
achievement. It is only after these issues have been set out that the framework generated
will enable us to return to a consideration of the development of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivation and how these maycliffer by social class.

Reports across countries (Husen, 1972) and within Britain (see, for example,
Douglas; 1967; DoUglas; Ross and Simpson, 1968; Divie, Butler and Goldstein, 1972;
Mortorr-Williams and Finch, 1968) record with persevering unanimity the underachieve
ment of working class relative to middle class children. The differences remain, regardless
of the index of attainment used and regardless of whether or notone controls for variation
thought by some to be heavily influenced py genetic factors, viz intelligence test scores.
We need not concern ourselves too precisely with what we mean by 'social class'. (Some
critics Specialise in first treating class as a unitary diMension, then expOsing that it is not,
and then denying its value as a concept What is the social class of a man who left school
at fourteen, working his way through to becoming a director of a large industrial combine,
Who,- after receiving his honorary degree from Leeds, takes up bricklaying?) There is a
substantial minority of people whose incomes, prestige status of occupation, educational
history, standard and location of housing, diverge sufficiently to pretlude unequivocal
placement in a class category: There are-many 'borderline' jobs:-However, there are also
rough nodeS about which people cluster and the labelS of lower and upPer working class,

-- lower, middle and upper middle class and upper class are usefikreference points for
capturingSubstantial proportions of variation between people in our society across many
aspects of behaviour

In the search for sources of working class under'achievement in the edUcational
system, Bernstein pOinted to the possibility of a differential useandComMand of
language. This does not deny the pOssible importance of. many Other factor's, it only
Serves to specify one such factor. In a.sueicession,of papers (see Bernstein; 1972 for an
almost complete collection), he has develOPed ideas of 'restricted' ancrelaborated Codes
of language;use.'Wflile early writing stressed that the 'restricted',Code was relatively more
predictable at botksyntactic andiexical leV*oflingUistic analyils'and that it inhibited
the symbolization of intent, later writing hatemphasiied that thecode generates particular-

1

*These adjectives are used so frequently that they are hencef9rth abbreviated: LWC,
UWC(WC); LMC; MMC, UMC, (MC); UC.
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istic meanings that are severely context bound. As Lawton (1968) has pointed out
restricted' has been variously used to refer to a limitation on the number and type of

linguistic units, and structures that can be deployed, a limitation on thenumber of people
who share the,dode, and a 'restriction of the range of social contexts from which issue
appropriate linguistic structures' (Lawton, 1968; p. 99). it has been proposed that while
the middle class has access to both codes, the lower working class is generally confined to
a 'restricted' code, and in the papers refer:act to by Bernstein elaborates relationships
between codes, social structure and education.

Here the issues will be simplified, and we will follow the recommendation that a
funCtionalistructural apProach be adopted fOr the study of the relationships between .

language use and social differences in behaviour (Robinson, 1972a)l Of the many functions
of language we will concentrate upon aspects of two: language is used for the social
functions of controlling the states and behaviours of other people and for the representation
of knowledge. We can issue and receive orders and threats which may or may not be carried
out By such verbal Means, non-verbal and verbal behaviour can be regtilated. As well as
using language as a direct means of changing present behaviour, we can use it to.mark the

.state of a role relationship or define rote appropriate behavioUr. In the forms of address,
we use we signal who has more power in a relationship or that we-are equal; and if we are
equal, whether the relationship is CohesiVe and interdependent or not. The recognized
right to issue orders is a.mark of a power differential, while the use of assertions. like
'I love you' can mark the existence of a .cohesive relation hip. We can also make verbally
explicit what behaviour is expected of another person. Written contracts may specify such
rights and obligations and can give them legal force, but social norms transmitted orally
and apparently casually. can have as much effective power.

It will be argued subsequently that LWC mothers (and other transmitters of the
class culture) emphasise these uses of languageirt their-socialization practices at the expense
of the development of the representational function of language.

We use the units and structures of language to form sentences which can be used
to make statements. These statements can beevaluated.in terms of truth or falsity. Do
they correspond to some reasonable construction Qf reality, more commonly if less
accurately..referred to as; the facts of the matter? The truth-value of statements is con-
strained by. what the world Is like and so can be tested in ways in which 'Good Morning,
Sir!, 'Hurry Up!' or 'Little boys don't pick their noses!' cannot. For the last, the smiling
son who announces to his mother that her statement is false, because he does pick his
nose, is likely to discover that she.was not putting forward an hypothesis. It is through the
representational function that we can communicate,about events and ideas remote from
present perceptions by virtue of time, space, generality or abstraction. That whole accumula-
tion of our aultural wisdom aV knowledge stored in writings about geography, history,
chemistry, engineering, sociology;education,' law, in fact is ail.empirical knowledge, both
about the natural and the superi4(al, and all knowledge of logics relies on the representa:
tional function of language. rAnd'it is\not just `knowing that' which is thus represented, but
also 'knowing how'; it not onlYthe transmission of such knowledge from person to person
that is involved, but the storage, analysis, processing, and synthesis of one's personal ration.
While, we may pause to remind ourselves of Bruner's suggestion (1966) that knowledge
represented in symbolic fOrM is only one forth, and that en'active and ikonic representation
are also involved in human existence, we niust concede that a high proporsion'of the knoW
ledge transmitted in the edubational process is (and has to be?)in verbal forms. All such
knowledge then requires not only an exercise of the representational function of language,
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but a mastery of the units and structures in apprvpflate ccirrespondence .te the nen,
verbal world, the systemization of knowledge and the generation of theory, general
and abstract descriptions and explanations are constructed from the particular and
concrete observations. This information is transferred from one person or source to
another by emploYing units andstructures that are not so implicit in their reference as
to allOW a vagueneis and ambig ity that renders the messages useles. How far any
failure to develop-s4h.facilitiet ith language affects other intellectu& development
will not be argued her-e, but it is vident that the aCcumulati^n of knowledge in many
schOol subjects can be adversely ffected by deficiencies ire the command of this
function of language.

Members of the lower working class, it is suggested, suffer from such a deficiency,
and the evidence available from number of investigations is generally consistent with
this point of view (Lawton, 19681i Robinson, 1972a pp. 148-185). Adverse criticisms
haVe been made (see Williams, 1970) which sometimes refer to the. MC normsthat may
have governed the contexts of speech collection (Williams end Naremore, 1969) and at
other times to the fundamental linguistic competence of 'disadvantaged' groUps (e.g.
Labov, 1970). The study which has so far produced the best summary description of the
differences between MC and WC speech was meihodologically weak (Schatzman and
Strauss, 1955), butthe analogy employed merits repetition. To sum up the characteristics
of WC speech of eyewitnesses asked to report about a tornado, Schatzman and Strauss
say that it would seem that WC witnesses have acted like film Cameras. What they haVe
seen has been largely determined by passive attention deiermined by changes in the
strength of stimuli ,in the immediate environment. Whenasked about the tornado, it is as
though they play the film back and commentate upon it to the interviewer, at the same
time assuming that he can see the film-The account is therefore particular and concrete,

'references are not made explicit, there are no concessions to the listener's pessible
difficuities of understanding, and the film has'hot been- edited to 'make sense'. By
:contrast, the MCinterVievyees have been trying to make sense of events while they, have
been watching, actively organizing their material to gain as objective, general and abstract
an account as possible, as well as recording stZecifics. This means that at a later:point in_
time they have a variety of peripectives_froich the story can be narrated and a
number of. levels of abstraction al which it an4lbe pitched. Reference is explicit

. attemptS are made to link the,story to the interviewers categories of eXperience. This
understanding of and ability to exploit the power of the represeritationat-lunction of

J langua, is what is supposed to charaCterise MC speech and writing. There has never been
any evidence to sugest that theiniddle class are at all incompetent in the social functions
of language. zf

If we turn to dataabout sOcialization practices, we can begin to see how such
social class differences might come about and how thesewould relate to intrinsic and
extrinsic .motivation. ,

2.7.2 SoCial Class andPatterns of Control and ComMunication inSocialization

The datafacus upon discipline problems and queition-answer exchanges which we may
treat as contrastive in that the former appears to encourage the mother towards 'control'
of behaViour while the latter has a presSuile towards the 'communicatioh' of knowledge:.

Here we concentrate on corrective and 'preventive rather than constructive aspects
of control. Bernstein has distinguished three Categories.of control by 1,:vtii\ch Motheri can
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reprimand children, get them fa bed; r shoot and handie the multitudinous other pro-
blems they encounter. Imperative teelmit.tes are of two kinds: brief verbal commands
such as 'Go!' or 'ShUtiuPI' and non-verbal techniques such as smacks and bodily rernovalt;.
Threats were included .under 'brief corrrmande. Positiorml appeals refer the'child'tO the

: proper behaviour expected of Members of som status gro9p of which he is a member;
'Boys Of your age go to bed at seven sharp' give the child a prescription based on sex and
age, but familial, relational and other reference roupings would also be Positional.
Personal appOs make reference to.behavioural and /or emotional consequences for
jecified-indiViduals: 'If you do not goto bed n w, you will be bad-tempered and tired
tdrnorrow and hen In hiS.case the attempt to control behaviour is mediated by an
appeal to a fact and its relevance tpsome particular person..

1What diffciences are there between these' strategies in terms of what is''available for
the chill tolearn,and hbw is fanguage relexiiaht to' the information transmitted? The non----
verbal imperative treats the child much as a rat Is 'treated in a Skinner box; heis left to work
out the rules by which rewards and punishmerifS are distributed. The imperative command
also leaves the child to work out the rules of the game, but language is used to exert direct
Control of behaviour: Threats make explicitcOections between acts and consequences.

l' is an example of: what psYChologists in/QUIP iefer toes classical or instrumental con-
ditioning paradigmt. Positional appeal§ utiliSe language to make the rules explicit and from
them the'child may be able to infer a set of lame -level rules defining behaviour appropriate
to given ascribed roles. None of these three-Ai:6 likely fobe amenable to questions that could'
be construed as anything but challenges to authority.

,

Personal appeals, on the other, hand; yiffer in several respects. FirstlY, they are likely
\ to give the child some facts about the physical or little lessons in social psych

or natural.science. Secondly, as a matter of fact,.they are likely to invoke general
erinciples such as not upsetting other people rather than situationally specific Proscriptions.
Alence, they can serve as useful principles for clecisioni'in new situations,4hey have deductive
p\ossibilities. Thirdly, they can be questioned. It is possible to query the relationship between.
the prernisses and the conclusions without challenging authority:

If we ask whether there are sociali- cI lass, differences in who uses which sort of strategy
how often, Bernstein's data on five year did children give clear'answers. While MC and LWC
mothers did not differ in. fheir use of posilionll appeals, LWCmothers were more likely
than MC mothers to use the imperative strategies, while the reverse was true for child

/centred personal appeals. Similar results alre rePorted for American mothers by Hess and
ShiOnan (19671... ,' 1 j

A simplification of these data Wobld allow the folloWing inferences, LWC children
are more likely to be diTeiflined_without language being ernployed. If it is used it is to
exert direct control over behayiouror to assert'what is roleappropriate behaviour. in
relatively specific situations. Questions e not ikely to bencouraged By contrast: he MC
mothers; although usingdirect means of control and positional appeals, are also using,.

1

----: langua0 to transmit .moral principlc.., of more general utility and to give the child some
facts about the phySical and social world, while leaving open the possibilities of 'why' and
other questiOns occurring.' i

We have looked directly at these questiond:of :children: mothers reported how they
would ansWer a number of 'why' ciuestions suPp-64.edl aSked by, their five year old children
(Robinson and .Rackstravv, 1972; Robinson, 1972b). LWC mothers were less likely to .

answer questions at all, gave less and less'accprate information in li 'noisier'. linguistic
, ,.

. _,

context. They were apparently less concerned about the relationship between what they
.
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-----taid-and-the-non;vertmt world this wils:.:rir.:,nded in represent. The .pdinted out fewer
similarities and differences amongobjects'and events..in answer 'questions, they
were morelikalv simply to re-epeat a questiorras a statement, e.g. iMecause they do' or
make`a simple appeal to.regularity, e.g. '.Eiec44.ie they alWays.hdve done'. The. MC. mothers
were more likely to:mention causeS,q:onsequenCes,,categoisitioris and analogies. Hence;
in this situation where the opportunity for transmitting knowledge about the non-

. linguistic world.depends upon n optimal use of-the representational function sal language,
the MC mothers exploited; this providing the children with answers representing the
world as a system of Objects anti events related and organised in space tiMe..The
LWC mothers, however, appeared to be'Containing rather than answering questions and ,

I ,(ith-'-why questions subsequeni enquiries by the chilo could be a challenge tothe'rnothees'
authority and the cultural tradition in Which it is vested; theorientation was towards.

1 . .

\ Ifwe apply reinforcement, principles to the features cif this situation, we can see
that the .LWC child is not haiiir4 his questioningpdsitively 'reinforced. What is the point
of asking questions if they either:receiVe no answer or similar answers regardless of 1/
variation in sUbstance? LanguagPis being used to control:end define role appropriate
.behaviour and we might hatatd a guess that question-asking is not an appropriate \type
o4ehaviodr.- Intrinsic motivation to firid out is not being encouraged. On the otherIhand,>.
th, MC sitUationlooks more Piagetian in terms of the child:being presented with sets of
categories and their relationships, extended 'beckWardsandforwards4n time; opportunities
are\available for the accOmulatiOn of 'ordeiPd knOwledge. Questionlasking itself is being
generally and specifically 'reinforced. Language,is used to mediate these events.

If doubts are expressed abOui-the validity of the data themselves and/cii: the inter
pre ations, we can appeal to at leastthrepargurnents. Firstly, we endeavoured to control
int viewing in such away that anXietyshould. not hamper replies and neither shoblic(th
'socially desirable' answers be readilY available, Secondly,- we can claim that these dat
:simil\ar to those obtained by Other§ (HPss and Shipman-, .1967; MortonWilliams, 196

Ne on and gewsOn, 1970). . .

Finally; we examined the children's speech.' Turner (1972) pursued a detailed
linguistic analysis of the 'controlling' speech of five and seven year oldchildren. Imperative
mode were -more common in LWC Speeah;MC children were more-likely to-refertdJ
affective states of people and to make explicit referencetO the obligations mentioned./

1-Personal.appeals were absent from the speech of iboth gioups. Robinson and Rackstraw
0972} asked seven year old children from the iaMple to answer thirty prpbed I

questi ns.and found Sacral class' differences essentially similar to thOse found betwee&
1

rpOthe . The simplest hypothesis is that the differences in children's knOwledge are a'
it

.direct finction of differences in whit has been made aVailable for:them to learn.
\Hess and Shipman.(1967) Observed mothersleachilng their children how to,:sOrt

blocks, and how to PrOdrice,patternS-dri an 'Etch-atSketch' Mach ine.,Social class differ- .

ences ininothersc.teaching were considerable. Ori the block 'sorting.task MC mothers were

more likely to try to orient their liiliclren-to.the task, to try to motivate, to demarild
verbal feedback, to reward rather than punish responses made, and to use specificiexplicit
language, in instruction; their' children yvere,more successful both.SOrting the bld cks and

explainihg the ba,sis of the sorting in the 'Etth-a-Sketch! task, MC mothers Were more
likely to;reCeiiie high; ratings for the efficiency of their teaching, to: shoW their cihildren
the Patterns to b6 coPied, and use specifiC rather than vagOe instructions. Their/ children
were more .suCCessful:

.



,,,:
,"Hess and Shipman comment on their reSults: :

r
. ,, .,..,

'The lack of meaning in /the dornthunicatiOn system between mother and
child is clearly exemplified in the behaviour of many of the mothers on this tisk.'
Consider the 'plight of the child whose mother is low on these three miasmic'
During the practice period, his/mother demands that he turn his knob but she
fails to explain why or to relatelt to the lines'on the screen. During the task she
doesn't show him the models and fails to give specific turning directions.' For.
Such children, the effectS are these: (a) The child is not giyen a goal to make
his individual responses meaningful (that is, heis not shown thimodel): ',lb)

=';The mother is not specific in her. directions:, each new response is essentially a
guess. (c) The sequence andipattern'of response is not explained. The child has .

noway.to tell ahead of time hoWtO; respond, and even after he does iessiiiiid;he
Cannot predict the 'mother's reaction: He is,hindered in learning anything_from _ _.....__
one response that will generalizeto the next. (d) Nevertheless; his,responses are
being rewarded or punished, lusually with maternalOraise or disapproval, which. '..
provides belted feedback for a, particular response if the mother is not giving'
specific directions: In either case, reward or punishment performs a Motivating .

1

function. -

As airesult of the int raction of these factowthe ichild s being madeliO
produce response's that frornlhis point of view are not related to any vigib(t :oat,
are unrewarding in themselves, and do not bring corrective feedback that-44111
enable him to avoid.punishment. : '

I N..Nevertheless, reinforcement continues, indpunishrhenis are usually more
frequent and intense than reVivards. TIT parallel between this state of affairs-and te.
the experimental designs,used by Mailer (1949) deliberately to Produce frustration
in subhuman organisms is strikingly consistent. (Hess and Shipmart,.1907,p:
test it should toe imagined that these few.investigations are the sum total of our

knowledge about social class differences in sOdialisationipractides, we can refer to BrOnfen-.
brenrier's summary of the, major studies conducted in the U.S.& between.1928end 1957
(1958) or the more than _500 references mentioned by Hess (1971). These alloW us to .1

specify a large number of attitudinal and behaVioural differencet that are found consist;
ently. Here, however, we are interested\ only in sanctions and thebccation ofithektgle.
Most work is unfortunately conducted 'on the 'punitive rather than the rewarding aspects 9.
Of parental behaviour.°For\ example, Newson and Newson (1970) show differences
punitiveness. WC mOthers tieing likely to be low smackers; and more likely 'to use'. _.

dePrivation, to issue threats of authority; figures, of -lending away or leaving themselves.
More:threats were unfulfilled; they were'more likely to say. 'I won'tlOve you'. The
rewarding side of life is not referred to, although the MC emerge as more child-6311Vdc! t
in that they are more likely to treat the child as a person with rights as well as obligat° ions.
This use of smacks and Unfulfilled threats 'of the working. class and the child-centredness
of the middle class is commonthrough the literature. That much ofthe 'controlling
behaviour, of, MC parents isdirected towards educational success fOr their children is
likewise.r6vealed in the sticcession of sur4Vs'that;have been focused on school achieve-
ment (see p. 61). Studies showing high rewards are less f recjuent Rosen' and D'Andrade
0959) anci'Wrnterbottorn (1958),show that high use of rewards of all kinds and
especially parental approval is associated with high motivation to do Welt in the children

: and that this' is a MC rather than a WC syndrOme. (Rosen, 1956; Mcblell-nd, 1981).
Kaniii;dnd Radin (1967) ti ve shoWn that MC mothers are rnoreiresponsivo:than WC

,mothers to explicit eequestt made by their children, are more likely to initiateaffection-
ate interaction; and more gentle in their disciplining: Sears, Maccoby and Levin (1951) 5.

. ,
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show greater warmth ;r1 !.r? rriotherhY0 :.,--I -1;i _..rtsi...ii, in the mielcilc class.

It is wort noling it 'at pnychc.licgist,:, iizvi , displayed an Unhealthy measure of
. 'morbidity' in. their obsessive conee ;1 v..ith guilt.and punishm.Intand their link of

curiosity about the more cniOyabie .xchanges between mothers and children.

jI /

2.7.3 1 Extrinsic Motivation and the. Middle Class
I

We have reported that.lysc pqrents are more involved in their childrerakkiCational
progress, but it may be .'t'isefu'l to think briefly about the predominant manipulative
strategies of MC parentS.in relation to the schobl careers.of their children. Evidence

/
is ofia relatively. high helpfulness and interest in the child's progress andcooperative-
ness and involvement with the schOol and its agents. But the hope is also that the
Child will succeed. In general, M6 children do succeed in jumping over the succession

"of 1----Iles and to keep tie argurnent simplewe will ignore the fates of those who fail."
W

't th

tt need not ignore those for Whom fear of parental disapproval is a significant feature
of their motivation, since the modus operandi Will be similar in the'respects salient here

e dangers of rewarding success. Assume. that a child is intrinsically motivated to

'solve
lve a problem and he Succeeds. We have already encountered Berlyne's argurrientthat

I ..,
this success should strengthen both-the enquiry behaviours that red:to the solution and
that the solution has an.gitihancel probability of being learned and remembered.
However, the Success.m1(/ also be reWarded by the same significant Other. person's
intervention through.some verbal praise Well done!), some non-verbal response ViA
beaming smile), ora-material gift (Have 8 smartie!). On reinforcement principles df
laming these rewards 'should become incentives for future success and one might

,
expect the child to try to learn which retponses will maxiMize.such iewards.:The.

.- dahger.from the point of view of intellectual development is not it the rewards,:per se,
- but in the possi:,ility that the'atteMpts to obtain such rewards become the Predom-

ating motivation. If th;,; should herinen, then the possibility arises that the child's
focus will be.on producing these:pleasing responses to the extent that he beCOMes- 'Zpersonrather than problem-centred. instead of trying to solVe problems, succeeding and
incidentally. being extrinsically reWarded, he may ignore the constraints of the problem .!,
and aim directly at producing the pleasing resnonses. The learning Can.be meaningless,
lbe.connectioh :between prOl3lern at a. solution not understoOd. Who cares as !brig as
the behaviour pleases.Thern or fails to'annOy The.th? To generalize the parody, the
MC child Canignore n'leaninahil learning and simply churn out the right answers.

Rote learning is not to be clisparaged.when the behVipur pleases or fails to.. :-
annoy Them: To ger leralize thaparodv, =.h'; MC child may 1.4 encouraged to churn
out right answers at the expense Of, meaningful leurning.

i The-WDT-r-y i.S.66t concernine rote learningas a proceSs. Once the underlying

concepts and relationships`hare understood, rote techni9oesmay be the:mbst sensible
way of accumulating the rni,:ny facts that II may be useful to have,.eg. capital cities
of countries,. geo.graphy of or own town and region, names of cars or trees, French
equiyalents of 'foOds, but wher. the technique ii applied to facts and ideas which .are not
understood, its efficacy ;:...dirr,inif:had. How much education consists of thickly or thinly
disguised rote leernin'q oi ill understood knoWledge is fooliSh to debate.

Certainly it,c.ippez;rs to iy.;.!..orrirrion at university. Whole theories and evaluatit'
arguments Ere fully swrit.ted up an:-.I stamped in as well as,the relevant experimental

or other evident It is part:,c1:1Driy off-key to firid students learning Piagetianconcepts



and idea by- heart with itt;e attempt at accomm dation and no adequate schemes for
assimilat\*ng the theory. II nstrinsic motivation is fo gotten. There is no time to feed l
in erests' hen examiliations* require mass }s of ac umulated information across a-wpole
ran e of topics. The overtly expressed inteiinion is .t produce examiner-pleasing responses
or to use the transatlantic barbarism - 'to psych ou the teacher'. Such learning is a far. L
remove fr m the coridiponding objective in the Rob ins quartet 'the enhancement of
the genera powers of the mind' (Committee on Highe Education (Robbins), 1963). As
a psycholo ist interested in minds and their workings, am staggered by the capacities
of the brair'r of undergraduates to apenge bp and cram i the masses of material, for later
emission in examinations .L- and I am distressed, but not urprised; at the inabil6 of these
same minds to reorganise, 'crois-reference r otherwise re eplciy what they haVe 'learned.

\ 1

Retrieval is closely linked to contexts of cquisition -a c ar sign of rote- learning. With
:

minima" ievelopment Of meaningfulness. fAcademics woul wish to deny the charge,
.,

+which is what one Would expect; they wi I not, alas, rush out to collect evidence to show
whether,these ideaS are libellous or not.

/We May, however, noteadvantag s that. the MC child has Over his WC peer; he
.

--has got -the in his head and he has not been put off learrfrig. The-items absorbed
are available forF.Organization and restrtucturing if opportuni y is given or occasion
demands He has not built up defences Or become crippled wit anxiety whose exorcism

4will be a priOr conditiOn Of Subsequent/learning.)
. If the institutions most favoured to:develop independe t and critical thinking
are placing igh value on response - lear1:1ning by the externa! ince tives and sanctions they

i

employ an a low valuon intrinsic mOtivation what ishappeni g in the rest of the
tertiary sector and at the secondary lei/el?

Intrinsic motivation is in its very nature problem-orient , but once external
incentives have not only suPplementecli but have supplanted it, th orientation is switched.
Perhaps some such explanation helps to account of the discrepan y betWeen what we are

I

like and what we could be like if Piaget's intellectually mature ma were enab. 4 to
develop.

I
No doubt the superficial reader will be able to glean an an ck on rotelearning,

and examinations, yet another cry foi- the value of 'guided diScov y' methods and
demand to know Who is to blame, the children; their parents, their teachers or the system?
It may therefore be appropriate ta point outthat it is rote-learning without understanding
thai is unnecessary; and We:must note that it would be as inefficien to encourage
children to learn the stem changes'and meaningsof German strong erbs by discOfrery
methodi as it would to hope that tcir understanding of some cone t Or principle will
be enhanced iitit is Only repeated a\suffiCient number of times. 4 it not examinations

- as an assessme.nt technique that islbeing questioned, but possible di repenCies between
`what they are intended to be and what they in fact do, given their p esent content It is

not a matter of who is to blame; it is a matter ,)f increised understa ding lowing the
possibility of people realizing, possible discrepancies beiwcen the en ilh-0 are pursuing
and the means they are adopting. .

xaminations need not of course reauire set answers that can be orenared in advanca.
Ai with rote learning it is important to separate the technique from the content.



With this reminder that not ell may be as it seems to be with MC children ;Ind
their education, we can return to summarise the fate of the 'intrinsic motivation' df his
LWC peer.

2.7.4. Lower Working Class Children and their. Socialization: Summary

1. The family is the primary:source of knoWledge about the world for young children.
Relative to the MC family,,,the LWC family is not providing as much knowledge, it,
is less forthcoming in amount and. accuracy.' It is not providing the means to
acquire and make independent evalUation of knowledge, nor is it encouraging th
intrinsic motivation for any of these activities:

2. The enquiry behaviours of LWC children are not rewarded either extrinsically by
incentives or.intrinsicallY by the filling of gaps in knowledge Absence of reward is
not the whole 4tOry,'however. Hess and Shipman (amking Many otiers) have
observed a higher incidence of punishment in 'learning' situa tions Yvhich presumably
acts both to suppress relevant enquiry, behaviours, and in the Icing run perhaps,,

,--the motivation to enquiry. In Fiagetian terms,4ittempts at glaptat on through,
accommodatibri become less likely. In Berlyne's terms, extrnisic otivation not to
enquire is more likely to become dominant over any intrinsic mot vation t4 do So.
Boredom is safer than punishment Furthermore, we have seerithat-ait wcivgiyen
to both empirical and moral questions are likely to be presented is the received
doctrine of the culturcthe social order Will be presenietand reprduced.

3. . The knowledge acquired by LWC children is less likely to be orderd into systems.
Categories of experience, are not articulated to ern:qv-rage the development of
symbolic control over the objects Ofi thinking. The MC children look to be receiving
knowledge tailored for progression through Piagetian stageaof development

4. One significant discriminating feature lies in the differential. command of the
representational function of language. The LWC child is characterised by a relative
inability to represent knowledge symbolically (logical, empirical,.rnoral, aesthetic
and metaphysical), thereby restrictingiposlibitities of efficient verbal communica-
tion to others, except in simple presqiptions oidescriptioris of a concreteI;and
particUlar,yariety, and reducing the chances of the generation of internal co ceptual
conflicts and gaps which can then.be resolved or filled by restructuring avail le

evidence or acquiring new evidence. Skills in the verbal formuiltion of proble s
`N: as questions and skins in the generation and evaluation of ansuers are likely to be..

depressed.

With such a cloud of witnesses testifying to the pattern of results rePOrted, we
may LW thought uncharitable in doubting their authenticity. But we also felt oblirid
to respond to the Clarionzall of modern primary educational theory: 'I hear,1 forget;
I see, I remember; I do, I understand'. If Wecignore the presumptive inaccuracy of its
'literal meaning, we can still catch thispitit of the maxim and engage in a little doing
as well as reading

Hence, we decided to replicate some of the basic dAgns, elaborating them to
tease out relationships among'surpries, relevance, value;interest, questioning, compre-
henlion,.and learning, and to skirmish briefly with social class (Chapter 3).

Duly convinced in additiciin'\ persuaded that curiosity is positively associated
with learning, we could turn to the examination of social class differences in boredom
Which would be predicted on the basis of,the ideas expressed in section 2.7A. After

0



exariiiniiig the anticipated social class differences in strategies of finding out and pro-
. iency atouestion-asking, wa concentrate upon problems of enhancing curiosity in

- WC children.
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CHAPTER 3

DETERMINANTS OF CURIOSITY AND QUESTIONASKING (M.G. DUFFY)

3.1 General Introduction

Three experimental studies were conducted into an examination of possible determinants
of question asking, all within the framework of Berlyne'S.approach to curiosity. The first
experimental study was run when we Were still optimistic about the feasibiAty of making
social Class comparisons, but the facrthat we had to obtain our MC and WC boys for these
from different schools Was one Of the early signs that sociatclass was note feasible com.
plex of variables to use with children of this age in our area. Since we had no practical
"experience of looking at 'collative properties of stimuli' in relation to inspection times,
qu,eStion asking.or hypothesis generation, we weren part concerned simply to try our
hand. However, we introduced twosvariatiOns into the standard situations mentioned
earlier (see chapter 2). First, cif the three types of oddity used, two were social rasyCho-
logical rather than physiCal. While thhiaseof4:ictures-presented objects with odd
attributes (gran pillar lib*); thefirst two offered, respectively, pairs of people playing the
reverse of their customary, roles (teacher in desk, child by blackboard') and individuals .

, whose emotional expressions were in conflict with the role being perfOrmed (nUrse:
looking angry and pulling a patient's hair). Each incongruous picture had a normal sibling,
and We.wished to see whether the incongruity affected the time spentlookinget each
picture and the :slumber ofAuestions asked about it. We combined this witifan hypothesis
derived from. Bernstein's (1970) views about-child development. He has argued for relatively
rigiddefinitions of roles in the lower working class.. If this is true then LWC subjects

,shouldexperiencemore conflict and hence look for longer: What should happen with
questions isdifficult to predict. if children are asked to explain anomaly, then MC children
should have a' greater facility for integrating the odd itywithin the bounds of normal,.

6

experience. °

We should have liked to follow up this Initial investigation with other stimulus
Materiali and more satisfactorily differentiated groups of subjects, but the local absenCe
of the latter forced .1.Nto abandon the project -1111.1 N to be regretted because the discovery..
of social class differences with such-materialsinight have had implications for the teaching
of such subjects as.history, human geography and social studies.

Instead, we decided to look at one general asPect of determinants of question
asking: whether children's ratings of interestcould be used to predietthe number of
.questions they .Would ask. If we assume (but we need to examine) that the number and
type of question's "7:hildren haVe could enable us-to Predict.the typeandaMount of effort
they would invest in the exPlOration,of a topic, then we Would have isolated one technique
for relying onintrinsic rather than wholly extrinsic motivation for facilitating their pursuit
of knowledge; they would be finding. out about topic because they wanted to rather than
because theywoulcfbe in-trouble etc. if they did not.

l.f children's ratings their own interest were to .bear no) relation to :their Okiestion
ing behaviour, then the search would have to begin again; if they were to,.then such ratings
could flemployed as a guide to the likely effort and 'enthusiasm they would invest. The
first study in. fact showS relationships between interest and questions asked..From what
does this interest stem? The second study looks at two poSsible determinants of interest,
surprisingns and value. and is supplemented by an analysis of the relationships between .



these variables and comprehension and. retention.

3.2 Study 1: The Relationships of RoleReversal, Role-Behaviour
Conflict and Inappropriateness of Attributes to Question Asking*

(W.P. Robinson & M.G. Duffy) .

3.2.1. Introduction

According to Berl yne's (1960) stimulus - response theory, curiosity behaviotir is a con-
sequence of perceptual or conceptual conflict arising from competing symbolic responses
aroused by 'coitative' properties of- stimulation, that is to say, profierties which lead the
organism to compare present with past experience. Examples of such collative properties
are novelty, incongruity, surprisingness and uncertainty. Berlyne's own research has

. indicated that manipulation of the values of these variables does arouse puriosity7
arousing potential of stimuli, when curiosity is measured in terms of time spent in
investigation or number of questions asked. Berlyne and Lawrence (1904) found that
adult subjects chose to spend significantly longer looking at tachiscosconieally'pregented
geometrical figures having high values of Complexity and incongruity than at figures
having correspondingly low values.- Berlyne and Frommer (1966) presented children
aged from five to eleven with orally related stories, pictUres, stories withepicturei, and
magiC'tricks at differing values of novelty, surprisingness and incOngruity, and invited
them to ask'questions after each item; the number of questions asked was found to be
greater for higher values of these variables.

The pr..,Sent:e4eriment wasdesigned to test the effect of incongruity:on curiosity
in fourteen and fifteen year old boys, the stimuli consisting of draWings depicting odd or
unusual objeCts and situatiohs, and_curiOsity being measured in terms of length of "..

inspection-time and numbers of questions. Two possible sources of subject, differences
in curiosity were also examined. namely tested non-verbal intelligence and social class.
We 'aisol intended to test a hypothesis derived from Bernstein's.(1970) theory concerning
thesocial origins of 'elaborated' and 'restricted' linguistic codes of langUage use, associated
with the middle class and lower working class respectively. Bernstein postulates that MC
famiiies tend to be of the 'Person-oriented'type. that is tet'saY, the status of each member
is not rigid)y aseribed at the outset, but depends on his'indiVidual qualities rather than
on his formal ascribed status, while LWC families tend tote of the 'positional' type,
where roles- are rigidly ascribed on the baSis- of the individual's formai sociological status;
e.g. age, se:c position ja _family, etc., and each member has little opportUnity to'behave
in any way which is not recogniSed as being appropriate to his status in the family. This
suggests that MC families forte. a less regid attitude as to what constitutes 'normal! and
'alifiermar behaviour, and it may be hypothesised that MC boys wOuld,be more likely to
take incongruity in their stride, partictiiarly if the incongruity involves apparently role

. _
inappropriate behaviour, as slid two-thirds of the drawings used in the present expert
rnent. To test this hypothesis, subjects were invited to offer explanations of the incen-.
gruout features of the drawingS; it would be predicted that the MC subjects would-tend
to construe the incongruities as being explicable in 'normal' terms. If we were concerned

* Acknowledgemen!: We would like to. thank D.A. Young, Senior Lecturer in. Sociology, .

West Ham College of Technology, foi his contribution to ihe ideas
in this investigation. d-



about inspection times however, we might expect WC boys to look longer thari_MC ., 9

boys at incongruous pictures, since they should have greater difficulty accommodating
them.

in addition, from a study of the curiosity. of ten and eleven year old children
using pictures of museum objects as stimuli, Ashton (1965) proposed that offering
up hypotheses about the nature of the stimuli is an index of curiosity, on the assump-
tion that a' curious personwill attempt to provide answers to his own questions when,
information is not forthcoming. it was therefore decided to examine the relationship .

between offering explanations and the two measures of curiosity used:

3,2.2. Method

Materials. Two complementary sets of freehand drawings, measuring 14 inches x 10
. inches and mounted on cardboard; one set eexper!mentall depicting one of three sorts

of incOngruity, 'role-reversal', 'role-emotion conflict' or 'conjunction of inappropriate
attributes', the other set rcontroll depicting the corresponding 'normal' situation or
object. The drawing showed:

Experimental Control

Role-reversal

1. Schoolroom: teacher in desk; child at front. Reverse

2. Street: thief chasing policeman. Reverse

3. Street: woman with dog in pram; child on lead. Reverse

4. Girl handing boy bunch of flowers. Reverse

5. Mother playing with toys; child cooking. Reverse

6. Father sewing; mother sawing. Resierse

Role emotion conflict
._.

7. Girl chasing mouse; boy frightened on. chair. Reverse

8. Crying policeman. Not crying
9. Nurse maltreating patient. Kindly nurse
10. Race; winner frowning, loser smiling. Reverse

11. Angry vicar raging at child., - Kindly vicar
..,

1Z. Wall being demolished; man underneath unconcerned. Man concerned

Conjunction of inappropriate attributes

13. Green pillar-box.
14. Bearded woman.
15. Giant spider'with man.
16. Soldier firing bent gun.
17. Car in sea.

18. Cricketei, with oversize stumps.
.

Subjects.
Twenty four fourth form boys were used as subjects. They were divided into t
social -class groups on the basis of father's jgosition on the Hall-Jones Scale of

Joy

Red pillar-box
Bearded man
Normal -size spider

Straight gun
Car on land
Normal-sized stumps



Occupational Prestige(1950) Tyra MC group weie selected from .a different school.from
the two WC groups. To control for the effects of inteliigericetet scores, each subject
was matched wih.one in eachof the other groups onthei..of scores on Raven's

.1v) orStandardProgressive atreces (Sets A-E), which were administered shortly before the/
.:experimentwas carried out, Since he MC group were tested eten.earlier stage in the
school yea'ethan the oth,_)r two grOdps, their ages were substentially lower.

Table 3:2:.1 Characteristics of Experimental Subjects

Social Class Middle Ripper Working 'Lower Working

Mean Hall-Jones Grade 3.37 (All 5b) 6.75

Median Age < 14/7 .- 15/4 15/5
Range. 14.5-15.5 14.11-15.9 14.9-15.9

Mien Raven's Score 4/.75 47.75 48,12

sd 3.39 4.17 3.90

8 8

----SeqUence of pictures; ,Ail subjects were shown ha;f each of the experimental and control
pictures, there being two fixe,dexesentation sequences, A and 8, half the subjects in
each group being azigned to one seceiencee and half to the other. These were:

A 1'2E 16C 10C 15E 2C 13E 3E IE 7C 6C 5E 8C 14C 9E 18C 11E 4C 17E

B 12C .16E 10E 15C 2E 13C 3C IC 7E 6E 5C 8E 14E 9C 18E 11C 4E 17C

E= Experimental C,e Control

Procedure.. Each subject was seen individually. At the start.of the. experittient, the pictures
lay face down on.a table in-front of the subject. who.was told:

'You have 'there a set of 18 pictures, which we'll be going through three times.
On the first runthrougn I just want you to get some idea what they are like, and
I won't be asking any questions about them. Just go through theM in your lawn
tim'e, taking as long or as little time as you like. Any questions?

The timespent lOoking at each picture was recorded. After, the firit run was.completed; the
following instructions were giveh:

'Now I'll slew you the pictures one at.a time an,d'ask yOu something about each
one You may have noticed' that some of the pictures have. odd or unusual events
or objects.in them, and some don't. I. want you to tell me about anything which
you think is obviouSly odd or unusual.'

As each picture was preSenfed, the'subject was asked:
'Now, is there anything odd going on in this picture?'

Then, after it was certain that hehad no more to say:
Right, now. I'd like to kn6W if you have any questions about what's (going on)

in\the picture. You,mayhave some and you may not; it doesn't matter. Have you
a!1'

Before the third run, the subject Was told:

8°



to

'Lastly, I'd like to know if you can suggest some explanations of some things
in thesepictures. I'll tell you what I want explained, and we'll see if you can
think of some reasons for thesithings'.

The subject was then askedto explain the incongruous feature in each of the lxperi-
.

mental pictures, viz.:

Sequence A

12. Why is the man happy when the wall is falling ofttop of him and will hurt him?
15. Why is the spider so big?
13. Why is the pillar-box geeen?
3. Why is the dog in the pram and the baby on the lead?
1. Why is tha boy teaching and the teacher learning?

-5. Why is boy_ ooking and the mother pFajnrig with the toys?
9. Why is the nurse being cruel?

11. Why is the vicar angrey?
17. Why is the car in the sea?

Sequence B
16. Why is the soldier firing a bent 'gun?

_ 10. Whyis the winner unhappy and the loser happy?
2. Why is the burglar chasing the policeman?
7, Why is the boy 'scared, and the girl chasingthe mouse?
6. Why is the woman sawing and the man sewing?
8. Why is the policeman crying? ,

14._ Why has the woman got a beard? ,

137 Why are the stumps so large?
4. Why is the girl giving the boy the flowers?

The second and third runs-were both tape recorded.

3.2.3. Resuli

1. Inspection times. Although there were.no significant differences between the' un-.
Combined groups in the total time spent looking at all eighteen pictures (Table 3.2)
(F = 3.07, df = 2/21, p ano a Hartley test 'showed. no significant difference
between the variances of the.scores of the MC and LWC groups 1F Max (3.7) = 4.70),
the combined WC did tend to look longer than MC group (U = 37,'z = 1.65, p = .0495).

Table 3.2.2. inspection Time as a funCtion of Social Class-

Looking Time

Middle

710

sd 44.84

Social Class

Upper Working Lower Working'

873 1026

41.90 90.86

There were no significantdifferentes for any of the groups between the total
time spent looking at the experimental and control pictures (Table 3.3.), and again .

a Hartley test showed no significant differenCe between the variances of the difference
scores of the MC and LWC groups (F max (3, 7) = 4.74). inspection of:the data

.

89



revealed no signifiCant
differential inspection

Table 3.2.3,

Social Class

Middle

1-Upper-Working

Lower Working

effects of (4.a417.,'

times,
5 scorE,s either on total oron experimental/control

inspection rimes for I ncbnqruous and Congruous Pictures

Aleen Time (secs1

xp9inlental, Control .sd t df

44.87 43.87 -10,18, 0.27

52.12 67.30 .1-;12. .1-6

62.00 66.75 . 22.18 \ 0.60 .7 ,

. '... "..-.: .

2. Number of questions asked. (a) Ov.er all subjects, the expprirnental pIctureielicited
on average 1.33 questions and the.contro! .pictures 0.37. This difference of 0.95 is .

Significant ft 7.- 2.78, df/23: P,-." .02). 1.0. Tilre'vverr no Sionificant social class diffir:.'.
enees in the number of que.stioris..elicit,y1 by 1:11: experimncotal pictures (MC = 1:62,
.0yvc =1.37, 1.WC=-1.12). The ciicture-sequence used (A.ore.). also had no significant.
effect. (c).. Over ail subjects, the..pipcluctemornent corrdation betWeen Raven's st?)res
and numberof qUestiOns elicited by theincongruouSpictu'res was 70.46 (N'= 24, p < a05).

3.; Explanations,- -The explanations of. the incongruous features-Of the pictures offered
in the.third run were cateaorised as follows:

(0 No respopse; Ori 'Don't know'.

(ii) An inadequate Oxplanaticn, i.e.- one which denies impiicitly.that there is
anything to be explained,.or .elSe.fails.to_ecCofint.satisfactorily or plausibly.
for- the Pec.u.liarity',...e4;,Picture:4-E;.-1,Ust tObring over the fact that it's a

spider, and .coe east with thc mar'. 17E: 'Perhaps the policeman has
estofen tha, bi::rglarhasF,Irea',1A7stOlEY. 1E: 'Because the cricketer's'sd

smali,- .ei.POEftr.- 62F. ad nokred paint left':
WO eXpkination recOgokCs'ttje existence of oddity, and tries to

explain it in those terms; Miiie -adrnittingthat the picture shows..
something:abnormal, the subjectzis-still:able to offeri_soinereason for its
abnormality, e.g. 74E: 'It (the spider),could be aniorister from Somewhere..
else'. 16E.: 'Perhaps-she cares ..ror_the dog_more than for the baby'...
5E: 'Perhaps it's a false beard. 7E:' He wants to be killed...., fed up with
life'. .

(iv)---Arr explanation which- denies the existence of Oddity, and explains the
-incongruity-in -'norrear as well as plaesiqle.terms, 0.9. 2E: 'it could-be-an
amphibiOus Oar';'.1 1 E; :Someone. couidllave died jn his (the policeman's)
family'; It (the pillar -box) may be in another' country France or
Switzerland'; 18E:' ;The teacher told the boy off for talking too much,
and said 'You take thiS lesSon', aNd put him up there':

. .

:MC boys were more likely than WC:boys to use Type.D oxpianations (U 24,

. z.= 2.53, p ,:0057) (XMC = 2.75; XWC and conversely avoided the others..
Of the other;Jesponses Type C were the most .common and WC boys tended to give
more.of these than MC boys. 40,z .0681) (XMC= 2.87, XWC:= 4.25).

. .
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Over all subjects, there was a oniduct-moment correlation of 0.46 between
Raven's scores and number of Type 'A'. ('no explanation') responses given..

. -

4.. Relationships between the dependent variables. Inspection of the data revealed
no clear relationship between the total time spent looking at the experimentalictures
and the Clumber of questions asked about them, nor between the time spent looking
at each picture and its probability of eliciting a question. Likewise, no clear relation-
ships appeared between the number of questions asked the freque4y of any of the
four types of explanation.

. .

3.2.4 Discussion--

The results confirm the hypo is derived from Berlyne's theory that incongruity
stimulates curiosity, at least thriosity is measured in terms of question-asking

o

However, while the experimental pictures did elicit twice et many questions as the
controls, the number of questions was very small the-twenty-four-subjet.
produced a total of only forty two. Contrary to the findings of Berlyne and Lawrence,
incongruity had no significant effect on inspection time; for none' of the-groupi was
there a significant difference between the times spent looking at the two sets of
drawingS. We shall return to these points later:

There was weak evidence for an effect of social class on Measures of curiosity;
with the WC boys, looking longer. Intelligence test scOreswere not found to affect
inspection-time, but did appear to have Some negative relationship to the number of
questions. These results are apparently-contrary to those of AsMon, who found that
inspection7time was the only measure of curiosity to be correlated with intelligence.
For explanations the MC group provided more odditydenying responses than-the
WC groups. This lends support to the Bernstein hypothesis. There was some
tendency for Mole intelligent subjects to offer agreater number of explanations.

It would appear from the small number of questions asked, either that the
subjects were:low in-curiosity-(astuming Berlyne'-s-theory to be'true)-,-or else that the-',
particular stimuli used were somehow not adequate to elicit it, perhaps not being
sufficiently interesting td the subjects. :There are some grounds for aCcepting this latter
hypothesis, if only rather tentatively.

The failure to find eny difference in inspection time between, the normal and
incongruous pictures: 'Day (1966) found that bOth the time spent looking at a set of
piotures and designs and judgementi of 'interestingness' were distributed as the same
inverted U-function of comPleiity, which suggests that stimuli maybe looked at for
as long as they are interesting. If this is correci:then it: appears' that the incongruous
pictures. were found no more ihteresting fbr the subjeCts than the normal ones.
Since the subjects were adolescents and the drawings were essentially cartoons with a
solitary odd featUre, we were Perhaps over-optimistiC about. the efficacy of our
materials.

The negative relationship between intelligence test `scores and dumber of
qUestions asked suggests the poSsibility that the stimuli used may be more appropriate
for eliciting curiosityirrless-cognitively -Maturesubjects,BerlYne and
foL,i'ncl that the incidence of questions to their stimuli rose between -five and eight
years but declined between eight and eleVen years. One explanation of this' may
be that the level of curiosity rises.to a peak at :around eight year and thereafter
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- . lieclines,-bust it-seents rt-ipt..j1`7.4;1.,%4-,:'l-.-t---;4'.0.-pi:r1:i-ir..ilaril'irrii.11fAji-Vie-e;rytaxieriallV stir..
Prising fOr the interniediate ag.2. or610... the, yqcunilet.children, they: wire.tPoremote
from.existing C2gnitive. stru6t:ve,... for the eldest;:they were

14;0111i`,+::: slrUctUres. ;--e9a.rdirig the present experi-
ment;. -the tore gp4cific pc, ;rit 31:1,510:.Ceri&M,'111 be so tiseittZ

cartoons etc.. invcivir.q .17:iwirlf;s.thl_.,*. they (and oartieularlY the brighter
ones) will come to a,:.:c.:Int14eni ns qi?-01.; NA/h iie:they ivouff.i regard a real green pillar-
box as being'rather7.cu! .,A..ot:i;d ho (wife :-.(Cceptabie. Possibly, more.
realistic stiouli,.such ds ottot,,,,,-F,t-s)05. 0 Y t6e i=::::1.1e..?0;ect and 5ituations, Would have
prOvoked'-a greater `differentialrecPon.;c-..

o Thal the MC tubieCts'cuictififfi ni..)rrnc.t t*plahatioiys-for incongruities-implies
that they 'may have had 4.11.3n Vv-:_b, !Inc.!: for being cUrlbus and their shOrter

times -ere econsiste-Pt kvitiN si4:h a the peucity of questions across all-
-- -;---groups-weuld-rritti:c to:.:17-512z,17,1i-atit77.---17.17T01-Stirprisingtb41-1-9ts

§ubjects tended .to t.:171 i:dr',01: a .Di'DC'i,:iir.g...expinations.:
men the war,friitY,-if The obvious Oourse Of

. -action was to chek whetlirr iess thJidreri.would-have asked
More pUeStions and to tie carmen drawings used'here.
While 'both would:llau-c. 011:F16 rnanar Ccia.lintei'4asy- in praCtice,

the difficuliies.of Obta ring (ZikoLvged Us from. this
. pursuit.

That we were q15te Wictures-evoking not
quite so.few r-t,JSt i.:;;i..ilanat ions ignoring incon-:-
gruity Raven!s score ?..;t ,:luestions toeperimental pictures) .

-suggests that 'the ente.rpri.sc reasgrat-:,,.; ii.ssiimption§, and that

impcbyernents in-d.esign-;niottid Rronpi r:..3 the the subjects for social
cia§t Proba$1Y be sufficient

:x

; Si tuat-in
n,;1

3:3.1 .intrOduction . , .

"litte, purpose of thjs seri(-3 ci: stuties. P,; ..:) .9:,.aitlitle cpist..k,lic behaviour in ,secondary sehool
.. . _ .

children, and in paitiCular theli- uur4c-r. nt Viol., f.-orr.1 :Jie pOint of %i:e.w of the cliscrepanOy
hypothesis Outfit-10 in-cliii-1;.er.-2. 0.7,-.--bt,3:6-iiiterin!,_ na-rne4 kr,--tyrief-'-desc-r lot iOns-of-SOineWellz,,,:'

7 ,

: knoWn,psycholOgy exPeriments, were to be used to el icr subjects' curiosity.. Although the
. .

b.. 14,11-1- of .pperatiorialisir 0 "amount 'of ci:S.7.f Qr.art:::,t is.:: I 7<ply .t0 be at, ieest at great as jt is
-.,--ilviii. 2rdipeCiltp-explOtatc5n/ behavi.Phtr:,t;le,ecrderick rev levied: ii-T cl-lp,te. .'. and the reSUlts .:

pfSt4Y---I IseCtiOn 3:21 Oil n:: w inr.4.licnts that patt,. ,erTi-s:--o..,',. i-.iiiestioning dO:varioysternaticallY ;

.:` with eitignitiye:Inaturity in oc. n 'real -411e :;in expe.m...,nte! situations. . -
..

-.:-.A.ccirdin:gl_y, the expetimertt_cter.i'aedlicite is ;nainly en ex olortOrY one, aimed at %-
discovering hOw.theiocidence and type: of rfUe.sticifs eSk.i.;-d-lb-o-Or-th-ew.naterials-are:related
:to- age -and intelligence:in a sampl of secondary school Children, If, as argued, patterns. of ,

--
:. questioning are a functionion of discrepancy, then:it ilimriassible,16 predictwhat - these

.
relationships will .be. If it-thouId-DI -the case-that-ALr and lipigt.042- ilhjelAS__mar,festlesS-________

couldcuriosity, this,could be explitable in terms of-the material being mdre readily assimilable ,

' forLtheill---subjects M $ e 0 generating or



themselves. To check forthis oossibiiity, sbbjects were givenan opportunity to offer
their own explanations for the outcomes r-f the experiments, although Ashton found_thAlt-----
children who asked. more +questions about her museum .objects also tended to suggest o.

more hypotheses as to their identity; in other words, /he"more anaWers they requested,
the more willing or able they were to try ',o provide their own. .

In order'to make the situation AS natural and<realisticas possible for the subjects,
answers to their questions were both pi omised and provided. This should also be expected
to encourage 'questioning,-though it is worth noting that Berlyne and Frommer, in both
their pilot and main studies, found that the immediate provision of answers increased-the
frequency of qUestions only for their intermediate age group. Also, to determine whether

....Lthe numbers of questions-asked aboutthe individual experiments are a valid reflection of
their relative curiosity-arousing potential, siibjecti were asked to rate their degree of
interest in each one on a five pointascale..

3.3.2 Method
O' .4

Materials (See Appendix I ). Each subject was prnvided_with-a-booklet-of eight quarto.
pages, each containing a description of a psycl-ological experiment. These were based on
accounts fOund in introductory text-books; tjiey were made as simple as possible, and it
was considered that the experiments selected.wouldbe fairly interesting forsOmeone.
meeting them for the first_time. Two of those given in the appendix (Experiments 4 and
7) were not used after it was found that many of the subjects used in a run were
faMiliar with them already._Fol lowing each_otthe descriptions was -a-five POilit 'interesting-
ness' scaleiv_eryi quite-interesting;-only-slightlYinteiestihg, dull, very dull), and
spaces for subjects to write westions and eXplanations. °

Subjects. The sample used consisted of forty eight boys from the first and fourth forms
of a neighbourhood comprehensive sehool. These were-taken from a larger sample com-
prising the whole c). these forms, and were selected from the first, third and fourth streams.
in the case of the first form, and from the first and third streams in case of tht fourth
form, thus permitting comparisons along the two dimensions of age and ability: -,fie four
groups resulting will be ref red to as IV .High, IV Low, I High and I Lem.

The Median'age- of-the subjects were as follows:
Fii-st form 2 years 31/2 monts Range: 11, 1.1 12, 10)
Fourthim : 15-years 0'/2 months (Range: 14,-8 --15;-9)

Procedure. e two years were seen separately, but en masse. After introductions, the
boys were provided with the experimental materialS and told:

'We in the psychology department it the University would like to find out
how interesting people of your age might find psychology, and what
questions you might like to ask about it: In the booklets on your desks,
you'll find descriptions of eight experiments Which have been done by
different psychologisti. Some of the experiments were dbne fifty or
sixty.yeEi,s ago, but most of them were done !mai more recently. Some
of them have been done with animals, and some with human subjects.'

After it had been ascertained that the boys knew the of 'psyChology', 'ekperiment
and 'subject', they were given these instructions: '

-
. 'What I'd like e-you to do is this. 1'0 like you t read about pach experirnent,
and then tiek off how-interesting-or-dull-you ind-it:---Then--1'd-like-Vou to
write down_any_questions about the experime?t which you would like me



. "

to answer for you, Write as many oas few questibft as you like, but I'll
try to answer them.alleas soon as possible.\Any questions betbre we begin?'

.

When all the subjects had IiniShed.wrrting their OvestIOns, they were instructe&as.f011oWs;.:,%

'Lastly, I'd like to see if you can think of reasbnswhy the, experiments
turned out as they did. If you can guess at, an explanationi vvrip doinin;
in a.few word at the' bottom okeach page. It dbesn'':t matter if you can't:
think of arty reason at all Any Tiestions?'

Questions were answered separately nor each stream about a week after the experiment.
. . r

.;

3.3.3 Results 4

Interest ratings. The Mean ratings assigned to each experiment by each of the four groups
are shown in Table 13,1. Over all groups, there was significant agreerngnt among sUbjects

----' in the ratings assigned to the experiments, the oveiall value ofSpearman1W
chapter 9) being .25 (p < .001). The values for each of the groups were 34[3:k :01);
.33 ,00-1:17:24-(j5-<-:OPT). a nd:36-(1001-)fcsr-I-V kighTi-Higfv1V-Low,and I Low,
respectively. (For the purposes of this test, ratings were converted to ranking0

Table 3.3,1 Mean *Intv-est Ratings per Experiment (Maximum = 5)
Age and Strea'm

Experiment IV High I High IV Low 1 Low All Groups
,. t, k ._

1 3.17 3.17 -3.42__,_ --1-3.08 121 ".

2- ,--- 4.58- 4.67 4.00 3.83 4.27

3 3.83 4.00 ' 3.75 3,67 '3.6 1`. .

5 3.67 3.50. 3.83 3.67 3.67

6 4.67 4.67 4:58 4.50 4:60

8 4.17 4.33 X3.58 ' 3.83 199

9 4.33 4.25 4.08 . 4.17 4;21

10 3.50 4.17 3.66 3.50 3.67

There were no significant differences among the four groups in the mean total
interest ratings for. all the experimenM (Tgbles 3.32 and 3.3.3). .

Table 3.3.2 Mean Total Interest fiatings Age_and Stream
(all experiments)

IV I High IV Low

30.75 o. :31.91

4.16' ;3:92

I Low

32.92

4.72



Sourceof
Variance

: Total
GroUps. .

Error,.

Table 3.3.3 Analysis of V.aiiancepfinterest Rkings by Subject.
Grou'Osz

Sum of
Squares

di Mean Square
/

822.00. 47

.4619 to 3 15.66

77E01.. 44.
a ,

Questions. Analysis of variance (Table 3.3:5) reveared significant ditfel'encei among the
groups in the mean fiumbers'of questions asked and among the eitt'egOenments in the 't

'mean nuMbers Of qbestiOns which they elicit-A 7(1:all?, 3.3.4). Duncen's mul/iple'range
tIstt (Dayton, 1970, tha'p. 2) shOwed the mean of 'Groop y High`to be tigrlficahtly

.< 1

.4igher.than thoSe of I High (p < .005); IV!Low and I *Low (p< .0011.NoOthir differ=.

ences between groupeattained sigmificahce. The same test showed thatkxperiment 6,the
m9st-4,--Gpulaeyel,ioited-sitjnifieentie-rware-tves4ioni-tharrExperirnent 6, the second most

,

II; we

popular. ip ), whicflvin.turn eliciteed significantly more than EXp4Hrn4nt 10, which
was seventh in popularity. , ,

GrOup

Table 3.3.4 Mean Numbers of Questions Asked per Group and
Experiment. Age and Stream. .

IV High :I High

Experiment

I V LQW I Low All All

1 1.25 0.83,2.08

2.67

2:17

1.83

4.00

2.'45

2.5f)

2 ..., 1.08 0,92 --

3 1.00 0.83 -

5 0.92 0.33

6 2:15 1.33

8 -1.00 0.83

9 .. 1.75 4 1.25

2.00 ' 1.42 - 0.8310

t, All Experiments
.19.50 11.16 7.16

o

11.74. 6:67 5.46
O.

,

; Numbers of questibns and interest ratings.

The Means of these, pooled over ail 'group's, were found to correlate significantly.

Groups Groups sd.

0.58 1.18 1.23_',

0.92 1.39 .1.32

. 0.92 . -1.22 '1.07

0.75 0:92 0.89

1.92 2.50 2.12

0.75 1.20° 1.14

0.75 1.56 1'.33

0.33 1.14 1.41. -
6.91

3.-42-

(r = 0.64. p < .05).



. ,

Table 3.3:5 Analysis,of Variance of Questions per Subject Groups and

I. Experiments: (Data used are square root transformatiOns/ . of raw scores)
,

Source of'
Variance

Between Seb

Groups

7 Error

Within Ss

Experiments

tnteraction

Error

St"

"Sum of
Squares

df

77.75 47 ..

36.44
,

P

12.14

41.31 .44 0.93

104.78 336

20.42 7 2.91

4.99 21 0.23,

79.37 308. \ (425

Question categories. (The clastkficatory system for questionsis deicribed in Appendix II).
The mean numbers and percentges of'questions falling into each of the sixteen categoiies
are shOWn in Tables 33.6 anc1.3.3J, respectively. Because of the low incidence pf questions__ ------'

oin most of the categories, only the numbers and proportions of closed qUestions anciofiipen
-:explanation questions were serected for analysis.

Closed questions

The mean numbers and percentages of closed Wes No)questions asked by each' of the
groups are shown icn Table 3.3.8,anQ 3.3.1b respectively: Analyses of`- variance (Tables'
3.3.9-and 3.3.11) showed the differences among the groups to be significant, Group IV
High asking the greatest number and highest propPttion, followed by Groups I High, IV
Low and I. Low in that order on both variables.

13.03 < .001

8.08' <'.001.

. , °< 1 \ =-':

Table 3.3.8 Mean Number's of'Clo;ed (Yes No) QuestiOns
Age and Stream .

IV High

10.83

4.57

I High

4.83,<7"

,5.15

IV Low

1.83

tser

Table 3.3.9 Analysis of VarircePf Closed Questions by .-
. Sul3j,ect Group

7/' ., ..
Source of Su rh,of

.
Variance Squ

df
ires v

Mean Square'

Total 1270.67 47

Groups

Error ..

.

694.99

570.68

96

3 283.33 '

44. 12.97.
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, Table 3.3.10 Mean Percentages of Closed Questions
Age and Stream

,
IV High I High IV Low I Low

Mean ,58 00
.

47.71 33.16 15.00

sd 11.84 37.26 27.45 15.71

''Source

Total

Groups

Error

Table 3.3.11 Analysis of Varier:ice of Percentages of Closed
Qaestions by Subject Groups

SS df ''' MS

35105.48 47 ..

12484.89' ..2 4161.63. 8.09 < .001

22620.59 .44 514.10

()Pen explanation questions

there were no significant differences hi the mean numbers of these questions asked
(Tables 3.3.12 and 3.3.13), there were in the mean percentages, Group I Low asking the
highest proportion, followed by IV Low, I High and IV High (Tables 3.3.14 and 3.3.15)..

Mean ,

sd

Table 3.112 Mean Numbers of Open Explanation-Seeking
Qeestions by Subject Groups

IV High I High IV Low I Low

'2.58 2.16 2.50 3.50

1.60 2.64 . - 1.58 3.58

Table 3.3.13 Analysis of Variance of Open Explanation-
Seeking Questions by Subject Groups

Source of Sum of Mean

Variance Square,
df

Square
F

Total

Groups .-

Error

4143 47

0.57 3 0.29 < 1

84.70 44 1.92

Table 3.3.14 Mean Percentages of Open Explanation-
Seeking Questions by Subject Groups. Age and

Stream

p

IV High 1 High IV Low I Low

Mean <, 13.83 20.75 \ 39.25 45.50

sd 14.43 23.61 27.67 35.43

99



Table 3.3.15 Analysis of Variance of Percentages of Open
Explanation-Seeking Questions by Subject Groups.

Source of Sum of Mean

Variance Squares
df

Square

,Total 451.53 47 .'

Groups 87.10 ,3 29.03 3.50 < .025

Error 343.43 44 8.28

Explanations. Table 3.3.16 shoWs the mean number of explanations offered by each of the
groups. Since these were not amenable to parametric analysis, high-low comparisons among
groups were carried out by means of X2 tests. These comparisoris.were between the numbers'
of subjects in each group offering five or more, and less than five, explanations. In order to
meet the minimal cell frequeny requirements for the tests, scores for the two equal age
groups and for the two Comparable ability groups were combined (Tables 3.3.17(a) and
3.3.17(p)); For the betWeen-sireaMs comparison, the valuet of X2 obtained were 20.49 when
numbers of closed explanation questions were excluded, and 25.17 when these were
included (df = 1, p < ,001 in each case). For the between age group comparison, the values
were less than one and non significant,

Table 3.3.16 Mean Numbers of Explanations Offered by Groups of
Subjects (Max. = 8)

Mean

Age and Stream

IV High I High IV Low I Low.

5.66 5/5 2.41 2.25

(5.83) * (5.91) (2.41) (2.41)

*Including explanations apparent in 'closed' questions.

Table 3.3.17 (a) and (b). Number of Subjects offering Many (5+)
anik-Few (4--) Explanations

(a) Age Comparison (b) Stream Comparison

IV High I High IV High IV Low
IV Low I Low I Low I Low

Many (5+) 8 (10) 9 (9) 16 (18) 1 (1)
Explanations

Few (4) 16 (14) 15 (15) 8 (6) 23 (23)

"Including explanations apparent in 'closed' questions.
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(In a number of cases, subjects did not write explanations apparently because
they had already suggested them in closed explanationquestions Was it because .. . T

Figures in brackets In the preceding tables are based on numbers of explanations
combined with numbers of questions of this sort asked).

3.3.4, ,Discussion

Although it would appear from the results that the experiMental procedure has been
effective in arousing the curiosity. of the subjects, one must:be cautious in making this ''"
interpretation; schoolchildren seem to be oriented to perceiving any task which they are
required to do in the classroom as an achievement test of some sort, and in the present..,

Case, the possibility exists that the data which we have are merely the result of the '
subjects writing down as many questions as they could ink of While it is impossible

discount thiS effect altogether; it does seem likely th
i

the questions are asked are,
-at least to a great axtent, genuine requests f' information: it was emPhasised to, the
boys that they were hot being tested and that they should only ask questions that they
really wanted to know the answers to, and again; there is no reason for supposing that
the generally high interest ratings are not valid, .

Regarding the questions asked,. the results maybe summarised as follows: the
amount of questioning evoked by the descriptioni was positively related to the two
measures of intellectual maturity, and with the present sample, ability !MI was a better
predictor of performance than age; that is to say, the high-stream fourth years were
-more similar to their first year counterparts than to the low-stream fourth years. The
rank order for the four groups IV High, I High, IV Low, I Low ,T; was the same as
for variables which one shoUld"expect to be related to intellectual maturity: as well
as asking few questions overall, the younger and less intelligent subjects askecka very
low proportion of closed questions, and were much more restricted in the type of
infOrrnation which they sought nearly half the questions asked by the low-stream
first years were 'of the type 'Why did the experiment turn out as it did?' In addition,
they were able to offer relatively few explanations for the outcomes of the experiments.
. These findings may be taken to indicate that the stimulus materials were closer
to the optimal point of discrepancy for the more Cognitively advanced subjects; while
fOr the less advanced, they were too remote for a great degree of, accommodation to be
possible: particularly notable was the almost complete absencein the low ability groups
of 'manipulation' and 'generality' questions, i.e. questions that 'go beyond' the information
presented. . 0 ..

However, despite these differences in expressed curiosity, all groups professed
an equal degree of interest in the materials. This suggests that discrepancy as defined here
may have a cognitive rather than a motivational influence of questioning, a possibility
that requires further investigation. Also, the findings that subjects were reliably consist-
ent in their interest judgements and that these judgements predicted amount of question
ing imply ink they were tending to 'channel' their curiosity, on the basis of the same
criteria. A second task is,to discover what these criteria are

3.4. Study III: Curiosity in relation to Assimilabitity; Surprise and
Perceived Relevance

3.4.1. Introduction .
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The relationship found between patterns of question-asking and intellectual maturity in
the second study was taken as indirect evidente for the hypothesis that the expresSion
of curiosity is dependent on the individUal's capacity to relate new material to the concepts
which he already possesses. However, while this can account" for the differences between
the groups, it appeared that the way in which subjects distribute their questions among
the various experiments may be determined by other factors. Two Suggestions may be
made as to what these factors are likely to.. be.

The first of these is the degree to which the information in the materials violates
the subject's expectancies, or comes into direct conflict with his existing ideas. This is
the oga'sudden clsh, gap or disparity' that Isaacs referred to, and that previous evidence

. _ . _

has shown to be a particularly potent instigator of epistemic curiosity, whether generated
by 'improbable',dueitions ikerlyne, 1954b), pictures with conflicting information
(Ashton), magic tricks (Berlyne and Fromn,ler), or incongruous drawings (Duffy and
Robinson). It can be, regarded as a form of discrepancy qualitatiVely different from that
described in the previouS chapter.

The second factor that may be sugg6ted is tile 'rtleyancel of the material to the
subject, or in other words, theieXtent to which he thinks,'ihat information about it is
worth having. Berlyne (1960, chapter 11) makes a distinction between 'intrinsic' and
'extrinsic' epistemic curiosity: knowledge may be sought is an end in itself, or for the
sake of some external reward that is contingent upon it. Nevertheless, even if the reiolu-
tionottonceptual conflict is a.sufficient incentive for knowledge-seeking, it is reason-

.

able to suppose that a person:Will be more likely to ask questiqns if he feels a need for
infOrmation on some other grounds. An attempt to enhance su6h a need in an educational
setting, without recourse to any direct rewards, was made by Hovey, GruberSnd:'
Terrell (1963): two university classes in educational psychology were subjected to two
different teaching methods; one class was taught exclusively by lectures (three per week)
While a 'self-directed study' (SDS) technique, involving small group discuSsion and only
one lecture per week, was applied:to the other. It was assumed that this latter condition 's

Would enhance students' active involvement in course material and thereby their views
of its relevance to themselveS. A pencil-and-paper 'curiosity. test' giVen ten months
after the start of the course comprised three groups of five items, relating to 'question-
raising behaviour', 'interest in educational psychology', and 'desire to get more inform7
ation about educational psychology'. The'SDSclass was found to be slightly superior
on all five items in the first group, and on four out of five items in each of second
and third groups. At the same time, the two classes did not differ significantly in their
retention of course Material How far these results can be generalised is open to doubt,
however, espeCially since they could easily be attributable to a 'HaWthorne effeet's

The investigation to be reported here employs.basically the same m%terials as
the first one, and is designed to find out whether interest' and questioning increase as
a function of hoW surprising and how 'valuable' subjects find the experiments, and to
test the prediction that the assitnilability of the material will affect interest ratings
and nurnbers of question's differentially. In the previous study, between-subject differ
ences in the remoteness of the material were inferred from the intellectual level of the
groups, in the present one, a direCt measure is used, namely, the ability of subjeCts to
comprehend the description.
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3.4.2. Method

Materials. For each subject, there were two booklets containing the same eight descrip-
tions of psychological experiments used in the preliious study, except that Piaget's
conservation of volume experiments was substituted for Perky's study of imagery,.
which was used as an instructional example.

The first booklet (see Appendix III) contained cOmprehension tests,on each
of the experiments, consisting of four questions, each with four multiple-choice
answers, and three five-pOint rating scales regarding how Surprising the outcome of
the experiment was, how interesting it was, and how valuable it was to kndw abut
it. There was also space for subjects to write reasons for their jUdgements of 'inter
and 'value'. The second booklet contained spaces on each page to write questions
about theexperiments.

Subjects. The procedures were carried out with the fiat to sixth streams of the third
year of a girls' comprehensive school. Since streaming was roughly on the basis of
ability, the six streams may be considered as crudely representing a high-to-loW
intelligence continuum. For the purpoies of analysis, subjects who had not completed
both halves of the experimerit or had not correctly folloWed instructions were
omitted; leaving a final sample of 136. The numbers used from each'stream were
twenti-nine, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, fourteen;-twenty-one and fifteen going Wrno
first to sixth. The median- age 'of the subjects, was 14A, with a range of 13, 10 to 14,10.

Procedure.. Each stream was see separately on successiik days, the comprehension test
and ratings being completed on th ifitday-Tand-the-question form on the-second.
Both sessions lasted approximately 8a'ininutes. In the first, subjects were glien a
general introduction to thematerials as before, after which they completed the example
and went through the rest of the experiments in their own time. Instructions for
the question writing task were the same as before; questionS were answered about two
weeks after the completion of the procedure, together with a demonstration of the -

Lee (delayed auditory feedback) effect.

14.3. Results
Differences between streams. Although numbers of questions varied significantly with
stream (Tables 3.4.1 and 34.2), it can be seen that there was no obvious pattern:
little difference appeared between streams one, three, four and five, which each asked
considerably more than streams two and Six. Frequency of comprehension errors
did increase significantly with decreasing ability level (Tables 3.4.3. and 3.4.4..'

Table 3.4.1. Mean Numbers of QueStions asked by Pupils.in each StreaM

1
.

Stream

.A , 5

Mean number
of questions 16.34 --11775-- " 14.65 - 1'5.07' 15.47 11.53-

sd 8.25 4.82 10.42 8.43 11..80 7.18

Relationships.among variables. In order to test for inter-relationships among the five
dependent variables, the scores for the eight experiments were converted to rankings
for each subject, and coeffiCients of concordance were computed for the combined
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Table 3,4.2: Analysis of Variance of Questionsby Streams

Source of Sum of df Mean F

Variance Squares Souare

Total 10787.00 136

Streams 5583.54 , 1116.70 27.90 < .001

Error 5203.46 130 40.02

Table 3.4.3. Mean Number of COmprehensiOn Errors for Each Stream. 0,

Stream

'4 5 6

Mean No.
of Errors 0.34 1.57 1.75 2.28 .1.85 5.86

sd 0.56. 2.05 1.71 1.98 1.20 1.58

T-able-a4.4:Analy_sis of Variance of Comprehension Errors tly Streams

Source of Q Sum of df -7.-Mear_H F P
....,----- --.7.------- ,Variance Squares - .. -----------Square

Total 461.39 ..135 .-..

Streams 101.74 5 20.34 7.36 < .001

Error . 359.65 . 130 an
., 4;9_

saMple.'Where this statistic attained significance, it Was:Considerelustified.to use the
sample mean as the 'true' score for each. experiMenf2(Siegel, op. ci ). The Values °LW
are shown in Tabie.3.4.5. Although these were loVir were signifi nt at thee.001 level.
SUbjeqs-te-nde-d-thmakfewerrors in the.comprehension testi and ot-to use the
lowest two categories in the ratings scales, which is likely to have rti litated against higher .
values. 4.

-Table 3.4.5. Coefficients of Coricofdance for Numbers of 'Questions,
Comprehension Scores and Ratings

o

Variable

Number of Questions
Comprehension Scores
Ratirigs of Surprise
Ratingi of Interest.
Ratings of Value
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Table 3.4.6. shows the mean scores.on each of the five, variables for the eight
experiments, and Table 3.4.7. thcorrelations among numbers Of questions and
ratings across the experiments. All were positive, and all except one obtained significance
abcp.;e the 0.05 level.

Table 3.4.6. Mean Numbers of Questions, Comprehension Scores
and Ratings per Experiment

Experiment
1 2 3 4 5 7 8

No. of questions 1.75 1.a9 2.13 1.79 1.39 3.40 1.25 1.61

Comprehension score 3.72 :3.97 195 3.85 3.51 3.82. 169 3.73

Ratings of surprise 3.47 3.63 3.79: 3.89 3.94 4.55 3.00 4.20

Ratings of interest 3.72 4.18 4.06 3.91 3.84 4.32 3.50 4.19

Ratings of Value 3..59 193 1.79 166 3.69 - 3.97. 139 184

Table 3.4.7. CorrelationMatrix : Mean NuMbers of Questions and Ratings
of Surprise,,Interestind Vela- (N = 8)

't

Surprise ~Interest Value

Questions .616 .751* .78911'

Surprise - .835' .722*

Interest - _ .942***

rr
p < .05 *** p < .001

Tables.3.4.6a and b show the uncorrected and partial correlatiOns between
rated interest, comprehension scores and nUMberiof questions. With the variance
common to interest and questions partialled nut, as predicted, no correlation appears
between interest and comprehension, but at the same time, the positive cOrrelation
between questions and comprehension fails to attain significance.

Table 3.4.8a Uncorrected Correlations between Interest, Comprehension
Questions (N =

Interest

Comprehension .506

Questions .751

Comprehension
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Table 3.4.8b..Partiai COrrelations between Interest, Comprehension and Questions (1%) = 8)

Comprehension

Questions

Interest

..011

.643

Comprehension

.530

3.4.4. Discussion
The failure to find apositive relationship between ability level and incidence of questions,
despite the faCt that the former was related to comPrehension of the, materials, is at
variance with the results of the first study; and suggests that the disposition of the subjects
to.write questions may have been affetted by situational factors such as the social -

atmosphere prevailing in the classroom. However, as no specific variables canbe pointed
to which are likely to have raised or depressed the amount of questioning, this must
remain purely speculative. .

Nonetheless, the picture ernerging from the intercorrelations among questions,
..and the three rating scales. is a reasonably clear one, though the possibility exists that
the positive correlations-between the scales were in part a function of carry-over effects,
and would not have been so high had the subjects not been required to complete them

,-consecutively. Both surprise and value significantly predicted_ interest ratings and were more .

strongly related to interestthan to each other. Interest significantly predicted numbers
of questions.
. Bearing in mind that these relationships may haVe been considerably different
had different sets or types of, stimulus materials been used, these findings can be
interpreted as being consistent with the notion that the unpredictability and perceived
relevance of new information influence its potential to provoke curiosity. This conclusion
is reinforced the reasons That subjects gave for their judgements of interest and
value; Nearly half (forty.fiVe per cent) of the reasons given for high'ratings of interest
referred to the'unexpiCted nature of the experimental results, -while almost all low
ratings (eighty five per cent) were iustifed i'rt,terms of their predictability; the reasons
most frequently: given for high value ratings referred to general principles that could
be derived from the experiments (thirty four per\6ent) or to possible practical applica
tions of their findings .( thirty per cent).

, .

.Although reasons of unekPecteclness were rarely given for ludgements of value,
and though there seems to be no logical relationship bOween whether information is
unexpected and whether-it is worth having on extrinsic grounds, the positive correlation
between surprise and value suggests that these are related psychologically. If this
correlatiO is not attributable entirely to a carry-over effect, the most probable
'explanation is that subjects. were not judging value merely iptermsof how valuable it
was to knbw about° given experiment, but rather in terms of how valuable it wqs to
find out, about it In other Wordt, at least a minimal leyel of unpredictabiiityis pia-,
requisite f6r information to perCeived as relevant: ' .

There was some support for the hypothesis that the assimilability of material
is related ill' a cognitive ratherthan a motivational way to questioning; despite the fart
that the comprehension test proved to bevery insensitive instrument, in that very few
errors: were made on it at all, scores were more closely correlated with numbers of
questions than with expresSed interest; although the evidence from this study is not very
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clear,.-it may tentatively Suggest that!cognitive discrepancy! has a-limiting effect on the
ability to express:, curiosity rather than a deterrnining effect on the desire to do so.

In 'summary, then, it.rhay be concluded that While 'conflict resulting from a
'violation pf expectancies may be a sufficienf condition for,curiositY arousal, neither a
moderate disparity from preViousiknowledge.nor perceived extrinsic relevance are It
should be noted; however, that some ability on the individual's part to relate new
material to his existing concepts is a necessary condition for it both to generate conflict
and to.be seen as having value. . .

Th livels of interest expressed in, and comprehension of, the experiments
have been interpreted onthe basis'of the present findings as indicating, respectively,
subjects' willingness and ability to seek and acquire more information about them. So
far; the concern haS been with theacconimodatory.Phase-of information seeking; the
relation of :hese cognve and motivational factors to the actuaiacquisition, or
assimilation; of 'the materials is considered in the nextsection.-,

3.5. Study I V: Questioning,' I nterest and Retention

3.5.1. Introduction

Berlyne's theory, redicts, and empirical stUdies have demonstrated, that information
which enables subjects to resolve previously-aroused conflict is retained particularly
Well, whether it does so by answering questions provided to the subjects (Berlyne, 1954b)
or otherwise reducing uncertainty (Berlyne, 19660; Nicki and Shea, 1971). However,
in the studies by Paradowski (1967) and Pielsti& nd WOodruff (1968) also described
in Section 2, subjects showed strongest recall for stimuli which were relatively strange
or unfamiliar, i.e.. those that were likely to induce rather than reduce conflict on Berlyne's
theory.

If learning can be enhanced for information that elicits, as wellas answers
questions, then it should be expected that subjects' retention of the experirriehtal
materials will be positiiiely related to the degree of curiosity that they arouse..lt was
found in the previous investigation that ccmprehension of the experiments tended to
predict amount of qUestioning rather than judgements of interest. On the present
hyPothesis, it should be expected that if the multiple- choice questions employed to
measure comprehension are used as a recognition task following exposure to the
materials, the ability to answer them will be more closely related yd.-interest, since this
Will now reflect motivational in addition to cognitive Processes. Moreover, if this relation-
ship is mediated by conflict, retention scores shoUld also be related to ratings of -surprise
independently of value.

3.5.2 Method

Materials, Three sets of booklets were UsedI-he 'ratings' booklet contained the same

'eight descriptioni used in the previous study, each cotIpled with.the-ttiree five-point
scalekfOr'surprise; interest and value. The 'retention' booicle-tf contained the first sentence
ofeacKdescript.r.)n together with the multiple- choice questions usedin the previous
study to measure comprehension. The 'questione_bopklet was thessame as that used

. before.-

Subjects. The sample consisted of the second and third streams of the third yearof a
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bciys' comprehensive school .(N = 45). Thd median age of the sample was 13.1, with a
range of 12.6 to 13 6.

Procedure. The experiment was carried uut.over two days. The sample was divided as
nearly as posiible into.twO equal groups, with twenty-two boys completing the Wings
and retention tasks on the first day, and twenty-three writing qUeStions on the second.

The procedure and instructions for the ratings task were basically the same as
those used previously, except that instructional example was omitted. When all
the subjects had completed the ratings, the retention booklet's were distributed, and
the following instructions were given:

'Next I'd like to .see how well you can remember the experiMents. In these
booklets, you'll find four questions about each experiment. I've given the
first sentence of each description, just to remind you which experiment the
questions are about For each,question underline what you think is the right'
ansWer. If you don't know the ansWer,.jUst go on to the next question, though
of Course, it's often worthwhile to .take a guess. Go through the questions
fairly quickly; there's no need to take too much-time over this Remember,
this, isn't a test to see how bright you are; Itm not interested in seeing who
can get the most answers right'
In Order to counteract any possible position effects on retention, half of the

booklets commenced at experiment 1 and half at experiment 5 for both ratings and
retention:

On thesecond day, the new group were.given the question-writing task.

3.5.3. Results,

CoeffiCientS of concordance for all five dependent variables were significant at the .001
level, though again, their values were not very high (Table 3.5.1.).

Table 3.5.1. Coefficients of Concordance for Numbers of Questions, -

Retention Scores and Ratings

Variable w.

No. of questions .19
Retention scores, .28

< Ratings of surprise .21

. , Ratingi of interest .27
2> Ratings of value .17

The mean scores on these variables are shown in Table 3.5.2. As can be seen
from Table 3.5.3b, retention scores correlated highly with interest ratings but negatiVely
with numbers of questioni after theyariance common to both had beehpartialled out
They alsChcorrelated positivelywith both surprise and value, but these correlations
dropped to anon significant: level When the common variance had been partialled out in
each case (Tables 3.5.4a and b).



Tab le.3.5.2. Mean numbers of Questions Retention Scores and Rating per Experiment'

No. of questions 0.52. 1.00

Retention 2.68 3.27

Surprise 3.13 ast-
Interest 3.22 4.27

Value 2.86 3.50

3

Experiment

4 5 6 7 8

0.69 0.56 0.73 1.47 0.43 0.43

3:86 3.31 2.63 &54 2.36 3.13

3.90 3.27 3.31 4.63 2.54 3:86

3.95. 327 3.40 ;4.63 2.950 3.50

-3.68 3.22 13- 4.04 2.95 2.95

. Table 3.5.3a. Uncorrected Cdrrelations.between ',merest, Questions-and Retention (N = 8

Interest

. Questions

Retention .805*

Queitions

Table 3.5.3b. Partial Correlations between Interest, Questions and Retention (N a 8)

Questions

Retention

Interest

.988***

.946**

Table 3.5.4a Unborrected Correlations between Surprise, Value and Retention
(N 8)

Surprise .
Value

Value --.806* - 1

Retention J .793* A .779*

Table 3.5.4b. Partial Correlations between Surprise, Value and Retention

Value

Value

Retention

Surprise'

.493'

.445



3.5.4fDiscussion .

The prediction that retention scores would increase as .a function of expressed interest
Was strongly borne out by the result% thciugh the relationship was nut singly attributable
to either surprise or vaiue; thefact that ekch failed shOw a significant effect when .

the other was heldeonStant Suggeits that.retention may have been dependent.upon the
two variables 'codiointly.Since it would also be expected to be facilitated by the initial

tke materials,.thenegativelrelaticiapip found between retention and 4,

numbers cif.questidns with interes1 held constant is pUzzling, andno obvious explanation
suggests itself. . '

The findings are) however, generally in accord with those of Paradowskt and
Pielstick and Woodruff, and.cleii not appear"to be amenable to explanation in terms of
reinforcement by Conflict-reduction. The most likely interpretation may be thafthe
more interesting experitnentsfrnobilised greateeattention from the subjecti;this is in
line With Ausubel's sUggettion quoied in chapter 1, and also with ar hypothesis proposed
by Fiothkopf (1965) that pie-questioning proCeddres like that used by fierlYne (19514,it
facilitate learning by indueing.'inspective behaviour', in any case, it seems very probable
that the more strongly a subjat attends to:a particular experiment;the Oeiter is the
likelihood that he will rehearse and thus assimilate information ablaut it.

!, .

.3.6: Generat Discussibn and ConClUsioni- r

.a

'the baskaim of these studies was to examine the notion that curiosity behaviour is
motivated by a discrer3ancv between thelptiividual's existing knoikledge-structure

. f
and present ixperience, and that it is evoked most strongly by an intermediat level
of discrepancy. Previous empirical studies had attempted to test such a discrep ncy
hypothesis in the field of perceptual exPloraticM'or attention. The present resea
taking.as its starting-polnt theorett931.formulationtproPosed by 8erlyne, Piaget a
Ausubel, was concernedWith verbally-expressed curiosity about symbolic material, .

namely, accounts of psychological experirnents in:secondary school children. _

Oh a 'weak'.form of the hypothesis, it predicted that patterniof question- .

-'asking about the psychology experiments described would vary systematically with age
and intelligence. Older and more able boys in a sainple Of elevento-fifteen year olds\
were found to.request moth informition than their younger and less able counterparts,
and also to ask More varied and more 'mature' questions. These results wers:takin to
indicate that,the materials were more readily asiimilable for them, and closer to their
'optimal' discrepancy level. HoweVer,. all 'groups expressed an approximately equal
degree of interest in the material, and the relative amount of interest expressed in the
individual experiments was predictive overall of the numbers of questionsthat were
asked about them.

This suggested that the more cognively adifanced-subjects,requested more
information largeli because they were morecapable of doing so; they were better'
able to relate, the material to -their existing conceptual systems, either becaOse these
systems were more fullly- developed or because their capacity to process new information
was superior.: The actual motive or incentive to express curiosrty seemed to stem from
other factors. On the basis of Berlyne's,theory and previous research, the roles of two
possible detigminants were examined; these were,lirstly, how far the information in
the accounts conflicted with-the previous knowledge.or ideas of the subjects-and
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second, how relevant it was perceived to.be. It was found that levels of interest in and
questioning "about the experiments were positively related to judgements of 'surprisingness'
and !value' in a sample of fourteen year old girls, while the relative assimilability of the
experiments, measured in terms of subjects' ability to answer comprehension questions
about thrird, tended to predictamount of questioning but not how interesting they, were
judged. The disposition to seek knowledge, it was concluded, is determined by a combina-
tion of intrinsically and extrinsically motivated needs to reduce uncertainty, while the
capacity to do so is influenced by the individual's ability to relate present and past experience
to each other.

Since seeking knowledge is a prelude to integrating it, it was predicted that variables
which affected the former should also affect the latter; interest in the experiments was
positively related to immediate retention of their content in a group of twelve year old boys
though this wles not attributable exclusively to either conflict or relevanCe. It was suggested
that both of these are likely to enhance learning by mobilising the learner's attention.

As with all research, one must recognise the problem of how far the present con
cli .lions can be generalised, given the restricted nature of the experimental arrangements.
Although the materials and proCedures used do appear to have provided a fairly realistic and
effective: means of exciting the subjects' curiosity, it is necessary to bear in mind that the
children were behaving in a structured situation; they were given:specifiOinstructions and
were attending to specific stimulukmatter, In 'real-life' situations; on the contrary, curiosity
tends to occur Spontaneously; and is not hecessarily correlated with identifiable stimuli,
though some degree of structure may exist, for instance, in the classroom. AnOther reason
for caution is the faCt that the.correlerons demonstiated here among question-asking,
comprehensiiin, retention and ratings-were based on group rather than individual data, and
althOugh intri-group agreement was usually statistically reliable, it was not very high.
FUrthermgre, there was considerable variation among the results the individual streams
in the second investigation o.

Clearly, then, the conclusions drawn here must be regarded as tentative starting,
pointelfor further research sampling a wider variety of situations and employing more....:._
refined methods, but in the meantime, some discussion is called /for concerning general
issues raised by the present studieg.

Types of DAscrepancy. The results of the second investigation (Section 3.3) indicated that
question asking was influencedby two distinct types of discrepancy. One of these, indexed
by the comprehension measure, appears to be. equivalent to 'complexity' as defined in 'Studies

of exploratory behaviour, in that it involves merely-an extension or`additiOn to the individual's
evious experience: The type indexed by ratings of surprise, on the other hand, depends on

a direci clash with previous expeiience, and thus seems equivalent to 'incongruity': while the
individual su 'tly familiar with the basic elements of the new material to relate them
to fisting ideas. the relationshiPsbetween the elements !e.g. aninials enjoytrig electric

,shocks) are strange and unexpected. BOth types of discrepancy can baubsuMed under the
category of 'novelty'. Obvigusly, some degree of novelty is a pre-requisite fOr curiosity,
one cannot accommodate to what h already been assimilated -- and as Hutt (1970b) points
out,-it is probably impossible to isolate novelty and compleXity empirically. It is suggested,
however, that whereas surprise can instigate information-seeking autonomously by generating
conceptuallconflict, mere ;remoteness' may only be operative in doing so when a need for ' .

figther'informatiMiii felt on some external 'grounds. If this it the case, then some doubt is
Cast on Berlyne's assumption (e.g. 19666),that all collative variables affect curiosity in the



same manner.,A study relevant to this point is ssepormted by Greenberger, VVoldman and
Yourshaw (1i967). They found that groups of subjects iven a prior 'curiosity set' or 'set
to remember' both looked longer at collative stimuli significantly longer than a control
group given 'neutral' instructions, but for the former, attention wa:; prolonged predomin-
antly to irkongruous Pictkires, While for the latter the effect stemmed mainly froM
increased attention to highly complex patterns. Moreover, most of thcontrol subjects,
when questioned after the experiment, reported having developed a self-induced curiosity
or remembering set, and the same relationships obtained for therm It seems, then, that
subjects tended to look longer at highly complex stimuli when they thought that there
was some extraneous reason for.identifying or registering them; whereas attending to
incOngruous stimdli did not require an additional incentive.

It is notable that Berlyne, in different statements of his theoretical position, has
emphasized different internal constructs mediating between collative variables and specific
etploration. Compare, for example 'the condition of diScomfort due to inadequate
information, that motivates specific exploration, is What we call 'curiosity'', (1966a, p. 25)
with 'what underlies all the collative properties and givei them their common motivational
effects in conflict, by.which we meana condition in which incompatible, mutually inter-
fering patterns of behaviour are siMulteneously mobilised.' (1964, p: 23). On thepresent
argument, the 'inadequate information' interpretation is more applicable to complexity
(whether ikonic or symbolic), with the rider that the subject must have some reason for
feeling that his information is inadequate, while the 'conflict' interpretation is more
appliCable to incongruity or surprise. It also seems reasonable to suppose that.'novelty' as
defined in the habituation-recovery paradigm owes its effect to conflict, since the change
stimulusihould be expected to violate expectancies generated by the repeated exposUres
of the habituated one.

The discrepancy hypothesis. The present studies, like those generated by Kagan's (1967)
hypothesis, have not shown curiosity to, be related in a curvilinear fashion to either of the
discrepancy parameters: interest and questioning appeared to increase monotonically both
with the 'proximity' of the material and with the degree of conflict it aroused. This may
be attributable to the fact that the materials did not sample a sufficiently wide section of
the discrepancy continuum, but in any case, as pointed out above,, discrepancy in the
sense of remoteness from previous experience, at least within the fairly narrow limits
sampled here, seemed to act at a cognitive rather than a motivational level. While an, inter-
mediate level of novelty, or 'the old-in the new', probably does provide the optimal pre-
conditions for curiosity, one does not want to find out either what one knows already
or something entirely disconnected frorkprevious knowledge- what mot vates knowledge
seeking in the absenCe of external incentives is the conteadiction between the old and the
new; as Berlyne's experiment (1954b) showed, curiosity can be at its highett when
extremely familiar concepts, i.e. those about which one has the strongest beliefs and
expectations, are presented in an unfamiliar context. Similarly, while it is to beexpected
that the time spent exploring stimuli will be an inverted-U function of their coniplexity-
level (as for example in Berlyne St Lewis, 1963), thereis no reason to suppose, as Far"
(1970) does, that it should be similarly related to their level of incongruity.

The measurement of curiosity. It was observed ,in chapter 2 that the psychometric approach
to curiosity has not proved to be a very fruitful one. If the expression of curiosity is
dependent upon an interaction between the individual and what he is seeking information
about, it is not- appropriate to assume, at some researchers have, that a subject who, for
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example, shows more prolonged exploration or asks morequestions than another in a test
situation is more 'curious'. There may well be stable differences--between individuals in
the disposition to seek information or knowledge, and these may be linked to traits such
as creativity (Mnw & yaw; 1970), or to more denerai aspects of cognitive style (Ashtein;----
op. cit., chapter 7). However, curiosity is necessarily expressed about something, and the
determinin6 role of the cognitive and motivational factors outlined above is likely to be
at least as great as that of a general curiosity trait. To cite an illustration of the confusion
that can follow from ignoring this point, the fact that teachers' ratings of children's
curiosity are consistently correlated with intelligence test scores (e.g. Maw 81, Maw, 1964).
has led Langevin (op. cit.) to conclude that 'teachers misidentify the brighter Child as the.
curious one.' (p. 369). On the present argument, the brighter child will tend to be the
curious one in the classroOrn; he should be expected to be better equipped to express
interest in curriculum content, and studies of classroom questioning (e.g. Fahey & Corey,
1941; Pritchard, 1970) suggest that this is generally the case. Another point that should
be made in thiS regard is that curiosity should be influenced by specific as well as 4eneral
information-processing capacity, with the result that individuals be differentially .

curious about different subject-matter areas, though this could also stem from different
views of what is worth knowing.

Relevarice

Notions of 'relevance' or 'value', based on external factors, have been distinguished from
conflict as a source of motivation for seeking and assimilating information: subjects
apparently expressed interest partly because they considered information aboUt the.experi-
ments to b.e we :tif having. Ashton similarly noted a distincticin between 'curiosity' and
'interest': children asked questions about her museum objects either because they were
strange and unfamiliar or.because they were similar to things which had interested them
previously.

In very general terms,, any form of motivation or reinforcement owes its effects
to making learning worthwhile; an experimental animal, for example, will acquirejhose
responses which are relevant to the satisfactiai of hunger or the termination of pain, just
as schoolchildren, as Skinner (1969) observes, will learn in order to avoid tho consequences
of not doing so. However, the children in this study did not stand to gain rewards or avoid
punishment as a result of seeking and acquiring information about the experiments: ideas
of relevance related dinctly to the content of the materials, and were thus not wholly
extrinsic:

It is possible that different types of extrinsic incentive may interact with the purely
intrinsic one of conflidt-reduction in different ways. In the present research,.they appear
to have operated in a complementary way, and indeed were probably not completely
independent froth each other.Ausubei top. cit. chapter 10) recommends that schools
should exploit extrinsic incentives for learning ;--- competition,:the desire for approval and
achievement, rewards and punishments in conjunction:with attempts to foster
'cognitive drive', i.e. the desire to know for the sakeof knowing. However, he also stiggosts
that the frequently reported decline in children's curiosi:.y over the school career may
stem from an over-emphasis on extrinsic at the expense of intrinsic incentives (see chapter
2, section 2.7); in other words, the child develops the attitu0 that the only things that are
worth knowing are those which bring about some direCt external benefit for him.

The feasibility of the idea that the two sources of motivation can be mutually
antagonistic is borne out by an.experiment by Deci (1970) who found that students'
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interest in performing intrinsically interesting tasks solving mechanical puzzles and
writing headlines, for college newspapers -- fell off after they had been provided with
monetary reWards for doing them. Ausubel argues that since meaningful learning can
provide its'own reward, cognitive drive is 'potentially the most important kind of
motivation in meaningful learning' (p.-367). Although it is seen mainly as a by-product of
successful learning, Auiubel and Robinson (1969, chapter 121 make some tentative
suggestions as to how teachers might utilise discrepancies and apparent contradictions inBcurriculurn.contentlto generate conflict and thus arouse pupils' attention and interim.
But how far 'disinterested' curiosity arising from conflict can co-exist with external
reinforcement contingencies, and under what conditions it is incompatible with them;
are problems that require further empirical consideration.
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APPENDIX 1

Sample page

Experimental

The Experimenter showed small groups of subjects a card with a line drawn on it,
and then another card with three lines drawn on it. One of these lines was equal in length
to the line on the first card, one was much shorter, and the other was much longer. The
subjects were then asked to say which of these three lines was the same length as the first
one.

However, all except one of the group had been secretly told by the Experimenter
to give a wrong answer, so that the other subject (the genuine one) would find himself
disagreeing with all the other members of his group.

About one in three of all the genuine subjects ended up agreeing with the rest of _

their group,-even though it was quite clear that the answers they were giving were wrong.

. Do you find this very interesting/quite interesting/only sightly interesting/dull/
very dull /1_ (Tick the one that is true for you)

Your questions:

1. (Space was left for ten questions)

10.

Experiment 2

Infant monkeys. were reared intages without their mothers, but each cage was
provided with two imitation mothers, one made out of wire netting with a wooden block
for the head, the other made from a big block of wood, and covered in sponge and
towelling cloth. Either one of the imitation mothers could be fitted with a feeding bottle,
which could be placed in the centre of its breast.

It turned out that the infants would always spend much more of their time
clinging to the cloth-covered mother, even if they could only get fed by the wire one
Sometimes, when they wanted to be fed, they would even cling to the cloth mother, and
lean over and suck at the bottle attached to the wire mother.

Experiment 3

Subjects were asked to sit in front of a white screen, and asked to imagine a
picture, say, of a banana being displayed on the screen. Then, without the subject knowing,
a very faint picture of a banana would be projected onto the screen with a slide projector.

All the subjects, who were university students, said afterwards that the picture
which they saw on the screen was the one which-they had imagined; none of them realised
that there was in fact a real picture on the screen.

Experiment -4

Hungry chimpanzees were taught how to put a counter into a slot-machine to get
out a grape or a raisin, and they were then given the chance to pull very heavy boxes Into
their cages in order to get counters which were hidden in them.
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The chimps would pull in these boxes even if they.were not able to use the
counters in the slot-machine immediately; they would hoard large numbers of them,
patiently waiting for the chance to spend them.

Later, the Experimenter taught the chimps to use a red counter to get food, a blue
one to get water, and a white one to get out of their cages and have a run round. Then,
the chimps would work hardest for whatever colour counter would satisfy their greatest

Experiment 5

A subject speaks into a microphone connected to a tape recorder. The tape
recorder ps the speech back to the subject through a pair oearphones, but before it
does so, it stqres it for a fraction of a second, so that there is a short delay between the
time the subject speaks a word and the time he hears it

As a result of this delay, the subject falters and stutters in his speech, and he may
even be forced to stop speaking entirely.

Experiment 6

A method often used by psychologists to study the brains of animals is to drill a
tiny hole through the animal's skull in order to stick a very fine length of wire into its
brain; a weak electric current can then be passed, through the wire.

A psychologist in Canada did this with some rats, and foundthat if the wire was
stuck into a certaii: part of the brain, thr rats seemed to enjoy receiving this slight electric

'shock.

The rats seemed to enjoy it so much that if they were put into a cage where they.
were allowed to press a lever which would switch on the current for a fraction of a second,
they wouldpress the lever over 5,000 times in an hour. Some would even go on pressing
the lever non-stob for twenty hours, until they finally dropped from exhaustion.

Experiment 7

The Experimenter shows a six yearold child two beakers of the same size, each
filled to the top with water. He asks the child, "Is there the same amount of water in the
two beakers?" The child'agrees that there is. The Experimenter then pours all the water
from one beaker-into-a long, thin bottle, and all the water from the other beaker into a-
short, fat bottle. He then asks the child, "Suppose you are very thirsty and want to drink
the water in one of the bottles. Is there just as much water in each bottle?"

The child answers that there is more water in the !Ong, thin bottle becatue it is
bigger. Another six year old says that there is more; in the short, fat bottle, because it is
bigger. No six year old realises that there is actually the same amount of water in both
bottles.

Experiment 8

----A- number of.coikroachei were kept in separate cages,.and if they went to a certain
corner of their cage, they would be given an e:ectric shock through the floor. They soon
learnedhot to go into that corner. Next, half of the cockroaches were placed in a dark,
danip passageway where they remained quite still for 24 hotirs, while the other half were
left in dry, brightly-lit cages.
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When they were tested again, the cockroaches who had been kept in' the passageway
remembered not to go into the corner of-the cage where they had received the shock, while
the other half had to learn this all over agamti

Experiment 9

Albert was an 11 -month old child who was very fond of animals. When he was shown
a white rabbit, he was delighted and made no effort to get away from it. Later, he was
shown a white Mouse, and at the same time, somebody suddenly banged .a gong behind him.
This had the expected' ffect he shrank back in fear. This happened a few more times.

Then, he was shown the white rabbit again.. But this time he was scared of it and
tried to get away from it. Later, he was shown other white furry objects: He was frightened
by all of them, even by a man with a white beard.

Experiment .10

The Experimenters set up a wooden madel of a duck and by remote control made
it move around a track, making quacking' noises. They then showed the model to newly-
hatched ducklings for ten minutes.

If the ducklings were shown the model between twelve and seventeen hours after
they hatched, they would follow it round the track as if it was their mother. If they were
shown the model a little earlier or a little later after hatching, they were not so likely to do
this.

Sources of the descriptions

1.. Asch, S.E. Studies of the independence and submission to group pressure. I : A
minority of one against a unanimous majority: Psycho!. Monogs., 1956 7,. Whole
No.410.

2. HarloW, H.F. Love in infant monkeys. Sc, . Amen, 1959, 200, 68774.

3. Perky, C.W. An experimental study of imagination. Amer. J. Psycho!., 1910, 21,
422-52.-

4. Wolfe, J.B. Effectiveness of token-rewards for chimpanzees. COmp.'Psychol..Monogs.,
1936, 12, No 60.

5. Lee, B.S. Effects of delaied speech feedback. J. Aaiun. Soc. Amer. . 1950,22, 824-6.

6. Old, J. and Milner, R. Positive reinforcement produCed by electrical stimulation of
.septal area and Other regions of the brain. J. Comp. Physiol. Psychol., 1954,4Z
419-27.

7 Piaget, J. The child's conception of number. London: Routledge, 1952.

Minami, H. & Dallenbach, K.M. The effect of activity upon learning and retention in
the cockroach. Amen J. Psycho!., 1946, 59, 1-58.

Watson, J.B. & Rayner, R. Conditioned emotional reactions. J. Exp. Psychol., 1920,
3, 1-14.

10. -Hess, E.H. Imprinting. Science, 1959,-130;
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APPENDIX II
....

The Classification of questions

The sixteen categories used to classify questions were arrived at as a resultof
examination of data not used in the, main experiment Each question was categorised in
terms of two dimensions:

1. Whether they were open or closed. Open question's are those which are
introduced by an interrogative word and which may receive a large variety of different
answers, while closed questions are those requiring a yes or no answer.

2. What sort of information they request Eight referential categories were used,
and those are labelled according to an initial letter as follows:

E. Requesting an explanation of the results of the experiment.
P. Requesting information about the purpose of the experiment, or what

it proves or demonstrates.
.

J. Requesting a justification of the experimental procedure, or part of it.
D. Requesting more detailed information regarding the procedure or

results.'
C. Requesting information about the consequences of the experiment fcr

the subjects.
M. Suggesting a manipulation or modification of the independent '

variables. -

G. Requesting information,about the inter- or intra-species generalittof
the results.

S. Registering surprise at, or some affective response to, some aspect of
the experiment

To obtain a check on reliability, the responses of eight subjects two from each
group -- were coded by two scorers. The levels of agreement were 95% for the open-closed
dimensiOn and 81% for the referential dimension. :

Examplet (Figures in brackets folloWing each example refer to the number of'the experiment
which elicited the question.)

E. Explanalkin \
(a) Open \
This category includes questions which request a complete explanation of the

experimental results:
1

. Why do the Cockroaches who had been kept in the passageway remember n ot
h\lto go in the corner where ey had received the electric shock and the cock- \

roaches who had been in the light cages have to learn all over again?
or.they may ask for a partial or incomplete explanation

The dry ones.forgot. Why?
Why did the wet ones not forget? (8)\

Some-questions do not make explicit what is t e explained
Why was this? (2)
How do you account for thiST (6)-
(b) aosed
These questions may specify what needs to be explained: ..

Did the monkey stay with the imitation monkey because it was covered in
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cloth because it fiet the warmth? (2)

or not
Is this to do with the cloth one being soft and warmer and comfortable to ding
t6 than the wire mother? (2)
Was the wire attached to the nerve centres? (6)

P. Purpose
(a) Open
Theiuestioner may ask about the purpose or point of the experiment:
What is the point in doing it? (3)
What is the use in this? (1)

or about whelk proved or demonstrated by the experiment:
What does this experiment 'show? (1)
What was proved from this experiment?. (2)
(b) Closed
Is this experirrient done to stop people stuttering in their speech? (5)
Does this show that people go by what other People say? (1)

J. Justification
(a) Open
Why Only one subject at a time? (1)
Why did they stick the wire in the rat's brain? (6)

Why didn't they do it to mice? (6)

(b) , Closed
Is the wire used, used for a reason, or irit used simply because the: wire is a gdod
conductor electricity?. (6)
Did the materials used (i.e. cloth and wire) need to be significantly these two? (2)
Did the cockrOaches heve to be left in the dark passageway for 24 hours exactly,
or could it have been just a few hours? (8)

D. Detailed Information
(a) Open

HoW was the experiment done?
How many in a group were there? (1)

What made the rats survive the electric current? (6)
What happens when the wooden one runs out of Milk? (2)

(6) Closed
Were the models very life-like? (6)
Were the subjects half- drugged before the experiment was started? (3)
Were the rats tame? (6)

C. Consequences

(a)- Open
How long was he like this? (9)

What would happen to the duCks in'the end? 110)-
(b) Closed
Would this not put the child off all animals? (9)
Did the rat die after the experiment? (6)

Does this have any ill-effectron the rats? (6)
tliql1 this wear off as he gets (9)
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M. Manipulation/Modification
fa) o Open
Why don't you get people instead of animals?
If you changed them over after the first experiment, so that both cockroaches
went in a dark damp passageway and a dry, brightly-lit cage what would happen? (8)
What would hap* if you gave it a big current? (6) ,



APPENDIX Ill

Ratings and Retention Test

-
Since the complete test occupied seventeen pages, we confine ourselves to'a

single example.. Full details are available in Duffy,(1972).

Example r .

Su6jects were asked to Fit in frOnt of a white screen, and asked to irnaginb a picture of a
banana being displayed on.the screen. Then, withOut the subject knowing, a very faint
picture of a banana would be protected onto the screen with a slide projector.

All the subjects, who were university'students, said afterwards that the picture
which they saVy on the screen was Aie'one whiththey had imagined; noneOf them
realised thail there was in tact a real picture on the screen.

Underline what. you think is the right answer to each question.
1.,_ What were the subjects 'asked to do? 6

(a) To draw a banana on a screen
(b) To imagine a picture of a banana
(c) o,Rai a.banana'

(d) To let their minds go blank
2. What did the experimenter do that the subjects did not know about?

(a) Took away the screen
(b) Hypnotised the stibjeaS
(c) Drew a banana on the scree
(d) Projected a faint picture of a banana on the screen

3 What did the subjects say at thaend of the experimentr-
(a) That they had only been imagining a banana

. (b) That it all been a waste of time
. (c) That, they felt confused

(d) That they had seen a real picture on the screen
.What did they Rot realise?

(a) They they had been taking part in an experiment
(b) That the experimenter had hypnotised tern
(c) That there had been a real pictUre on the screen

(d) That it was all in their imagination

For the next 3 questions underline the answer that is true for yOu.
1. How surprising clo you find:the outcoMe of this experiment?

(a) Very surprising
(b) Fairly surprising
.(c) Hardly surprising at all
(d) Not surpriSing IL- just as you would expect
(el Knew it already anyway
How interesting dO you find.the experiment?, .

(a) Very interesting
(b) Quite interesting
(c) Only slightly. interesting
(d) Dull
(e) Very dull.



And. give your reasons in a few words:
3. How valuable do you think it is to 'know about this experiment?

(a) Extremely valuable

(b) Quite valuable
(c) Only of quite littlevalue
(d) Hardly worth knowing
(e) COmpletely worthless

And give your reasons in a few words:
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CHAPTER 4

CURIOSITY VD QUESTIONS IN NATURAL SETTINGS

Introduction. When we conduct investigatiOns under laboratory conditions we horse
trade, accepting the advantages of stricter control in exchange for effects of the unnat-
uralness of the settings on people's behaviour. Whether to observe natural variations or
manipulate them is a false dilemma, weakly resolved by. arguing 'it all depends .

strongly resolve&by requiring that both be done and consistency of results achieved.
If Berlyne's theory applies only to babies staring at geometrical shapes, it is less immed-
iately relevant to educational practice than if it can be proved robust enough to survive
the hurly-burly Of the classroom. To supplement and complement the investigations we
conducted' with specially designed materials administered in controlled settings, we
put out enquiries about ongoing special activities, with questions, we sough.: to evalyate
the consequences of attendance on courses, and we talked-with teenagers.

There are snags about Ahese pursuits. Many more such ventures are likely to
be launched than will sail. The effect of the high mortality rate is accentuated by a
high incidenCe of shipwrecksduring the voyage, stemming from administrative muddles
and losses of crucial information which then marr otherwise satisfactory investigations.

We advertised in 'Dialogue', we asked around, and managed to carry through to
completion the investigations reported in this chapter. No replies at all cane from our
plea in 'Dialogue', but word of mouth produced mare response. Six activities are covered.
The question-answer exchange in the home (4.1) was thought to be significant for the
theory edvanced in chapter 2 and to have direct possibilities of transfer to educational
settings. The evaluation of, the two courses (4.2, 4.3) both involved children undertaking
unfamiliar experiences, and seemed to be admirably suited to our interests. In neither
case were the organisers primarily interested in curiosity, although' both were hoping
in part to cultivate and direct interests: Our informal conversations (4.4, 4.5) were
originally intended to servn as breeding grounds for ideas of investigations to conduct.
We hoped that such contact would help to foment subtle methods of measuring
boredom and eliciting or stimulating questions. This forlorn hope is transmuted into
such general pointS of interest as were thrOwn up in the settings.

The Head of a Science Department wrote in to say he had instituted question
answer sessions in his department. Periodically pupils would write out individual
questions on slips of paper. These would be handed in and he would endeavour to
answer them on the spot The original idea had been to provide pupils with an
anonymous context in which to ask questicits about Health. Education, particularly
about sexual matters, but this activity had broadened into the realms at general
science. Since these sessions had become part of the woof warp of teiehing, they
may be considered relatively natural, and we conducted some analyses of these Ka

4.1. Early Experience in the Home (J. Arnold & W.P. Robinson)

4.1.1. Children's Questions and MOtherS' Answers: Study I

Introduction and Method.
The study of goings -on at home was not covered by .our terms of reference, but when
an opportunity of obtaining a large, if biased, sample of mothers presented itself, it
was easy to think of sound reasons for moving beyond the school environment. The



laws and explanations of behaviour that psychologists pursue are not specific to confined
environments. The factors relevant will operate in the same fashion both at home and
in school. The relationships obtaining between the behaviour of mothers and questions
posed to them by their children will obey the same principles as those which govern the
teacher-child situation. Given our general ignorance about the determinants of the
incidence and quality of children's questions, and the administrative difficulties of
investigating some aspects oftheprOblem in schools, the opportunity of gaining.the
co-Operation of several hundred mothers through an appeal on the BBC 'Woman's
Hour' programme was too good to miss.

We asked mothers to Complete diaries of thirty nine successive 'wh' questions
asked by their children along with the answers they gave. With the aid of some
questionnaires we hoped to achieve the following;

1. A descriptio;1 of the incidence and type of questions asked by children of
several age and social class groups. A subsidiary consequence of this analysis
should have been'some indication of the major areas of interest of children
of various ages.

2. An analysis of correlates and possible determinants of the questions children
ask.

Three levers of examination, were envisaged in.terms of:
Variations in maternal strategies of answering questions asked.

_NI Individual differences in maternal attitudestowards child rearing.
(iii) Sociological based differences.

For the first and second or these, we had no previously validated measuring
instruments that could be included in the study, andwe had to construct what we hoped
would be useful indices from the data collated.

The aim of the project was to collect and examine examples of the qUestion and
answer exchange between children and their mothers within the home. Nearly two
hundred and fifty mothers returned varied amounts of information of whom two hundred
and seventeen had recorded one question or'morelfrom their children of primary school
age. Respondents had been asked to record a total of thirty nine questins three

instances each Of questions beginning with 'where', 'when', 'what', 'which' and 'who', and
twelve each beginning with 'hovie and 'why' .tiut many scripts were incerriplete. This
was understandable in view of the nature of the operation which required the writing down
of spontaneous questiOnt and answers with no/control over the time or place that a question
and answer exchange might'occur and only our written instructions as a guide. Although
mothers had also been asked to note times and dates of questions, this infOrmation was

, so incomplete that we had to abandon hopes of finding out anything about the rate at
which different children were asking questiOns,

Respondents were also asked to provide background information about their work
and education, and to indicate their views/oil 1.;Iree.different questionnaires designed to
asseistheir attitudeS to child rearing, inclUding their expectations for the development of
selfgeliance in their children and the importance they placed upon the role of language in
.bringing up children. This information was asked for because it was hoped to relate
maternal attitudes to child rearing to the quettions askedby children and with the answers
given by mothers.

As several mothers had sent in question and answer diaries for more than one
Child, examples of questions-had come from three hundred and three cNidren altogether,
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of whom one hundred and sixty nine were boys and one hundred and thirty four girls.
Nearly 6,000 initial questions beginning with the specified interrogative words had been ,L

recorded, and on many occasions further questions arose in related dialogue. A pre-
liminary examination of these records showed that the majority of questions had come
from younger children, particularly the five to seven year old age group.

While all the records were of interest, the sheer number of questions, the age
range of the children asking the questions, and,the variation in the number of questions
recorded per child, posed problemS for the analysis, of these data. It was therefore
decided to select a sample of fifty question and answer diaries where thirty or_more
questions had been recorded, and as, far as possible to maximise the similarity of age
of the children concerned. The analysis was conducted in two stages:

1. All questions from a sample of fifty children aged five to seven were
examined and categorized together with their mothers' answers and any
related dialogue.

2. The scores on the three attitude sched6les of the fifty' mothers of these
children were submitted to a co. rrelational analysiS in an attempt to
identify and correlate specific attitude clusters to yarious aspects of bring-
ing up children. Comparisons were then made between the records of
differing groups of respondents according to the attitudes expressed,
the children's questions, and the mothers' answering behaviour.

.7"-Results

Questions andAnswers.
The children's questions. The total number of questions recorded for thissiample of
fifty children was 2,127. Wherfstudying these questions we were interested, in three
main characteristics: the form of th\e question, the focus of the quesAon, and the
apparent purpose of the Child in posing each question. Every question was categorized
as sirriple or complex in its grammatical structure, a simple question, being expressed,
in one main clause, while a complex question contained more than one verb. The .-
majority of questions (72%) fmm this sample of fifty children were simple in form,
though not necessarily in content (e.g. Who made God?). Examinations of the focus
of the content of qbestions shoed that more than half the questions were concerned
with the immediate environment,#parently stimulated by people; objects or activities
within the home or within the here-,and-now situation of the child. A further quarter
reflected interest in matters outside 'the child's own experience, often relating to
general knowledge, while about half i is number again were categorized as abstract,
referring to theoretical ideas and, princi ,let,Abstract questions were more numerous
than self-centred questions indicating perhaps that this age group is moving away-from
the self-centred stage of development; becoming less concerned with themselves and
displaying more interest in less tangible matters. However the, immediate environment :-
remained the predoMinant foCus of questioning (see section 4.6. for further information
about this topic), Each question was categorized according to the'apparent -

purpose of the child in asking it.-While it may be true that children sometimes use
questions in -a manipulative fashion to gain attention, suill intentions could not be
clearly inferred from these data. The.porpose ascribecrio each question was derived
from the content of the questiOn itself. It appeared that the predominant purpose of
these children in asking questions (90%) was to seek information. The range of
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information sought was extensive, from the comings and goings of daily life (e.g. Who was
that on the phone?) to questions of general knowledge (e.g. Which is the fastest thing in
the world ?). The remaining ten per cent of questions reflected other purposes, such as
seeking advice, instruction, action, opinion, reassurance, or expressing protest.

Naturally occurring questions would seem to provide examples of a child
initiating a conversation with another person. -If, when he asks his rhother'questions,
he becomes accustomed to receiving answers which satisfy him, and/or stimulate him
to further thought, he may be more likely to use questions as instruments of learning
rather than just a means A gaining attention. He may learn to direct his questions with
increasing precision, providing himself with a useful tool for solving problems.

The mothers' answers. The context of asking as well as the content of questions
presumably affected the answers given by mothers, but as this could not be assessed in
any way, the question aild answer exchanges were analysed in isolation, ignoring this
source of variation.

The two main aspects of answers considered were the tactics mothers adopted
in.response to their children's questions and the occurrence of certain features in their
answers. A childwilLneed answers of_orderend clarity to help him to build up and
Consolidate representations of experience and knowledge, and the majority of these
answers (70%) were definite and clearcut. But not everything in the world can be neatly
ordei-ed and explained on all occasions, and answers were sometimes couched in more
hesitant terms, using tokens of uncertainty such as 'I think' or 'perhaps', white conditional
answers illustrated the dependence of one fact, processor idea upon another. Inevitably,
mothers cannot always answer their children's questions, their lack of specific knowledge
possibly being one main 'limitation; in several instances mothers admitted ignorance but
went on to offer tentative answers or suggest wayi of finding thernout.

The featurei of answering behaviour noted were intended to reflect what a
mother was tryng to do with her answer. The most frequent response to a question was
to provide the speCific information requested, but mothers would often attemtp to
extend their children's interest and knowledge, going beyond the immediate demands
of a question. They could also add meaning to their answers by relating them to their
children's previous experience and knowledge, or by explaining the existence of under-
lying principles. In such ways they could suggest a synthesis of information rather than,
simply offering a collection of arbitrary fem. It may alto assist a child's understanding
if his obseryations of speCific phenomena can be linked together with other things,
dernOnstrating the operation and interaction of processes. An interesting example of an
answer containing three different features occurred in answer to the question 'What is
a shadow?' 'It is a sort of gap in the sunshine. Look: See the sun shining on this book.
If I put my hand over it the sun shines on my,hand but not thrOugh it So There is a
handshaped space in the sunshine under it, and that is a shadoW"...

Attempts to control children's behaviour directly also appeared in answers, and
while these might be regarded as-inhibiting for a child, such instances often-prdVided"
examples of-the way in which disCipline situations can offer Children opportunities for
learning, especially when reasons rather than unsupported corrimands'are gnien for
constraints upon behaviour. Another feature noted was the encouragement given by
mothers to independent thought, action- or observations, in providing' hildien with
stimulating answers rather than simply-satisfying ones. 'z

While the tactics employed and the features present in an answerdepended upon.



the nature of the question; they also reflected a mother's willingness to answer and .

illustrated her ability to do so. Appropriate and explicit answers to a child's questions
may help him to build up a store of knowledge about the physical and sodal world
which he can relate to whatever circumstances present themselves. He may learn to use
his questioning ability to try to fill gaps in his knowledge and integrate new experiences.

Relationships between the attitude questionnaires, the children's questions and the
answers given by mothers

Attitude questionnaires. The various questionnaires filled in were about children's
self-reliance and achievement, the importance of language in bringing up children, and a
number of more general beliefs about child rearing. When we looked at the latter to see
how these attitudes went together the simplest (and over-simplified) contrast was between
whet we might cal! child-centred and good behaviour-centred attitudes.* Child-centred
attitudes were made up of a laissez-faire approach, flexibility, preparedness to admit
mistakes and allow disagreements, giving maximum freedom for the individual child to
develop. The 'good behaviour' approath emphasized the need to bring order and
structure into the child's life, initially creating as simple a world as possible for him to
adjust to.

It appeared from comparisons among these questionnaires that mothers who
were more child-centred were more likely to stress the importance of language when
bringing up children, and expected their children to join in adult conversations and make
decisions about their own affairi at an earlier age. But at the same time they had lower
expectations about their children achieving early self-reliance and doing well at school.

Maternal attitudes and answering behaviour. When we looked to see whether mothers
who expressed contrasting attitudes on the questionnaires also differed with respect to
the answers they gave to their childiten's questions we found very few differenom The
group of mothers expressing more child-centred attitudes were more likely to go beyond
providing the specifiC information required by questions, attempting to extend their
children's interest and knowledge. Mothers who stressed the importance of language in
bringing up children had recorded more related dialogue folloWing initial question and
answer exchanges, and had also provided more answers explaining hOw things worked.
The group of mothers expecting earlier self-reliance from their children had recorded
more examples in their answers of the encouragement of independent thought or action,
turning a question back on a child to think of an answer, or suggesting he seek his own
answer, often providing guidance as to where this might be found.

Maternal attiiudes and children's question& Children of mothers who stressed early self
relian'ce tended to ask more, questions focused upon themselves and the immediate
environment, and fewer concerned with the wider environment or abStract matters, They
also asked more qUestions expressing protest than the children of mothers who had
reported less concern for early self-reliance; these children had asked more abstract
questions as well as more questions relating to general knowledge. Similarly mothers
stressing the importa*Cdflanguigiliad-Childffri-CMiciseiiiiiitialisTWireriiiiii likely to
focus on problems beyond the immediate situation.

'We of course pass no judgement. Any label we select may be taken by readers to imply
that something is good or load, but that is not our intention.
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Answers of mothers and questions of children. While all the mothers in this sample had in
fact answered their children's questions in accurate and appropriate ways, it was possible
to separate out those who, had offered comparatively fuller and more informative answers.
We selected a'group of mothers whose answers more often contained one or more of the
following features: attempts to extend a child's interest and knowledge, the relating of-
answers to a child's previous experience, the encouragement of independent thought.
action or observation, and the demonstration of underlying principles or processes in
operation. Mothers whose answers contained a higher proportion of theiifeatures had
children whO asked more complex questions and who were more likely to ask questions
seeking advice or instruction.

If we turn this problem round and lOok at how the answers of mothers differed for
children who asked many as oppOsed to feW complex questions had mothers who more

. often attempted to extend their Children'S interest and knOwledge, relating answers to
:their ehildrcres previous experience, and demonstrating underlying principles and pro-
cesses in' operation. These mothers Were alio more likely to offer hesitant or conditional
answers, suggesting perhaps areas of doubt to be explored.

Tliis finding illustrates the relevance of a mother's answers to her child's-questioning
ability. It would appear, that the ways in which mothers answered questions provided.
better evidence for prediction of their children's questioning behaviour than the attitudes
they expressed on the questionnaire& From a child's point of view it might be suggested
that the more often a child'S.OUestion initiates a discussion with his mother or another
adult, the more opportunities he will receive for expressing hii own skills in langUage and
question asking, and the more experienCe he will gain in listening to and making sense of

"the replies he receives. Now attitudes are related to such behaviour we have yet to fin I
out.

Discussion

A number of the initial goals had:tobe abandoned in the light of the data obtained. Any
examination of correlates of the rate of question-asking was precluded for the reasons
stated. No analysis of social class differences could be made, because insufficient WC
mothers volunteered. No-analysis of age differencei could be made for because only the
five to seven age group was represented in sufficient numbers.

Give these limitations, however, we have, een able to show relationships between
children's questions, and mothers' answers. But is this a causal relationihip? the
attemptrtoeXtend knowledge, the attempts to relate answers to the child's previous
experience, etc. that cause the child to ask more complex questions? While thii'might
be the most obVious guess, it is also possible that it is the child who has set the pace; his
indefatigable questioning stimulating mothers to offer a wider range of answers of'causing
mothers to adapt to his needs if they are to enjoy reasonable peace and quiet More likely,
the two are interdependent and interact. To provide a setof empirically-based answers

..........:_teasing-out:the-causal-network-would-require-a-number-of-furtherinvestigations-Jn-the
meantime,: we might feel constrained to take theiiieW,that answers given do influence
subsequent questions.

To transfer the results tolhe school situation, the implication would be that
teachers wish to increase the questioning skills of their children, they should answer the
questions posed along the lines outlined above. The sampled underlyinj attitudes of
mothers seem to have less relevance to,children's questions than do thqir answering
tactics. It may be that we failed to tap the relevant attitudes or that our instruments for
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measuring these were inadequate. A second possibility is that thereptay be a'sufficient
degree of.cliscontinuity between attitudes held and behaviour manifested to render
attitudes poor predictors of performance. If this is so and one is interested in developing

. questioning skills in children, then it would seem sensible to concentrate on teaching
answering skills rather than certain types of attitudes Attitudes without associated
opportunities and skills, are of no significance to the behavioUr of others.

If the preferred interpretation of these resuits is satisfactory, then we cannot
claim to have done much more than substantiate what mythical commonsense would
have told us before'We set out HoweVer, it is doubtful that adult answerers of children's
questions, be they teachers or mothers, observe the principles as much as they might;

4.1.2 Children's Questions and Mothers' Answers.: Study II

Our .follow -up of this study was instituted to examine, this question-answer exchange
further. How do aspects of maternal answering relate both to children's quettioning
and to their answering? Can we build up a portrait of the strategies which optimise the
child's development? Following upon the last study and the arguments adyanced in
chapter 2 (section 2.7.4), we had to expect that LWC children would ask fwerquestions
of a more elementary nature (concrete, perceptual attributes, simple structure) and. offer
less knowledge in their answers..

Method

.Subjects. The school at Which arrangements were made was able to furnish only UWC
children in sufficient numbers and of such ability for matches with MC children to be
feasible. Ten UWC boys and ten girls were interviewed with their mothers and were
then given Raven't Progressive Matrices. A Predominantly MC school wet tlien contacted
and 'en MC boys and ten MC girls were selected on Raven's Progressive Matrices to give
matched groups (not pairs). They were then interviewed with their mothers. Refusals
were few, co-operation warm.

Material& A model Cash Register containing new and old money was selected because the
new coinage had just been introduced and was therefore topical. Pairs of objects (Avocado
:pear, banana; eggtirner sandglais; pinger; African drum, football rattle; tin of baked beans,
tin of bean sprouts; Cheddarand 'Emmenthal cheete; horse chestnut conker, cedar cone)
were used to encourage the mothers to make comparisons, both of similarity and differ-
ence. One of each pair was assumed to be familiar to all,the other less So. A large colour-.
fur Picture depicted characters from some nine nursery rhymes, each playing some
characteristic aspect of their appointed roles. It was expected that all children would be
acquainted with a sufficient number of these to make it viable as a discussion object, and
that they would-be sufficiently unfamiliar with others for there to be gaps in their know-
ledge.that their questions might attempt to fill. The original Question/Answer game we
had:in mind proved unviable. In the end we had a set of questions which'we first asked
children and then tried to get them to refer onto their.mothers.

The foregoing okijects and activities were not intended to be such that.MC children
and mothers-would be more familiar with them; but we included a Family Allowance .

Book as something more likely to make a weekly and significant appearance in WC than
-MC faMilies, and a Bingo Card as a WC rather than a MC leisure pursuit The Coloured
Progressive Matrices of Raven were usesil to provide intelligence test scores.
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Procedure: The precise procedure is described in our extended account (Robinson & Arnold,
.1973), and since the details differed for each task, a summary is best made by reference to the
principles rather than the specifics of the administration. The interviewees first problern was
to'prevent the developmentof an atmosphere of 'formal testing' for either child or mother.
The project was presc.,:itM us an enquiry into the sorts of questions children ask .and their
reasons for assking them rd this was justified'in,terrris of the knowledge being of posiible
value inrendering school work both more interesting and productive. After a preainble
that funnelled down to the specific tasks, certain rules governed the 'administration: a natural
and.easy flow of speech and activity was the primary goal; children.were encouraged to say.
what they knew. , and to play with the objects; they were told to direct questiontthey had
tO, their motheil. The interviewer intervened only when necessary. A final set of demo-
graphic questions, was. posed to mothers; All speech was recorded and notes were made of
relevant non - verbal acts..

Treatment of Results. Speech. was transcribed and the incidence of relevant categories noted
for both mothers and children. In view,of.the nature of the scoring, categories and.the
wide variation in-their incidenoe-of occurrence,' non- parametric statistics were used.

Results

Children's Questions. While there were no social class differences in the number of questions
asked by children `overall,Ihe questions of the MC chit ren were more complek; more
varied and longer. Analysis for each task,separately sh wed up,nothing more Of major
interest.

.

Children's StaLments. MC children uttered more task-related statements, were more likely
to answer questions addressed to them by their mothers, and were more likely to confess
their ignorance on the CaSh Register topic..Contessions of ignorance, total output, correct
labelling, and 'other commentewere more frequent among them on the Pairs of Objects
task. In the Answering Questions, they gave fewer disjointed and only weakly semantically
associated answersarid more appropriate answers. To the Nursery Rhyme picture they
uttered more words And indulged in more specific labelling. On two tasks they used more
tokens of uncertainty.

This greater display of knowledge by the MC children did not occur for the Bingo
,Card _and Family Allowance book; the trend was in the reverse direction.-

Mothers' Behaviour. Analyses were conducted within and not across tasks, but with the
exceptions to be mentioned, the following differencei we're found. MC mothers were
more generous in their provision of cognitive meaning; they'made more informative
statements and these were more likely to be related to the child's previous experienCe,
mOre.iikely to extend his kno:Medge and interest, and more likely to involve comparisons.
They posed more questions to their children. They proVided more, correcting and en-
couraging feedback. They were more likely to maintain a theme for more than four
utterances. UWC mothers were more likely simply to repeat things their children had
said, and their children were Morejikely to echo their mother's remarks.

With the Bingo C :rd and Family AllOwanCe Books; however,:UWCmothers offered
children more cognitive meaning through:informative statements than did MC mothers.

ftelationships beiviven Behayiour of Mothers and Children, .For both MC and UWC Child/
mother pairs separately and for the totai sample, there were significant correlations._
between children's:statements and children's questions on the one hand and &Summary

U
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indeX of mothers' provision of cognitive meaning, corrective feedback and erauraging
feedbaCk. For children's questions the correlation overall was.0.69 (N = 40, p G .001),
for statements it was 0.67 (N = 40, p < .001). Question-asking by mothers was n
associated with the questions and statements of their children.

4

Evaluation and Conclusions
Although the results Pbtaine-d-testify to the usefulness of the coding categories used and
the theoretical framework underlying them, there arboth procedural and theoretical
worries outstanding. .-,- -

Our decision to include 'working class materials' answers some qustions, but
poses others. A detailed inspection of results showed that UWC mothers provided more
information for their children on these tasks than did MC mothers. However, there was no
evidence of a difference in the two other aspects of 'provisibn of cognitive meaning', the
setting in past, experience and the extension beyond the present question. For 'asking
questions of the child', the general class differences were preserve& Our weak conclusion
must be that certain class differences in mothers' interaction's with their children are
topic-independent; bUt that others are not; one instance of the latter is that where
knowledge is available and its transmission deemed appropriate, it will be provided by
UWC mothers. Clearly, what is needed is a speCific attack on this problem, possibly
involving differential and systematic teaching olknowledge to mothers followed by, an
examination of their teaching and its efficacy. From the point of viewof this problem
the weakness of the Hess and Shipman study (1967) lay in their reliance upon only two simple
tasks both of which had a middle class flavour, while the weaknesi here lies in not testing
mothers for their knowledge and attitudes before we looked at what they passed onto
their children.

Another procedural worry was our decision to meet deadlines bY'continuing with
an upper working class saMple rather than by hunting out the lower working dais. We
also failed to control intelligence test scores as dosely as we would have wished and
although the inter-group differences were norksignificant, such variation in scores was
adding to within-group variance on other comparisons. In. particular, it is unclear how
far social class differences in socialisation practices reed to be analysed separately for
each sex .

a

Our results did fail to confirm our main prediction of a lower rateof questioning
among WC children. We have no ready answer. An argument that this was because we
had UWC rather than LWC mothers and-children cannot be sustained becauie we did find
some of the social class differences in maternal behaviour that werethoUght to be
relevant to the developrhent and maintenance of curiosity in children as expressed in
questioning, and thesocial psychological analysis gave high correlations (substantially
higher than we would have expected): inspection of individual protocols of children
revealed very wide individual differences; four children asked two,Or fewer question's
four.asked more than forty. TwoC boys were very high on questioning, the only MC
child who was very low was' not so much incurious as very withdrawn. A different task
might point to differentials in knowledge about-the topics; because MC children knew
more about the topics, there were fewer features for them to.ask queitions abbut? It
might be the case that the curiosity of children is relatively resilient toinadequate answers,
but that the long-term effects of differential provision of knowledge and feedback Will-
result in a lower curiosity among WC children. However, this was not apparent hem

If these weaknesses reduced the value of the results at a sociological level of
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analysis, they were not releYant to the very strong associations between the behaviour of
'mothers and children at:the social psychologiCal level.' Here the results were impressive.
Although there were social class differentes in Muthers' behaviour, but not in the number
'of questions asked by their chiidren, these two were highly correlated' With each other in
the class-independent correlational analysis: The failure,of maternal question-aiking to
relate to the:children's behaviour helps to bring differentiation into the situation and the
present preferred interpretation would be as follows: 'the development of children's
knowledge is achieved by 'pulling' rather than 'pushing": If we conceive_ of the mother as
an initiator of activity and a source of knowledge that. can be tapped, it is the latter
role which is relevant to the child's acquiiition of knowledge. The Categories of maternal
behaviour. relevant to the child's knowledge and questions werethote that allowed the
child to decide what to do with it althoUgh knowledge was also made assimilable by
relating it to past experience:its production by the child was.met with correction or
confirmation, and it was extended. Maternal pushing and testing did not relate to the
children's behaviour. This is not tosay that mothers cannot engage the interest of their
children is one activity rather than anOther, bit it does make it seem likely that although
mothers may be able to lead them there, the children decidewhat to drink.

Educational Implications .

Cursorily we may remind ourselves that in these tons the 'attitude' measures
provided much weakercorreiatas-ofchi dren's behaviour thandid..the reports and

observations-olVhat mothers did. By analogy, studies of Classroom interaction would be
expected to relate more closely 'to pupil behaviour than would Measures of the attitudes
of teachers.

Social class acted as a strong separator of both mothers and children along the
lines anticipaied for the quality of questions and quantity of statements 9ffered,by
children and the strategies and tactics adopted by mothers. The single exception is

ivZOretically awkward, but socially reassuring. The number of questions children asked
is unrelated to social class, as in Heber's study OM. Although this is inconsistent

Wih the specific predictions made, it is not immediately damaging to the cognitive
developmental /reinforcement amalgam proposed as a Mode/ of child, deVelopment. We
could \ uggest, that the intrinsic. motivational factors were still strong enough to be un
iriflUen by the reinforcement schedules belieyed to exist in WC homes. While a wish

. to confo to the demands of the ex0erinenter may have been a factor in Heber's
investigati ther'e was no sign of its intrusion into ours: Our children were UWC rather
than LWC. far as educational practice is concerned, we are forced to conclude, pro
tem, that ther are no social class differences in the prope.nsity to ask questions at age
seven; the value f relying on intrinsic rr,tiipaiion to telp children learn can be treated as
class independent.

Noting the a ose associations between certain aspects of the mothers' behavioUr
and the children's ctu ioning and answering we might ask how far-teachers' strategies
'approach optimal leer ng opportunities. The situationsdiffer in importarit ways, but it
may be helpful to pOint o the apparent irrelevance of the rnotheiV questioning. A high
incidence of maternal'que doffing was not associated with the children'S behaviour. We
cannot be sure of the intent'on of the, motheri in.asking questions in our sitUation, one
Presumably was to draw atte Lion, another to excite curiosity, a third to check what the
children knew. Without furthe and finer analysis. we must be careful in drawing con-
clusions, but we can ask about t e high incidence of the teachers' questions in classrooMs.
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Firstly; in a pilot study Barnes (1966) found that factual questions from to hers out-
numbered reasoning questions by four to.one. With a topic controlled set o letsons in
fifteen schools using tenth and twelth grade pupils, Bellak, Khebard, Hym ri & Smith'
(1966) found that forty seven per cent of the teachers' ads were 'Solicitations' (most
commonly questions and commands) and thirty per cent Were 'reactions' to the pupils'

responSesiThat is, over eighty per Cent of acts centred around question, answer,
evaluation episodes. Even at this late stage, only eleven pier cent nt of the pupils' behaviour
was Made up of 'solicitations'.

Dbes this very high incidence of teacher questioning have an educational value?
.-Or rather, does it have as much or more than alternati4 activities? Certainly the differ-
ences between classrooms and kitchens should .not be Underestimated. Children at home
do not need to be kePt awake by the possibility of a question coming their way; neither
do other ch;ldren generally have the benefit or otherwise from hearing their replies. But /

the critical .queStion of the relationship between teac ere questio.nS and pupils\ learning
is an empirical_ issue that ought to be investigated in atural settings. We ask about
questions as an aid to learning in chapter 9, but this was within constraints not normally
operative in the classroom.

In the meantime we can argue that answers to questions, which relate this answer
to the past experience of the child, that:not only saver the question posed, but go
beyond it, that move towards explanation in term of principles and processes are /
associated with P. higher incidence and greater co plexity of children's questions./Cor-
reCtiOn and encouragement of children's stateme tiwaS pOsitively associated with both
questioning end knowledge exhibited by the children.' ' '

As we remarked at the end of the section devoted to Study. I, the nature of these
results may not cause great surprise, but are these principles applied in our interactions
with other people, in particular when we are in a teaching role? .

4.2 A Weak-end of Cross-CultUral Sttidiet

IntrOduction--

The Newsom .Group adviser of the LEA, and the headmaster of a.local neighbourhood
comprehensive school arianged_ for about thirty fifth formersto spend Week-end in a
country. YMCA.centre at which they were to see film's, hear lectures and haite discustions,

abbut race; culture, and cuStom. Theie were recreational facilities aVailable,.and form'
of the group there was an additional novelty in that this was the firsttime they had spent
a night away from home, so that they were experiencing more than a crash Course in
cross-cultural psychology. We were, hoWever, hoping to evaluate the effects of the week-.
end and on a:quid pro. quo basis this evaluationitook\nn a dual aspect. FiritlY;did the
participants change their attitudes to ethnic groups other than.theii own, and it so, who
changtd how much in.What direction? Secondly,.on he Curiosity. side, were 'curious'
pupils morel ikety to-participatethannoncurious ones,-wid was curiosity about other
people increased by the experience? If there were individual differencesin these respects,
of What kind were they ?" '

Screening instruments were given to the whole fifth form bythe Schools Council
project workers some six weeks before the weekend,.and this proCedure was repeated
about four weeks after it had taken. place, with only one additional instrument There
were features of the experimental design and.procedures that would not be pleasing to
critical labOratory-based investigator, but this is an althostinevitabia.,cost tO be_incurr
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if the compensatorY benefits of natural situations are to be obtained.
The pupils attending:the course were Volunteers, their motives for attendance

probably mixed and left unquestioned. Whether or riot they differed from .non -attenders
on the measures taken is examined in the results. We were in facfinterested to see both
whether they were more favourably diSbosed to out-groups and Whether they were More
curious than the non-participants. By taking pre-and post-experience measures, we
able to see what effects if any the week-end courseliad, in particular whether attitudes
and curiosity had changed.

.1

Brief description of course. The intention of the Organisers was to encourage a quietly.
enthusiastic ambiance and this was achieved as far as one could judge. Of three well-
spiced lecture sessions, one di problernsand rules in two-person ace-to-face encounters
involved demonstrations and acted ehrnples, another' by Roy Sawh was delivered with
Considerable vivacity*, while/the third Sessionwas of three short personal experiences of
,being at the receiving end of racial discrimination:One film shoWed life among the Masai,
the second.gave.Dr. Benjamin Spock's views about the develbpment of prejudice: This
latter film-was an annoying mess of inaccurate 'facts' put over in an -authoritariaf\ratheri,
than authoritative manner: For example, it asserted thOt prejudice was a disease-child.
catch froth their parents! The pupils formed groups to discuss the films and lectures; w;th.
the help.of tutors. Five folders had been prepared,which, in conjunction with magazines
madeavailable; were for each group to Produce'a report to be retailed to the others.
Although the course surveyed the whole field of.'similaritiend differences across ethnic
groups, there was a clear emphasis on prOblems of conflict, particularly where this was
associated With racial discrimination.

,

Hypotheses. The dual set of interests in the study cause some tbmplications in wrng-Up,
and if there had.only been one focus of 'inquiry, rather different measuring instruments
and procedures would have been selected. HoweveGwe attempted to interpret behavur
towards out groups in such a way that an integration was feasible.

If we assume some kind of dimensiOn of friendliness indifference t- hOstility, we
can ask whether these values or that.dimension involve. approachto or avoidance of the
relevant' bjects,' Both friendliness and active hostility Oppear.to imply approach, indiffer-
ence does not not In a society where it is.a criminal offene3 to assault other people and

'the law is enforCed hoViiiever, we might expect hostility to be geherally associat.with:
avoidanCe rather than approach. if'prejudice' often has the dynamics attributed: to it.by,
enthusiasts of the 'scapegoattheory' of prejudice (see BrOwn, 1965), there are additional
reasons for avoiding contact with disliked out groups, ag, they may ba'found not to haVe
the characteristics projected onto therm-Hence, appearances may be,deceiving, and in the
present context we Might find both' indifference and hostility associated with avoidance
rather than approach. Assuming this to be a reasonable. inference, we decided.to ask
subject about their willingness to meet and interact withomernbers of an ethnic out- group,
one of the-groups they'were in fact most likely to encounter: An instrument which began
with !Say-an Indian family moved. in to live next door to you . . and was followed by a
series of questions about likely reactions provided the main source of information about
latk of friendlinest to out-groups. The subjects received this as the tint qUestionnaire on
the second testing only On both occasionS,$-there was a single item eboUt enthuSiasm for
spending a fortnight with a Persian faMily,With theseas direct criterion measures of
dispositions towards Outgroups, one set of our problerni was to relate:individual differ-
ences on these scores to other attitudes and behaviour, in terms of both likelihood of



attending the week-end course and differential responsiveness among those who did

Of se eral possible covenants, Seven were selecied for ,investigation: _ativentur-
\attend. '. .. . ....

....

. \
ousness, specific and general curiosity, beliefs about the friendliness-untriendlinesi of
other people,, fatalism, authoritarianism, and conformity to group norms.

To be unenthusiastic about meeting mem6ers of another cultural group migh
simply reflect a general lack of interest in noyel'and possibly frightening pursuits. -

Those who are lcaCt likely to wish to climb mountains or drive: racing cars may be_ lir.&._
unenthusiastic eboUt Meeting strangers. Hence, an 'adventurousness' queitionneire , .7...,.._

\(a Adv.) was constructed. '' .

TO wish to find out by experience may be independent of a wish to find out in
other ways: People ma\ exhibit curiosity by reading, aslcingtand means:other than
direct interactionl and i verse) a.lack of curiosity.without interaction is unlikely to-be :: "_=
associated with.a wish t meet. Such an absence of curiosity could be specific to mem-
bers of, cultural Out-groups, but it could haveigenerality across other people and their '
institutions and organisations. To examine t is possibility childrenWeraasked what --,

queitions they had about of topic directly or indirectly associated' ith other''
i

---

cultures i0. Ou.). . ...,-.---,...__

Two other types of reasons for indifference or hOstility tO:out groups are within T
.,

ithe compass of a single, uestionnare designedhy flotter (1%8). This questionnaire .;

attempts to expose variation aniong individuals in the extent to which they see thern-_-
selves as having control over what happens to, them,- with particular reference to
unpleasant and pleasant experience& Is it luck, chance, fate that controls one's dettlAy.,z7..,;:
or one's own actions? PoSsession'of a relatively fatalistic outlook'is unlikely to be --,:.",....---

associated with active explOration,Of the environment (Q. Fate). Two items on thii
questionnaire are sPecifidally concerned with the perCeived hOsthity-friendliness of .--
other people, and here a belief in general unfriendlineis is likely tote predictive of
indifference or hostility to o0t-groupi (a Hos.). . : . -=-------

A While beliefs of the types are not particularly associated with the commonly_
offered explanations of 'prejudice', the final belief system we measured was the, one ..

mostwidely investigated, namely: 'authoritarianism': In spite of the forceful method-
ologielal and theoretical criticisms thathave been made of the 'The /authoritarian :-.4-7:::_

Personality' (Adorn, Frankel -Bruns vi Levinson and Sanford, i950) several oftheir.
basic proposition's seem tote established. People who are anti-semitic tend to be
/
xenophobic, politically and economically conservative and authoritarian AillOriter-./ .

.,/ ianism is conceived as a dimension, one end of which is defined.by a use of clea-cut::
and rigid categories of events, objecks and people,aan expreseed wish for a well-ordered77: = .

world preferably organised w:-th a hierarc:hical structure in-which everybody knows ...:.2:-
his place. Associated with this for order are beliefs that order is chronically
threatened by powerful. evil forces which are best contained by.violentmeans recierdlesi-
pf whether these threats arise within a society in the guise of crime anddiviance or
froin outside it oroughlthe predatory behaviour t another nation. The belief siaten1.:,
is not necessarily internally consistent but its Constituents are held rigidly. The syndrome
is held to arise from chronic frustratiOn through early Childhood, in particular from a
punitive control of aggressive and sexual responses. AdaPtation is achieved via:the
defensive Mechinisms of repression, displacement and projection. Oneaspect of this
constellation is hostility to out-grotips..lf this account has validity then highly



.6authoritarian subjects assessed on th Fscale (Fascism, Q. Fas.) should be less likely to
attend the course'and less likely to c .ange their attitudes if they do: .

The possible sources of infiue )oe men.tioned so far have all. focused an the
individual and his dispositions and hel efs; none of them are,socia I psychological. However,
we are influenced by the norrns of the grouPS of whiCh we are members and one
Obvious source of influence for second ry school pupils is, their peer group:CoUld
indifference and hostility tc-, out-group be an example of conformity to group norms?
While the problems of explaining why some individuals are more, influenced than others
by the norms of their.peer group and why the n

a

orms are as they are would_require
further explanation, the existence of a group'nOrm and subscription to it could be
first-order explanation of why individual group rn\ernbers holdcertain teliefs. Hodgins
(1969) developed a multiple-choice questionnaire for the stuc4i.of relationships of
sociometric status to knowledge and.conformity to the 'norms of various referenc groups.
The systematic.procedures adopted to construct her questionnaire and the meani gful
results it helped to generate encourage awillingness to, treat scores on it.as reliabl and
Valid measures of a propensity to follow:group norms. in a-number of. social situations.
Without advance knowledge of the group norm towards out-groups we cannot pr jet
in advance what their relevance will be to likely changes in attitudes to out -grow s, but
this could be achieved.after initial.calculations' (Q. Norm .

This .battery of questionnaires made up our armoury of e aluative instrumeno,
I

both for the examination of 'differenbes between course participa is and others 'and for
the examination of any diffeIrential change among the partiCipants -- VIZ. a Viz. hostility
and indifference to ethnic out groups. 1

Scores on these questionnaires and.the course experience might aliO baexpected
to relate to questioning behaviour, but `such .expectations would not merit any status

, .

higher than that of 'hunch'. If other. people are seen as basically friendly this isMore
likely to be conducive to active exploration of the environment and hence qustions about
it (Q. Has.);-While the belief that one has Poiver,to control the environment should
likewise be indicativeof a concern forknOwledge to control, it fn Fate): Adventurous-
ness in general might be exemplified by curiosity in terms of iwinbers otquestions (Q. Ady.).
High F scale sCorers have too many darkhidden corners and cognitive inconsistencies
to make question-asking and answering safe and enjoyable. Conformity is an unknown
quantity. .( i

I

i- Wh e those volunteering for the course might:perhaps have more questions at.:
the ()Case' one would expect this humbe to increase if the course has been successful:
The idea 'Of Ausubel (1968) nd Robinson and Rackstraw.0972),imply thatlor ques-
tions to/arise presuppose same fratnework

I

of knowledge-7 with a gap of gaps in it. A
',. .

.question cannot arlsein a void in so far As the week -end: course acquainted the particip
ants ith knowledge and ideas, t possibility of, questions is increased. In so far'as
inter st in crOss-dulturii1 studies ha been aroused, questions should have increased.

ign. Several ways of analysing the claia were available. The participants in the week -

can be treated as the Experimental/Group (E) On Whom one has asures.prior to
'the course. NOn-Participants are treat d as a Control Graup (C). Ca parisonsbetween
Groups E and C at t1 show up Whet er or no voluntee ing is associated with more
'friendliness' and curiosityComparisonS withi Group /E (GpE, t2GpE, t,1 shoW



what changes theocourse has effected, if any, while a demOhstration that GpC, t2 makes
_ similar scores to GpC,,:ti strengthens one's belief that the course rather than external

Unknown events are responsible for the changes. .

\
Subjects. All the fifth form pupils at a creamed, comprehensive school took part. Many
were CSE candidates. With some loss from absences at t1 and t2, fifty six pupils were '.
involved, five boys and nineteen girls in Group E and fifteen boys and seventeen girls
.
m Group C. ,

Materials. The full questionnaire are relegated to Appendix I. The questionnaire on
. 0

'adventurousness la Adv.) and the topic.* for questions (Q. Qu.) were made up, the
/F-scale (Q. Fas.) was from Adorno et al. ( 950), the conformity to group norms
questionnaire (Q. Norm) was from Hodgins (1969) and Rotter's I-E Scale (1966)
adapted to give measures of fatalism (Q.. Fate) and hostility to members of out-groups
la 17los.). The questionnaire about reactions to an Indian family moving in next door
used only on the second administration was also rnade up (Q. Ind):

Procedure.. Fifth formers were given the following instructions prior to completing
the questionnaires: 'We are at the Univertity t ying to find out what people of your
age think and feel about a variety of things. :The only way we can find out is to talk
with ,you and ask you to answer questions. What we'd like yott.to do is fill in the forms
in front of you It tells you what to do at the, eachtop of ctione, but if there is anything
you. don't understand or can't follow, please ask and we'll help you This isn't a test.
There are' no right or wrong answers and this'has nOthing to dO with the school. None
of the te.achera wilt see anything you write. We'll have half an hour on this andthen
there is something else for the rest of the time'. .

The ptipils then completed Q. Fate, II Hos., Q. Norm, Q. Adv., and Q. Fas....
With these questions answered; the second set of instructions was given: 'On

these sheets are the names of places and people that are often mentioned on the nev4
and in the papers. What we'd like to know is what you want to knOw about ,

I

-those we halls picked out There May be things you don't know about them that you

this term, we will come baCk and answer me of the ones
ealwould like to know. Can you write any questiohs you have about h under the

headings? If you like, later
i'

you ask. We will have three minutes for each heading. l'.II tell you when it's time to/go
on'. TheseThese headings appeared on each foolicap sheet: India, John Lennon, Russian
Pakistanis, The British Empire; Hippies; Biafrans. ,

I
This proCedure was f011owed,.by pairs of reseach workers in etichof,the three

classes. For the seCoN administration, identical i ructions were given except that
a justification was given of the repetition; the pupils ing told about prpblems of(
consistency and-stability in the social sciences, and the of research workers

i --dtwIt their data for these features. This was only stated a6r the pupils had filled in
the questionnaires. At the beginning,they were assured that viad_gOod 'tenons
which Would,be conveyed to them afterwards. The second a dmi'iIistration includ an
extra item about their likely response to On Indian family moving into live ne door

_ _ to. them (Appendix I).
As:far as thepupiliwere concerned there. Was no connection the

completion of the two sets of questionnaires and the week-end course until line! 1

de-breifing at which the total design was exposed. At these sessions no pup Is Mentioned'
having drawn the right conclusion at an earlier point in time. It is custom y to it'rn
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that investigations were conducted in friendly atmospheres etc.. This claim could be
Strengthened in this instance by pointing out that Robinson Was helping various boys
and girls with CSE sodiolOgy projects and had shown pupils round the Psychology
Department of the University.

Treatment of Results. With only five boys in the experimental group we decided to .
confine our analysis to, girls. This is not inconsistent with decisions taken in other
studies where social class comparisons are sometimes based on very small numbers. In
those studies, flexible indiVidual interviews rather than group administered structured
questionnaires were used.

Certain preliminary steps had to be taken before data could be processed. Item
9 on a Fate which contrasted 'life being O.K. (their phrase not ours) as it is with life
being better if what we ought to do were more precisely specified' seemed to be different
in' substance from most d, the other a Fate items; it does not contrast fate with personal
&introl and responsibility. It was dropped. Items 3 and 7 were,scOred 1 for the hostile
and 0 for the friendly choice and added together to give Q. Hos. Fatalistic choices on all
other items were scored 1 to give a Q. Fate score.

To obtain a measure of conformity to group norms and therefore presumed
concern with these, a count was made of all choices of each option for all girls on();
Norm. Clear preferences for one category were shown for six of the seven items; the
first having two main choices. These optionSweee taken as norms and each girl was
given a score of 1 for each choice of a norm, giving a possible score of 7.

The actual choices were:
1. d and e laugh or ignore (after being tripped at hockey)
2. b laugh it Off (when laughed at by others)
3. a apologise (for falling on someone on a bus)
4. b go to her houSe (for a borrowed record)
5. d jokingly tell her to shut up (for talking in class)
6. a correct here (for lying)
7. e \find proof (to show self right about a fact)
For Q..Aidv. score item 4 wa not included because it referred to a racial matter.
The five items on the question acre aboUt reactions to the arrival of an Indian

family next door were intercorrelated.a d the general positive flavour of the matrix was
used to justify a simple summary Score ( Table 4.3.1.) Eich item was scored 3 for the
Most 'friendly response', 2,1, 0 for the succ: ively less 'friendly' ones.

Table 4.2.1. Inter-item orrelatiOni for 'Friendliness' to Indian
Peer Llvi Nextdoor (N = 32)

55%
64%
69%
42%
52%.

44%
58%

1. Wanting to get to know

2. Expecting to get to knOW

3. Expecting to make friends

4. Expecting friends to accept

5. Visiting house

2.

24

4 5

37* 32

23

12 42*

x 40*

x

* Means p < .05,** means p < .01
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BeloW O. I nd. was half a page headed 'If you went around with her (Indian Peer)
do you think you would meet any difficulties? Write down the difficulties you might
have, if any'. Difficultier vere counted. They were also classified, but the incidence of
occurrence. was too low overall 'fir this to be useful.

. The questions were counted and clasiffied for each topic, although only those
about India, Pakistanis, RuSsians and Biafrans were in fact used. Five attributes of
questions were recorded:

1. Hostile: Any question With an explicit derogatory premiss.

2. /Ethnocentric: Any question that was posed either from a British perspective
I or assumed that some British custom was more natural or proper.

3. / General: Any question that assumed that a single attribute could be applied
to all members of the group identified.

Lt Simple Genuine: A requestfor information rather than an implicit protest

5. Informed: A question could contain accurate knowledge about the topic.

/ 6. Cultural: Where the question did not focus on a particular person or a war
etc., butasked about the cultural norms and problems and resourcesof that
culture, this category was scored.

Results.
/

Rfliability of Instruments. To cut down on the number of calculations to be performed
( nd the complexity of the write-up), we combined the experimental and control gorups
f girls and correlated scores at t1 with those at t2. Any differential change in the groups

would therefore lead to underestimations of reliability. All correlations were significant
and all except that for the two items Q. Hos. indicated a fair measure of stability:
O. Fate, r = .70, p < .005; Q. Hos., r = .30, p < .05; O. Norm, r = .54, p < .005;
Q. AdV. ( item 4), r = .65, p< .005; a Fes., r = .62, p < .005 (N = 32).

Withthese consistencies established we can enquire into the antecedents and
correlations of both friendliness and other Oink: groups and variations in the rate and
types of questions.

Friendliness to Other Ethnic Groups
1 _ .

Pre-course Differences between Experimental and Control Groups. Only one instrument
showed up a difference: Group E was'more fataliatic than Group C (X E = 4.67, XC = 3.5;
U -= 63, z = 2.12, p = .034). That this was not .a freak result is supported by thefinding
that this same difference emerged in the post-test measures. Neither the questions Q.
,Ou. nor the willingness to stay witha Persian family showed differences.

Changes between Pm- and Post-course Measures. It was suggested in the introduction
that two coMparitons might be made in responses; both Et2 Eti and Et2 Ct2

allowed estimates Of course effectiveness: To simplify.the comparative process a third
combinatory tactic was used; namely E (Et, t.1) E (Ct2 t1). That is, each person's

difference score was calculated. None of the questionnaires yielded any differential
change. O. Adv. showed nine GrOup E, but only four Group C girls becoming More
adventurous (X2 = 1.32, N.S.). Since forty seven per cent of the girls were already
happy to stay for a fortnight with a Persian family on the first administratian, to have
expected any differential change on this single item would have been overly optimistic.
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On the post-test measure of approach tothelndianfamily neadoor Group E
girls wen.; more.'friendly' than those of Group C (RE XC = 1.16; ,U = 69, z = 2.21,
p = .027)..Group E also foresaw more difficulties in being !friendly' (XE = 1.3, XC F 0.3;
U= 79.5, z= 2.22, p .026).

These results encouraged. us to believe. that the course had indeed had some
effect, but perhaps we could go further, and find out who in.Group E had'been most
susceptible to change. Accordingly, scores on each of the questionnaires were divided
into high andlOw sets, high being defined as above a cut-oft levelwhich included fifty
per cent or -fewer of thesample. The question was.then posed as to whether these groups
differed in their responses on Q.. Ind.

0. Fate, Q. Norm and Q. Fas..were not associated with Q. Ind., but thosegirls
who made low scores on Q. Hos. were more friendly on Q. Ind. than those who made
Ligh ones (U = 10, n, = 5, p2 = 12, p < .05), While those high.on Q. Adv. were M re
friendly (U = 14, n1 =A 1;12 9, p.< .05). In Group C only- Q. Adv. began to be sociMed
with 0. Ind. (U = 11.5; for U = 11.5,p < .05).

Questions

The numbers of questions asked about India, Russians, Pakistanis and Biafrans on he
two oc:asions were similar (r4.1.63, Nt-- 32, p < .005), and there was likewise a geti al
though weaker consistency across the-four topics, girls who asked more about one
topic asking.more about other topics (see Table 4.2.2.).

When we sought for associations between these scores and others our initial
optimism quickly flagged. As table 4.2.3. shoWs there was no difference betWeen Group
E and C prior to the week-end course.

Table 4.2.2. Rank Order Correlations between Number of Questions asked
about Four Topics (N = 32).

Topics

Biafrans Pakistani's India Russians

Biafrans x
____.

Pakistanis . .14 x

India 49* .42*

Russians .60.. .37* .38*

\
* means p < .05, " means p < .01

More discouraging there was no difference between the, groups after the course
and no suggestion of an increase in Group E through time

Individual differences on two questionnaires related somewhat weakly to
questioning. Q. Adv. did not, but 'friendliness to the Indian family' did (iJ = 78, n2 = 15,
n, = 17, z = 1.90, p = .057) at did independence from group norms (U = 61, n, = 15,
'n2 = 17, p < .02).

This unimpressive array could not be improved by eliminating various odd categories
of question from the total count.
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Table 4.2.3. Mean Numbers of Types of Question as a Function Participation on a Week-
end Course

---Typ! of Question

Group /Time Hostile Ethno-
centric

General Simple
Genuine

Informed \
\

Cultural Total

Experimental t,. 0.6 3.2 1.4 6.9 2.5 1 5.7 8.2
Experimental t2 0.2 2.9 1.3 7.0 2.5 5.6 7.8
Control t, 0,2 2.9 0.9 8.1 2.3 6.0 8.3
Control t2 0.4 2.0. 1.1 6.7 2.7 5.3 7.3
Experimental _

'Total 0.8 6.1 2.7 13.9 5.0 11.3 16.0
Control Total 0.6 4.9 2.0 14.8 5.0 11.3 15.6
Time, Total 0.8 6.1 2.3 15.0 4.8 11.7 16.5
Time, Total 0.6 4.9 2.4 13.7 5.2 10.9 15.1

Lenore Abramsky made the helpful observation that the mzi ss-media may have
been relevant to some of the variations in the types of question asked. For example,
questions about Biafrans were almost wholly sympathetic, reflects g the bias of the
media at the time .- the war was still in progress. By contrast the uestions about
Pakistanis reflect;; the views of anti-immigration politicians whi h were currently
receiving wide coverage in the press and on television.

Discussion

As far as the main manifest objectives of the course were cons ned, the organisers
.0 .

can be reassured of the worthwhileness of their investment: weeks after attending
the course, girls expressed a greater vs,illingness and enthusiasm for interacting with
Indian neighbours than did girls who had not participated in the activities. That they
were also aware of more difficulties in the interaction substantiates the idea of the
course having been informative. This is not the whole story, because it was possible to
add that those girls who viewed human nature as beneficient (Q. Hos.) and were
more generally adventurous (Q. Adv.) were the ones most favourably disposed to
interact, Since neither of these questionnaires related to variations on Q. Ind. in the
control group, the most simple interpretation would be that the course shifted the
willingness. of those already predisposed to be friendly. Just having the disposition
and iad.,enturousness are insufficient on their own; the course was least effective for
those vrho were more hostile and less adventurous: All three were necessary, no one
sufficient, to produce a change.

The failure of the more general attitude questionnaires Q. Fate and Q. Fas.)
to predict change or reflect may be a consequence of their greater generality. Reflect-
ing philosophies of life as they do, it is a little optimistic to expect change in two
days) In the introduction we equivocated about the relevance of peer groups norms
to hostility to other ethnic groups. Since such scores were unrelated either to
individual variation or change, it might be safe to conclude that there is no strong

_per group norm demanding either acceptance or rejection of other ethnic groups.
While.the LEA can be satisfied, the Schools Council Project cannot. Although
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the questioning was stablcacross topics and time, we were not able to specify correlates.
The courte did .not succeed in stimulating interest and curiosity manifested in the.numbei
or type of questions asked.

Neither did total, questions, infornied questions or genuine questions relate to
individual differences on Rotter's fE Scale or the F scale. Expectations that fatalistic
Or authoritarian world-views would inhibit questioning were not fulfilled. General
adventurousness was not-reflected in wanting to know more about peoples end countries,
although for reasons unknown, the expressed Willingness to i'neract with In Indian
neighbour was.. One interpretation of the- -relatiOnship between independence of group
norms and questioning would be that thereis a norm: whilh requires some optimal
minimisf.tion of productivity in classrooms, so that only those who were uninfluenced
by this hit free to write more questions. Another poisibility would be that those who
ask more questions are more liktiy have questionedend then rejected the basis of
peer group constraints upon behaviour; they are more likely to have thoughtthings
out for themselves.

The failuriof the attitude questiOnnaires in this study is reminiscent of their
.weakness in the study of mothers (section 4.6.14 and reinforces the idea mentioned
there that they are too general. and dikel from immediate behaviour to havisimple
predictive power."
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4.2 Appendix

la. Fate, 0. Hos.)

Tick only one box for each pair of sentences and tick the one you think is nearest
to the truth.

Many of the ynhappy things in people's lives are mainly due
to bad luc.

t Peoples troubles are usually a esult of their own mistakes

One reason/we have wars is becaUse people don't take enough
interest An politics.

b There will/always be wars no ma er how hard people try to
prevent them. \

3a You can/trust most people if you are in trouble.
b It's safer not to have to rely on Other people.

Tick in box

4a In the long run people get the respect they deserve.
b A person's worth often passes unnoticed no matter how hard he

tries. \
.. . I

5a There's a lot of chance in the exam Marks pupils get.
b Teachers generally try to be fair in making exams.

6a People who don't make blends jut( haven't learned how to.
b No matter how hard you try, soma people just don't like you.

7a People over most of the world are basically friendly.
b Most people will do you down if they get a chance.

8a Fortune tellers can see into the future.
b Horoscopes are a load of nonsense.

9a Life is O.K. as it is.
It would be better.if we were quite sure what we ought to do.

In the tong run the bad things that happen\to us are balanced
by the good.

Most misfortunes are a result of lack of ability, ignorance, laziness
or all three. \

/1 1a Success is a matter of ability and hard work. Luck haalittle to d
with it. \.

b Getting a good jobdepends mainly on being in the right place at
the right time

12a Human nature can't be changed. \

b What we are like depends uponhow we are treated.
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(Q. Norm).

Where words are in brackets these are for girls. It saves, work not to write out one set
for boys and one for girls! ,

These seven items have to do with things that mightwell happen to Vth' formers
like yourselves. Your job is to tick the thing that you think you would db. You havba
choice of five answers, but you mist choose only one If none of the five fitt and there's
.something else you would do, write it out beside f) other If you don't.understand
please ask.

1. Yobare playing soccer (hoikey) with a group of friends. It is a friendly game. One
of your mates trips you up on purpose as a joke. He (she) laughs. What would you
most likely do?

a) swear
b) trip him (her) Wet;
c) hit him (her)
d) laugh
e) carry on playing
f) other

As you are walking into the classroom one morning, you stumble, on the leg of a
'desk and fall. Several other boys and girls in the room see VOU fall. The lacheris
not there. What would you most likely do?

a) make a smart remark
b) make a joke out of it
c) swear /

d) kick the desk
e) carry on

/
to your desk

f) other ..
You are standing in a very crowded bus. Suddenly it stops and you fall into the lap
of a middle-aged woman. What would you most likely do?

a) apologise
b) laugh/

c) leave the bus
d) walk away
e) ask if you-.,had hurt her
f) Other

A casual friend borrowed your favourite record. After three weeks he (she) still has
not returned it, even though you have reminded him (her) several times. What would
you most likely do?

a) threaten him (her)
A

b) go to his (her) house
c) ask him (her) again
d) make up a reason why you need it
e) tell him (her) to give it back
f) other



While studying in your classroom, the boy (girl) who sits next to you keeps
disturbiOg you. He (she) never stops talkirig. The teacher is in the room. What

4
would you most likely do?.

a) threaten him (her)
b) ask the teacher if you can move
c) - hit him (her)
d) jokingly tell him (her) to shut up
e) tell-him-Iher)-to-shut up
f) other

You hear the form captain telling lies about your best friend to two other bOys
(girls) in yoUr form. What would qou most likely do? I

a) correct him (her)
b) make a sarcastic remark
c) tell your friend
d) punch him in the mouth (slap her face)
e) call him (her) a liar
f) r ether

7. You are talking about motor cycles (hairdo's) with three casual friends. You'make
a point Which you know is right, although they all disagree with you. What would
you most likely do?

4 C.

a) agree with them
b) tell them to shut up
c) continue to argue
d) forget .

e) find proof
f) other ..

(Q. Adv.)

Would you like to try out eachof the following activities with help?
Put a tick in the box you feel is true for you

Exploring underground caves

Training a lion to jump in a circus

Getting to Scotland r.nd back on 10
shillings

Staying for a fortnight with a
Persian family

Cookingend eating an octopus

Learning to fly a small plane

YES. NO
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(Q. Pas.)

1. Obedience and respect for authority are the most ii, portant,virtues children should
learn. YES/NO

. 2. A person who has badmanners, habits and breeding cap hardly expect to get along
with decent people. YES/NO

3. If people would talk less and work more, everybody would be better off. YES/NO

4. The businessman and the factory maniger.are much more important to society than
the artist and the professor. YES /NO

5. Science has its piece, but there are many important things that can never possibly
be understood by the human mind. YES/NO

6.. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they grow up they ought to
get over them and settle down. YES/NO

7. What this country needs most, more than'laws and political programmes, is a \few . .

courageous, tireless, devoted leaders in whom the people can put theirjaith. \

. . \ YES/NO

8. No sane, normal, decent person could ever think of hurting a close friend or.. .

relative. --.

119. Nobody ever learned anything really important except thrOugh suffering. if,Er5.4°S/NO
\

10. What the youth needs is strict discipline, rugged determination, and the will to wok
and fight for family and country. ': . -1.' YES/NO

11. An insult to our honour should'always be punished. YES /ENO '-'

12. Sex crimes, such as rape and attacks on children, deserve more than mere

VI t 4
imprisonment; such criminals ought to be publicly whipped or worse YES/NO __

13. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not feel a great love,'.
gratitude, and respect for his parents. : 4 YES/NO

14.
g

Most of our social problemiwould be solved if we could somehow get rid of 'the
immoral, crooked, and feeble-minded people :YES /NO..

15. When a person has,a problem or: worry, it is best for him not to think about it, but
to keep busy with Motecheerful'things. \YES/NO

16. 'Every person should have complete faith in God whose decisions he obeys without
, .,

question. ,.. YES/NO
1 . . .

17. People can be divided into two distinct classes:. the weak and the strong. % YES/NO

18. Some day it will probably be shown that the stars can explain aIot of things. .

, YES/NO

19. Wars and social troubles may someday be ended by an earthquake or flood -that will-
destroy the whole world.' ' L YES/f10

20. No weakness or difficulty can hold us back if Wehavetenough willpOWer. YES/NO

21. Most people do: not realise how much our lives ariconolled by -plots hitched intr
. secret places. , YES/NO

22:--Human r sture being what it is, there will always be war and conflict. YES/NO

°



/
. 23. Nowadays when so many different kinds of, people move around and

so much, a person has to protect himself especially; carefully against
infection or disease from them. /

24. NowadaYs more and more people are priing into matters that ghoul
personal and private.

25. iThe wild sex life of the old Greeks and Roman'swas tame compu
goings-on in this country, even in places where people might least

ix together
tthing an

YES/NO

remain
.'

YES/NO

to Some of the
ect it.

YES /.NO



(Q. Ind.).

Please tick your answer

Say an !ndian fam4 moved in to live next door to You and they had a boy/girl (boy for
boys., for girls) of your, age

,l. Would you like to get to know him/her?

very much quite not very much. not at all

. Do you think your would get to\know him/her very .well?
I.not all ....... just to say hello not very well very pell

I

dose friends friendi casual friends not atiall

4. Would your friends accept him/her? i

Inot at all only slowly . very soon immediately )

Do you think you, would visit his/her house?

3. 'Would you be iikelY to make friends?

very seldom sometimes ...... quite often often

I
If you went around with him/her do you think you would meet any difficulties? Write
down the difficulties you might have, if any. (This instruction waifollowed by a six inch

: space.)

The 'terns. 'for,questions (Q. Qu.) were in order: India, Jen Lennon, Russians; Pakistanis,
The British Empire, Hippies, BiafranS. There was a three inch spafce for each.
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,4.3 Experience'for a Week (C.D. Creed & W.P. Robinson)

. . .

...freoft

In his researchei into the nature of curiosity, Berlyne (1960) suggests that the wide-
variety of stimuli that arouse curiosity behaviour have certain properties in common.
These, it is argued are typically not properties intrinsic to the stimuli themselves;
are relational properties existing between the stimuli and the attending Organise.
Berlyne used the phrase 'collative variables' as a generic term describing such relational
stimulus-organisrh properties. Specifically, it is suggested that stimuli that arouse
curiosity bear one or more of the following ?elationshipsito the organism: novelty,
change; complexity; conflict; surprisingness; and uncertainty. We have reviewed work
relevant to these issues in chapter 2.

. _ However, collative variables as described Could refer not only to specific, static; --
stimulus objects, but equally to aspects of activities that a pelon might perform, for

' activities may obviously vary in their noveltyand.complexitY eta, according to the
nature and past experience of the person performing them.

It became 'possible to observe a group of school boys as they were exposed to
and asked to perform a set of largely novel activities. It vies felt that such observations

_

could be useful sine factors associated with curiosity were croser to applied teaching
problems. than the bulk of resieWliterature in this area.

Method

A group of fifteen yeal- old boys were given questionnaires before, during: and after their_
exposure to several view sporting activities. These three qUestionnaires, substantially the_
same in eackinstance, asked for information about their interestspreferences for and
perceptions of these various ablivities.,

$ubjects. Nineteen male; fifteen year old school children (age range: .14.4-16,3) were"-°:-:----7
subjects in thi investigation. They all.came from the same secondary school. The school
was situated in a predominantly working class area in an overspill housing estaterjust
outside a large ity..The subjects came from fourth and fifth year classes and, had
volunteered to go on a residential activities course before they knew of any intervention I
or investigation As far as.the subjects were concerned the purpose of the questionnaireST
that they were asked to fill in was to giye information about their Ilifies and dislikes to
the ccurse organisers. .

The Course. The five: day course the boys'attencled was residential.-Its purpose wasto
introduce them to a number of sporting activities that otherwise they would be unlikk.4-
to experience. The activities centre where this course was held was run and organised
by the local education authority. the centre puts on different courses throughout each

school teem Any group fr0,1,enY.sehddi under the
may arrange to goon one of these courses. At the time our group was' on theCourse
other groups from other `schools were on the seiorting activities cdurse,endonly one
other woup of Children were there -- a group taking a school leaver's course. OUr group ''
was introduced to and given instructions in the following sporting activities: rifle shootiligL-..-7

bffirOn r9f1V149.0.1,119f-r9lfgrt9FgeY4P'IcartiPaeadAKYPB4.91!!!!gler_lnrk:
. -

.

The Questionnaires (a) The first questionnaire was given before the,course. The subjects
ranked the seven sports with respect to the following three dimensions: expected

-
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enjoyment, expected skilis ieeded, and thexoected complexity of the rules of the sports.
In addition they rated each spirt on a five point scale .(fun boring); on a seven point
scale for previous experience (neve! beard of it dope it often); on a five point scale of
expected abilitV (very good very had); and on a five point scale whereby the subjects
indicated how often they would iike to do the sport in 'ale future given that facilities were

...;- readily and costlessly available (never more than once a Week). As weleashis, each
subject wrote down all of the questions that he had about each sport (b) The second
questionnaire was the same as the first except that the subjects answered the questions in
terms of their actual rather than their expected likings for and perceptions of the activities.
(c) The third questionnaire was the same as the second.

Procedure. One weelebefore the course the nineteen group members were\given thirst
questionnaire. They were told that we were interested in the things they were going to do
at the activities centre are in how they felt about them; They were told that no one
the investigators would\see their own particular qt estiOnnaire responses On the penultihrte
day of the cour si the second questionnaire was administered to the same nineteen subjects. .-

The third questiOnnaire.Wai given to the same group of subjects six months later, although
1 \since some subjects had meanwhile left the school to start jobs, it was only poksible to

follow up thirteen of the or9inal boys. \ I

At this point we must Make two points. The questionnaires were long and there I \
I \

were mutterings of 'Oh not again !! on the secofici.adMinistrition and more of them on the
third. We shall have to ask whether boredom With the assessment was releyant to the restlts. \
More significant was an unanticipated intervention immediately prior to the second admini-

.stration. The boys had arranged a badrn:nton competition among themselves which was to \,

take place later in the evening is was cancelled in favour of a 'Safety First' film. The
announcement was not greeted w th universal enthusiasm?

' . Predictions. The heading-of this section is 'misleading. This investigation is not a controlled
experinientai test Of Berl yne's hypotheses. The investigation is rather an attempt to lOok,
for evidence of the same sort of re!ationships'between curiosity and other factors as have
been suggested and found by Berl yne. What follows are the expectations that guided the

. , search through the qUestionnaire data ratberlthan a, set of predictions that were to be
I

tested:
(i) If the numperof questions is taken as an index of curiosity, then this should

be related to)rankings of skills needed and rule complexity (collative variables)
of, the sporti: : . . , \

Cu) If curiosity is a drive state then the Object that nay satisfy that drive should \

provide satisfactiOn. Thus it expected that sports giving rise to a greater

5 \ number of questions will be iiked more, La ranked higher in terms of enjoy
,

ment and rated as more fun/on the:fun-lovingdimension.
(iii) With the estimates imileble of rated ability and PaStexpeiience, the data can

bcexamined to see whether thescare associated with/questions and other
judgements.

(iv) The possible boredom Wiith the third administration and the 'Safety First'
episode may have rendered possible investigations of coyarsiing changes

quixotic. We Might otherwiie have supposed those sporting activities which
hadj*-oved to be relativelY more enjoyable than expected to be evoking
more questions on the second occasion than those sports that had been
relatively disappointing: Similar tests could have/ been made of other asiocia-
tions:



Although we might Well hazard somegu at to the likely effects of the
announcement of the change of programme, proprl ty is better preserved by simply
looking at changes in questioning and other behav ur across occasions and inter,
pretiOg therri ex postfacto. .

Treatment of Results. Since the questionnaires u had no prior evidence attesting to
their reliability and validity,. a precautionary ch k was made uporthe forMer. If boys
agree in their,rank orderings of thovariOut.spO , such consistency ailowi us to assume
a measure of reliability; if they do'not, this co Id result either from unreliability .or from
individual differencei. Various non-parametri tests (Siegel, 1956) were used to examine
the associations to be-investigated.

Results

Inter- -Sub/ t Agreement On the first questio noire subjects agreed in their rank Orderings
of spoting activities for expected enjoytrient W = 0.60, p < .01), expected skill (W = 0.49,
p.< .01); Apected fun (W = 0:47, p < . a likely future participation (W = 0.41,
p < .01), ut not on judged complexity of ru es M = 0.08, p or/the number of
questicip asked = 0.07, p insig.). A er ex erience, they continued to agree on these
rankings arid also on rule flomplexity ( = 0.31, p < .01) on the,second questionnaire.
For the ird questionnaire there was imilar agreement

Relatio ships among Judgements. Cal ulations were made for the first administration only.
For thi rank ordering of expected en oyMent correlated with expected skill (tau = 0.71;
p = .00 ); fun (tau = 0.81,.p = .01) an expected future participation (tau = 0.71, p = .03),
but no otherrelationships were signi want (see Table 4.1).

table 4.3.17Gross Re ings of-Activities for First OU-eitionnaire

i I Aspect Ranked

Sportir Activity Enjoyment Skill Fun Participation Complexity of
Rules

Go-karti g,__
Rifle-sh ting
Archery
Rock-clim ing
Orienteerin
BadMinton
Rol

i

er-hocke

1

2
.3

4
5
6
7

4

6
3
7

6
2
1

3
7
5
4

Sports for which boy claimed 'high' rather than ilovl previousexpeciencewere
seen as more lik ly to be pur ed in the future -- 27.5, p < .011, but-these were not
asiociated with Iferential j gements of ex ed enjoyment, etc.

Sports at hich,bo claimed they proficient rather than inept were expected
to be enjoyed mor (7/ = 2, < .01), and en ged in more in the future IT = 6, p < .01).
T e fun ratings we e also higher (p < .05). Hence neither rj)reviaus experience nor pre-

/
. ' med ability related to a eras of skill required or complexity of rules, but did to

/
expected enjoyment and f ture participa on. -7

11 / i
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rnQuestioningand juche askrIg- er more questions per sport on the first
'administration were treated as 'high', one or zero questionS Were labelled 'low'. For. each
bOy,.each sport coul d be rd low' in qupstion-evokindpower.-..For. every boy
the mean ranking or us 'high; questions sports-could be compared with the mean ranking
of his 'low' ones e.ri-tiie iudgements. The.W;icoxOn Matched-Fairs Signed-Ranks. Test was
used for these compat1. :0;F.. Neither previous experience nor self-ratings of ability predicted
oue-stiOning. Frequency of future participation, rule complexity and the fun boring scale
did. not relate to questionine. ?oth exeected'enjoyment .(T = 25, N = 16, p < .02) 'and
Perceived high demands on skiii:( T.= 9.5, N ='16, p were associated with high
questioning. When the analysis was made more delicate bypursuing relationshipt among
variables for individual sports, the starch was in vain. It was pointlesi, to pursue poisi
bilities at this level of delicacy.

Changes in Questioning a -rtJucigetnents with Experience. There were drastic changes in
the rates of questioning across. occasions. Although there were no significant differences.
between the first-and third .3drpinistrtlions, both these were much 'higheethan the'rate at
the second occasion (Xt, :t2-=.1:15,Xt3 e 6.00; -Mil et21 = 7.00, T.= 0, p < .001;
x(t3.,-- t2) = 4.85, T = 0, p < 001 X (t3 t1).e.1..85,.T.= %0, N = 12 p insig.).. With an
average of only 1.15 questionS per. boy 'on the second administration, there' is clearly
something substantial to explain. U.nfoettinately the ConSequenCe of this very low rate was
that we:could not sensibly. calculate relationships between changesdn judgements and

.changes in qiiestiOning. These differentials and associated changes were to have been the
'focus of the enquiry, out the threat of 'Safety First' seems to have effectively precluded
such an analysis. .

The relationships between scores on the first and last.occasions are also compli-
cated by the 'reluctance of subjects coMpletingthe./final questionnaire and the l'osi of
numbers.

Discussion
.

One of the features of reseerch in the ileld is that hazards encountered require the
abandonment of rather iargc section:: Of dete../xtraneous and unexpected events overtake
expectation and the probIern changes to a question of assessing whetherto accept defeat
or to turn.events.opportunistically to one'S,Own advantage.

/

- The iargedrob in questioning at the second administration is Most readily attributed
to the announcement of the cancellation Of the badminton and the substitution of the filth;
We can offer further interpretations, but/will not be able to discriminate betWeen them.
'Perhaps the boys were sininly distracted from) the questionnaire, perhaps theY were dit.

e
tracted because they were. frustrated., We may note, however, that the interference did not._,
preVent.their completion of 4;c: smiciurezi rankitig. tasks: Not only did the boys shoviihe.
same measure of agreement is before OR b.enjoyableneSs, fun F. :4 expected future anticipatioh,
they moved from earlier di,..greennent about complexity of rules. to consensus. This latter /
change could be flost-e6siAy explained by elairning that earlier disagreement was a functioh
of differential knowledg that ha° been overcome by experience. It would appear that it is
easier to concentrate i., n convergent structured .problems than it is upon divergent creative
'ones when distracting 'nfluenceS are present. The Oriktical implication is that tasks requiring
a pupil.to.thinic treat' eiy with only tninireal external stimulus control will be particularly
susceptible .io distra ions and/or frustrationt it.is futile to.ask pupils to exercise their
imaginations, ,if. the/ minds have been already focused upon other issues, For curiosity to



be expressed, distractions need to be avoided,.
This serendipitous outcome is bought atthe cost of our being unable to evaluate'

the effect of experience upon questioning. Howeyer, our real-life setting did reves.:
initial relationships between expected skill and number/ of questions, an encouraging
finding in view of the large jump from the artificiality and tight control of Berlyne's
investigations to the natural messiness of our situation, SiMilarly, the associations
between expected enjoyment and questions encourage us to believe it is possible to
move from thelaboratOry to the classroom without a total loss of predictability. As we
shall see again in chapter 8, asking pupils about what they expect to enjoy does provide
information that could belised to predict higher questioning, which in turn should
stimulate the pursuitof knoWledge in the area..: II

On the, other. hand, the failure of the analyies at thelevel of individual sports
with few subjects warn against-attempting to use such 'information' whin it is too
unreliable.

4.4. iscuition Gioupi of Teenage Boys

To find Out the number of teeth in a horse's head, you can look into its mouth.:Un-
,

'acquainted as we were with teenagers, their attitudes and problems, we thought it as
well to meet some on neutral territory: Four groups of fourteen year' ld WC boys,
Comprising twenty eight souls in all, Were recruited to talk about school. We met at the
house of a market researcher. They were slightly surprised that anyone should pay them
to talk, but this they duly did, and,at length, through .a coffee - punctuated smoky haze.
They remained anonymous. Wesaid we wanted to find out how interesting school
was, what was boring and why, and we used our interventions to keep the conversation
roughly on this theme. . ,

Some enjoyed a varietyi/of school subjects, but those boys who were Closest to
the sociological-criteria marking 'The Young School Leaver' of Morton-Williami and
Finch (1968) spoke like caricatures of the descriptions offered by these:writers. Their
comments are worth reporting, because they went beyond what was tapped in 'The
Young School Leaver' frame of reference. They stressed the importance of subjects
being vocationally relevant, practically and concretely presented; there were sparks of
enthusiasm for teachers who had derived mathematical problems from real-life setting's.

t.

They did not appreciate similarities between abstract and concrete probleins; they
wanted to see a carpenter actually measuring wood and not just imagine onel

The more general picture was gloomy. Adult-Society was a sham. Teachers and
politicians were noted/as special examples of dupliCity: People in power claimed, to have
the welfare of others:at heart, bUt this was simply hypocritical. They thought that ° 1

teachers commonly despised their pupils and were interested neither in teaching their
subjects to others nor in' the subject per se. 'It's not surprising we're bored if they are,
is it?' Their cynicism was supported with examples of :Phoneyness and insincerity.
Whether or not their perceptions were veridical. is in part irrelevant Given that they /
themselvei were,not maliciously intentioned and they seemed quite otherwise /
their teachers were not su'ccessfUl salesmen of themselves, their subjecti or society. ,n
our systematiclinvestigations, we did not pursue the issue of_whether children find/
subjects boring because teachers themselves are bored. We would probably have found ...

this administratively impossible, school teachers being almost as sensitive as their!
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university cousins about any evaluation of the way they conduct themselves and with
more justification. The teacher's genuine interest in his subject was mentioned as an
inspiration to them to be interested, and although such invcilvement is unlikely to be
a sufficient condition of arousing and maintaining the pupil's interest, it may generally
be a necessary condition.

\Other aspects of schools cited as contributory causes of boredom weremuddles
about timetables, odd switches in subjects being studyetaea resultrof promiltion and
demotions (French in Year I, German. in Year II, French in Year ill and 'German in.
Year IV), 'options' which emerge as compulsory, the dullness of textbooks fInd their
pointless exercises a number Of items that might be summedlup as inconsiderate
inefficiency. 'Streaming', 'type of school', these were not mentioned.

About teachers, the pupils referred to their dislike of laissez faire styles, their .

dislike of weak authoritianism. Respect was frequently mentioned as important, and this
was facilitated by commitment to subject, commitment to teaching it, willingness to
discuss subjects, ability to enforce authority. The boys were also concerned that their
teachers should like them and take an interest in them as poisons as well as learners. An
absence of:these attributes was liable to lead to them being bored./

We did not, ask the, boys what they were prepared to do to render their teachers'
activities more productive and satisfying, but it is perhaps worthy of note that, nobody
volunteered comments about the pupils' responsibilities.

That the boys were genuinely uninterested in school activities and not just
subscribing to a norm that required such subscription from ':hem is implied by their t

confessed boredom with extra-curricular activities. Pop music and, hanging about coffee
bars did not appear to have positive attractive power; they were simply not as bad as
other things. Aga'n this is consistent with the portrait drawn by Morton-Williams and
Finch (1968) and Bone (1972). Teenagers bored in schciol are generally bored; trapped
in a closed circuit, iMpOtent to break out and engage in activities, Participation in which
may be a necessary condition of escape:

What our discussions did not reveal was hoW to set about investigating either
boredom or the questions that pupils have. Our efforts to tap the boys for suggestions
met only with good-willed shoulder-shrugging.

4.5 Youth Club Visits (M.G.'Duffy)

One of the interests of the Project 'was to investigate the decline in academic motivation
alleged to occur among secondary school pupils, and especially among working class
children. It ras decided that youth clubs Might provide a suitable opportunity to make ,

'informal Observations of such childreff: these clubs attract only a third of their potential
membership, and this third is composed predorninantly of working class early school
leavers. . _ 1.

The two clubs visited were both,on council housing estates but in most respects,
they were very different from each other. Linton Youth Club had the use Of. a school
hall two evenings a weel:, and had only fairly meagre facilities small coffee bar with
an old television;lable-tennis,'hadminton; the schoOl playground was sometimes
available for games. The prevalent atinosphere'of the place was dreary: Leak Youth Club
On the other hand, was hela in a prupose-build clubhouse adjoining a school and had .

correspondingly superior facilities,. including a discotheque, a games room and a colour



television; members alsO had access to the school's hall, playing fields and, swimming
pool. The dubs were visited regularly and weekly in term time for over a year.

The estate on which Leak Club, was situated was more modern and prosperous
thin that of Lindon Club, and this difference was reflected in the memberships of the
two clubs. At Leak, many of those boys who had already left school were apprentices,
while their counterparts at Linton were either doing unskilled jobs or were unemployed.
Thus they appearedio differ in the extent to which they had benefited from the
educational.system. The Leak members alSo appeared to be more articulate and approach-

>--able; they wereouite happy to talk in small groups about their experience of and
attitudes towards school. They generally professed some degree of-interest at least in
part of. he curriculum, usually eXpressing the wish that it was more relevant to their
present or prospective needs. None Of the members spoken to, however, seemed
to have had academic ambitions at any point in their school careers. Athong those who
were working, some regretted not having paid more attention to subjects which would ,
have been useful to them in their jobs. .

In contrast, the Linton members seemed unable or unwilling to talk in this way
when approached directly. As far as I could gather, their attitude to school was one of :
complete apathy. A particular problem here was therobvioui resentment felt by a number
of the boys towards the nearby lliiiversity, and in particular towards students. At the
time of my Arrival; funds to the club had been cut off by the local authority as part of
an economy.drive, and this had the effect of accentuating the disparity between the
relatively privileged status of one group and the deprived statui of the other. This
attitude of resentment reflected itself in hostility and occasional agression toWards me
for some time Aggressive behaviour was quite commoir,, and indeed a measure of
petty viOlence and.vandalism was regarded as the iksvtq.by the club leader. Nevertheless,/ .

the police were fairly frequent visitors to the clUb. It seemed to me that aggression,'
was partly a response to boredom stemming from the lack of alternativiattiViiifz
available; and it is interesting to speculate more generally. as to what extent the
behavioural differences between the two clubs were afresult of the different environ-
ments provided..

: Lacking as I did any specific terms of reference, the visits may have produced
something more fruitful had I initially been assigned some definite role in the clubs
other than that of an outside observer. This would possibly have produCed-more ready
acceptance at Linton, though probably little more information, while-at Leak, members
may have been more forthcoming to somebody who was part of the club's scenery
than they had beenin lone-off discussions.

4.6 Questions in the School (MP. Robinson & L AbraMsky)

IntrOduction. Over a period of several years the Head of the Science Departmeni-in ef
large rural secondary modern school had built up an institution of 'question sessions'.

We are profoundly grateful to Mr. George Gillard for contacting us and making.
available all the materials for this analysis.



hese. had developed friary.) the problems of handling Health Education. Hampshire
prOdUced a report (Marsh, 1964) in which the outline of a scheme was proposed. This
ccArered personai,hygiene;, healthy living, fimily and community life and accident
prevention.. Set this are the problems of telling pupils aboUt pubs. -Id sexual .

relations. These are issues about which Pubescent children may suffer bob? .4, ri strange
beliefs and an inability or unwillingnesi to ask what they want to know. To find out
what sorts of beliefs and worries pupilihad,'queition sessions' were introduced. Pupils
wrote out questions on scraps of paper. These were collected, readout, and answered .

by the teacher. There are some weird folk-myths about ways of acquiring diseases,
deformities, and babies, and this rural setting might have been a fertile. breeding ground
for such beliefi. ThroUghhis means sex education could be linked to the actual state
Of ignorance and misconception of the children rather than to adult presumption. Like
Alice, question sessions' Crowed and spread through the Science department and across,
topics; they occurred as filling-in lessons,thecks on material taught and responses to
pupil demand. I

.
Although the questions had been preserved, they were anonymous and their

immediate context of collection was unknown. Normal techniques of analysis could not
be applied, but we decided /it was likely to be worthwhileto look at' age and stream
differences for recentlY collected generale science questions and sirmi.of the questions

' about sex from earlier years. We transcribed, classif4ed and collated the questions, basing
the classifications mainlVon the referential categories of Robinson and RackstraW11972).

4.6.1 Questions'about General Science

The first distinction made in classifyingouestions was between 'particular and 'general',
'particular' referring to single concrete ofteniiniinediately observable phenomena or
probleMs, e.g. 'What is the thing with the tube going round_if forr("Mien are we going
to do Eliology?'. The answers to these questions are not part of 'general knowledge'. As
Table 4.6.1. Shows the incidence of these questions relates closelii to age and stream.

-Streams across years are not comparable, but these would appear to be a rapid falling-off
.of particular questions after the first year; while within that year there is a considerable
'systematic increase as,one moves down the stream. In the section on seven year old .

children's questions Arnold and Robinson (421) foUnd a very high incidence of particular
;questions, which would support an argument that claimed a developmental trend.

-`4

Table 4.6.1. Percentages of Particular as opposed to Genbrhl Questions
as a function of Stream and Year.

1

Year I 11(281_

Year II 15(43)

Year III\ 3(32)

Year IV 0(11)

2 3. 4

16(25) 31(58) 54(96)

12(74) 13(16) 28(29)

1'119) 0(14) 5(18)

8111) . 9(7) 0(11)

Stream

5 6 7 Overall

38(19) 94(51) 94(17) 48

10(51) " 17

9(24). 6

4
\

A second distinction separated the personal-procedural from other q estions.\
These were normally 'particular' as well they were questions asking about he personal

C.
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history and 'preferences of the teacher and those concerned with the nature and organisa-
tion of the rhool and its curriculum. These were totally absent in the fourth year pupils,
rare in the higher streams of the first year and common in the lower ones (see Table 4.6.2.).

A third division was into questions minimally answered by 'yes' kW 'no'
and 'open' questions that required more. Superficially.'closed' questions like 'Could
you tell us what CO2 stands for?' were treated as substantively 'open'. At first sight the
proportion of 'closed', questions is fairly independent of stream and age, but when we
elithinate the perional-procedural, such as 'Do you like us to use Kemekals', the propor-
tion regularise themselves showing a higher proportion of 'closed' questions in the top
stream and in.older children.

Among 'open' questions 'how' questions characterised the top stream, while
'why' questions Were commonest in the bottom two streams of the first. year, while the
foUrth year obliging reff:ented the same pattern. There was more variability in streams
2-5, although two obsiryations might be, made. Questions seeking definitions and
descriptions, 'what Ise sun made of ?', 'Wot makes glass?', are mainly confined to
strearns2-4 in the fist year, but have Some prominence in the lower streams of the
fourth year Questions calling for identification, 'Who invented aooviga?', 'Which is the
hardest metal?', steadily increase in incidence as one moves down the streams of the
first year; with the-exception of the bottom two streams who are mainly whying.

We did not look at complexity 01 linguistic structure or levtl of conceptualisation
in any systematic fashion, but impressionistically' the questions of the top stream of the
first year were both more complex linguistically and predicated on greater knowledge
than those of lower streams. Examples may be given to illustrate this °

5.Top Stream: When ygu cough why does a bubble burst in your lung?
,Why does an empty tank vvhich ltas had petrol 'Wit and has not
been drained out properly, ivOen the, tanker' Pacific Glory crashed,....
they were frightened to move it because it would blow up?
If people breathe (Jut CO2 how does it change back intO,OChgan?:
If any one could land on Mars could earth keep in contact with
them or is there no radio that could pick up that" ar?

Bottom Stream: Why do we have Scines?
We do not have meth) work why
Sir wort isfiri the fish boll on the Bench next the Bar with
plasti Bag on it?

We might argue for a Teutonic influence in both sets of questiOns but wheress
that in the second extends only to capitalisation of nouns and phonetic spelling, in the
first set there is a wealth of subordination, frequently of a conditional nature --yen
assumption, sometimes hypothetical, is made explicit and, in the middle two, the qtiestions
are based on the ju).taposition of conflicts ofsome kind.

If We-were to be euphoric enough to suggest a developmental trend which.is a
joint function of age-and attainment, we would suggest the foillowing successive concen-
trations of interest: explanation in, terms of 'why', identification of elements, identifica-
tion of .categories and a concern. With thecomposition of these, and finally a concern
with processes and methods introduced by 'how'. There is a' parallel increase in complex-
ity of structure and thinking with questions increasing involving hypOtheses (closed
questions) or the posing of conflicts rather than simple assimilation of more facts.



4.6.2. Questions about Sex.

Questions from second and third year pupils collected over a number of years were
counted and collated. The 281 children concerned had asked a total of 982 questions, of
which thirty six per dent were directly or peripherally related to sexual matters. Boys
and girls in the' second and third year were invited by the general science teacher to
submit written questions about anything theY wanted to know. They were assured of
receiving answers to these questions. cl

The 281 children asked a total,of 982 questions. Of these questions, 36% were
concerned with sexual matters in the broad sense of this term. Included in this category
were questions about the anatomy and physiology of the reproductive system, normal
and abnormal sexual relations, reproduction of both people and animals, and some
types of neonatal care such NS breast-feeding. Also included were questions about

1 maturation, contraception, t enereal disease, secondary sex characteristics, and some
social situations and attitudes. Only these questions were analysed;

Each question was coded according to which of fifteen categories it came under
(iee Table 4.6.3. for list of categories and percentage of questions in each). One third
of the quest were about pregnancy, childbirth, some aspects of neo-natal care and
possible congenital defects of the baby. Although these questions represented a higher
proportion of the girls' questions than of the boys', they did also represent more than
one quarter of the boys' questions. For the most part they were straightforward
requests for simple information. They were not emotionally charged nor were they
questions which one would expect parents or teachers to find embarassing to answer.
Some examples are 'When the womb swells what happens to the digestive systems?'
asked by a second. year boy; 'What would kappen if the woman didn't have liquid in
her womb?' asked by a third year boy; and 'What is a miscarriage?' asked by a second
year girl;and 'How long does a baby feed off its mother's breast?' asked by a third
year girl. The pupils seemed to find this. a very interesting subject if one accepts number
and type of questions as an indication of interest Ifthis istrue, thenthildren could
learn a great deal about all the life sciences through a detailed study of the develop
ment of the embryo, the effects of pregnancy on the-body, and the way in which a
child is born and becomes adapted to a biologically independent existence. This-would
put into, what is for the pupil an interesting context; the study of microbiology, the
various systems of the boyd, types of tissue, and could-easily be used as a pe!r'ifr. of
departure for comparing variou; types of animals.

Onequarter of the questions were about sexual 'anatomy, physiology, and
maturation kfid about normal malefernalesexual relations. This was not surprising as
these were more often questions which children might normally.finchembarrassing to
ask parents or teackars. Some examples are 'Does a man feel his sperm go dowk his
penis when hilt having ikercourse?' asked by a third.year girl; and 'How long does a
man keep his penis in at the longest?' asked by a third year boy. One would expect
boys and girls of this age to be keenly interested in these subjects and to find difficulty
in gettingthisisort of information either because of their own inhibitions, the inhibi-
tions of o\hers or a combination of both.

OnCinteresting difference between_the boys' and girls' questions was in the
category of male-female social relationhisps. Seventeen per cent` of the girls'
questions fall into this category whereas only three per cent of the boys' questions
could be cod3d in this way: One explanation for thlywouldbe that girls of this age
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/
are more sexually developed and. mature and are more interested in having a relationship
With a member of the opposite sex than are boys of the same age. A-very small number
of questions (3%) were about abnormal male-female or person-animal relations, A
similar number of questions were about homosexuality. The questions about abndimal
sexual relations were mainly abdut sexual assult Some examples are 'How can you kill
a woman by intercourse?' atked by a second year boy; and 'If you are assulted before
you beco p e a woman, will it do you any harm?' aiked by a second year gill. There
were, two, uestions about beastiality.

T ree per cent of the questions were based on misinformation, and this was
felt to'be ncouraging. ExaMples are: 'Why is there heir on a man's penal' asked by
a second' y r girl; and 'A man had a baby at the age of 17, how was this come by? This
was in the aily Express'Ziisked by a second year boy. :Overall, these children seemed
to be reasonably well-in-formed on the subject, but keen to learn more about it. This
interest was mainly directed towards information about normal, healthy sexual activities.
They did not ask many questions about contraceptionbut what they did ask indicated
a fair amount of ignorance on the subject. An example is 'Can two people haveiexual

intercourse without having a baby? If so, how?' asked by a third year boy. A few of
them did mention' the sheath in their questions, but mainly to ask what it. was An
example is 'Whit is a rubber 'Johnny and what is it used for?' asked by a third year girl.



/
/

Table 4.6.3. \Characteristic of Questions about Sexual Matters (expressed/
pe entage questions)

Sexual Anatomy and
maturation and
details of menstrual._
tion

2. Attitudestowards sex

3. Malettomale normal
sexual:relations \

(including contra-,
caption) 17

I

4. Abnormal sexual
relations (including;
rape, bestiality)

5. Pregnancy

6. Childbirth and rieo,
natal care 10

Boys-

41
1

7. Defects i

Mastur

9. Homo
10:- Herm

11. Secon
Ohara

12. Mal
rela

13; Ve
14. A

baby

ion

uality

hroditisni

ary sex
teristics

female social
ionship

ereal Disease

imal sex and`1
roduction 1

finitions (not,
itt.ing above

categories

1

2

2

6

4

Group

% of Total Number or 6'
Questions

Girls Pupils

13

5

12

3

'15

16

3

16

17 11

2 4

5
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CHAPTER 5 ,

I

WHO IS BORED?

I
ntroduction. The analysis of boredom, uriosity and questioning made in chapter 2
°posed certain links among ,them. Betwryeen curios' and questioning the link was not

so strong that either could be seen as necessa or sufficient conditions of the other. I
I _ _

can be manifested in activities otner than questioning. Asking questions may
serve functions other than that of atteMpting to satisfy curiosity. .However, we are le

,

Ito specify some of the conditions under which we can stimulate curiosity and questi ns
I (see chapters 2 and 3).

L

Borerlom was treated as an internal state whose presence ensures the absence of
/curiosity; it would bebdd to allow them to co- exist. In Figure 2.3 the two states were
/ associated with different stimulating conditions: while curiosity is one type of uncertainty

stemming from ambiguities, novelty, complexity, incongruity. and surprisingness of
-stimulie-boredionvis-alleged-to arise-when-external-stimulation-is minimal or monotonous,
i.e.: repetitive, predictable and regular. There are several possible responses to such a state_ :
convert the monotony into nothing byrfallIng asleep, indulge in divershre exploration-
either behaviourally by moving around or playing, or Mentally by acts of imagination and
thinking. However, neither of these coping strategies may be available,or allowable: The
most relevant type of example in thiscOntext is of a teacher drbning on with an eagle eye;

/ - open-for wandering attention among-the pupils. The norms and rules dictate that the
pupil stay where he is, that he attend and learn. The choim is, between attending and
breaking the norms and risking what sanctions may arise. We would not expect task-
related questioning to-occur in this situation.

We also noted in chapter 2 (sec. 2.5) that chronic failure to resolve conceptual
conflicts may lead to chronic states of anxiety, especially if failures are associated with -
punishments of some kind. It was suggested that there may be more than one way of ,1

handling this anxiety, but nhat in any case its victim is likely to remain unresponsive to
externally provided stimulation associated with learning. This state may also be labelled
'boredom'. Here again, however, we would not expect sufferers to have knowledge-
seeking questions. --7

Hence; regardless:of-how wide or narrow-the-scope-bf theword-ibTafidom', i its
presence should not be associated with question-asking. Or if 'it is, the questions are likely
to serve as diversions, protests or complaints rather than as requests for information '-

Paradoxically, if one is interested in states associated with question-asking, it is better to
look at boredom rather than curiosity, fOr whereas the association between, curiosity and
questioning is probabilistia and contingent, information-seeking questions are a sufficient
condition for the absence of boredom. To find out who is bored under what circum
stancei, can be used to diagnose who is not asking questions under those circumstances.

But-are-pupils bored? And if they are,who is most bored by what/ What-are-the-
antecedents and consequences of being bbred? Inevitably the first *Wein is one of

2 \
measurement. Commonsense, that mythical morass of legendaiy 'wisdom, would encourage
simplicity'and naivety and assume that this was eh instance where one could'ask people
and that their remts could be reliable and valid. Unwilling to be more complicated and
devious than necessary, we began by, asking pupils what bored them and what they did
about it. This pilot study gave evidence to encourage to rely further on people's reports.

At this same time we came across the Schools Council Enquiry on 'Young-School



/ \ .

eavers by MortonWilliams and Fi7h 1968): We regretted that we were unable to
, .

fount Such an impressive survey an not with even more regret that they had obtained
inform tion about boredom which they h analysed only against age of leaving school --
appropi /te for theii fraine of reference, b t sad for ours. It was not until 1972 that we

. 1 / ,

realised it might be possible to make a seco dary analysis of these data and thereby conduct
, / /

a lar survey of boredort. As mentioned in e acknovaedgements, once necessary
17i.4s. /

Miss
1

per ii ions were obtained,/Miss MortonWilli ms.and Mr. Finch very kindly made all
nee :Imary data available for such an analysis: is make up the bulk of the thipter.

5.1 What bor =s you?

/ .

5.1 I' troduction ' /
,

', " 1 7. Li'
'In conjunction witn several other investigations d igned to test the competence of WC
and MC Children to ,formUlate que ions in-linguist ally appriop -

it was decided7 ,

/ ' '

to include also a pilot study into boredom. The inte ion was not to consider the problem
in

i ,

/es
/

n depth, but t tablish guide-lines along which fu her investigations could be
dire

, .

cuted. 11 J

t \ We adorned the commonsense technique of as ing children to write down lists of
things tyvhich bored them, their reasons for these being bOring, and some of the things they

, .

did hen 'hey felt bored. It was expected that WCchi. rei would ealmit to being bored
bimore /assive intelleCtual activities than their MC cf nterparts, whilst the same time, i.

, they mig; tchoose more active pastimes as a release from boredom. It !vas also expected
that perhaps WC children might give-more examples of ti.' nsiiuctive means of/relieving
the boredom; such as 'biting y nails' or 'fiddling with rngS' and possibly show a
gre er tendency toward behaviour that could become an social,/for example, 'shooting

i 1pe e
1

or 'banging deski ids up-and down'..,
.

.

.5.1r.2.,Method , i'
II i I

.P

Materials; Instructions and Procedure. The'design was simple and direct. The children were
earKhigiven a single sheet of. papier, divided-into three sections. They had already coulpleted

.seVeral other tasks (see chapter 7) and on this last paper,' eylwere asked to write down..in
.

the aOpropriate spaces, things they found boring;"-their rea ns, and kinds of thing.
theydid when they felt bored. TheAhree instructions were read aloud by experimenter
whilst the children looked atithert. It was explained at answers should 4 written in the
spaces provided undr each section heading. They %V allo five minutes to complete

, the task. The 'specific section headings were:
i-

/' 1. Please write down a list of the things;4hiCh yo find boring.
2. Please/write clownwhyyou find somi of these in boring.I .

3. , Please 'writedown some Of the thing which yo do when yoi, feel bored.' ,

The task was completed by the class as a group, in eir own classfroom, during what
would have been leso . time. The teachers were absent thronghout, and the experimenters,
both of whom were f ale, attempted to induce a !riendly, elaxed atmosphere into the
proceedings, whilst at th4 same time, being firm regarding th noise and chattering occasioned
by the overcrowded nditions and occasional interruptions)

l ''I
Subjects. Two local mixed primary schools had been select

-,situated in a MC distiict,! the other in a WC area The majori
MC sample were members of-staff at a university, and the ch

/
. /
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for this series of studies, one
of parents of children in the

Idren lived in' owner-occupied



0

residential districts, whilst the parents of the WC children were mainly manual workers,
many connected in some way with the docks. The two groups of children were both of
ten year oldi, tasks beingperformed by thi4 top 'stream of the final year in each school.
Information was obtained from the schoolSabout the occupations of both parents of
every child, and clansification was made accordingto'the Hall -genes Scale. Three immix
grant children from the WC_sample were withdraWri, and so also were two children
initially classified in the lower status range;' bufvhose:mothers held higher status occu-/
pations. .

The final sample consisted of twenty seven children fr6m each of the two schOcls
(fifteen boys and twelve girls in each). In the MC sample, children 'ranged from. social
classeS 1 4 (Means .:Boys: 1.8; Girls: 2i), and in the WC sample, from social classei
5B 7, (Means 7- Boys: 5.6; Girlt: 5.4).

5.1.3 Treatment of Results and Results

The completed scriptsOf.tbe final sample were divided into four sets boys and girls
for each of the two social class groups.

. 1. The first step was to categorise each child's responses on the first and third
questions (that -is tne.things they found boring and the things they did when theyfelt
bored) into two sections which we named Active Responses and Passive Responses.

'These two main headings were each further subdivided within the first and third k

categories, into four groups.,:
(i) ACademicOr.alsociated activities.

e.g. 'Arithmetic! (ACtive)
'Mrs. X giving lectures in Scripture; (Passive)

(ii) The home and things done specifically in the home environment.
e.g. 'Washing up' (Active)

'My parents talking to each other' (Passive)
(Hi) SOcial activities. _

e.gi ',A/liking my 'friend' (Active)
!;Sfeeping" (Passive-)

(iv) Entertainment and Sport.
e.g. 'Play Football' (Active)

. , "Watchly: (Passive)
In the first:stage, we considered the respective scores Obtained by the four roups

of children under the two main headings of Active and Pative Responses, but co Id find
no significant difference between them. All children appeared to makeapproxim tely the
same number cf respOnses in each category.,

2. The second stage was to look at instances of anti-social behaviour given by children
as a release from bOredom, e.g., 'Flicking ink', 'Banging desks'. The scores of th four

I groups of children were approximately equal.

3. It was obserVedtn4t several children had made 'unconstructive' response in answer

to (2-3, what did they CIO when they4/ere bored, e.g. 'Sleep', Pothing': Th re were np
significant differences by social Class or sex.

. .

4. 'Watching teleVisidn' and the names of specific televitionprOgranirnes cuffed
frequentlyin the responses of several children. Istelevision seen as soMethi to occupy
the time when one is bored, or is it considered to be boring in itself? There We e unfOrtun-
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ately insuffiCient data to enable us to answer the first; question. On the second issue
eight of the fifteen. MC boys found television programmes boring, but only twoOf the
WC boys (Fisher Exact Probability-Test, p < in the working Class, seven of the
twelve girls.fOund television boring, giving a sex difference. (p < .02).

5./ Som. ing activities appeared on tha lists as antidotes to boredOm. Ten WC boys
preferred to relieve their boredom by participating in sports of various kinds, no MC
boys (p < .004). Only two WC girls Mentioned:sports, giving a sex difference within

E
the working class (p < .04).

6. The largest block of 'boring things' listed by the children were specifiOschool
subjects. A two way analysis of, varianceof social class and sex against the total number

of subjects mentioned by each pupil showed no effects for sex or clasS on their own.
HoweVer; there was a significant sex x Social Class interaction (F = 10.06, df 1/50,
2.< .01), Within tpisoWC boys mentioned more subjects than MC boys"(X/MC = 1.2,
X/WC = 3.2, E=.9.65,-df 1/29, p < .01). While in the working class boys mentioned

'more boring subjects than girls (X Boys = 3.2, X Girls = 2.0, F = 5.16, df 1/26, p < .05),
this was reversed in the middle class IX. Girls = 2.8, X Boys = 1.2, F= 4.90, df 1/26,
p < .05):

7.. Children's reasons Were not sufficient to merit analysis.

'5.1.4 Discussion.

While there were 'trends' fOr WC children:to be more bored by passive activities, tO,say;
they wouldrelieVe boredom through motor activities, and to admit to more 'unconstruc-
tive' and 'anti-social' means-of achieving relief, these were too weak to do anything other

j

than suggest-they are worth exploration.

The significant differencesin SoCial Class responses to television show that WC
boys are less bored than eitherthe WC girls or the MC boys. It is possible that perhaPs
those who mention teleVision programmes as more boring are more discriminating in their
viewing than the WC boys. However, other factors are involved. The large attraction of
sporting-aCtivities for WC boys: could mean that they di) not watt very much television;-
it is possible alsothat their Parents have similar tastes to their chillren, and may therefore,
for the most parc- view mainly Westerns, Cluiz,games and-soap operas; the same dualifica-
tion applies in reverse of course, in that MC parents are perhaps more inclined to watch
current affairs programmes and documentaries, which may be boring to their ten year
old children. This possibility is borne oUt to some extent by the sPecific.programmes
mentioned as boring by the middle class such as 'Panorama' and 'World in Action'.

The high scores obtained by MC girls in stating specific school s.:;)jects as a cause
of boredom can be exptained to some extent by the inclusion of one particular subject
by many,of the girls (seventy five per cent. of the sample). Over half of the MC boys also /
gave this subject as being boring. Unless children of this age have an innate or acquired
dislike of this particular subject, it might be suggested that the personality ofthe teacher
or the particular teaching methods employed inthis instance may be a contributory factor
to the attitudes of tne Children tOWards thf: subject

In conclusion, two finalornment; shbuld be made about the study:" Firstly, that
as the children had already worked hard at various other experiments, we left ourselves

open; when askingwhat they ound boring,to remarki such -as 'doing .expiriments'. No3e
of these, nowever, appearecri our final sample. A second consideration which must be



0

mentioned, is that the experiment was carried out within the school environment; and
the instructions to the children in the sample may not have been sufficiently explicit in
asking for a list containing anything whichthey.considered to be boring, rather than
things particularly associated with school..

:Within these limitations pupils' reportsappear to bia sensible way of setting
about the location of boredom in the social structure. ,.

5.2 Boredom' in the Young School Leavers.

5.21 Introduction

Full details of the sampling design and specific measures used are to .be found in
Morton-Williams and Finch (1968). References to these measures are given in terms of
the page.numbers of their report and the question numbers. All deviations frorh their
codingare made explicit:

pq;
Sample. The 4618 th; n to sixteen year old children sample were used. The record of

. .

one boy had been nibbled away by a manse, leaving 4617 subjectS. 'The sample design_
was a two stage multi-stratified random one. At the first stage a sample of maintained
secondary schools in England and Wales was taken, at thd second samples of thirteen to
sixteen year old pupils and ex- pupils, their parents, theirteachers.(and older leaver's)
were.selected.from these schools so that the probability of selectiOn was equal for all
members of each. ROpulatiori (/). 247).' Actual and theoretical:distributions were shown
to match closely and directly.againsttype- of school and geographical regicin. Indirectly,
the social class distribution of the parent in the sample also eoincidedwith that of the

populatioh at large. Interview success ra es were high: pupils (96%), teachers
parents (94%).

. :

Materials. Teacher and parent intervi s lasted approximately one hdur, thOse of pupils
three quarters of an hour. The inter ews ranged across attitudes to sChbol.; perception of
school objectives, the value and iritf rest of .subjects studied, secOndary?school Curriculum,
relations between home and scho 1, careers advice and problems associated with raising
the school, leaving age with'speci attention' focused on fifteen year old leavers. Data
ab: ut demography.and acadernit.. achievements were included.

. Our main.interest was in boredbrn, For seventeen school tubjects, puPilS were
first asked whether or not they were studying e_ ach. Ofthose being studied !they then
picked out those that theythought useful and those they thought useless, leaving a third

set of neither. They then.pickedout the subjects they'thOught interesting and finally
thOse they found boring (p. 260-261, (1.7). Mortoh-Williams and.FinchfoUnd the split 0

°between boring and the-other two categories more useful than that betWeep interesting
and the other two, and since this coincided with our interest.we were happy to follow
their advice. A Bore Score was calculated as the number of subjects labelled boring
expressed is a percentage of all subjects studied. For the main analYsiS a four stage division
was employed: 0-10%, 11 -20 %, 21-30%; 31%.and above.**

The Bore Score was cross-tabulated.againSt a variety of other measures that may

.
be grouped in the following way. References giyen are to page and question numbers. of
the original .report.
.*programming and calcUlating were conducted through the efficient good offices of

.Dr. C.D:Creed and Mrs. A. Wardle.
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1. Miscellaneous items from Teacher (p. 281)
(i) Sex of teacher (from Name): trial% female; unknown
(ii) Estimate of parental interest in pupil (Q. 13): s value:. very; average, little or

no

(iii) Diicussion with parents inlast two years 12): both, mother, father
neither

School and class characteristics (p. 281)
(i). Size of class (Q. 1): 5 value: 0-10:611-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50
(ii) :Streaming (Q. 2): yes, no
(iii) Estimated proportion of class taking (a) GCE '0' levels (O. 4)

(b) CSE (Q. 4) L.

(c) other external examinations (0.4)\
(a), (b),-and-(o):were each coded with one of 4 values: none, < half, half but not all,

all

Attributes of Pupil as perceived by Teacher (p. 281)
(i) Industriousness (Q. 10):5 points: a very hard worker generally + a poor

worker or lazy
(ii) 'Shy /withdrawn (Q. 11): 4 points: No or not more than normal + very
(iii) Aggressive .... (Q. 11): 4 points: Noor not more than normal + very

4. Acheivements and ability reported by-Teacher (p. 281)
(i) & (ii) Estimate of number of sejects pupil will take at (a) GCE and (CSE (0. 5 ),

both 0 +\9
"(iii) Estimate of pupil's success rate at CSE and GCE (0.6): 6 value: > OA +

4 CSE

(iv) IQ score-at Eleven Plus (o. 7): NO data 5 yalues, 121+, 106-120, 95-105,
85-94, < 85 1

5a Actions of Pupil reported by Teacher (p. 281)
(i) Truancy (Q. 9): 3 point: frequently, occasionally, never

5b Actions and Attributes of Pdpil reported by Pupil (p. 258)"
(i) At school or left (Q. 1): Left, still at school
(ii) Leavers only date of leaving: Easter '65, July '65, Easter '66
(iii) Non-leavers only year of schooling: 3rd, 4th, 5th
(iv) Age (0.'21:.13, 14, 15, 16
(v) Intended or actual age of leaving (Q. 29): 15,-16, 17, or 18 (P.
(vi) Sex: male, female

. General Attitudes of Pupili to School and Teacher (p. 269)
For nine questions, pupils answered Yes, No or Don't know (Q. 269)
(1) Most days you look forward to going to school
(ii). . You get fed up with teachers telling you what, you can and can't do
(lii) School is.the same day after_day, week after week

(iv) The teachers takea great deal of interest in you and help you a lot
(v) You.are delighted when-you have an excuse to stay away from school

(vi) There are Icits of interesting things going on in school
(vii) Teachers forget you are growing uoand always treat you like kids

(viii) Most of your friends come from near home rather than from the school

(ix) Most of what they teach you at school is very useful to you



Pupils' assessments of Usefulness of School subject (p. 261)

For each subject studied the pupil judged it to be Useful, Useless or Neither
The Uselessness Index was the ratio of 'Useless' subjects to all subjects studied

converted to a fou\value percentage 0-9, 10-19, 20-29,.30 and above\
Generality of Boredom (p. 279)''
Q. 47, Do you usually enjoy sparetime or. dO you often get bored?

parental Reports On-Pupil (X)\(p. 301-303)
Quetions 20, 31, 32 & 33wereddressed only to parents of Idayers
(i) Is X employed (Q.20): full trie now or has.been, has not worked full time

. (ii) Payment kir keep (Q: 31): yesno .

(iii) If payment On.Q. 31, amount Up, to 30/-, >30/- 50/-, > 50/-
(iv) X purchases own clothes? (Q. 32):\ail, some, none'
(v) Parents help X with money (Q. 33):"s, no
(yi) Should Xhelp in house etc. (Q. 34): yes, no

(vii) floes X help? (Q. 34): a lot, a little, never,
(viii) Does X help as much as heshould? (Q. 34): yes, no
(ix) Where does X spend most of spare time? (Q. 35): at home, elsewhere, equal

(x) Parental satisfaction with Q. 35 answer (Q. 36). quite happy, not entirely
happy .

.(xi) How much time out of school doe's X spend On schoolwork? (Q. 37): some;
none or hardly-any

(xii) Parent's evaluation of answerto Q. 37: ,should spend more, lest', about right
(xiii)Amount of spare time .X reads bookS (Q. 35):,a lot, moderate amount, none

or hardly any i .

(xiY) .Evaluation of reading amount (q. 38): should be more, less,--abait right
.(xv) Is extraLschool book reading for X seen as iniportarit (Q. 39): impo rtant, not

10: Parente: Report on Own Behaviour (p. 303)

(i) If you (Or your husband) have any time to rEilax, do you like to do some
reading? (Q, 40): husband = yes, no; wife yes, ng

(ii) Number of bbbks owned: >5, 1-5; Q

11. Characteristids of Household (p. 304, Q. TX)
(i) Mother's age: .5 values used: up to 39, 40-49, >49
(ii) MOther's marital status: married,.widowed/divorced/single
(iii) Mother's errployment: full-time, part-time, not working
(iv) Father's age: 3 values used: up to 39, 40-49, >49
(v) Father'S'marital status: married, widowed/divorced/sirqe
(vi) Father's employment: full-time, part-time, not workir, j
(vii) Parents in household: both parents, mother only, father only, neither
(viii) Dependent children in family (Q. X1): 7 values:, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7, >8)

(ix) Position of child in family (Q. X): 5 value:1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th or more
(x) other's daily absence (Q. XXI I): home all day, out <5 hoUrs, out 5-<10

hours, out 10+ hours

. Characteristics of House 0.'304)
(i) Ownership' (Q. )011): owned, rented, rent free
(ii) Type of. House (Q. XII): detaChed, semi-detached, terrace, flat rooms

Number of bedrooms (Q. XIV): 1, 2, 3, 4 or more
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(iv) Bedroom& needed: (complex sensible index): 2, 3, 4

(v) Shortfall in needed bedrooms: > 1, 1, 0, +1, >+1

13. Education of Sic_ ings and Parents (p. 305, 306)

(i) Siblings at Comprehensive or not (Q. XV): yes, no

(ii) Siblings at P' blic, Grammar or Technical School !Q. XV): yes, no
Age at which :ether completedSchool (Z. XVIII): 14;15, 16; 17 or more.

(iv) Type of Father's:chi* (Q. XVII): riot grammar or private, grammar,
private

(V) -Age at which Mother:completed School (Q. XVII I): 14, 15, 16, 17 or more
(vi) Type of Mother's school (Q. XVII): not grammar or private, grarnmar,' _

private
(vii) Educational qualifications of Father (Q. XIX): none, '0' levels, higher

certificates, diplomas & degrees
-/

(viii) EducatiOnal qualifications of Mother (Q. XIX): none, '0' levels, more than
'0' levels

(ix) Further educatipri of Father (b. XIX): none, part-tiMe, aPpreriticeship,
full4irrie tertiary

(x) Further education of Mother (6: XIX): none, part-time, apprenticeship,
full-tiMe tertiary

14 Income and Social Class of Parents (P. 307)
(i) Income Faller (a xx111): 8 values: up to £7.50, 7:50-9.99, 10-12.49,

12.50-14.945:19.99, 20-24.99, 25-29.99, 30 and more
(ii) Combined incor41Z2XXII I ): 8 values: up to £7.50, 7.50-9.99, 10:12.49,

12.50-14.99, 15-19.99, 20-24.99, 25-29.99, 30 and more

(iii) SOcial class (a XX): 6 value: Registrar General% coding: I-professional,
il=managerial and technical, II la clerical and minor supervisory, Illb
skilled manual, IV-semi-skilled, V,unskilled

(iv) Father's socio-economic Grouping.(aXX): 7 value: The 1971 Census
used 17 categories for locating jobs which were banded together in this
analysis into 7,pands,the original Census numbers being in brF:f...kets.
1. (1,3416) EmplOyerS'and managers in largetistabliihments, and

all professional workers
2. (2,5, 13) EmploYers and.minagers in .small establishments,

including farmer employers and managers, and inter-
mediate non-manual workers

a (6) Junior non-manual workers
4. (8, 12, 14) Foremen and supervisors, manual occupations a d

other workerslon own account, including fern.' s

(9, 16 other than professional) Skilled manual workers
(7, 10, 15) Semi-skilled manual, personal service and agricultural

workers
7. (11) Unskilled.manual workers
8. (17) Unclassifiable
9. No information

o.
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) . The selection of these items rather than othert was based on a mixture of criteria.
Academic interest required that we look at certain sociological aspects of boredom and
at school ichimiements of the pupils. HOwever, administrative convenience; speed and
cost also affected decisions. In the end only three of the MX possible data card for each
pupil were used such that they contained information from the three sources of pupil,
parent and teacher and the estimates of boredom, athievement and social dais. Other:

variables of interest on these carcis were included.

5.2.2. Hypotheses
To ease understanding of the manner in which the theoretical ideas mentioned in chapter
2 and the introductiOnto chapter 5 translates into expectations about the distributiOns of
the particular items incorporated into the analysis, Figure 5.1 was constructed:

The central feature is 'boredom with school subjects'. Immediate expressions
of this might be withdrawal, aggression, (diversionary activities) and/or reduced effort
in learning these subjects. Reduced effort might well an absence of performance-
directed aspirations for iMprovethents and both should lead to lower performance. In
the absence of extra-learning attractions at school, truancy is one intermittent way of
avoiding boredom, while leaving school as soon as possible finalises escape The conse-

quences Of low performance are likely to be contingent upon the values placed upon
academic success by school, parents and:peers, but, other things being equal, one might..
Wect feelings of failure to -be more PrOnuuriced when the school is formally competitive.
Streaming'and a high incidence of Pupils taking national examinations are two symptoms
of competition. A history of failure and an, eXpectation of future failure, it has been
suggested, may in turn increase boredom or anxiety states reported as boredom. It
should be noted that the system is closed and-can sustain itself. However, external
influences can also affect it
- Pupils can use teachers as models. If teachers are bored by their subjects, pupils
should be less likely to be enthusiastic, bout them. Teachers can show no respect for
OP interest either in the learning of their Oupils or in the pupils as people (see chapter 4,
section 4). Lack of example and encouragement from teachers should tend to maintain
or_increase_boredom._The_behamiour_of teacherswil I of course beconsfrairiedibw_the__=-__:=
resources Ofthe school and the behaviour of other teachers and heads and so on up to
the Minister of Education and Science. Peers can have similar relevance, as will parent&

Bothihe interest and encouragementoffered by parents should affect bordeom,
these in turn Will be expressions'xpressions Of more general beliefs about the value of education for

AsWith teachees, the power, of parents as models should not be forgotten.
Children can lack material resources that might prevent Or ameliorate the bore-
low performance cycle, e.g. overcrowding in the home. These amenities will be

in part, but only in part, contingent upon the wealth of families. The concept of 'social
class' normally embraces many covarying features of different life-styles that should
affect the boredom of children with school subjects. If the story told in chapter 2,is .

correct, lower working class children should be particular of the boredom cycle,

. .. .._ ,.
2.3: Treattfierit&Witults

To'comply (happily) with Ovftrnment regulation's about the necessity of rendering
individuals in social surveys nidentifiahfe, some variables were strongly banded before
the data were transferred. Tie recombination of the seventeen \occupational catepries
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t..
into seven precludedSomefirier comparisOni that might have been made, e.g. rural/urban.

Computer programmes were Written to calculate the Bore Score which .was
subseqUent19 used to allocate pupils to four groUps. A second,programrne generatedjcrossebreakt.of all other variables'against t is: After the elimination of 'no, information'

_, .

'no arrers' and 'don't now'.and the,o asionai.combination of rare valUet of other . .-

1
items, X2 analyses were At:When these 'were significant (p <.05); they Were partitioned
(see Maxwell, 1961). This,technique enables a more precise locatiorof divergences
between expected and observed frequenciel. For ixample, there might be an asscliation
betWeen Bore-Score and social Class;' Partitioning enables a distincticin to be made
between the lower working class being very bored with all others equal and the upper
middle class hardly bored at all with all others being roughly equal.

, .

Full raw data and results are relegated to the Appendix. To report the results
with scholarly precision would haver been boring; but the ti6pendicised provition-of the
raw data allows argumentation'and isagreement about the heavy simplification made
to render the results readable. There were differences in the numbers. of oUpils about
whom one had information, especially on the Parent's queStionnaire. Evidence wash
that these numbers Were either so small or so distributed as to be irrelellantto the
associations with the Bore Score

.

Preliminary inspettion of the crot breaks an partitioned X2 s'syggested that
three main types of association dominated the results. SometiMes no association was
obtiined. Sometimcs,the association was monotonic, viz the incidence of Bore Score
increased as the value of the associated variable increased. Thirdly, the high Bore
Score category was deviant that is thetliree other categories gave roughly similar
distribution, but the most bored group deviated from this Results are not described
in such detail and the only contrasts generally given arebetween' the extreme, a per-
centage of the highest Bore Score group is contrasted with that from the lowest. Many
of the X2 values are way beyond the one in a thousand chance occurrence and some of
these are cOmplemented with the value of C, the Contingency Coefficient.

5.2.0 Results

The original analyses of Morton-Williams and Finch showed associations between the
Bore Score and -early-leaVing-that made good sense, thus helping to establish the validity,
and ipso facto, the reliability of the measure. Two items in the 'Attitude to-School,
questions.alloW an initial check on validity in this analyiis. Sixty Ox per cent of high
Bore pupils claimed' that school was the same day after day (6/3) connpared with thirty..
nine per cent of the LOW Bore pupils (X2 .= 166; d = 3, p <.001, C = .19). While --.
only forty five per cent of High Bore pupils thought there were lots of:interesting things
going on in schooi (6/6), seventy four per cent of the.Other pupils felt there were (X27
195, df = 3, p <.001, C = .20). - -"

In chapter 3 Duff y'sexperimental studies *owed up associations between
reported interest and valUe. Not only did adolescents claim greater interest in what they
thought was valuable, they asked more questions and learned and remembered more
about such matters. Here, it can be asked whether or not there are associations between
perceiyed usefulness and interest. Morton-Williams and Finch pciint out aspects of
independence between the two (p. 66), subjects can"fail to be boring because they are-
enjoyable per se:, While reCognising the validity of a dissociation in both directions,

'certain disciplines may well be both useful and 'poring as well: Duffy's investigatiOns
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require us to expect positive association overall -- in so far as Secondary schoolssare
Op

Concerned to educate, We mtit argue that perceived uselessness should lead to boredom.
Vik data are strongly consistent with this BOre Score related very closely tolhelkeless,
ness Index (7) (X2= 946, df ' 9, p <.0C) C = 0.41). This is true/at the same significance
levelfor all partitions, 'higher Uselessness Indices going with igher Bore Scores, with
the strongest contrastrbeing betWeen the highest'Bore Score / steisness Index and the
rest' While only.seven per cent of the pupils who see less then ten per cent of subjects
studied as useless find rricinfithan thirty per cent of subjects ring; forty three Per cent
of those, seeing thirty p(mcire per cent useless rriort 'more n thirty per cent boring.

Figure 5.1 indicated several responses. ts aimedom;wif, school subjects, all of
which are suoported in the data. The vast majt..,ity of pupils are not Seen by teachers as
either aggressive or Withdrawn. Two per cent of lowest BoreScore peipils are seen as
very withdrawn\oriShy, 'three per cent of the highest BOre Score grouP are (3ii) (X2 = 11.35,
df = 6, p <.1). Nine per cent of the lowest Bore Scare group arejudged:somewhat or,
very aggressive rising, to Sixteen per cent in the highest ge6up (3iii) (52. 21.62, df = 6,
p <.005). Other 'Withdrawal' measures show stronger associations. Fifteen per cent of
highest Bore4SCore trdant occasionally or frequently; only six per cent of the lowest .,

(5ai) (X2 ,-= 56.42: df = 6, p <.001). TwentyidIree as opposed to thirteen per cent of
those alloWed titlo so hive already left school (5bi) (X2 = 43.13, df= 3, p <.001), ifty
nine per centdeclare an intention to leay.e aqifteen compared with forty per cents the
lowest BorScore group (5by) (X2 = 115.11, df = -67i) <.001).

The highest Bore Score group have a lower incidence of hard and,Very.ha
worker (3i (thi -; two' versusforty eight per cent; k2 = 9628, df =.12,,p <. 1 ) :::The

i only indattf asPi atiOn ii.the-the of elrinations:LCSE-(44)-dien4discri mate :

\ ,_
but whereas seven y'thr\ee per cent of the/ ighest BOre Score:: :---;. re not :lking any '0' -

/.'
levels this was-true otoruy fifty eight per cent of -',';'.f.% tc-,5.cigt- Cr A); Score group.;

.ts-P.:Ity nine pei.cent of ifie latter were Lakin{ ive or more '0' levels, only_sixteen per
Cent of the former (eli) (0 = 95.`.'6, c,-; -. 27,.p <.001). The teaCheri thoLlght the most
bored least capable:' ori4y tom ,,,-,2:: per cent of the highest Bore Score being judged as
capable of atleast two ',0' teveis as compared with, the fifty per cent hike loWest group,
(4iii) (X2 =717:60, df =.15; p\<.001): Intelligence test scores from 'Eleven'PlUsf were '
available for Ontitity three per cent of the-sample. Within this sub-sample, thirty four.:
per cent of the highest Bore Store had made scores of lets than ninetptive pampered
with twenty fiVe per cent of the lowest Bore Score group (4N) (X2 = 25.98, df = 12_
p5.025). I: / .\ , -____ .

Fifty three'per cent-Of the parents of the highest Bore Score group 'claimed that /
theiroffspring did a lot of s hoolivOrk at home, but this. rose-to seventy one per cent in / i
the loweit group (9xi) (X2 = 85.0,\df = 3, p <-:001). Parents did not differ in their judge= /

merit as to whether their.children should do (9xii) (X2 = 3;55, df = 6,,ii.$) mort: An '

identical pattern emerged with reeding by pupils: Forty two per cent of the most Bored
group read nothing, according toitheir parents, contrasting with-thirty one: per. cent, of

the Wait (R2---= 29.54, df = 6, (9xiii) pT<-.001).:
The highest Bare Score pupils Were-generally more hoi tile to schOol than the

other groups: They did not look forward most da,is to going to school (6/1; 2 = 121 :32,
df = 3, p .001 );.they got fed up more Often with teachers telling you what you can and

I i

can't do (6/2, X!. = 120.21, df-=3; p <.001); they did not think the teatherstook a .

great f interest in them .or herped them a Idt (6/4, )0 =-10a87, df = 3; p <.001);-more .,))
--?\,

,
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,

Were delighted when they-had an opPortunity to take a day of school (6/5, Xl = 187338,
df = 3, p <.001); more,of thern thOught teachers forgot they were growing up (6/7, X''.,
124.71, df = 3, p <.00f ); most of their friehds were more likely to come frOm near home
rather than from the school (6/8,: X' ' 15 8 df = 3, p <.001); fewer of therh thought most

1 'school suOjects to be useful (6/9, X2 = 138.90; df -7 3, p <.001). The differences betw en
the:bored andttle not bored were Sul'. tantial in size as well as statistically significant;
there is a general disenchantinent with school.

Alas,
-

this appears to extend to ,spare. time as well. Although the twenty six per
cent of the highest BOre Score group who often get bored is not massively, higher than the
twenty per cent of the lowest group, i\t ssignifiantly so (8) (X2 = 17.25j df = 3, p'.001).

With the data to hand We cannot xamine the extent t\o"whichboredom.is linked
to being a failure.ina.f:ompetitive system.\$evehtynine per cent were in streamed es

compared with seventy four per cent of th lowest Bore Score grOuq(21i) (X2 = 10.17,
df =13, p <.025), sevel?ty one per cent were in classes where lesi than half the'Pbpilsw
taking '0' levulscompared with fifty seven per cent of the lowest Bore Score group
(2iii) (X2 = 69.87; df 7_ p_<.001). BOth results -.are mare corisistent with the propos
idea than its reverse. age, (5biV),nor se (5bvi) was associated with the Bore ScOre.

Of the factors 6 accentuate or attenuate borecioni we have alread.y.shou n

that high Bore Sc. ires iated with perc ivied lack of teacher intereh. 1 the pupi
With the belief tha' t forget pupils are growing up, andWith a rsencrnent again t
teachers telling pup t'they can and' annot do. Whether such perceptions are /
veridical we caring say. We-havano independent estimates of.teacher interrIt and we'
have no information about teachers' personal boredom with the subject hey are teaching.
We have teachers' estimates of parental interest. hirty five per cent Ofithl parents/of the

.highest Bore Score group are reported as ihowin no interest compared with only, tw nty :

per ceps in theloWest Bore Score group (LW (X = 68.58, df:7 6, p <.001); neither anent,
_.

,

\of fifty one per cent of the highest Bore,Scorq gr up had discussed their chit& duc ton
Compared with forty five per cent-in the lowest 4oup (1.iii)*(X2= 16.00, df --zi , p .10).,

Parents Were not asked directly about their concern about the education of heir,/
children. We have already seen that parents of the highest Bore Score group report
lower /incidence in oItheir children of reading and f schoolwork \being.done at h , but
do not think more time should be spent on these activities. And yet'ninet per cen of 1

high"Bore-Sc-oreparehts-think reading is important, which is only slightly/lower th r the
ninety three' per cent of the loWest Bore Score.grOUp parents, (1,0i) (X' ,-- 8.25; df II= 3,
p <.05): However, neither fathers (10i) (61% versuss 68 %, X' = 12.67, df = 3, p <.lio 1 )' nor
mothers (10i), (66% versus;70%, )S2= 9.43, df = 3, P<.025) of the highest Bore Biore
croup areas likely to claim they likereading theMselves. Theirhomes are less likely'to
`have books.in therri (10ii) (21% verr:us 13% --, 2 ij 41.94, df =6, p <7001)

On theSeweak.ilhdices;Iparents Of, th most boied are showing less inter S.:tin/their
i , f /

i 'children's educatiOn and not so likely to e pro-education miod4ls for-their hildren tO .

, follow. Parents of the highestI3ore Scorie gr bp 4,e qUite satisfied (9x) with the (over '
,

amount of time sptnt at home,bytheir f,fhildren (9ix) (X2 7 16. 6; df -76,-P <.025). They
do not think their.children help as muc at home 9)..iiil (X2:= 1 .78, df = 6, <10)-and

Iire more dissatisfied by thii (9%iiii) (X2 ',..- 19.71, df = 3, p ). Payment forikeep and
, A '

clothes buying did hot Bore Core (911, llii, iv, v). /

Very few of the c
of

;of the hobsehold we associated Vvi !the Bore
_Score. Thirteen per Centof the highest Bore:Score pupils were ;from familie with more

an five conipared with eight Pei; bent:11'pm the lowest gfOuP)(11ix) (X2 ='29.14, df = 18,
1

&.I



p <.05). Over ninety per cent of households had both parents,present, and there was onl
a weak tendency for high Bore Scores to be associated. with households where only the
father was present (11 vii) (X2 = 11.80, df -= 6, p <.19). The position of the pupil in'the
.family (11x), whether parents were employed full-time, part-tiMe, or not at all (11 iii & vi)
whether parents were married, divOrced, widowed, or single (11 ii & v), age of parents
(11 i & iv) were severally irrelevant to the Bore Score.

Parental ownershipof the home was associated with a low Bore Score (12i)
(X2.4 'df -7 6, p <.025), but the number of bedrooms it had was not (12 iii).
However, havingen excess of 1-Jedroonis over\ what was required was.associated with low
Bore Scores (12v) (X2 = 21.13, df = 12;tp <.05), as was living in a detached house ( 2 iit
(X2 = 28.24, df = 12, p 1.01). Sincetnese differences are best expressed in terms of excess'
going with an absence of boredom, it followS thafwithin the limitations of this sam le,, __ i

poor Material, canditions were notcondutive to high bored-om with schOoliSubjects..
Most of the intik s of.the amount and type of education of parents and siblings

give relationships with th BoreScore, buthey are not of course indeperdent of each
other Tosprithe imPOrtant from the essentially irrelevant is not posiible, but the differ-t .:ing strengths of association allow some estimate. Age at Which father 'and mother completed

_ -,

*hoot are mOreclosely linked to Bore Score than are their qualifications Or further/4 education. Leavjn6 at the statutory minimum provides the besit single cut-off. Eighty-one
/ 'ki, ',per cent of ther,fatheri of.hiah Bore Score pupils left at fourteen compared with seventy

1 , four per cent in the lowest group (13 iii) (X2 28.1',=7; cif =,,9,43<.001); the figures for
mother being eighty one per cent andseyentylhreiper,cen (13 v).(X2= 22.78, df =9;,____;:_____
p <.01). TYpe of 'school attepded was more ,Vvekly assodia , both Grammar and Private,

I

schools reduding the probability of the child being a high Bore Scorer (13 iv fathers)
(X2= 13:64; df ..-= 6,43._<.0) (3 vi -.!. mOtheri)4(X2;=.10.9 , df= 6, p <.01). lflaternal .,

furtherjeducation and.qualiii*ionsiwerenOtrelateCi tO re Score all ' ,, ._.' ft
And so to social Class..dombned incImeiitdare ts does not' elate to Bore Score:

(14 ii) (X2 = 25;09, df = 21, n.s.) and fathers!: income,only weakly so (14 i) IX2 = 31:81,,
df = 21, p <.16, and thitaisociatio is the middle range Veryhigh income provid
no immuhity against, and 5/pry...low incoornelo:prOpensity fai high boredOm. Both it ices
of fathers' occupation do relate to Bore StO eythe seven ca orY split providing marginally
more-iformation than the tradition I rar General classifitati0.- The Significance I

oVerall/(14 hi). X2 = 49.98' df = 18, <.001)<can'be Partitioned to show where the signifi::i
icant different lie. There are diffeKencesarriond classes 1, Zand 3, the white collar

obs,:_pes,_4_it overrepresented it Bore Scores between twerty,one and thirty per cent_2_----'
(Xi =4.94, df =' 1; p <.05). Class 5 is, overrePresented in thehighest Bore-Score grOup

-1.

relative totlasses 1, 2; 3 and 4 (X2 4.91, cit= 1, p <.054Crlasses 6 and J. more stronglyand
I 1 .

So .116 I) (X2 = 15.06, df 7. 1 ,.p <.001) (7: X2 =12.24, df.--s 1, p.<.00l), It jt therefore the ..: ..

association between the highest,Bore Score and paving parentslin semil'skilled and unskilled
occupations that most makes the greatest contribution tothe relationship.' \-

I

0.

7
5.2.5 Discussion

. i/
The results viitually speak for themselves. That so many of the scores from the_three
separate urces of teacher, parent and pupil relate so meaningfullY to the Bore Score

iattest t "iity-and-Vatidity of this index; and /the other scores as well We can:
furtherm re f I confident.thatthe COncoMitants, antecedents and consequences Of-
bOredo with sChOol Subjczts offered in Figure 5.1 area reasonable representation of
the.dyri mics proposed.

: "



The most important general feature of themodel is its emphasis-on the inter-
dependence of thefacto:s. While it may be useful to ask about causes of boredom, it
must be remembered that such factors may subsequently be affected by the boredom
they created giving the system a dynamic interdependence. It'is a positive feedback
model that reaches an unstable equilibrium only because other forces act to contain it.
Escape for the bored pupil below the statutory school leaving age is not possible the

law and its sanctions presumably acting eventually as a major force to keep the bored
pupil ticking over in the classroom'.

Several points of minor significance may be noted. We had no infOrmation
about the physical amenities of school, but might expect them to be of marginal
relevance only in this regard. As in the work of Morton-Williams (1966), Wiseman (1966)
and others, we find the material and financial conditions of the home to be of little

' import. 'it is the values, interests and behaviour of parents that is relevant- .

We regret having no independent estimates of these same characteristics. in
teachers. In chPpter 8 we find that variations in opinions and personality of. teachers are
associated Withjaupilt-WiRigness-to-ask-them questions of several types, but this may
not be gerniane to the main issue of the consequences for pupils'. interest of teachers
being unconcerned to teach, and Uninterested in the subjects Ayareteaching.

The relevance of parents and teacher's as models for pupils should not be under-
estimated.The popular stereotype of rebellious youth despising authority in any form
does not correspond to the facts. As Spencer (1972) shows in his study of attitudes.of
adolescents, the Majority aspire to orthodox ways of leading satisfying lives and are
content to endorSe the values of parents and schools.

We might also mention the association between boredom and competition.
Where competition between individuals is constructed and encouraged and where
winning is rewarded, it is inevitable that there must be losers. Arid what arethe chroliic
losers to do? Very few peoplewill persist in playing at some gaMe in which they
frivariabfy.:Joseand yet we tolerate a situation. in which children.are consisZe.tly
allowed to lose iriety-se-hootclay for perhaps ten years of their lives. That some children-
become very bored is net surprising; that their behaviour is generally so restrained is
What little evidence we have is consistem w:th the idea thatinter-indiVidual cornp:qitiort
increases the likelihood of some childrenbecbming bored (I have never understood why
we are unable ounyvilling to have intra-individual competitions arranged against time
Why de; we.fail to Use the opportunity of showing children how,they are Progressing
relatiVe to themselves?). .

:White intelligence test scores at 'Eleven plus' did relate to Bore Score, the
association was much weaker than.that between Bore Scores and present and predicted
attainments. F14..1 I.Q. Scores seemed to provide some immunity from boredom; very
low 1Q (below 84) was not associated with bbredom. Eyen if we were to concede that
IQ scores were a meaHsOre of ,potential rather than an interaction of potentiatand Oppor-
tunity taken;-We could still argue that ability per se is note very impOrtant predictor of
bOredom. Being bright helps to saVe.but being dim doeS not damn.

Such considerations as thesesseem tthrust the responsibility for initiating change
on to adult's rather than pupils.. If we assume that pupils would rather not be bored and
to argue theContrary is probably a symptom of defensive mentalacrobaticS we. can See
what changes need. toOccu.-. We have the poWer to reduce inter:individual competition
and the chronic failure inherent to such a systeM. Parents andteachers could show more
interestin the education of their charges:

183



We have means of diagnosing bopdom. We can simply ask pupils whether or not
they are bored. We can-prevent boredom by showing pupils that what is beini taught is
valuable and useful.

And who is likely to-say they arebored by a substantial amount of what they
study in school? We should expect a relatively high incidence of such replies from loWer
working class pupils whose parents show little interest in educatiOn in general orthe..
education of their own children in particular, and whoihemselves left school at the first
oppOrtunity. We should expect to find them in the lower streams of streamed schoOls:
possibly schools were theemphasis is on '0' level achievement and the lower streams do
not take such examinations.
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P:PRENDIX

The Bore Score was obtained by counting thf.,5 number of subjects checked as
'Boring' expressed as a percentage of all subjects studied (5.2.1 Materials). These were
banded to give four groups: 1..less than 11%; 2.,11' 20%; 3. 21 30%; 4. 31% and
greater.

Distributions which follow record raw number of pupils falling into the different
response categories of other variables. The row labelled !Residual' contains individuals
not included in'the statistical analysis for one of several.reasons:-tio questionnaire,
frequencies-of 'the particular category were'too t are to render inclusion sensible, (e.g.
neither parent resident at home had a frequency of only 2 for each Bore Score group),
no answers and don't knows.

ti



Data from Teachers' Questionnaire (SS 389A /p. 281)

Questionnaire not obtained

Questionnaires completed

1. Miscellaneous

(i) Sex teacher
Male

Female

(ii) Partental interest

Very
.. Average

Little or no
R

Bore score
.1 2 3

19 21 '18 9.

1248 1284 1045 973

836 816 664 604
355 403 344 328

57 65 37 41

302 304 228 160
473 461 389 :344
189 215 201 269
284-304-227-- 200

X2

8.09

68.58

16.00

'

*13.11

10.17

I

69.87

df

6

.05

.001

.05.

.025

1

(iii) Parental discussion
Both '
Mother
Father
Neither'
Residual

2. School and Class

Size class

0 10

11 .20
21 30
31 40
41

Residual

(ii) Streaming
Yes

.o
Residtial' 4

(iii) Proportion Class '0'
a levels

r.

None

Lets 'th'an -half

Hatt but not att
All \
Residual

260 284 214 170
230 240 203 192

83. 751 57 47
469 472 403 418
206 213 168 - 146

4 10 5 ?
141 135 90 11

517 583 483 417

6

549 508 424' 401

12 11 5 8

25 37 38 29

915 959 812 760 1

326 19 228 207

7 6 5 '6.

534 - 520., 4.69 :540 1
141 149 111 118

148 161 /100

354. 385 295 196

71 69 70 46

.04

.14
C

.07

.06

.05 .

o



`p.

(iii) Proportion class CSE

None 569
Less than half 249
Half, but not all 215
All ,118

Residua) 97

(iii) Proportion Cless other
c . exams.

None 967
Less than half 86

42, HalLbutnot all
All 54
Residual 88

3. Attributes of Pupil
(i) Industriousness

" Bore Score
2 3

602 503
254 208
197 161

140 89
91 084

972 789
96 86

63
99 87 T.

488
209
135

79 j

62

724
105

315
68

df p

13.07 n.s.

n.s.

C

- .06

.
.06

Very hard worker I.." .171 132 94' -541

Hard 410 423' 336 250
Hard some subjects 158 202 , 158 139

Moderate 366. '373 313 359 I
Lazy:' 103 120 118 148 ,1

Residual 40 34 26 23

(ii) Shy/Withdrawn
Not or normaA 885 953 743 -684
Somewhat 305 261 249 228
Very 27 28 32 32 j
Residual 31 42 21 29

Agressive

Not or normal 1064 1052 858. 7651
Somewhat '99 9147 130 131 1

`-Very 12 14

Residual . 73 71 47 64

4. Achievements and Ability
(i) Estimated '0' level °

sitting

o.

Or

1

2

3

4.,

5

6
7.

8

9

739 756 672 714

18 20,.. '7 14

31 30 26 24

33 28: 24 23

30 53 26 16

50 67 51 .30
86 66 46 36

85 89 68 44

136 131. ^ 92 58

59 65 51 23

96.28

11.38

21.62

1.2 .001

.1

.15

.05

07

95.76 27 .001 .14



Bore Score
3

(ii) Estimated CSE sitting

2

0 92-0 946
1 31 23
2 31 -52

45 48
4 48 59

5 72 80:
6 65 51

7 38 30.
8+ 17 16

(iii) Estimated Capability
A levels 182

, 3+ '0' levels 259
Less than 3 '0' levels 150

CSE

Less than 3 CSE

20;311

"1

Less able 249
- Residual -

(iv) 10 at 11 plus
121 +

54

71

106 120 200
95 105 162

85 94 78
84 70

No data 667

5a. Actions of Pupil
Truancy
Frequent: 12

Occasional 61

Never 1114

Residual 61

804 756
6

20 18

30 .25
39. 36
47 46
45 41

43 34
28 18.

7 8

180. 141 87

275----195126 s
153 122
201.

143

242 234
61 55

72' 61

195 151

155 131

94 78

52 57,

715 567

16 18

76 86

93
164

144
279

80

38

125

136

105

55
518

df p

26.84 24 n.s. .68

77.60 15 .001 .13

25.98. 12 .025 .11

.619

118 56.42 6 001 .11

1124 883_ 770
08 58 , 66

188..

43,



Data from Pupils' Questionnaire (SS 389 `di). 257- 280)

Bore Score df
1

Questionnaire not obtained o

'Questionnaire completed 1267

5b. Actiops & Attributs
of Pupil

(i) Still at school
No

Yes 1

(ii) Leavers: Date of leaving
Easter '65 56
July '65 97
Easter '66 4
Residual 9

(iii) Year'of Schooling
3rd
4th
5th
Residual

(iv) Age
13

14

15

16

Residual

233
431

373".

226
4

469
394
237

0

,
of, Intended/Actual Leaving'Age

15 485,

'16 370
-17+ .364

Residual 48

Sex

Male

Female

6. Attitudes to School
Q1. Days look forward school

643
624

Yes 8.79

No 368
? or no answer 20

Q2, Fed up teachers telling
--Yes 735

No 509
? or no answer 23

2' 3 4

o 0 0

1305 1063 982

190 178

1115 885

46 46 70
114 105 132

15 16 15

15 10 7

.

511. 467 "568

424 305 240

' 349 266 153

21 25 21

802 602 v 468..

480 452 504

23 9 - 10

865
421

.-19

208. 1.7.7 160

414 370 325
431 351 322
241 161 171

11 4 4

647 510 469

658 553 5.13

771 -780

284 198

8 4

225

408 . 370 323

431 359 343

276 156 89

0 0 2

-1
43.13

.1

10.01 6

59.97 6

12.17 9

n.s. .12

1 .10:

.001 ?

0-n.s. .05

115,11 .001 .16

2.74 3 . n.s.

r.

121.32 3 :001 .16- -.

120.21 3 .001 .16



Bore Scare
2 3

6. cont'd. . .

Q3. School same day after day .

Yes 490
,.

No 765
629
667.

571

483

? or no answer 12 9 9

04. Teachers interested
Yes 1018

" "No - 194

929,

303
710
308

? or no answer 55 93, 45

.65. happy to stay away
Yes 264 370 348
No 970 908 699
? answer 27 16or no 33

06. School interesting
Yes '915 ti07 604
No 327 472 444

? or no answer 25 26 . 15

Q7. Teachers foiget growing up
Yes 467 567 487.

No . -760 _ 699 5.57

? or no answer 40 39 19

as. Friends from home
Yes 479 495 430
No 750 767 612

? or no answer 38 43 21

Q.9 SchOoluseful
Yes 1167 1123 875
No 87. 171 178

? or no answer 013 h. 10

7. Uselessness of School subjects

0 9%. 629 354 86
10 196/0 408 521 363

20 29% 144 271 275

30 and more %. 86

a Boredom in Spare Time

159 239

Usually enjoys 1010 1003 780

'Often bored ,253 302 283

Residual 4 0 0

df

644°
333

5

567
373

42

4651

498
19

436
533

13

593.
369
20

446
510

26

728
235

19

166.16

16°37

187.38

195'24

1`7"'

16.28

1,112

.

3

3

37

.001

'001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.001

.19

.20

0

16.

.06

.17-

91

211

260
420

727 117
254

1

3 .001 .06



,
Parent's Questionnaire (SS 389/P p. 283 :3013)

-

PBore Score
3

Questionnaire not obtained 36 27 24
Questionnaire completed 1194 1241 1013

9. Parent Report on Pupil
Leav,ers items 9(i) - (v) -
omitted. No hint of significande

(vi) ghould help in house?
Yes 1137 11'16 970
No 56 65 43

(x)

_It Residual-- 37 27

If yes to (vi)

Helps in house?

.A,,lot 546 495
A little 525 607
Never 63 70

*Residual

if Yes to (vi)

96 96

Helps enough ?.

Yes

No

869
265

832
339

*Residual - 96 97

Spare Time
At hOme 860 831

Elsewhere 136 185 ,5

Equal 194 221

*Residual 40 31

Satisfaction with (ix
Yes 975 1010
Not entirely: 214 227

*Residual 41 31

(xi) konie time on schoolwork
Some 843 860 642 498
None/hardly any 348 378 368 437
*Residual 39 30 27 25

X2

4 9

6 23
937

888.
1.43

48
24 24 -

412 384,

491 .440'

65 62
69 74

675 ,607
26.3 277

69 *76

n.s. .02

e

11.78 .10 .05

710 - 642
152 151. 16.36

'149 142
26 25

807 769
204 166

26 25

(xii) 'f some to (Xi)
Evaluation
Should be more.
Should be less
About right.
*Residual

2.44 '3 n.s. .02

o .001 .14

154 . 147 119 100

97 101 69 65
.573_ 603 450 .331

401 .417 399 464-

.04.



, Bore Score
1 2 3.. .`) 4

Amount of time pupil needs
A lot .11, 402 374, 294 .251

Mr;derata amount, 427 428 345 297 29.54 6 . .001.; .08
*.

None/hardly. any.' 365 441 374 389
*Residui 36 28 24 23.,

i v ) Etfaluttion (xiii) if arty
Shouldspend more 177 163 117 107
Shouldspend less' 25: 31 23 22 3.37 6 n.s. :04
Spends right amount 615 597 .:491 ; 412
*Residual . 413 477 :406 41.9

(xv) Reading important,
Yes 1102 1140 912. 839

8.25.No 85 89 -.95 91

*Residual 43\ 39 30 , 30,
o

a.

10. Parents' Behaviour
(i) . Likes reading, father

Yes 758 772- 12 529
No 4 '354 409

. 12.67

*Residual 118 87 98 N

.05 .04

(ii) Likes reading; hiOther
Yes 826 872 674 603
No 356 349 324 315'
*Residual

-(iii) Number books in home
More than 5
1 5

0

*Residual

.
,-. 11. .HousehOld Characteristics'

(i) . Mothers' Age
30 39 363 387, 317 295s,
40 49 632 644 532 494. 1.24 6 n.s.

,50 ,59 173 175 136 123

*Residual _ 62 62 513 48

-(ii) Mothers' Marital Status
Married - 1105 1160' 930 862

Widowed, divorced, 4.57
single 77 58 66. 55

Residual 48 50 41 43

48 . 47 39 42'

926 .975 748 650
116 1.13. 137 90 41,94 .001 .10
149 152 155 . 196

39 ,28 y 27 _ 24

' -
:025 . .10
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,
(iii) Mothers' employment

Full-time .252
Part-time 358
None

1

572
* Residual

(iv) Fathers' Age

. ,
Bore Score_ -...

2 -3 4"

261>r 24Q 207
393 321 293 6.08 .04
564 '435. 417

48 50 41 .43

'30 39 , 179 196 .152 145
40 49 630 , 678. 529 524 5.02' 6 n.s.- .03
50--- 59 257 a-1272 233" .179
*Residual 164 122 123 102°

(v) Fathers' Marital Status
Married ''' 3099 1158 926 857
Widowed, divorced; .;. .

,single 12 , 22 '15 18

*Residual 119" 138 96 85

(vi) Fathers' tmplpyment .
,.

.

. . Full-time .1069 1148 911
None
part-time
*Residual

41 28,, 27
1.. 4 27

119 88 '96

Odients in Househeld
Both

. Mother only
1102 1161 926 .859

11.80
80 , 57. 70 bid

.

Father only 10 21 18 8
Neither 2 2 2 2
*Residual 36 27 24 23

(viii) Children in Family
1 149 1 49 .119 102

-2 397 s 403 319 263
3 4 277 292 258 247
4 , '167 172. 134: 130

5 1'04 86 71 ", 69

7 65 95 69 74

35 42 42 52

3.5 3 . .03

°48 3.81
23

,23 .'
. 85

6+
."*Residual

(ix) Position of child in family

-

1st

2nd
3rd
4th
5th
*Only ond Residual

367 388 320 254
*3136 375 310 307

169 178 151 155 12.00 32 h.

66 86 .61 62

57 .65 .52 _57

176 143 125

n.s. .03

n.s. .05



Bore Score

4

(x) Mothers' Daily Absent°

2 3.

Home all day '606 602 490
Out less than 5 hours 27 .255 207
Out 5 ,10 hours' .292 312 257
Out more than 1,0 haws 37'.. :29 3.1

*Residual 52. 53' 41

12. Characteristics of House
(i) Ownership

. Owned
Rented

Aent free ,

*Residual

(ii) Number of Bedrooms
1

2

3
4 ur more
*Residual

.447 -`

.197

, 244
22
45

470 499 391 318
..704 . 598 598

38 ..23 19

'.36\. 27 25. 25

(iii). Bedrooms Needed
2 A 367 '' :401 :311 252
3 '.. 564 560 453 449
4 . 263 280 249 236
*.ResidUal 36. . 27 24 23

(iv) :, Bedroom Shortfall
:- 'Two or' more beloW 51 71 66 55

227 210 179 1.86

Goo. 603. '500 490
One excess. 269 307 229 184
Two or mOre..excess 44 . 47 38 '', 21

4.72 9 n.s.

.

15.39 \ 6 .025, .06,

4 . 5 4 2I
26; -.181. 167 137

'824. ..873 681 681
9.57

164 181' 161 117
37 28 24 23

One too few
Equal

13. \Education SiblingS and Parents'
. (i) ., Siblings.at Comprehenkive?

Yes -.. .... -', 97 ; 127
NO .. ---- 935.. 956;

.. ..7/ .

,.; ,*Not appliCabte/
residual:----1--- 198 185

,Sibs Selective secondary
Technical, Grammar,

PubliC 339 '370
Qthet 695 .710

'*N7A.S4 residual 196 188

841
4.00

802 42

1.51 134
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Age leaving School. Father
14 852
15 111

16 113
.17+ 77
Rsidual `77

(iv) Age leaving School Mother
'14' 872

155
96
65
42

15

16

'17+
Residual

(V) Type Schoolt-Fiiher
Sec. Mod.

Grammar
Private
Others

Residual

(vi) Type School Mother
Sec. Mod. 863 912 754 730

834
144

52
.129

72

Bore Score

2

896 ,,771 731

114 69 74
.91 78 53
95 52 47

' Y 72 67 55

\941 772
1\7 104
105\ 83
69\ 45
36 33

X2' df C -

.001 .Q8

885 740 709
'152 '105 `,83

54, .36
115. 93 . 87

62 63. . 54

rammar
P,ivate
Others
Residual

-.Qualifications Father
None

Degree, Diplomas,
Certs > '0' 92 95

'0' levels and, equiv.
arents 179

Others 50
:Residual 45

(viii) Qualifications of Mothws
,None 1022 - 1065
DOgree, Diplomas &

Certs > '0' i 49 46
'0' levels &, equiv-

123 126 82
66 60 56

131 133 109-

47 36 36

72
29

99
30

864 899 746 729

76 55 p 15.25

19; 125 105.

47 53 40
35 37 31

.07

16.94 .01

alents
Others

870 832

.025

30 . 20 10.03 , n.s. .05

119 174 101 76
2 6 6 6r:

Residbal 38 32 29 26

ncludes tho number of questionnafres not obtained as well as other residual categories..
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(ix). Furtner Educ. Father
None

University, College
Apprenticeship
Part- time /Correspond.

Other
Residual'

1

Bore Score
2

785 831,

74 73
185 . 1.83

114 /120
28

33

(x) Further Educ. Mother.
None 1001 1027
University, College 73 76
Apprenticeship 23 16
Part-time/Correspond. 95 116
Other 0. 3
Residual 38 30

14. Incomeand Social Class

(i) Income, Father
< £71/2,/week

71/2 10
10 12'4
12 / 15
15 20
20 25
25 30
30 + .

-Residual

(ii) Income, Combined
< £7Y2

<10
10 <121/2

121/2 <15
15 -<20
20
25 <30
30 +
Residual

32

51

118

190

348
198

79

84.

130

22

46

112

-231
365
204
89
90

109

31 20

45 34

68 63

130 148

296 .326
281 274
134 167
133 .142

112 `.94

df
3 ..4

'677 663
46" 36

168 135
15.77 9 <.10 .06

80 71

34 27

32 28

864 806 1
50 44 1

.16 18
12.31 9 n.s. 05

73 61

5 '4
29 27

23 25
48 44
97 107

185 197

301 281
31.81 21 .10 .09

150 103.

72 64

69 53

92 86

25 23
33 31

63 70

'125 119

252 251
25.99 21 n.s. .08

200 192

146- 108
113 89
80 77

c



(iii) Social CI As
(Registrar General)

Bore Score
2 3

df p.

I Professional 31 ' 43 31 20
II Interinediate 193 195 168. .129
Ill None-manual skilled 134

`III Manual *Hied 537
144

525
.74

454
81

393
42.13 15 .001 .10

IV Semi - skilled . 221 262 211 227
V Unskilled 66 61 60 78
Unclassified 6 4 6 3
Residual 42 34. 33 29

(iv) Socio-economic Groupings
See text
1 (1, 3, 4, 1C) 89 111 75 67

.2 (2, 5, 13) 173. 167 134 92
/

3(6) .118 119 71 76
4 (8, 12, 14) Foremen 144
5 (9, some.16) skilled .394

142

399
136
341

93
308

49.98 18 .001 . 1

6(7, 10,15) semi-
skilled 199 184 215

7 (11) Unskilled 65
3237

55 59 77
8 Unclassifiable 6 4 5 , 3

Residual 42 34 32 20

Vam
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,`1

Partition of X2 for Socio Economic Grouping aginst
Boredom Index

Boredom Group

1 v, 2

12 v 3
123 v 4

Source
Socio-Economic Groups

1 v 2
1 v 2
1 v 2

1 v 2 12 v
12 v 3 12 v 3

123 v 4 12 v 3
1 v 2 123 v 4

12 v 3 123 v 4
123 v 4 123 v 4

1 v 2 1234 v 5
12 v 3 1234 v5

123 v4 1234 v 5
1 v 2 12345 v 6

12 v 3 12345 v 6
123 v 4 12345 \.16

1 V 2 123456 v-7
12 v 3

123 v4
123456 v.7
123456 v 7

df = 1 in every case

198

X2

2.17
0.08

1.41

0.12

2.47

0.84
0.17

4.99 <.05
0.00
0.'02

1.21

4.91 <.05
1.94

0.12
15.06 <.001

1.14

1.09

12.22 <.001
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CHAPTER_6

QUESTIONS ASKED AND SOCIAL CLASS (G.V. PROSSER)

Editor's Introduction. In theautum'n of 1968, flush withithe,prospect of three full
years in which to collect hard data that could serve as a basis for the discription`qf
the educational needs both to stimulate and maintain curiosity and to equip childreli
with the verbal skills to equire and evaluate knowledge, the Project Director demande
a census of questions that secondary school children have._

If the theoretical position, presented at the end of chapter 2, about differences
between t..e social classes is valid, then WC secondary children should be less curious
that MC children about their environment and hence should have fewer, questions about
it In so far as their skillin the representational use of language.and-thiir general
knowledge about the work are also depressed, their questions shOulci also be differentr,
in quality from those of their MC peers. The'results mentioned in chapter 5 support
the view of differential 'boredom. The results mentioned; in section 1 of chapter 4
point to relationships between maternal tactics 4f answering questions and the question-

and answering of young children that are consistent with the general thesis, and
as we Shalt see in chapter 7, similarly consistent social class differences appear in the
questions of children up to the e of ten. '

Butare there social lass di rences in the quantity and quality of the questions

that older, fourteen year of , childrenve?.The data in succeeding pages are intended
to throw some light on this question..

liomao_colLect the questions of fourteen year old children was not immediatel
obvious. In the first placeve did not wish to restrict the topics of questions to hi9hfy
circumscribed school-based subjects. 1n.the second we wanted to ensure that our'
materials and contexts merely elicited questions and did not stimulate new ones. In
thethird, we found Ourselves on the horns of a dilemma if pupils were"truly and
chronically bored would they even ce'-operate in our investigations? This was not so
Much a practical worry about the behaviour ofxhildren, as a worry about theoretical.
adequacy. On the reasoning presented.in chapter 2, the truly bored would presumably
just not be interested in taking part in any investigation. But pupils in school were
unlikely to be as uncooperative at that (in our case such virtue was a handicap).
Overt rebellion is hazardous. If one applies a combination of 'minimizing misery' and

a 'least effort' principles; the bored should conform to demands for questions by
produCing them: It might, of course,` be even more boring just to'sit doing nothing.
Questions produced might therefore signify nothing more than a mechanical willing-

/

ness to conform.
To explore the dilemrhe we thought it best to take the devil by the horns

between whicIrtve were trapped and, talk the problem over withahe fourteen year olds
',already mentioned in chapter 4. Neither this venture nor our Youth Club enterprises
helped to answerOur questio:is about research technology. .

_Discouraged somewhat by the impotence of our imaginations to generate an, .

all-purpose general question elicitation instrument, we f.:11 back upon orthodox simple-
mindedness: we provided pupils-with a range of topics about which they could ask
questionS, some of Whig!" would be subsequently answered. The pilot study in School
A served several functions: it provided questions upon which a taxonomic scheme
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could be developed and, in spite of the dearth-of MC pupils,there were encouraging hints
of-social class-differences.

The gambler's statistically correct preference to stay with a winning number led us
to repeat our orthodoxy in schools more heterogeneous in social class intake. Of three '

schools in the area which had a sufficient incidence of MC pupils to merit approach, two
were unwilling to discuss the possibility of our enquiry taking place. The third schboi,
School B, allowed us in, but then constrained any development of our enterprise beyond
group administration'for one double period, A fourth school that might haVe been suitable
replied, 'I think sometimes we ar9 fighting'what could be a "losing`battle" in our schoolS
to get on with what is obviously ,our major task to educate the children. Exercises of
the kind you-suggest may be of interest to you but as far as we are concerned they are a
Sheer waste of time ...'.

Somewhat put off by our lack of credibility, we .consoled ourselves by thinking
out good theoretical grounds why the information derived from School B was sufficient
to our needs.

6.1 Introduction

A number of factors might be expected to operate to determine the quantity and quality
Of quetionkasked by children: Once the excitement of hearing their offspring's first
words has passed,---parents are made increasingly aware of pressure to answer questions.

, Reactions to this questioning-activity may range from pleasure in the child's-thirst for
knowledge to irritation at what appearto belittle more than a demand for attention. At
either extreme, certain assumptions are made regardingq-uestions, In the first place it is

--7assumedTthat:cluestions-are-asked-inrordeko-obtain information,A-seconeassumption_is
that questions may be used for manipulative purposes. As Robinson and Rackstraw (1972)
point out, questions may serve a Variety of purpose& Thek may:be used

'to test authority, to register a pretest, to evoke embarrassment or other
emotion& states, to prevent an uncomfortable silence, or as a rhetoriCal
device' (id. chapter 2)

This means that both motivational and cognitive faCtors have to be taken into account when
considering the determinants of question asking, and when considering what form the
questions might be expected to take.

If children are encouraged W ask questions, they will presumably not only be
more likely to do so, but the qual itY of their questions shOuld improve with practice.
Conversely, if children find that the asking of questions isnot rewarded, either by
approval or by suitable answers, they will ask fewerquestions,:l?e leSs skillful in.formula-
ting questions and in consequence of this will be even less likely to ask questions. This
vicious: circle may be observed in the context of both home and school. The individual

" child at horne will be largely dependent upon the encouragement received froM
parent& In such. a case, thete is a one-to-one retiOnship, and the foundations laid

for individual differences in question asking. At-school, however;; the child is set within
the context of a social situation. EaCh school has its norms, and-to has each classroom
within the school. Much will depend upon individual teachers, and More Will depend
upon the interactions between teacher and class that are customary in any particular
school. At school, individual differences may be obscured. It is possible thatPnly the
'best' and the 'worst' pupils experience a one-to-one relationship with the teacher..

.
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4.

Pupils with a high verbal IQ might be expected to ask more questions simply beoause they
have a readier access to the teacher. They have more incommon with the teacher. For the
same reason, children o: MC parents should find it easierto communicate with the'teacher
by means of questions...But in spite of this, both high ability pupils and MC pupils may
find it more convenient to accept the norms of the majority of the class. This would apply
particularly to older pupils, who are more sensitive to peer approVal and disapproval. All
things being equal, however, we might expect that more capable children will frame
questions of higher quality, and that the ability to ask suitable questions will develop with
experience. The Bernstein hypothesis predicts-that children of MC families will have the
advantage of more experience in asking, and receiving answers to, questions.

In chapters 2 and 3 of this report, a fuller review of theory and research relating
questions to curiosity end social class his been given. In view. of some uncertainty, about
the constructitself, ifis not easy to decide whether curiOsity acts as the independent
variable. In so far as the word 'curiosity' applies to a range of behaviours, it is possible to
consider the problem of eliciting curiosity by appropriate stimuli. if, however, the emphasis
is upon curiosity as a motivational or perscinality state, the problem, of measuring or
indiciAingLits._presence becomes appropriate. I n relation to curiosity, questiOns may be__
consc±ered as dependent upon this motivational or pergonality state, and thus serve-a& a
measure of curiosity. .On the other hand, questions be regarded as an example of
curiosity behaviour& in such a case, both questioning and curiosity can be regarded as
dependent variables, elicited by appropriate stimuli, or expressing some underlying
personality or motivational state.

in the literature, the tendency has been to regard questionsas the dependent
variable, offering a measure of curiosity. In Berlyness.(1954)study, question&Served both
to stimulate curiosity and ti, indicate the presence of curiosity. Ashton (1965 ).considered
that children-who, asked more questions, end .who-atsp-had-a:tendenty-to4orm-m-ore
hypotheses regarding stimulus 'objects, were more curious. When 'Berlyne and Frommers-
(1966) subjects respOnded to 'curiOsity-arousing' stimuli by producing more questions,
this was taken to mean that curiosity had in fact been!arOused. MaW and Maw%
(1968) 'high' curiosity subjects asked more questions, and.Rosenshield's (1968) 'high'
curiosity group asked their questions about topicsVvith which they were, presenily un-
familiar. That is to:say their curiosity was aroused by the:unfamiliarity of the material;
and their questions served toindicate thiS.. (For references, see chapter 2.)

In attempting to relate the construct of curiosity to social clast as well as to the
asking of questions, a difficulty arises. If it is assumed that the children of MC-parents
have been rewarded.for showing curiosity,they might be expected to ask more questions
in situations where'their curiosity is aroused: But the literature seems to suggest that the
arousal of curiosity is itself not independent of such factOrs as the nature of stimulus-.
material, and the extent to which it offers something new, unexpected or unusually
complex in relation to the Subject. What is unexpected for the child of LWC parents may

rn out to be familiar and.wholly predictable for the child of MC parents. This could
hay. he effect of inhibiting the asking ofquestions..lt might tax the resources of the
child to .itempt a new question about an old situation, and this could be reflected in the
quality of estions asked, but it does seem that studies in this field will need to look
fOr interaction affects if any generalisations are to become possible.-
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6.2 Method

Subjects. Two neighbourhood creamed comprehensive schools were visited. The Ha 1,1-Jones
scale of occupational prestige was used in order to determine a social class rating for each '

pupil. The father's social clasiWasusually taken, but where this could not'apply, the
mother's social class.waS taken. The two schools clearly differed n distribution. of social

5 ,

class members. The catchment areas were different. School A was situated in a doWn-town
area. The premises'were old and unattractive. The school was divided into several-sections
sitUated.at points separated by as much as a quarter of .a mile. Pupils were often required
to walk this distance betWeen lessons. time being alloWed forthese journeys. An appreciable
number of pupil's were Pakistani and Other immigrants: In spite, however, of these diffi- .1 .

7 culties, a keen interest. in social welfare and other extra-curricular. activities was apparent ...
. . Information regarding social class was available fOr forty four out of sixty two

pupils considered in this school. I n consultation with members of staff; it was e!sO possible
to grade the streets froM which pupils came: StreetS assigned a C grading had a high pro- .

portion of immigrants. Streets assigned D grading were known to have a.number of hou es
Of ill-.repute. None of the.pupils_belongedto soCial_classe&l and_ 2, bUt when the freq cies,_.

of pupils in classes 3 5 and 6 7 were set in a contingency table under the street rattngs... . .

AB and C =D respectively; a chi-squared Value of 4.51 was obtained (p <.06). This suggested
an association between social class and street rating significant at that level. A contingency.

,Oefficient Computed according to principles suggested by Siegel (1956) gavea value of
0.31 (significant at the level of the thl-squared value. viz five per cent).. .-

. : SchOol B Vias situated in an upper Working-class/middle class area, The buildings
were new and attractive. This schOol appeared to be nearer the comprehensive school
pattern in that a serious attempt was made to avoid:streaming. Where streaming occurred,
it was usually by subject, so that members of the same school class would be attending
different subject classes at any given tirrii.-The-re wasTfurthermork-an-interesting_tutorial:.
scheme.in operation, whereby small groups of pupils were allOcated to general tutors,
and were the special responsibility of these tutors throughout their school career. Local
authority arrangements permitted of the existence of both grammar and comprehensive

.

,schools,.and there was some evidenCe of feel ing. in School.B that some of their. est pupils
had been 'creamed, off'-'bY a certain prestigious gramrharssChoOl in the area.

When frequencies of pupil& in social classeS 1 5'anif6 ..-----:7 were Compared. in a

contingency table, School B was found to have a greater prOportion of'class'l , 5 pupils.
(rinetY seven out of a total of 125, whereas in School A half Of the pupils, le. thirty one
oUt.bf a total of sixty 'two' werain thiS class.) This table gave/a-chi-squared value of 14.6

/

(13.37 using Yates' correction, p <.001"). In the case of School. A, social class details were ..

completed by interpolation on the basis of home address. If this had not been done, the
chi-squared value would,have been even greater i.e. giving an.even smallerprobability.
value,. just over one third of the pupils belonging to social classes 1 -7 5. . ..:,, ,

, ;PoUrth form pupils were used in both schools, their ages ranging from 13.6 to
about 14.6. Girls and boys attended School' A. School B was a boys' school.
' The respohses of twelve girls were coded. Six of: he girliWere froM social classes
6 7 of the Hall-Jones scale, and for purposes of analysis were regarded as the'low'
class groUp. The remaining girls were regarded as the 'high' class group. The two groups
were matched. on scores obtained:on the.Mill Hill vocabulary scale.,

Question's were elicited from 145 boys in schoo! B. Sixteen boys were excluded
since, according to their tutors, they had spet-!..1 rathily.and other problems. Particulars

<Cr
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of social class were not available for a further four boys..
From the remaining '125 boys selection was made of those suitable for inclusion

in four socialyclass groups:matched for ability and attainment. This matching was
possible on the basis of information given in school records regarding subject stream. In
Order to facilitate high-low social clasS comparison;lifteen boys were assigned to each of
four social class group's, viz. 1 4, 5a, 5b, and 6 7 of the Hall-JOnes scale. The responses
c:r..thirty boys only were coded, from the highest (1 --;..4) and lowest (6. 7) groups;

Selection of subjects was made according to the following principles:
1. Boys' names were taken from stream lists in alphabetical order.
2. For group 1-4, the highest class Was chosen in order to sharper,the high -low.

distinction.
3. The father's social 9Iass, which was always either superio,' prequel to the mother's,

was usually taken. The only exception occurred in the 6 7 group. The widowed .4
mother was a cleaner (class 7).

4. In grouP 6-7, approximately eqUal numbers were chosen from each class,
although there were in fact twice as many class 6 as class 7, boys in the fourth
form of thiS school. .;

Procedure. Pupils were seen together.'In order to prevent communication between the
.. different school classes, members of the research team visited the schoOl at the same time,

.divided themselves among the classes, and elicited questioni from the pupils during:the
same lesson period.

An explanation was given in terms approximating to the following form:

'You are used to being asked questions in tests and\examinations, ;but we
at the University are interested, in the qUestions that you yourselves might
like to ask. One of the'reasons why we are doing Pis is because it can help,
in the planning of school` programmes. All you will have to do is to write
down questions about the topics we write on the blackboard.. RemeMber
that this is not a test. We will not tell anybody at theschool what you

to know your
names, but once,your questions react:1 the analysis stage your names wil
not be used, Only.Thumbers.'

Once this general explanation wasgiven, more particular instructions were,given.
Paper was supplied to all pupils, and where pencils were needed, these were handed out
Pupils were instructed to ask for a fresh pencil if a point should break or if a pen should
run dry. When these prelinninaries were coMpleted, the instruction:

'Write your name at the top of the sheet of piper.'

was given. The pupils were told,

'I shall write a topic (subject) on the b_ lackboard. As soon as I do this, yOu
can write the name of tomebodyiyou would like to answer your questions.
Then please write your questions; and go on writing until I tell you tostop
and then I will write anothert-opic on the blackboard. You will have'abdut
five minutes foreactriopic.'

Qt est ns-w -ere elicited on the following topiCs:
SPORT THE FUTURE

RIGHT AND WRONG RELIGION

EDUCATION PROBLEMS OF TEENAGERS..

THE POLICE POLITICS
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MY FUTURE OCTORS AND NURSES

SCIENCE
a ,

The scripts were collected after making sure that the pupils' names had been
written on them. The'pupils were then thanked for the co-operation.

Coding procedure: taxonomy of questions. I riOrder to score the questions whiCh had
been elicited, a taxonomy of questions was produced extending and developing ideas
advanCed by Robinson and Rackstraw (1972). This followed the pattern of an algorithm
or flow chart in the hope that Such 'a scheme would have sufficient clarity of definition
for high inter-scorer reliability. A Scoring Manual was developed jointly with Duffy,while
the taxonorny;was being used to score the queitions of the twelve girls in school A. This
also gave an cipportiinity for a preliminary testing of inter-scorer reliabilitiett,,When the
questions, of the thirty boys in school B were scored; inter-scorer reliabilities were re-
tested.

The Taxonomy and Scoring Manual COmprise nine basic dimensions, each with
a number of categOriei (eighty, one in all). The nine dimensions, A fall into three '
divisions; viz Form, Intention and Content. Under. J, which may be regarded as a tenth
dimension, the total number of wordi is Jecorded. The divisions, dimensiormand
categories are, for the most part, logically based, and it is not claimed that they will
turn out to be factorially or behaviourally meaningful.
1. Form

A. <, is the. Response a Question?
B. Syntactic,Structure of Question : Complextty;

.C. Form of Question : Open /Closed.
If a response has been made,., its. form is considered. Questions, question equivalents,

statements and statement equivalents are characterized.
Questions may be simppor complex; and the main criteria for complexity include

use of the subordinate,and co-dirdiate clauses of traditional grammar.:
Open and closed questions.are considered, and the extent to which questions are

used for .hypothesis testing, or to make statements, may be inferred from this
2. I mention

D. Attitude Expression
E. Suggestion of Answer.
F. Seeking of Opinion or Information
Question's may be used.for manipulative purposes; Requests may be Made: friendly

or hostile attitudes may be expressed. Agreement with a oint,of view may be sought; and
the questioner may suggest what the answer shciuld be. An opinion may be requested rathir
than factual information.
3. Content

G. Referential
H. Personal References

I. Abstractness
Questionimay be concerned with placing, description or explanation. Personal

references are recorded and classified.- Eachquestion islinally placed on a scale moving
from the particular and concrete towards the general and abstract. .

Since the Flow Chart and Scoring Manual occupy nearly forty pages of typescript,
With a liberal use of expensive-to-printboxes and arrowS,its description is confined to a

-
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listing of the'eighty one categories...*
A. Response - Question : 1, No response (implied); 2, No response (stated);

3, Problem not understood (Stated); 4, Incomplete question (nonsensical.);
5, Problem not Understood (implied); 6, Question produced; 7, Question
Equivalent (request); 8, Question equivalent (command); 9, Statement
equivalent (imperative form); 1,0, Question equivalent (statement of
uncertainty); 11, Statement (complex); 12, Statement (simple).
CoMplexity of Question : 1, Multiple question; 2, With subordinate clause;
3, With co-ordinate claUse; 4, With statement; 5, With compound group (nominal,
verbeL achierbial); 6, Simple question.
Open CloSed Question : 1, Open; 2, Closed common inversion, personal;
3, Closed - common inversion, iinpersonal; 4, Closed - particular inversion;'
5, Closed (statement form with ?); 6, Closed - interrogative marker word;
7, Closed - other.
Attitude of Question:: 1; Manipulativee both attitude expression and request;
2, ManipUlative.-sfriendly;' 3, Manipulative hostile to test situation, indirect;
4,_Manipulative_7_ hostile to test situation, diJlect; 5, Manipulative hostile to
topic, indirect; 6, Manipulative -.hostile to topiC, direct; 7, Manipulative,
poSitiVe requeSt; 8; Manipulative - negative request; 9, Reduction of uncertainty..'

, E. Anlwer Suggestion ; 1, Suggesting answer; 2, Possibly suggesti ng 'answer;

3, SUggessting alternatives, 4l. Answer free from suggestions.

F. Opinion or. Knowledge,: 1, Seeks opiniOn; 2, Seeks information.
G. Referential Category : 1, Placing - personal objeCt agent; 2, Plating - impersonal

object agent; 3, Placjng - personal object category; 4,:placing - action; 5, Placing -
personal object. identity; 6, Placing -substance object category; 7, Placing
substance object kcientity; 8, Placing -7 impersonal Object categor;;; 9, Placing -
impersonal object identity; 10, Placing space, self related; 11, Placing - spaCe,
other related; 12, Placing.- space, absolute; 13, Placing 7 .time self related;
14, Placing..- time other related; 15, Placing 7 time, absolute; 16, DescriptiOn
cOmParison; 17, Description; degree; 18, Description, state; 19, Description,
Process/Method; 20, Description, manner; 21, Explanation, function/purpose;
22, Explanation, categorisation/essence; 23, Explanation, cause; 24, Explanation,
consequence; 25, Explanation; other.
Personal Reference : 1, Impersonal; 2, I; We 4, You; 5, He, she, 010; 6, Self;
7, Own group; 8, U ther group; 9, Society.
Abstractness (1 kiediate; 2, Restricted; 3, Particular, direct; 4, Particular,
associated; 5, General; 6, Abstract.
Number:of Words

6.3-Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Results' School A

It was possible to trace a profile for each of the two groups of six girls by expressing

*Copies are available from Dr. G.V. Prosser, Department of Psychology, Keele University,'
Keele, Staffordshire.
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' scores as percentages of the questions asked under each of the nine main diniensions. For
each dimension, one measure only is offered in the analysis;,and the measure is selected in
such a way that in 'each case the prediction that I\K subjecti (social Class groups 1-5) will
obtaina higher oercentage.than WC suhOcts (social ciassroups,6, 7) is tested.,

The dimensions and measures are as follows:

Dimension MeasureItype of Oda tiOnl
. .

Is the response a question?
Structure complexity
Form of question : open/cloied
Attitude expression
Suggestion of answei°

Seeking opinion or informatioh
Content ; referehttal
Content personal. references.

Content : abstractness

7- Br ief I y- then, it is predicted that .MC subjeCts ask more adeqate.questions: and
Of greater complexiti..They Will bem-nore'inclined to test hypotheses tliatth4 have formed
regarding the topics, but will not be as ready to use.questionslor Manipulative purposes.
More of their questions are expected to be 'free from persdhal ref erences,.ind t6ese will
be directed towards the obtaining ofT.inforrnation rather than opinions Their greater .

sophistication Is expected to show-itself in the tendency to:seek explainatioh rather than .

Adequate
Complex
Ciosed

Nor-manipulative
N9 suggestion of answer,

.SeWng information
Seeking explanation
No personal reference
General or abstract

Code

° A. r
El. 1-5
C.2-7
Li. 9
E.. 4

Ff2
G. 21-24
H. 1

1. 4-6

. simple destription, and in theliigher prOportion'of abstract references.

Fig, 6.1 PrOfile of Percentages of-Questions.on each Dimension for Two Social
Class Groups, School A

'
Percentage of questions docial - Class Reliability

A. Adequate

'B. Complex"
_

C. Closed

D. Nori7
manipulative.

E. No suggestic
of answer

F. Seeking
information

G.° Seeking
Explanation

H. No personal
referenCes

I. Generat Or

abstract

Key: Social classes: 1-5
. 6-7

0' 10 20 30 40 5,0 60 70 80 90 160 1-5
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55
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6-7

92 .999

60 7..774

67 ::8M

*7:80 .980

50: .914

30 33 .887.

a 14 11 .826
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That scoring was reliable is indicated by the high Correlations shown in Figure 6.1 for the
various dimensions,

a

Inspection of the NW profiles indiCates very. little difference between the two
social class groups; and when the mean difference was tested against its standard. error, no
l'evideriC.e was foUnd for a difference between profiles favouring either (t = 0.16). When
the direstion of differences for the jndividual dimensions, was ignored,andthe mean

"absalUte difference was tested against the standard. error, it was found to be,significant
at the five per cent level (t = 2.6). With this sample, therefore,Lit is..clearly impossible-to

°do rn.)re than refer'to an overall pattern of reiults in very general terms. Results were in
the preOicted_directiOn, Le. favouring.the Mc:subjects, for the measures.given under
dimensions A (adequate revonse); B (complex questions), F (seeking infOrmation rather
than opinion), H (questions free from personal references), and l (abstract and general
questions); but in tfile oPposite4direction for the measures given under dirrienSions C

. (closed questions), D (non-manipulative questions), E (questions not suggisting the
answer) and C (qUestiohs seeking explanation). With regard to dimensions where the MC
subjects obtained higher percentages, differences under A, F and H.are obviously
negligible:

Analysis of varirce,waS operated on the 'Complexity' and 'Abstrattness! scores,
usinge weighting procedure which compensated for the fact that the WC subjects asked
More questions. For both dirriensions; the bftWeenlybjeCts factor was social class, and
the within-subjects,factor topic. In each case, this gave a two-way, repeated measures
design. mac.

". Table 8.1 Analysis of Variance of Cohiplexity Scores by Social.Class by Topic

Source
Sum of

.Sqbares
df

, - Mean
Square

Between subiects 244 11

Social class 3 1 3

Error 241 "10 24.1

Within subjects 630 120

Topic 100
.0.

10 0.0

I nteraction:'
Social class.by topic: 50 10, 5.0

Error , . 430 . 100 4.8,

<1

02.08 <.05

1.04
.0

Thefinding of signifiCant effects fOr topic for comPtexity calls for Some comment..
It is inter-esti:rig to note that a very high.prOportionoi subjects' questions on the topics

.and.'DoctorS and Nurses' were complex qUestiobs,(see figure 6.2). It could be that
.

subjects were more interested in thesetwO topics and therefore,tended to think about
them at a higher level. 'At the other extreme, the.proportiop of complex questions asked, ---
on the topics. 'Right -arid Wkifig7a.ii-efrolitics5.-4ai'VerY lOw, and might be helor.to indicate
a lack of interest in these topics. As against -this; hoWever, it haitO be noted that the
topics 'Sport' and 'Doctors and NUrses' were usuaily'first and-last respectively in order of
preseritation, 'and atthOugh there is no strong evidence for association between order of .

. ,
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presentation and either number of questions asked (Spearman's rho = .41; N =11, hot
significant) or number of complex questions (Spearman's rho := .54, N = 11, not significant),
thiPossibility that the effectscbf interest in topic and order of presentation of topic are
confounded cannot be ruled out.

4
... .. ,- ,...,... ..

_ ..,
Fig. 6.2 Number of ComPlex and Total Questions Asked about Different Topics

Topics in 'Usual.

order of
presentation

1. Sport

2. Right & Wrong

3. Education

4. Police

' 5. My futtire

6. Science

7. The future

7 8. Religion

9. Teenage
problems

10. Politics

11.. DoCtors &
nurses

0 5- 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Number of questions

°Key: Total Queitions ?cit
Complex Questions oo

ts

Questions
Total Complex

34 29

24 13,

41 23

40 25 `)

29 22

32 21

36 25

39 21

. 27 17

27 9

24' 20

Fr6rn the analysis of yarianceliverated on Abstractness scores, it was clear that no
significant effects could be attributed either to social class or topic, (Table 6.2).

With regard to the dimensions where the WC subjects obtained higher percentage
scores than MC subjects, differenC-ei under D and G are obviously negligible. Analysis of
varianceiwas operated on the 'Closed' and 'Not Suggesting an answer' scores, using the
same weighting procedure as for ' Complexity'. and 'Abstractness' scores. In the analysis
of 'Closed questions' scores, the effects of Social class and topic were not significant
(.Table 6.3).
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Table-6.2 Analysis of Variance of Abstractness Scores by Social Class by
Topic

Source
Sum of
Squares

df
Mean

Between subjects 206 11

Social class 5 1 5.0 <1

Error 201 10 ' 20.1

Within subjects... 674 120

Topic 64 10 6.4 -1:16,

Interaction:
social class by topic 58 10 5.8 1.05

Error 552 100 55

F. 213
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Fig. 6.3 Number of Questions Asked about Different Topics: Total Number of
Questions, and Questions Suggesting Answers

.,,Topics in usual
order-of_
presentation ---.-

1. Sport

2. Right & Wrong

3. Education

4. Police

5. My future

6. Science

7. The future

8. Religion

9. Teenage
problems

101 Politics

11. Doctors &
nurses

..... ....
...........

o
iV

x/

Questions
Total Suggesting

Answer

34 1

24 10

I( 41 25

)( 40
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Nx 32

X 36

X 39

27
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24
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Table 6.3. Analysis of Variance of Closed Questions Scores by Social Class
by Topic.

Source Sum of
Squares df

Mean

Square

Between subjects 363.8 11

,,, Soda) class 13.3 1 133 <1

Error 360.5 10 35.05

Within subjects 91Z3 120

Topic 77.3 10' 7.73 1.00

Interaction:
social class by topic 69.2 10 6.92 <1

Error 770.8 100 7.71 °

In the analysis of 'Not suggesting`ananswer scores, the effects of topic were just
significant-at-the five per cent level, but the effects of social.class were not (Table 6.4).

Table 6.4. Analysis of Variance of 'Not suggesting an answer' scores by
Social Class by Topic

Source Sum of Mean

Squares df Square

,Between Subjects 319.32 11

Social class 6.70 1 6.70 <1

Error 312.62 10 31.26

Within subjects 0973 28 120

Topic 150.10 10 15.01 1.92

Interaction:
social class by topic 43.80 10 4.38 <1

Error 779.38 100 7.79

<.05

With regard to the finding of significant effects for topic; from examination of the
Figure 6.3 comparing total number of questions asked with number of questions
suggesting an answer, it appears that on the two topics 'Sport' and 'Doctors and Nurses'
the proportion of questions su9gesting an answer is almost nil, whereas.for the topic
'Education' a high proportion of such questions occur. It seems safe to say that children
at school have already developed opinions regarding school, feel strongly about theM,..
and are more ready to use questions for the purpose of expressing their own views.
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As for the topics 'Sport' and 'Doctors and Nurses', what has already been said in dealing
41trl complex questions would probably be applicable here also.

Under the tenth and finaldimension J, number of words, no significant differ-
ences occurred. As the Table 6 5 indicates, the difference between mean number of
wordi per subject slightly favours the WC group, but MC subjects used more words per
response.

Table 6.5. Social Class and Number of Units in Responses

X Responses

Responses

X Words
per response

.X Words
per subject

Middle class
o

(groups 1-5) 30.3 11.2 340.2

Working class

(groups 6, 7) 32.8 10.7 350.5

Summary and Discussion: School A. As far as the results for School A are concerned,
although differences did not reach an acceptable level of significance, the coding frame
appears to have been sufficiently sensitive to pick up certain meaningful divergences
between the two social class groups. ktendency for MC subjects to ask questions of
greeter length, complexity and sophistication is discernable. Where results went in the
Opposite and unexpected di7eclion,:there appears to be:room for doubt regarding the
original interpretation.:Subjects had a limited time in which to write questions, and it
may be that MC subjects asked fewer questions because they tended to take more time
over Ouestions. It is to be noted that as the groups were matched for intelligence test
scores, the. MC subjects had no advantage when forming longer end more complex
questions. The time factor could thus be held to operate:in their case:

Furthermore, although MC subjects did not ask more cloied,:hypothesiS-testing
:question% it is poisible that they chose answer suggestions as a strategy for hypothesis
testing in preference to asking closed questions. In faCt, their closed questions score
itself could have been inflated if questions offering alternatives had been counted with
closed questions as 'half-closed' questions. Data here are not sufficient for-more detailed
analysis within dimensions to make these finer comparisions possible. In any case, it
would not be appropriate to press detailed findings to the point of claiming that they
are of general application. Only twelve subjects were involved in what can only-be
regarded as a pilot study, and all were girls: The grouping of categories has undoubtedly
obscured the operation of some factOrs and, as the form of the results stands, it is often
possible to explain them irrespective of direction.

6.3.2. Results: School B

With this sc. ,00l aslo, it is possible to trace a profile for each of the two social class groups.
In this case there are fifteen subjects, all boys, in each group; and within groups it was



Figure 6.4. Profile of Percentages of Questions on each Dimension for Two Social Groups
School B.'

Percentage of questions

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

B. Complex
C. Closed...
D. Non-

ma nipulative
E.-No suggestion
F. Seeking

information x
G.Seeking /

explanation d x
H. No personal i /

reference ag
I. General or

abstract "-OX

Key: Middle Class 1-4
Working Class 6-7

'-'X
0 - 0

Social ClasS

1-4 6.7

84 89

Reli-

ability

.994
58 50 .849
47 55 .871

59 67 .972
51 59 .852

41 36 .951

34 28 .757

32 29 .961

59 57 '.815

possible to assign subjects to three ability and attainment streams, High, Middle and Low
respectively. The LWC subjects were again from groups 6 and 7 of the Hall-Jones scale, but
the MC subjects were from groups 1-4. The profiles do not, therefore, correspond exactly
to those of school A. If, however, the profiles are compared using the original predictions,
as in the case of school A, the differente favouring social class group is not significant when
tested against its standard error (t < 1) (Figs. 6.4 & 6.5).

When results for the two schools are considered together, they appear to tell a
similar Story. If for example, we use theresults obtained with school A to predict the
direction in which the MC subjects Will obtain higher percentages than the LWC subjects,
the difference between 'profiles-favouring the MC subjects and tested against its
standard error is significant at the five per cent level (one-tailed test, t = 1.85).

This result might be better expressed in the following form:
for dimensions B (complex questions), F (seeking information rather than opinion),
H (questions free from personal references) and I (abstract and: general questions), results
are in the predicted direction, i.e. favouring MC subjects, in both schools;
for dimensions C (closed questions), D (non-manipulative questions) and E {questions free

-from suggesti0i-rof---ansWer),FesultS go eriiitrar-y to prediction, i.e. favouring` the LWC .

subjects, in both schools.
Since a greater number of subjects took part in school B, it was posiible to look

at the results in more detail. For all dimensions except G, two - factor analysis of variance
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Figure 6.5. Profile of Percentages of Questions on each Dimension for Two. Social Class
Groups, School B

Percentage of
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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B. Complex
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E: Suggesting

answer
F. Seeking
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G. Seeking
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placing
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80
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90 100

O

Social Class
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84 89
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41 33

41 41

41

66 0 -72

32 29

59 57

was operated on question frequencies, with social class at two levels, and stream at three
levels (High, Middle and Low). 'In the case of dimension G (Content referential), in view
oethe large number of categories, it was possible to operate a theee-factor analysii taking
social. class and stream as between subjects factors, andtyPe of question asked as the
within subjects factor offering repeated measures onsubjects. For the purpose of these
statistical comparisdns, account was taken of the fact tht WC subjects asked more
questions. Weighting prOcedure involved multiplying MC subjects' scores by 6.a, and WC
subjects' scores by 4.0. All data are summarised in Table 6.6:

A. Is the response iquestion? As with school A, niore.questions were.asked by LWC
subject's, the mean numbers of questions asked being 22.26 against 1326. In the analysis
of variance thiS effect was significant at the five per cent level = 4.80, df 1/24). The
incidence of imcomplete and inappropriate responses was low in both groups, and no
significant differences appeared on inspection of the data..t:o significant effects of ability
(stream) level were found.

B. Structure: complexity. The direction ofIresults for_complex_gbes-tions was the same
as for schoolA,. the.MC subjects asking propdriionately more complex questions. In the
analysis of variance, however, the effects of neither social class nor of stream were signif-
icant.
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C. Form of question: open/closed. Although the MC subjects asked a greater proportion
r.:4;*.h.buestiorrs than LWC subjectsboth in this school and in school A, the apalysis of

variance did not indicate significant effects for eithersocial class or stream.

D. Attitude expression. Within this dimension, two of the nine categories accounted
for morethan ninety per cent of the. questions asked. As in school A, the MC subjects
asked a greater proportion of manipulative questions. This result, however, was only
directional. The analysiS of variance did not indicate significant effects for either social
class or stream. .

E Suggestion of arthwer.-Scofes in the two categories 'suggesting answer' and 'possibly
suggesting answer' were combined for the purpose of analysis. The direction of results
was the same as for school A, the MC subjects asking a higher proportion Of questions
suggesting answer. The analysis of variance did not indicate Significant effects for social
class, but ttie effects of stream almost reached an acceptable level of signifiCanCe.
(F = 3.28, df 2/24),,with the High stream grotip scoring highest on this category, and the
Middle Stream lowest.

F. Seeking opinion or information. LWC subjects asked more opinion-seeking questions
and the MC were correspondingly .higher' on. inforrhation-Seeking. This reverses the
direction of results with School A; but the effects aboth social class and stream failed
to reach table level ofsighificance.' e

G. Content: Referential Category. Under this dimension, the three main divisions
Suggested are,°1 ..Placing (categories:1-16), 2. Description (categories 16 -20), and 3.
Explanation (categories 21-25). In school 'A, the prediCtion that would ask

AmorxPlanatiOnquestions had not been sUpported. In school B ho ever the direction
of results,went according to prediction: The three:factor analysis of *variance gave no
significant effects for the betWeen subjects factort of social class and stream. Within
subjects, however, a significant amount bf variance. was attributable to the faCtor of
type of question asked (i.e. whether placing, description or explanation). Effects were .

significant at the five per cent level (F = 4.94, df 2/48). When meins.were Compared
and, tested agairist the within- subjects mean-iqUare error variance, it was. found Ott
subjects asked significantly more description questions (t =3.17, df 48, p.<.01). The
only individual categories carrying enough questions to permit meaningful comparison
were G.20.. Description; manner and G.21, Explanation.purpose. No significant differ,
ences were found between classes or streams.

H.- Content: personal, reference& No significant differences'between social classes
had beeh found with sOool A2The direction of results favoured MC subjects for
proportion of personal references, and proportioripf questiOns framed without
personal references, and proportion of questions using personal references not strictly
required by the test situatiOn,itself. In School B, although MC subjects again made
proportionately more personal references, the ffifferenceswere not significant. Analysis
of variance indicated no significant effects of social class or stream (F values all <1). °

I
There was furthermore no difference between classes when proportion of questions
'using persOnal references not strictly required by .the test situation (H. 6.-9)-were
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compared- using the Mann-Whitney test., The direction of results again favoured MC
subjects for proportion of qUestions framed without personal references, but differences
were not significant /.

.

Other comparisons made include analysis of variance of 'I-you' (H. 2, 4, 6)
scores, 'We-they' (H. 3, 5,7, 8) scores and the ratio of 'I-you' to 'We-they' scores..
MC subjects were expected to use more 'I-you' scores, while peer group allegiance would
be refleCted in higher.'We:they' scores in the case of WC subjects. Results went in the
contrary direction, but no significantiClass or stream effects were found.

,
I. Content: abstractness. More abstract qUestions had been expected from MC
subjects, but as in the case of school A, although differences were in the predicted
direction, they did not reach an acceptable level of significance. Analysis of variance
of frequency of questiOnsyi the category Abstract(1. 6) indicated that although the .
effects of social class were not significant, the effects of stream were (F = 4.22,df 2/24,
p <.05). Comparison of means shows that,High stream subjects asked significantly
more abstract questions than LOw stream.subjects (t = 3.21, df 24,.p <'.01)'and the
Middle and Low stream subjects taken as a group It 2.88, df 24,13 <.01).

Directional agreements
The Bernstein hypothesis suggests that social class can offer the same kind of advantage
as intellectual ability. From this, it .might be expected that'scores of the MC subjects in ..

relation to those for .the WC group will be directionally.the same as those for.Higher
stream subjects in relation to Lower stream subjects. If the'results for school B are
considered dichotOrnous categorieS under/most of the dimensions such that under one .
category or group of categories MC subjects will obtain proportionately'higher scores r
whereas under the other category, the position will be'reVersed..The relationship
between H Igh and Low streams for thoSe categories cin'then be examined (see TAbie
6.7). It is immediately apparent that the High stream subjects tend to have a higher mean
score than Low stream subjects under most categories simply because they asked more
questions: For this reason, the exceptions are of particular interest. For the only two

t categories where Low streain subjeCts asked more questions than High stream' subjects;
the proportiorrof questions asked was.higher for LWC (groUps 6;7) than for MC
(groups 1= 414-subjects. The categories concerned are 'Placing' questions and 'Particular'
as against 'General or abstract' questions. Furthermore, if. allowance is made for the fact
that High stream subjects asked more questions overall than Low stream subjects in the
ratio3:2, situation:may be more appropriately *resented in Table 6.8.

Applying. Fisher's exact probability test to the data, this pattern of results is
statistically significant at the one per cent, level: Another finding which has implications'
for interpretation of the study as a whole relates AO the-tenth and final dirnension J,
number of Words. As in tliecase of school A, the difference between mean number of
words per subject favoured the WC.group, while MC subjects used more words per
response. Althpugh the difference in words per respOnse was sranifiCant at the 0.1 per
cent level, there was a large disparity between*Var.lances for the two social class grOupS

= 5.66). With middle=clasi subjects the variance was significantly greater (p <7001)
(Table 6.9). Thus it appears that in spite of the matching procedure; the two samples.
are not ho.mogeneous.
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Table 6.7. Mean Number of Questions Compared for High and Low Stream Subjects

r
Stream .High:Low Ratio So Cie! Class Group

High Low , below 3:2 with prOportionately
Dimension & Category ',higher no. of questions

A. Question or equivalent 23.0 16.8

B. Corhplex qUestions .12.3 5 8'
Simple questions 9.3. 8.7

C. Open questioni
Closed questions

8,3.. 8.1.
10.8 8.4

D. Manipulative questions. 9.7 5.6 4

Questions to reduce
uncertaijXy 12.3 11.8.

E. Suggesting answer 11.2 , 6.6.
No answer suggestion 10.6 9.7

Seeking opinion 13.7 9.9
Seeking information 8:4 6:4

G. Placing

Description
Explanation

.H. Impersonal
No, of personal

references "25.4 18.2

Particular 7.6 8,8

LWC

MC

LWCI

MC
LWC

4s.

MC.

LWC

LWC
MC

3.8 4.2
10.6 7.1
7.5 5.2

7.9 3.9

General or abstract '14.3 3.9 .

indicated where the ratio is less than 3:2

Table 6.8, Concordance of Stream and Social Class Differences in Category Usage .

Ratio of High Stream Scores to- LOW-Stream Scores

Greater than 3:2 '9 Less than or equal to.3:2

.Middle-class asks props rtionately
more questions.

Working-claps asks proportionately
more qqestions



t. .

Table-6.9.,Soclal Class and Number of Units in Response's

X Responses
X WordS

per response
X Words

per subject

Middle.Class (1-4) 16.6 12.02 (sd = 5.42).- 199.6

Lower Working Class.
(6, 7) 26:7 9.26 (sd = 2.28) 247.0

Summary and disc....ssion: School B.. There is evidence to suggest that the coding frame
or taxonomy of questions,has picked up certain differences of emphasis between the
two groups of,sUbjects selected for comparison on the basis of social Class. When results
aeaconsidered under the separate dimensiOns; statistically significant differjaricei tarel,Y
occur, but meaningful patterns are apparent, and where differences reach" an acceptable
level of significance statistically, they:do so at.points of considerable interest.

..---- The finding that LWC subjects asked more questions and Wrote more words '
goes contrary to expectation and calk for some explanation. A possibility Wsuggested
by the finding of a disparity between- variances,whenAhe number of %girds per responsetfor the two groups is-considered. It is possible that e effects of social class have already
been decided at an earlier age. They would thus be c nfounded with the effects of
.intelligence and attainment by the time subjects have reached adolescence. Social class
may, have contributed towards a basic or genetically determined intelleCtual capacity
subsequent develo'pmeht of intelligence through adequate stimulation and encourage-
ment; and the attainment that these would facilitate. This would tend to make MC
subjects 'over - achievers' at the. adolescent age; Or at least a higher proportion orover-

might be expected t&occur in a sample of MC subjects at this stagd; a fact
. that would be obicured by the matching pr cedure. ThisWould contribute to a-greater
variability in question frequency. scores. TI) MC sample would be less homogeneOUs.
If this is the case, our sample will have included over-achieving MC Subjects and under--

:achieving WC Subjects at, the two extreme's. This would remove advantages that the MC
subjects might be expected to possess. ti .

.

, The dimension of abstractness ,has expected to indicate differences betWeen
groups at the cognitive level. Results jsi;owing statistically significant stream differences
in the predicted direction, .e..favouTg high stream subjects, suggest that as far-as this
dimerision is concerned, the.coding,franie has possibilities. Controlling for the variable
relating to under- and over-achieveMent could have the effeCt oftharpening the,distinct
ion between-groups on this and other dimensions where results confirm the prediction
of higher socres for:the MC subjeOts.

. As far as the overall pattern of results is concerned, it has already been,/pointed
out that in both schools, the top Subjects tended to ask a greater proportion,of Complex.
questions, information-seeking:questions, questions free froM personal references, and -
abstract or general questions. qontr.ary\ to prediCtion, the LWC subjects asked more
closed, hypothesis- testing questions, non- manipulative` questions, ,and questions free from
suggestions regarding-the ansin/ei: Taking this together with the finding that the MC
subjects used a greatee numbet of words per response, it seems reasonable to conclude
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that their questions tended to be more complex in structure and more sophisticated in
content and intention, and hat this sophistication demanded a greater number of words
and possibly more time for dach question.

This study was designed to-test the ability of the coding-frame to pick up social
class differences over a wide range of categories. Sample sizes and techniques clearly need,
to be modified and varied significant differences on specific categories are to be found.
For this reason, it has.not.been possible to establish exactly what goes on within the
different groups of subjects: but the coding frame apPeartd-have been sufficiently
sensitive to indicate a tendency for hioh stream and MC subjects to respond similarly
in the question-framing situation, .a tendency which Was statistically significant if

'weighting procedures are deemed acceptable.

6.4. Simplification of the. Question Taxonomy

One way of modifying techniques of investigating differences in 'question-asking behaviour
is'to use a simplified coding frame or taxonomy:of questions. Under certain conditions,
ai much less time-consurning.scoring procedure might alsppe,Welcained, although
information would have to be saarificed..An attempt was, therefore, made to design a
useful shorter taxonomy, while at the same tin* minimising the amount ofinformation
lost in the proCess, by using techniques whereby possibly relevant factors might be
isolated and identified.

6.4.1. Factor Analytical Procedure

A preliminary:principal components analysis was carried out on the seventy two
scoring categories and this was followed by a factor analysis on grouped categories. In
order to facilitate meaningful ccimparisons, categories were grouped within each dim-
ension to form twenty one grouped categories in all. Where possible, categories were
grouped in such a way as to suggest dichotomous variables, e.g, under dimension B
(syntactic structures'of questions: complexity) the categories 1 'multiple question',
2 'question with subordinate clause', 3 'question with co-Ordinate clause', 4 'question
with statement', and 5 'question with compound group', were all placed under the single
rubric, 'complex', in opposition to the remaining category 'simple'. The criteria for
division were largely intuitive, but were also based upon inspection of responses in the
study on school A, and already_ incorporated into the taxonomy. They received suppOrt

'from the preliminary principal components analysis. I

The analyses were carried out with a computer programme XOS2 produced by
International Computers Limited, ICL, 1900 series, Stat stical Analysis Mark 2 (9). The

I

factor analysis was carried out on a correlation matrix, t e dimensions of the test space
being.derived from a principal components analysis in ich ninety per of the '

variance was accounted for by five dimensions or Components. Five factors accounted
for approximately ninety per cent of the variance. Fact rs were not rotated to'a final.
solution in view of the fact that responses from only a all sample of subjects had been
scored.. Furthermore,,it was only intended use the analysis in order to discover whether
the intuitive allocation ol responses to categories and groups of categories was meaningful,
and in order to prepare the way for a siMplified*taxonOmy.

f'

Fpctor analysis results. In the preliminary principal components analysis six componenti
accounted for sixty per, cent of the-varia7ce.
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These were:
1. A general component, accounting for over twenty five per cent of the

variance, and relating to the total number of responses made under each
category.

2. A component whose bipolarity appears to relate to the 'seeking informa-
tion seeking opinion' and the 'open-closed' dichotomies. Over ten per
cent of the variance is accounted for by this component.

3. A. manipulative component, accounting for over eight per cent of the
variance.
A component accounting for over six per cent of the variance, but vvhich
it is difficult to label. It appears that subjects whose scores tend to be
positively loaded on this component choose to seek specification of
places,- times and persons, rather than activities.

5. A number of personal reference variables have loadings on this component,
which accounts for over five per cent of the variance. The personal
reference loadings arein both directions, and what appears to matter is
whether or not the personal references are situationally appropriate.

6. A component which appears to relate to inadequacy of response. About
five..per cent of the variance is accounted for by-this component.

7-15. Nine components accounted for a further thirty per cent of the variance,
but as the responses of only thirty subjects on nine topics had been
scored over the seventy two categories, it is difficult if not impossible to
assign meaningful labels.

The grouped categories on which factor analysis was operated were as follows:
Response (RESP) A.476, 9-12, N

Complex (COMP)B.1-5

Open C.1

Manipulative (MANI) D.2-7

Suggesting answer (SUGG) E.1-3

Seeking opinion (OPIN) F.1

Placing (PLAC) G.1-9, 12, 14, 15

Description (DESC) G.16-20

Explanation (EXPL) G.22-24

Impersonal (IMPE) H.1

1-you (I YOU) H.2, 4, 6

'We-they' (WETH) H.3, p, 1-9

Particular (PART)I.1-4
o

Number words (WDNO) JN

Simple (SIMP) B.6

Closed (CLOS) C:2 c7

Reduce uncertainty4IEDU) D.9

Free from suggestions (\FREE) E.4

Seeking information (INFO) F.2.

Personal (PERS) H.N

General (GEN L) 1.5, 6.

Note: here variables are dichotomous, they are put side by:side, Variable names,.
a input to the computer programme, are given in parentheses to, facilitate

ding tables inithe\ aPpendix.

Four o'he five factors proved to be dichotoMous or bipolar, and it appeared possible to
meaningful labels to ail five factors as follows (see Table 6.10 fOr details):
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1 Response

2. Testing

3. Complexity

4. Manipulation

5. Personal references

Table 6.10 Factor Loadings of Grouped Categories of Dimensions of
Questions (30 subjects over 9 topics)

Factor Loadings

Variables (Grouped Categories) 1 2 3 4 5

04' 04 01

-57 -01 -01

52 01 -01

03 -01 00
-05 00 00
-31 65- -07

21 -47 01

. -26 49 -04
.

21 -41 00
-05 22 01

05 -26 -05

32 -28 23

-16 -14

02 36

-21 -03. -39
-15 08 50

. 01 -10 41

\ -20 15 _.41

\ 30 -26 13

-23 06 -09
-36 19. 34

Response made \ 97 05
Complex questions 81 02
Simple questions 84 10

Open questions 73 -68

Closed questions 65 77

Manipulative ouestions 66 -18

Questions seeking to reduce
uncertainty. 83 20

Questions suggesting the answer 75 02

Free from suggestions regarding
answer 84 07

Seeking opinion 75 49

Seeking informatidn \ 74 .-46

Seeking information on placing 69 \ -14

Seeking description 75 \57
Seeking explanation 58 -57

Questions free from personal \

references 83 -18\
Number of personal references 80 22 \
Personal references, 'I-you'. 32 59 .

Personal references, 'We-they' 2 -04

Particular 16
General or abstract 9 00
Number of Words 6 05

13.0

t

573Percentage variance (89)

Fl identified as Number. of ReSponses
F2 identified as Testing
F3 identified as Complexity
F4 identified as Maniptilation
F5 identified as Personal References

-06
-10

e6 7.3 4.5
. \
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I. Response. This is clearly a general factor, accounting for over fifty seven per cent of the
variance, and relates to the total number of responses made under each groupekcategory.
The'variable 'response' has a positive leading of 0.97 nn this factAr.

2 Testing. This factor accounts for thirteen per cent of the variance. The evidence for
bipolarity is strong, and this primarily relates to the 'closed-open' dichotomy, the loadings
being + 0.77 and - 0.68 respectively, that is to say both loadings are high and they are in
opp6<te directions. Closed questions may be'regarded as serving the purpose of testing
hypotheses which are being advanced by the questioners, and in such cases it Might be
expected that subjects will be interested in obtaining opinions. Such opinions would serve
as feedback on the testing procedure. Consistent with this view is the finding of high
positive loadings on the factor of the following variables:

'I-you' (+ .59)

'Personal' (+ .22)

'Seeking opinion' (+ .49)

The testing associated with this factor would thus appear to involve more than just
hypothesis-testing. It is as though those who are being questioned are also being tested for
their reactions, and not simply for their usefulness as sourcesof information. The loading
of 'seeking information' on the factor is negatiVe (- .46) but this does not mean that
questions are being used for manipulative puiposes. In fact, 'manipulative' has a slight
negative loading (- .16) whereas the dichotomous variable 'reduce uncertainty' has a
positive loading (+ .20).

The meaning of the high loadings of the two variables 'description' ( +:57) and .

'explanation' (+ .67) on the factor is not clear. Subjects testing for and seeking 6pinicins
might also be expected to show a greater interest in explanations than descriptions, but
the reverse position appears to hold here. It may be a matter of using the form which is
more suitable for the questioner's purpose. Whereas open questions may be appropriate
when seeking explanation's, closed questions are more likely to be used when seeking
descriptions. It may be urged that requests for explanation usually begin with interroga-
tive words like 'why' and 'how'..These are inevitably open questions. Fuithermore, when
subjects ask questions Seeking explanation, it is more usual to suppose that they do not
know what the answer is, and thatthey probably do not have an hypothesis to test; When
seeking description, however, subjects are as likely to use the closed question say, 'Is it
red?' as the open question 'What colour is it?'. Furthermore, open questions of the form
'What causes its redness?' are almost certainly less frequent than questions of the form
'Is. it red?'.

3. Complexity. This factor accounts for over six per cent of the variance. The evidence
for bipolarity is strong, and this primarily relates to the 'complexity-ski-106W dicho

loadings are - .57 and + .52 respectively; that is to say there is a high negative
loading of complekityand-a-high positive-loading-of-simplicity-.on-the-factorr Congruent--
with this is the finding that the 'particular-general' dichotoMy is also-relevant. The loading
of !particular' on the factor is positiire (+ .30) and this strengthens the association of this
variable with 'simplicity'. The negative loading'Of 'general (- .23) on the factor offers an
association that may be expected with 'complexity'. It makes sense to suppose that
subjects whose qiiestions are coMplex will be more likely to ask general and abstract
questions. There is a positive loading of 'placing' (+ .32) on the factor, and this would-
appearto associate requests for information identifying persons, things, times and places
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with 'simplicity'. Does this mean that this kind of question, i.e. the 'placing' question, is
more direct, to the point, and therefore simpler? A difficulty arises at this point. It does
mot follow that because subjects ask simple questions, they do so- because they are unable
to ask complex questions. it is true, of course, that complex questions will offer cognitive
problems to the less able. Syntactical complexity in.particular might be expellted to be
within the reach of the more able. But subjects may choose to write simple questions in
.spite of the fact that they are able to write cOmplek questions. It may bea matter of
style; or even possibly a sign of ability to think clearly and to give clear expression to
one's thoughts.

The variables 'manipulation (- .31) and 'suggesting answer' (- .26) both have
negative loadings on the factor. This is consistent with a suggestion that the use of
questions for manipulative purposes introduces a cOmplicatiOn into the questioning
situation. Loadings of the dichotomous variables on this factor were positive, associating
'reduce uncertainty (+ .21) and 'free from suggestions' .(+ .21) with 'simplicity'. lf,ii
possible that subjeCts WhO are capable of formulating complex questions will also tie more
adept in the use of questions for.manipulative purposes, althoUgh it does not follow that
they will necessarily be more inclined to 46 so. The negative loading of 'impersonal'
(- .2.1) on the faCtor may be interpreted as indicating that persons who are Capable of
writing complex' questions are also able 'o frame questioni without referencetO persons.
This dois not mean that they will nece rily.make fewer personal referenCes, as the
associated negative !biding of 'we -they' (- .20) on the factor testifies;The suggestion here
is that impersonal questions are possibly more difficult to frame. The negative loading of
'number of words' (- .38) on the factor is consistent with a vieW-that more complex

. iqUestions tend to require more words.
/

4. Manipulation. This factor, accounts for over seven per cent of the variance: The evidence
for bipolarity is strong, and primarily relates to the 'rn-anipulation-reduce uncertainty' _

dichotomy, the loadings being positive for 'manipulation' (+ .65) and negative for 'reduce
uncertainty' (- .47). We might expect that there will be an association between `manipUlation'
and 'suggesting answers' and in fact the 'suggesting answers -- free froM suggestions'
dichotomy, with loadings of + 49 and .41 respectively, is in evidence. It appears,
therefore, that subjects who. use questiont. in order to express an attitude or make a
request, tend also to suggeSt how their questions should be answered. Furthermore, they
tend to seek an opinion rather than information; the loadings of these two variables 'seeks
opinion' and 'seeks information' on the factor being + .22 and -..26 respectively. Consistent
with this, they tend to avoid partiCular and direct references, preferring explanation to
identification or specification of persons and objects. The relevant loadings are 'particular'
(, .26), 'placing' I- .28), and 'explanatiOn' (+ .36).

5. Personal reference& This factor accounts for over four per cent of the variance. The
evidence for bipolarity is again strong, and primarily relates to the dichotomy 'personal'
(+ .50) impersonal 39)% Consistent With these loadings are the positive loadings of
'we-they' (+ .41) and 'I ,You' A1) on the factor. In this connection, it is interesting to
note-that these two latter variables are in opposite direction of polarity When considered
in relation to Factor 4-viz. 'manipulation'. ('we-they' + .15, 'I-you' - .26) We may wonder
hoW, and in what way, 'we:they' could be-supposed to be more manipulative than 'I-you',
but we need not doubt that both variables have a personal reference. There is no obvious
explanation for the positive loading of 'number of words' (+ .34)4on the factor, although
it is arguable that subjecti who make more personal -references are engaging in a task that
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is Superfluous to the requirements of a strictly information-seeking situation, and that
they will therefore tend to use a greater number Of words..

With regard to the loading of 'placing' (+ .23) on this factor, associating the
variable with 'personal', it may be that subjects'who make personal references tend also
to ask questions regarding identity of persons and things; but there does not appear to
be any strong reason why this should be so. .

6.4.2

In the light of the findings mentioned, it would seem to be reasonable to collapse coding
decisions in accordance with the following chart:

TAXONOMY OF QUESTIONS

Simplified Flow Chart

S,TART.HERE:

A (Factor 1) Response-Question

Does the response
conta n a question?

NO

YES

II

Can an additional question
be framed by inserting YES--
presupposed elements

NG

B (Factor. 2): Testing

Is the question closed?- - _YES

NO

Does the question seek an
opinion; value iudgement
or subjective assessment?

NO

YES
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Category Go to Code

Multiple
Question

Question

Inadequate
response

Testing C 13.1

r. Si 2



YE

C. (Factor 3) Complexity

Does the response contain
More than one queition?

YES

NO

Is this question
subordinate to,
another.question?

I

NO

Do the questions require
separate answers?

NO

YES
4

Does the question include
two or more clauses except
commOnitnversions (list C)?

NO

Are there any examples of
qtialification or modification
by the use of groups of two
or more wo ds, excluding
articles or prepositions?\

NO

7'
Are there any examples of verbs
not used in a finite sense, except
covered by' common inversions?

YES

YES

1

NO

Are there any references
to persons, objects or
substances? .

NO

YES

YES

Are any of these
references-not ----
specired?

NO

Category Go to Code

Complex

Simple

Catego-
rize
separat-

ely

C.1

C.2



D' (Factor 4) Manipulation

i Is There clear evidence Of

I attitude expression? .

NO

Is there e.videncPof a request
for something apart from
information or opinion?

'NO

Is it possible for the qUestion
to beinterpreted as inviting
an affirmative answer?

NO

Is it possible for the question
to be interpreted as inviting
a negative answer?

NIO

Does the question offer two
or more alternatives?

NO

E (Factot Personal reference

Are there any references to any
persons or groups of persons?

YES

YES

YES

YES
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Category Go to Code

Manipul-
ative

Inform
ation

Personal

Impers.
onal

F

D.1

D.2

E:1

E.2



Referential'

Does the question seek to
identify, place or specify

a person, object, substance,
action or event?

NO.

DOesthe question seek ,a
description, adjectival
or adverbial?

YES.

1

NO

Does the question seek
an explanation?

NO

YES/

r

YES

Count number of words in the response

Category Go to Code

Placing

Descrip-
tion

Explan-
ation

Other

G.

Finish

F.1

F.2

F;3'

F.

G.N



6.5. Summary arid/General Discuision

According to:the Bernstein hypothesis, children of MC families should have the advantage
of mo:!.a experience in asking, and receiving answers to, questions. Together with pupils
of high measured verbal IQ, they should find it easier to communicate with the teacher
by means of questions, and their qUestions should berof a higher quality: in spite of this,
they may find it more convenient toAccept the norms of the: majority of their school------
class.

A number of studies (see chapter 2) havethOWn that questions may also be
_

function of such fectorS'as age, sex, and mental activity. As subjects grow older, their
questions may increasein frequency at first, but a decline in frequency can follow while .

the quality of questions improves. Boys apparently tend to ask more questions than
girls, 'except at the age of twb years when the greater frequency of girls' questions may
be attributed to their earlier language development. With regard to mental activity,

'some evidence exists for a curvilinear relationship between number of questiOns asked ,
and favourable scores on measures of pedagogical interest.

Questions have, not unnaturally; been used as a measure of curiosity, and it is
on the assumption that in the case of MC children; curiosity behaviours hey? been
encouraged, that a higher frequency of questions is expected from them.

The question-framing behaviour of adolescent pUpils was investigated using a
taxonomy of questions designed to indicate dimensions and categories where social class
differences might be observable. Two schools were visited, and written questions were
elicited from pupils on a number Of. topics. The responses of twelve girls from school
A were analysed, and served as a basis upon which the taxonomy was developed. The
responses of thirty boys frOm school B were then analysed. Although individual differ-
ences betWeen the social class.groUps in school A did not reach an acceptable level of
significance statistically, a tendency for the MC subjects to ask questions of, greater
length, complexity and sophistication was discernible. They wrote fewer questions,
but as their questions were longer, and the amount of time allowed was the same for
all subjects, this is understandable: A similar pattern of results emerged.for school B,
an when prOfiles for the two social class groups were compared,, taking the direction
results of school A as a basis for prediction, the data indicated differences in the
predic ed direction which were statistiCally. significant

ith respect to intelligence, the two social class groups do not appear to have
been hom geneous. Matching for this variable. with adolescent pupils may obScure
certain pat erns of intefot :',:on between heredity, ability and achieVement motivation.-
It is inspite this ckiliculty thatthe taxonomy has been successful in picking up
Certain rneaninui 'divergencies Between the two social class groUps.

For some purposes, an abbreviated taxonomy might be more practicable, but
rrigiven a larger'saple of subjects, it_may be claimed for the full taxonomy that it offers

enough-categories t make finer comparisons at points of thedietical interest Where the
broader generalisatio s have a tendency to break down.

The interactio of motivational and cognitive factors is, of course; a matter of
considerable concern fo all who have an interest in ethiational programme& This means
that when attempting to eneralise from results obtained by visitors to schoOls which have
their own history of pedag ical practice and prOblems, we must bear in mind the
possibility of a variety of appcoaches by pupils towards an-experimental situation in



!Which attempts to tap these differences in attitude towards the procedure of question _

asking in a number of possible circumstances; and it may be that it would find its greatest
7-usefulness at specific points occurring before and after intervention programmes designed

acid Nto encouralinproye the quality of question asking. 4)

Editorial Comment: As Prosser's careful analysis s 0:-.--)Ws;-thCprofiles: of the proportions
of the varioUsttributes of the questions.asked by MC and WC puPils aresuch,tha_tlt the
support for the theoretical expectations is general but not universal and weak rather than
stiong. His observation that this may arise because the MC pupils could have been
'overachieliers' and the WC ones 'underachievers' encourages, or even requires, a digression
into the methodological hazards of making and interpreting social class Oomparisons.,
This digression is necessary because its substance justifies the switch of emphasis. away
from the.social class differences as exemplified in chapters 5, 6 and 7 to the study of the
operation of curiosity and questioning within the working dais (chapters 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9).

Social class comparisons of small samples of pupils ofmatChed attainment (or
ability) within a single school fail to provide 'valid estimates of the significance of social
class as a determinant of differences in so far as the samples are typical Crf the populations
to which generalisation is intended and in so far as the measures of attainment and 1

. abilityare not furictio;ing as independent variables. Unfortunately a mass of evidence
can be adduced to stiow that both propositions can be true. ;

\ We have no hrief to set out the full argumonts about the relationships' etween
)0 .scores, the concept of 'intelligence', and the assumptions and logical coherence of the
argbMents that assign proportions of variance to genetic and environmental influences

,.to 10 scores. Suffice it to say that bOth Jensen (1968) and Eysenck (1971) have under-
estimated the extent toWhich 10 scores can be shifted by induced experiences. Skeels' ',

(1966) demonstration of a fifty five IQ point difference in 'experimental' and 'con of
grburis of fostered andorphanage-children and Heber and Garner's (1970) hi three
point differeacet-in trained and untrained children are the two stror examples of
IQ scores being affected by interference with normal experience for 'disadvantaged!
children, while many significant but less dramatic shifts could also be cited (Bereiter,
1972; Creed & Robinson, 1971; Gray and Klaus, 1965; Weikart, 1972)../Such studies
concentrate their attention upon Childrenat the bottOm end of the status hierarchies of
society and that these are underachievers in the educational system has also
been repeatedly demonstrated (Douglas, 1967;Douglas, Ross & SiMpson, 1971: Husen,
1972). AttainMent even more than IQ scores are depressed'in WC children and this

j depresSion canoe argued to increase with ageand origina1potential (DOUglai, 1967;
Gordon, 1923):

Hence to match MC and. WC teenagers oh 10 scores is 'a odd prpcedure, since
it is likely that the WC *scores are underestimates of the riot tial and overestimates
of the attainment measure (Stream) which we need. Ancrwe have no way out of this
difficulty.. If the factors associatedyvith being working class have been acting for fourteen

c s

.,.,, ......years. vioOrclude sensible matching with MC peers, comparisons based on such matching
can demonstrate only the residual effects of class.

This argument islconfounded hoWever by our ignoranceof what happens to
adeviargroaps. What do. MC parents do if their children are below average on develop-
mental norms that parents accept as desirable? Do they step up 'home education' to
bring their children uptci average, and are they successful in such enterprises? If they

6
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fail are they more likely' to pull their children out of the state sector of. education? The
point of raising these questions is to suggest and we can do no, more, that the MC boys
in our study may also have been somewhat atypical, especially thoSe in the lower
streams. Whether or not -any abnormality results in the.parental behaviour becoming
ultra middle class or moJssez faire we cannot say.

For our particular subjects we should need to know their individual family
hittofies, bUt more generally we deCided that it was notinformative to make social
class comparisons at secondary age levels. If, in such studies, we relaxed controls.
.for indices.of ability;or attainment, our work would be condemned as futile. if we
maintained the controls we would be eliminating much of the variance attributable
to social clasS. Until the climate of academic opinion shifts, and there is some
consensus about definitionsof 'intelligence' supported by an adequate, theory linked
to measures; and until those of us who share an interactional viewpoint are able to
persuade both rabid environmentalists and staunch hereditariani of theft inconsistencies,
we had better direct our efforts to demOnstratiOns of the kinds of experiencithat can
lead to learning that can beseen as associated with 'intelligence'.
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CHAPTER 7

/ FINDING OUT AND POSING QU STIONS

Editor's Introduction. Of the Many goali of the educational system, one increasingly

attributed tia it is the development of the general prObleni solveri1While this phrase has

the ring of an electronic era;the idea is as old as education Itself. 'Problem' in this

context is not intended to refer to questiont in arithmetic or crossword puizles, but.

rather to any activity which requires the selection of some course of action rather than
y.

another. Every day we take many decisions, from the mUndane whether or not and when

to get, up through to resolving to become social workers and spouses. As mature adults

we have educed Many of these decisions to unconsidered habiti; cornflakes, ethics and

the trea ment of our children may well be'routinised

j. ut at someearlief point in time our habits were problems involving choices

that had to make. Did we solve them sensibly? Do:we solve our present ones

sensiblY? To do so requires that we define the nature of the problem, decide what

eviderce could be important and relevant to its solution, collect, examineand eGluate

this i' formation and finally select a solution that we imagine is to be preferred, These

processes of analysis, evaluation and synthesis are commbito all prolSieMs, and if the

desc/riptions of child development offered in Chapter 2 are valid, they have been with

each of us from our beginnings. We eventually managed to get food into the mouth,

distinguished our mothers from other persons, realised that ourfeet were attached to

the body and increasingly adapted the representations in the head to the world outside.

We always have been and always will be problem-solvers. But some problems are more

problematic than others and as knowledge has grown, and. living in society become more

complex, mankind has changed his ways of acquiring, storing and evaluating it in

important ways over the centuries.
For many ages much kncwledge was stored in 'the brains of general and' pecialist

/knowledge

philosophers, farmers, blacksmiths, builders and mothers, who passed on their

/knowledge by example and word of mouth to selected inheritors. With the development

of drawing and writing systems, knowledge coUld-alsdbe'Stored outside human heads,

and we have built up a vast heritage of/ plans, maps, and books in the museums and
(

libraries of the World. We have also created special institutions for education which haVe

Placed
,

a heavy premium on the acquisition of skills necessary o tap this knowledge,

litera y and numeracy being two objectives claimed for these org iiations. Although

the activities involve 'knowing how' aWell as 'knowing that', they 'involve a heavy

co mitment in knowledge of the second sort. One cOniequence has been hat the

c(uisitiOn and maintenance of factual knowledge in 'essential' subjects came to

si.irrie an importance at/the cost of teaching children the,Skills to acquire kno ledge.

Ii/has been recognised hOweVer that knowledge can date Vary fast, particularly in he

physical and social sciences: Basic concepts and principlet can be replaCedi basic ( \

/technology transformed. What isthe point of teaching children' knowledge that will

/ of 'historical interest only by the time they becoMe adults?\And how do we know whic

knowledge will be changed? Alas, we do'not and could not know. Hence what we need

to do is teach children hoW to acquire knowledge when they need it.

This is too glib. 111uch knowledge-does not date and will not Change. 'Know

that' is important My kndwledge of the best way tb drive from A to B in. London may
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. date as a result of one-way systems and street closures, but I do need The facts in my,
t.

head if I insist upon driving around that town; knowing how to read a map will not be
- a su ficierit substitute because I shall not be accorded the opportunity of stopping at

will/ to ckeck my next tUrning. The"snag is that we cannot predict accurately what will
and what will not be useful facts for children when they become adults. A measure of
inetiiciency iS an inevitable price paid because we allow individuals to make choices of
subsequent specialisations, careers, residence and life-style, and it is absurd to criticise the
system for this conjunction of attirbutes.

.

. If they we can agree that there is a substantial body of fact and skills which it
is desirable for all potential full members of our adult society to acquire and know, we
can probably also agrea-that we have, periodically, to examine this body, purge and
replenish it; We must not retain 'essential knowledge' that we now find is not essential
and we cannot add to the total indefinitely: It is perhaps in part because the purging .

not been rigorous enough that the antithetical idea that we shor.'ild concentrate on
teaching skills for acquiring knowledge has arisen. To suggest That both are necessary
is not so much a compromise as an obvious piece of commonsense.

. And a'case can be argued that at this moment in time we do not place sufficient
emphasis upon the development of problern-solving skills. Posing appropriate questions
is a necessary condition of proficient problem.-solving and it is to these interrogatory
aspects that this chapter is addressed. Later sections deal with skills at posing questions,
but.The :first one is a preliminary excursion into findinglout about children finding out.

Posing questions will be in vain if one has no idea how to find\ oUt answers to them.
We those to look at a simple form in this area: the acquisition of discrete

pieces of information' readily gleaned- from observations, persons or from mass media of
one kind or another. . ,

We chose ten year olds as the youngest group we imagined would have had
both the occasions of meeting problems of the sort we posed and sufficient literacy and
instruction to renderboOki a suitable source t use. We chose social class as a possible
differentiating variable between Children.'

7.1. Finding Out (W.P. Robinso & L. Abramsky)

Introduction. Many people think that one of'the most i ortant functions of education.
is to teich children-how to find out iriformation they want ut have lot got and how
to master, now skills should they ever wish to do so. Knowing ow to find out is a
particularly valuable skill, if only because we would find it irnpos ible and uneconomic
to learn so much that we never had to learn more.

The skill has two basic components which we shall call strategyàn source of
information. By 'strategy' we mean the activity in which the person enyages order to
find out, e.g. observation, experiment, asking, reading, reasoning etc. By 'sourceof
information' We mean the particular respondent, book or programme etc. to which the
persOn turns for the information. We shall refer to the combination of strategy and N
source as the method so that asking ona'3 parents, reading in a history book and watching
and listening to the news are methods.

We wanted to find out The range ofimethitidliiiiiwn to children, nearing the end
Of We-Middle school phase of their education and for which problems they might use
which methods: The age group was selected because we expected all methods to be



available to the most advanced ten to eleven year olds and we wished to see whether
there were differences -'mong children of the age group. Although we might have been
interested in differences associated with age, sex, intelligence or other personality
characteristics, we concentrated upon social class; with, the particular concern being
that WC children might differ from their/MC peers.

Since our enquiries were not set in a wealth of accumulated knowledge and we
had limited resources, we had to devise our own instruments and could do no more than
begin to pose some of the probleMs in this area

We did not try to fin, d out which methods children in fact used to answer their
questions oreven whether they bothered to satisfy their curiosity at all. We would have
liked to have obtained such information, but regarded interviews as giving the best return
for initial investment. We decided to use only small groups of children to maintain a
maximum of homogeneity on other sources of variance such as school experience.

Methbd

Subjects. The children were drawn from two of four classes in an unstreamed middle
school drawing its intake from both a residential area and a council estate in the suburbs
of Southampton. Children were screened on Raven's Progressive Matrices, and teachers
gave details of fathers' occupations. On the basis'of this information an attempt was made

/ to construct grouPs of girls and boys matched on Raven's scores but different on social
class. This proved to be difficult. In the end five MCrand five WC girls were extracted, but
boys' numbers were so low as to render comparisons impossible. For the girls in the
middle class group, the mean age was 10.9, the mean non - verbal. IQ scores 116, and
fathers' occupations were in Hall' -Jones ranking 1 or 2. For WC girlsnmean age was 10.9,
mean non-verbal. IQ 113 and fathers' occupations were in Hall-Jones categories 6 except
for one in 5b. The'girls were clearly well above :average, ability for their age group.

Materials. The itemvfOr the questionnaire were to be presented orally in an interview.
Since we were primarily interested in how children would find out what, they didnot
already know, we were obliged to include as many items as feasible for which this would
be true. However, in practice the interviewer observed that children found it disturbing
not to know the answers tbthe questions presented. Explanations that we were:interested
in how children would :find out and that the items were deliberately chosento be outside
their :knowledge did not allay suspicions and anxieties. Such is our culture! Knowing the
answers is what counts. We overcame this difficulty by including some items to which the
children would know the, answers and then asked them how they found these out

The items were intended to cover the range of methodi we could think otrFOr
most items there was more than appropriate and feasibie-s.trategy. We could not prejudge
the tavailability of human Sources, bu we tried to cover the range of standard reference
bOokS and a variety of persons. The main categories covered were observation, experiment,---
asking a person, looking at books, p_ap radio, reasoning

_and -doing: Personart-O-urces.likely tobe mentioned were parents, peers, teachers, 'experts'
and. Others. Source materials covered were dictionaries, encyClopedias, atlases, and-various
types of other reference works.

We-have mentioned that most items were asked assuming that the did not
know the answer. This apparent clumsiness was intended to help overcome the assumption
of children that they should know the answers. When a child gave the answer, she was



asked how she had found it out. All questions were probed. All indefinites were probed.
All questions included 'Are there any otherways yoli could find out?'

The Questionnaire

1. You know the Evening Echo newspaper (local paper); how could you find
out how much it costs? /

2/ How could yOu find out how td bake a cake?

How could you find out what the word 'avaricious' means?

4. Cars going in the same direction n-drive down the same side of the road. Do
you know why this is? How did (could) you find this out?

5. How could you find out the results of the Saints match (local football
team) next Saturday?

6. There are lotS of different. deter6entS fOr washing clothes. HOw could yoU
find out whether a particular detergent removes bloodstains?

7. There are many different countries in the world; Great Britain, France,
Russia, China. There is a country called Peru; how could you find out
where it is? -

8. Do, you know what the word 'greedy' means? How did (could) you find
that out?

9. How could you learn to ice-skate?

1.0. Do you know what colour is made if blue and yellow paint are mixed
together? How did (could) you find that out?

11: The planets of the.sun are not all the same size. How could you find out
whether Jupiter is bigger than Pluto?

12. Do you know what a zebra crossing looks like? How did (could) you find
that out? i

13. There have been.many wars beitween different countries. How could you
find out which armies fought ach other at the Battle of Borodino?

14. How could you find out how to mend a fuse?-

15. Many things have been happening in Northern Ireland lately. How could
you find out just what is happening in Northern Ireland?

16. The earth goes around the sun. Do you know what the moon goes
around? HOw did (could) you 'find tht out?

17. Ships have different coloured funnels. `How could you find out the colour
of the funnel of the Q.E.2?

18. You hear abot! Trade Unions. How cOu you find out just-what a Trade
Union is?

19. 0D4ou-know-whyvve-d-OTa wear clothes rude out of paper instead of
cloth? How did (could) you find this out?

20. How could you learn to play the guitar?

21. Manchester is a town in Britain, Paris is in. France. How could you find
out what country a town, called Canberra is in?

22. There were people who did famous things in the past like Nelson, Napoleon.
and Williath the Conqueror. There was once a man called Ghengis Khan.
How could you find out what-he did?

23. Most eggs are good eggsibut sometimes an egg goes rotten: How.could ybu
find out whether an uncooked rotten egg in its shell floats on water or
whether it sinks?

24.4



Instruction and Procedure. At the time of the administration of Raven's Matrices, children
were told that, the woman helping would be returning to talk with some of tern. She duly
returned and spent about twenty, minutes interviewing the selected children individually.
The official instructions were:

I'm trying to find out something, and I want your help. I want to know
how boys (girls) your age find out about something when they don't know
the-answer. I've got a list of questions here. I don't expect you to know the
answers, but I want you to tell me how yoU could find out the answers.
There are several different ways of finding out things. For example, you
could ask someone, you could read about it, or watch television, or you
could go and look at it yourielf or do it, or you might just think about it /
and work it out for yourself. .

This isn't a test. There are no right answers or wrong answers. Yo
probably won't know about lots of these things, but I want you to tell'ifie
how you could find out. All right?

The customary checks on understanding were followed by the questiorraire
items. The basic procedure was adhered to, but children were not interrupted Af they
wandered from the questions asked. it seemed to be natural for them to interject with the
correct answer if they knew it They were then asked to recall how they had found out.
Whenever indefinites such as 'someone' or vague references to 'a book' were used, a
question seeking finer specification was asked, e.g. 'Who?', 'What sort of bo k?'. When the
children had finished responding, they were asked, 'Are there any other wiys you could
find.out?' and after the reply to this probe; the next questionnaire item w?s given. All
interviews were tape-recorded.

Treatment of Results. Answers were transcribed and coded in accordance with the frame
described briefly below and fully in Appendix 7.1.

The main categories were:

A. Observation

B. Experiment

C. Asking a person

D. Miss media reading

E. Mass media- television or radio

F. Reasoning ,--
CL---Learning-throughe-xp-erience

H. No answer or not known

!. Oddments that did. not fit into A.-H

Persons acting as sources could be specified: 1. Parents, 2. Teacher; 3. Peer,
4. Expert by virtue of special training or experience, 5. Specified other person: These
differences could apply to both `A. Observation' and 'C. Asking a Person'. Where persons
Were mentioned under G., this was noted in another waY. Under bOth Mass Media
categories, subscripts were used todenote specific sources. Under 'G. Learning through
experience!, distinctions were drawn between just practising alone, learning with the
help of a book and learning with the help of a teacher. I. was noted only when an answer
misconstrued a question andiit did not seem possible to get the child to understand the
problem set



Scores on these categories and sub-categories were tabulated, and where appropriate,
Meng Whitney U tests were run to compare the groups.

Each method mentioned was also scared as to how appropriate it was, that is, how
likely it was to yield-the required information, assuming that the source was available. It
was.also scored in terms of feasibility, that is whether or not the child would be likely to
have access to such sources or resources. For example, a child might have said he could
fly to Northern Ireland to find out what was happening. This would be appropriate, but
not feasible. While our judgements were subjective, and some children's pocket money
may run to ,the fare and some parents would allow them to go, we thought it worthwhile

. to ;'nake such assessments. Scores for both ranged from 0 to 2, 1 being used for suggestions
with a measure of doubt.

Results

Almost all children could give a reasonable answer to 0.8 about the meaning of 'greedy',
but the answers to how they had come to know were sufficiently odd to give cause for
worry about other answers requiring recall. One girl 'guessed' it, one had 'thought it out',
and one 'had seen it done'. 0.8 was dropped from further analysis.

Table 7.1.1 Incidence-of Strategies and Sources for Finding out used by
(ndividual Middle and Working Class Girls

Strategy and Source

All Categories

'Asking Teacher (C2)

Asking Expert (C4)

Specific Books (D2, 4;
5, 6)

-Mass Media (TV) (E)-.

thro'
Ex _eLien6e4G-

. DOn't Know/No
Answer (H)

Agreements with -
Group (24)

Individual Children
Middle Class Working Class

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3. 4 5

42 49 34 39 41 40 30 31. 26 19

2 5 3 3 2 1 0 0 2 0

1 2 5 3 5 5* 0 0 1 0

4

2

4 2 2

2 1 3

4 6 10

21 18 15 17 19 13 13 17

Agreement as % --',

Answers 88 75 63 71 86 57 - 65 74 50 57

* For three of these the expert was 'someone who ...', e.g. 'Find someone who'.s
been to Peru and ask him where it is?

,
I

Certain categories of-analysis showed no sign of a differential use by the two social
class groups. Of those that were not so rare as to render it foolish to say there Were no diffei antes.



. .,
Observation (A), Experiment (B) and Reasonih (F) showed little hint of differences;
although the last was used six times.by MC girls as against three by WC girls. Within
'Asking a Person', while requests toparents (C1) and peers (C3) gave no discrimination
MC girls were more likely to ask teachers (C21(U\= 1.0, p = .016) and specified Experts .

(U = 3.5, p <.096). When specific reference books (02, D4, ps and D6) were separated
out, it was found that MC girls, claimed a relative j\ropensity to consult these (U = 4.0,
p --t .096), and they more often mentioned .watching television (E), especially for football
results and news about Northern Ireland (U = 2.26-p <.056).

.

\.WC girls gave more 'Don't.know's' (U = 1.5, p <.032) arid, in fact:used fewer
categories overall (U =.2.0, p = .03).., .. would appea to be fair to conclude that the'
general tendency -of MG- to-mention more strategiesnd sources is not simply a reflection
of greater responsiveness, since the differences are 'mainly within the particular sub-
categories already mentioned. . .

To answer whether or not there were differences in appropriateness and feasibility,
it was first necessary to remove effects contingent upOn the greater response rate of MC

1girls. When this was done, it was found that there were\no social class differences; a large
Majority of responses were both appropriate (MC 89%,*VC 88%) and feasible (MC 97%,
WC 97%). .

.. \

By /way of a summary analysis we looked to see What the most popular mode, of
.._

.response was for each question a measure of group consensus. If four or more out of
the ten girls used a response it was included. Some questions had more than one popular
response, Q's .14 and '18 had none. The array of Preferences was:

,

,.,

A. Q's 1 and 17
o

' B. Q's 6and 23

C. C4 for Q.1, C2 for Q.16

D. D, for Q's 5 and 15, 02 for Q's 7 and 21, D3 for Q.6, D for Q.3, 'D6 for
Q's 2, 3, 13-and 22

. Q's 5 and 15

s 4 and 19

When the groups were compared in the use of these pOpular responses, MC girls
were more likely to use more of them both absolutely (U = o.5, p <.016) and as a pro-
portion of non-H. or I. answers given (U = 3, p = .056). \

While the data on appropriateness and feasibility did not show up any class
differentes, the answers of the two groups felt different. If we examine the two sets of
responses below, they illustrate what is meant.

MC Responses.

1. Go to a newsagent and ask

2. Ask mother

5. Look in the ECho

6. It might say on the packet

7. Look in an atlas .

10.. I had a book which showed
which colours you mix to make
which colours

WC Responses

Ask someone

Ask a friend

Go to match

It will say on the packe

Ask-someone who's bee on a cruise to Peru

Just said it
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14.. Electrician Ask someone .

15. TV Go there

17; Go todocks while it Was-there Go.to.docks

21.. Look in index of atlas..lt would Dictionary
.tell you the page and you 'could
look and find what country it
was in

Thii isan illustrative selection ndt a random sample. What does it illustrate? A
difference i.i. precision, appropriateness of qualification, explicitness. and specificity,
commonsense and perhaps seriousness ofintention.1f we were to.claim that the MC girls
took the taskMore seriously es a set of problem-solving situations, this should be taken
to mean that the MC Fins reflect upon the answers they think of and -check them against
the problem. The emmples of.WC responses above are ineffectual if they are viewed' as
specifications of .sensible plans of action. Would they really try to hunt down- returned
visitor to Peru or 90 to the docks on the off-chance of the Q:E.2 being there? Of are they
producing responses to.satisfy the interviewer? The lack of-explicitness and speCificity.
has been found before (see Robinson, 1972 for asummary). Williams and Naremore
(1970) have justifiably.criticised such work on the grounds that itis baser+ On the
analysis of unchallenged answers. With their subjects, probing removed si al class
differences: In this study probes did not lead to such an evening out

Summary; Reports of. social class differences with ten subjects should not convince but
might excite the imagination, eipecially since our techniques were unrefined and our
subject sample abnormally able. Any elaboratedrepetition .could -institute more effec-

control for differentials. To ask anyone how they did find Out scirnething.is a strange
request. We might well expect that the knowledge we acquire normal! y becnmeS-dis
sociated from its corjtextof_abquisiti ar enough learning without bothering to
itoioccasion as well.. Successful recall, by children of how they actually found things
out is likely to' be of significance only. in unusual circumstances. .

We must also note that our items of information were within the conceptual grasp
of. he children, that is it was the content of the specific instance that was unknown not .

thehature of the class which it was a member: Hence, in Piagetian terms, our ,2;.;
were directecl at problems of aisirnilation rather than accornmodation,Wealso took only
a snapshot at a moment in time, and did not 'examine the acquisition of Methods_of
finding oUt.Chapter 8 providei apreliminary account of deVelopmental changes in.
preferences of persons as. sources.-

Whether or not we judge the general efficienCy of these eleven year olds to be
high or low will depend perhaps-on iour past experiences of such childreri.Suffice it to
make onejavourableand Oneurifavourable comment It is -true that most of the children--
could Offer-one appropriateand feasible method for each Of-the problem;.it is also true
that they, particularly the WC girls, were unlikely to mention alternative& One inynediate
interpretation would be that the children were constrained by.a right answer'
Mentality. One right answer is both necessary and sufficient. Such a view is consistent
with the interviewer's difficulty in persuading the children that it notmatter that
they did not know the actual answers to the questions asked. The Children felt it Was.more
important know the answers than to kni.ivy how to find them out.

Although these children 'had enjoyed several years of integrated days and a dash
.



of 'discovery' learning, they appear still to be concerned with immediate convergence on
unique answers within a context of set problems. They did not wallow in the elaboration
of possibilities.

A second interpretation would be that the responses could be viewed ap person-
rather than problem-centred. Particularly among the working class there was the implicit
applicatidhiof a leasteffOreOritetitifi:-What is the minimal acceptable response? Hence,
the abbreviated indefinite and vague replies. In Chapter 2, we refeired to the hazards of
response-based learning as distinct from understanding-based learning. To the extent that
we had createdan artificial situation and thechildren were as co-operative as children .
tend to be, we perhaps unwittingly encouraged the adoption of such an orientation.

Unfortunately the two principles of 'one-answer mentality' and 'least effort' both
lead us to expect similar responses in the situation we used To differentiate between them
would require an experimental manipulation. Suffice it to say that one or other or both
of these may have been operating and could explain the differential behaviour of the two
social class grOups as well as the absolute performance, if we hid evidence that the WC are
more person- than problem-centred. Such evidence was produced in chapter 2.

We did; of course, wish to eliminate these influences sinceour goal was to find out
what strategies and sources children could think of as ways of solving problems. The
probing should likewise have encouraged the production Of alternatives and anincrease in
explicitness and specificity. in so far as these objectives were realised, .weare justified in
conciudingthat the WC class girls were Ids able than their MP peers to think of varied and
explicitways of finding out answers to the problems posed.
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APPENDIX 7.1

CATEGORIES FOR STRATEGY AND SOURCE

Running through the categories of Observati,on', 'Experiment', 'Asking Other people',
'Reading' and 'Other mass media', it was deemed desirable todistinguiSh aotive goal-
directed attempts to learn and passive riception of information. This latter normally
Occurred in response to the questions about how-children had found out wht they
already know, e.g. 'How did you find out that green is made if blue and yelloW\
paints are mixed together ?'; painting and the blue paintimsn't dry and the
'yelloW ran into: it, and it turned green.' However, it was rarely used to refer to a
casual hopefulness; e.g. 'How'could you find Outwhere PerU is?'; 'There could be an
earthquake there and yoU could 'read where, it was in the papers? This distinction
betWeen active and passive learning could be important in Other investigations and
would need to be elaborated and integrated into any comprehensive coding frame.
Here a casual _note was made of such passive learnings.

Seven main strategies were distinguished:

A. Observation
)1

B. Experirne

Asking a person

D. .Mass media reading

E. Mass media TV or radio

F. Reasoning

G. Learning through experience-

H. No answer or not known

e

Oddments, including, for example, getting someone else to mend a fuse.
Responses which did not answer the question as posed were included
here.

A. Observation

An answer was Categorised as an observation when direct sensory perception of the
undisturbid object or event was cited. Any interference would have converted the
answer to an experiment Any ikonic or symbolic representation of it would have
placed it in one of the mass media categories. Magr.ification through telescopes or
microscopes was included.

e.g. How could you learn to ice-skate?
I could watch other people do it ,

Sources: Subscripts. were used to,lienote who would be watched:

A, Parehts, A2 Teacher, A3 Peer, A4 Expert by virtue o) training or experience,
A5 Specified other persOn. No subsCript was made if the person was unspecified--
and remained sb after probing.

B. Experiment

When some manipulation of the environment by the child was involved, and he claimed
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1

1

1

to intend to witness the outcome, 'experiment' was scored. No gradation in sophittication

s.

was noted, because-the ideas in fact proposer; were: all elementary. \
I.

eg Hdw did you find out that green is made if blue and yellow paints
are mixed together? '

We needed some green paint, so we tried mixing together different
colours until we made green paint. ,

How could you find out whether an uncooketrotten egg i its
shell floatS on water or whether it sinks?
Try it out.\

C. Asking a Person ,

If the child said he would pass the question on to someone this category was scored. We
did not include cases where he would ask someone to teach him how to do something
(see G..

e.g. How could you find out wha a Trade Union is?
I could ask someone.

Sources were given subscripts correspOriding to those in A. ObserVation.

i

D. Reading .

The decision to divide massmedia by skill rather than some other criteria did not matter
since subcategorisation separated out categories in such a manner that they could have
been recombined\along other groUpings if so desired. One exclusion from this category
was the direct observation \ of the price of a newspaper, a second was the mention of 'teach
Yourself' books for guitar and skating, when active participation was also mentioned. At .

least threesub-categories might need to'be inbluded under different headings in other /
tinvestigations. NeWspapers 'tniht be combined with radio and TV. 'Labels and instructions
on packets' might be distinguished-from 'books','as might 'pictures, models and photo-
graphs' for which of course \ reading is not necessary for understanding. However, the 's
questions chosen were such,that both D3 and De were too rare to merit recombinations of
any sort--

e.g. How could you find out which armies fought each other at the Battle
of Borodino?-
I could-read about it.

Sources: D1 Newspapers, D2 4as, globes and maps, D3 Labels, in uctions on packets
and other advertisements, D4 Dictionary, Ds Encyclopedia, D6 Speci ied category of book
(history, space; etc.); DI Unspecified book, D8 lkonic representation (photograph, picture,
Model), D9 Other.

E. Radio and Television I
s

)Although sub-caiegories were used for types of programmes, these were used too in
frequently for systematic ana y'sis.

e.g. How could you fin\cl out what is happening in Northern Ireland? '
I

, \

By watching television. )

f. Reasoning \

Children had difficu ty in expressing themselves in terms of sentences like!! just thought



. t...
,N-

Out it', but W h e n e v e r a child first attempted to express such a procedure, the interviewer
wave:a brief comment that we call this !thinking' W.. we could say 'I thought about it'. In
practice it was less difficult to pass judgerkent,On this category than might be imagined'
When the answer involved 'reasoning' Without :a Subsequelt labelling of this, the category

.'was s still scored. . . ' ) )

e.g. Cars going in the same direCtion driVe rPow;14)e same side of the; road.
Do you know why this is .x .How did (could) you find.this out?' .

If x:were 'It's commonsense, because they/A bump into each other, etc.:, .. ,
then thiS category-was scored. If the answer to the second question
was 'I thought abOutle, the category was scored.

.°. .../ l.

.

. G. Learning through ExperienCe i .1
. . ,

1Not all theAuestions involved finding Out.oneword answers. Two asked about. learning'
complex sensory-Motor skills and for these answers fell into thi.ee Main sulicategories:.

i. .

G'I Taking lessons, either formal or informal- : ; . - ' I ._ -

e.g. By taking leisons. By having someone who knew how teeth Me how:7 .
i

G2 Teaching oneself through practice
e.g. By just getting a guitar and trying to play.

G3 Getting a book and teaching oneself .1

.

e.g. By getting a book that has notes in it and then trying to play them.

G4 Other'

H. No inforthative response

I. Response not an answer to. question posed regardless of probing. 1

I.

..1
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7.2, Cornpetence at Question Asking and its DevelOpinent

. .

IntrodUction. YOu can ask questions. to acquire knowledge. Whether you are successful
or not will depend upon a variety of Jactors,.one of which will'be your skill at fOrmUlat-
ing appropriate questions. Have you mastered the formal linguistic aspects of qUestion
construction ?, Questions are posed with Llimited rangy -kf RantencefUrms;..vho5e rules
of construction need to be acquired. `Lexical items st* vailable to refer to the
objects of inquiry andy(f.RObinson and Rackitraw. ( 972) ar correct, efficient
questioning requires some prior knowledge of the kind.of ans er required, If.the
occurrence of a question is only possible when'there are gaps in,a framework of
,:nOwledge orpelief, then this framework itself will serve as a basis for the evaluation .

of the satisfactorinets of a particular answer. How and when.these skills ere acquired
are matters for investigation.

.

In this section we are particularly concerned with.social dais differenceS in
the competence of the construction and use of isolated questions and,sequences of
questions. While these studies rely on controlled obse-,- vationswith limited materials
and situations, we finish with examples-of.quwion-posing in everyday problems.
However it is perhaps desirable to preface our own studies with thumb-nail sketches
of such work as has been conducted/On the developinent of questioning Skills:

The Development Of. Questioning .Evidence of baby's first questions is scant but neat.
With-but one child, Menyuk and Bernholtz (1969) Showed thatthe various occurrences
of the utterance 'diaoi' fall into, three categories marked by differences in duration .

and intonation.- poor' as a question 'ls that a door?' was shorter than when it-was a
statement (Thai's a doOr) and when inras an imperative (Shut the door!). and its
fundamental frequency Tcse in the middln rnd was - maintained. We do, not yet knoW
whether this swallow w II mark the onset uif summer. For our knowledge abotit the
earliest stages of Yes/ o and 'wh' Ouesiions, we' currently rely on the detailed analysis
of the speech of the th4e chIldren studied by Brown, Bellugi, Cazden and
Hanlon at Harvard Cazden:,sumniarises the nature of the sequence observed/in' all three
children (Cazden, 1972, \Table 7 :2 :1.)t InterestinglYthe stages of preceding mastery
of the adult forms are consistent with transforgiational generative prammar; (Brown and
Hanlon, 1970).

Ervin-Tripp (1970) has watched the develOpment of the diScriminative use of
'wh' questions by five children and monitored the development of comprehension in
sticcwiiiie monthly interviews with twenty .our others. On. the. basis of her wider e it
would appear that !there is a sequence ofmastery: yes/no, what, where, what-do, WhOse,
who, why, Where from, how, .when. The first three had been acquired by two years
of age, while eight of the twenty fOd7hildien had not mastered the simplest form of
'when' questiOn by three years and fOur months. Thestagesshould be treated as no
more than rough guides as to What age children one might- select fOrparticular studies
and it shOUld also be remembered that other aspects of lingdistic expertise are develop-.
ing ooncurrently, so that forms where-the wh'inierrogative refers to the object of the
answer may be mastered after the case where it refers to-he 'subject':

Of especial interest was the finding tat mastery of a particular 'wh' form was
not preceded by a stage of raridon-i'l resPonding and Ervin7Tripp was able to specify
number of strategies which accounted for much, but by no`rheans all, of this non
randomness. Four such strategies were detected (p.r*96):
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Table 7.2.1. Stages in the development of Question Forms

ages for Adam.

Period A
(28 MOS.)

Period C
' (35 MOS.)

Period C-F

(42-54 MOS.)

Period.D + E

Period F

Yes-No Questions Wh-QuistiOns
,

, \
Expressed by intonation only: Limited number of routines: ..
Sit chair? Ball go? . WIfat(t) that? Where NP go?

What NP doing? \
More complex sentences being questioned, but no development"of
question forms themselves except the appearance, probably as
routines; of two negative auxiliaries don't and can't. \ .

. .

Dat black too? . What soldier marching?_.
Moinpinch finger? Where my-pitten?
\Youcan't fix it? - < Why you Wakingme up?

Development of auxiliary verbs in the child's &aim grammatical
ystem. I\ version of AUX and subject NP in yes-no questions\but -

not in Wh- Uestions.
_ .

_ .

ARe you going to make it with me? What I did yesterday?
Will you help me?
Does the kitty stand up?

Can I have-a peke of paper?

Whkh way they should go?
Why the Chirstmas tree

going?
HOW he can be a doctor?

Development Of tag questions from Inversion of AUX and subject
Huh? to mature form: NP, first in affirmative

questions only:
Why are you thinty?
Why we can't find the right one? ;

Later, starting in Period F
in negative question also:
Why can't. put on their"
diving suits and swim?
Development of complex
sentences, including indirect
Wh-questions:
You don't know where you're

going
He doesn't know what to do
We don't know who that is.

I have two turn huh?
We're playing, huh?

That's funny isn't it?
He was,scared, wasn't he?
Mommy, 'ten we saw thosf
girls, they were running weren't
theY?

Extracted from Cazden (1972).:1
. I



1: If you recognise a familiar question word, give an ppropriate reply, (By this
is Meant an answer which contains a grammatically, lexically and semantic-
ally appropriate replacement group for that inter ogativei

If there is a transitive verb, respond with the obj ct of that verb. This
strategy appeared throughout the range of ages n the large group of subjects
and accounted for two-thirds of the replies to' ow' and 'when' questions ..

that contained transitive verbs. The chief defe t was that the cause strategy
-sometimes influenced even transitive verbs.. If rules were different for each
child we might be able to weight in terms of , uch pervasive response
preferences,

If you are ver three, and there is an,anim te subject and intransitive verb,
give a caus I explanation.

This.acco nit for eighty four per cent of the 'how' questions, but no 'when'
questions eeting the spacifications wer asked.

4. For the r 'maining intransitive verbs, giv a location or direction if iis
missing.

This-rUl accounted for three-quarters of the cases.
,

Ervin-Tripp oes not elaborate upon the c aracteristics of children in her samples,
but, if it is fair to a surri::! that they_are not devian ly-brilliant- we are justified-in anti =

cipating that the rn jority of -ordinary children wi I have mastered the basic categories
of'the question-an er exchange by the time the enter the Infant School. No evidence
has,been'present about the comprehension of isjunctive questions, e.g. 'Would you
like an appleor a orange'Tor of yes/no deman mg forms differing from declarative
sentences only in heir intonation patterns, e.g. You are going to the pictures today?'
But If or yei/no qu stions based on transformati ns of preposition, transposition and the
addition of an au diary 'do' and for questions Introduced by 'wh' worck there is evidence
of mastery well b fore age five.

. .
These thre 'studies are based on only nine children, and we may well live to see

this orderly pittur, smudged by' the results o subsequent studies, but pro tern we can
relax. '...

. ..

Other thin being-equal, we should erefore expect-seven year old children to be
proficient in the han ling both of questio arid their answers: However, given other

\ /information about th language developme t of WC children, we might expect to, find that
some of them are not roficient. We chose o look at both seven and ten year old children,
the first becaUse we we e fairlyconfident f a very high degree of efficiency in MC-
children, the second to whether some C children still remained incompetent Some
of these investigations w re not conducte under-the auspices of the Schools Council, but
will be mentioned becaus they form the background to the investigations of Margaret
Freeman and Michael Duf y.

Basing her design on materials d ised by Susan Rackstraw, Margery -Heber (1972)'
compared seven and a half ear old MC nd WC boys on the oral questions they had
about a variety of cut-out pi tures stuc on to five 6-x 4'/2 inch cards, covering the follow-
ing themes: space, electricity trees, be and musical instruments. In general, the reading
ages of the boys were compar ble to t ell' chronological ages, and_in any case were matched
across groups. While there wer no soc al class differences in the total number questions
asked there were substantial-di ".1renc in other rwpects. The WC boys produced more
statements (in intonation as we as fo m) instead of questions and a higher proportion of

questions.were of the same for indicatingindicating a stereotyping absent in MC boys; it



med as though they wished to do what was 'right", but did not have genu.ne qUestions
twasor. The questions they produced were less complex grammatically (no more than one
main clause) and more of them focused upon perceptual rather than conceptual aspects
of the stimuli, e.g. 'Are they always green?' as opposed to 'How does-it work?'. In this
Study, the objective evidence pointed to differences in lite if not in competence, although
it might be argued that the fact that since the WC boys produced .a mixture of statements
and questions they were still developing the skill: Although there was only a low incid7
.ence of grammatically unacceptable forms within questions themselves, the errors which
did occur were normally describable in one or other of Brown's (see above) development-
ally prior forms. Subjectively, the impression was that the WC boys were less genuinely
curious, but were more enthusiastic in their willingness of co-operate. At age seven then,
we might conclude that WC .boys are comparatively retarded viva viz MC boys, but
whetheror not they are also developing in a different direction we do not know.

7.3. CoMpetence at Posing Single Questions

7.3:1..Competence at Question-Posing: Middle school Pupils

Iff section-7.2. we have seen that there is some evidence for a developmental sequence
in children's capacities to produce questions and'that at the formal, level this sequence,
is consistent with generative transformational grmMars. Further, there may be a set .

order in which questions utilising the special interrogative 'wh' words appear and this
may be related to difficulty of the underlying concepts. Social class-differences are
consistent with the idea of a develOpmental lag-in the-working class, at least as far as
the formal requirements of questioning are concerned. But is there a similar lag in the
semantic and pragmatic: aspects of questioning such that WC-children are less likely to be
able to formulate questions that will evoke the type of answer wanted? Given that there
is something .a child wants to know, can he frame a question that could evoke an

. appropriate answer?

Single Questions, Single Answers
o attempt to answer this question Susan Rackstraw (1972) deVised a technique whereby

children were provided with statements but had :to construct questions to which the
statements could be answers. Children-aged ten had no difficulty understanding the nature
of the task,.but with several variations in the form of the answers and a wide coverage of
'wh'. words, shefound a number of social class differerkes. The results-are best summarised.
bystating that:WC boys were the deviant, group when were made by class
and sex. They were leSs likely to produce questIcns, were somewhat more likely :to
sunderquestions, and substantially more likely to smisque:`on', i.e. ihparticular their
questiOns were-employing the wrong svuh' form. Conversely expressed; MC boys were
more likely than WC boys to generate 'acceptable' questions that should indeed have

...obtained the answers provided: Grammatical features were not pronouncedly different
across the groups, although WC children were more prOne.to give questions whose
tenses were discordant with those of the answers.

This work was extended in two ways by Margaret Freeman:With the same
subjects as Susan Rackstraw, Margaret Freeman attempted to find out whether the saMe
social class differences would ocCur if questions had to be asked about-cohesive prose
material. ..

.



Questions Answered In Peneirephs FiestinsnI
Rackstraw's results indicated the extent and nature .of the secial'claus differenoa to be
found when single question' were required for isolated single wain varied eking a
number' of linguistic parameters. But what happens when answers ere imbedded in a
context? Could these children see a corpus of wadi as a set of answers to a series of
questions? Any statement made in .deciarative fora can be viewed as one. of

sitting on the mat' an bof

questions 'Where is the at?', 'What is on the Mar, Whet is the cat 1. Which
-answers:to a set of questions. 'The cat Is bean to a nunib

in-particular is usually signalled by the Patterns of Stress and intonation. Once children
could 0mq:the idea of writing down
ciao: differences in their prOWIISS at it

Arguing in...sloths! vein to the
to be more successful in this number of
and lexical aPpropriatiness of their
ciliation: and materials in the.pasage.

answered in a dot, would there be social
would this differ with the type of text?

investigation, we would expect MC children
they amid generate, the grammatical

and the semantic linkage betwein

Method

Materiels. One des riptive.and one narrative meow; acli approximately seventy words
king, Were selected. The disciiptive text was taken from 'Our Earth' 'in the 'How and
Why' arks of children's books; the narrative passage fram 'Rupert Annual - 1488'. Both
were judged to be within the thildren'a understanding, both had some intrinsic interest.,
The actual texts were

Badger (referred to a N..)
'In thi early days of the railways; James Badger lived in a house north.
Nutchester line. Early one morning he saw thit a landslide had blocked the track,
so he dashed along with a Imam just in time to satthatrain..ThepeOple of
Nutwood were so proUd of his deed that they gem him a medal. James via:

'quite a hero in the village'.

Oukkand (referred to as Des.)
. .

'Quicksand 166k: like ordinary send; which is why unlucky animals, and vome-
times people stumble Into It by Mistake and sink. Unlike grains of ordinary

-send which hive sharp edges, quicksand grains are round. Then is water
undernesth which separates them and lifts them up in a setae it 'floats' them
and thus the sand cannot take solid Weight: Any heavy object .that falls into
quiCksind sinks as though through water, but much more

- Subjects. Two local mixed .prkiarylchook wens edectsd for theeiraerinients, one .

situated ins MC dittrict, the Other Ina WC arm: The majority of the parents of children.
in the-MC sample were members of staff at the University, and the children lived. In
residential districts, whilst the parent of the WC children were mainly manual workers;.
mu* of them connected in soma way with the docks.- The two groUpsof children were
controlled .for age (ten to &vent:Mks being performedby the top adeam of the final
yea:in tech school. Information was obtained from the schools aboutihsocCupations .

of both parents of every child, and classification 'Wei made according to the Hilkknes
&ale. Three immigrant children from the WC sample were withdrawncend to also were .

. two children classified in the lower status range, bUt whae mothers held higher status
occupations....

The final sample consisted of twsnt iiminchildron-franveich-of-the-tvio-77
:4cliools,-Ififteeri-boys twelve gels'in NAL In the MC pr.**, children ranged from



soda( classes 1----4, (X boys = 1..8; )(girls = 2.0), and in the WC sample,from classes 5B -7,
(X boys = 5.6; X girls = 5.4).

instructions and:Procedures. . While. it would have been preferable tohave reversed the
order of presentation -for half the subjects, this was administratively _impossible. Children
were issued with copies of brith paragraphs which remained aVailable to: them throughout.
After initial instructions had been given, the Badger text was read aloud and the children
spent five minutes writing down questions answered in it. The procedure was repeated for
the Quicksand text. The instructions were:

!Now we have two paragraphs. The first is a story, the second a descritpion: You
have five minutes foreach. I will read through them and then you write down
questions answered in the 'paragraphs. Write your questions in the large space
underneath each. We'll start with the story. I'll read it aloud while you look at it.
(Story is read). Has anybody any questions?' (AlthoUgh these sound abrupt it
should be remembered that children had already been performing similar tasks.
Questions about procedute were answered and the experimenters quickly
checked that all children were dOing the rightthing).''Flight then, start away':

After fiiieiiiinutes the children were stopped.

Now the desaription. You follOw while I read it aloud. (Description is read).
Any worries? Good. Write doWn the questions then'.

The two eXperiments were completed by the clas!, Is as a group in their own
classrooms during What would have been lesson time The teachers wereabsent, and the
experimenters, both of whoM were temaleattempted to induce a friendly, relaxed
atmosphere into the proceedings, whilst at the same time, being firm regarding such noise s

_and chatteringet developed.
,

Treatment of Results. The narrative and desCriptive passages were analysed separately
for the boys and girls of each social class group.
1. The total number of questions of,each child was counted and entered into a three-
way analysis of variance with two values of each variable (sex, social class, type of passage).
2. , As for 1, but.only questions which were grammatically acceptable, other than
having questionMarks or capital letters missing, were used
3. 'Imperfect' questions generated by each child were divided into four categories:-

Spelling mistakes.

(ii) Grammatical mistakes.
OM Presupposition. e.g. 'What did, they give him?' 'Have they sharp edges?'

(iv) Questionsl\iot answered in the text. e.g. 'In what century did he live?'
Spelling and grammatical mistakes were later categorised together, and a threeWay
analysis of variance done.

It was noticed that most of the'mistakes' occurred in Category (iii), and so
further calculations were made. If the presupposition in the question referred to some
thing stated or implied in the previous question, this second 'question was counted to be
correct-ag. Q.1 'Whue did James Badger live?' Q.2 'What did he see early one mor.-.ing?'
0.3 'What was he carrying?' Question' 2 can now be marked correct as 'he'' refers back
to stated James Badger in Question 1. Question 3 can also be marked correct, since 'he'.,
again referi to James Badger implied in Question Z If the presuppoSition in the question
did not refer back to something stated or implied in the previous question, the question
remained noted as indorrect, . (iii) e.g. 'Do they sink?' (Meaning people/animals), 0.2 'Are
Inc, like ordinary grains?' (Meaning grains of quicksand). On the batis of these further



calcul ions, two more three-way analyses of variance were done, one which dealt with
'accep ble' quettions of the second kind, and another which examined the totatamount
of pres pposition generated by the ohildren.
4. The final stage was to try and find out if the children found it more difficult to; ask
questicns, the answers to whichwereexpresied through different and possibly difficUlt
grammatical structures. Also, did they avoid any particular type of question? Each
paragraph was divided into eight sections, three of which were subdivided. This covered
every important point of information upon which relevant questions could be asked. They
were scored irrespective of spelling, grammatical or presupposition msitakes, and to obtain
a full score of twelve, qv, stions had to be attempted on each point. Some children asked
more than one question on the same tOpic, and a cross was Put against their score to
indicate this. The-division made of the paragraphs was:

Narrative passage
A 'In the early da ys. of the railways
B(1;2) Jamet-Badger lived in a house-near the NutchestersLine.
C arly one morning . .7.
D(1,2) .. he saw that a landslide had blocked, the track.
E So he dashed along with a lantern ...-.
F ..j.ust in time to save the train.
G(1,2, The people of Nutwood were:so proud of his deed that they gave him

3) a medal.
H James was quite a hero in the village.'

Descriptive passage
A 'Quicksand looks like ordinary sand ..
B(1,2) ....,which is why unlucky animals and sometimes people stu-nble. into,

it by mistale and sink.
C(1,2) Unlike grains of ordinary sand which have sharp edges, quicksand

grains are round,
D There is water underneath ....
E(1,2, . . . . which separates them.and lifts them up -- in a sense it floats

3)
. and thus the sand cannot take solid weight.

Any heavy object that falls into quicksand sinks, as though through
water ....

but much more slowly'.

A final analysis dealt with the results obtained by these calculations. c.)

Results .-

1. MC childrenasked more questions than WC children (F = 38.75, df 1/50p <.901.),--.4
and girls more than boys (F =4.88, df 1/50, p <-05). The Narrative passage evoked more
questions than the Descriptive one (F = 5.47, df 1/50, p <.025).
Z If problems of pretupposition are ignored and grammatically acceptability of
questions as independent units is applied as a criterion, the only significant difference
lies in the higher number of acceptable questioAs being constructed from the
Descriptivepassage. . 4

3. (i) and (ii). Looking at the lets than perfect questions, there were no significant main
effects on Spelling and_Grammar, although-thereWes a Class ic Passage interacticin With

.



Table 7.3.1, Mean Numbers of Questions Asked as a function of Type of Passage, SeX
and Social Class

Social Class Sex

TYpe of Passage

Narrative Dettriptive

.1!tals N

Middle Boys 8.06 8.07 15
Middle Girls 9.58 9.58 12

Working Boys 5.07 4.47 15
Working Girls 6.67, 5.42 12

Middle 9.04 8.74 17.78 27
Working 5.78 4.89 10.67 27

Boys 6.84 6.27 13.11 30
_Girls 8.13 7750 15.63° 24

MC children generating relatively more accurate questions to the Descriptive passage
(F = 5.78, df 1/50, p <.05).
3. (iii) Questions involving all forms of presupposition were more common in response
to the Narrative than ,the Descriptive passage (F = 4Z42, df 1/50, p <.001). However,
these MC children were much lower on the :illegitimate' forms of presupposiiion, i.a
those where the referent could not be found in an, earlier question of their own (F = 17.45,
df 1/50, p <.05), while girls were lower than boys.
4. Figure 7.3.1.. illustrates the social class differences observed..
Nine of the differences were significant, seven of these on the Descriptive passage:

Narrative pas
(Cat.D2)

(Cat. F- )

Descriptive p
,(Cat.C2)

(Cat() )

(Cat.E1)
(Cat. E3)

(Cat. F\ )

(Cat.G1

sage

Reference to blocking the track.
Reference to saving the train.

p <.05
p <.02

assage

Reference to the shape of quicksand grains p <.001
Reference to the water underneath p <.001
Reference to separating the grains p <.001
RefFence to floating the grains p <.001.
Reference to the sand taking solid weight . p <.05
Reference, to, heavy objects falling into quicksand p <.01

- .

If we ask why these questions should differentiate rather than the others, we nii6ht guess
that WC children are more likely to ignore.the middle section of passages and do: this

1
.

, -. especially it the 'Osk is a difficutt one (see Discuision).

Discussion \
Our expectations that MC children would be able to generate more-questions than their
WC counterparts pr'oled to be.correct. The analysis also showed that girls asked more
questions than boys, and that the children seemed to find it easier to ask questions about /
the narrative passage. There was no significant social class difference in the numbers of
spelling and grammatical` mistakes made by the children.:What was more unexpected,
however, were the results obtained in the analYsisof the amount of presuppOsition used\

`t
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Figure 7.3.1. Distribution of Questions across Information Points of the Narrative and
Descriptive Passages by Social Class
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X2 analyses show ;line of the differences to be significant, seven of them on the
Descriptive, passage.



It was expected that WC children would use this more often, but in fad the results ind.i-
ctPx1 the opposite. As the paragraphs remained in front of the child' zn throughout the
experiment, it is possible that: certain instances of this were considered by the children
td.be appropriate, which is why we decided. upon two categories of 'presupPosition!.
When this.was done it was found that MC children were particularly prone tapre.:-
suppose itemstheir own questions had already mentioned, while WC children-used

. more unloCatable PresOpOsition, which is consistent with the hypothesis that it is
inappropriate contextual presupposition that differentiates between the classes., .

The differences between thetasks are consistent with the view that question-
Posing for the Descriptive passage_yvas more difficult and the resulfs obtained are
consistent with the view that the more difficult passage highlights the social class
differenCes more strongly:'In this case however the difficulty appears to reside in the
type of discourse rather than. in the speCial.interrogative fOrMs associated with different
types:of question:

7.3.2 Competence at Question Posing : Secondary School.Pupils (F.M. Freeman)-

In the last section we have described our investigations friteAheCoMpetenCe of ten year
old WC and MC children to formulate questions in linguistically appropriate ways on
given points of information.

The two experiments to be described here were designed to extend the scppe of
these investigations. For although it is important to distover whether, when confronted
with pieces of information of varying degrees of complexity,"a child is able to formulate
the correct questions to which these korrnation Points,are the answers, his would not
be a very common occurrence in teal-life situatioi:s. That is, after reading a story or
seeing a film or televisiOn progtamme, providing sufficient stimulation has been pro-
duced to ask questions, it is more probable that the questions asked would be about
things extraneous to the stated content of the book or film. For exaMple, if on a news
bulletin ait was announced that 1,000 American soldiers were being sent to Sandakan, an
information-seeking question would more likely be 'Where is Sandakan?' rather than
'Where are 1,000 American soldiers being sent?', or 'Who is being sent to Sandakan?'.
Thus the question is asked about a missing piece Of informatien, or'one about which the
questioner-is not certain a frequent occurrence in everyday life, not only through lack
of knowledge, but also because of interruptions such as coughs and traffit noises, or gaps

=caused by bad telephone connections or the occasional word illegibly written. . .

In these two experirnents_therefore:-.-We attempted to design tasks in which the
:important information'Points were missin :!_ln.ihe first, subjects were presented with a
Set of sentenceS fipm-which-sdtne of the words had been blOcked out, and in the second,
a short story, also with severai words blocked ouvEach subject was required to write
down the question's they would have to ask in order to find out what the Missing word or
words were It was expected that children of higher IQ would,be able toperform the
tasks better than those lower IQ, and in viewof our previous results which indicated
that MC children were more corivetent: than WC children at finding and asking well-
formed questionS'about Stated points of information, we also expected to find a social
class difference. Because there was a continuous theme inIthe second task, rather than a
corpus containing unrelated sentences', we expected it would be &siert



Method

Materials. Both,experiments were designed to cover a wide range of possible interrogatives
for subjects to use, i.e who, why, when, Where, What (identification), what for (explana
tion), which, how (degree), how (rnanner). The first task consisted of nine unrelated
statements, each with a gap which should have contained an important information point.
The second task was a short story of approximately one hundred words, again with nine
gaps in Places of various points of. information. The content of the two tasks was as
follows

Task 1

ExarAple:

'My name is

Q. 'What is your name?'

. Last weekend, .I went to see who lives with her mother in
Winchester.

'Q.

2..' John always takes the short cut through the fields so that he
can

Q.

;when I go to town, I promise to' return the books to the
library.

a.

4. The cinema is by the
town.

My watch is slow, but I think if-s nearly -___ oyclock.

on.the right, past the Post Office in

Q

The two red, switches onthe side of this tape recorder are
_ ht e volume.

. As you know, theriare several, L.P.'sty the Beatles, but we have
deckled to buy one.

Q.

It isn't far to Sara's house, and v3dtake the path by the canal,
it will:only take you to walk there.

\



Task 2

h. was nearly LL. o'clock. Peter was becoming very worried (2) , and

\ the football field was (3) miles away from the town centre. There were
\ buses every en minutes and John was usually on the () one. He loOked

at his 15) : Suddenly, Peter heard someone call his'naMe, and turning round
e saw . Johhwas standing (7) him, next to a shining new motor

bike. He explained that the back seat was (8) , and told Peter to jump on.
John had onl passed his driving test-- (9) month, but n4vertheless he rode
very (10) I .

1. , What tine was. it?

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

7.

8.

Both tasks were considered to be within the comprehension of the subjects, and it was
hoped that Task 2 might have the additional merit of being interesting..

Subjects.. A large mixed neighbOurhoodcoMprehensive-sehootwas Selected. It is-situated
betWeen a working classcooCil-housing esla-;and a middle class residential district. It
washoped-therefOr-e-,-that the schoOl would inclUde children from the different soCial-
classes within its catchment area The original saMple consisted of the entire third year,
divided into seven sets: This yielded 168 hoys and girls with an average age-of-13.5. As
we wished to- use 10 as a Ya.riable.and control for it, the Raven'S Ptogtessive Matrices
were, administered toall subjects. 1Q equivalents were calculated. In matchinggroups,
tolerance limits 'of for point's were allowed. Information OS obtained from the children- "
about the occupations, if. of .00th parents; (included in the questionnaire Which the
subjects completed after finishing the tasks) and classificaticin was made according to the
hall-tlones kale. It was.hoped that this original sample of 168 subjects would provide us
with several comparison grOups whose performances we could examine on thebasis of
social class and IQ. However, this unfortunately was not the case. We were unable to
obtain background information fotwenty-one Subjects, and we found an unfortunately
low percentage of MC children, especially boys, in the sample. There were only three MC
boys ,(social classes 1-4) witpItil's over 100, and only one'MC boy with an 10 of leSs than
100. Similarly; there was only one MC girl with an IQ of lets than 100. SubjectS classified
in the lower status range,,whose mothers held higher status occupations, were withdrawn
from the Sarriple, as also were subjects who obtained inconsistent resulti on the Ravens ..

The final sample, therefore, consisted Of only thirty girls who we-redivided into



/ H.
Group A included 10 MC girls with high ICI scores:' (X SoCial Class = 3.1,

RIO = 116.6), 1 \

Groupli included 10-LWC gi Is with high IQ scores; (R Social Class = 6.,!,
3i IQ =116.3)

1'

Group C included 0 LWC gir s with lowl(C1 scores; (5i Social Class= 6.1,
X la=94.75) f ..tf

Instructions and Procedure. Forboth asks, subjects were asked to write down the
, questions it was necessary tb-assic in the,missing gaps. They were allOWed ten

Minutes to complete the: irst task; and a further ten minutes for the second task. The
specific instructions were as f011ciivs:

(All
'

( sUbjebtswere given a three page booklet.)
"in front of you, on the IRO page, you can'see several sentences. As you
will notice, some of .the Words have been bloCked out. In the space under

.each 'sentence,; I want yoti tbwrite down the question you would have to
ask to find out what the Misting word or words are I don't want you to
try to guesi what the wonikiare. Let's look at the example.

'My name is

What is_the-question.youthaveto-ask to find out:.what the missing
word -is? That right "What is your name?" Does everybody.understand
what to do? Right, carry Oh' you haveteri minutei.' (Subjects complete
Task 1) -

'Will you now turn go page 2, This is just the same, only instead of
Single sentences, we haYe a 'Short stork. In the' spaces at the bottom of the

1

page, will you do exactly'-the same as before write down the oUestions., ,

e -7
you would have to ask to find out what the missing words are YoU can
see, the first one is alreachi-done fortyou.'lf-there are anY you.tan't do;
put a cross against that number. Does everybody understand what to do?
Right, will you start now Please. You have ten minute&'

After finishing this task, subjects/then completed the third page of .the booklet, th
content of which was as follows:

NAME AGE FORM/SET'
I I1: At what age do you think:you'llI leave school?

What job do you-think youmilltlo afterWards? '

----
What job does your fat* do atpresent?

I

Does your mother work?

. If yes, what iGJ does she o? I.
1----

When you choose a job, vvhich of-tie following will be important to you?
Put a 1,by,,the most iniportant, a 2 by the next important, etc..



,

-*good money
,

Steady, job
Manual work
Easy °work
Nice mates
Travel around
Office Work .0,

Treatment of Results. The first stage.i.vas to score the total number of completely correct
,questions generated by each child'on each of thetwOtasks. A twowey,analysis of variance,

I

was thencalculated with a factorial design of 3 x 2 Factor 1 comprised the three groups'
of subjects, A, B and a mixed factor of IQ and social class, which it was necessary to
empioy becaUse of our diffiCulty hi obtaining a larger male differentiated sample. Factor 2
consisted of the two; tasks performed by the subjects the unrelated sentences and the
short story. To obtain a more specific interpretation 'of these results, we \employed the
Newman-Keuls procedure, which tested the means of our three groups ofisubjecti

-2. We then scored the scripts a second time, and in this instance, in addition to the 'correct'
questions of thp praeviouS analysis, we also included in the total for each subject, questions
which contained spelling mistakes, and 'bizarre' questions. A 'bizarre' question was one
Which;in effect, would give the required answer to fill, the gap left by the\missing informa-
tion point, but was one which appeared to be a lengthy and somewhat complicated method
of achieving this'end.For example, in Task 1 an expected question would fiave been,
'Where iithe cinema?. A 'bizarre' example was 'What is it that is on. the left off the cinema,'
past the Post Office in town?' Agaiii a two-way analysis of variance was calculated,. with a
similar factoriel design as in the first analysis, and the Newman-s-Keuls proCed re was
applied to the Means of the three groups.

Results I

Correct odestions. There was a significant difference between the subjecI,grOi ps in the
number of semantically efficient and grammatically acceptable questions Produced
(F 5.20, df 2/27, p <.05). When the Newmen-Keuls procedure was applie/to the
variation only the difference between Groups A and C remained significant

d
p <.05i;

the MC high IQ group producing morecrirrec`t, questions than the LWC Q group
(see Table 7.3.2).

Table 7.3.2 Mean'Correct Questions for Discrete andTextuallY`Embedded
Questions by Social Class and IQ

Group Scores.

MC LWC LWC
High 14 . High IQ Low IQ

-Total

5:2 5.0 3.7 9.0 '

- 7.7 Z 7.0 4/5 9.0

10 10 10
G

-Task ;

Individual questions correct

Embedded questions correct.

, -

ffective questions. When spelling mistaket were ignored and 'bizarre but semantically
effective constructions were discounted aserrors and included as Correct, similar results
were Olitained..A significant difference overall was a function of thesiiperior performance
of the MC High IQ group over the LWC LoW IQ group (p <:05). Again the. Embedded



, i.
; . . ,

questions proved to be easier than the DiScrete ones (F = 10.24, df 1/27, p <.01) (see
Table 7.3.3).. ,

i

Task

Discrete questions effective (

,Embedded, questions effective

N

' Table 7.3.3 Mean Efficient Quettions for. Discrete and Text Embedded
9. I

Questions by Social Class and IQ

Group Scores

MC LWC. LWC : Total
High-1Q High IQ Low 10, Possible

7.0 6.3 5.4 9

8.3 P. 7.7 1 6.7

10 10 '10

Comment. In the two sets of calculations only the combination of low I Q anti social class
discriminates between groups. These results differ from those with the younger children
where class discriminated in its own light.

7.4 Competence at posing Sequences of. Questions

Editor's Introduction. osts0 and Hornsby (1966) examined age-linked differences iii.
the strategies childre ,ploYed in a variani of 'Twenty buestionsi, a game in which the
'solver has to ask a series o qutestions which can only be answered with a 'Yes' or a 'No'
to find out the solution. This a game with a predetermined and unique solution; a
puzzle requiring 'convergent' rather than klivergenthinking. If success is defined in
terms of the minimum number of qUestions:necestarY to attain the solution, `it is pOsSible
to specify types of strategy and evaluate their efficiency. Prpficiency at the taskwill'be
a joint function of adopting the best strategy and being able to group and .claslify
attributes in the array according to the'rnost differentiating criteria; e.g. to spOt
attribute that divide's the remaining possibilities into equal halves. Guessing wha .object.
or idea an experimenter has in his mind may seem to be far removed from everyday life,.
a piece of arbitrary artificiality, but we can crliCkly tee that this is not so. If we contider
the vast arrayof both natural and constructed objects in our environment and realise
that these develop faults whichrequire diagnosis and repair, we can ask ourselves how 'far
the strategies of thinkingnecessary for success in the odour; game are essentially the
same as those that confront doctors, mechanics, television repairers inlact all Mainten-
ance and administrative personnel both professional and amateur. It is, cf course, very
common to have pre-established routines for'diagnosing faults in Machinery, tests which
work down from the general area in a system to particdlar,,Ioose.screwi or vitamin ,*
deficiendies. Similarly, instructions for using instruments and.machineriican be formu-
lated as a succession of checking questions organised,intO a flow chart. Alt, routing of
persons by gOveininent agencies reqUired,to /receive or dispe6se money or docunients can
be reorganised as diagnostic and prescriptive" problems for which algoritio-4ivith Yes/

! No questions provide a simple and efficient Means of achieving speedy and .correct
solutiOns (see Lewil-lorabin and Cane,1967;Wason and johrpon/Laird, 1972y or even,
copies of the Consumer Association publication 'Which% We have unfortunately hardly
begun to simplify our adrninist ion in these Ways.



With regard to str tegiet used, we are finally impressed by the car mechanic, who
I

arrok r.c.es that 'It's the r ar swivel under the-crankshaft attachm nt lever' in response to
some vague comment abdut 'It sounds like bee's buzzing', only if he is iight. if wrong,
the specific guess does no/ carry the diagnostic putile much nearer solution. Hence a

itmajor division into cons ainingstrategies that move trim general to specific End.
s._ hypothesis scanning strat gies that ji rnp-from specific to specific. Clem IY a khowledge

of typet of possible soluion and correlated types of strategy isLonly useful if one has an
associated knowledge of the content area of the prOblem_aS well; a modest expertise in
thinking processes: is of no use if you do not know the differente between a distributor
and a carburettor (a recent.personal problem). All three feitures are necessary, conditions
for success. Mosher and Hornsby (op.cit.) constructed anarray of coloured drawings of
forty two common objects (e.g. hammer,- gloves, doll) which_ could be grouped into higher-

__ order categories (e.g.itoolg, clothes, things you caneat, 'red', pairs). In the firsiiun of
questioning, children were allowed an unlimited numberofquettions to find out what
the eXperimenter had in mind, in the second they were confined to ten. While the results
are presented less rigorously than ours, we can quote that in their first experiment hypo-
thesis scanning was used ninety per cent of six year olds, twenty.five per cent cif _eight
year olds while among eleven yearolds it occurred only as'"a scattering df temPtation
unresis-ted'. For

/
constraint questions the inverse held. The number of qtiestionsinecessary

to achieve soltitions were twenty six; fifteen and respectively. While similar
results were fbund in the second experiMent, the eight year olds showed a higher

_

incidence of hypothesis scanning; although they continued to open with constraint
questions-they did not proceed to narrow (funnel) as the eleven year olds, but switched
to.specifidguesses. ,

While 'Twenty Questions' has a visibly finite number of possible solutions, a
second puzzle had neither. After a practice trial, children were given a brief outline of
a car Crash and had to queition the experimenter with closed questions to ascertain how
the accident happenedIn this activity the eleven year Ole a continued to operate mainly
with constraint questions Isixty per cent), but eight yearoldS did-not-(tfiirtY three per
cent). They behaved more like the six year olds. When asked whether fhey had a system,
the sixyear olds said they did not, sixteen out of tWenty-eight eight year olds clsimed
to have one,\,but for most of these it consisted of working out the most likely cause of
the accident\whereas fifty. per cent of the elevenYear olds explicitly mentioned the

\
idea of startingwith broad questions and narrowing down. The 'intermediacy' of the .

i_____eight-year-olde-performance is further illustrated by their stated preference for a general
rather than a speCific question when asked tcy say which was likely-to be more useful.' '
At six only a minority of children made this choice, while all elevenyear olds did and
gave appropriate justifications. .'-: .

, Mosher and Hornsby conciuded that, while six year olds do not have adequate,
categories of grouping or strategies,for interrogation, eleven year olds' havp both. The
eight year old can manifssttheir dev&oping skills on pictorial material with arbitrary solutions
under relaxed conditions, but their efficiency drops once the 'load' is increased by
redUcing the numbers of questions allowed, switching to verbal 'absent' materials

a,

having solutions where empirical likelihood can, influence behavioUr
At least one rider is in order. Mosher and Hornsby were interested in the

development of thinking skills and attributei of knowledge represeiited and chote six;
eight and eleven year olds, as groups between which interesting differences were likely
to occur. The sequence and change is what is important, not the,aciutii ages. Tin-ee

,
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acditional points ay be noted abo t ther children: they were middle class (p. 85
op cit..). scored abut 120 on intelli ence t s, and had practised with groupings of the
cads in another experiment immedi tely pr or to 'Twenty Questions'. These pointt are
made in jingoistic. anticipation of the somew at poorer performance displayed by British
fourteen year olds!

7.4.? InterrogationStrategies.and Social Class ( .G. Duffy). '.

Intramtuction. The experiments repocted here.fol ow, with slight modifications, the
,procedure used by Mosher and, Horhsby (1966), hich employed the game of 'Twenty

Ques ions' to investigatehow children.of differen ages went about seeking information..
The les of the game req ire that ne persOn shou d try to obtain someinformation from

I:
another b sy asking questio which- an only be an ered 'Yes' of 'No', usi,g as: few

.
___questrons-as possible. The efficienc with whiCh this can be done thus represents a basic

interrogatorytory skill: I .
1

. .

According to Moiher and ornsby, there are t o 'ideal' strategies for playing the
game, 'constraint-seeking' and 'hypothesis-scanning'. 1\he first involves stetting off with a

'very geheral, wide-ranginiqueiti in about a class of objects or events, and then gradually
narrowing doWhthe.range of posibilities until the solu ion is reached. The.secOnd involves
nerely a testing of successive hypotheses until e correct one is arrived. at . .

_ COnStraint-seeking'shOuld, in the long elifi, krethe more fricient strategy: its.main
advantage is. that a question whifri is answered 'No' may rovide as much information as
one nswered_Wes', whereas if a specific hypothesis' is raj ted, the infOrMation thus.
gain is negligible.

In this study, the subjeCts were fourth-form boys,
variable was Social.class. Results obtained by Olver and H
subjects are able to form a. large variety of equivalence clan
present-subjects should have at

experiments
satisfied this.precondi ion for playing

efficientiji. The purpose of the experiments was to discoVe how efficient!
various, social-class groups can obtain informatiorthy askins questions, and
they canusethe information tus Obtained. Of the two-ex
simpler task: the subjects had to find out which one of an a
merger was thinking of, while/inthe second, he had to find
briefly described to him. Thus; in one the possible alternati
number was fixed, while ih the other, the possibilities were
'Constructed' by the subjeCt/...

.

7.4.1 i(i) Experiment with Finite and Given Alternatives

Method

Materials. An array.of forty-trio faMillar objects in a 7 x 6 m
by Mosher and Hornsby vas used The objects lent themselY
ordinate groupings in terms of perceptualrfunctional and no

and the main independent
rnsby (1966)--suggest that
es by age eleven, so the

the game
teenagers of
howl efficiently

eriments, the frrstinvolyed the
ray of picturei the experi-
ut the cause of a_ road. accident.

es were given and their
nrestricted, and had to be

.j

Subjects. Twenty-four fourth form boys were used as subject
,

-three equal social-class groups, on the basis of father's positio
of Occupational Prestige, GroUP 1 (MC) being selected from
Groups 2 and 3 (WC). To control for the ekfects of intelligenc
with one in each of the other groups on the basis of raw scor
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trix, similar, to that used
to a variety of super-
Ina! attributes.

. They weredivided into
on the Hall-Jones Scale

different school from
each subject was matched

on the Raven's Standard



P)ogressive Matrices (sets A WhiCh were administered shortly before the experiments
meg: carried Put. Because Group.1 were tested at an earlier stage inliesc'hool year than
Groups 2 and 3, their ages ere substantially lower. .

Table 7,4.1 Characteristics of Subjects

Raven's Score

N

Group

Middle Upper Lower
(1-4) Working (5b) Working (e.--/)

47.74 47.75 .

3.39 4.17 3.90

8 8 8'

Procedure. Each subject was seen individually. He was allowed to look at the pictures to
ensure that he could identify them, and any queries were answered. This also gave hirn an
opportunity to arrange the objects mentally into superordinate categories it he wished.

When he had finished looking, the following instructions were given:

'I havg one of these pictures immind, and you have to find out which one -

it is by asking me queStionS which-l-can answer either 'Yes" ir 'No'. Thise
are thgonly answers I.can give, and your questions must be about the
objects themselves, not about their position on the card. YOu can ask as
many questions as you need, but the aim is to find the answer in as few
qUestions.as pbssible. AesOon as you think you knoW what the answer,
is ask 'Is it such- and such?, and if you're right, we go on to the next
problem. Any questions?'

After a subject had solved the first problem correctly, he was asked to repeat the
Same thing twice more. To preventcheating; there were eight different sets ofcorrect.,
answers, these sets being assigned randomly to subjects within each group.. Each subject
Was informed of this when the prOcedure was completed and asked not to discuss the _

experiment with Other boys. The entire procedUre was taped, although some extra data
were recorded on the spot.

Treatment.of Results. The indices of proficiency whichswere validated against chrono-
logical age by Mosher and Hornsby were used against social class here. They'Were:0

1. The total number of questions required to obtain the tt, correct answers.

2. The percentage of constraint questiOns asked out of the fotal, number. These were
questions to which a 'Yee reply-Wpuld not of itself provide thcorrect answer.

3: The 'breadth' of the first question, i.e. the maximum number of pictui-e§ which a
'Noureply would eliminate.

Q4. The incidenceof 'narrowing', following oheconstraint questiOn with another.

.Results

Social Class. As Table 7,4.2 shows, the index of social class was not simply related to any
of the aspects of questioning scored, the number of questions asked, the incidence of
'constraint' questioni, the 'breadth' of first questions, or the incidence of 'narrowing'.

differe,nces were significant.
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Table 7.4.2 Characteristics of Questions of Children of Three Social
Classes over Three Trials of 'Twenty Questions'

MC

Social Class:

U.WC LWC

Questions X 52..37 41.62 40.00
sd 27:90. 14.21

Percentage of 'conftraint'
questions X 33.88 . 50.22 45.80

sd , 23.17 17.92 17.26

Breadth' of first
question 16.75 12,50 12.00

sd 11.85 3.04 -'j.74

Ts 'narrowing' 2 4 3

S's not 'narrowing' 6 a4 . 5

N 8 8 t, 8

w
4

--" intelligence.Test Scores:- To assess the effects of intelligence test scores on the f(rst three
dependent variables, scores for all subjectS were pooled, and the product-moment
correlation coefficients betWeen these and Raven's Matrices scores were calculated.
Raven's scores were unrelated to the number of questions (r = -.03) or the percentage of
'constraint' questioni (r = .14). Higher Raven's scores were associated with the 'breadth'
of the first question (r = .48, p <.05) and boys scoring above fifty on Raven's (N =.9,
7 narrowing, 2 riot) weremore likely to use "narrowing' than those below fifty IN = 15),
of whom only two did (Fisher Exect ProbabilitY Test, O`<.006).

Practice Effects. Again,' all results were pooled, and performances on the first and third
runs in terms of perOentage'constrairitS' and 'breadth' of first question were compared by
means Of t tests. In each case the value Was non-signifiCant (t = 0.64 and 1:10 respectively,
df 46).

7:4.2 (ii) Experiment with Finite and Given Alternatives

Method

Subjects. The subjects and groups were the same as for the previous investigation.'

Procedure. The experiment Was carried out with each subject immediately after Experiment
, I. The following instructions were given:

:11 am going to 'tell. you something which has happened, and you have to
find out how it happened by asking me .questions which I can answer
either yes or. no. If your question isn't clear, or I'm not sure how to
answer it; I'll say "I can't answer", and you'll either have to rephrase
your question or else ask a different one. If you ask a question which
won't help You to get the answer, I'll say "It won't help". 'Again, you
can ask as many questions as you need; but the aim is to get the answer
in as few questions as poliible. If you don'tlithink you can get the
answer, it's 0.6. tci give up after you've tried, but don't give up unless
you really think you have-to. Any questions befOre we begin?'

. . .
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'The thing that happened was this: a man was driving along the road in a
car: the car went off the'road and hit a tree. How did this happen?'

After each..subject has arrived at the solution or given up,; he was asked two.
,questions:

1. Did, you try to use any particular plan for getting the answer?

. Which of these two questiOns do you think it would have been better..____
to start off with? (a) Was there anything Wrong with the man? or
(b) Did the man have a heart attack? And why?

Finally, each Subject was asked not to discUsS the eXperiment with other boys,
Again, the whole procedure was taped.

Treatment a Results. The correct answer was: 'There was ice on the road; he took a
bend at twenty five mph, when fie shouldn't have been doing more than fifteen('ioo 1:

fast' was accepted), and he, skidded. There were thus four elements: ice, bend, too fast
. and skid. I.f a subject guessed one of theSe, he was told that he had part of the answer.

The following dependent variables were recorded:

1: The number of elements guessed.

2. The numberof questions required.

3: Percentage constraint questions:

4.. Incidence of narrowing..

5. The strategy (if any) reported in answer to question 1.

6. The reasons for choice in answer, to question 2.

Owing to evidence of cheating, Q.1 and Q..2could not sensibly be used in the
results.

Results'

Social Class. No Social Class differences occurred in the actual or reported use of
'constraint' qu- ,Lions or 'narrowing' strategies (see Table 7.4.3).

. .
Table 7.4.3 Characteristics of Questions of Boys of Different Social

Classes on One Trial of 'Find the Cause'

.

Percentage of '(nstraint'
questions, X

sd

.._,,.,

MC

14.65
13.29

Social Class

UWC'

28.39
22.31.

...

LWC

12.90
14.36

S's who used/narrowing'

S's-reporting 'constraining'

N

1

4

3

2 ,

1

1

8

When asked to choote between the general (a) and specific (b) questions as first
questions and to justify their choices eighteen of the twenty-four boys preferred generality
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of rope explicitly or three UWC preferred but gave 'Odd' reasons, while one
boy from each group chose the more specific question.

Intelligence Test Scores. There was no substantive relationship betWeen Raven's scores and
any of the dependent variables, with exception of a weak trend for low scorers either to
have inadequate reasons for preferring the more general of_the offered questions or to
choose the more specific questidn.

.ComParison of Performance in the two Experimenti

The variables on Which results could be directly compared were percentage constraints
and-incidence of-narrowing. The percentages of constraints across the two experiMents
correlated 0.51(p4.05), while 'narrowing' was also associated (Fisher Exact Probability .

Test, p <.05) (4 S's narrowed in both, 14 in neither).

Discussion

CoMparison of results in the two experiments suggests some degree of consistenWin-
performance, a fact which is satisfying in view of the relatively subjectiveciiteria used in
classifying questions in the second experiment and the very wide individual differences
obtained. There was no evidence for any social class-based differences in performance;
not only were all differences non-significant, but also each of the three groups obtained
the best score on at least one of the dependent variables. Intelligence test scores were
found,to have some relevance; subjects with higher Raven's scores tended to ask a brOader.
opening question and were more likely to use narrowing constraints in the first investiga-
tion, and (although this result did; not quite attain significance) appeared rather better at
recognising a Superior strategy in the second experiment, after not having employed one .

in the first piece. HoViiever, these advantaget were not sufficient, to.make the brighter
subjects superior in performance overall.

The general impression obtained was that the subjects were not very good at
'Twenty Questions'. Comparing the results with those of Mcisher and Hornsby, the level-
of performance overall here is closer to that of their eight Year olds than that of their
eleven year olds. Why is it that fourteen and fifteen year olds in the present study perform
so badly? FOr example, they required a mean of 14.6 questions to guess one object in
Experiment (i), and asked only forty three per cent and eighteen per cent constraint
questions in Eirperiments (i) and -(ii) respectively? One possible explanation lies in the
fact that the Mosher and Hornsby materials were in colour and those used here were in-
black and white.-Seventy per cent of the American eleven year olds used 'intrinsic
perceptible'.attributesin their constraint questions, and colour was probably prominent
among these. Another line of exPlanation would cite a reluctance to stick to a strategy
which, although more efficient, involves rather greater cognitive strain; and part by the
frequently'observed 'inability or unwillingness' to utilise negative information c.

(Donaldson, 1959). The explanation of this phenomenon is problematical, and beyond
the scope of this study, but it would appear that might have been due to a negative
reinforaing effect on the part of a 'No' response, which vitiated the brriial information-
value of the question; it frequently.happened that a subject. would begain a game in
Experiment (i) by asking a number of constraint-questions, using some of the more
obvious equivalent-classes; for instance, 'forms of transport' or 'animals'; if all these met
with a 'No' answer, he would resort to a process of pure hypothesii-testing, often ignoring
such information he should formally haVe gained by his previous constraint-seeking if he



(lid not get the answer quickly.. Thii could simply be a case of the extinction of a ros.ponse,
ofoivived by frustration which serves to impair the levelof cognitive functioning.

7.4.2 Interrogation Strategies.and Social Class (F.M.Freeman)

With a selected sub - sample of girls'taken from those children described in section 7.3.2,
We played a Variation on-atheme by..Mosher and Hornsby by switchintirom'an artificial .,
array to a set of photographs. depicting two national costumes, historical\events, famous\

interestpeople, popUlar people,.and 'crops. We imaginecithatthesewOuld evoke more
than gUessing what an experimenter has in mind,(see last section) and Wouleapproximate .

,

more clOSely to problernsthey might encounter in their normal activities. Although they
. would not normally find it necessary to interrogate, someone whose replies were confined

to 'Yes/No' answers, the questions actually asked would perhaps be indicative of they
means they would adopt to solve the puzzle.

Category Set A

1. National Costume Girl from Bali

2. 'Historical Event Napon leaving
_

ole _
Moscow

3. Famous Person '.Yuri Gagarin

4. Crop Coconut Palm

5. 'Popular Person John Peel (D.J.)

Set El

Japanese Archers -"

The Crusades

General de Gaulle

Tobacco

John Peel (D.J.)

Method ,

Materials. Two sets. (A and B) of mounted 10 x 8" black and white phOtOgraphs were
used, each containing fiVe pictures Sets A anc1.8"were shown to alternate subjects. The
five categories in each set, and the particular photOgraphs used, were as follows:.

As the aim, of the task was to induce children to ask questions in order to solvea
problem that is to find out something about thephotograph; the latter were chosen
with a view to their unusual charaCteristics, in the hope that the subjects would not have
seen them before,.and therefore wou4 not be able to guess immediately who or what
photograph represented. For example?photograph-A3-showed Yuri Gagarin dressed in

6
uniform, signing a document, rather than attired in a space suit st4nding next to a space
ship on a launching pad. It wasoped that the corresponding pictures in the two sets
wereroughly equal in their difficulty, complexity, and photographic quality../n addition
to the sets of photographs, there was a map of the World on the table before each
subject, which they could consult or use if they wished. .

Subjects. The subjects were the thir girl's mentioned in section 7.3.2 (see Table 7.4:4).



Table 7.4.4 Characteristics of Subjects.

Mean ,

Hall-Jones Raven's Scores

Social Class Category IQ Equivalents

Group A Middle 3.1. 116.6

Group B Lower Working 6.2 116.3

Group C Lower Working 6.1 94.8

Procedure Subjects were interviewed individually in a small quiet room by the experithenter,
for a period of approximately fifteen minutes each. Photographs of Sets A and B were given
to alternate subjects in thsame order (1-5)but they were first asked if they knew the
subject, of the photograph. If the answer was 'No', they were then requested to ask closed
questions to try to find the answer. Subjects were given a map of the. world to consult if
necessary, the interview was.recorded, and they were allowed three minutes for` each. topic.
It was made clear that this was not a test and that only we would know what they had clOne.
The specific instructions were as follows:

'I'd like you to look at several Photographs. The first,one is.of-somebody
wearing their.national costume. Do you know Which country they (she)
come(s) from? . Well, what I want you to do, is to try and find
out the answer from me, by asking Ouestions. You can ask as many
questions as you like, but I can only give You the answers 'Yes'. or 'No'.
There is a map for you to look at which might help you Do you under-
stand? Right, now what is the first question you'd like to ask?'

Instructions for the Other topics were similar,,after the substitution of the appro-
priate words. e.g: 'This is a photograph of a famous person a crop' eta. The
only eXception was the second topic, the historical event. Here, subiects were required to
find out three things rather than one the name of the perscin concerned, where the
event took place, and the.approximate date.

A_ t the end of the interview the girls were told that we were Rot interested in how
quickly they got the right answers, but only in the way they went about finding out. It
was no kind of test, and they were asked not to describe materials or procedure to anyone
else until everybody had been seen.

Treatment of Results. During the course of the interviews it became evident that, the girls
had not f011owed our request not to talk about the pictures with those not yet interviewed.
The incidence of /cheating'.wat very high, and our detective work showed that conserve-
tively an average of nearly two 'answers' had been disclosed. We cut out all responses
which indicated that answers were already known. These were indicated by immediate
correct solutions and-by such devHous questions as 'Does his second name begin with a P?'
and 'is his first name John?'. (The on' light relief came from the occasional Confusion
stemming from the two sets of pictures. A subject confronted with 'Napoleon retreating
from Moscow', findin, her speedy offer of 'General de Gaulle' rejected, had toiump
some clever hoops to maintain that'she had no prior knowledge of the materials./ Usable
responses were reduced to means of Z5 for Groups A, 17 for Group B and 3.3 for
Group C a cheating incidence ofihirty seven per cent. Calculations were based on
scores per photograph.
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Questions and performance overall werecategorised under five headings:

C (Coristraint questions); N (Narrowing any constraint question following upon a
previous constraint), S (Specific hypotheses); I (Questims inappropriate to any plan,
A (Correct answer achieved).

Reiults

Analysis of variance revealed no differences between Groups A, B and C in the percentage
of Constraint or Narrowing questions. On the other hand Group A asked significantlY: ".

more questions than either of the other groups (p <.05) and achieved a greater proportion
\ of solutions than Group C (p <.05) (and marginally more' than GroUp B (p <.10 (see

Table 7.4.5).

Table 7.4.5 Incidence of COnstraints, Narrowing,'COrrect Answers and
Questions asked by Social Class and IQ.

A.
MC High IQ

Group

B

LWC High IQ
C

LWC Low IQ

To Constraint questions 52.3-
.

46.2 43.0

% Constraints. 'narrowing' 63.0 60.6 66.0

% Correct answers 37 30 13

Number of questions 10.8 8.1 8.5

N 10 10 10

Discussion

<We cannot be smug about our success in the handling of this investigation. It is reported
for two reasons, one substantive, the other technological. Although we cannot locate
either IQ 'or social class as independent sources of variance on two measures, they operate

;.(..,r1unttion. Without a low I0 MC group, we cannot be sure that social clan would not
operate on its own.

5

Techno' ogically, the problem to be raised is one of hoW to conduct successive
interviews without subjects interacting in such a way as to destroythe investigation. First
of all,lhe individual interviews were conducted in the proverbial friendly and,relaxed
atmosphere', and the girls were assured it was not a-test.:Tho late? The school authorities
were efficient in their arrangements for our activities. We had conducted timed testing
with the Raven's Progressive Matrices and thaielected girls on some unknown criterion
for individual interviews. It is possible Viet the machine-like precision of the operation
proved to be its own undoing. While it is of no direcfrelevance to the particula studies
here thessue of how successive interviews can be conducted without interference is one
that merits serious inquiry.

7.5 Questions incProblern Solving

There are a number of unnatural features in the 'Twenty Questions' games that may have
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been responsible for the far from ideal performance of the adolescents. Who wants to
know which of forty two pictures some strange'visitorhas in mind? Who wants to know
the answer to an opertalternatives problem? If you enjoy pitting your wits against
probleMs, if yob enjoy working out and enacting clever strategies, then suth tasks can
have an attraction.. The provision of photographs of real personages and producti might
have been expected to influence the motivational states of subjects, but there is scant
evidence for this in the data

Our final adventure into interrogatiorfstrategies sacrificed the previow.iy-
exercised degree of control over the type of responses emitted in the interest of increasing ,
the subjects' involvement. We selected threetasks each intended to bedistant from the
school environment, none of whiCh required the guessing of arbitrarily contrived ideas in
someone else'S head -The significance of the'eXperimenter as a person was attenuated both
by having potentially more interesting tasks to perform and by haying the subjects work
in grOups, while the experimenter faded into the role of observer.

The first task in which various pieces of cardboard could be arranged into a
hollow square by working out the relevance of certain visible cues was the most academic
of the three. The second task required the subjects to construct a model helicopter- from

an Airfix kit. The-third task was to recall and re- construct the manner in which several
goals came to be scored in the 1964 European Cup Final from watering a film of the
match. .

_

In order to complete each of these ta'Wse number of subsidiary problems Must
be solved. AlthoUgh it may not be possible to-Welty 'ideal' strategies for any of these,

some evaluative comments about particular strategies adOpted can be made.:One important
requirernent for successU solutions is to pose relevant. questions, and it was in these that

-we were particularly interested. Would the children ask' any queitions in the course 'of their
activities? Would they ask relevant questiorie in a sensible order? If wecould have specified

a 'unique' ideal strategy:(or set of strategies) in advance, we might have chosen to describe

the performance of the groups against such a frameWork. We chose rather to create con-

trasting groups as a basis for relative comparisons. '
One complex variable used was the somewhat inevitable intelligence test scores.

We might reasonably expect more intelligent children to be more successful at analysing,

processing and synthesising the information in the tasks. In our earlier studies of the
qu estioning- behaviour of children of this age group, 'social class' has not operated as a

Striingdiscriminating variable, but intelligence test scores have had relevance. The incot,-

Oration of a divisiOn- not simply to demonstretedifferences, but AO indicate how

potentially better performing subjects maYfeariie the differences irttask perforrnance.
Anticipating that the children would not emerge as proficient problemsolveri, we

considered it worthwhile to give some grouPs brief verbal instructions on how best to set
about the tasks. If 'such perfunctOry ',training' has significapt effects two inferences may

be warranted; children are not generally learning (or ass not learning to apply) the problem-

skills.rnention in section 7.1,and this deficiency might be rapidly remedied.
So that social f dtors should not be forgotten and hence to act as a reminderthat

in particular situatiOns social considerations will be important, we decided to introduce

one source of socially- aced differences into the_grotips. Since we were interested in

treating each individu I ase subject in hii own right,. it would have been unwise t6

manipulate roles in the group by introduaing special 'leaders' Or something similar. In

choosing to Manipulate the sociometric rather tharuthe normativestructure of groOps, we

had in mind the practical consideration that teachers allocating children to groups for
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proiect work can decide to put 'friends' together or can deliberately avlid coups con-
strAted on such a basis, We therefore glade up groups of close friendship hoice*and

___iiriassociated boys. -.
With f. small sample pf subjects, it would not be wise to generalise from the

results we obtain. The suggestions and observations generated inihis paper, as :a-result of
our observations of the way in which the subjects performed the tasks should be molded
primacil y as a starting roint from which thoughts and future work might be developed.

Bearing this in mind, it-was expected that the higher IQroups would perform
differcntly to the lower IQ groups, in that they would talk more, ask more queitions, be
more efficient in noticing and making use of the` concepts available fctr them in Task 1
(the puzzle) generate more suggestiOns, and be better able tO'Organisethemse:ves into a.

:working- team.' It was also thought that the close friendship groups might be less productive
',than the non-friendship groups, because they would spend toomuch time in social exchanges
and Pleasantries (Back, 1901), and finally; it was expected that the Vainea.groups would-77
perform the tasks andieliiiiie scores more similar in nature to the high IQ groups t n to

.their fellow low IQ groups who were untrained. k o

Method

Materials. _

TasicThethree-taskiiisiere chosen specifically because it was considered they Wduld
arouse the interest of our male subjects and would not appear to them to be closely
related to academic work. Task 1 was to complete a geometrical shape (a hollow square)
which was divided into four sectors. The- sixteen pieces were marked with coloUred stars
four silver stars, three red stars, three blue stars, three green stars and three yellow stars.
In addition, pieces which formed the four outside cornersofpthecompleted square were
marked with a black arc. One piece from ea.:11 quarter was placed in an envelope for each
subject, one of which in each case was a silver piece.

The completed shaPe, measured 14" x 14" and kyas_made q-thick-white card.
The solution to the puzzle wasthatthelOur silver pieces formed thd inside edge of

the (one in each'quarte!): Each quarter comprisedthe_three pieces of the sarrie
colour eg one quarter consisting of one silver piece and the three blue pieces; another
quarter consisting rlf on4sihmr piece and the three red pieces etc.. The first ten minutes of
the task had to be spent by the subjects in a discus..;.., of how they could solve the
problem without actually attempting tol do so. A further five minutes was then allowed
for them to put r4ideas they had generated into practice. All conversation was tape
recorded and two observerswere present throughout, making notes to aid in the trans:
cribi-ng of the to note, as far as was possible who was spoken to, and by whom, and
to Jecord any specific social interaction, for example, a display of verbal or physical
aggression by or against one of the subjects.

In Task ,2 the groups had to construct an Airfix model of a Westland helicopter.
They were given fifteen minutes to do this, and again, all conversation.was recorded, and
the observers made notes.

Task 3 consftted of a piece of film taken from a European cup final match between
Eintracht and Real Madrid, which had been kindly loinedto us by Southarnpto Ifootball
Club. The selected piece of film lasted kipproximately fen minutes and during is time
hree goals were scored. Each group saw the film sequence once, then on a se ond run
hrough, the film was stopped three times, shortly before each goal was scored. The groups



had to come to a decision among themselveitai to what action followed, andwrfich
moves led up to the scoring of the goals. Again he talkftwas tape recorded, and the
observers made notes. ' ..?';----

, .

The three tasks were completed consecutively by etch group in thesame order as
above, and before and,after finishing the tasks the gro6ps were requested to fill in
questionnaires (Questionnaires?..and 3) which it was hopediwOuld give us additional'-
inf imation and possibly clififiOation of theinteraction which had taken place, anti alko
indi ate whether opinions had changfracl during the course of the group. The entire pro- ,,,\
cee ings took approximeately one hour per group, the six groups-followirigfeachiother

-. over a period of two days, the two 'trained' gro;ips being the list two.:



Questionnaires. The format of the three questionnaires used is \set out below.

,Ciuestionnafre 1 .

Name: Age: Form/Set

if you had the opportunity to choose three classrriates with whoM to work.in a
sr a it 04, which three would you like to choose? '0

....... r

You havethosen threopeople to work with Here you should rite the names of
your three best friends in the class. The names can be the same or different. .

V

(2.

3.

° NAME:*

Writedown th

1: Do the m_

2. Ask the m

3._ Have ino

4... Try to org

5.. Be, therno

Questionnaire

GROUP Na:

name of the person in your group whom you Wink will

st practical work. . Name . . .. ......... , . . . .
.

st questions. iyarzie:

of the best ideas. Name: . . . .. . . e'
nize the group. Name: . . , .... . .. . ..... . ... . . . ...

friendly.

./V,4 .4`; ...

A. Write dc(w

1. Did t e most practical work:

Ask the most question&

1-ad ost of the best ideas..

4. Tr i to organize the group.

5. Was he most friendly.
h,

r\W ich one' Te
in future--

Name: 1

i.

- y
thi:name of. the person in your group whOm you thin k].

-Name:-. :. .'. . [ ..1'.. .-., .. . .
. .,. ,V '.1.,.!-.. ,.

Name/ . . f' . ... .. .. .. ... ..,
Name:.

1

Name:

/Name: I. .., -
.. ,

Name /

GROUP.NO.:- ...... .... . ..

. /
r of your group Would .yoU Cholose to work with on a group 1,roject

.

I



C. Would you ratherdO tasks like this

1. On your own.

a2. With your best friend.

.\-

3. With a group like this.

Put a tick against
one of thfihree.

Subjects. A large, predominently working class boys' 'comprehensive school was se ected
for this series otexperitente. The original population consisted of the entire third year of
the school; which was dpidedintasix-sets,-some-1-30:boys-in all, the average age of whom' `\
was 13.6. As we intended to use intelligence test scores as a variable, theischool was visited i`-
some weeks prior to the Main experiment, and the Raven's ProgressiVe Ailatrices were
administered to:Yell 130 boys. IQ equivalents were then calculated. For Matching, tolerance.
limitsmits Of approximately.four pointsjon either side were allowed. In addition to completing

werethe Raven's Matrices, all the boys e requested to fill out a/questionnaire (Questionnaire .

'`,.', 1) The purpose of this was to obtain information upon which we could base our choke of
'friendship' groups and 'non-friendship' group's. /

On the basis of this infonnation gathered on the first visit to the school, it wasa

/possible to select six groups of four subjects (one group from each of the six, sets) all, of
Whom were aged ourteen: . 1 t!,

'Group A consisted of a 'non-friendship' group of four hi IQ boys.
GrouP9 consisted of.efriendship'Egroup.vf high 10 boy .

Group C consisted of a 'nen-friend ip' group of low t boyi.
Group D consisted of a 'friendship group of low1Q_bo_ s.
Group P consisted of a 'friendship' group of low IQ boys who were trained .
Group() consisted of a "non-friend fp" group of-row I0 boys-who were 'trained'.

-,- ,
For the purpose ofimaking a distinction in terms of lQ, the iiigh°10 group

,
ere .1

those subjects who obtained an lQ score on the Raven's Matrices of dye 100.,
The.everage,10 score for the eight, ys in the two. High 10 groups was 112.4 Lo IQ

'1

-, groups consisted of subjeCts with a 10---KUivalent score ofless than ;100° The average IQ,
i I I

score /for the sixteen boys in the Low IQ groups was 94.6.
I / In order to differentiate between 'friendship'.groups and 'non-friendship! groups.-

I the at-d--.;Tirb-,in Questionnaire 1 were analysed. EaCh boy obtained two scores: the.. umber
I of fellow' classinates who\had chosen him aS a work partner, and the number whO'had
' rated hiM as a friend. FUrther Scores were then calculated as to how many of these '

1 i ,

e reciprOcated. 'Friendship groups therefore consisted of boys\who rated
!

high on the flendship scale of Questionnaire ;1; but whobalso obtained high scores bii. the
work categOiyi and. Whose Choic4Were reciprocated. Thus, for instance in Group P (Low.
I0/Friendship Group/Trained), out of the twenty four possible choices made by the four.
subjects ..- each. subject chooting three friends; and three people to work with twenty
one-of-these/choices Were for members of"the:groUp. Duly, two other boys in the clasi
were.cho en by Group P (one of them. being chosen .twice).' It was considered necessary
for subi is to be reasonably Popular as workmates, as well as friends, in bider to qualify.

for me ersI ip of a 'friendship.', group, in case their popularity as,friends-Was dependent .,,

upon a. ething which might not be conducive. to efficient problem solving. For example,
lo'several f the boys in the original saMPle obtained quite.Fiigh scoreson ihe friendipip .. ,.:

catego y,,,but few people wished to work with them. This could heiie been because they
were -girded as not being very intelligent or perhaps because their' popularity was baied

(--
I - ,to some extent on their destructive attitude in class, bringing light relief to their class-



mates by fooling around behind the teachers' back, etc.
'Non-friendship' groups were again composed of subjects.who scored highly on the'

work category and obteil;ed high scores as friends. The main difference here was thatmone
of the choices were reciprocated. That is, a popular member from one Section of the class
was picked to work with similar boys from other sections. For example, in one of the
groups, one subject was rated as a friendby six people, and seven people wished to work
with him, but none of these choices were made by subjects eventually chosen to work with
him in the group experiment who themselves had obtained similar scores.

. Instructions and Procedure. It was considered advisable to run a pilot-study of Task 1 (the
puzzle), before using it in the final experiment. This was bedause it had beendesigned by
the experimenter and had never been used by children before, and we had no ideahow long
children might take to complete it.-

. A group of four high IQ fourteen year old girls were used for the pilot experiment.
They were allowed ten minutes to &Tuss how they would solve the problem, and then given._
uplimited time to put their ideas into practice. They in fact completed thesguare in twenty-
seven minutes.

- Although the time allowed for disbussion (ten minutes) remained the.same in the
final experiment as in the pilot study, the time allowed for the completion of the pattern
was cut to five minutes. This was for two reasons, the first being that much of the latte
conversation of.the pilot group was concerned with the mechanics of the task, that is the
actual fitting together of the pieces, once they had got hold of all the concepts of the task
sild realised the Solution; after completing one quarter of the square. The second, and
Possibly moreimportantreason was that ive.did not want the subjects in the final experi-
mentto find it easy to complete the pattern within the time limit. We were essentially
interested in the way they - attacked the problem, the use they made of the concepts, and
the ideas they generated for. its solution; although it would of course have been interesting
to let each group complete the pattern if they could, and compare their time with different
variables. For the general- pUrPOses of this study, we decided to forego the possibility of
obtaining statistical differences in the Performance of the groups in favour of a detailed
description of how these children actually tackled the problem. -

When the subjects in the main experiment entered the room where the tasks had
to be performed-, they were asked to sit down at a table where places were numbered from
1 to 4, but were told they 1,ould choosetheir own seat. (The numbers were to aid the
obiervers when making-notes of the proceedings.) The experiMenter chatted to them for
,several moments, asking their names, explaining the use of the tape recorder and generally
trying to put subjects at their ease. SUbjects were then asked to complete Questionnaire 2.

. The experiMenter indicated the paper and pens on the table, and informedthe. subjects
that they could use these if they wished.

Task 1 was then begun, and the four 'untrained' g .ups. were given the folloWing
specific instructions:

'I want you 'all to listen carefully while I explain what you have to do.. In
front of each of you is an envelope, which contains four pieces of card-
board, therefore between you, you have sixteen pieces. When all these
pieces are fitted together, like a jigsaw puzzle, they make a square like this.



You can see that there is a square hole in'the middle of the pattern. You
cary"also see that the square is divided into four parts each part contains
four of the pieces from youcenvelopes. Do you understand so far?

I want you to work as a team, and spend the first ten minutes talking with
each other, and deciding which is the best way to complete the pattern.
But You must keep all your pieces in front of you all the time.

You can touch ybur own pieces, but you must not touch, or -

exchange pieces with other members of your team.
You must not start trying to make the squr,te yet.
You must not mark any of the pieces.

Right, you will all please open your packets now, and spread the pieces out
on,-the table in front of you, with the side with the stars on top. The numbers
on the back are not important it is just your own number, Si, S2, S3 or
S4.
Now you have ten minutes to talk amoig yourselves and plan what you are
going to do.'

After ten minutes, the remainder of the instructions were given: °

'Right, your ten minutes is up. Now will you try to make the pattern,
working as a team.'

The two 'trained' groupS were given the following instructions:

want you all to listen carefully while 1 explain what you have to do. In
front of each of you is. an envelope, which contains four pieces of cardboard,

. therefore between you, you have sixteen pieces. When all these pieces are
,fitted together,.like a jigsaw puzz!e, they Make square like this.

'You can see that there is a square hole in the middle of the pattern. You
can also see that the square is divided into four parts each part contains
four of the small pieces from your envelopes. Do you understand so far?

Now .let's go over that again. How many Pieces have each of you got?
How many does that make altogether? Right.
Now how many parts are there to this square?
And how many small. pieces does it take to.make 'up the whole square?
Right sixteen pieces to make the whole square, and you have sixteen
pieces between you.

Now will you all please open your packeti, and spread the pieces out on
the table in front of you, with the side with the stars on top. The numbers
on the back are not important it is just your own numbers, 82, S3
or S4.

Now for the moment I want you to keep all your p.eces in front of you.
You can touch your own pieces, but you must not touch, or exchange
pieces with other members in your team.

Don't start trying to make th? square yet, and don't mark any of the
pieces. Have you all done that ?.

Right now look at your own pieces carefully.
It is possible"that each of you have the four pieces that go to make up
one part of the square for example, you have all the pieces for this
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part (pointing), you for this part (pointing) etc.
. But that would be very easy, wouldn't it. 6

Do you think it's likely to be like that? Well then, how else could the pieces
be divided? So that then is the first thing you have. to try and find out.

The next thing I want you to do is to look at all the pieces again. What can
you see' on each pieee? That's right, a star.
But they're notall the same, are they? How are they different?
That's right, they are in different colours. How many colours 'are there
altogether? Thai's right five-red, blue, green; yellcw and Silver. It's
possible therefore, that the colour of the star is en itnportant_cluein
solving the puzzle otherwise:, there would be no point in having stars
there, would there?
Sb that 'is the second thing you must remember when doing. this puzzle
what is the importanCe of the colours.

There is something else importantabout the colours.,
Look at all the pieces carefully can anybody tell me what it is?
(Clue'about numbers if subjects unable to aflswer)
Yes;that's right, there are not the samenumber of colours are there?
There are four silver stars, bUt only three of all the other colours.
It is possible therefore that there is something special about the silver
pieces why are there rather than three like the others?
Look carefully at the pattern you have to make can you see four
of anything*there?

So that is the third important clue ydwhave why are.there four
silver stars and only three of all.the others?

There is one more important clue, can anybOdy tall me what it is?
(If subjects unable to answer Well what else apirt from the stars
can you see on some of the pieces?) .

That's right, .come of the pieces have:black semi-circles on them
therefore it is possible that this is another important clue when making
the puzzle.

Does anybody have any idea why the semi-cireies might be important?
Well, that's the last clue for you to remember.

Now then, lees go throUgh the important points once more.
Can anybody remember what they are?

/St How are the sixteen pieces divided up between the. four "
of you?

2nd The importance of the different colours.

3rd The importance of the different numbers of colours
four silVer and three of all the others.

4th The importance of semi-circles on some of the pieces.

eNow_l_want_you_ to-work as a team, and spend the first ten 'minutes talking
with each other, and deciding which is the best way to complete the pattern.

You must still keep all your own pieces in front of you, and not touch or
exchange pieces with any of the other members of your team.

Now don't forget the points we've mentioned, and start
.

making your plan of ,

what you are going to do now.' .

After ten minutes, the remainder of the following instruction was given:

'Right, your ten minutes is up. Now will you try to make the pattern,
working as a team.'
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After completing Task 1, whilst the table was being cleared to prepare for the
next task, subjects were encouraged to talk, again in an effort to-make the prOdeedings
appear friendly and relaxed. Task 2 was then begun, and the 'untrained' groups were
given the following instructions:

'I want you all to listen carefully while I explain what you have to:do.
ThiS is a model of Westland Helicopter and here is some glue. I want-
the four of you to work as a team, and make as much of this as you can
in fifteen minutes. The instructions are on the package. .

Everybody understand what to do? O.K. Will you start now. please.
ou have fifteen minutes. .

The 'trained' gtoups were given the following instructions:

'I want you all to listen carefully while I explain what you have to do.

This is a model of a Westland helicopter, and here is some glue.
The instructions are on the inside of the packet. The idea is for the
four of you to work as a team, and make as much of this as you''can
in fifteen ,minutes.

There are different jobs that need doing. Some of you may be better
at some than others. For instance

reading, and following the instructions
" making out theorder in which to do things

putting together., the fiddly little bits
laying out bits: before.assembling.

So you should decide first what jobs need doing, who should do which
and perhaps who shouldbe in charge....

Right, does everybody uhdefitand what to do O.K. start now please.
You have fitteenminutes'

When thelime limit had been reached, all groupSWere told the following:_

'O.K. Your time is up now.
Now there's only one model, but perhaps one of yOu would like it.'
Could you decide among yourselves,nowwhoris to have it." \,
SUbjects were then allowed to make their decision about who shot.ild keep the

model and talkingWas-again encouraged whilst the table-was cleared and the seating
arrangements changed in preparation for Task 3. Task 3 was then 'begun, and the
'untrained' groups were given the following instructions:

'We're going to show you a small piece of film of a European Cup
football match. I want you all to watch it carefully. After you've.
seen it once we're going to run it through again, but this time, we
will stop the film in three places, beforethe goals:

After each b4ak,.you will have a few minutes work out between .,

yourselves just how the next goal. is scored.

Does everybody understand? Right, this is the piece of film.
Watch it carefully.' ..

Thetrained' groups were given the following instructions:

'We're going to show you a small piece of film of a football match.
It's, one of the European Cup matches. I want you all to watch it
very\carefully. After you've seen it once, we're going to. run it-
throtgh again; but this time, we will stop the film three times.. .
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Eadh time we will stop the film shortly before a goal is scored, and each
time the film is stopped, you, will have a few minutes to work out
between yourselves just how the next goal is scored. ^

Now Ill give you a chance to work out the best way of organizing
yoursej,Ves to do as well as possible.

For example, it may be a good idea to divide up jobs. You Might have
one person in charge, Someone with a good memory might try to
remember as much as-possible of what happened before the goal. Or
you might decide to each watqi one side, or special players. It' up to
you how you do this. O.K.

We'll see the film through now, and you can organize yourselves as
you think best. Now watch carefully.'

After the three tasks had beeri completed, subjects were asked to complete
Questionnaire 3, and were then allowed to-return to their classroorins, and asked, not to
mention what they had done for two days, that is, until all groups had been observed. .

The groups were seen individually in Oneof the schoOl's geography rooms, which
had black-out facilities, awing what would have been lesson time. The teachers were
absent throughout all ttiproceedings, and as has been said, a special effort was made
to induce a relad, friendly atmosphere.

The seating arrangements for all groups in Tasks-1 and 2 were as below.

Thfee of the
positions used
by the two
observers

Table where the four
subjects were seated.

Tape recorder on side
table, with microphone
suspended over the
subjects' table.

In Task 3, the seating arrangements for all groups is shown below.

Film
Projector

f

/
PoSition of
observers

Screen

Tape recorder and
microphone.

Position of the four
subjects
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Treatment of Results. As has already been mentioned, it was decided not to perform any,
statistical analyses on the data Vve.Obtained from this experiment, but to concentrate on
a detailed description of what happened with in the groups.

It was fbtind to be advisable to drop Group O. (Low IQ /'non - friendship' group /
trained) from the analysis:One of the subjects from this group was taken ill, as was also
the first chdice of substitute.7he subject who-was eventually chosen as a replacement
proved to have a very disruptive influence upon the group. Little Was said by this group,
and the little there was apPearedo-be ;Meinly of an aggressive nature This group made
hardly any effort either to listen tolhe instru\ ctions or to attempt the tasks, aid the
entire procedure took -on the characteristics ofd a slanging, match. This group will not
therefore. be_refeired-to-further-i-The-tabe-recbrdir groups were .

transcribed, sided by the notes taken.by observers. : .

1. The first stage wail° caldblate the total Member of utterances made by each .

group for each of the three taski. This was merely straighttOimt of: everything which
was said by every -subject

2. A coding framekas devised to show up distenc not made in more generally
available schemes, e.g. Bales' Interaction Process Analysis (1950). Since the distinctions
did not emerge, the.categoriet were transposectint4he Bales'- system. This distinguishes

....

o twelve categories (see Fig. 7.5.2.).
The only coding difficulty of slime imp° as what to do with tagquestions

e.g. 'Let's put all the small ones together, shall we, oigThe stars might make a pattern,
mightn't they?'. These were treated as proposals, cipinions or statements of fact rather
than their interrogative complementaries on the grounds that such utterances were:
treated as propositions rather than as questions by both speakers and listeners.

.liesults.and Discutiion

Task 3 Film. . While we were rather pleased with this idea in that we thought the content
would be.interesting to the boys, goal7scoring.as a sequence of moves was simpler than
had been envisaged. In so far as it is possible to:distinguish between general kicking abou,t.
Ad attacking moves-culMinating in shots, these attacking moves did not have the build
up of ten or so units Originally imagined. 'He got.a break on the inside, dashed forward
and belted into the top left hand corner' seemed to be a perfectly reasonable account
ariq'the.boys could generally remember yery well what haithaPriened without dis-
agreement or debate In short, there. Were no (problems' to be discussed, and so Task 3
was dropped.

_Social Emotional Area of Interaction.' Data in Tables 7.5.1. and 7.5.2. can be processed
to show that 1.8 per cent of ,remarks"fell into the positiVe socio-emotional categories
and 1.2. per cent fell into the negative. ones. These compared with averages. of 9.4 per
cent and 3:4 per cent repOrted by Bales (1961) for Harvard freshmen grOups. All we can
ay_is_that__CIUr_grouPs_were_taik?dzientedimither_than person- or group-oriented; they

were sufficiently immersed in activity not to produce such responses?

Friendship anditon-friendship groups. Socie-emotional responses were so rare as to
preclUde differencei between groups. What activity4in these areas there was showed no
sign of a differential distribution: There is no evidence that High Cohesive groups
differed from Low. Cohesive groups or any other categories either, so that although the
manipulation was operationally:successful, it was of no relevance to performance



O

2.

Figure 7.5.2: Categories of Bale's Interaction Process Analysis'

social-emotional area:
positive reactions

task area:
attempted answers

task area
questions

social- emotional area:
negative reactions"

1 shows solidarity, raises others status,
gives help, reward

2 shows tension release; jokes laughs,
shows satisfaction.

3 agrearspassive acceptance,
und cis, concurs complies

4 gives suggestion, direction, implying
autonomy for other

.._

5 gives opinion, evaluation, analysis,
expresses feeling, wish

6 gives orientation, information,
repeats, Clarifies, confirms

7 asksikr orientation, information,
repetition, confirmation

8 asks for opinion, evaluation, analysis,
-expression-of feeling

9 asks for suggestion, direction,
possible ways of action

10 Disagrees, shows passive rejection,.
forma*, withholds help

11 shows tension, asks for help,
withdraws out of field

., gs

t2 shows antagonism, deflates other's
status, defends or asserts self

, ..
a problems of orientation
b problems otevaluation
c problems of control
d problems of decision
e problems of tension management
f problems of integration

fL
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WitWthesethree",topits eliminated, we can .ask.aboUt the; imilarities of these
go tips to other problem-solving .groups, about their approaches to the particular tasks .,

in N,fid and the relationship of intelligence test scores and training.tothese approaches:
.Utirig Bale's results (1958) on ninety-six sessions of twenty four groups as a yardstick
fOr.comparison, we have already noted the lesser incidence of socio-emotional responses
in our groups. Proportions of agreement (3 : 14:7% versus 16.59) and disagreement
(10:5:7% verso: 5.6%) are virtuallyrtentical although Our groups gave more suggestions
for action (4 : 17% versus 8%), mainly beciUse the model-building involved'actions
rather than discUSsion (3 : task 2, 22.3%; task 1, 9.3%). Queitions made up ahigher
percentage in our groups than Bale's (1C.:0% versus 7%) mainly through thehigher
proportion of requests for information (6 :14.8% versus 3.5%).

Hence, one purely quantitative analysis,'we might conclude /hat themc boys
'are more task centred than*re Harvard freshMen and that there is no deficiency in
question- asking, but rather an abundance on interrogative& But are the groups of boys
efficientrThis is best discussed for the tasks separately: -

Puzzle- Task We may choose to ignore. the possibility that this activity would have
been suitable for long-haired intellectuals rather than ordinary adolescents on the
grounds that all members of the grOupc appeared to understand and accept the problem
and worked cheerfully with the-intention of meeting/he challenge the puzzle presented.'
Skills were less impressive than:Motiyation. Individual clUes were accumulated
gradually rather than-quickly. All groups recognised "the peobable relevance of tcilour
and arcs, severalGroups used size and.shape they generally foeused;on constructing
corners and edges, rather than quadrantsor the whole square. .The clues once noted
were neither analysed'nor'evaluated syslematically. Not all graups counted the number
of pieces of each colour; those that did, counted inaccurately. Thp most commonLerior
was to 'find' four -instead of three pieces of red,yellow, green and blUe, but one group
counted only three instead of four silver pieces, which error dogged their subsequent
endeavours. Hence, although necessary clues were observed; their potential utility was
negated by failing WI count them or counting them incorrectly.

There was no shOrtage of hypotheses relevant to partial solutions: 'All the yellows
might gotogethere'One of each colour in each section', 'Perhaps all the circles (arcs)
form a circle in the middle'. The first of theSeis sensible and correct, the second sensible
and incorrect, the third can be.quiCkly seen to be impossible for although the arcs
summed to 'circle, the square was to be hollow at the centre. One group clungto this
hypothesiiihrOUghout. Hypotheses Were not in fatt evaluated often or iystemniatically.

"A proffered gudss would be followed typically ,by a hort inconclusiye hopping exchange
that would eventually hop to, another clue: That is, there was little testing of the, utility
Of ideas. Sequences like 'Perhaps all the silvers make smtion, all.the yellows etc., Ah! NO!
The silvers are too small.' Were rare. Parldoxically, some false hypotheses stayed with
groups throughout the session. The most common was thl notion that the arcs formed
a-circle somewhere. -Another Apparent handicap was the concern to find, outhOw:
corners-were made up. Groupi were much. less 11kely tafocus upon the construction of
.quadrants or the inner orirneter. Although two groups noticed the smallness of the silver
pieces and went on to infer that they:might go in,the middle, they did not obserye-that
each silver triangle had one aide of the same length. But these particular obstacles are
small fry compared with the general failuee to test hypotheses-and build-them up into
a structured system.



One additional observation might be made. After the first.ten minutes; the boyi
e.re anOv4ti to build the square. It seemed to be the case tfiat once actions werepermit-
ted, previous observations and hypotheses could belOrgotten. Groups hurriedly juxtd-
posed pieces in a flurry of uncii-ordinated pairings. Time ran out with alpost no
p.,.. hievement in the two low IQ Untrained 'groups.

Model-building.. Oily ogsgroup di'l not'read out the instructionx sections were read
Msilently or aloud. (ei-Are not included in the analvers.) One group completed the._. 6 ..

model. The boys were more impressive on thi4itask. Leaders emerged, a division of
Wpm!. was achieved along different lines, e.g. getting bits into position versus stikcing,

'' fuselage builders versug blade 6uildeei, and this division was sinsible in fact and consid-.
erately arranged;-Although there was a mdch hedvier:non-verbal component in Ibis task
than in theipuizle,,the amount of talk was thirty, four per.cent greater.*The high JO
groups showed a fifty one percent diffei'ence, the low IQ groups'only twenty one per

°-
cent. . - ; . .,

, , 1I. 4 e 0

COMMellt. She differences between the two tasks is interesting, fudging froni the
conyersations,,mOdel-building was an activity-larniliar to the boys, and they were abl-
to organise theMselves effectively. The Puzzle was presumably less familiar, and they
were less proficient. The ineffectual bebavioUr was reminiscent of the inefficiency noted
in 'Twenty Questions' .(see, section 7.4) In both there was a failure -td proceed system
atically. In both 'Twenty 'Questions' and the: Puzzle there was a rush into specific,

vhypotheses, improbable as answers: I nthe-Puzzle'the tailure to gabeysOnd noting a
.1 .

possible clue on to counting instances of each and setting out the total array of inform- .

ation ensured defeat ', . -

Intelligence, Test Scores and ,Training. While cohesiveness was not relevantIo verbal
activity, intelligente test scores. appear to have'been. High IQ groups talked more:than

7 the ow IQ groups (29% more on Task 1, 58% more on Task 2): For particular categories
,.

there were not consistent differences, fifteer\per cent fewer questions-in.the low IQ,':
"groups'being of unknown significance It is noteworthy that in, the Puzzle task,: the two
High IQ groups were more likely. to justify any opinion offered than were loW10 gorups,.
(45%-& '64% versus 36% and 29%). . .,

..
In ali three respects mentioned, the Low IQ group that was given a little training `,

behaVed more like the High IQ than the othei Low IQ groups: total tpeech, proportiom
.., ,

, , .. I's.

of questions, proportion of total okpions supported by reasons (see Table 7.5.3.).
. .

6 ..

Table 7.5.3. CoMparison of Trained Low IQ Group and High and Low !Q Groupkon 'Three
indices-of Verbal Activity °,

High IQ Low IQ Lowle
Unttained Untraineil °Trained* a//Mean number of urlfts

per group per task 289

Questions as a PropOr-----
tion of all ,coded verbal activity 19.1

Opinions with jIstifications
as a proportion'of opin--:
ions on Tasle1

169 278'.. -

16.3
a

.

19.6

43.3
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a 1 While, we devel4iia no scoring system -Measuring degree-of solution, both High -1-CF"
,

groups and the Trined LoW,IQ group looked to be nearer completion than the other tWci - .,..

on the Puzzle and the Helicopter.. .

7.6 OVERVIEW
.

Points of ProCedure. Ourfirst surprise in this series of investigations was the incidenCe of-::::::"
cheating. With seCondary.school adolescents froin both girls and boys oftWo different
schools, l'e found that considerable cheating occurred. In interviews with children_
(see sections 7,1 andg.2) this Problem did not arise, The pupils who had cheated Were ,::

. qoite conteritto-fie-abaut-their'extra:-curricalaruse of interrogation strategies. They did TT--

not seem to be'overlY concerned to dO well in the 'test'. They were not hostile and_unco- 1
operative, although they were somewhat more detached titan the younger children. Our
'experience would make us very chary of CondUctingany further inVestigatiCips witrileciindary

.schoc,1; pupils where chea Mg couldoccur but remain UndeteCted. , .' '' -47.itt;i5w4.
0

One precaution try t might,help would be to use tasks that 'sell' thernselvr..-3 tatti;..
pdpils or tasks that can be Id, The. Puzzle task and MOdel:building (section 7.5), although
the/ were respectively intelleCtual and under-age', caught the interest of the boys suffi-Ciltik-_,
to eliminate our worries abouexPercrnenter and situation effects .; and perhaps cheating..,.\
The 'Twenty Questions' did not have thiS attribute even though we switched from guessing.,_:_:::---
ideas in the experimenter s: mind to guessing who or what was in certain photOgraphs-.!:, ...s,

These might have been expected to arouse some interest, but. we had, no independent-7:-
evidence that they aid. To investigate competenceln the use of strategies of interrogatirm.
'more thoroughly Would requite pretesting that ;....hildren wanted taknOw the answer to-the,
prOblem posed. The parlour game of 'Murder' dr some innovation such as 'Find the -Spy's _,"

might reveal a greater competence than we were able to uncover. ,-,
,

Methodology. Our results in thjs chapter and blunter 5 suggest that although.social clAS
operates as a successful and independent discrirrtnative index in infant and middle school --i.._ .
childrenits, force attenuates in secondary school. One pi:planation foe-this:ha already:,.:;-;:-. A

been offered, .naifiely that the Ib'6 of mc andWC diVerge with increasing age so. that it -:-:,:- '-

becomes'OiffiCult tomake class comparisons With matched IQ's. Triis difficulty is accentu-,
ated by the operation of factort that help:to keep secondary schoois socially homogeneoul,
such as MC parents Moving their '.duIler..children into private sChools or LEA's using areas'
of residence as the criterion for. a neighbourhood cOmprehensive s4lerne where these'
,areas cover homogeneous districts. The difficulty. becomes metho+lcigiCally.wOrrying when
we realise we are contrasting two groups who are deviant front tlielr4ocial class IQ 6-win:.

.

In two investigatins we had to use mean IQ scores of 11517.1) a d 116 (7,3.2 and ,-----
7.4.2) 16 achieve our matching. Orly sixteen pe'r,cent of the popul tiOn make scores ii ---;---" '-

high as this.. Hence our reluctant but necessary switch 'to an invest gation of problems,: .'"`.r."-/ .
within the working class (see section7.,5-and chapters 3, 8 ard9).'! ' '

.; S.

Substance of. Results. Witl-rthe yo.(16ger childien we. Were able toshqw LIP social diffeen-W:;:-...
.

andin questionijig. At-seven and a half and ten clai's differences in morphology were insignift---77'----:,
cant. Howeverat the younger agefewer WC children appeared to be able to`florrn questions .

and When they did these weresihnier, stereotyped, and focused on perceptual attributes.f-a-:-.
WC children of ten were more likely tmisquestion and undergueStion and theydid not ':-
ask.aspany questions; especially about the,Middle,Of a more 'difficult' prose Passage..At_ 7:
thPievel of the single question- answer. exchange, there is a WC deficit in performance.$ , , .



ti

While it might be asserted that tliis.is misleading and is a function of Misunderstandings,
about the tasks, unwillingness to enter into the game as constructed by a MC intervievier
or the uninspiring quality of the. MaterialS provided, there is no evidence to favour such
interpretations at the expense of the suggestion that they are simply lets proficient in
these skills.

While our class comparisons gave no differences on the variants of 'Twenty
Questions',We might observe here a general inefficiency in the use of questions. At

.foUrteen, children shoTild be Cognitively coMpeterit to build up economical sequences
of questions to narrow down upon a critical item. AS adults they willineed to dO so
whether they be car-mechanics or body-mechanics, detective-inspectors or burglars,
applicants fOr reiit-rebates or National Trust maintenance grants. It is particularly
unfortunatithat a skill of such general use to human beings is\not more systematically

That it might be relatively easy to educate childred in suc strategies was shown
tthe somewhat wider context of puzzle solving and model-building. In these tasks, a

few-bints to an untrained group were sufficient to attenuate the natually-occurring
differences expresied as twelve points Of-!CrThe incidence of question-asking was one
index that appeared to: increase as a result. Of,instructional advice. As with`the !Twenty
Questions' so with the problem-solving. The boys were generally inefficient in the puzzle
task. That they were less inefficient in the model-building could be attributed to the
heavier constructional coMpctnent in this, but it could be that the boys had simply, more
experiehce in this activity, experJence from which they had learned Why is problem
solving not taught, explicitly? One reason will be that it is subject-indePefident. At
university level it is howeVer common practice to run general and specific methodology
Courses in conjunction with content courses and there is-no Obvious reason why, similar
skills should not.be encouraged within thi. study of English. Literature, carpentrybr
geography. At the beginning of this chapter, we arge2d,for the complementarity of
knowing how to find out and knOwing how and knowing that What should be a
balance ought not to be an antagonisM:Someone with a mass of knowledge which
cannot be sensibly deployed to solve current problemi or which cannot be used as a
foundation for acquiring more is a no better educated a person than someone wha knows
how to find out but has no prior knowledge to act as a basit for inquiry. Our evidence
is consistent with,theview that the education syste?n is in no danger of committing.
this Second error..

0
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CHAPTER 8

WHO IS TO BE ASKED? (C.D. CREED)

Editor's Introduction. In chapter 6 we have reported briefly Upon ways of finding out, and
we have related these to a variety of problems for a small sample of children. One of the
Means available was to ask someone. Whether or not it is sensible to ail( someone will
depend up:41 a number of factors: Inifiei lier it is the sort of question to whichsomeone
might know the answer, whether other means are readily available, whether a suitable
persOn is readily at hand, whether or not you are prepared to ask someone.

For example, if you wish'to knoW where a particular path on Dartmoor leads
when you are standing there in splendid isolation on a rainy winter's day, reading any
visible signpost or consulting an Ordnance Survey map is abetter bet than waiting for
someone as eccentric as yourself to appear. If neither are available, then y6u may have to
walk and see where a path leads. Observation and experiment are generally reliable and
valid means for answering empirical questions, and are espeCialiy useful strategies when
those people. ho might know are absent or when no one actually knows. Of course, you
might decide to wait fOt_the eccentric to appear and ask him. If he is wearing a certain
priton-like Uniform, you may decide he is unapproachable. If his reply mentions
Timbuktoo or is .delivered with too much uncertainty, you may judge him unreliable. If
you yourself are an officer in charge of a platoon of men on a map - reading exercise, you
may be embarrassed to admit your ignorance in front of your men. There are then a

`variety of circumstances which would reduce or eliminate the probability-that you ask a
quettion of another person, but if you do decide to, who do yoU ask? -

In this chapter interest is focused upon eight types of receiver of questions for
five categories aquestion and six Categories of esker. For onetype of receiver, the teacher,
an analysis is made of attributes relevant to being selected as a question-victim. Additionally
and briefly,,the relevence of having a suitable time and place to ask it considered. This
,nvestigatiOn, relying as it does on verbal reports, has the advantages and disadvantages
inherent in this method. While we night expect replies to be reliable in that the subjects

id be likely to give very similar answers if asked again; we could'have doubts about
the validity of their answers. How do we know they bear any direct correspondence to
the natural behaviour. of the pupils? Ideally we would have liked to supplement this
investigation with detailed observation of the children's behaviour, but, both technically
and adminiStratively, this would have been a difficult and costly operation. It WoUld,have
meant, for example, the research worker following a small sample of children around in the

classroom, the playground, the home and elsewhOre, noting what they asked of whoth
and perhapi vainly hoping that his presence was not influencing behaviour. Some partial
observational support would hive been welcomed, but we thought it better to rely on other
criteria. Thelirst was the nature of the school. Suffice it to mention two points. Our
research was accepted enthusiastically and cooperatively by both pupils and staff, so that
we can have some faith in thegeneralisation of this goodwill. Secondly, a number of
teachers-had instituted questioning sessions during which pupils asked what they liked of
various staff members; hence the idea of asking teachers questions was .not wholly alien
the participants. More direct evidence comes after the fact. That the results made sens
and a reasonable interpretation could be offered, is additional evidence-for the validi
the replies; . ..

.

The study reported is only one instance of maro combinations-of variables

i
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might be examined. From a practical point of view one would like to know whether there
are variations-in school structure associated with variations in perceived availability,
approachability and expertise of teachers? Is there any systematic difference with the age
of- children both in the extent to which they are encouraged to ask questions and the extent
to which they wish to Bernstein (1972) has found that the chile who asks many cppestions
(of an unspecified nature)-is differently by teachers at age fiye and seven and. middle
and working class schools.

At time 1, (age five) in the WC area, child-initiated communication (explanation and
questioning) was seen by teachers as being-independent of co-operativeness and attentivrness;
both-of these being features of an 'appropriate' relationship to the teacher. This may be
because, for the WC child, this is something he has:to learn. However, the MC child has been
socialised into the'appropriate' social relationship in his family and, therefore, at time 1, the
quartet of explanation, questioning, co- operativeness, and attentiveness, are all highly "inter-
correlated. In thWC area, by time 2 (age seven), it was found that the quartet was more
osely related, so that the child-initiated activities (explanation and questioning) and
'appropriate social relationships were by then linked. In other words, during the WC child's
two years in the Infant School, he is being socialised into an appropriate relationship to the
teacher. The latter involves the WC child, relative to the MC child, coming to do what the
teacher wants; learning the conductthat the teacher eXpects. 'Child-initiated cognitions are
mediated through a social relationship in which the teacher's values and attitudes are
dominant` (Bernitein, 1972 p. 33).

Obviously we would like to know more about the teachers' understanding of what
was meant by 'a child who asks a lot of questions'. The child whokeeps asking task-relevant
questions may; ell be viewed, rather differently from one who keeps asking about the
teacher's clothes or pets:How age and personality of child relate to the type and frequency
of qUestions asked of.others, particularly teachers,, is again a more general question beyond,
our present possibilities. However, while it is with some regretthat we can offer no
systematically collected data of real questions asked of real teachers by real children, we
were able to append a supplement to chapter 4 comprising on analysis of a number of
questions collected during the questioning sessions mentioned earlier.,

8.1 The Problem 'of Who to Ask

It is generally believed that many children in secondary schools show little interest in and
ask, but fewquestions about their school-time activities. 'Too many appear to be bored and
apathetic in school' (Newtom Report, para. 47). It may be argued that, with respeCt.to;
questioning behaviour, there are two, separate problems here: a problem of stimulation,
how to increase curiosity among children who arinot curious, and a problem of elicitation,
how to provide conditions that will encourage children to ask questions they already have.
It is with this second problem of elicitation that this investigation is concerned. We are
concerned only with_asking other people questions and not with other means of finding
out answers and we look at.three factors likely ,to be of importance. These are, firstly, the
relative expertise of the person who may be asked, secondly, certain psychological
attribute's of this person, and lastly, the situation in which the question maybe asked.

Firstly, the would-be question-asker must find another person whom he perceives
,' as having an interest in the topic with which he is concerned; and a greater amount of

i knowledge on this topic than he hialself has. Such a person may be called an 'expert'.
/ There are reasons, other than his knowledge of thequestion-tOpic, which wilrcause a
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person to be seen as an 'expert'. For example, Aronson and Golden (1962)'found that
irrelevant aspeetscifa communication may affect the likelihood of that message being

accepted, e.g. a white Caucasian source message was seen as more credible than a Negro
source message even when the communication concerned topics to which race-membership
was irrelevant. Teachers may,- for example, merely by virtue of their status as teachers, be
perceived by children as being experts'upon a whole variety of topics about which in fact
they are no more or less likely to have knowledge than anyone elSe..

SeCondly, having found someone. Whom he views as an expel, the would-be.
questioner has the problem of whether or not this person is 'psychologically approachable'.
It is assumed, for example, that a questioner is more likely to ask an expert who-is a
friend than to ask one who is'arl enemy. It is probable that a person is mdre likely: to be
seen as being apProachable if in the past there has been a greater opportunity of interaction
and if this interaction has previously been rewarding for the questioner. It is also probable
that this factor of approachability will become more Salient to the questioner as the topic
about which thequestion is to be asked becomes more\ ego-involving or emWrassing to
the questioner. Presumably, however, this 'approachabr'. factor could become increas- °
ingly less important as the questioner's need to know the answN- increases.

Finally, when an approachable expert has been selected, the potential question-
asker must still consider whether or not the time and place are appropriate for asking.

--There aredifferent horms associated With different interaction situations which relate
to whether or not questions may be asked. Tao take an extreme example, in most interviews
the flow of questions goeS only one way; and only-if-the-interviewer specifically-asks him
does the interviewee ask questions. However, in a conversatioi between two friends no
such constraints are apparent.

Such ideas about the expertness and approachability of the other person, and the
appropriateness of the situation; are perhaps obvious and general. However, we have no
hard evidence on the subject and cannot make any supported statements, otdetail about
who asIs whom, what, when, and where. This investigation opens up this field of inqufry..
Children were given a series of queStionS and asked to imagine that they wanted to know
the answers to them. They were then asked to whom they could and would go in order
to find out-the. answers. While such a procedure is artificial, the greater amount of data
bought at this cost may be worthwhile. The children were also asked whether they
preferred to ask questions of teachers and parents when atone or not Teachers were

.asked to fill in questionnaires so that we might find out what teacher characteristics
might be related to the children's choices.

8.2 Method

Subjects: The Children. Fifty three girls and sixty six boys from a dreamed comprehensive
school took part. High and low IQ were created by dividing each age group at the mean
on MOray. House Verbal Reasoning scores. The mean score of the twelvc year olds was
86.7, of the fourteen year olds 94.7. Two way divisions on sex, age, and IQ gaye eight
groups.

1. 16 12 year old boys; high IQ (88 and above)

2. 20 12 year old.boys, low IQ (87 and below)

3. 19 12 year old girls, high IQ (88 and above)

4. 13 12 year old girls, low IQ (87 and below

301



5. 18 14 year old boys, high IQ (45 and above)

6. 12 14 year old boys, lbw IQ (94 and below)

7. 10 14 year old girls, high IQ (95 and above)

8. 1.1 14 year old girls, low IQ (94 and below)

Subjects: The Teachers. The school from which the children's sample was drawn had
forty nine teachers. All teachers in the school were sent a questionnaire with a covering
letter whicli stated the purpose of the investigation and asked for cooperation. Twenty
seven teachers returned the questionnaire (fourteen male, thirteen feMale).

The School. The school from which these samples were drawn was a county secondary
.school in the south of England. The mainly rural area contained one smallish town which
Was supported by a large militaryestablishment. The mean Moray House Verbal Reasoning
scores reported above may seem to be low, but were in fact typical of-the whole school.
There was in this school already in existence a system whereby pupils handed their
written questions about any topic to teachers. Consequently, it is argued-that children
in this school would not see it as odd to be asked which teachers they would go to in
order to have their questions answered; although this would not be the case in sme other
schools.

Materials:

The Children's Questionnaire. The children were presented with a list of twenty one
questions and asked to. imagine that they wanted. each of them answered and then to
indicate to whom, they could and would go for an answer. There were five types'of
question-content with four examples of each The additional question was one used
during the instruction procedure in order to show the subjects'how to fill out the
questionnaire, There are many ways in which quettiOns may be categorised by an
investigator to give him 'type of question' categories. The of questions
chosen here reflects our expectation that a questioner's choice of an answerer will
depend in part upon the content of the question. The five types of questions were

1. Questions asking for information about the physical world.

2. Questions asking for explanations of phenomena in the physical world.

3. Questions asking for information aboUt the. social world.

4. Questions asking for 'empirical' explanations of the social world.

5. Questioni asking for 'moral' explanations of the social world.

These.five types of questions are self-explanatory except perhaps for the fourth
and fifth Categories, 'Empirical' questionsabobt the social world.are qUestions that
are asking for explanations of the processes and laws that govern human behaviour,
e.,q. 'Why do people hit other people ?'; no value judgements are required to answer these.
'Moral' questions about.the social world are questions concerning.ethics and value
judgements, and appealing to moral codes, e.g. 'Why is it.wrong to hit people you do not
like ?'. The reason Jar including questions-asking fOr both information and explanation

. was that it was anticipated that answers to questions asking" or explanations might be
more complex and longer, and therefore more difficultto understand that answers given
Ito inforrhation questions. For this reason, the factor of approachability might be more /
salient since the answerer might have to repeat orreforinulate his answers, and expertness/
might be imPortant in that fewer people may be capable of giving satisfactory explanations.
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The actual instances of the five types of.qiiestion that were used in this, invest-
.

igation may be foUnd in Appendix-1. The questions were draWn up in consultation with
three foUrteen year old girls who agreed that the questions finally. decided upon were
in fact quettiOns that children of their age might often want to ask.

The Order in which the twenty questions were presented to the subjects. was
randotn, but the same for all subjects (this Order may be found in Appendix 1): Questions
were presented singly .to the subjects. Below each qeustionwas a list of role-titles
(unfamiliar peer, friendly peer, any. adirlt, mother, father, any teacher,: particular
teacher, somebody else). Th'e subjects were required to indicate whether they thought
each person would know the answer to the question, whether each would be chosen by
the subjects for answering the question, and which of therdwould be the first choice.
Subjects were required to fill in the: name ofa partidular teacher for each question,
whereas the specification in 'somebody else'. category was at their diScretion. FollOwing
.this, the subjects were asked whether they would prefer to ask This.question of the choien
teacherin classtime with others present or in breaktime alone. They were also asked
whether they-would prefer to ask a parent with both parents present or with one parent
alone.fith example of one question and its format in the questionnaire is-shown in
Appendix This format was the same for all questions.

The children'S questionnaires were scored by counting the'' proportion of children
in each group that made use`of each of the choices ayailable to_thern....

Materials .

The Tiacheit'Questionnaires. The children's questionnaire provided dati about which
teachers were chosen to answer -which types .qtqueiticins..The problem irises as to .

Whether there are any specifiable attaiiites-that_May characterise teachers chosen to
answer one particular type of question. In order to make----soMe-attempt at answering
this Problem, all the teachers in the school were sent a questionnaire witta-covering
letter asking for their help by filling in the qUestionnaire and returning it Of the forty
nine teachers in the schOol, twenty seven returned the questionnaire. This question-
mire attempted to assess some of the teacher's attitudes towards teaching, education
and ciaisrooth control, and also included a: personality assessment and some personal
details; e.g. age, sex, number of years teaching etc.:The full set questionnaires may
be found in Appendix 3. Details for scoring them are also in Appendix.4. The various
scales used within each questionnaire are briefly described below.

16.

1. Opinionaire on Attitudes towards Education (see Q.1; Appendix-3).. This forty
five item scale was devised by Lindgren and Patton (1958). Five items-in the original
scale-were omitted, viz. items 1, 8, 11, 17 and 30. The word 'pupil' was substituted for
,'student' because it is the more usual term of reference for children of this age in
England. The scale measures attitudes towards childrcentrad policies and practices"'
education. The statements are concerned with the desirability of theleachers-usirg
authoritarian methods as a means of controlling the behdviour of students, and the
desirability of thesubject-matter-centredness as -contrasted with learrter-or-child-centred-
ness.' (Shaw and Wright.1967, p.80). A high score indicates more favourable attitudes
towards child-centred policies.

0

2. Social Intimacy Scale for Teachers (see Q.2, Appendix 3). This sdale was devised
specifically for this investigation. The scale consists of thirteen contrastive pairrof
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statements concerning social behaviour towards and expected tram. pupils. An example
of one-such pair of statements is:

Item 1. I address both boys and girls by their Christian names.
Item '14. I expectpupils to address me by my Christian name outside school.

Teachers were asked to indicate the extent of their agreament with such state-
ment-. The scale purports to measure three variables. These are: (fA) the extent to
which the teacher moves towards social intimacy with the pupils, (18) the extent to
which the teacher lets the pupil move towards him and (1C) the degree of.reciprocity
between hoW he behaves towards the pupils and how he expects them to behave towards
him.

Can

3. The Eysenck Personality Inventory. This scale, devised by Eysenck and Eysenck
(1964), purports to measure neuroticism and extraversion/introversion.

4. The Educational Guessing Game Scales (see 0.4, Appendix 3). This scale was devised
specifically for this investigation by Robinson. It consiits.of twenty six statements taken-

. from the writing of various prominent educationalists of the past. Teachers were asked to
indicate their agreenient or otherwise with these statements. While doing this task, they
were not aware of the authorship of the statement. At the end of the task, they could
open.an envelope -which contained the'author key.

The answers of the first eighteen teachers to return the completed questionnaire
were used. to construct a correlation matrix (see Appendix 5) from which clusters of
items could be extracted. The items formed two main groups. the firtt could be called a
'Free development potential scale' (F.D.P.S.). It contained ten items and a high score on
this scale could be said to be characterited by the following.set of beliefs: 'the child has
a natural capacity, for curiosity and for spontanecius moral development which is brought
out (Or should be) by a free (non-restrictive, non-punitive) and affectionate environment
and love. Early experierice of love is seen as especially important for the young child'.
The second duster, the 'Training Scale' (T.S;), contained eight items and a high score on
this scale could be said to indicate the fofloWing set of beliefs: 'the child becomes too
wild (and children are amenable to discipline and punishment); the child needs to be
told what it is necessary for him to know in a formal manner; competenCe is'largely
predetermined (inherited).' .

Procedure: Instructions for the children. The 'format of onequestion (see Appendix 2) .

N from the children's questionnaire was written on blackboard of the classroom so
that the procedure could be explained to the children. The Experimenter (E) in fact

'went through the filling out of this first questioh with the children°. The questiOh used
for the purpose was:

A

'Which c. unty in Snglandhas the highest temperature in June ?'.. -
This quetti was.used only for procedural purposes and was not scored in the later
analysis. The in ructions were as follows:-

'Listen ver arefully because what we have to do is a bit complicated. We want
to know who u like to get to answer your questions. On the paper in front of
you there:are twe one questions. After each question there is aliit of p; ogle
who you might ask. show you an example on the board so yoU can see what

. you have to do with eac of the questions. Here, at the top of the board, I've
written the first question the 'yob:have on yoursheet. 'Which countY in England



has the highesttemperature in-June?' Underneath, we have 8 different people ...
(here E: reads through the format of the first questiOn as' shown ir. Appendix 2).
Then you corrie to question 2, and you get exactly the same layout for this
question. All right, so that's what it's like. Let's go back to the beginning to see
what you have to do. The first question then is 'Which county in England has the
highest temperature in JUner Now I want you to imagine you want to find out the
answer to this question: Even if you knoW the answer already,.I want you to
pretend you don't know it and imagine you want to find the answer out. First of '-
all. I want you to think of all the teachers in the school. Which one would you
most like to ask this question? Right then, all of you think which teacher you'd
most like'to ask this question, if you really wanted to know the answer. Then
write that teacher's name in (g) like this (E. writes a name2in the appropriate
place on the board). Put any teacher's name you like as long as theyare at this
school. Now you've done that, I want you to think which of all these people will
know the answer:to 'Which county in England has the highest temperature in
,Juner (E's fingers run down the board indicating the people) except this one
(points to 'somebody else'). I'll do it now for myself. Well, I don't think (a)
would know, so I put an X here.(E. points to the appropriate box and makes the
mark), I do think (b) knows, so I put a-tick here. (E. goes through all the names).
Of course, you might well want to answer differently, becaise these people are
not the same for you as they are for me. Right now, you all do that for yourselves.
O.K.! Now, have you all done that? Good. Now, some of the people who you
think knoW the answer, you would go and ask some maybe you wouldn't want
to ask. In the column, marked 'would choose' tick all thOse who you would ask,
,like this, and OUt crosses for the ones yOu Wouldn't ask. (E. &es this on the
board for himself). Right, now you do that for yourselves still leaving the 'some-
body else' blank. (Subjects do this). Now, from the ones you've chosen, I want
you to tick the one who would be your firSt choice like this if it were. me. If
there is somebody else who isn't on' the list, but who would be Your first choice;
then write their name here and who they are and put a tick here (E,points to
'somebody else' box). for example, if you have an uncle who is a weatherman,
you might want to ask him as your first choice, so write in 'uncle' and put
'weatherman' like this, and then put a tick in the 'somebody else' box. But
otherwise if your first choice is one of thesepeople, just put a tick and leave .

'somebody else'. All.right, now-all tick your first choice. O.K.? Good. Now; all
you have to do is answer these two questions here like this (E. reads the questions
aloud and answers them on the board). You have to answer these two, after all
the questions. Now all do it for thit question. (E. now briefly recapitulates the
whole procedure and writes a summary of the major steps in the procedure on
the board.) Before you start are there any questions? Is there anything you don't
understand? You can write in any names you like beCause I shall be the,only
person to see them, none of your teachers ill be looking at them.Don't forget
you can choose the same teacher for lots of the questions if yOu like, or different
ones, just choose the one you.want for each question. All right, now start. If
you have any problems put up your hands.'

Children took fifteen to twenty five minutes to tOmplete the questionnaire.
Procedure: Instructions for the teachers, A covering letter was sent out with the .-
questionnaire.. Instructions concerning the filling-in of the various scales were Written
athe head of each scale. Copies of both are to be found in Appergliii 2.

, Treattnent of results. The results are presented in fourmajor sections (A D):

A. Analysis of the children's questionnaire prOyides data concerning the following
dependent variable&

(1). Children's choices of those who are thought by them to know the answers to.

..k.f.;
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the questions.
(2) Children's choices of those whom they would choose to answer the questions.
(3) Children's first choices for answering the qtiestion&
(4) Children's preferences for classtime or breaktime for asking teachers. .

(5)' Children's preferences for asking a parent while the other parent was present
or not.

These data were analysed with respect to the following independent variables.
(1) The eight subjectgroups (see subject section).

(2) The five types of question. 1;. . -_
(3) The seven different possible answerers.
These analyses of variance were performed upon scores expressed as percentages

of children making the various choices.

B. Analyses of the teachers' questionnairesprovide a number of measures for each
teacher. These scores are treated by a correlation analysis and theTesultant matrix analy-
sed by the technique of 'principal components'.

C. Each teacher coulcilbe given forty.scores derived froth the, percentage of children
irieich of the subject groups who choose that teacher for each of the types of question.
These scores were submitted to both correlational and principal components analyses.

A regression analysis was performed, with the number of children's choices for each
teacher as the dependant variable and the scores of theteacherthat wire derived from
the teachers' questionnaire ai.independant variables.

8.3 Results

A. Analysis of Children's'Questionnaire

1, Which persons would knoW answers. An analysis of variance performed upon the
raw data shown in Table revealed the following difference&
(a) -Girls were more likely. han boys to think that other people would know the alpswers
to these questions (F = 11.16, df 1/266,,p <.01).
(b) Low IQ children Were more likely than High I0 children to think that other people
would know the answers to these question& IF = 5.47, df 1/266, p
(c) There were significant differences between the Types of questions (F = 8.98, df 4/266
p <.01). Children thought that the answers to some Types of questions were more likely
to be known than those to others. The order from most to least was social moral,
physkcal explanation, social empirical, social information,, physical information.

(d) Children thought that certain people were more likely to know the answers to these
question&than were other people (F = 387.85, df 6/266, p <.01). From the people most
likely to know thrdugh to the least likely to know, the order was particular teacher,
father, mother, any teacher, friend, any adult, any peer.
(e) There was a singificant interaction of Sex and Type of answerer (F 4.87, :df 6/269,
p <.01), i.e. boys were more likely than girls to think that the teacher and any peer would
know the answers, whereas girls were more likely to think particular teacher, father,
mother, any adult and friend would know. \
(f) There was a significant interaction-of IG and Type of question IF = 6.26, df 4/209,
p i.e. High 10 children were more likely than Low 10 children to think the answers
to social moral types of questions, Would be known, whereas Low IQ children were more
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.

likely than. High IQ dhildtenth think that the answers to the social intermation, sada!
empirical and physical inforrriation questions. would be known.
(g) there was alignificant interaction, Type, of question x Type of answerer (F = 3.93,

- df 24/209, p <.01), re. childrensaw 'any peer' as more likely to know the .answers of some
queitions,than othersfrom most to least likely the order Was(social moral, physlcal inforrna-
tion, social empirical.

physical explanation; physical information, social moral, social
empirical, social information.

social moral, social empirical, phYsicat explanation, social information,
physical information.

social moral, social empirical, physical explanation, social information;
physical information.

'friend' (moseleast)

'adult' (most+least)

'mother' (most+least)

'father'. ('most.least)

'particular teacher'
(Mott+leist)

'teacher' (most.leasi)

social moral, social empirical, physical explanation, physical inform
tion, social information.

:physidal explanation, physical information, social moral, social
empirical, social information.

social moral, physical explanation, social empirical, social information,
physical information. -

(h) There was a significant interaction of Sex x IQ 'x Type of answerer (F = 6.15, df 6/106,
p <.01) ie. Low IQ girls were more likely than other groups to think that- friend, mother,
and father would know the answers. High lUgirls were more I ikely'than the other groups-to
think that particular teacherand any adult would know Low IQ boys were more likely than
the other groups to think that any peer and any teacher would know.

2: Which persons would be chosen. An analysis of variance performed on the raw data
shown in Table 2 revealed the following differences. ,
a) Twelve year olds would choose a greater number of people to answer these questions than
would fourteen year olds (F 4 19.08, df 1/226, p <.01).
b) Low IQ children would be more prepared to choose a greater number of answerers than
would high IQ children (F =.14.82, df 1/266, p <.01):
c) Some answerers were chosen much more ofteriby the children than were others (F = 684.51,
df 6/266; p <.01). From most to least choices, the order was particular teacher, father,
mother, friend, any teacher, any adult; any peer.
d) There was a significant interaction between Age and IQ (F = 1876, Of 1/209, p .01
although Low IQ twelve year olds would ;choose a greater number Of answerers than would
High IQ twelve year olds, this difference was not apparent among the two fourteen year olds
IQ groups. ,

el There was a significant interaction of Age and. Type of answerer (F =12.90, df 6/209,
p <.01), Le.,-twelve year olds were more likely than fourteen year olds to choose any peer,
any adult, mother, father, any teacher, whereas fourteen year olds were more likely than
twelve year olds to choose a friend and a particular teacher.
f) There a significant interaction of IQ and Type of answerer tF = :5.73, df 6/209, p <.01),
ie., High IQ were more likely than. IQ to choose a friend and mother, whereas Low IQ
children were more likely to choose any peer, any adult, father; any teacher, and a particular
teacher. .
g) There was a significant interaction between Age x 1Q ,x Type of answerer (F = 3.37, df 6/106,

s
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p --.01), i.e.. Low IQ twelve year old children were more likely than other groups to
choose any peer, any adult, and any teacher; High 10twelve year olds were' less, likely
than the other groups to choose a friend and a particular teacher; High1Q fourteen
year olds were more likely than other groups to choose a friend; Low IQ fourteen year
olds were less likely than other groups to choose mother.

3. First choice of answerer. An analysis of variance performed upon the raw data shown'
in Table reveals the following differences.
a) There was a significant difference betWeen Type of answerer (F = 412.14, df 7/305,
p <.01), i.e. some answerers were chosen first more often than others (F = 412.14,
df 7/305, p <.01). Froth those chosen most through to those chose6 least the order
was: particular teacher, father, mother, someone else, friend any teacher, anytdult,
any peer.
b) Boys were more likely than girls to make first choices of any'adult, any teacher.-
particuiar teacher., someone else; girls were more likely than'boys t make first choices
of friend, mother; father.(F = 4.24, df 7/241, p <.01).
c) There was a significant difference between High and Low IQ children (F 4.63,
df 7/241, p <.01)., i.e. High10 children were more likely than Low IQ children to make
first choices of friend, mother', and someone else, whereas Low 10 children were more
likely to make first choices of any adult, father, any teacher and a particular teather.
d) There was a significant difference between Types of question (F = 6.60, df 28/241,
p <,01). Children were more likely to prefer mother as a first choice for social moral
questions to other types'of questions and were less likely to choose fathers to answer.
physical explanation than,for other types of questiohi. Children were more likely to
choose particular teachers to answer physiCal than social questions.

4. Whereto ask teachers. An analysis of variance performed upon the raw data.shown
in Table 4 revealed .the follOwing differences.
a). Twelve year olds were More likely to ask the question in breaktime than classtime,
whereas fourteen year olds were more likely to Choose to ask the question/in classtime
than, in breaktiine (F = 36.83; df 1/49, p .

b) boys were more likely to ask questions in classtime than in breaktime, whereas girls
were more likely to ask questions in breaktime than cla,sstiine (F = 11.24, df 1/49, p <.01).
c) There was a significant difference from the interaction of Sex and Age (F = 401'.35,
df 1/21, p <,01). Boys andourteen year old girls preferred classtirrie to breaktime,,
Whereas.twelve year old girls prefer breaktimep classtime..

5. Asking parents alone or together. An analysis of variance performed one raw
data shown in Table 5 revealed the following differences.
a) Children preferred to task parents together rather than alone (F = 134.01, df 1/71,
p <.01).
b) Twelve year olds were more likely than fourteen year olds to choose asking parents
alone (F = 22.07, df 1/49, p <. ). .

c) High IQ chilOrm were more likely than LoW IQ children to choose asking parents
alone (F = 18.19, df 1/49, p <.01)
d) Children were more likely to choose to ask social moral questions alone than they were
other types of questions (F = 2.87, df 4/49, p
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e) There was a significant interaction of 10 and Age (F = 109.09; df 1/21, p <.01).
Fourteen year old Low.I0 children were much less likely to choose alone than were either
fourteen year old High 10 children or both 10 groups aged twelve.

B. Analysis of Teachers' Questionnaires
The scores taken from the teachers' questionnalre'Were correlated in a 15 x 15

matrix (Table 6). This matrix was further analysed by the technique of principal compon-
ents. The score included in the correlation matrix were as follows:
OP IN Score on 'Opinionaire on Attitudes towards Education'; a higher score indicates

more child-centred attitudes.

LIE Lie score from Eysenck Personality inventory; a higher score indicates greater
amount of 'lying'.

NEUR Neuroticism score from Eysenck Personality inventory; a highcoscore indicates
greater neuroticism.

EXTRA Extraversion score from Eysenck Personality inventory; a higher score indicates
greater extraversion.

FREE Free development potential scale; a higher score indicates a greater belief in
natural growth.

TRAIN Training scale; a higher score-indicates a greater belief in the desirability of
socialising.

Table 8.6. Principal Component Analysis of Teachers' Questionnaires

Component number 1 2 3 4 5 6

Accumulated variance 21.52 40.35 49.52. 56.90 62.74 67.82

OPIN .33 .05 .24 .08 .00 .01

LIE .00 - .04 .34 - .54 .01 .24
NEUR

ti
- .95 .08 - .50 .13 .15 - .46

EXTRA .20 .04 .21 .32 .36 .04
FREE .28 .15 .08 - .32 .08 .36
TRAIN - - .04 - .05 .29 - .07 .54
Int A .33 - .24 - .06 .04 - .00 - .09
Int B .40 -.16 -.03 .12 -.09 .09
Int C -.29% .23 - .09 .16 - .25 - .12
SEX' .16 -.11 .0 9 .35 - .58 - .05
"AGE "14 .42 - .01 - .05 - .17 .19
EXP .16 .39 -- - .16 - .07 .23
nKID .27 ,12 - .22 -.15 -.36 -.05'
AgeK I D .24 .29 -.18 - .08 - .10 - .07
QUAL .04 - .34 - .24. - .35 - .03 .01_

Int A From social intimacy scale; a higher score indicates the teacher gives more
intimacy to the child.
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Int B From social intimacy scale; a higher score indicates the-teacher ellows more
intimacy from the child.

Int c From social intimacy scale; a higher score indicates a lack of reciprocity
between 1A and 1B.

Sex of teacher, score 1 for male, 0 for female.SEX

AGE Score of 1

Score of 2
Score of 3
Score of 4
Score of 5

(20 years)

(25 29 years)

(30 394%i/ears).

(40 49 years),

(50 and above years)

EXP Score of no. of years teaching 1

2
3
4

nK. ID No. of teacher's children

AgeK ID Average age of teacher's children

QUAL. Age range teachers were trained for

(0 2 years)
(3 5 years)

(5 10 years)
(over 10 years)

0 untrained
1 infant
2 primary
3 primary /secondary'
4 secondary

The principal components analysis did not show any very clear and definite
pattern.

Component 1 those scores that represent neasures of educational attitudes loaded
more highly upon this component, i.e., OPIN, FREE;TRAIN, IntA,
IntB, -IntC.

Component 2 those scores that are measures of age and experience load more
highly upon this component; i.e. Age, Experience,.Number of
Children, Age of Children, Training.

Component 3 mainly the personality scores from the Eysenck Personality inventory.

C. Choices of Particular Teachers

1. Choices of Teachers by the Eight different Subiect Groups. The namberof choices
made by each of the eight subject groups for each of the twenty seven teachers were
used to' provide an 8 x-8 correlation matrix (Table 8.7a). This matrix was further
analysed by a principal components analysis. The principal components.analysis showed
a very clear picture (Table 8.7b1.

Component 1 Obviously, a general component, i.e. teachers chosen by one group
of subjects tend to be chosen by all groups

Component 2 A bipolar component, indicating that the group of teachers who
tended to be chosen by twelve year olds is not wholly the same as
that chosen by fourteen year, olds

Component 3 A component primarily associated with the twelve year olds,
indicating that slightly different groups of teachers were chosen by
Low and High IQ groupi.
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Table 8.7a Correlation Matrix of Teacher Choice Consistency across Subject Groups (N=27)

12BH_

12BH
12BL
12GH

124
14BH
148 L
14GH

--12BL

.67

12GH

.96
.62

12GL

.75

.83

.71

Groups of oubjects

14BH 14BL

.29 .34

.27 .30

.17 .25
.25 .34

.93

14GH

,38

.33

.27

.35

.93

.92

14GL

.45
.32
.40
.45
.65
.73
.74

Table 8.7b Principal Components of Teacher Choice Consistency

Component number 1 2 3

Accumulated variance 58.36 84.79 91.67

12BH .36 .36 .37

12BL .32 .33 , - .64
12GH .33 .41 .48
12GL .35 .34 - .36
14BH .35 - .41 - .10
14BL .37 - .37 - .04
14GH .37 - .36 - .03
14GL = 36 - .20 .29

2. Choices of Teacher by all Children for the five Types of Questions.
Each teacher received a certain number of choices from the children to answer each of the
five types of question& Thtis each teacher may be given a Score for each of the five types
of question. These scores form a,-5 x 5 correlation matrix (Table 8.8a). This matrix was
further analysed by a. principal components analyses-The principal components analysis
(Table 8.8b) presented a clear picttire.

Component 1

Component 2

was a general component, indicating that teachers who are chosen to
answer one type of question are generally chosen to answer all other
types of question.
was a bipolar component indicating that a slightly different group of
teachers were chosen to answer physical questions from the group
chosen to answer social quesiions.

D. Regression Analysis
41 y A-regrelilorfirialysis weS perfoimed using each of the eight subject group scores of
the teacher teachers'as the dependent variable in separate analyses; while the teache' scores
from the trcti#rs' questionnaire were used,as independent variables (that is op' N, LIE,
NEUR, E TRA, FREE, TRAIN, IntA, IntB, I ntC, SEX, AGE, EXP), i.e. the dependent
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Table 8.8a Correlation Matrix of Number of Choices by Children of Teachers for
each of the Five Types of Questions (N = 27)

Physical Physical -Social Social Social
Type of Question Information Explanation Information Empirical,, Moral

Physical Information
Physical Explanation
Social Informatioh
Social Empirical
Social Moral

.97 .63
.56

.74

.66
.78

.78

.68

.79/
91 .

Table 8.8b Principal Components.of Teacher Choice

Component Number.

Accumulated Variance

1

80.32

r FiVe Types46f Question

2

93.15

Physical Information .46 .47
Physical Explanation .43 . .60
Social Information .42 - .50
Social Empirical .46 - .32
Social Moral - .47 - .26

Table 8.9a Regression of Attributes of Teachers upon Choice of Teacher for
Various Groups of Subjects

Sig. I ndep. Regression ,Partial
Dependent Var;able Variables Coefficients t COrrelation

12BH NONE
12BL. IntA 1'.23 2.08 0.38
12GH NONE IA,

12GL LIE 5.98 3.25 0.55
SEX 13.99 2.29 `// 0.42

14BH OPIN .99 2.56 0.46
14BL OPIN .57 2.24 0.41
14GH OPIN .82 2.76 0.48
14GL. NONE

variables were the number of choices a teacher received from each of the eight subject,
groups. The independent variables.that regressed significantly are showr in Table 8.9a.
The_correlations between.all dependent. ariables arid all significant independent
variables were also calculated (Table 8.9b).
(2) A regression analysis was performed.using each of the five types of question scores
of the teacher as a dependent variable in separate analyses, with the teachers' scares



Table 8.9b Correlations between Teacher Choice and Teacher Attributes for Varios
Groups of Subjects

Teacher.
Attributes 12BH 12BL 12GH

OPIN .17 .36 .10
LI E .31 .28 .34
Int A .25 .38 .23
SEX .21 .31 .12

Groups of Subjects

.12GL 14BH 14BL 14GH 14GL

.46 .41 .48 .37

.47 -.18 -.10 -.06 .15

.37 .09 .08 .12 .17

.29 .33 .36 .31 .36

Table 8.10a Regression Analysis with Number of Choices made of Teachers for the
Different Types of Question

Independent
Dependerit Variables Variables

Physical Information OPIN
Physical Explanation OPIN.

LIE
Social Information SEX
Social Empirical SEX
Social Moral NONE

RegressiOn

Coefficients t

1.10 / 2.59
1.30 2.75

2.19
22:52, , 2.85
24.424 2.46

Partial
Correlation

.41

Table 8.10b Correlations between Teacher Atrribtues and. Teacher Choice for each
Type of Question

Physical

Attributes ° Information

OPIN
SEX

o.

_Physical Social
Explanation Information

.46 .4 .27

.31 .50

Social Social
Empirical Moral

.42 .35

.44 .37

frorklthe teachers' questionnaires Were used as independent variables. (That is, OPIN,
-LIE, NEUR, EXTRA, TRAIN, IntA, IntEI,' I ntC, SEX, AGE, EXP), i.e. the dependent
variables were the'inumbers of choices a teacher received for each of the five question
types. The independent variables that regressed significantly are shown in Table 8.10a.1
The correlations between all dependent variables and all significant independent
variables are shown in Table 8.1db. '.

8.4 Discussion--

The purpose of this investigation waslo attempt to specify some of the conditions that
might affect the elicitation of questions; especially the characteristics of the other person
who might be chosen to answer a question. With the results obtained, this question may

(
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be discuised from two points of view. Firstly, are there specific and identifiable
characteristics that separate those teachers chosen from those not chosen? Secondly,
are the different. groups of children (age, sex, IQ) making different choices as to which
people they think would know the answers to the questions, which people they would
be prepared to choose, and which people they prefer as first choice&

. The data reported earlier, in.sectiOn C of the results, clearly indicate that some
teachers are consistently chosen to answer the children's questions whilst others are not
Furthermore, these results indicate that twelve and fourteen year old childrenare choos-
ing different groups of teachers; twelve year old High IQ Children are choosing differently
from twelve year old LoW IQ children; and at a second order level teachers chosen to
answer 'physical' questions are riot the same ones as are those chosen to answer 'social'
question&

It can be said therefore that while children are making similar and consistent,
choices, differences in choice that do occur are associated with the differcnt groups of
children and different types of question; iii other wortls the children are not randomly
choosing different teaChers for different questions. One may therefore assume that
sub-groups of children do share common criteria and that the criteria are not identical
for the twelve and fourteen year olds, nor for the High and Low I0 twelve year.old
groUps, nor for 'sOciaras opposed to 'physical' questions. Therefore either there are
certain charanteristics common to:chosen teachers and absent among teachers not
'chosen, or perhaps certain characteristics are common to those not chosen and absent', 7

among those who are chosen. This is probably true whether-ornot-We-ara-able-rib---
identify any such characteristics.

.

Although this conclusion will surprise nobody, it does for this very reason
imply that the procedure used in this investigation has probably elicited from the
children responses that will correspond to the choiCes that they would at least like to
make in the everyday life, and perhaps, also, correspond to the choices they.in fact do
make. The question may now beposed as to whether any of the measures that were
taken from the teaChers in this investigation are related to these different and consistent
choices of the children.

Thesintercorrelations of the fifteen, measures froth the teachers' questionnaire
: .

weresubjected\to a principal component analysis whose results implied the existence
of three clusters of iterhs:,an 'experience' cluster of age, number of own children,
number of years to king and training; '. 'personality! cluster of the extraversion/ '1

introversion and neuro icism scales which, although not correlating highly with each
other, were separate fro the other variables; and an 'attitudes towards eciucation'-
cluster of Opinionaire scale, ree Development Belief Scale,,and SOcial Intimaby SCale:
On the basis of thiiprincipal inponentcanalysis we can suggest that measures of\

experience, perionality and educ tional attitudes have been obtained. The labels ofd
'experience', 'personality' and 'educional attitudes' I should be viewed as 'referential
tags' rather than as linterpreta/ive concepts'. Additionally; it should be remembered',
that the teachers' questionnaires which \gilded these measures contained only two tested
and established scales (ie. the Eysenck Personality Inventory and theOpinionaire \
Scale) and this second one has not been usecrnuch: The remaining scales were intuitkie
and unstandardised: With reservations, it uld still seem that the teachers' ,

questionnaires provide a selection of.variables tha \one would. imagine may be related
to whether or not a teacher might be chosen by'a p6pil`for the pUrposes of question-



asking. Can such measures taken from the teachers be used to predict which teachers are /
Chosen?

The {-egression analysis reported in section D of the resultS showed that several
Of the measures taken from the teachers' questionnairegave bettee than chancepredict-

f

ions of the number of choices a teacher' received from the various groups ofchildren.
For fourteen year olds, the teachers' opinionaire score was a better than chanCe predictor
for all groulipa except the fourteen' year old Low IQ,girls, but was only weakly so,for the
twelve year old's choices. It is interesting to note the results reported in section C: these
show a cciiirelation analysis of the number of choices received by each teacher forRach
of the eight subject groups. It maybe seen that a principal components analysis produces
three components that account for ninety per cent of the total variance. The first
component is general, the second component differentiates mainly, betWeen the tWelve
and fourteen year olds, whereas the third component concerns primarily only the twelve
year oldsarld differentiatesamongthem'on the basis of la However, although three, of
the fourteen yaer old groups load negligibly on thit third component, the Low IQ
fourteen year old girls load irva similar fashion to High IQ twelve year olds; thus suggest::
ing that the9 are a deviant group. ,

If We examine the Opinionaire's success for different types of questions, it does
so for both information and explanation typei of 'physical' question's, but not for 'social'

___questions.From-section-A-resulti, we that, althOugliiiiildren would choose teachers
rather than parents for all types of question,they::make particular teachers first choices
more often for i'Physical! than for 'social' questions. Hence, it could be suggested that
it' is for the 'physical' qaustions that teachers are seen as most useful and for answering
these, the Opinionaire socre is a significant indicatOr of Which teachers are preferred:

the only othervariable-Peediatih9 teac6.,er:_choice was sex._ For :social' qUestions
boys preferred male and girls preferred feMale.teachers.

With the failure of other indices to have predictive value, it is sensible to see
how far sheer expoiure to diffe.fentteachers is relevant to choices made. Zajonc (1970)
has amassed a sizeable body of date to Show that familiarity alone positively associated
With people's.preferences,.other. things being equal.. The groupsof children have
experienced different teacher's for their formal teaching, and even within the groups, there
are certain teachers who have taken the children often and others whohave seen theft)
only infrequently. The correlation between the number of hoiirs teachers had taken
fourteen year olds and the'nUmber of choices received`from fourteen year olds was
negligible (r = 0 04, t = 0.21,-df 25)..Hence, the hypothesis that fourteen year olds were
choosing teachers who teach them most often can be rejeCted. A siinilie correlation for
twelve year olds' choices and number of hours spent teaching them was higher, (r = 0.37,
t = 1:98,'df 25, p<.10). The hypothesis that twelve year oldi.were.chooting on the basis
of exposure has some weak support The fact that there was a measure of correlation
between 'number of hours and.number of choices for twelve year olds but not for
fourteen, year olds is not surprising. All the children entered this school at theage of
eleven.. At the time of this investigation the twelve year oftia were nearing the end of
what was their first academic year at the This means that, by and large, they had
experienced on's/ one group of teadheis since they entered. This would not be the'case
for fourteen year olds;they would have been taught by one group of teachers in the
fi ear, a second group (even if overlapping with the first group) in their second year,'
and wer aring the end O a year With their third group. The fourteen year olds there
fore would have ad the op,.oeunity of knowing more teachers than the twelve year olds
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and would also know a number of teachers who were not teaching them at the time of .
the investigation: .

As a check that the relationship between Opinionaire scores and 'teachers chosen
'among the fourteen year olds was not an art #act of any variation in exposure, the
correlation between these two rntasures wasTe-calculated forthoSe teachers who were.
currently teaching that age group formore than one lesson aweek: Ttie correlation
remained significant. (r = 0.58, t = 2:99, df 18, p <.01).

.

At the beginning of this discussion two questions were posed; it is now possible
to give a tentative answer to the first of these (i.e. are there specific identifiable character-
istiCs separating the teachers in thit study who were chosen from those not chosen)by
pupils to answerquestions. There is evidence to show that a high score on the Opinion-

o aire scale is A good predictor of a large number of choices from fourteen year Olds to
answertheirquestions (with the exception of fourteen year old C,ow IQ girls). There. is ,

also evidence tO,suggeitthat this same OpiniOnairescore predicts choices from all
children questions aboutthe 'physical', world. Ahigh score on the Opinionaire scale
indicateia.more favourable attitude towards child centred educational,polici& and liberal
methods Of control as opposed to subject-niattercentred policiei and authoritarian

methods of control. It Should alsd be remembered however that,..while the Opinionaire
scale appears to be a good_predictor,,experience as measuredrpersonality- as-measurede2.-

and:the various other measures of educational attitudes did not predictchoices of
teachers. .

One explanation of the fact that Opinionaire score was a good predictor for the
fourteen year old choices but not for twelve year oldchoices-has. been given, viz. that
twelve year olds have a limited group.of teachers from whom they can choose, whereas. ,

fourteen year olds may choose from:a much wider group of teachers; and that therefore
their choices are more I ikelyto reflect what they want an answerer to be like:.s.

Another explanation might be that between the ages of.twelve and fourteen
the children learn to make different sorts of choices with regard to the answerers they
might choose. Both of these explanations may be correct. -However, these consictera-
Lions lead 'us directly to the seconcrqUestioff posed at the beginning of this discussion,
viz. are -the different groups of children' (age, sex, IQ) making different types of Choices

-as regards.who they think know. the answers to the question6 who would they be pre- .

pared to.chodse, and who would he their first choice? The data preiented in section.A
of the results have direct bearing upon this problem. Before discussing these data an
interpretation that we may labeftWe'exposure-differentiation'.hvpothesi§of choice of
anSwereris presented, .

If we imagine a questioning childwho knOwsnothindabout his,potential
answerers other than that they are available to him, he may, ask questions randomly.
However, some people will be more:frequently .available than otherg; so that we Migi:it
expect the child simply .to ask questions.on this batis. However,.As he asks more .

questiOns, which may or may not be answered, and as he develops greater skill in differ-
entiating'between, satisfactory and. unsatisfactory answers, we Mita expect him to
begin to differentiate betweenansWerers. He should.come to see, sortie pedple as more. -
exPert,.than others; some as more approachable than others, and he may begin to learn
that these attributes will depend upon the type of question to be AnSwered.Hence,
while availability and total exposure shOuld have A relevance, there should alsobe
increasing differentiation within the set of potential answers arid.ive might expect. this
to increasewith intellectual development and with the number of persons known. (Of

.



course, the differential.preferences may be related to reasons other than those mentioned
here).

If the age and ability rangeS in this investigation are sufficient, and the hypothesis
valid, we can expect that older and more able children should_show more differentiation,
in their choice of answerers thakyounger and less able Children whose choiiei.shOUld-be-----
mainly 'a function of amount of contact. A

. The results reported in section A showed that Children believe that 'particular
.teachers', fathers and mothers would be most likely to know the answers to these
queStions; these same answerers are most often indicated as being the children's first
choices. Of these three types of people, 'particular teachers' are chosen more often than
the other two. it niust 9 remembered however that for an individual child the 'particular
teacher' chosen may be a different person for the different questions, whereas 'mothers'

. and 'fathers' are for the individual child always the same pefson,
There are differences apparent between these three types of answerers with o

respect to the different types of questions.: Children view potential answerers as more
likely to know the answers to 'explanation' questions (as opposed to 'information'
questions). Ohe may assume that the children therefore see these as easier questions. This
is true of both 'mother' and lather'. However, iparticulai appear to be seen as
more likely to know the answers to physical,qUestions,thah social quettionS and are
also mcirelikelylo be chosen to answer physical than social questions.ti

Given this background which dominates the chqices made by the children, are there
differences between the various subject groups which suppcirt the above differentiation
arguments

Considering the data concerning who would khow the answer's to these questions,
it can be seen that Law IQ children think that a greater number of people would know

the answers than do High IQ children.- In other words High IQ children are limiting
themselves, to fewer people who would know the answers. This is seen tbe true of all
types of questions, except 'social moral' qtesticins. High til)roups see a greater range

of people as being likely to know theanswers to 'social more questions than do Low
IQ groups.. However, 'social moral' questions are the only type Of, questions (of the five
types used in this study) that cannot ever have true or false answers. These questions are
(unlike the other types).askirig for opinions rather than knowledge: The High IQ groups,
it Seems, are more likely, to realise this and apPreciate that anyone may have an opinion.
Thus, High IQ groups are more restricted ir, their beliefs as to who would know answers

---ta4atner_questions and lesi restriate4r 'opinion' queitions. It is argued that this
supliorts the view High IQ children-ire more discriminating than Low Icichildren
in their selection of arisv4rers:

The readers should be reMinded at this point of the fact that the socalled 'High
IQ' group in-this study h'avie a mean 10 that is below the national average; The objection
might be made that such an 10 group at this ageis unlikely to appreciate the rather
philosophical point that. while 'factual' answers may have differing relative: validity,
answers to 'opinion' questiOni may be equally valid. However, the argument above Should
be interpreted in this way. What is beihg said here is that thdan-swers-tb-the 'social moral'
questions that the children r!4ceive may be.found by them to be equally useful or useless,
regardleSS of who is answering (assuming the answerer is co-opetative)..lt is suggested "---
thafrelative to the lower IQ group, the higher group may learn this more.quiz.kly.

However, still considering the 'who would know' data, there is fOund a sex
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difference that would not be.exp3cted from the 'expb'sure-differentiation' hypothesis, ,
ix. girls bremore likely, than boys to think that others will know thesnSwers 'to the
questions. However, if this result is loOked_a_Liniethos oLthe p.vic_tifar_ansis__221
find that the Low IQ boys arerriore likely tha6 other grOups to think that any teacher t-
and any peer will knocv the answers to the question/. Low IQ girls are more Ijk,e1N7.. to

think fathers, motherland friendt; will know; while High IQ girls are more likery"-than
other groups to think that !particular teachers' arikany adults' would know. l

This result is not particulaily. unexpected. To differentiate'between potential
answerers is not the only knowledge that the children are acquitting! Such differences 7 ,

between boys' and girl's' choices appear to follow a pattern'expected ,frorn a 'sex-tyiltiinT.-.
proces% Duhng the early socialisatidn of the Child' espeially, in the pr'Achool year%

,.. parents discriminate between ttfe sexes in terms of interests,they encourage, toys they
tidy books, and many other aspects'of the relationship they develop with theft children.,_
Such differences towards the sexes encouragekthAadoption of differing sex;oles. It
is suggeited that grrlidevelop family and person interests and orientation; and -boys arL
object 'orientation. Such roles are regularly reinforCed throughout childhOdu. Often in .

schools, such crude distinctions are still made when a girl takes needlework or cookery i.

while a boy takes metalWork or technical drawing. \Th5t such large-differences iii the
socialisation of the sexes Will influencrnOst aSpects of a'rh;ild's-future behayiodr is. -*-

hardly surprising. The above results may be seen.as an instance of such a sex aifference.
p Considering the, results concerning whp tkeiI children would be prepared tot ---17

choose to answer their questions, we find that -twtIve year olds are, prepared to choose-
'. more of the answerers tharCfourteer4ear olds and that Lows IQ Chedsernore than High

IQ These results are mainly due to the Low lQ tWelde year olds choosing more than.
other groups. This result also fits with the idea that younger Low IQ children ark Likely
to be less discrirninating in their choice of answerer. It is particularly interesting to note
that the Low IQ twelve year olds are primarily ch4osing more answerers than other
grOups because of their greater number of choices of 'any peer7any adult' and 'ar.Y°
teacher'. 4

.Looking nor: at. the 'firstchoice' data, we find girls areMore likely than Loy
to choose 'friends'; 'mothers' and 'fathers! arid less likely. to chOose 'any adutt%'any :--.

teacher', !someone else'. High IQ grOups follow a similar pattern to the girislriti..Ow
IQ groups perform sirnilarly to the boys. , - .

These-results are seen to be not entirely out of line from the exposure-differ,
entiation model, although not all the results are what one would expect. Howeref., if
oniargues that the children are reaming todifferentiate both ip terms of 'eper-fige'
and "friendlinets% and that younger Low IQ groups areess-I ikely,to dif.ferenfiate on
'expertise', and bOys and younger children less likely to differentiate on '1 riendlinelg%
then many of the reported results appear to follow such'i papern.. o ll . _

The remaining results that need to be discussed concern whei-ethe`thtil prefers -

to ask the teacher his questions, and whether not the child would like:to a 4 a 7-7

parent the presence of the other parent or not It can be. seen that althOunh all
children tend to prefer to ask.a,parenI: why the other parent is Rresent, fourtee.0 year-
Oldiow IQ girl's are much less likely than other groups to choose one parent.alohe..i_f___--v-
Aissiit is aPParent that fotWteen year old girls and twelve year-old boySPrafer:tO ask

. ,

teacher's their questiOns, in Olisstirrie;Tvtiereas twelve year old girls prefer break-time.
HoWever, even among these groUps,who on balance prefer clasSitime, there are still -
large numbert.of Children who for many questioni would prefer break-time. Q.



It seems that children think 'particUlar teachers', arm hers' and 'fathers' would
knoW the answers to nearlyall of these questions and that the children zre prepared to

- _choose these people:, It might be argUed therefore that children are particularly well
servedby theirenvironment for having any questions they may have answered. But as a

..- .

large proporiiOg of the children's time is spent at school and' as a large number of
children (even if a minority) would like to ask their questions in break-time, it might

, be that these children (and/or these particular questions) are not given the opportunity
for 'asking that they would mostiike. This might be true of many schools where perhaps
the only chance for a child to see a teacher alone may be to stay behind after dest"... '
(breaking .a north of his fellow pupils) or to knock at the staff, room doorIbreakiitia .

norm set up by the teachers). It is suggested that children would benefit if provided with
an easy to use, officially serictioned structure, whereby they might consult teachers
individually.

r
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APPENDIX I

Questions used in the children's questionnaire

Physical world information

1. Where do swallows go in winter?
2. How far is it to Liverpool?
3. How fast does a stone fall when it is dropped?
4. What chemicals are in cement?

Physical world explanation

5. How is it that cats can see in the dark?
6. Why does gunpowder explode?
7. Why are there volcanoes in Japan and not in England?
8. Why does water change to steam when you heat it?

Social world information

9. Who started the first world war?
10. Who is the Prime Minister of Australia?
11. How many people are there in a jiffy in Scotiand?;
12. How much does a nurse/pilot earn?

,/

Social world 'empirical' explanation

13. Why do some people become criminals?
.14. Why do Hippies, take drugs?
15. Why do Sikh's wear turbans?
16. Why is there trouble between the Catholics and Protestants in N. Ireland?

Social world 'moral' explanation

17. Why is it wrong to beat op people that you do not like?
'4

18: Why is a white South African man allowed to marry a White South African\irl but
not allowed to marry a black South African girl?

19. Why should we try to send food and clothing to the starving in India?.
20. Whyi is prostitution wrong?

Initial question for procedural purposes

21. Which county in England has the highest temperatureAn June?

Random order of presentation

21, 5, 1, 13, 2, 17, 14, 9, 10, 6, 18, 3, 15, 11, 7, 16, 19, 4, 20 12, 8.
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APPENDIX II

Example of the Layout of the Children's Questionnaire

1. Which county in England has the highest temperature in June?

Would
Know

Would
Choose

First
Choice

(a) Somebody of your own age who you
do not know very well. (a)

(b) Somebody of your own age who is
a particular friend. (b)

(c) Any adult. (c)

(d) Your mother. (d)

(e) Your father. (e)

(f) Any teacher.

(g) A particular teacher (g)

(h) Somebody else (h)

If you were going to ask the teacher you've named, which of the following 2
times would you choose to ask this question in?

(a) Classtime with the rest of the form present.

(b) Breaktime by yourself.

If you were going to ask one of your parents, would you choose to ask

(a) When both parents are together.

(b) When you and one parent are alone.
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APPENDIX Ill.

The Teachers' Questionnaire and Covering Letter

Dear

The Schools Council Research Project at Southampton is examining curiosity and
questioning in middle and secondary school children. As part of this, Thatcher School has
kindly helped us find outsomething about where, when and of whom children say they
would ask questions. As you can imagine they choose to ask teachers as well as parents
and friends. Our resources do not permit us to talk with parents; but it would help our
inquiries considerably if teachers were to c:,mplete some questionnaires intended to
canvas views on what you think about education in general and teaching problemain
particular. There is an additional set of personal questions.

We are circulating a set to every teacher in the school, but if after you have read it
through, you would prefer not to answer the questions, please feel free to put them in a
wastepaper basket Otherwise, we would welcome fully coiQated questionnaires along
with any additional comments you would care to make.. The individual replies will be
quite confidential to our research workers (hence the stamped 4Idressed envelope), but
we-shall be pleased to send you a report of our general findings if you would like one.

We do hope you will be able to help.

Yours sincerely,

(C.D1 Creed)
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1. Age: please tick in
appropriate box.

2. Number of years
teaching: please tick
box.

20-24; 25,729 30-39 40-49 over 49

0-2 3 .5 5-10 over 10

5,6,7

3. Please tick the
appropriate boxes for
those age groups of
children that you have
taught.

4. Please indicate under
the appropriate child-
ren's ages all those sub- 1.1-12 13-14 15-16 17-18
jects that you have
taught in this school.

English

Music

Maths.

Geography

History

Modern languages

8,9,10 11-12 1314 15 -16 17-18

P.E.

Art

R.I.

Wood, Metalwork

Business studies

Science

Domestic Science

5.. Have you children of your own? Please tick
if 'yes' then how many, what sexes and how
old are they.

6. For what age range of children did you train to teach?

7. For whidi school subjects, if any, did you train to teach?

8. Are you a house tutor in this school at present?

If 'yes' then, please name house :......
.9. Are you a form - master /mistress at present?

If 'yes' then please name form
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Yes



10. Please could you list other activities at school that you are involved in other than school-

subject teaching? (e.g. producing school plays, in chargeof a sports team, scouts etc. 1.
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iti

(01 Opinionaire)

BeloW.are a number of statements about Which,teachers May have different
opinions. As you read through each statement please make a Circle around either ++, +,
0, or -- according to what is appropriate for you. The meaning of these symbols is:

++ Strongly agree
Agree

0 Undecided
Disagree

-- Strongly disagree

Please answer all the questions.

1 If boys and girls are to do an adequate job, of learning
in school, their needs for love must be met.

2. It is appropriate for teachers to,require extra work
from a pupil who misbehaves in class.

3 How a pupil, feels about what he learns is as important
as what he learns. R

4. The way to handle a pupil who tells lies is to threaten
to punish him.

5. The older pupil who is not interested in dating
members of the opposite sex should be commended.

6. Education has failed unless it has helped boys and
girls to understand and express their own feelings
and experiences.. ,

7. The classroom experiences that are most helpful
to boys and girls are the ones wherein they can
express themselves creatively..

8. All children should be encouraged to aim at the
highest academic goals.

. Children outgrow early emotional experiences as
they do shoes and clothes.

10. What boys and girls become as adults is more closely
related to experiences theyhave.with each other
than it is to mastery of specific subject matters.

11. it is more important for pupils to learn to work
together co-operatively than it is for them to
learn how to compete.

12.. Some pupils are naturally stubborn.

13. Pupils should be permKted to disagree with the
teacher.

14. Boys and girls should learn that most of life's
problems have several possible solutions and
not just one 'correct' one.

++

+1-

+

+

++ +' 0

++ +

++ + 0

++ +

+ 0

++ +

++ +

++ +



15. The first signs of delinquency in a pupil should
be received by a tightening of discipline and
more restrictions.

16. The newer methods of education tend to
standardize children's behaviour.

17.: Most boys and girls who present extreme cases
of 'problembehaviOur-iire doing the best
they can to get along with other people.

18. An activity to be educationally valuable should
also train reasoning and memory in general:

19. It is more important for a child to hive faith'
in himself than it is for him to be:obedient

20. Being grouped according to ability. damages the
self confidence of many bOys and

21. Criticism of children by teachers is more
effective for obtaining the desired behaviour
than criticism of children by others of their
own age.

22. All questions a pupil asks should be recognised
and considered.

23 The pupil who isn't getting good marks should
be told to study harder.

24. Children should not be perrnLted to talk.;
without permission of the teacher.

25. A pupil who will not do his work should be
helped in every way possible.

26. A teacher should lower marks for misconduct in

27.

class.

A teacher should permit a great deal of latitude
in the way he permits boys and girls to addr tss

him.

28. It is a good idea to tell a pupil that hican
succeed in any type of work if he works har

29. pupils will tolerate errors and even occasion
injustices_ in a teacher who, they feel, likes
and understands thim.

30. A teacher 3hould accept-the deficiencies arld
shortcomings of a, pupil, as well as his
points.

31. Each time a pupil his his punishment ) Id
be increased. \

32., Boys and girls can learn proper discipline only
if they are given sufficient freedom.

:++ +

++ +

++ + :0+

++ + 0

++ +

.

++ +

44 + .11

++ +

++ + 0

, ++

++ +
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33. If a teacher keep',1;:hrif2lconditionS exactly the
same and gives all pupils an equal opportunity
to respond, he has (lone he can do.

, 34. If a pupil constantly performs for attention,
the'teacher.should see.to it that he,gets no:
attention.

35. Dishonesty is amore.serious personality
characteristic than unsoCialness.

36. A great deal of misbehaviour and problem
behavioUr results from fear and guilt.

37. The teacher's first responsibility in all cases
of misconduct is.to locate and punish the
offender.

38. It is better for boys and girls to talk-about
the things that :bother them than to try to
forget them.

39. Most pupils need some of thenatural meanness
taken :out of them; .

40. It is more important for bOys and girls to be
liked and accepted by their friends thari it is
for them to get along with their teachers.

41. Teadiers should answer children's questions about
sex frankly and, if pOssible, withOut show of .
.embarrassment. .

42. When a pupil obeys.allthe rules of the school.,
one can be sure'he is deVeloping moral
character.

43. When a teacher is told something in confidence
by a"child/he should keep the matter just as
confidential as though it were entrusted to
him b'y an adult..

44. 'Since a person memorizes best, during childhood,
that period shoilld be regard.ed as a tireleio
store up facts for later use.

45. Pupils should play, a very active part in .

formulating rules for the classroom and the
school. ..

++ + 0

-H- +

-H- +

++

++ 0

+ 0".

-H- +

++ +

. -H- +.



(Q2 Social Intimacy Scale)

Below, are a number of statements,about how pupils and teachers blight behave in
relation to each other.

Each item is answered by circling either ++, +, 0,., --. The meaning o these
symbols is:

Never true for me.
Occasionally but very infrequently true for me.
Sometimestrue for me.
Often true for me.
True for me almost all of the time.

1. I address both boys and girls by their Christian names.

2. I encourage pupils to meet me socially Outside of
school.

3. When I have complaints about pupils I tell them
directly no matter what they are about.

4. I expeCt pupils to be polite to me in all
Situations.

5. I expect pupils to .feel that they can joke with.
me.

6. I do not expect to understand pupils Without ..
finding out details of their background and
home life. e

7. expect pupils to-ask mv opinion when they are,
Making decisionias a group about activities not

.:dir\ Ftlyconcerrieii with the classroom (e.g. school
activities)..

8. If I can of answer a child's question I. tell him so.

.9. I prefer irendship to deference froM my pupils..

10. I trust my pi's. '"

11. I expect pupil to be:able to ask me for help
with aCtivitieidutside the cla-.room. but ,

inside school.

12. I ask pupils to lend hand with activities
outside of school.

13. I expect pupils to be able to ask me for advice on
their personal. problems.

14. I expect pupils to address e by my Christian name
outside school.,

15. I feel that I can joke with my d pits.

16: lam polite to pupils in all situati ns.

17. I make 'an effort to meet pupils socially outside
Of school.

++ +



18. I f.pupils have complaints about me I expect them
to make these known to me. +

19. I give pupils information about myself so, that
they may understand me..

20: I ask for the. opinions of pupils before taking
decisions that will affect the Class as a whole.

21. If a child answer my questions or
understen them I expect hiM tb say so.

22. l expect ptikils to think of me as a friend as
-well as a teaCher:

23. My pupils trust me.

24. I ask my pupils for help with activities outside
of the classroom but inside school '(e.g.
catalOguing the library).

25. PUpils ask me for help with activities outside
school.

26. I ask pupils for theiccomments on some of my
personal decisions. '

++ +

+

- 03 was the Junior E.P.I. of EYsenck and Eysenck (1964)
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The following statements are taken from the writings of various Old Masters :
Confucius, Aristotle, Plato, ,Plutarch, Locke, Wesley, Rousseau, 'Froebel, Montessor,.
Pestalozzi, Robert Owen, lssac Watts, Russell and Tolstoy. We would like to know
which of the statements you agree or disagree with Could you circle YOur choice?
Please treat, each statement in its own right and don't try to fathom the author. The
envelope contains the list of who said what,, but we would prefer that this was not
opened until after the items haVe been coMpleted..Knowing who has said something
can affect One's evaluation of the remark.. '

Please circle

. 1. Children who are forced to learn acquire a loathing
forknowledge. Agree 7 Disagree

2. Toa great extent the character is Made or marred
before children.enter the schoolroom.

3. The pupil should'never be told things, he should
find them out for himself.

Agree ? Disagree

Agree ? Disagree.

4. The mind of the pupil.has to be prepared for the
inculcation of. good habits, if it is to like and
dislike the th ings. it ought: Agree

5. In this century when the doctrine of a just and
reasonable 'liberty is better known, too many of
the present yOuth break all the bonds of nature
and duty and run to the wildest degree of

. looseness. . Agree ree

6. A child must very early in life be taught a lesson
which'freque'ntly comes too late ... that exertion,
is indispensable for the attainment ofknowledge. Agree

'Disagree

'7. Our educational aim must be to aid the spontaneous
development of the mental, spiritual and physical
personality.

8. At school ... you see a weary shrinking creature \
repeating merely with his lips someone else's

-thoughts in someone else's words with an air of
.fatigue, fear and listlessness.

9. Desire for knoWledge is natural for the young.

10. Each child unconsciously.knows and wills what is,
best for him.

11. Make nur education laws strict and your criminal
'ones may be gentle; but leave youth its liberty and
you will have to dig dungeons for age.

12. The curiosity of knowing things has been given
to man fora scourge.

7.

Agree

Disagree

Disagree
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Agree ? Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
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Please circle

13. To endure is the first and Mos necessary
lesson a child has to learn. Agree Disagree

0

14. The best overall estimate from in diligence test
scores suggest that the inheritable ornponents ,-

amount to about 80%. Agree Disagree

15. Punishment will-never be required and should be
. avoided as much as giving poison in their food. - Agree bisagree

. 16. ... so the children of the poor should rim be
I \ .generally educated in such. a manner as may raise

them above the services of a lower station. ,Agree , Disagree

17. There is much less danger in satisfying, tha in .
'''

,exciting the curiosity of children. Agree Disagree

18. It is the nature of many to be amenable to a sense
of fear and to abstain from evil not because of
its bOeness but becausaof the penalties it

'entails. Agree

19. , Enforced learning will not stay in the mind. So ,

avoid compulsion and let your.children's lessoft
take the form of play. Agree

0. We adults destroy most of the intellectual and
creative capacity of children by the things we

, do to therm or make them do.

21 . If for no other reason, we could well afford to
throw out most of what we teach in school

thehe children throw out almost all of it
anyway.-

22.. The memory of children should be trained and
exercised, for this is a storehouse of: learning./

23. FThe method of teaching -; children by a repeated
practice ... till they have gotthe habit of doing
it well ... hat so man Y advantages.

24. Where love is present in the dom. estic circle ...
no form of education can tail to succeed.

25. The, wise parentthould begin to break their will
the firit moment it appears. Whatever pain it
costs, cOnquerftheir stebborness.

26. We destroy the capacities of children above all
by making them 'affaid, afraid of not doing what
otherpeople want, of not pleasing, of making
mistakes, of failing, of being wrong.

t.

Agree Disagree

Agree ? Disagree

Agree ? Disagree

Disagree..:Agree

Agree Disagree

DiSagree .



(05)

The key below gives the auth rs of the various statements offered. There were a
number of things that interested me at might strike you:

1. The apparent contradicti ns within certain authors.

2. The great age of many new ideas! !

\3. That the meanings depend so much on the tone of voice in which an
utterance is made e.g. itery 26 can be made to sound sadistic, vitally
urgent, loving.

. J. Holt is a bit over represented. His ok 'How children fails has some
terrifying ideas in it if theOre true.

B. Russell

. R. Owen

3. Rousseau

4. Aristotle

5. Isaac Watts

6. Pestalozzi

7: Montessori

Tolstoy

B. Russell

10. Froebel

12. Apocrypha

13. Rousseau

KEY

14. Jensen

15. ROwen
16. Isaac Watts

17. Rousseau

18. ConfuCius

19. Plato

20. J. Holt

21. J. Holt

22. Plutarch

23. Locke

Pestalozzi24.

25:Wesley-

26. J. Holt



APPENDIX IV

Scoring of the teachers' questionnaire

01. Opinionaire on Attitudes Towards Edutation.
Scores are given as 1 (-7), 2 (-), 3 (0), 4 ( +), 5 (+4-) except for negative items
(shown with a. tick_in 6.1 in Appendix III), where the scoring is reversed.

Q2. Social Intimacy ale for Teacher&

Stores are given as 1 (--1, 2 (7), 3 (0), 4. (+), 5 04). IntA is the.sum of the scores
, on items 1, 3, 8 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 24, 26. I ntB is the sum of the scores

. on items 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,.11, 13, 14, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25. I ntC is the slim of the absolute
differences berveen the scores on the following pairs of items, 1 and 14; 2 and 17;
3 and 18; 4 and 16; 5 and 15; 6 and 19; 7 and 20; 8 and 21; 9 and 22;10 and 3;
11 and 24; 12i and 25; "; 3 and 26.

ti

Q3. Eysenck Per onality Inventory.
Neuroticism score - sum of those items marked N (in-03 Appendix Ill).
Extraversio score - sum of those items marked E .(in Q3 Appendix 1;1).
Lie score sum of those items marked L (in 03 Appendix 10).

-13 Educational Guessing Game S_ cale;

Scores are given as 2 (agree), .1 (?), 0 (Disagree) except those items marked with a
tick wheiv the scoring is reversed.
FREE is the sum of the scores for itemsl, 2, 7, 9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 24, 26.
TRAIN,/is the sum of the scores for items 3, 5, 8, 12, 13, 14, 18, 21.

/. Items 4, 6, 15, 16,.17, 22, 23 and 25 are 'buffer' items and are not scored.
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CHAPTER 9

QUESTIONS AS AN AID TO LEARNING (G.V; PROSSER)

Editor's Introduction. Questions abound inside the school as well as outside. Teachers ask
questions, textbooks ask questions, examinations ask questie.ms, even children ask questions.
The schoolday is heavily sprinkled with questiorA asked for different reasons and to
different ends. Here we are not concerned with why questions are asked, but whether or
not their occurrence affects learning. Are more likely to acquire knowledge if gaps in
that knowledge have been formulated as questions? Naive expectation would be that if a
question has been asked and answered, the answer is more likely to be remembered than
if the antecedent question had not been posed, bUt is this in fad the case? Does, a pupil'
learn more if the knOwledge which becomes available to him has done so as a result of him
asking questions? Is a pupil more likely`to learn and remember something if the teacher
has posed the problem as a question or indicated hat questions about it will be ked :

subsequently? Are teachers' questions more or les'l efficacious than the pupil's o n questions
as a prelude to learning; that is, can receptive learning be as efficient as discover or guided
discovery kerning? The following chapter reviews the literature and reports som investiga-
tions around three topics, while setting them in a Wider framework.

It should be made clear from the outset that the focus of attention is upo
questioning.as an independent rather than a dependent or mediating variable. The e is
no concern with what conditions give rise to more or fewer questions of particular types.
There is no concern with how they might be an overt consequence of curiosity, -an hence

a stimulus to learning. What are perhaps the natural concomitants of questions asked by
people who do not know the answers haVe been treated as confounding complications
and stripped away.

Given-this pared-down problem of the qUestion as question in relation to learning,
--we could adopt a crassly empirical approach. Confining our frame of reference to-that

knoWledge which can be represented verbally rather than ikonically or enactively, and
assuming that it is desirable or necessary for pupils to acquire some such body of verbally
represented knowledge, then hive questions a role to play in facilitating its acquisition?
If they have, how can they be hest exploited? What is the optimal number of questions
to use fOr certain lengths of text? Should the questions be open-ended or closed? What
linguistic form Shduld they take and-of What type should they be? Where should they be
located in any text? At the beginning or the end? Or perhaps distributed in the text? Whose
questions promote most learning, those of teacher or the learner? These are some of the
probleMs that arise, but of course notAll. Neither are issues as simple as.this: 7

The answers to the above questions may well be contingent upon the nature and
state of the learner, the nature and am \ unt of material to be learned. Younger children
May differ from older children, boys fro girls, the interested from the uninterested, the
clever from the not so clever. Narrative aterials4nay require different strategies from
descriptive or explanatory ones. \

\
How all this hangs together presents\a fo array: "too daunting for con-

sideration? Not if one is patient Too trivial to m rit investigation? Only the necessarysary
investigations can answer that question. Irrelevant to the classroom? Hardly so, in view of
the vast numbers of questions asked every.day. All teachers have attitudes about the value
of questions asked by themselves and by pupils. TheSe may be implicitOnly but the use a
teacher actually makes of questions represents a decisiOn, albeitoMplex one,-about their
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significance. This type of Point is not alwayi obvious at first sight, but a little considera-
tion makes one realise that to ask a question is a decision not to do something else, so
that implicitly at least one is making a value judgement that this is the best thing to do.
In the face of this devious, but nevertheless valid, argument, we are forced to question
the value of the question, in spite of the complications mentioned above.

Fortunately we do not have to proieed along the Crassly empirical,railway lines
laid down above. We can see certain ways in which questions might relate to learning
and we can mzke a number' of distinctions which may prove useful. This Chapter
contrasts the backwardsend forwards effects of questions. Any backwards effect would
,operate, for example, when pupilsreading or listening to material know they will be
asked questions about it subsequently. Although this knowledge is unlikely to increase
their curiosity (except about the particular questions?), it may well introduce other
incentives reflected in increased motivation to do well. Such sourcescoold be many, from
wishes to please the teacher or parents through to snubbing one's peers or siblings or
wishes to avoid punishment It should also be noted that incentives can just as readily
increase motivation to do badly or decrease motivation to do well, but for 'the moment
We may assume the world to be cooperative and enthusiastic. While he might wish to do
well for its own 'sake, the incentives referred to above are all extrinsic to the indiyidual. If
this is so, we might expect pest -study questions generally to affect peitormance by
increasing motivation to do well for reasons extrinsic to the task. This motivation will
have two characteristics, one energising, the Other directing. The energising component.
indicates the extra effort to be applied, the directive one to the fact that attention will

tie focused on relevant activities and distractibility reduced.. Within limits, increases in
motivation lead to increases in learning even if this :s in ways not altogether clear. Con-
centration on the task in hand is one feature, perhaps increased rate and frequency of
rehearsal of material is another. Post-task questions could have otherconsequences:
increased tendencies to be selective in learning with gambling on likely questions,
increased anxiety about the subsequent test resulting in distraction eta.

Questions supplied in advance, but which are answered in the succeeding material,
are also candidates for motivation arousers. By making explicit the gaps in one's knowledge
with an entailing promise to fill them shortly, they should give rise to curiosity: These

'specific items may arouse a generalised curiosity which should lead to increased pro-
bability of learning the materials. However, it is possible that the effects'could be specific,
arousing curiosity only for the qUestions actually pre - posed,. thereby decreasing the
chances of learning other knowledge in the materials. This source of motivation is usually
conceived of as being intrinsic to the materials.

While c:uestions posed both before and after material to be learned have a potential
similarity as motivating stimuli, this similarity does depend upon the learners having fore-
knowledge of any posi-material questioning. Should they not be given this nor suspect it,
then post-questioning can simply be a rneans of testing what has been learned. If, however,
teachers are using questions as aids to learning rather than as a means of testing, the effect
of their occurrence may depend upon whether they are located before materials or after-
Wards but with prior notice that they will be asking them.

In either case the questions.are prOvided by the teacher rather than constructed by
the learner. In the case of post-questions they are inevitably provided questions in appear-
ance and in reality. With pre-questions this is not necessarily so. Superficially, the questions
are provided by the teacher, but if they are adopted by the learner as his own, then
although not actually constructed by him they have in some Measure become his. Presumably
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teachers often hope that the questions they raise when they introduce a topic will be so
taken over and integrated into the learner's thinking. However, reamers can create their
own questions. If they are provided with or already have some knowledge about a topic;
they can be asked to formulate their own questions: These 'own' questions, as they are
called here, could be thcught up after material has been presented; how this would affect
learning is difficult to see but it could be investigated. More commonly 'own' questions
are posed before the materials.

One might expect, other things being equal (which they of course seldom are),
that learners who have devised their own questions should be more highly motivated than
those who have had them provided by the teacher. Such a premise; would appear to be at
the heart of the enthusiasm for the virtues of discovery learner. But is this so? The learner's
own questions facilitate learning more than questions provided for him. This contrast is .
the main focus of thework to be presented.

Questions themselves are contrasted with other possible ways of facilitating .

learning. With what consequences? The icAlowing material should answer!

9.1 Literature Review

In order to focus attention upon the role of questions in learning it will be necessary to
ignore a"wide range of questioning behaviouri. Questions may be used to serve a variety of
purposes, such as to test authority, register a protest, evoke embarrassment, prevent
uncomfortable silences, express an attitude, make a request or simply as a rhetorical /
device. Although these actions will have relevance for the teaching situation (sometimes
too much?), it will be in their capacity as 'a means of obtaining inforination that the'
special role of questions in relation to learning will be construed.

A distinction may be made between those questions that are asked by pUpils and
those that are provided by teachers for the pupils. This raises the problem of whether or
not these two can be distinguished in any important way. In practice, of course, they
can be. In the classroom it is not difficult behaviourally to determine whether the teacher
asks the question, or whether the pupil asks the question. The difficulty arises when the
nature of the question is considered in this context The teacher may ask a question, or
incorpOrate it into a learning programme, in the hope that the pUpil may make the -

question his own, or in order that the pupil may rehearse an item of information in some
way. Whether questions used in this manner affect the curiosity or some other motivation
for learning of pupils, and whether in turn this leads to a more effectiVe grasp of informa-
tion, may be difficult to establish. Teachers have tended to assume that the questions
they direct at their pA,Pils facilitate learning, although doubt has been cast upon the
effectiveness of this pibcedure. In one study (Hoetker, 1968) tape recordings weremade
of several junior high school English classes over fiVe days. The tapes were transcribed, and
it was found that the mean rate& teacher questioning was 1.68 questions per minute
overall, with 3.22 questions per minute during periods of all teacher-pUpil talk and 6.17
questions per minute of subject matter related talk. Non-theoretical questions came at a
faster rate than others and the higher the rate the lower the proportion of Correct answers.
This does not mean that other benefits did not result from the question-aniwer exchanges,
nor that the teachers:were as skilled as they might have been in framing suitable questions.

As Kay, Dodd and Sime (1968) pointed out, beginners with prOgrammed instruction are
liable to write short statement-question fraMes of the form, 'Mary had a little lamb
What did Mary have?' These 'Mary fraMes' are not calculated to' ma4 much of a demand
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upon the pupil. Unless such questions occur very near to the' \ related material, they are too
general to have any kind of relevance, and they are not likely to serve a useful purpose,
apart that is from testing whether pupils are awake or not ( Sanders,. 1966 for advice
on framing questions in classrooms). \ _

It will be convenient to give the label 'provided questio s' to those questions that
are offered to pupils, usually as problems that require solution. This will distinguish them
from the questions that are asked bY pupils, and which may be conveniently labelled
'active questions. The label 'active questions' is intended to suggest the active role of
pupils in formulating the questions for themselves. .',.

-...,.

9.1.1 Studies of Provided Questiohls in Relation to Learning

Testing and Learning. A number of studies have been undertaken to determine the ways in
which provided questions may be used to facilitate the learning and retention of. verbal
prose material, particularly in connection with programmed instruction. In a series of
experiments by Hershberger and his associates (e.g. Herthberger and\Terry, 1965), it was
found that subjects ,earned more from written passages they were reading, if testing was
interpolated rather than just at the end. Although the intention had been to investigate /
the effects of testing upon the limning process, the fact is that the tests were administered
in the form of question& Following up on this work, Rothlcopf (1965) determined to
investigate whether questions and specific Piactice-like effects, or whether they had a
shaping effect upon the behaviour of subjects in the learning situation.\

Positionof Questions. In RothIcopfs experiment, 159 college undergraduates took par.
They were exposed to a chapter of prose material taken from the book by r;achel Carl n,
'The sea around us'. The chapter was 5,200 words !,..Nng, and described marine life at the
greater ocean depths. For the purpose of the experiment it was divided into seven sections,
and two questions were constructed from the material of each of the seven sections,'
giving fourteen experimental questions in all The main experimental coniparisons were
basedion a 25item criterion test, in which none of the experimental questions was repeated.
Treatment were as follows:

(i) The two experimental questions were given shortly before each section.
Subjects wrote their guesses at the answers, and received the correct
answers before reading the section;

(ii) As for (i), 'except that subjects did not receive the correct answers after
writing their guesses; ."

1

(iii). All experimental questions were given before starting the chapter.
Subjects wrote their guesses as to the answers vial( questions,) and
then received the correct answers;

(iv) Immediately after reading each section, subjects wrote answers to the.-

two qUest. ions whiCh related to the section. They then 'received the .

correct answers; 1

(v) . Ai for jiv), except that subjects did.not receive the correct an rs;
I

(vi) NO experimental questions were given. Subjects were instructed to
read and study, and told that a test would follow;

(vii)' As for (vi), except that subjectsmere advised to read'carefully an
slowly:

Rothkopf found that higher learningscores were obtained in the criterion test
by groups (iv),. (v) and (vii), viz by those subjects who were given theexperiment I
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questions immediately after reading each section, and by those subjects who had been
. -given no experimental questions but were instructed to readslowly and carefully.

Inspection of Rothkopf's data indicates that the treatments effects were largely attributable
to the differences between scores obtained by the 'questions after' and. the 'questions* :.
before' experimental treatments, With IquistiOni after' being more.effective. The results
do not support a superiority for questiOns over control, conditions overall. The difference
between controls, viz. (vi) and (vii), attributed to the giving of special instructions, was
not great enough to reach an acceptable level of statistical significance.

It is arguable that the pre- questioning and post-questioning treatments were not.
strictly comparable. The post-questioningtreatment referred subjects to items of informatio
that had already been given.. The pre-questioning treatment required subjects to make
guesses at information that had not yet been giVen. Interference from the incorrect guesses
might have occurri4 and offset any heightening of interest.

. .

The Mathemagenic HypotheSis.. If; however, questions operate_ differently depending. upon
. .

their position, this may be held to support Rothkopf's interpretation of the results as
being consistent with his mathemagenic, hypothesis. According to.this hyPothesis,'Subjects
engage in certain behaviours when confronted with instructive material. Some of these
behaviours are observable, e.g. gross postural adjustment of the head and body toward the
printedpage, and movement of the.eyes over the page: Other behaviours are not observable,
such as mental rehearsal, the translation of written symbOls into internal _speech,and_the---
segmentation of such interhal:speech-intd-Phrases, sentences, and other syntactic comPon,
rents. RothkOpf professed reluctance in coining yet another word., but felt that 'hy;the-..
magenic' more nearly Suggesied that thought of behaviours producing. learning th a.

familiar expression such as inspection.behaviours.. His results could therefore be reformu=
lated as a claim that knowledge that.questions would follow readinghad the effect of
introducing more effiCient intpectiOn or mathemagenic-behaviours. With further material
that followed, the exercise of these skills Could .help in the aCduisition and retention of
new information. By definition, mathemagenic behaviours tend,to prcidUceclearning
on this view, it is not necessary to make ahy.assuMptions regarding the extent to which
subjects may be directly motivated to earn.

Decline in Inspection Time. With regard to these mathemagenic behaviours, Rothkopf
.

considered that certain changes ight be expected to occur over a period of study. About
such changes in reading behaviou he writes, 'Fewer and fewer words are read' on each
page. Paragraphs and even pages are skipped. Eventually the reader, may being to inspect:
the room about hiM or become sleepy.' (1965; p. 203). Rothkopf and Bisbicos (1967)
reported adecline of,inspection times with repetition or prolonged reading as one result
of their study investibiting the selective facilitative effects of interspersed questions. As
in the previous 1965 study, it was

,
found that retention'was higheit when questions were

t, ,

seen after reading relevant material. It was also,found.that variations in the type of post-
questions could selectively reinforce the retention f question-related material. Asking for
names and quantitative measures produr:ed higher recall of that class Of phrases. In a

I

further study investigating emagenic behaviours, Rothkopf (1968), found that average.
'1

*Derivation: mathema that which is learned; gignesthai to be born. The term should
not be.confused with that special branch of learning called mathematics; althoughlt is
derived from the same Greek word.
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inspection time per pagof verbal prose material declined linearly with repeated exposures. .

The proportion of correct fill-in responses was found to be an increasing negatiyely accelerated
function of the number of practice exposures.

Retention. and Incidental Cidestiont The effectiOf the location of provided questions within
a.piece of biographiral material have also been investigated by Frase. In one experiment
(1967) 79 coliege subjects read a passage of biographical prose, excerpted from 'Psythology:
The science of mental 1 ife',,by G.A. Miller.(1962). .

The following features of the experiment are of interest
.

(i) A 2,000- word. passage was:divided-into-twenty paragraphs of ten lines,.so
that material could be presented to subjects in passages of ten, twenty .

and forty lines; i.e. one, two and four paragraphs respectively.

(ii) ,, Two multiple-choice questions (five alternatives) were formUlated for each
paragraph: These qUestions required recall of specific factual information
such as, number of children in the JaMes family, or a course of study under-.
taken by William James at a particular time.

(iii) The twentyquestions which related to the second half of the paragraphs
-.-occurred during the learning session and also in the post-test These were
labelled retention questions, and. were presented either before or after
the paragraphs to which-they referred

(i,) The other set of twenty questions, relating. to the first half of the paragraphs,
was used to test for incidental learning. As subjecti were required to a.nswer
'both sets of questions during the post-test, the use of the label 'retention'
for one Ofthe sets is miileading. Frase.clearly wished to erriphasize that the
need to retain information relating to these queitions was made mere
expliCit..

(v) 'The:effects of feedtwk (Or KR, i.e. knowledge of results) were also investi-
gated.- When.answers were giVen, they irnmediately followed the questions.
When answers were not given,- subjects were required to look,for answers
in the text material. \

In summary. this was a three-factor design,sinvestigating the effects of positionot questions,
. length ofpaSsage,and.presentation of knowledge ofresults. There.were two dependent
meaiurei, viz learning scores in relation to retention and incidental questions. Data for
the two measures were analysed .separately. . ,

.Frase found that the effects of position of questions were significant:for .D

incidental. question& Learning scores were higher when questions were provided after the
paragraph to which theY referred. With regard" o retention questions; the situation is not-
quite as clear. Althoughthe effects of .all three factors were reported to be significant,'
showing higherlearning scores when questions came after the related paragraph& and
indicating that twenty lines was the optiMal length of pasr.ge, a significant interaction

between KR and position of questions Occurred. This did not affect the direction of
results, favouring higher scores in the presenceOf KR i--?oth when questions preceded and
follimed paragraPhs, but it is doubtful whither the effects of the three factors would
have been statistically significant if compared with and tested against this interaction.
Furthermore, the scores of a control group, who did not receive any questions, were not
included in.the analysis. Inspection of Means (see Table 9.1 below) indicates that there
was no significant difference between the learning scores of controls and the scores of
subjects who had received questions. With incidental questions, the controls obtained
scores intermediate between those of pre=questions and post-questions subjects.
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Table 9.1. Mean Percentages of Correct A swers to Questions in Studies of
Rothkopf and se

Pothkopf 'Retention'
I ncidental

Frase 'RetentiOn'
Incidental

LBA BA A AA Control
78 65 '78 63 82 29

36 30 35 43 40 33

35 61 87 79 91 68
52 54 53 73 .70 61

LBA All questions and answers given, then Ss read pas
(Erase, forty lines).

8 Questions given before each paragraph.
BA Questions and answers given before each paragraph
A Questions given after each paragraph
AA Questions and answers given after each paragraph.
Control Read prose passages without receiving questions.

.

Discussing theseresults, Frase argued that questions received after the passage\
could either help in the retention of related_information given_in_that passagerofrillaytcould have some effect on.the orientation of subjects towards subsequent pas ges. He
doubted whether,questions would have a retroactive, facilitating effect, particularly in
view of the findings of Ausubel, Schpoont and Cukier 11957) that asking subjects to
remember course material after they had read the material did not facilitate retention.
For this reason, Frase favoUred aninterpretation consistent with Rothkopf's mathes
magenic hypothesi& -

Contiguity of Questions and Texts. One way of interpreting the difference in favourof
post-questions rather than pre-questions is to say that the pre-questions have an inter, \
fering effect on matheniagenic behaviours. Perhaps they encourage subjects to concen- \
trade on these parts of the text which appear to relate directly to the question& If

0 ,

pre-questions interact with the text in this way, restricting the stimuli that are responded
to, then it might be hypothesised that the closer individual questions are placed to answers
given in the material, the sharper they selective effects.

in order to ascertain the relevance of contiguityof questions and related content,
Erase undertook two studies (1968a, 1968b). In thefirst of these, again using material__
from the textbook in_intrciductory-psychologyTand;Wcifkiiig-with College students,, he

-placed questions before or after every ten, twenty, forty or fifty sentences. All subjects
were given the same complete set of questions, but depending upon their spaCing within
the text, questions were presented in groups otone, two, four or five. It was found that
retention of the incidental material decreased substantially for the prequestions group
when questiont were presented with greatett frequency, When questions occurred
infrequentlwas in the case, when they were presented before or after every` fifty
sentences, there were no differences in retention betvveen the .e-iand post-

questioni groups. In the second study, questions were presented either before or after
the paragraphs every ten or twenty sentences, and similar results were.. Fraie
doubted whether the post-questions acted as discriminative-stimuli for the arousal of,
mathemagenic skill since there was a difference in favour of post- over pre-queztioning

_ _,



on the very first paragraph. .

Frase did not Usea control group in these two studies; but his results are consistent
with the possibility that pre-questioning, in the case of the first paragraph at'least, might
haVe led to pro-active interfertee. &control group was used in a study by Frase, Patrick
and Schumer (1970), but the effects of one type of extrinsic incentive were arso investigated
in their study. Pre-questionsl4re found to have the effect of depressing incidental learning
well below control group scores. In a fUrther investigation of this particular inhibiting
effect of prequestions, Patrick (1968) hypothesised that rehearsal of the prequestions
should make the questions and their gUessed answers availableover a longer period, and
carry the inhibiting effect forward. Hii prediction was confirmed for pre-questions groups

.

Who had been instructed to write out the questions.
I I

Extrinsic Incentives. While investigating the effeCts of pre-questions Frase, Patrick and
Schumer (1970) were also concerned with the effects of incentives. 270 undergraduates

\
were promised no, three or ten cents fOr each correct answer on e test given immediately
after reading each of twenty paFigraPhi of biographical text. All except control subjects

\

viewed twenty out of forty questions derived from the paragraphs under two conditions:
\ either with one question beforelor aftereach paragraph, or with groups of five before orI

4/after each group of five paragraphs. Learning was found t be contingent upon how much
money subjects were offered for obtaining correct answe . The advantageof post- over
pre-questions which had been repotted in previous studies diminished under the high:\

i

incentive condition. The writers concluded that this was not a result of any deficiency in ..

the learning consequences of post-questiOns, but to/improved performance by the pre-
questions and control groups as incentive

\

increased
.

Delayed Retention. In his"study investigating the effects of rehearsing prequestions,
Patrick (1968) administered muliiple-choice tests immediately after.reding a passage,

I

and one week later. He found that although, as might be expected,. retention on the
i

delayed test was lower, the effects of the queStions remained the sortie.
The effect of pre-questions on delayed retention of question-reievant and question-

I

irrelevant prose content was inv,estigated in a study undertaken by. Peeck (1970). He felt
I . . /

the need to control reading time, as it wasd
.

ifficult to_judge whether better results in
retention were due to extended inspection p to a more attentive, active reading process.
A 3,000-word prose passage about Greece was presented to seventy two undergraduate

\students for a fixed period of time One group was first required to guesS answers to a
list of pre-questions. They indicated their guessesby marking one of a numr of alterna
tives. Another group simply read the prequestions. One control group was all wed as ,
mUch-extralime-for:Lstudying-as-the-two-experimentaligrOups-were-given-to-dea -with the

,

pre:questions. Another control group was no given extended study time Both pr
questions groups showed better retention ove seven days of queStion-retevant prose
content than controls, but inferior delayed retention of question-irrelevant information.

,The question-irrelevant test roughly corresponds to Erase's incidental questiOns test, so
that Peeck's findings'may be said to have replatek.Frase's findings for the pre-questions
subjects. For the immediate retention' ,test, rio \\distinction was made betWeen questiort-

relevant and questiOn-irrelevant information, 1.id the control _drOUp which had been

given.:_extendeitime obtained significantly higher 'scores than the Pre-questions glouRs__-
that had not been required to guess the ansvers. Differences between the two pre- ), \

questions groups were not statistically significant either in the short or lehg term.',COni
rnehting on this, Peeck writes, 'Thus it seems that as far as retention isconcerne it does
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not make much difference whether one reads the questiOns without committing oneself .

by marking'an alternative or one actually answers the pre-questions.' (1970,p. 244). The
effectiveness of the reading control treatment, particularly in the case of_question,
.irreleVant infOrmation retention, may be attributed to the fact that in the experimental,
situation, subjects were prepared'toconform to an assumed requirement that the learning
task be taken seriously. It needs to be remembered that these were university students;
and,they may be expected to have evolved their own Strategies for dealing withi material
that they are reqUired to read and.learn. With regard to youhger sChool pupils, it is
possible that. this would only apply to the most able.

Inhibitory EffectOf Pre=quesiione. The main difficulty with thelp/rovided queStions
experiments, would appear to be that the questions do notarise frOrn the passages being
studied; but are really,foci for rehearsing particular points within, pe passages, Some
Points are overlearned; while otners are negleCted. It is for this reason that pre-questions
appear to have been unsatisfactory. There could be lowered incidental learning!without a
corresponding increase in relevant learning. Provided questions need to do mode than offer
items of information as statements in interrogative form if they) lare to beUseful. It is to
the extent that these questions call for answers that they Maybe said to contribute
towards the simulation of a genuine queitioh-askingsituation. quite clear to what ,

extent experimentere requirementS that subjects' answer, or makea guess: at answering,

pretquettions will have depressed learning and retention. scores': Rothkopf (1965)
instructed subjects to write'their guesses. Frase, Patrick and'SChunier (1.970). required
subjects to. view questiOnidstale Fitie (1967) either suppliedianswersor instructed
subject to look for answers within the text material,lt is arguable that any curiosity`
.-which may have been aroused by prelquestionswas offset experimental require-
ment that, UbjeCtd make a guess at. the ansWers. PatriCk's(108) design may have gone
part of the way to meeting this objection. He required one group to write out quettions,
another group to write out what they thought were the cOrtanswers, and two groups
to read the questioni..There.was depressed incidental learn6 for the group writing out
questions, and this was interpreted as indicating that writing pre-questions was the most
effective way-of rehearsing them and.of carrying forWard their inhibitory effects. in view"
of Peeck's t197e) failure to find any difference between the pre-qUestions gt.i.sys and ,

guess grOupi, Patrick's interoretationThay be tenable. -

Summary of Results with Provided Quastions. The chief I pints that emerge from studies
Investigating provided questions are as follows:

(i) Subjects learned more from written pessag if they pwere.periodically tested
. on the material they were reading. (Hersh rger et al.).

(ii) Post-questions were more likely than pre-q estions to facilitate learning,
particularly incidental learning.(Rothkop , Rothkopf & Bisbicos, Frasec

(iii) Whenlubjects were instructed to red an study carefully,.or wherfgiven
extended study time, they could obtain i cidentel learning scoresps high N

as, or even higher than,,those obtained b subjects receiving expefimental
.questions. .(Rothkopf, Rase, Peeck).

(i0 Averageinspbction time per page of vet al material dedlined linearly with
-repeated exposufes. (Rothkopf Bjsbi s).

(v) Pre-questions appeared to, have epiiii-ac ive interference effect, particularly
if they occurred frequently. (Frase). -1

(vi) The pro-active interference effect of p4questions, and possibly their guessed

l'14[1.
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answers, could be sustained over a period of seven days if subjects rehearsed
the questions by writing them. (Patrick).

'vii) The pro-active ir gierence effect fif pre - questions could be depressed by the
use of extrinsic incentive. (Frate,Patrick & Schumer):

,

(viii) In the long term, subjects given pre-questions scored higher than controls in
_test on qUettion-relevant as opposed to question-irrelevant or incidental

information. (Peeck):

.14
9.1.2 Active Questions and Discovery Learning

Sti., lies investigating the active question as an independent variable appear to be few,
largely because of the practical difficulty involved in 'eliciting questidhs. Procedures
adopted to this end are likely to haveheir own effects upon learning and retention, so -

-o that it becomes diffiCult to separate the effects of questions from thoSe of the procedures
adopted to elicit the'quetions.

Fahey (1942b) cites a number of early educational texts which make the assump-
tion that active questiOns facii;tate learning, e.g. ewey (1916), Woodworth (1922), Hasler
and Smith (1930), Syrrionds (1936), Umstattc) (1937), and Wesley (1937) A quotation
from Wesley bears repetition,,'The question is a natural expression of the thinking mind.

,
The teacher who does not receive a number of unsolicited questions should seriously,
examine his methods. (id p. 489). Teachers will justifiably, have doubts regarding the
truth of such a generalization; but the assumption tharactiie-questions facilitate learning
is also one that needs to be tested. /

'Effectiyeneis' of Children's Questions : Early Studies. Among ear ? / attempts at assessing
tthe effectiveness of children's questions were those of Finley (1921) and kelseth (1926),
Finley encouraged.children to ask questiOni by bringing a salamander into the' classroom.

,--:"1-Ie recorded a total of over 8,000 questions from.1,713 children..In a' est based on the
salamander as topic, he found that children remembered best those points which
hey had asked the most question& The difficulty in interprAng.this studyn:.olely in terms
f the relationships between questioning and learning is that the points about which

children asked most questions were possibly the points most likely to arouse curiosity,
and most likely to tic remembered fo that reason.1\

Heseth encouraged sixteen of her -pupils to use questions, and found that their
ability to find questions that could be\asked increased. These pupils were also found to I

be above the norms on U.S. standardized history tests: This it anie;:arnple of the kind of
study which confounds the effects of the eliciting process with the effects of the question&
InterVention programmes, particularly with.such a small sample of subjects,are almost
certainly in danger of contamination by Hawthorne effects (i.e. rnflation'of glores,
attributable totinterest shown in the.subjects by eXperirnenters,'and found to nave occurred
in experiments at the HaWthOrne works, Chicago. See e.g. Homans, 19\51, for fuller
discussion): 1 , ,

Incluc!ng Question-Asking Behaviour. More recent Blank and Covington (1965) developed
anauto-instructional programme, and were successful in their attempt to induce question-
asking behaviour by this means. They also fotind that their subjects received higher scores
on a science achievement teit,..and were rated-superiOrto-twocontri-groups in terms-of.
participation in CI ss discussion& Problems in the science achieveMent test did not deal

directly with an of the science materials or concepts presented in the programme.
In order o ensure that conditions for experimentals and controls would be the

.71.ThtZ;;:
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sarne, this means that, although there w3uld appear to be evidence faigeneral faciii tive
effects, possibilities of specific facilitative effects have not been examined. The teacher

1i

ratings, though suggestive, may have been contaminated by awareness of the experimental'
\Situation. .

fi

I,

Discovery and Reception Learning It is arguable that active wiestions typically occur in
discovery situations.: The active question appears to be an example of spPntaneous 1

behaviour by an active student; and in the discovery situation the behaviour osubj is
who are finding outfor themselves is supposed to be marked by spontaneous aciyi
Attempts have been made to see what goes on in the discovery situation, particular! iirin
view of Ausubel's (e.g. 1963) call to put che reception learning versus discovery learriing
dichotomy into proper perspective. Ausubel has emphasised that both diiisovery leading
and reception learning can be meaningful. It is not correct to assume that rote learni \
and reception learning are indistinguishable. Reception learning may be rote or mea ing
ful. The chief point about it is. that the entire content of what is to be learned is pre nted .

to the learner in \its final\ form/The learner's task is' to internalimthe material so ih4 it is\
available and reproducible at some future time In the discotfery learninsisituation e

principal' content of what 1 to be learned must be independently discovered 6)the
learner. Discovery: learning in this sense rarely occurs at the classroom level.,Thee i
usuallysome imermediate position, more properly referred to as 'guided discovety'
Ausubel held that while discovery learning is an appropriate procedure for solVing very-
day prbblems of living, large bodies of subject matter are most easily acquired thro gh
receptiOn learning. And educational and other eitablishments frequently require t 'r
memberi to absorb large bodies of verbal! ymediated knowledge. -\
Verbal. Reception and Guided Disfovery. In support of this view, a recent study .b Rowell,
Simon and Wiseman (1969) may be cited. They devised an artificial schema, the, sic

elements of which were symbols; each of Which was associated with'a separate ,m fling.

The symbols included such figureSas a square, a circle, a triangle, an arrow and aster, and
these were associated with the meanings:container', 'cloth', 'making', 'moving', nd 'heat%
respectively. These symbols could ,be combined according to, specific rules in. Or, er to
generate new patterns of meaning, e.g a square combined with an arrow would uggest
the association of the two meanings 'Container' and 'moving' togenerate the n meaning

'vehicle'. The subjects, whoWere university students, had the task of learning td, under-
stand and the schema. Two methOds of piesentatiOn were used, viz. verbal reception
and guided discovery. The verbal reception subjects.were given a carefully pre rod

.1

lecture; examples of combiriationsofisymbols, and opportUnity to practise. T e guided
discovery subjeCts were given examples of combinations and, after a starting p1 int had
been dttermined upon in consultation witlythe experimenter, went on to disc ver the
meanings of the symbols, using the_technikr of question-answer discussion a ong then':
selves. The, resul's of a post test git4n ten weeks later showed the verbal rec ion method
of presentation was Superior to guided discovery. Mean scores (percentages) ere 7E9
and 65.6 respectively. ----'

In such studies, the question is/a dependent variable insofar as it is eli ited by the
,

discovery situation and certain experimental procedures. To the extentxhat e auestion-

Ina procedure is held to produce certain effects; such as discovering ruleSor eanings, the

question acts as the independent variable. In the Rowell, Simon and Wiseiria j study, it
would not be possible to attribute the comparative ineffectiveness of the gui eddiscovery
procedure to the questioning that Went on in the question-answer discussion As in the



-case of in ervention programmes aimed at eliciting questions, the effects of the estions

themselve are confounded with the effects of the procedure used to elicit them/ l\
.,.

Motivational and Cognitive FactOrs. Proponents of dik/overy learning tend to s ass

al as against cognitivefactors. Kagan (1966) regarded motivation a the catalyst
new cognitive structures, or patterns of thinking and die organize on of an

MOthia)tio

in creakin
individual s knowledge; and in rutting the case for discOverii procedures, arg ed that
subjects'a e more fully involVed, their attention is occupied, and they deriv benefit from

an apprec ation of the value; of the task. Freed. from submissiveness, they a e supported
by the expectation of solving the ptoblein. However, as Kagan.acknOWled es, young
childien.may not be able to appreciate the joys of problem- solving; and any pupils are .

not able to.sustain effort without the prospect of immediate reward. Br ner (1961, 1966) .'
____:urged: that.d.iscovery procedures tend to foster an.interest in the activi itself, rather than

in the rewards which may.follow from learning.' Heergued that if such prOcedures are
used; pupils should develop the abili to apprOachproblems in 'ways at are-mere likely-1

to lead to a solution. .
.

V .

: , At-i assessment ofthis particu ar issue need not be attempte in considering the
role of active questions (For efull di ussion and reView.of the liter ture, see. Shulman
and Keisler, 1906), but it may be ar ued that whatever procedures are adopted, pupils.
are more likely to derive benefit fr m them, if they are led to per eive that thelearning.
process iri viihiCh;they are involved as reieVance for them: Questi ns are more likely to
be asked, f pupils see that they ne to be asked,'Le. answers to hem are needed. Pupils
are mote ikely to ask for inform don if they feel the need -for i formation. This makes .
the sk of isolating the effects o active questions extremely dif icult. Facilitative effects
on learning by pupils who ask fo information may as easily be ttributed to the fact that

,they feel the need for info:..mati n .as to the asking process.

Summary of Results with Aciiv 'Questions. The chief.points t at emerge frOm studies
investiga ing active questions ar :

i) Children remember bestithose points about ich they asked the
most questions. (F i ley).

( i) Question-asking be viour,could be induced in hildren; andpupils who
were encouraged to sk questions obtained hig er scores than other
Pupils in tests of soh lastie achievement (Blan , Covington and .
Helsetti.);

I ,,' :
(iii) A question-answer di ussion technique was I ss efficient than a

careftiily preparedleet re in enabling university students to learn and
,uieari artificial schema f syMbols and mea ngs. (Rowell; Simon and
Wiseman). .

Bri fly recapitulating the findik gs of both provi
Provided q testioris
Learning scores' by subjects gi n pre-question
by subjects ren post-questions and con rols, who wer
in tests bas on incidental or question-ir elevant infor
given extri k incentives, and not in, the / ng-term in t
nformation.,

Active questions
Question-as+g.behaviour could be induced
about which they asked most queitions, and

i
0

and active questions:

were lower than those obtained
not given experimental questions,
ation, but not if subjects were
ts based on question -re levant

n who remembered best those points
improved scores in tests of scholastic



achievement; but a question-answer technique was lesS efficient than a lecture in enabling
university stUdenti,\,to learn and use an artificial schema.

In explanation of the find As with regard to provided queitions, it is possible
that when subjects are given questions before related material, they have to decide.what

1 strategies to use in studying the material. They may consider whether or not to concen-
trate their attention upon items of information that are clearly and directly related to the
questions. Much,wifl depend upon the conceptiOn They have of the task with which they
are faced. Led to anticipate a test at the end of the study period, they may make their
own guesses regarding the nature of that test. Subjects such as psychology undergraduates
may be supposed to have had some experience of perfOriiing in tests, and they could well,
imagine thatithe experimenters were aiming to trap them. In this case, they might pay
special attention to items of information not relating to the pre-questions. On:theother
hande- they may not care very much what is likely thappen in the test, yet find that in
spite of a general lack of motivation, they cannot help noticing items of information
relating to the pre-questions..

Considered from the Point of.view of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, the.
situation may be repreSented as follows: high intrinsic motivation will.be motivation for
learning the passage. High extrinsic motivation may be Motivation for a good test perfor-
mance or for some reward associated With This In both situations, subjects will pay as
much attention to incidental as to question-relevant information, and in such cases little
difference might be expected between scores obtained under pre- and poSt-questions .

conditions.- Erase, Patrick and Schumer's findings in the incentive experiment are con-
sistent with this In the low.motivatioh condition, subjects probably to follow the
easiest way out, and simply use the Pre7questions as a means of rehearsing:specific items
of information. The rest is.neglected.

With regard to active questions, it has-diready been pointed out that difficulty is .

experienced When attempting to separate the effects of active questions upon learning.
from the effects of the procedure that is adopted -in order to elicit the questions. It seems'
likely: that teachers who encourage their pupils to ask questions are good teachersin other
ways as well in that they aim to arouse the interest and active participation of their
pupils in the learning process. Thi;:, does not mean that they are necessarily the most
effiCient teachers. It could be argued that however desirable from the point of view of
the classroom as a social situation,.questions asked by pupils are really a waste of time
Rowell, Simon and Wisenian's findings aPPear to suggest this but it needs to be borne, in
mind that their subjects were university students roc whom the problem of arausing
interest is probably less acute than for lower ability adolescents in a comprehensive school:

9.2 Project Studies : Active and Provided Questions

. .

MotiVational and Cognitive Interaction

Motivational variables appear to have relevance for both provided and active question's,
and it was felt that some practical purpose might be Served by exploring the possibility
ofan interaction between.motivational and cognitiye faCtors. Ausubel (e, g. 1963) under
stands dignitivestructure to be '-a -given individual' organization of rknowledge', or more
simply, 'what the learner-already knoWs' (1968 p:Vi)1;-and in the iolloWing project studies,
the main emphasis is placed upon investigation of motivation and cognitive structure in
rr'ation to learning based on active question& in view of the relative papcityof controlled
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experirriental studies in this field and their implications for guided discovery methods.
II

G

9.2.2 Design Problems Related to Active Questions
. .

In experiments investigating the usefulnets of provided questions, the structure of\the
questioning and, learning situation can be more closely brought under the control Of \the
experimenter; and in the Rothkopf and Frase studies, the post-tests were directly linked,
to particular sections of the written prose to which subjects were exposed. On the other
hand, the effects of active questions, in, fig. example, Blank and Covington's (1965) study
were of a general rather than a specific nature. Subjects were held to have achieved a
higher level of performance in tasks not directly related to the experimental situation
itself, in consequenceof instruction in question-asking behaviour. For this reason, it was
felt that in order to assess the facilitative effects of questiOing, the experimental.design
should permit of a definite association between materiali t.sed to generate questions, and
materials serving is a basis for tests of learning and retenti n. In this search for closer
experimental 'control, it is inevitable that some of the spon neity that might be thought'
typical, of the question-asking situation must be lost:

9.2.3 Summary of Research Programine

The research programme, giVing some indication of the problems investigated in the course
of particular studies, is summarized below. Full details may be found 'in Prosser (1971).
1. Nature of. Material

Do the effects of difficulty level of material differ for active and provided
questions?

Are the effects of difficulty level of material the same fOr high and low ability
subjects, foe boys and girls?

Are subjects more likely to benefit from questions if faced with a realistic
challenge to their Competence?

II; Nature of Subjects

Is there an optimum level of difficulty it-which questions, particularly active
questions, are most helpful?

10. Retention Interval

Do the long-term effects of qUestions differ frorn their: short-term effects?-

Are the effects of- retention interval the same for both active and provided
questions?

IV. inspection Time

Will question-asking be more usefUl if. time spent inspecting the stimulus
material is. not determined by the experimenter but by the subjects.
themselves?

V. Successive Presentations; Relevant Active Questions
,

Must subjects feel that the questions they ask have a definite part to play in
. the learning process before deriving benefit from them?

Do the effects of questions on learning and retention remain constant over
a number of pr.:e passages presented successively?

If there is a decline in inspectioand study time` over a series of _Presentations,
do active questions haVe a modifying effect upon this?
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V.I. Successive Present.tti,-).ni:; Re!-ei-ton Interval

When subjects nte exposed ''o prose passages in succession, do the
long-term effects Of..icz;ve C;Utn110113 particularly relevant active questions,
differ from those of provided r.luestiorlE?

VII. Advance Preparation. end Wider Context

Do questions make a co.ntribution towards a meaningful learning that may not
otherwise he made if subjects are.given a car efOil y structured advance prepara-
tion?

VIII. Questions and Transformations

If benefit is-derived from questions. is this because in order to formulate, read
or answer questions, subjects must perform grammatical, transformations (viz..

. frOm.and into the interrogative form); or are there.other reasons?

Initial investigations had indicated that results would-probably not be independent
of such factors as sex and.ahility of subjects, and natu're of materials used the headings
I to VIII under wn ich the programme of orOject studies is summarized,. may therefore be
rilarded as represent irfg source :; rf vwiance. .

, While investigatingprovlded ou.estions, Rothkopf, Frase and others were able to
lomcatthe effects of questions upon relevant and incidental learning. In the studies
investigating active questions, this partiCular dichotomy appears to be less meaning;u1
when considered from the point of viey..i of, the experimenter:. When subjects ask their
own questions, they are largely responsible for OeterMining what is relevant for them.

.

This may or may not coincide ktiith the experimenter's opinion. The problem is recog-
nized in Study VII, where the erects of pilovidinia a widei context are considered.

i

9.2.4 Study 1 :: Nature of Materlais,, .0.
i

A piete of prose material mey be more o( less diffictilt, depending upon such character-
istics as its length, the ar_noilrit o' informOion it contains, and-the nature-and complexity
ofthe topic.with which it d'ealS: The exti:nt to vvhich a pasSage offers difficulty to any
given. subject will. also of cOtIr 5 C.7.; deberq upon that subject' §:ability, knowledge and .-

experience. Subjects t-;6 (IQ o;.,.irt in the cy.xperiments investigating providedquestions have

. usually been of above.average intellectual capacity, lioth,45opf 0 9681used high school.
students frormthe eleventh arid t,....,,,elfth trades as wi-.:i: as university undergraduates. .

.. .

-Frase (1968) and 'Peeck (1970) riser' stidents specialising in psycholOgy..Frase (1967) and
Frase, Patrick and,Schun-yer (1976) us?ci university. .stbdentS-specialising .in'educational
psythologY.. It is possible, no%.veve,:, that abilitylevel .ha. a'sfgnificant part to play in
determining subject'S assessment of the ch.,-,,iienge Presented :to .hisCOmpetence. If -.

. .material is..clii fic Lilt, not only ,..iili toe su.Pjec.H. nava a greater .need for any assistance that
questions may be supposed to give.. bujt he will be more likely to consider that such .
assistance is desirable: in such a -case, 4rnvieli-ci questions may be- the meansof Organizing

. the material for effecti/e incorporation intothe more or less'elaborate system ;of concepts
ah&sub-concepts already possessed by the sul:-.-t, and .which may be referred to as his
cognitive structure. Mora sirnplf, provided questions May Make it easier for subjects to
relate new inforrria tion tr.; ..-_,-;lh; i.h.e, ::,-,_.-s.;".:-,'',..71.1.,w. Pi-c-que.stiOns may offer a, pre-structure....

. L,;:ialogOUs to Ausubei's (1963) 'advance organizer'. Post- questions may offercues for: the .

.,.

a
.

rehearsal of salient points. -The aeove .q. ueStions Of school-children will.probably be less

. . expertly.formulated than, theproj,.edc1 c;uestions of an experimenter: but.if pupils feet that
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,there is pointin asking questions, they might be expected to derive special benefit from
their own questions since the pattern of rehearsal of points will be one that is determined
by'a genuine interaction of the pupils with the prose material.

Procedure. Study I was carried out in two stages. In the first part of the experiment, a
passage of 'easy' biographical prOse was presented to forty seven boys and girls, aged
thirteen to fotitteen years, and taken from the upper two of five streams corresponding to
ability and attainment in a neighbourhood comprehensive school: In the second part of
the experiment, a passage of 'difficult' prose was presented to thirty of the boys and girls

4.2involVed in the first part. ,

The "easy' Passage was specially prepared; of 300 words in length; it related to the
life of a young soldier called Jim. The 'difficult' prose was a 450 word passage taken from
the life of Robert E. Lee, in 'Men of America' by Lionel Elvin London : Pelican Books,
1941. This had not so far formed part of the class curriculum, and subjects denied know-
ledge of the topic, apart from having at some time heard of the Ainerican Civil War in
general terms. This would have given them no advantage when considering the details in
this one man's life which were now being studied. Apart from the fact that the 'difficult'
passage was longer, it contained more information, and was written in a style that
requiredthe use of a more advanced vocabulary. In a pilot study, learning scores obtained
on the 'easy' passage were considerably higher than those obtained or the 'difficult'
passage, irrespective of treatment conditions; and this'appeared to validate the notion of
difficulty for this experiment.

In order to compare the perforMance of subjects at different ability levels, a Mill.
Hill vocabulary test raw score of 43, approximating the fiftieth percentile Lae. for the
general population), was taken as a convenient cut off point for upper and lower verbal
ability groups. Since all sUbjects were from the upper streams, there were no very low
ability pupils in the study. The terms 'high'. and 'low! will be used inreporting thiiexperi-
ment, but should of course be treated as relative. ,

FOr each part of theaxperiment a non-specific version of the prose.passage was
prepared. Pronouns were used instead of names; adjectival or adverbial qualities were not
spetified; and events were referred to in general and indefinite, terms. ° ,

e.g. Full Passage: 'The sea was rough, and their boats were too small
and frail'.

Non-specific passage: 'Conditions were unsuitable, and equipment poor'.

The gaps in information were expected to elicit questions, and where questions were pro:
vided by die experimenter, they related to these gaps. In the above example, the provided

questions were:

'What were the conditions?'
'What was the equipment?'
'In what way was the equipment poor?'

Subjetts were assigned at random to five groups; three experimental and two
controls. Study tasks and timing were as follows:
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Treatments

QUESTIONS

Active

Provided

Active and
Provided

-1--

Time irr Minutes

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Read

Non-Spe-

cific
Pass-

age

Write Questions

Read

Full
Passage

Read Questions

Write ?s Read

7s

READING
Split

Contin-
uous

Read Non-Specific Passage

Read Full Passage

Immediately following the study and learning period, all subjects were given the
post-test., A modification of Cloze procedure was used 25 sentences were devised, from
each of which two words were deleted. Words were selected for high inforMation content
Transformations, particularly frOm active to passive voice, and vice versa, were frequently
used Blanks in the test sentences were indicated by dotted lines of even length.

e.g. Full Passage: The intervening six months had been a rime of vigorous
preparation.

Test Sentence: Getting .. ... .. had taken months.

Responses in the post-test were classified as 'right', 'wrong/blank', or 'doubtful': To deter-
'mine a subject's.score, only those 'right' responses that occurred in the same sentence as a
'right' or 'doubtful' response were counted. Semantic sense and grammatical appropriateness
were sufficient to count as correct,

Post4est scores were subjected to analysis of variance, the main variables being sex,
verbal ability, and difficulty of material; all in relation to the five treatments. Means were

4.
compared and tested against the error variance term,.

Results. Results may be summarized-es follows:

Easy Prose

Girls: ,Questions (particularly provided questions) gave higher scores than
Reading.

Boys: Reading gave higher scores than Questions (particUlarly active questionS).

High ability: Reading gave higher scores than Questions.

Low ability: No difterencebetween Reading and Questions.

Difficult Prose

`Girls: No difference between. Reading and Question&

Boys: Questions (particularly, active questions) gave higher scorekthan Reading:

High Ability: No differencebetween Reading and. Questions.

Low Ability: \Questions gave higher scores than Reading.
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Table 9.2 Mean Percentage Scores for Questions and Reading Treatments

Reading. Questions Questions treatments
differing significantly
from Reading
* p <.05
** p <.01

Easy Prose

Girls 33 40 Provided higher (55%)*

Boys 46. 29 Activelower (16%)*_

Lpw Ability. 23 25
High Ability 61 48 Active and Provided

lower (34%)**

Difficult Prose

Girls 33 36
Boys 31 39 Active higher 15896)*

Low Ability 33 41 Active higher (55%1*,

High Ability 30 34

50
.0)

c

30

20

ui 10

Fig. 9.1 Effects of Treatments, Sex, Verbal Ability and Prose.
Difficulty; and Interactions between these Factors
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prose
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Treatments effects for boys are
reversed for easy and -difficult
prose. (Interaction effect signifi-
cant at the 1% level)



Fig. 9.1 continued
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High subjectsabtain higher
scores with easy prote, and the
effects of treatments are reversed
for easy and difficult prase:
(Interaction effect significant at
the 5% level)

Discussion. Seic DifferenceS. It would appear froin theie results that the role of both
active and provided questions in the learning process is comolicated by factors; arising
from individual differences associated with both sex and verbal ability. Differential
advantage had been expected for active questions in the case where more difficUlt prose
material had been used and Wheie pupils may bepresumed to, have considered that there
was point in asking questions. Results appear to have been consistent with this, but not
wholly explicable in this way.

'Interest in the sex differences centres on the boys for whom prose difficulty,
reverses the effects of experimental treatments. Active questionipg, WhiCh had proved the .

least helpful treatment when boyswere presented with easy prase, became. the most
.helpful treatment when the proie was difficult. In:the case of-girls, however,-the direction.;
of effects fairly consistently favoured questions, even when failing to reach an acceptable
level of significance:

. Byway of eXplahation of this result, it may be suggested that whereas boys are
possibly task, oriertted, girls are situation oriented. In other words, boys may be more
responsive to the pacing of a particular task; kf, the task. is too.easy,_they Will slacken their
efforts. Girls, on the other hand, may beprepared to sustainA level of performance more
closely elated to factors in the experimental situation itself, e.g. teacher-pupifarrl
experimenter-subject relationships in the classroom as a social situation. Girls tend to be
more cooperative, and to take an appointed task"more seriously. .

There is considerable evidente in the literature to support the fathiliar stereotypes
of female passivity.as well.as the male readiness to respond to a realistic challenge.;
Moriarty (1961) foUnd that young girls tended too adapt more qUickly to anew situation,
orienting to instructions and tasks; but that with increase in task difficulty, this sex
difference was reversed: Crandall and Robson (1960), found that in thbiix to eight years
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age group, boys chose to do a task that they had not been allowed to complete, more
frequently than girls. Working with college students, McClelland 119531 found that
whereas under relaxed conditions, women's need for achieverhent was greater than men's,
but when subjects believed that they were competing on an academic text, there was a
sharp rise in the men's need for achievement. It was when subjects competed for social
approval that the women's sense'of need increase& Social factors were held by Smock
and 119621 to account for sex differences in response to various forms of novel
stimuli. four sets of-Pictures representing types of perceptual conflict were presented to
boys and girls aged seven to eight years. The children could elect to look at each picture
as many times as they wished. When presented with these picture materials offering
stimulus complexity, incongruity, and meaningfulness of the sequence of information,
the boys were more curious. Girls, however, had a tendency to respond to the absence
of environmental structure, Le to seek for an interpretation cif new stimuli in terms of
existing cognitive structures. Thistould explain the resultS o'Jtained in the present study.
Although imMediately challenged to activity by the 'easy' prose girls were more rigid in
their approach to the 'difficult' 'print

Verbal Ability. With regard to differences aaributable to verbal ability, it would appear
that With the easy prose, high ability subjects found that the overt response; i.e. of
writing questiont or answers to qUestions, was an unnecessary sniploymeht of time The
taskwas too easy to offer them any kind of challenge. They found the questions
irrelevant and unhelpful. Low ability subjects took the task more seriously, particularly
in the case of difficult prose

Sumoiary. In the course of this study,- three research problems were considered, viz.

(i) Do the effects of difficulty of material differ for active and provided
\ questions?

Are the effects of difficulty of material the same for high and low ability_ _ . _

subjects, for: boys and girls?'

Mil\ Are subjects more likely to benefit from questions if faced with a
`reelistic challenge to their competence? .

\ f.
Results do,not shoW a clear differenCe betWeen the effectsof active and proVided

qUestions, btit 4 is noteworthy that where' difficulty, of material, reversed theeffects of
treatments for.bpys, the swing from least helpful to most helphil treatMent occurred for
active questions. There is support for the hypothesis that subjects derive greater

,tienefit from questions if faced with-a challenge to theiftiampetence, bUt the situation is
compliCated by the evidence forsex differences in responie to this challenge

Study 11 : Nature oSubject

In the previous study it appeared that active and provided questiphs facilitated the learning-1-.
and retention of prose material when the material was sufficiently difficult. Difficulty is,
of course, a relational concept. Both the nature of the material itself and the verbal ability
of the. pupils have to be considere& Material offering difficUlty to low ability pupils might
to considered easy py pupils, with' high verbal ability. It might be safer to think in terms of--
subjective difficultyrather than dkiiiculty aisuch. The terms 'High' and 'Low' as used in
reporting the experiment were, however, relative No low ability pupilshad taken part. It
thirefore seemed ufeful to consider whether questions would be helpful to pupils in the
lowest abilitystreams.



At-the extreme position a task.rnay be diffiCult enough to discourage subjects. /
Instead of difficulty:providing a challenge to activity, it may result in tiOidance behaViOur.
This -,ggests that there might be a point of optiMum subjective difficulty and, if this is:
-the case, that there might bedatt at which the fatilitatiVe effects of questions, parti-
milady active questions, will be at their greatest in view of findings regarding sex differ-\ ences, it might be predieted that this,point will be set differently for boys and girls.

Procedure: Pupils in the lokest ability streams of the swim school in WhiCh the firit

\
exPen ent was run were exposed to the `difficult`.-prose material. A total of forty two

\
\ boys a d girls, aged. thirteen to fourteen years took part. Five boys,and nine girls were

froth e third of five ability streams, nine boys anal six girls were frodthe fourth stream,

\
\ nine b ys and three girl's were from the fifth and lowest eream,-PuPils vvereallciatetrio

\ . three tr atment groups, viz. Actiii Questions, Reading Split and Reading Single, matched
for kr m and sex, but otherwise at random.

Results
1

Results may be summarized as follows:---;

\ Girls:_ Reading gave higher scores than Questions. .1

Boys: Questions gave higher scores than Reading.

Overall (taken stream by stream): No difference between Questions and Reading.

o

. Table 9.3 Mean Perantege Scores for Questions and Reading Treatments-.

'Subjects

Treatments

_ _ _Reading_-_ Questions

Single Split

Girls 18 17 13 Reading higher*

Boys 14 13 18: Questions higher*

*p <.05

Results are coisistent with the suggestion that there is a point of subjective
difficulty beyond which questions cease to be helpful.: The treatments by sex interaction,
shown in an analysis of variance to be statistically significant, is of particular interest in
that it supports a suggestion that girls would reach the point of optimum challenge sooner
than boys I

If these results,are taken together with the results of,the previous study which used
subjects.from the upper streams, the tendency to benefit from questions rather than
reading can be represented by a 'challenge to-competence' curve which is shaped the
same for both boys and girls,. but begins and finishes later for the boys. This can be shown
schematically.
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Fig. 9.2. A Schematic Representation of Gain from Questions and Reading,

(sur_Limarising,resultsolStudies I and II).
r
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I \
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READING 1

I

1 to 5 \ Ability levels (or streams). 1, is high. '
Positivie (tve) gain from queitiont implies negatillife (ve) gain from reading and vice verse
Results may be read off from the above figure as follpws:-,1

Boys Easy task, stream 1: reading +ve gain (i.e. questions Ve gain)
Difficult task, streams \

questions' ±ve gain,
stream 5 : reading +Ve gain

Easy task, streams
7

1 and 2 qu stions- ve gain
Difficult task,

streams 1

and 2 : qustionsl-ve gain
o streams 3 I

and 4 reading +ve-gain



9.2.6. Study III: Rtention Interval

It is arguable that a posttest given within matter of minutes after the completion of the.
'study and learning period does'not offer n/adequate measure of retention. A test given
'weeks or months later, might be held to g, fie a better index of remembering; and from a ;
.teaching point of view, long-term resullare. of greater practical interest.

There are difficUlties.in this Kind of argumentefor it tends to assume that th
is a valid dichotomy between short-term and longterm memory. A test given soon fter
the study,per,iod appears to be sampling short-term memory, but it may be more orrect
to regad this as a special case'of secondary memory. A test given weeks or mont s later
could be regarded' S sampling secondary memory over, the longterm interval. (c, Waugh
and Norman; 1965). The problem is to know whether anything different hapPens over
the long- as opposed to the short-terrn interval. Early items 'in a series may belorgotten
beeause' of retroactive interference (Waugh and Norinan), decay of the original trace
formed by the items (Brown, 1964), or because, they haVe not been organised into
meaningful patterns for incorporation into the 'Secondary memory store (Wood, 1969.-
cf. also fuSubel, 1963, 1968).,

It is possible. that by askingquestions,pUpils will be led to impose some patternupon study materials,' and that more perminentmental (or cognitive) structures will be
established in consequence.,In the short term, rote-learning strategies may beemployed,.
so that differences between qeustions and reading treatments, are_ obscured. If questions
facilitate meaningful learning, then thpir special effects may be More likely to appear in
the long term. N . .

Procecluiv. After seven monthi had passal; ther.,upilS.who had tken part in the first
experiment (Study I) Were re-Visited. Forty four of the forty save pupils who had taken
part in the experiment relating to 'easy' prose material were avpila le: onIV,twenty, two
of the thirty pupile who had taken part in the experiment relating fo 'difficult' material
were still available. The post-test which had been giOn previously was ri-administered.
Results. Results shoW that with easy prose the benefit derive u the girls from questions,
particularlY provided questions, reached a higher1641.pf.significe statistically (one
per cent), and thehindering effect of active Ouestions was no lamer evident in the case
of the boys. As for the highability Objects, instead of being significantly hindered by
questions, they nOw gave evidence of slight benefit from themln 'the base oteaSy prose.;
With difficult prOie, the overalhrefit obtained from questionS ow reached an
aCcePtable leVel of significnce, (fiveper.cent) although the supe iority of active ques
tions was no longer statistically significant.

Discussion:: Although there was no great deviation:from the pattern of results Obtained
in the short term, the slight improvement differentially in favot/r):4-qUestions may be
held to support the suggestion that questions facilitate meaningful learning.it nay be
that subjects are more likely to think.again about topics concerning which they have
asked questions,so that active questions have the effect of increasing rehearsal
probabilities.This could also apply td provided questions insofar as pupawere required
to process material through their answers to the question& It is not, hem/ever, clear from',
this study whether the effects of the tetention Interval are the same,for both active

. and provided tiuestions.
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9.2./. StUdy'IV: Inspection Time
.

In addition to the active: tiestions and provided qrstions groups, a combined active and
_ provided questions group had been used in the first experiments. It was expected that
this combined group would obtain learning and retention scores,intermediatetetween
those of, the active questions and provided questions groups. Having the benefit of both
treatments, they would not; hoWever, have had asmuch time as the active questions
subjects had in which to formulate questions,. In theevent it was found this com
bined group scored consistently lower than all other treatment groups.

It would seem that this group, instead of deriving benefit from both active and
\.

/ provided questions treatments, may have failed to derive any/from either. Inview of the
fact that they were required to perform two tasks while the other groups performed one,
the time takenfor the change of mental set may have accounted for a loss in efficiency. °



That is to say there may have'been a.less efficient ose f the rather all amount -of time'
available. They did not have time to settle to either tas . On the o her hand, it could be

, .

objected that sults with this group cast some doubt: pon the.va "dity of results for the
two main.qu ions groups. In order to clarify this particular issu it was decided to run

..an eXperimen where preisureof time would not operate to put he combined active an
-.." .

.
provided qUestions group at a-disadvantage. I

.. Two reading g control groups had been used initheprevi s studies. The reading,
single group lad studied the prote passage for the whole of the study period. The reading,

. .
4 ! . "

- split groupdsperifthefirst 20.minutes_of-thestulity period iteading_the-nOn-specific ..,
..,

summary pi's age. With 'diffiCult'.prdse, the reading, single group had obtained higher
scores than the reading, split group:The reason for this resul may be that the reading,

.___singlegrouppad much longer access to thefull passage tha any of \the'Other groups,-and...
in the short/term would be most likely to benefit if coast rned to inspect material during

,

a stipulated:period. If, however,this group had been alio to surrender the material
when they felt that theyha51 had enough time, the period /of inspection may have been.' ,

-shorter foir this less interesting task '-fri
,

____
It was, therefore,decided t6relun the experiment with 'difficult' proie only,

4

removing restrictions on inspection:tirries,end-omittingtimes- and omitting- the reading; -split- group:
separation between questioning treatments and reading controls was expected, and the
positiOn of the combined active-and provided questions-group was expectedto-irnprove..L_

/ .
.

,

1 Procedure. Altogether, forty eight boys and girls;'aged fourteen to fifteen years, took part.
.

Twenty pupils were taken froMthe upper two of f"" e streams in a neighbourhood compre-
hensive schOol other than that in which the previO ' iexperiment.was run. -A further twenty
eight subjects were taken from the next two streams of theame school. The two ability

--groups were desiOated High and Low streams respectively. Pupils were assigned at random'.
within the High and.Low streams to four experithental groups, corresponding to the active
questions, provide l questions; active and proVided questions, and Reading, Single groups-
of the previous experinient. The pupils were totif that they were being given different tasks,
anclthatthey,werei not expected to finish thediffererit stages in each task. at the same time.
As each task was distributed, the written instruction was also given, -Put.up your handp
show that you are ready for:the nextstage'.:TitepOst-teStwa/S-administered as though it .. .
were one of, the stages, and on completion ofithe post-test, subjects were given another:
task which had the appearance of being related to.the experiment, but, merely served to
fill time and keep'thern under the iMpressiOn that the exPeriment was still in progress. -.

Results. Subjects'scored higher under questyoning conditions, but for Low stream pupils
none of the differences was significant. The Active Questions Group obtained the highest

---scores:-The combined Active and Provided/Questions Group no longer obtained significantly
lower scores than other groups, and in fact obtained slightly higher scores than the Reading
Groupl High stream pupils scored significantly higher than Low stream pupils.

-Discu ion. Although results support theprediction of an improvement in the position of
the c mbined Active and Provided Questions Group), the expected clearer separation betWeen

questioning treatnnts and reading controls did not take placelThe Reading, Single Group
scores were not differentially depressed by the untimed inspection condition, whereas the
ProOded Questions Group scores were It is possible that when subjects were offered provided
qu scions, they soon satisfied themselves that they knew what these questions were,- and

t they had completed their task. They then felt that there was no further need of
pection behaviour. The Active Ouestions Group may have required more-time to formu-



r\
late questions, sIo that the matter, of spare time and rear ding did not arise. The Reading,
Single 6roup,had to judge,for themselves how long the should work at the material..
Active and Provided Questions may differ in the,r e fects upon inspection time, although

./1

/ .
1

it would_ probablY require a seri of preseltations f mat ial to indicate the relationship.
1 /

This sug is thelusefulness of an inVestigatinn of reading and writing time as variables.
In umme\ry, it may be said that this study repeats *the finding-IOf-Study. I indiCating

the superio sty of ,questions over reading in the case) of diffic It prose and helps to clarify
the poiition with regard to the combined Active and Provid Questions Group.

1 \
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9.2.8 Study V : Successive Fresentations Relevant Active Questions*

According to Rothkopf's mathemagrnic hpothesis, the behaviour of subje in a learning
-situation may be more or less dirc--ted towards the effective acquisition of k owledge,
depending upon such factors as location and frequency of provided question , and the
number of presentations of similar or comparable prose material. This behav our across

successive presentations was investigated ilnStudy IV above, results with reg rd to the
operation of time allowed on performances were inconclusive, and hence the relevance of

(

*A full report of. this bxperiment is givenlin the Appendix as an illustration o the methods
and teehniques used in this series of/studies.
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writing and reading time might be usefully explored further.
One reason why active questions maybe sUpposed to have a greater facilitative

effect upon ;earning than provided questions relates to the way in which subjects are led
to conceive of the task with which they are faced: In the first place they are likely to wan
to ask questions if they feel that this is a leSrning. situation, and that the learning task IS
itself relevant. That is to say, they need to,,be aware of a problem beore they are likely to
give verbal expression to this awareness in the "form of..-a question. If subjects feal that thei
questions have a significant part to play in the learning process, they will bi more likely
to ask questions.

.One way in\hich subjects might be led to feel that the task is relevant would
to ;give them answers to their questions. Another method would be to provide the informa
tion that might be supposed to answer a range of pnisibie questions. This can beidone by
offering a list of answers to hypothetical questiOns. In this case, feedback is provided in
the form of information- related to the quettioningprocedure adopted by the:subjects. In
retrospect, they learn which of their questions were considered appropriate and worth
answering. Quite Possibly, under such circumstances, subjects will ask questions in order '°
to get information rewding both the, aterial and their own skill in asking questions. This
is comparable with the classroom situation where the teacher says, for example, That is a
good qbestionr.'

..e,
Procedure. The SubjeCts/Were.forty eight .pupils,-aged thirteen to fourteen years, taken.. '
from the upper two of ive Streams corresponding to ability and attainment in a neighbour
hoodlcomprehensive ool, and divided by sex and reading ability. Although --le uPper

t I
streams were used, subjectsbove and below the median were labelled 'High' and 'Low'
reading ability respectively. _ . .

! / Apassage,ofthoderately difficult biographical ptose was divided into six para
.

graphs of approximately 150 words in length. The pupils iruire assigned to experimental
, .

treatment groups as foirows:

i7 "', Relevant Active .Questions Subjects read a summary of the paragraph,

(ii) Active Questsions

Provided Questions

wrote questions asking for further items of
infcrmstion, and compared their questions
with a list of possible aniNers.

As for (i) except that the pupils were not
given the list of possible answers.

Instead of writing questions, pupils wrote
answers to questions-, and then compared
their answers with the correct answers.

This procedure was repeated for the six paragraphs, and subjects were i; strutted to proceed
at their own pace. The time spent by them in performing each task was recorded. The post-
test was a Cloze completion test similar to that employed in the previous studies.

Results. Results mcy be summarized under thethree rubrics (i) Posttest scores(ii) Inspec-
,

don time (iii) Number of questions asked.
(i) Post-test scores. Contrary to prediction, the Active Questions Groups did not

oiltain'higher scores than the Pfovided Questions Group. In fact, results were in the
opposite -direction; and the;diff-vence between scores only failed to re h an acceptable
level of significance when the main treatment effects were testes using a significant Sex
by Reacoing Ability interaction instead of the within-cell variance as the error term in the
analysis of variance. In the case of low' ability boys, the difference between treatments



t`

'7?

.scores was negligible.

Inspection time.' There was clear evidence of decline in inspecCan time uer
successive presentations for all experimental aroups except 'low' reading ability boys
exposed to the relevant active questions treatment.' Writing time chosen was greatest for
provided questions subjrcts, again except in the case of 'IoW' ability boys.

(iii) Number of questions ..sked. In thecase °flaw' reziding ability, pupils,
particularly boys, more questionswere asked by the Relevant ACtiveDuestions Group
than the Active Questions Group: Otherwise differences were not significant 'Low'
reading ability boysasked more questions than 'high' ability boys; whereas 'high' ability_

girls asked qUestions than 'low' ability girls. There was a statistically significant
correlation overall between the number.Qf questions asked, and learning scorns obtained

.55,`N = 32),. For 'low' reading ability subjects this correlation was significant at the
one per cent level = .65, N = 16), but for 'high',ability subjects it failed to reach an
acceptable level of significance(r = .45, N = 16.1.

Discussion-of Results. With regard tapost-test scores, it is possible that the tasIcWas
simplified by repetition over a series of presentations, so that the situation corresponded
more closely.rto the 'easy' prose condition of the first experiment This could explain why -
the active queitions treatments failed to give hich-er score:. than the provided questions
treatment. If this explanation is correct, results On that part of the post-test corresponding
to the first presentation might fie expected to approximate those foUnd with klifficult
prose in the first experiment. The only-cOmparable treatmentsare active and provided
questions, and in both experiMents the Active Questions Group obtained higher score
In this study, the superiority of the Active Questions Group reached an acceptable level
of significance. The. Relevant Active Questions GrOuP were possibly at a disadvantage on
the first presentation, in that their task was slightly 'MOM complicated; buteliilts show
that.they made the biggest improvement between the first and second presentations. It
was with the second presentation that the benefits of feedback might be *meted for the
first 'time; and this is what appears to have happened. However, in spite of the initial
advantage that active questions had with the first presentations, provided questions were
'clearly at no disadvantage overall. ,

The sex by reading ability interaction indicated in the analysis of variance is of
particular interest, for whereas girls gave evidence of a fairly consistent perfOrniance, the
'-high' ability subjects obtaining higher scores than the 'lbw' ability subjects, boys' scores'
fluctuated as they reflected the different experimental treatment conditions in relation
to their own ability. This is consistent with the suggestion made previously in,connection
with results of the first experiment that boys were possibly more task-oriented, whereas*
girls were more situation-oriented.

The prediction of a decline in time spent on both study and inspection over
successive presentations was clearly supported by the results. A highly significant linear
trend was found. Postponement of this decline in inspection time did not, howeVer, occur
overall for the Relevant Active Questions Group. Analyses of linear trend were performed,
and although comparisons coulci)iot be made without the warrant of interaction effects,
it was interesting to note that the variance of _linear trend for 'low' a'aility boys under the
Relevant Active QUestions treatment offered the least deviation from zero. Thii is con-
sistent with the point made in discussion of the scores; for i had been found that for low'
ability boys the difference in scores between the treatments was negligible.
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Table 9.4 Correlations between Inspection Tilines and Serial
Pq;lition of Material

. -
Group Treatments

Relevant Active Active

,.=
Questions Questions

Provided
Questions

.

High Ability boys- .64 .47 .51
High Ability girls , .67 .39 .40
Low Ability boys .21 .38 .63
Low Ability girls .36 .30 .36

For each group, N = 24. There were 6 observations on both variables for each subject.
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Fig. 9.5 Inspection Study Times over Successive Presentations for
'High' and 'WV? "Ability Boys
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Time spent on the writing tasks was greater for the subjects with prOvided questions
than for the other experimental groups. Thii would help toexplain why they tended to
obtain-higher-scores, Here-is _oneforrn_Otmathemagenic behaviour that is more closely
under the control of the experimenter. These pupils were required to answer the same
number of questions at each Presentation; so that their writing task remained 'relatively_
constant. The Active Questions Groups could decide for themselVes from pretentation to
presentation how many question they would write, and consequently how much time
they would spend at.the task. This decision would be determined by their own conception
of the task, and of the challenge that it presented. 'Low' ability boys again proved to be
the special group. Whereas:the amount of writing time for the Provided Questions Group
was greater.,in the case of all other puPils, particularly 'high' ability boys (p <.0011, the
difference was not significant in thecase of 'lOw' ability boys. This result is consistent
with the findings fOr low' ability boys on scores obtained and time spent on study and
inspection.

The Relevant Active Questions Group were expected to ask more questions than
the Active Questions Group, because they had the opportunity of discovtring that their
questions had some part to play in the learning process: The only subjects for-whom
results in the.expected direction approached an acceptable level of significance were the
'low' ability boys (p <.05 one test). 'Low' ability boys tended:to ask more questions
in any case, whereas the 'high' ability girls asked more 0estons:than the 'low! abilitji girls.

o.



This gives further support to, the suggettion that girls tend to be situation - oriented:
'High' ability pupilS would be expected to\manifest their ability by formulating more
questions, and girls perform accordingly. Boys, however, tend to formulate questions if
they feel that the task warrants it. 'High" -abilitY boys were not sufficiently challenged,

. and consequently asked fewer questions than the 'low' ability boys..

o

9.2.9. Study VI: Successive Presentations Retention Interim!\
The effects of retention interval upon scores obtained by the different treatment' groups
had been considered in Study III and as expected, loss attributable to factors Operating
over a long-term interval Was less pronounced for the Active Questions Group, The
experimental design had not however, permitted detailed irivestigatiOn for this type of
treatment by retention interval interaction. In order to obtaina\less equivoCal result;
it was decided to follow up on the subjects who took part in the experiment investigating
the effects of successive presentations (Study V).

Procedure. After ten,months, thirty MX of the Original forty eight p pils were still
available, and were re-tested. A further twelve pupils who had not takeipartin the
original.experiment were also tested: They were able to act as controls, anctheir scores
on the post-test were compared by t-test with the learning and retention scores obtained
by the thirty six experimental subjects. Since the controls had not completed the
immediate post-test, theyWere excluded from the main analysis of variance. Seo).es9f
the experimental groups were trantformed to give a normal distribution, and subje ed-

to a four-way analysis of variance. Between- subjects factors were
(i) Treatments: Relevant Active Questions, Active Questions; Provided

Questions.
(ii) Reading ability: .High, Low.
(iii) Sex.

The within-subjects factor offered two measures, viz. Long- and short-term
Retention Interval. This gave a3x2x 2 x2 repeated measures design, three replicates
to each cell.

Results. As predicted, a treatments by retention interval interaction occurred (p'.01)
Loss attributable to factors operating over the ten months' interval was greatest for the
Provided Questions Group, and least for the Relevant Active Questions Groups. In fact,
the difference between short- and.long-term scores for the.ReleYant Active Questions
subjects was negligible Almost exactlythe same scores were obtained by the three
treatment groups on the long-term retention post-test. This means that even if short-
term results are interpreted as having shown that provided questions are more effective
than activequestions, from a long-term point of view active questions and relevant activr .
questions appear to halm been at least as effective in facilitating the learning and
retention of prose Material as provided questions.

Althote differences between long-term retentiontscores obtained under the
three treatment conditions Were negligible, the comparison of means indicated a large
differenCe (p<.001) between scores obtained by experimental subjects and controls.
It is possible that the scores of controls were inflated as a consequence of some contact
with experimental subjects: but even if it is assumed that this dio not happen; and that
the performance of controls was not above chance level, the experimental scores were
still clearly superior and may reasonably be attributed to learning under the experimental
conditions.
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Fig. 9.6. RelatiOns between Material Remembered for Short- and Long-term Retention
Intervals as a function of Question Treatments
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Table 9.5. Long-term Retention Scores (percentages),Obtained by Experimental
Treatment and Control Groups for Boys and Girls

Questions Treatments
Relevant Active Active Provided

Boys 40.0 33.3. 36.7

Girls 30.0. . 34.7 30.7

Controls.

19.3

Discussion. The results of this studyare of speCial interest. from -a pedagogical point
of.view, and could help teachers overcome any reluctance. to substitute the pupils'
oWnquestions (i.e.:active qtiestions) forwhat are piesuined,to be the more expertly
framed. provided'questicins. Of course,,active questicis-have not been shown to be
superior, but similar scores may. have been obtained by the three experimental grotips
for different .reasons.

Assuming that these reasons are of practiCal importance, some light may be .

shed upon the situation by considering the reading age 'y sex by retention interval
interaction, which was just significant at the. five percent level. Such higher orderihter-
actions are not always easy to interpret, but a brief 'description of the pattern of
results may be helpful. In order of magnitude; lossattributable to retention interval .

was at follows:
1. High ability boys
2. , High ability girls, I

3. Low ability boys
4. Low ability girls

This is consistent with the results of Studies I and II which suggcsted that \
questions particularly active questions, were most helpful when subjects were faced
with a challenge to their competence, and that girls were more ready to take an
experimental task seriously as a task.

Applying these principles' to the experimental groups used in Studies V and. VI,
of expected rank order of magnitude of loss attributable to Retention interval, within
each factor, would be as follows:-

Treetments: 1 Provided 2 Active 3 Relerant Active
Ability Level: 1 High 2 Low
Sex: 1 Boys 2 Girls -

This could, of cclirse, generate a number of sequences overall, depending upon
the extent to which the effects of any given factdr are given priority.
e.g. 1.. The 'main division Treatments, with either (a) bility of (b) Sex as chief

sub-division.
Dividing on Ability level, with either (a) Treatments or (b) Seas chief
sub-division. sitc

Dividing
.&
on Sex, with either (a) Treatments or (b) Ability as chief sub-

division:

When for each of these six possible sequences, the observed rank order was
plotted against the eXpected rank order, correlation coefficients (Spearman's rho) were
computed as follows:-

377.
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(a)

(a)
3 (a}

* p <.05;

.81**

.84***
.31. NS

** p <.01;

(b) '.71**
(b) .65**
(b) .33 NS

*:**-p <.001; NS Not significant; N (Number of paired
observations) twelve in all cases.

9.2.10. Study VII: AdvanCe Preparation and Wider Context

If, as suggested in the previous'Study, a consistent picture is emerging of the way in
which active, questions wOrk,.it will be useful to loa-more_alosely-at those features which
appear to distinguish between active and provided question% ,,;

Provided questions may se ,,e the purpose of drawing the attention of OuPils to
those points which the teacher withes them to remember. They are a means of leading.
pupils to rehearse these points, and tend to encourage a rote-learning approach to the.task.

In the case of more able:pupils, it may be-suppOied that they have a better store
of thought patterra; or cognitive structures with which new items of information can be
systematically integrated without Much difficulty. Such pupils may find the task
uninteresting, but they will learn and remember some of die material in spite-of this For
them there.wilLbe two kinds of learning,vd (1) Rote learning, which is facilitated by the
rehearsal of items to wh ich. attention has been drawn by the provided questions, and (2)

' Meaningful learning, which, is facilitated by-the availability ofl. a -existing body of relatively :

Well organised knowledge (cognitive structure) and brought about by the simple juxta-
position of provided questions and the material to which they relate

In the short-term, results oftoth kindeof learning will be apparent; but in the
long term, information learned by rote will tend to be lost betause by definition it will
not have been meaningfully related to existing knowledge thing the analogy of a filing
system, information which has not been carefully categorised is.not readily recovered.

In the ease of less able pupils, although their store of cognitive structures will
not be as great, the need to fOrmulate their. own (active) questions encourages a more
deliberate relating of new information to their existing knowledge. In their case, with
the challenge of a comparatively difficult and possibly r#ore interesting. task, there will °-

tend to be greater emphasis upon meaningfults against rote learning. To this extent,
therefore, low ability subjects will have less to losein the long term. In other words, such
gains as they dci make in the short term will be relatively perManent

If this is a fair assessment of the position, two fukher possibiiities may be use-.
fully explored:-

(1) Perhaps the difference betweal high and low ability subjects canbe dimin-
ished by providing allisubjects in advance with a pattern or structure to whith new
information is easily/related. By exercising some control overthe Cognitive structure
variable in this way'it might be possible to expose the tendency for provided questiOni

. to encourage rote, learning, while active questions strengthen the meaningful learning
approach. Evidencesfor rote learning could be adduced from the presence of primary
andcrecency eff,xts which appear in, and tend to be characterittic of, rote earning
experiment% ,

(2)-7-Perhaps subjects will be encouraged to use a meaningful learning approach
to material when offered a wider context io that material. As well as being offered text
material which they are expected to learn, pupils can be given the opportunity to.gain
supplementary information from context material. This extra information may come in



the form of answers to hypothetical. questions (i.e provided questions), or be available
in answer to real questions active questions). If subjects are led to see a relationship
between their own questions and the extra material,.they ay be more ready to look
for meaningful relationships throughout the learning situ ion.

Procedure. A series of bxperirnents.was undertaken, in which t" le effects of these
variables were investigated using a number of designs, but the some basic materiati. A
paiiage of 600 words was selected from 'The. Pyramids of EgyjR' by LE.S. -Edwards,
London: Penguin books, 1947.. A list of sixty four, items of information based oh-this
passage was. compiled'. This was then diVided into,four sections, each containing sixteen
items of information. These four sections were labelled 'context' passage& ,

e.g. 'In early hieroglyphic writings the ba was represented by astork with a tuft
of feathers on the front of its heck; later :theign was changed to a bearde:.1
humah-beaded bird preceded by a lamp'.

Items. of inforrhation were then cut frOm these seCtions as evenly throughout the sections
as possible until there were eight items in each Section. These shorter sections were labelled..
'text' passages, and served as tt,e required text, or text to be learned.

e.g.7 'The ba was represented by a stork, and later by a h.Urri :headed bird'.

These were then sysprinatidally. reducecLto form sections comprising four items, two
item& and finally onelitem,Of information These sections were used to provide the
advance preparation, which was bUilt up again on the items of information beginning
with the shortest sections of one item per section. Theiiems of information did not
correspond to the 'bits' of information theory, but werevtaken as convenient units
to be learned by subject&

e.g.. 'The bas were sometimes show as birds'..

If these items are regarded as statements, the first task in'the advance peeparatio-n was
for subjects to read the four statements. They then completed sentences corresponding
to the statements, but frOm which two words had been deleted. A list of four clues
followed, and subjects were required to write the words suggested by the clues.

e.g." Clue: 'Sometimes they: used -to shwo themas-birds'.

\ This was followed by eight statements, with eight sentences to comPlete and eight'
clues to solve: Finally sixteen statements followed; with sixteen sentences to complete
and sixteen.clues to sCve.

Experiment I. In the'firSt experiment of this series, forty boys and girls, aged thirteen
to fifteen years, takenirom the third and fourth of five streams corresponding to ability
andand attainment in a-neighbdurhood comprehensive schooL,took part. All pupils were

/ given the advance preparation task during the first visit. They were the re-visited and
assigned to four experimental groups;

(i) Active questions, with context.
(ii) Active questioN, without context.
WI) Provided questions, with context
'(iv) Provided questions, without context.

)
Three-way analysis of vatiance was operated on post =test scores subjected to
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square root transformation& Between subjects factors were (a) puestioning treatments
and (b) Availability. .of Context A within subjects factor, viz P esenv,tions, offered four
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.

measures; the:text material to be-learned A,s Presented to subjects in four sections.
\
\

./ ,

i
/. A test for primacy and recendy effects was made by subtracting the total for thei.

' second and third presentations from ithat the first and final presentations for each /'
subject. The means of these differerie scores for the Active. nd Provided buestions

1 /
. i .,.

Groups were thencompared.by t-test. I

Effects of the bo-ween-subjects.facitors were not statistically significant. Hence,
I /

neither the provision of contextual infOrmation nor the type of questions used affected
\ the amount of material learned. The effects of presentations were, howeVer, significant
\ at the .01per cent level, and.clearly offered a primicy and: recency-patterri The treat-
ments by prr,sentatinnrifftWtiOn.did not hOweVer; reachan accep, ble level of

1 1

signifiCarice, so thatalthoUgh con' .1-rison of difference scores by t74. st gave a primacy
and recency effect for provided qUestIons that was more pronounced than for active
questions (p <.05), clear .supApr.y,Ifor a difference betWeen treatments in mode of opera-
tion cannot be adduced from thiS experiment. - / i.

E4erjment 2 In the second experiment Of.this Series, a Control Group was added whose
task did not include the asking Or_answering of questions. PUPils were required to.find -
words to solve dues. Half of the pupil!, were given the advance Preparation..so that the
effects of .this factor could b ei. rivestigatecf. PrirnacY_and_reency_e ffects were -expected
to be less pronounced in thei case, as the" preparation should act in/a.Manner analagous.
to that of Ausuber s (1963);advanceorganiier', and fpcilitate meaningful learning.
-Except for the addition of a Control and the restriction ofadvance preparation to-

-.half of the pupils, proceduife was the same as for the-first7experiment in this series. Twenty
four pupils, boys and girls.from the\first of five streams took part, and were from the:,
same school/as the subjects who took part-iiihyfirst_experiment.

F9ar-way analysis of variance waS, operated onAhe post-test scores_ 7.ie r:-, 7:,.:ores
were/found to be normally distributed. Between subjects factors were. I.:1:,.} AcNikciCA.P.3para-
tion: Prepared or not pi ePared, (b) Queitioning treatments: Activi.. questions, PrOvidedi=:-
Cluesti4ps, COntrols, (c) Availability of \Context: Text .*.jr!.-,, c: with context.The within
subjects factor, viz. preseniations, again offered tour -;.e-Psuret..

Effects of the between-subjects factor were 'lit statistically significant. Hence the
.-s, ,

amount of rtverial learned was not affected by the provision'of advahce:preparation-or f -
\ /

contextueintrmation, nor by the us6 Otquestions: OnCe again, however, the effects of /
presentations were significant (p .001). Primacy and-recencV effects occurred for all i
grOUps, but scores; obtained' on tfle third preentaftion were lOWer than thoie on thesecond

.presentktion (p) whenontext was not av_ailabfe (b) when there was nri advance PrePeratiOn
and (C) for the'Provided'QueStions,drotip. TheconteV availabiliSy by presentations inter- I.

action wak.significant (o<.05). This -result isd'fi,eult fki* interpret in view of the fact that
context material was given to subjects after ea h presentation of text material. Itis possible,
howqver-, that the provision of context material had a dimulative interference effect ._ 3

reaching back from the fOurth to the second presentetion,,and offset at the fourth and ,
, final preseritation_by_the.famipr recencyi effeet. -This would be aspecial Case Of retror,

: i .
active interference.... . ..
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Fig. 9.1tEffects of Presentations 'andCpritext upon Learning Scores
.

Experfment 3. The pupils werefe-visited and ie-teSted after on week,-and it was found
that t e gains of the group given adyahce preparation were more permanent The acivance
prePa tion bicretentiOn interval interaction did not hOwbver; uite reach an acceptable ,

. level &f significance, ' .F
R.

Expeiiierii'4.\ iji order to eniurethat effects reported in the firSt two experiments of
this s ries were not artefacts and,not attributable to variationvInt the difficUlty level of
the p ssages to be learned, it.weS decided 'to ,run an expeil to,onlyrxposing subjects tonly
two b .thp four presentations: No difference was expeCted between:scores obtained on

-these. Twenty four boys and girls 'toOk Part.iaged fdurtee'n to fiteen years, and frOm the
third f iive,Strearns. Half Of ihe subjects were given advance preparation: There were /
three reatmentgrOups:..., i , s ' 5

-(i) Active-Questions /
.. -

...

(ii) Provided Questions /(iii) Controls ..-.;

Half 0 the subjects in each treatment groubWere given the ntext passage;
Ptipils-Were given.two of the ficrut7,textlpasSages, and where context passages were

given he_two/corresponding context passages. Haif,of the s bjets were given thp first`
iwo!te tpasOges, the remainder were given the last two tet p Ssages. These were dis-
tribut alteinately,, so that the diVision.was made ever0,thilou houtthe exile f irnental,
treatm nt groups. . - ,

\_ .

AlmdSt\exactly the sarheilcores were obtained /On the first and secon ,preSentaL

5,
firms.* ero variance was;found

)

ound for.the,.effects'of ores ntations...Compariion f means by
/ /.

t -test ows that subjects given the'advance preparation obtained higher sc res than thoSe ,,:._,

who re not ip <.05). - / ,
The eff is of treatments were not sign ifidant, and the difference/between the two,.:

\ i / i 1Questii? t Gr upS taken togethetand Controls; was negligible. It was, however, interesting
I
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to find that with these lower ability subjectshe Active Questions Group obtained higher
scores than the Provided Questions Group (p <,.05).

1 Experiment 5 Resuitc of experiments in this series suggest that context passages interfere
with learning. An experiment wastherefore designed to investigate the possibility Of.
maximizing this interferende effect By halving the amount of time available to subjects,
it was thought possible to increase the tendency for subjects to use rote-learning strategies.
Twelve girls took part;.aged foUrteeri to fifteen years, and taken froth' the two upper of
five,ability and .attainment streams of a neightbou hood comprehensiVe schobl other than
that in which the previous,exiieriments were run. All subjects were given the advance
preparation, and there was no PrOvided,Question Group. Half were given the context,
and half were not ,

'.1 , ,

Results for the'effects of cont xt aYailability-vvereaceording-lo-prediction. The'
pressure of time seems to have shame ed the interference effect, so that the difference!
/favouring the group notliven the co, xl readhed ariacCeptable lee of significance
,(p<.05):

Expers

effectiollincreasing interferee fromicontext availability, it should be possible to reverse
theprcRsclif thefinaleicperirnent of this series,' it was decided to use older and more able
subj "'lend to dispenseWith advance preparatiorl. Instead oCderiyipg &meaningful
structure from thisipreparation, subjects would find it in the context passages. 4

In Order to determine, whether or not subjects derived/a measure of feedback
from the context,. it was decided to offer the. ontext either before or ofafter the text
passages. If subjects under the active questions treatment wire deriying his feedback
trom ,he context, they should obtain higher scores when the context given after the
text passage, anti after haying:written questions. '1

-Twentrfour-b4s-and-girls -aged_fiffeen tbsixteenitook-part-, They belonged to the
first of four ability and attainment streams in the neighbourhood comprehensive school, .

where the earlier experiments in this-series were run. Subjectswere assigned to four
/.

groups. The first two groups were presented with the context passage after the text,
passages. The second two groups were presented with the context passages before the

text passages. neof the 'Context After' and one ofille 'Context Before' groups received
the active questions treatmInt in connection the firSt two presentations, and the
Control Task/for the ,third and fourth preientations$TIr 'other woup in each case received
the Control taskjirst.z_'

Three-WaY analysis of variance was operated on scores previouily subjected to
square roo transforpatiOns. Between subjects factors were:). :

(a) Pciiit' 4text passages -- Before. or After:.

( . Treatment se4uence Active qUestions followed by Control Task or following
Control Task.i

The within- subjects factor,wai treatments, Active. Questions or Control Task. _

The effects of position of. Contextpassages were significant (p <.025). Subjects
given the Context-passa9es after the text passages obtained higher scores.

The within su Pacts effects of treatarts were also significant (p <.025). Higher
scores were obtain ridir the Active Questions treatment:

Results for t effects of position of context Were as predicted, but in theabsence_ . _

of a treatments by p sition of context interaction, no indication is given of the was, in which.
R.

nt 6. If, as results in the previous experiment suggest, pressure Of time has the



the Active QuestionsGroup derived special benefit from availability of context.
Furthermore: in thisexperiment the context passage was always available. The results
could therefore be interpreted as indicating that tte pre-te t positiOn of the context
offered interference, while the post-text position offered lel ss interference. However, as
subjects were older, and taken from the higheit ability stream, it is not likely that the
pre-text availabilityof context would have .offered them any difficulty. The post-text
availability of context would, therefore, appear to have helped rather than hindered
learning.

In the previous experiments, between-subjects. error variance had tended to
depress the effects of ihe different experimental questions treatments. There was less .

doubt about the effeets of the within:subjects factors such as presentations. and retention
interval, In thseXperiment, the two experimental treatments foimed a within-subjects
factor. That is to say, subjects served as their own controls. A more satisfactory separation
between the effects of active. questions and a control task appears to have resul:ed from
this

Fig. 9.8 Scores Obtained by above Average Ability Subjects acting as their. own Controls,
under ActiVe Questions and Control Task Treatment Conditions, with-Context

Provide..1 either Before or After -Text
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Summary. The results of experiments in this series show that:

(i) When subjects were given advance preparation, primacy and recency effects occurred
for all treatment groups, but appeared to be more pronounced for the Provided
Questions Group.

(ii) When subjects were given wider context, a retroactive interference effect appeared
to occur, and this effect was exacerbated when the amount of time aVailable to
subjects was restricted.

(iii) Loss attributable to long -term retention was leSs for subjects -given advance prepare-

. tion:
(iv), When subjects were.exposed"to two presentations of material, there was no differ-

ence between scores obtained on tests relating to each'of the prentatb-ris.
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(v) With subjects of relatively low ability, advance preparation predictably assisted
learning and, although questions treatments gave no advantage over controls,
active questions were of greater benefit than provided questions. .

(vi) Above average ability subjects, acting as their own controls, derived greater benefit
from active questions than from the control treatment, when there were only two
presentations.

(vii) For these higher ability subjects, context'given after textmaterial was more
helpful than context given before.

Discussion. The two chief problems investigated in this series were

(1) Do questions make a contribution towards meaningful learning that may rot other-
wise be made if subjects are given a carefully structured advance preparatiun?

(2) *Does question-asking encourage Subjects to look for and derive a more meaningful
understanding of prose material.from a wider context?.

With regard to the first of these problems; advance preparation appears to have
made sortie contribution to learning, particularly in the case of below averdge ability
subjects. Evidence for a contribution towards meaningful learning by the use of questions,
over, and above that made by advance preparation, is less clear. Primacy and recency
effects occurred for both questions groups When all subjects were given advance preparation,
so that rote-learning strategies appear to haVe beenused to some extent at least On the
other hand, the finding that primacy and recency effects were less pronounced for the
ACtive Questions Group than for the Provided Questions Group lends support to the
suggestion that subjects asking their own questions are more likely to look for meaning-
fUl relationships in the material.

With regard to the second problem, in the first five experiments of this series
there is no evidence to suggest that the availability of wider context encourages Meaning-
ful learning, either with or without the use of questions. In the experimental situation at
least, subjects preferred to concentrate/upon learning the. text.material. Wider context
interfered with this task, particularly'1when subjects were under pressure of time In the
final experiment of the series, older subject; of above average ability.were used; and in
this one experiment where context availability appears to have helped, and where context
given after text material was more helpful than context given before text material, the
effects of position of context were the same whether subjects asked questions or per-
formed icontrol task. It is however, arguable that the higher scores obtained by subjects
when they' sked questions indicate that they made more efficient use of the context
material, irrespective of its potition in relation to the text material.

9.2.11 Study VIII : ouestions and Other Syntactic Transformations

Transformational grammarians, taking their lead from Chomsky (1957), have produced
an analysis of language'whichseparates out differentrules for generating sentences.
Underlying each sentence, a kernel string is presupposed, and this is someiirnesreftrred

to as its Ono structure. This string can be arranged in a number of Wayi in order
to generate particular sentences. The order of words, and the form (Particularly lithe

endings) of words canbe varied according to certain basic rules. These differentlways Of
proce. sing the hypothetical kernel stringare referred to as transformations, andlthe"
sentences that are generated by this proceSs are considered to give the surface structure of
The sentences of a language.
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Psycho)dgi§tsare interested in the 'irnplicatio'ns di this pointOf view for an
understanding of the memory processes. involved in learning verbal material. for
example,' pupils receive informatiOn in the torn; of a..questiOn; it 'may be that in order
to store this information in Memory, they transform the que§tion into a kernel string,
i.e. into a form which approximates to the attive voice di traditional grarnmar, e.g.
they May be asked the question,

. .

ithe-rornwell help fierily to-desiroy me rrionastert-s?'-:
and be given the answer,

i
In this case, the pupils will possibly retain the inforination; Or at least reproduce it,
in the form,

'Cromwell helped Henry to destroy the m nasteries'.
In:the same way, it is possible that information o fered in the passive voice will be
transformed into the-active voice, e.g. The statement,

'Henry was helped by Cromwell, to destroy the monasteries',
can also be stored in memroy in the form.

'CromWell helped Henry to destroy the Monasteries':
This is, in fact% transfOrmation. The kernel string Would be in an even simpler form,
lilt: Cromwell =help Henry .

.!help' bebomes 'helped' by the addition of .ecir. 'Henry' is elaborated by-the addition_of
!destroy monastery': ".Destroy' becomes 'to destroy',,anemonastery' becOmes
'Monasteries' by substitution of the appropriate plural ending

Our chief concern here is for. the' more fundahlehtal transformations from
passive to active Voice, and from:interrogativeto indicative mood. At what stage this
kind of transformation is 'performed, and the extent to:Which it is hecessary;may be a

matter of debate': (For a fuller discussion, see Mohler, 1963.; Savin and Perchonodk, 1965;
johnson-Laird, 1068; Wright, 1969). Assuming, hoWever; that such iransformatiOns are
made, it is arguable that questions help lepi'llind simply because pupils are required to
engage inthe additional activity of processing material:in

If this is the case; then provided questiohs should offer no greater advantage to
pupilsJearning verbal mater ial than' he other transformatiOns.AOtive questions sbould
bein much the Same positiOn, and, to the extent that they'are less .expertly structured
than provided que§tiori% may be less helpful: Any advantage that active questions,
might pbsse§s over other transformations could be expected to occur in.the-situation
where (a) the question is relevant f6r the pupil: that is to say, some challenge is presented
to his'cornPetenCe:, and 'where (0) there is opportUnity for the special advantage of
Meaningful as against rote learning to show itself, e.g. 'in the long terni..

Procedure. A:series of experimbrit§ wasruowith 114 pupils, boys and girls, in '
different school clasSe§,in:thpThird and fourth forms, ages thirteen to fifteen,of the'
same school::

Twci lists'of ten sentehces were drawnUp, and took the.form of affirm
sentences in which onemodifier, equivalent to the adverb or indirect objeCt of
traditional grammar usually occurred in the verb phrase, e,g. `The larmer paid the
.workers a much-bigger_wage in winter'. Non-specific sentences were formed by remov
two words frorh each: of the full ----sentdhoes-a-ncLreplacing them by non:§pecific terms,
Usually pronouns. TheSe terms wer'e undedined, thembikers a much bigger



All pupils re givwn the non-specific sentences, and thehlearned the full
sentences under the ollowing experimental conditions:
I. A seleciion froM six treatments

(i) Active Questions Subjects were required to write one question about
each of the non-specific sentences, asking for more
information. They then received the full sentences...

(ii) Provided Questions,_Afterreceiving-the-full-sentencesTsubjects answered
questions about them. e.g. 'When did the farmer pay
the workers a much bigger wage?'

Transformed sentences, Passive --After receiving the full sentences,
subjects completed corresponding sentences in the
passive voice;

e.g. 'The workers were paid a much bigger wage in
(iv) Transformed sentences, Interrogative After receiving the full sentences,

subjects completed corresponding sentences in the
interrogative mood.
e.g. 'Did the farmer pay workers a much bigger. wage
in ....7'

(v) Transformed sentences, Imperative 7 After receiving the full Sentences,
Subjects -Completed corresponding.sentences in the
imperative mood.
e.g. 'Fanner, pay the woi-kers a much bigger wage
in ....'

(vi) Untransfcirmed sentences After receiving the full sentences, subjects
completed corresponding untransformed sentences.
e:g. 'The farmer paid the workers a Tuch bigger wage
in .. :

II. Four different post-tests, two relating to each list of sentences, offering sentence
completion tasks in which the sentences were either

(i) : Transformed e.g. < 'A much bigger wage was .... by the in

or (ii) Untransformed e.g. 'The .. workers a much bigger wage in ..
III. Two basically different intervals betWeen learning the material and doing the post-test

(i) Short-term, in which-the interval was filled by a brief task lasting fifteen
minutes.

(ii) Long term, ranging froMone to five days.°

IV. In some cases the whqle procedure occupied one double. lesson period of one and a
quarter hours. In other cases, two such double lesson periods were used.'.

It was possible to make a number of specific predictions, bearing in,mind the results
of the previous studies.
(i) Pro\vided Questions

No difference was expected between scores obtained by the Provided Questions_
Group and the Transformations Group.
Explanation: Transformations, as well as questions, facilitate learning by

requiring subjects to process the material,
Active Questions

In the dwirt term, the Active Questions Group were expecied to obtain lower
scores than Transformations Groups.
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Explanation: Active questions are probably less expertly framed than the
Transformed sentences supplied by an experimenter, and no
challenge to competenceis offered by simple propositional

':.sentences.

(iii) In the short term, the difference between scores obtained by the Active. Questions
Group and7ransforthations Groups was expected to be less pronoIrrited on the
untransformed post-test.
Explanation A close match between the sentences learned and. the post-test

sentences could be expected.to facilitate rote learning. For the
Transformations Groups, particularly subjects given the passive
sentences for completion, there was this closer "match.

.

(iv)In-the-/ong-termrthe-Active-Questions-Group-were-expected to obtain higher
scores than the otherdroups.
Explanation:' The special effects of Active Questions relate to meaningful

learning, and hence to long-term retention.

Results. In four of the six experiments carried out in this series, analysis of variance
indicated no significant effects for treatments, although the Active Questions Group
consistently obtained lower scores than the Transformations Groups in the short
term. In the two experiments where the effects of treatments reached an acceptable
level of significance, the direction of results was again in accordance with prediction.
In one experiment, both the Active and Provided Questions Groups obtained lower
scores than the Transformations Gropps (p <.05). In the other experiment, where there
was no`Providednuestions Groups,. the Active Questions Group obtained scores that
were significantly lower than those of a Transformations Group (p <.001)

In four of the experiments in this series, the design permitted investigations
for the effects of interactions between treatments, form of post-test, and retention
interval. In only one of these experiments, the final experiment of the series, were
statistically significant interaction effects found. The treatments by form of test inter-
action was significant (p <.001). In this experiment, form of test indicated both reten-
tion interval and forrlhiith respect to transformation of post-test.

Inspection of means indicates that in the short term, the Active Questions
Group obtained higher scores on the untransformed post-test by the other treatments
groups.

. For all except the Active Questions Group, short-term scores were higher than
Fong-term scores (p <.05). In The case of the Active Questions Group, there was no
significant difference between short-term ,andlong-term scores; and the difference
was in fad in the opposite direction.

Summary. With regard to the main problem investigated in this study, the explanation
that provided questions assist learning because subjects process information by performing
a grammatical transformation into and from the interrogative appears to be adequate.
If provided questions had the effect of arousing curiosity, there is nothing here to
suggest that this helped learning.'Active questions, however, appear to work differently'.
They are et some disadvantage in the:short-term rote-learning situation, but: such' gains
as are made are apparently more permanent and suggest a meaningful-learning approach.



Fig. 9.9. Learning Scores Obtained by Questions and Trantformations Groups (High
Ability Subjects)
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9.3. Overview, Implications and. Applications

,
9.3.1. ;Problems and Procedure and Interpretation

For experimental purposes, it was necessary to evolve some procedure for eliciting
questions; and it may be doubted whether the procedures adopted were completely
neutral with regard.to the possibilkriii-motivationalimplications and effects. But
assuming that interest aroused by the experimental psychologist's visit was randomly
spread across the different experimental treatments, there is other variance to explain,
and statistical generalisations about this variance may be considered Meaningful.

It is, of course, true that a measure of unreality attaches to laboratory-type
situations, and it can be objected that although experiments may be conducted in the
classroornT-theilio-m3rotWriioli than a rough. approximation to classroom teaching.:
If anything, hOwever, this shOuld adckextra weight to-findings regarding the usefulness
of questions, partiCularly active questions. Active questions could not be given a full
opportunity to demonstrate their special facilitative effects. Question-asking applied .

moreespecially to the i formal or loosely structured as againtt the formal and highlythe
''-structured. approach teadhing. But in order to investigate for effects specific to

experirinental treatme ts-and the prose material used, experimental visits had to be
rather formal occasions,.with traditional seating arrangements, and silence throughout
the experiments. -It is often easier for the visitor to secure such conditions than it is for
Ifie resident teacher who has to deal:With the same pupils day after day in situations

(where problems and strategies vary considerably.
Cle4rly then, the acceptance:Of certain experimental restrictions has been

necessary; and from the point of view of applied psychologY, particularly educational
psychology, this approach may not be regarded as adequate. But before more thorough
and extended investigations can be considered, there needs to be some appreciation of
the number and characterof the variables involved. With regard to questions, particularly
active questions, the task remains at the exploratory stage; and what has the: appearance
of being a major problem has, for the present, to be approached by way of miniature
studies. ,.

9.3:2. Summary of findings

In a statement of the principtil findings, it may be as well to bear in mind the criticisms
that Ci-onbach (1966) has made regarding a great deal o tro'r.nal research or of
extrapolation from educational research findings. He has suggested: that generalisations
should take the form,

'With subject matter of this nature,
inductive experience of this type,
in this amount,'
produces this pattern of responses,
in pupils al this leVel of developMent' (p. 79).
If we were to be extremely cautious, and accept Cranbach',s.suggestion,Tthe----,---

findings made in the course of these studies may be stated-in the following font,
'With biographical prose material relating to
a young soldier,
and to certain national leaders inthe American Civil War,
and with descriptive material relating to. Egyptian beliefs and practices,



and with simple sentences set in prOpositional form,
subjects' own written questions,
interspersed between sucdessive presentations of material,
have been found to help in the completion of sentences from which information"

has been omitted,
relating to material offered in the first presentations,
but not in subsequent presentations,
and less efficiently than procedures involving gramthatical transformations
unless wider context is available,
in the short term,
bUt as effectively as these transformation procedures,
and questions provided by the experimenter,
relating to material over all presentations,
in the long term,
for boys and girls,
aged 13 to 16 years,
in the upper and middle ability streams,
of neighbourhood comprehensive schools,
derived from arrupper working class population,
in a south of. England city .'.

Perhaps the most important general statement that can be made is that under
certain experimental conditions questions, whether active or provided, have been at least
as helpful to pupils learning prose material as other methods requiring them to process
f:he material. There appears to be some justification for the existing practice of asking
pupils questions regarding matters of fact set within materials proyided for study.

But our special concern has been with the effects up6n learning that may be
expected from the questions that-pupils ask; Are pupils! own questions more or less
efficient than the possibly more expertly framed qUestions that are provided by teachers
and educationalists? Results of the studies reported here suggest that these active
questions can not only be as helpful as provided questions, but under certain conditions
e.g. when pupils' are offered a challenge to their competence, can be more helpful. It
looks as if there is a case for overcoming any reluctance that teachers may have at
present for using Up what appears to be valuable time in permitting, or even encouraging
the asking of questions.

Even if it is doubted whether active questions have been shown to exercise
a powerful facilitatiVe effect upon learning, there is little to suggest that they contribute
towards a diminution in learning efficiency. At first, it looked as if this Might be the case,
with the finding in the first experiment that with easy prose material, boys and high
ability pupils derived less benefit from questioning than'from jutt reading in a given
period of time. In the long tern's., however, the situation, mproved, and not only were
the effects of questions, particularly active questions, found; to be favourable with
difficult prose, but with easy prose the short-term effect was reyessed.______.

This pattern of improVement in the position of active quettionsOver the long-
,term appears to have been consistent across the-experiments. In this regard, the strong
retention interval by treatments interaction reported in Study VI (Successive Presenta-
tions: Retention Interval, 9.2.9) is of particular interest. The superiority of provided
questions over active questions through a series of presentations in the short term, was



completely lost in the long term.
4 The second thing that can be said is that active-questions appear to have worked
in a different way from that of Provided questions in two respects: (i) The effects of
activequestions-upOn learning were probably more sensitive to the influence of motiva-
tional factors such asthe challenge presented to the competence of puPils.. The strength
Of this challenge would; of course, bepartly detennined by the ability leVel of pupils
in rOatiOn to the material presented, but boys and girls appear to have differed in their
responte to this. Challenge. The thallenge itself was found to relate more specifically to
active questions; and it is in connection. with active questions that the greatest directional
changes occurred: In Study ( (Nature of Material, 9.2.,- it was with active questions
that boys obtained their lowest scores with easy prose and their highest scores with
difficult prose: This did not happen in the case of girls of comparible ability. The sex
differences were explained as attributable to the \effect of TOW perception upon the
attitudes of pupils towardithe task. On this view boys.were supposed to be task
oriented, and their interest in the task was largely determined by such factors as level
of difficulty. Girls, on the other hand, were probably situation oriented and, tending
to be more conformist, were motivated to respond suitably, i.a at a near'optimum
level of interest, to the deinands of the experimental situation. (ii) Meaningful learning
seemed more likely to occurwith active questions. In the rote leaning situation, as e.g.
in the experiments of Study VI I I .(Questions and Transformations 9.2.11. where the
task inVolved cOMpleting easy sentendes whiCh were transfornnedoi untransformed,
active questions were at a disadvantage. Furthermore, in the experiments of Studyi VI I
{Advance Preparation'and Wider Context; 9.Z10.), primacy and; recency effects, or a
pattetn of esultt\over presentations that resembles theM, were sharper for provided,
questions than for active questions; and this was in the situation where subjeCts were
carefully prepared; and where presumably the speCial effects otthe two different
treatments might be expected to show.

With regard to answers to questions, results' do not offer a clear pattern. This. is
probably due to lack of specificity in the feedback procedure._ Strictly speaking, pupils
did not receive feedback on their questions because there was no evidence to them that
the information which came through the full passages provided-in the experiMents of
Studies I. to VI, the context provided in Study VII, and the full sentences in them:Peri-
ments of Study vi!i, was:direCtly giVen in answer to their qUestions. The pupils could
not feel that their questions had brought the infnrmation: Their questions did not have
any control over the information- giving procedure. In the final experiment of Stiidy VII

. (Advance PreParation and Wider Context, 9.2.10.) where-pupils received'greater help
from the context coming after the text material than from the context coming before
material, it it possible that the older and higher Pupili who took part, were better able
to relate text to context On the other hand, the higher scOres:obtainedliOiaPifir-when
they asked_questionsTniay-be interpreted as indicating that thley found the Context more

-

usefUl when asking questions, and that its usefUlness lay in the ct that it acted to
provide feedback to their questions.

9.3.3. Practical Applications: Pedagogical

Although caution is appropriate when attempting to extrapolate from results of the kind
of experiment reported in these studies, the pattern of findings seems to suggest that
even if theoretical generalisations are dangerous, attempts at practical application will
not be.



The first general conclusion was.thatoestions, whether active or provided; can be
at least as helpful as other methods.requiring pupils to process material which haS been
presented to them' for study. As far ?provided questions are concerned, it seems that
results are consistent Witkthefindings of Rothkopf and FraSe, reported earlier WA.).
Howeyer, noattempthas been made in the present studies at replication of their work
relating to the location of provided questions, and to differences in the effects of

.questions upon learning question-irrelevant and question-relevant information. The
results:of experiments in Studies V VII (Successive Parsentationt Relevant Active
Questions and Refentibn Interval; Advance Preparation and Wider Context) are also
consistent with the position adopted by AusUbel (1963) regarding receptibn learning.
The carefully structured teaching situation, where information is organised and-presented
taking account the existing apttern of the pupils' knowledge and experience, offers
good prospects of meaningful learning. Provided questioni,which are formulated by the
teacher, appear to lend themselves more readily to this organisational procedure; and
this has been recognised by those responsible for writing textbooks and teaching
programmes.

°

Theproblem arses whether activequestiOns
i

can also be incorporated into well
structured teaching probrammes,.aSsuming of course that it is desirable to do so. Teachers.
are often under pressure of time. Rightly or wrongly, there are syllabus requirements and
examinations to be considered. For this reason, it is possible to be discouraged if the
benefits of active questions are not always immediately apparent. A reluctance to go
ahead may be Overcome if it is accepted that in the long run, active questions are certainly
at no disadvantage, and that eVen.in the short term, under conditions where a challenge
is presented to the competence of pupils, or if a wider context is offered relating to the
syllabus Material, active questions can be helpful. Of course, it is the long-term position
With which educationalists eve concerned, and there is the further possibility that questions,
whether active or provided, may prove to be useful for other reasons, .in the classroom
as a social situation. In addition to,this, as e.g Blank and CoVingttin (1965) found,
question-asking behaViour can be elicited in children, and skill in question-asking may
be expected to .improve-with practice.

Procedures followed in the experimentS of.Study VII (Advance Preparation and
Wider Context, 9.2.10), suggest how active queStions may be incorporated into carefully
:organised teaching situations: Prose may be broken'down,inio a number of information-
,bearing items, anda basic division between text and context determined upon. The
prObiem then arises regarding the aims of teacher and pupil. These do.not necessarily

:coincide. The teacher may want the pupil to learn the text. The pupil maybe. interested
in selected portions of the context..Assuriling that the teacher is right, his task becomes,
that of leading 'the pupil to an understanding of the text by means. of his excursions
into the context. Haying itemised infornrtion in:the context, the teacher thin prepares
an exhaustive list of questionscorresponding to those items. It becomes:a matter then of
organising the output of answers, or library of answers, so that *r can come as feedback
to the pUpit's questioning: The teacher then haS the difficult task of monitoring the
pupils ediScoveriee, so that in the more formal teaching situations, these nay-act as
anchoring pointS for the basic information which it is left that the pupil should acquire.

A carefully programmed text might be usefully linked to *le class library.
Frames could .Offer pupils achoice of methods by which to learn material,.and the
possibility ofchanging from one method to the wher: In a typical frame, the pupil may



Thkfollowing flow chart is suggested fda programme incorporating active
, .
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tie asked by which route he wishes,to approach'the,topic at any given.stage. Alternatives
such as, question-answering, question-matching or choosing, reading, or clue-solving,
could be offered. The pupil would then turn to the appropriate frame. Question-matching

0

or choosing may be W nearest practicable,approach to question-asking. Subjects can
write their ownouestfons, and then; match these with questions offered in the programme.
On the-other hand, they_may simply choose those questions to which they would like
to have the answer. For the link to the class library to be established, much of the
available information would have to be itemised and related to the programme This
kind of task would be better.performdd at the text -book production level.

At a less soph,istic ted level, it may be possible fOr the individual teacher to
use a given text book; deci ie upon the basic required text and elaborating context,
and arrange a series of lessons where pupils spend some time writing their questions,'
In a formal session pupils' questions are listed, and the elaborating context ;is presented 0..

to the pUpilt-as a group, to thextent that it gives, nswers to their queitions. At the
same time, the basic required text can presented in relation to the'cOntext.' . -

Pupils are offered the non-SpecifiC statement in the first frame and'invited to ,_-------
;,ask questions-for further information. The second frame offers a limited range of
possible questions - in this case three questions. and pupils'upilt are asked to see whether
any of their questions are included. With three questiOns, A, Band C, eight possibilities ..-

are considered: (I). None of their questions is incltided (ii) all three questions, \
correspond to their own questions (iii) question.A cOrresponds. (iv) Question B ,

corresponds (v) Question C corresponds (vi) Questions A and B correspond (vii) ' -

Questions A and C correspond (viii) 'Questions B and C correspond. InfoTmation is
then givento pupils in two stages, firstly as answers to the questions that correspond

,

to their own questions, secondly as statements offering information they Would have
:received if they had asked and received answers to all three questions. Groups -(i) and
(ii) above are simply given the full statement. A completion testis incorporated in the

,.." e.:

programrrie sequence together with a rehearsal loop for pupils whO give incorrect :. =
0-

answers. (

If it is felt-that the range of possible questions is tpo limited, thii can be
dealt with in,a Jresh sequence, or pupils could be taken one by one through the longer
list of qeustions before being finally brought to the full statement If the pupil has not,

\ for example, asked question A, he goes to question B.-If he has asked question A, he
readsthe answer to A and than goes to question B. The Offering of supplementary in-
formation to, ensure' that all pupas receivei311of the,inforMation available; will, be
rather :re complicated in thi's case, jf-tOme distinction is to be made between
information coming asfeedbaCk tOTiupils' own questions and. information contained .

in answers-to-thewidest range of questions-.
,. . ,

`6.3.4. Practical applications: Rather Research
.

A'nurnber of research problems relating to the learning based on-question-asking
remain to be investigated. These may be stated in qeustion frtn. (i) Are there forms
of Prose'rnaterVil which lend thernSelves more readily to qtfesti,on and answer,processet?,
(ii) Does poetry, as opposed to prose raise any special difficUlty? (iii) Does the vocal.
'Nation required by:spoken qUestions offer any special advantage? (iv) Is-it possible in
the short term to sustain the advantap of active qUestions over a series of. presentations?
(v) Is there any relationship between the type of question asked by pupils, and the



extent to which their questions facilitate learning and retention? NO If pupils are trained
in question-asking, will the advantages of questionasking be more pronounced?
(vii) Are there norms for level of difficulty presenting an optimal challenge relating to
the ages and measured ability level of pupils? (viii) Will different results be obtained
from different types of school? (ix) Are there sub- and cross:cultural differences? .

(x) If pupils work together in groups, will their questions be more effective? (xi)
Is is possible to devise teaching programmes effectively incorporating questions which
will funCtion as active questions to subjects?

It is probable that this kind o research will best be conducted by teachers
interested in the developMent of effec ive intervention programmes. Results along,
each panic lar line of research would n\ to be watched over a much lOnger period
than has been possible in the reported here. Perhaps it should also be stressed
that in view of findings suggesting that active.questions are certainly not less helpful
than provided questions, this is research that may be safely and profitably uiiclertaken.

9.15. Summary

Questions were labelled active when framed by pupils, and provided when offered to
.pupils as problems requiring' solution. The chief problem has been that of isolating
the effects of provided questiOn&

4 ,

A-number-of studies investigating the effects of provided qeustions are mentioned-
in the literature. The variables of location, frequency, contiguity, long-term retention
and incentive; have been studied in connection with provided questions, particularly
in:relation to Flothkopf's Mathernagenic or inspection behaviour hypothesis Post-
queit' ions had been found to offer,greater faCilitative effects than pre-qUestions, and it
was suggested that questions folloWing one presentation provided a test-taking
orientation for subsequent presentations. Pre - questions appeared to have had an inter-
_feting effect by concentrating the attention of subjects upOn particular points: When
questions were frequently interspersed betWeen passages of prose material, the difference
between pre -send post-questions favouring post-questions, was more pronounced. The
inhibiting effect of pre-qUestions could be carried forivard by means of rehearsal. The
advantage of post over prequestions was dimi hed when incentives were given.. The
long-term effects of provided .question ently followed the short-terM pattern.

The main difficulty with the provided questions eXperiments appears to be that
questions do not arise from the passages being studied. They are as modes of

rehearsing points within passages, and are possibly no more than restatements of
information in interrogative form.

, Useful studies investigating the effects of active questions appear to be rare
because of a practical difficulty arising from the fact that procedures Used to elicit -

questiOns almost invariably have their own effects upon the learning and retention of
material.

In,the course of project studies, the effects of the following variables upOn learning
and remembering were investigated.:-

(i) Provided questions These were questions framed by the experimenter
and usually required"answers.

(ii) Active questions These were the pupils' own questions.
(iii) Active and provided questions combined.
(iv) Relevant active questions These were questions framed by the pupils,

and compared with Provided answers.
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(v): Reading, singie
(vi) Reading, split

(vii) Clue solving

(viii) Passive, interrogative and

(ix) Form Of test

(x) Difficulty of material
(xi) Task timing
(xii) Retention interval
(xiii) Presentations

Advance preparation
Availability of context
Sex of pupils
Ability level of pupils

Pupils read only the text material.
Pupils read the text material after having read a
non-specific summary.
Pupils tried to supply a given word when offered a
clue.
imperative transformations
Sentences to be learned were transformed into
passive, interrogative and imperative forms
respectively.
Posttest sentences either Correspond to the text
to be learned, or were transformed into the passive

Pupilswere exposed to.successive presentations of
similar text material.

In these studies, the dependent variables were:

(i) Criterion scores on a completion task In the post-testS, pupils were required to
complete sentences from which words had been
omitted. The number of senterces completed
correctly was taken as a measure of learning and
retention.

(ii)' Pattern of scores over presentations -- The posttests were divid2d into sections
coreesponding to each of the presintations of
material: Scores on these sections could differ
systematically.
When tasks were self-paced, the ar ount of time
Spent by pupils in reading and studying the differ-
ent experimental materials was recorded.
When tasks were self- paced; the amount of time
taken by pupils to write their own questions or
give answers to provided questions was recorded.

(v) NUmber of questions asked.

Questior s, whether active or provided, were found to be at least as helpful to
pupils learning prose material as other methods requiring` them to process the material.
Active Questions were more helpful than a control, clue-solving task, when context
material was also provided.

Difficulty of material and itility level of pupils appeared to deterrriine the
strength of the challenge presented by a learning task, and hence the tendency to benefit
from active questions. Boys and girls responded differently to this. Boys were- rn2re:
sensitive to the level of challenge to their competence, deriving more help from active
questions When the material was comparatively 'more difficult.

Retention interval operated differently for active and provided questions. Whereas

(iii) Inspection and studytime

(iv) Writing time
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the benefits of provided questions were apparent in the short term, this was not always
the case with active, questions, although in the long term, they were equally helpful,

There was some evidence for supposing that pressure of time in the learning,'
situation itself was also relevant. When time available to pupils was limited, there was'
a tendency to use rote-learning strategies; and this operated.to the disadvantage of active
questions.

With regard to presentations, meaningful differences eould be observed in the
pattern of results, and it appeared that the mathernagenic behaviour (e.g. inspection,
study and writing time) of low abiiity boys at least could be modified by the use of
active, particularly relevant active questions.

Some difficultY was experienced in the procedure to operationalize relevance,
and results regarding the effects of feedback were inconclusive; but e position of
context, wheiher before or after related text, appeared to be imp tent. Higher scores .

were obtained by pupils when context was provided after the ext; and it seems probable
that in this case the context acted to provide feedback to their questions.

Active questions appear to have been helpful under certain conditions, and
although further research in depth is warranted, the indications are that careful applica-
tion of results already obtained could prove fruitful
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APPENDIX : STUDY V (9.2.8)

A fuller report of the procedure used in Study V offered' as an illustration of the methods and
techniques used in the studies investigating active questions.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were forty eight boys and girls, aged thirteen to fourteen years, taken from the
upper two of five streams corresponding to ability and attainment in a neighbourhood
comprehensive school.

Materials

A passage of moderately difficult prose was taken from the life of Alexander Hamilton in
'Men of America' by Lionel Elvin. The passage, of approximately 900 words in total
length, was divided into six paragraphs of approximately 150 words each Corresponding
to these full paragraphs, non-specific 'paragraphs were prepared. The Min-specific paragraph
was alShorter version' of the full paragraph, and was prepared in such a way as to suggest
gaps in infOrmation. Pronouns were used instead of names; adjectival or adverbial qualities'
were not specified; and events were referred to in general and indefinite terms. Gaps in'
information.would be filled by the full paragraph. If.all the full paragraphs were read
together;they formed a continuous whole passage. .

Six lists of questions were'devisedbythe experimenter, and related to points in
the non-specific paragraphs were further information was needed in order to make complete
sense..All the questions could be answered from the full paragraphs but not from the non-
specific paragraphs. These lists were the.provided qUestioris: Wits of answers to these
questions were also prepared. . .

. A brief pre-test comprised five sentences which subjects familiar with the topic
might be expected to complete without difficulty.

The posttest took the form of six paragraphs from each of which ten words of high
information content were excluded. This was accompanied by a list of these words pre
sented in-alphabetical order. instructions at the head of the: test sheet included the words,
'Read the TEST WORD LIST. Using words from the WORD LIST, fill as many blanks as-.
poiSible. Some words can be used. more than once'.

The above materials, excluding the posttest, were bound together in personal
folders for each subjectAubber bands held the sheets face downwards; and. instructions
were given that only one sheet was to be released and turned at a time.'

Special clock was constructed in order to make it, possible for subjects to record
the time to the nearest five seconds, at which they began and at which they finished each
successive task. Its mechanism was that of a domestic pendulum clock, usually placed upon
a mantelpiece. The pendulum weight was removed so that the minute hand completed one
revolution in 15minutes. A special -face was cut from white perspex..24 inches in diameter,
and letraSet figures 1% inches in length indicated units of time in fives from 5 to 180.
Intervals of one unit of time,. approximately equivalent to 5 seconds, were indicated-by-7--.
lines, etched to a length of %" and filled with black paint. The hour hand was removed,
but an alOminium extension was made' oIhe minute hand andcovered with black paint.
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Procedure

Subjects were assigned to three treatment groups, matched for sex and verbal ability.
Information regarding reading age and scores on the Raven's Standard Progressive
Matrices test was available from the school. It was felt that the matching predure
should be based on the reading age result which appears to be more relevant When con-

, sidering performance on a verbal learning task. However, when cell means were afterwards
calculated by using both systems of matching, viz. four subjects per cell, matched on
reading age, and three subjects per cell matched on Matrices score, a highly significant
correlation (r = .916, p <.001) was found.

The three treatment groups were: -

1. Relevant Active Questions. Subjects-first read non-specific paragraph No. 1, then wrote
their own questions about the paragraph. They were instructed,

'Look back at the NON-SPECIFiC PASSAGE. In.order to make sense of it, there are
things yoU need to know. Write as many questions as you can about the passage. You may
write on both sides of this sheet'.

Subjects were then required to check- the list of experimenter's answers, corresponding to
the first non-specific paragraph. Instructions were,

'Check this list of answers and underline the ones which answer your OWN QUESTIONS.
Underline any of /our own questions not answered here'. ...

Subjects then read the full paragraph.
This procedure was repeated for. the remaining paragraphs 2 6, and subjects were

then required to reread all the fullparagraphsTbefore--etiking for the post-test.

2. Active Questions.. After reading the non- specific paragraph and writing their own
questions, subjects read the full paragraph. They were then instructed,

Put the NON-SPECIFIC PASSAGE (NSP.1 to 6) and the FULL PASSAGE (FP.1 to 6)
side by side, and underline all the new faCti given in the FULL PASSAGE'.

The rest of the procedure for this group was the same-as for the active questions
treatment group:

PrOvided Questions.: After reading the non-speeific paragraph, subjects read the full
paragraph. Then they wrote answers to questions provided by the experimenter. These,
answers were then checked against the experimenter's list of answers, subjects underling
all correct answers. The rest of the procedure for this group was the same as for the other
treatment groups. .

Subjects were allowed to work in their own time As they began and completed
each page, they were required to make a note of the time indicated on the special clock.
A brief training period sufficed to make subjects familiar with the clock face. Subjects,:
began and finished the pretest together. When subjects had completed re-reading all the
full paragraph's, they were instructed to signal to the experimenter that they had done so,
and they were immediately given the post-te§t. This was also'completed in their own time.___

-Treatment of Results

Scoring Precedure. At least four methods of scoring seemed possible:

(i) A raw score, i.e. where subjects used the exact word which had already been decided
upon by the eXperimenter and which had been included in the list of words supplied to
subjects.



MI A transformed response score, i.e. where, as in the case of the raw score, subjects used the
exact word, but where the blanks to be filled occurred in sentences or phrases involving an
active-passive transformation.
(iii) A difference score, i.e. the raw score corrected by the subtraction of the pre-test score.
(iv)'A gross corrected score, i.e. the difference score corrected by the addition of responses
which, though not taken from the list of words supplied to subjects, were_ not: incorrect.

Spearman's rank-order coefficient of correlation was obtained for cell means using
all four methods of scoring.

Table A9.1 Rank Correlations among Different Scoring Procedures

Type of Score Type of Score
(ii) Transformed (iii) Difference (iv) Corrected

(i) Raw

(ii) Transformed

(iii) Difference
.

(iv) Correeted
!

N = 60

x

. 867

.867 .906

I ri.all cases the coefficient of correlation (rho) was highly significant (p <.001).-
In view of evidence suggesting that subjects misunderstood instruCtiOnifegarding

the p're-test, it was felt that it would be safer to assume that familiarity with the topic was
randomly-distributed throughout the groupi. The raw score, was, therefore, used to
indicate the criterion for learning and retention. The transformed response score served
to give further information whiCh could also be treated statiitically.

X2,!;.swere calculated on data set in contingency tables and grouped by number of
subjects for Whom correct transformedresponse scores formed more or less than fifty
per cent of 'total raw scoreS. Treatment groups were separated in three ways: (a) three
treatments (b) Relevant Active Questions compared with the remaining two groups
(c) Provided Questions compared with the remaining two groups.

Three-way analysis of variance-was operated on the square root transformation
of the raw scores:

Treatments by Reading Ability by Sex (3 x 2 x 2) '
Means were compared and tested against the within-cell variance term. there were four
replicates to each cell:

Raw scores obtained on the first presentation were analysed separately, using a
single- factor designin_the,threeAreatments.-Means were-compared-and tested igainit
the within treatments variance term.

A single-factor analysis of variance was operated on differencelcores calculated
by subtracting scores obtained On the first presentation from scores obtained on the
second presentation. Means were compared and tested against the within treatments

variance term.
Correlation coefficients were Calculated for each of the twelve experimental

groups (i.e. High and LoW Reading Ability boyi and girls for the three treatments) with
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the rank order of presentations one to six.
Further analysis was suggested by results of the calculation of correlation

coefficients, viz. analysiS of linear trend
(a) Considering the three treatments, boys only; High and Low Reading Ability..__
(b) Considering the one treatment, Relevant ACtive Questions; boys and girls;

High and Low ReadingAbility.
Comparison was made by t-test between treatment groups.with regard to

writing time, after an f test to establish that the pooling of variance was permissible.
Three;way analysis of variance was operated on the number of questions asked rs

by subjects in, the ACtive Questions and Relevant Active Questions Groups for treatments
by Reading. Ability by Sex 12'x 2 x 2).

Correlation Coefficients were calculated for the two Active Questions Groups
between number of questions asked and scores, obtained.

Results

(i) Scores

The analysis of variance (Table A9.2) indicated a significant Sex by Reading Ability
interaction (p .05). With girls, High Ability-subjects obtained higher scores than Law
Ability subjects, whereas the slight difference for boys favoured the Low Ability Subjects.

This difference in direction in the case of boys was wholly attributable to the Relevant
Active Questions group. This treatment group obtained significantly lower 'scores (p <.05)
than Provided Questions` subjects in the case of High Ability boys, but the. difference for
Low-Ability boys was slight None of the differences between treatments for Low Ability
boys was significant. -

r.

Table A9:2 Sources of Variance tii Learning Scores by Reading Ability,
Sex and Question Treatment

Reading Ability (RA)

Treatments (QAR, QA, AP)

Sex

Treatments by RA

RA by Sex

Treatments by Sex

Treatments By RA. by Sex

in Cell

Total

Key:

Sum Mean
squares df square F'

. <1.

<01 1.40

<05

2.50. 1 2.50 3.16

10.15 2 5.08 6.43

0.02 1 Q.02

1.45 2 0:73

3.62 1 3.62 4.58

1.13 2 -,0.57

0.40 2 0.20

28.69 36. 0.79

47.96 47

QAR Relevan cove Questions
AQ -ACtive Que ons_

AP Provided quest s ns

F' l F values when test against the RA by Sex interaction mean, square
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Table A9.3 Comparison of Mean Scores (Square root transformations)
obtained by subjects under Relevant Active Questions,
Active Questions, and Provided Questions Treatments

All Groups

High Readinr
Ability

Low Reading
Ability

Boys
.

Girls ,

High Reading
Ability Boys `.

High Reading
Ability Girls

Low Reading
Ability Boys

Low Reading
- Ability Girls

OAR Relevant Active Questions
QA Active Questions

t values. less than 1.00 are not give

OAR. QA AP _ t

3.13 .3.61 1.55 ns

3.13 4.26 3.64 <.001
3.61 4.26 2.10 <.05

3.12, 1.98 <.10
3.12 3.29 <.01

3.99 4.57 1.32 ns

3.15 3.23 ns

3.15 3.94 1.80 <.10
3.23 3.94 1.62 ns

3.10 3.78 1.55 ns

3.10 4.05 2.16 . <.05
3.78 4.05 ns

3.17 3.44 ns

3.17 4.46 2.93 <.01
3.44 4.46 2.77 <.01

277 3.80 1.64 ns

2.77 4.23 232 <.05
3.80 4.23 ns

3.48. 4.18 1.11 ns

3.48 --4:92 2.30 <.05\ .4.18 4.92 1.17 . ns

" .3.42 s3q6 ns

. 3.42 ,s 3.88 ns

3.76s: 3.8/3 ns
,

2.87 2.69 \\ ns

2.87 -' 4.00 1.79 <.10
2.69 4.00 2.08 <.05

QP Provided Questions
RA Reading Ability

Whdn the effects of treatments were tested against the Sex by. Reading ability
interaction term, they did not reach an acceptable level of significance. Tested against the
within-cell error variance term, the main. effects would have been significant, (F = 6.43;
df = 2.36 ;,p <:01) and coMparison showsthat Provided. Questions gave higher
scores than Relevant Active Questions (p <.001) and Active Questions (paST.NThe
difference between the two. Active Questions treatment groups was not significant
Although means were compared without the warrant of main treatmentreffects, the



direction ofresults should be noted because they go contrary to prediction.
Differences between Provided Questioni and the Active Questions Groups were

more pronounced in the case of pis (p<.01) than with bOys; with High Reading Ability
subjects than with Low Ability subjects. With regard to scores obtained in that part of
the post =test which corresponded W the first presentation, analysis of variance (Table
A9.4) indicated significant between treatments effects (p <.05). Comparison of means
(Table A9.5) shows that the ACtive Questions Group obtained higher scores than the
Relevant Active Questions Group (p <.05), and also that they obtained higher scores
than the. Provided Questions% (p <.05). Notelhatthis result goes contrary to that
found for scores oversall/iix presentations.

Table A9.4. Summary of Analysis of Variance. Treatments effects on First
Presentation..

Source of Sums of Mean

Variance Squares df Square F

o

Between treatments

oWithin treatments

Total

26.64

156.94

183.48

2

45

47

' 13.27

3.49

3.80 <.05

Table A9.5. Comparison of Mean Scores Obtained by Subjects under Relevant Active.
Questions (OAR), Active Questions (QA), and Provided Questions (QP) Treatments,

for first presentation.

OAR QA QP t p

0.38 2.18 2.73 <.05

0:38 0.84 ns

2:18 0.84 2.03 <.05

When analysis of variance was operated on difference scores obtained by
subtracting scores on the first presentation from scores on the second, presentation,
significant between treatments effects were found (Table A9A). ComParisonof means
(Table A9-.-5) shows that the greatest improvement between the two presentations was
made by the Relevant Active Questions Group. They obtained higher difference scores
than Active Questions (p <.01), and,ProvidedQuestions (p <.05/ one-tailed test).

Table A9.6. Summary of Ana lyiis of Variance. Difference Scores. Scored on First
Presentation subtracted from Scores on Second Presentation. Treatments: 0AR, QA, QP.

Source of Sum of . .0 Mean

Variance Squares df Square F p

Between treatments

Within treatments

Total

33.17

216.31

249.48

2

45

47

ft,16.58

4.81

3A5 <.05



Table A9.7. Comparison of Means of Scores obtained by Subjects under QAR, QA and QP
Treatments Difference between First and Second Presentations.

OAR QA tai' t p

2.31 0.2 2.68 <.01

2.31 1.03 1.64

0.22 1.03 . 1.04 ns

Whin data were grouped in contingency tables by number of subjects for whom
correcttrunsforined scores formed more oriess than fifty per cent of the total scores;

.v significant X2 values were for the CompariiOnt:between treatmentreatments. A greater

proportion of the Relevant Active Questions.subjects obtained fifty per cent and over,
When compared with the other treatment groups taken together (X' = 5.27,_p <.025).
A greater proportion of .the Provided QUestioAs Group.obtained less than fifty per cent.
when compared with the other treatment groups = 3.37, p <.1) (Tables A9.8, 9 and
10):

: Table A9.8. Proportion of Scores relating, to the transformed Sentences or Phrases
in the Post-Test Three Treatments Compared.

QAR . QA OP Total

50% and over 15 11 9 35

under 5096 , 1 5 ° 7 13

Total 16 16 16 48

= 5.99 p= .05

Table A9.9. Proportion of Scores relating to the Transformed Sentences or Phrases
in the Post-test. OAR Compared with remaining Treatments.

50% and over

under 50%

Total

= 5.27 p <.025

QAR QA/QP Total

15 20 35

1 12 13

16 32 48

Table A9.10. Probortion of Scores relating to the Transformed Sentences or Phrases
in the Post-test. QV Compared with Remaining Treatments.

QAR /QA QP , Total

50% and over 26 9 . 35

under 50% 6 t 7 13

Total 32 - 16 48

= 3.37 p <.1
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(ii) Inspection TiMes
.Coefficients were calculated to indicate the strength of the negative correlation betWeen
total study time (including both-writing and inspectionlasks).and presentations. It
was found. (Table A9.11) that the smallest Coefficients occurred:for Low Ability boys

---(r = .21, p >.25) under the Relevant Active Questions treatment and lo-W Ability
girls (r = .30, p,<.25) under the" Actilie Questions treatment. Negative correlations,
indicating decline of total study time over: successive presentations; were significant for
all other-experimental groups except Low Ability girls in both the ReleYant ActiVe.,
Questions Group and the Provided Questions Group. (In both cases; r <1 0).

Table A9.11. Correlations of Total I nspeCtion TirOs with Order of Presentations (N = 24).

Relevant Active Questions

High Reading Ability
. , Boys

Girls

Low Reading Ability
Boys
Girls

Active .Quest ions

High Reading Ability.
Boys
Girls

Low Reading Ability
t, Boys

Girls

Provided Questions
. . .

High Reading Ability
Boys
Girls

Low Reading Ability
Boys

(*iris

r. . t
.64 3.89 F <.001

.67 4.25 <.001

1-.01

.36 1.81 . <10

.47 2.50 .02

.39 1.99 .05 approx.

.38 1.94 .05 approx.:

.30 1.47 .25
I.

.51 4L 2.79
2.04 .05

.63
,

3.25 .01

.36 1.81. .10

Negative correlations indicate decline of study time over succeisive presentations.

When the three treatment% for High and Low Ability boys were considered, the
analysis of linear trend indicated-highly significant linear effects for presentations
but no:significant interactionsocCurred (ralbeA9,12). An examination of the variance

trend was nevertheless'carried out, and it was found that the smallest.
deviation from zero occurred in the case of Low Ability:boys under the Relevant- .

Actie:Cluesiions treatment (p.25). The only other case of a non-significant cleYiation

from zero occurred for High Ability boys with the Active Questions treatment, and here
the p value was lest than .10.In the absence of an interaction effect,.however, no



suggestion:is made here thatIge difference between the variance of linear trend for these
groups is significant.

Table A9.12. Analysis of Linear Trend: Total $tudy and Inspec.tion time, Successive.'
Presentation& Three Treatment Groups,. Relevant Active questions; Active questions;

Provided Questions. High and LoW Reading Ability boyil

Within subjects (linear)

Presentations (linear)

Reading Ability (RA) by
presentations`(linear)

Treatments by
presentations (linear)

Treatments by (RA) by
Npresentition§ (linear)

Preseritations by subjects
within groups (linear)

Sum of,
Squares

544.01

341.:110

1.20

19.00

Mean

df Square.
.

24

-1 1341.10 35.M <.001

8

. .

. A soiiewhat similar result was found when analysis of linear trend was undertaken
for the one treatment, viz Relevant Active Questions, for High and Low abilitY,boys and
girls (Table A9.13). Highly significant linear effects were found for presentations, but

- there were no significant interactions. Exarnination of the variance of linear irende(Table
A9.14) again shows that whereas in the case of all other experimental treatment groups
the deviation form zero was significant, for:Law Ability bays it was not ip .25)
(Table A9.15).

: .. Table A9.11 Analysis of Linear Trend. To I Study and Inspection Time
Successive Presentations: Relevant Active uestions Treaiment Group

High and Low Readipg Ability '1\ioys and girls.

e
Within subjects (linear)"

PreSentations(linear.)

ROding ability (RA) by
presentations (linear) 557.23

Sex by presentations (linear 396:04

Sex by. RA by presentations

(linear)

Presentations by. subjects
I iiipc4)

Sum of
Squares

12579.08_

7738.51

df

1. 7738.51

Mean.

Square

23.89 .061

557.23 1.72

396.04 1.22



Table A9.14. Variinae of Linear Trend. Total Study and Inspection Time.
Successive Presentations. Three Treatment Groups. High and OW Reading Ability

(RA) bOys.

Relevant Active Questions
High RA boys
Low RA boys

Active Questions
High RA boys
Low RA boys

Provided Questions
High RA boys

. Low RA boys

Variance
Estimate F

61.26 6.29 <.05
15.54 1.59 .25

35.70 -3.67 .10
54.18 5.57 <.05

103.21 10.61 <.01
97.26 9.29 <.01

Note: Time in units of % minute.' Overall, mean = 10.22 units, i.e. El 1 minutes.

Table A9.15, Variance of Linear Trend. Total Study and Inspection Time.
Successive Presentations. Relevant Active Questions Group.

High and Low RA boys and girls.

High Reading Ability
Boys

Girls 4

Low Reading Ability
Boys

Girls

Note: Time in units of 5 secs. Overall mean .= 54.33 units, i.e. 4E3 mins.

Variance
'Estimate P

2156.17 6.64 <.05
4243.21 13.13 <.01

468.01 1.44

1825.80 ' 5.64 <.05
.25

Each of the treatment groups had a writing task. For both of the Active Ques-
tions Groups,-subjects had to write their own questions. The Provided Questions Group
wrote answers to questions. When mean time spent on this writing task by the Provided
Questions Group was compared by t-test (Table A9.16) with that for the other
treatment groups, it was found that the difference favoured the Provided Questions
treatment for High Ability boys (p <.001) and girls (p <.01), and Low Ability girls
(p <.05). The difference for Low Ability boys was not significant..
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Table A9.16. Mean Writing Time (in minutes) for .Provided Questions Compared with
Other Questions Groups for High and LoW Reading Ability (RA) Boys and Girls.

Group Treatment

Subjects Provided Queions Active and Relevant Active
Questions

Mean SD Mean SD t P.

High RA
Buys 21.57 4.56 9.53 3.96 4.74 <.001
Girls 19.92 4.92 13.51 2.40 3.11 =.01.

Low RA
Boys

'Girls
18.19 4.53 16.14 4.61

19.69 5.25 11.25 4.64 2.79 <.05

QAR Relevant Active Questions
QA Active Questions
GP Provided Questions

(iii) Number of Questions Asked
Analysis of variance did not indicate significant effects for treatments, but a highly
significant. Sex by Reading Ability interaction occurred; and the treatments by Reading
Ability interaction, almost reached an acceptable level of significance (F = 3.95, df 1.24,
p <.1).

With regard to the Sex by Reading Ability interaction, comparison of means
(Table A9.17) shows that whereas High Ability girls.asked more questions than Low
Ability girls (p <.01), Low ,Ability boys asked more questions than High Ability boys
(p <.05).

Table A9.17. Mean Number of. Questions Asked by High and Low Reading Ability
Boys and Girls, ignoring Treatment Groups

Reading Ability

High Low

Boys 4.43 5.44 2.41 .05

Girls 5.69 4.31 3.36 .01
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Table A9.18. Analysis of Variance of Number of Questions Asked in Relevant ACIhie--
Questions and Active Questions Groups of High and Low Reading Ability,

Boys and'Girls.

Sum of
Squares df

Mean

Square

Reading ability (RA) 0.26 1 0.26
Treatments 0.31 1 0.31
Sex 0.03 1 0.03
Treatments by RA 2.65 1 2.65 3.95 <.10
Sex by RA 11.48 1 11.48 17.13 <.001
Treatments by Sex 0.18 1 0.18. -
Treatments by RA by Sex 1.19 1 1.19 1.77
Within cell 16.26 24 16.26
Total 32.36 31 32.36

Square root transformations used

With regard to-the treatments by, reading ability interaction, comparison of
means shows that whereas Low Ability subjects asked more questions under the Relevant
Active Questions treatment (p <.01), High Ability subjects asked slightly more questions
under the Active Queitions treatment The difference in their case was not significant,
and was more pronounced for boys.

Table A9.19. Mean Number of Questions Asked (square root transformations)
by Relevant Active Questions and Active Questions Groups, High and Low Reading

Ability, Boys and Girls.-

Relevant Active
Questions

Active
Questions t

Overall 5.06 4.86

High Reading Ability 4.81 5.24

Low Reading. Ability 5.26 4.49, 1.88 <.10

Boys 4.96 4$1

Girls 5.17 4.82

High Reading Ability

Boys 3.97 4.88 ' 1.57 <.

Girls 5.76 5.61

Low Reading Ability

Boys 5,95 4.93 1.76 . <.10

Girls 4.57 4.04

Means are tested against the within cell term of the analysii of variance.

There was a significant correlation (Table A9.19) between number of questions
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asked by subjects in both the Active Questions Groups (p <.01). When High and Low
Reading Ability subjects were considered separately, and the two questions groups
taken together, it was found that the correlation between number of questions asked
and scores obtained was significant (p <.01) for Low Ability subjects, but not for High

--------,---___Abilitjrsubjects. (Table A9.20).

Table" A9.20:Correlations between Number of Questions Asked and scores obtained by
Active Questions Groups, High and Low Reading Ability Subjects.

P

Relevant Active Questions Group 67 .01

Active Questions Group .67 .01

High Reading Ability Group .45

Low Reading Ability Group .65 .01

N= 16 for each r
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CHAPTER 10

CAVEATS, CONCLUSIONS AND CONCERNS

10.1. Caveats: General and Methodological
r.

:0.1.1. Off-the-cuff Comments

In the course of investigations such 3s ours we were sure to notice features of the
behaviour of Children that were not immediately relevanI to the focus of our enquiries
Some of these are worth mentioning, however, because they are relevant to children's
learning.

Several can be captured in a caricature which would note that for many children
school learning consists of being able' to give those single answers to questions posed by
teachers that will satisfy teachers.

That our research seldom requiied single right answers helps to highlight the
general concern of children with answers rather than questions. When we asked children
how they would find out something they did not knoW, they were diitressed that they
did not already know the answers (Chapter 7). Similarly, the cheating reported. later in
the chapterwas geared to getting the answers right. The children were not enthusiastic
.about developing efficient search strategies, nor did they appear to derive any
satisfiCtionfrOm knoWing or thinking up ways of finding out

It is easy tosee how such attitudes might deVeloP. After all;: most classroom -
initiatives come from the: teacher, most questions come from the teacher (see Sinclair,.
Coulthard, and Doughty, 1972,'for a review of relevant studies): Children are socialised
into a passive role..,Fur many of the questions. directly posed by the teacher there are
likely to be single, right answers. Teachers make frequent use of closed questions and
those to which one word replies suffice. While it is necessary to check that learning is
taking place aid while it is also necessaryto encourage a convergent approach to the
acquisition of knowledge, it is to be regretted if the giving of right answers is all that is
encouraged. It must be remembered that problem-solving in I es task definition,
analysis, procesaig, synthesis, and that answers to clearly fated q f estions are

only a small part of this activity: Knowing which question opose is a n essary

condition of ultimate success.
That our children generally did not view such skills as %ialuable knowledge is

:.inforturiate. Confronted with Our materials they could generate questions,but they
did not see this an achievement. They did not appear to think in terms of questions
good and bad, important and trivial, efficient and inefficient (or eveninteresting and
'boring?). They wanted to apply or have us apply judgements of correct and incorrect,
right or wrong. It seems to be items that' can be so evaluated that are important`to them.
Questions are not answers and it, is ansWers that count! \

The edUcational implications of this problem are discuss later, but we can
mention briefly the methodological difficulties arising. Investigations into questions
that children ask are intrinsically strange enquiries to conduct because the .respondents
are being asked todosomething odd. QuestiOns follow answers, not qUestiOns
QueStions arise from conflict and are intended to evoke a'reaction..Yet we ask what
questionSchildren have. The activity they are now to engage. in is not seen by them as
having any-value-It is pointless-Investigations that require subjects to:make pointless
responses which they are unable to evaluate are not likely to yield useful results.
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ASSociated with the 'only-one-answer' mentality was a general absence of 'don't
know' responses. Children seemed o be generally unwilling or unable to concede igneranCe;.
they chose to guess. An unwillingness to concede ignorance is an unfortunate fault all too
prevalent in our society, and we can see how it might interfere with learning, especially
when one comes to fool oneself as well as others, but an inability to distinguish what one
knows from what one, does not know seemed.particularly dangerous. There is no need
to complicate the issue with a lengthy philosophical digression into epistemology. We .

are all aware.that some of our pretended knOwledge is mistaken. Also we know things
that we do not know that we know. Much of our purported knowledge is messy in that'

. we are not really Sure.of its status; However, there are things we are sure we know and
others of which we are sure we are ignorant. Curiosity arises at the borders between the-
two. We can only be curious when we areaware of particular ignorance in a framework
of knowledge. Questions locate gaps in knowledge; it therefore follows that where the
contrast between. knowledge and ignorance becomes too blurred, neither curiosity nor
questions can arise. No one can acquire knowledge unless he has criteria for discriminat-
ing knowledge from ignorance

i . This is'why we were worried about 'knowledge' linked primarily to the judge-
ments of authority rather tha to personal conviction. Ideally, both conditions should be
met. Teachers should be seen credible sources of knowledge, but their authority should
be in being correct and not in s atus.

The catual conversation at clubs and on courses (Chapter 4) uncovered examples
where children had 'rejected' t it own beliefs in favour of the beliefs of teachers, but
where the teachers had prov ubsequently to be wrong. There are two disturbing
aspects to this: The first is that the original disagreementi about matters of facts were not
resolved by the teachers making an appeal to other sources of evidence. The second is
that in the end the teachers suffered a loss of Credibility. If they'are'dogmatically wrong
about the date of Malplacjuet who knows what else of what they say isiuntrue?

We also observed occasions where teachers would solicit answers from children
but only.allow as correct that answer which they already had in mind. Other sensible _

and correct answers were acknowledged but deflected:or quickly negated. Where record-
ings had been made, teacher's were quick to spot v4iat was happenNge disturbed, and
resolved to take appropriate action. (Remembering the parableabout motes in eyes, I.
was promptly, able to diagnose exactly the same egocentriim as pervasir characteristic
of my own teaching. OCcasional tape-recordings of One's lessOns are a salutor'y source of
reminders about unintended limitations). Both these styles of behaviour fit the model of
resPonse-based learning mentioned earlier (Chapter 2.6 and 2.7). 1

In Chapter 4 we examined some consequences of attendance at various courses.
;The suggestion thatwe evaluate the success of'the Cross-cultural Week-end was welcome
and.the results showed measurable changes. The queStion that has to be posed, however;
is why so feW courses are evaluated. If courses are arranged there are presumably
objectives in mind or there should be Means are chosen to achieve these ends. Are .
they satisfactory? Could they, be substantially improved upon? These are empirical .

questions that should be answered if we are 'o advance beyond the appearance of doing
Something of educational benefit to the reality of doing so.Not only should such'.
procedureS-facilitate iMproveMents in courses, they - should oblige organisers to think__,"_____L__
clearly about what it is they are trying to achieve :-

Brief reports properly written up could be used by other AeaChers and. LEA's
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considering similar ventures. There could be a growth of knowledge and expertise
periodically checked against what actually happen&to the consuming pupils. Reports
could be filed both locally by Teachers' Centres or LEA's and centrally by such bodies
as the. Schools Council?

These suggestions should not be taken to presume an obseSsion with evaluation. .

Clearly evaluative procedures.could be bureaucratized to Such an extent thatthe courses
themselVes might be rendered absurd. It is a plea,,not fpr an epidernicbut-for-a-serioUs
attempt to check the actual value of course attendance. Neither should itbe presumed
that children should be asked how manynew friends they made, whether they.enjoyed
the..partya.orhow mucb_more confident they now on a Seven point scale..There
is experiente and enjoyment to be had which would be diminished by probing interviews
andAnsistent questionnaires. But if courses have specifiable aims whose attainment can
:be measured without.undue interference in the courses themselves, there should be some
occasional check on their success.

10.1.2. Questions: sincere and simulated

The failure to construct cunning techniques for experimentally tapping genuine questions
may have been. the big failure of the project. Or was it simply a misguided aspiration? We
can note several points in favour. of the 'preferable interpretation.

Given that the interest was in questions as an expreSsion of curioSity, then if .

thedynamics of curiosity and boredom are reasonably represented in Figure 2.2. and if
the list of functions of questions set, out in Table 2.1. has a measure of validity, we can. rest
aSsUrjd that the simplest approaches to the probleM of eliciting genuine-questions must
fail.hat no questions are eVoked in a situation may mean that there is no curiosity, but
it could mean that other means of satisfying it are preferred. If questionsere elicited, they
may be fulfilling any one of a number of functions. This lack of reciprocal implication
betiveen the two justified the switch to the analysis of boredom in Chapter 5. At :east
the presence of boredom could be argued to bee reasonable 'ground for expecting an.
absence of questions.

- We have argued; particularly in chapter 6, that scime of the questions we obtained
may have been more an expression of conformity to norms, of .a willingness to play the.
role of helpful pupil, or of a calculated minimitation-of-troubie strategy than of any wish .

to fill gaps in knOwledge. It might be argued that this may be true but derives from our
simple - minded methodology. Questions are usually spoken not written. They.are posed
in individual rather than group settings. They are occasioned by a confrontation with
something enigmatiC; often particular and concrete. They are not often prOvoked by
the in verbal uniform of an abstract.generatconcept like 'The PoliCe'.
QuestiOns asked are normally answered immediately rather than later and are a part of .

a continuing dialogue. All these points have force. Taking note of them complicatei
proceddies, bUt might help: -;

.

We could have followed children about trying-to remain unobtrusiye. Duffy
played such a role in the Youth Club, but in eighteen months heard no questions. of any
interest; adolescents just did, not ask knowledge-seeking questions. To have played. a
similar role within the confines of sChool might have been irifortnative, but at school
children are 'pupils'. They knowwhat is role appropriate behaviour and can; if they
choose, -meet the expectations of teachers, asking questions when they judge it is right_
to do so and not asking them when they judge they.should not While our situations
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may be construed as requiring thechildren. to play a role, we must not iinagine that there
are other situations where no role is being played. Different roles perhaps, but still roles. \
An ethological approach would have sacrificed the controls needed.for comparisons to be
made, but, if these comments are yal id, they would have not necessarily provided any
compensatory advantages..

We_could4taire-collected a series of objects or representations of events or of
objects and shoWn or mentioned them to individuals in conversational settings in which
the qUestions asked were answered: If we ignore the difficulties. of. projecting adolescents
into a dialogue with a stranger, we would have still had two major difficulties to Overcome.
The answers given to questions would have acted to influence subsequent queStions.
Comparisons across individuals are immediately rendered.awkward if ndt impossible. And
once one child from a class has been seen, we are projected into the problem of at the
least some leakage of information and hence a (continuously?) changing situation for
subsequent interviewees.

:We believed these difficulties would be exacerbated by the issues already Mention:
ed about the pupils' wishes to perform well apd get the answers right when this was
impossible (10.1.1.1. /.

Another possiblity would have been to have taken children, into our confidende
and said why we were interested in onl y.their genuine questions. This wastried on one
occasion, and the story told was greeted with devastated incredUlity:-'You mean some-
one pays you to go round doing things like that?"I es crazy!. The perspeCtive of the
research workeiwas not one that the children found easy to appreciate.

.

In the Iasi analysis the defence ofour seemingly odd techniques would probably
have to retreat behind the plea that there. is something logically and psychOlogically
silly about the idea of eliciting questions which are products of Curiosity. Curiosity
suggests spontaneity not contrivance; it is not amenable to tidy Control. And if
questions are expressions of curiosity they will dermrid immediate answers; they are
themselves demands for responses. . . .

These consideratiOns may not be particulaily.seriouSeither for theory or for
educational prictice. They do not and did not prevent us from examining competence
atquestion-asking (Chapter 7), nor from finding out about Into might be asked what
(Chapter 8), nor from seeing What the utility of questions as stimuli for learning might
be (Chapter 9). Enough Studies have been done to enable unto tell a sensible story about
curiosity, boredom and questions-(Chapter 2)

In practical terms the important .knowledge is not of what, but of how to find out!
The idea that there are simple universal laws about what will stimulate curiosity ih
children would be a perniCious Myth; if anyone were to believe it We have argked that
curiosity-provoking stimuli can onlybe defined in relational and:not in.categorical terms.
What is enigmatic will always depend on the current state of the knowledge and interest
of-the perceiver.

What is important then is that teachers should see that any generalisations about
categories of .objects that will evoke inquiry by children have to, be checked againstthe..
children. It is invaluable to haVe many 'rules of thumb' about the predominating interests
of children of various ages, sexes, backgroUnd, etc. It is foolhardy not check the
applicability of such generaliSatiOlirtothe particularChitdreT-1 one is working with.
Provided teachers have a range of 'materials and strategies for teaching specific problems .

and are willing to engage in a diaidgue to establish the nature and value of what is to
. .



be learned, curiosity and boredom should be controllable. The principles as well as their
practical realizations are the important features of the, maintenance of interest.

10.1.3. Social Class Comparisons in Secondary Schools

The results of the locally conducted investigations into questioning led us to abandon
social class comparisons and to adopt experimental studiet at secondary schools in
council estate catchment areas. We have mentioned some Of the reasons for this switch
(chapters 6 and 7). An oversimplified-generalisation would claim that whereas the
theOretically expected social class differences in questioningwere generally established
in primary schools, they were not in seCord'ary schools. This could have been because .

early real differences have disappeared, or because methodological Or technical oversights
Or impossibilitieS obscured their operation. Only the latter are mentioned in this section.

In the studies at secondary level we looked at class differences within schools,
controlling for intelligence test scores. We could have ignored intelligence test scores,
and we could have looked at differences across schools.

If we had looked at differences acrossschools we would'have been open to the
charge that any differences found were a function of school environments and not of
social class. However, controlling for school leaves one open to the,criticism that the
samples of the social class groups will not be representativ.I.n.the bilateral System of
secondary education, the majority of working class, especially lower working class,
pupils'are in secondary Modern schools and their grammar school social class peers
are deviant. Orilya small minority of middle class pupils are in secondary modern
schools. While,it is true that.in the LEA in which most of the work was done had
Switched to-a creamed neighbourhood comprehensive system; neighbourhoods are
themselves class-linked. In the schools we used; the middle class were only'VerY lightly
represented. Even if there had been large.cOrnprehensives available, these would have
most likely been streamed, with consequent variation in 'culture' of streams and the

'middle class:pupilsoverrepreSented at the top:
The research wOrker is duly impaled on the horns of idilemma; whatever. he

does can be criticised. This suffering is partly a consequence of his own naivety,
however..; f the adult society is stratified in terms of class, itself heavily linked to ocCupa:
tion, and if occupations are linked to edUcational qUalifidations; it is absurd:to expect
this differentiatiCin not to be strongly operative at secondary,;School;The differentiation
has of course been resent since birth (and before!), but by late.secondary \edUcation it
must be generally cOMplete. The children are about, to have their own social class rather
than that of: their parent I The dileMma is thus to be avoided by aboutcareful abo
the research questions one oses in the:firSt place. It can possibly be esCaped by'

!sacrificing certain constraints r occasionally using large samplers: The smaller the
sample the more likely it isIgis b 'deviant' in sol me way. If one moves to the level of
a national sample, one can at leait ay what.is happening in:the society as,a whole as

we did in Chapter 5.
-Controlling or not controlling n intelligence test scores is but a special, case

of the problem. We know such scores are of c \ lture free (Vernon,,1969). We know
that within unknown limits,°they can be Cha . We know there is something wrong-
headed aboUt theheredity environment contro ersy (Eysenck,1971;Jensen,.1969;
Hunt, 1968; Robinson, 1973a). On the other ha \d, psychology would be poorerlf
it did not entertain a concept of 'intelligence' CO ,.'ved as wholly inherited potential
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(See Butcher, 1968; Hebb; 1958).
There are cases where it is appropriate to control for intelligence test scores. One

wouid be where differential 'intelligence' indexed by variations in scores could reasonably
serve as an explanation for differences observed. If there is a wish to know whether an
injection of nicotine affectsrates of learning material, and we already know that IQ scores
preditt different learning rates, it may well be sensible to control for,IQ acrossbur injected
and uninjected grown. Ori the other hand, if it was the relationship between nicotine
injections and weight lifting that was of interest, such a control would be odd. In some
situations rates and types of questions might well be a function of both 'immediate'
intelligence and differential knowledge previously acquired through intelligence, but in
others this would not be so. Given the definition of questions in terms of knowledge gaps,
then relevant knowledge is a necessary condition of gaps being present and some measure
of 'intelligence' must have been a determinant of the acquisition of that knowledge. HoweVer;
our evidence shows, for example, that twelVe year old pupils of 'average' intelligence Should
be as well equipped as those. of 'high' intelligence to ask questions about many topics. It is
difficult to see how differences in rates of questioning Could beexplained in terms of
intelligence. How often do we say that someone is curious or interesLed because he is
intelligent?

Developmentally, we would expect initial mastery of questioning skills to be linked
to intelligence. In so far as there is a developmental sequence, ,more intelligent children
should move faster through it, but once a skill is thoroughly mastered; differences in its
utiliSation are.untikely to be a function of intelligence. It is diffidult to see why this point
has not been, argued before any criticism.of a study that has failed to control for
Intelligente' needs to show how the variation found7Woulci be explained by the invocation
of differential intelligence. 'Intelligence' must be unpacked in terms of operations and not
waved as a Magic wand. We haVe frequently controlled for intelligence test scores, partly
because the mastery of the language skills under examination is likely to be related to
intelligence developmentally, and-partly to disarm the critics. It is occasionally desirable
to stack the cards against oneself in order to meet criticism on its home ground.

As a final point, it may be as well to note IQ's of 100 at different ages are only
coMparabre in limited:aspects. To obtain a score of 100 at fourteen should require greater

, intelligence than to obtain a score of 100 at age ten. The identity is relational only within
an age,cohort. Absolutely, knOfmedgeand abilities increase with age, a feature fully explicit
in Piaget's theory, but heavily neglected in the individual differences tradition that arose
after Simon and Bi'net.switched from thinking to pragmatism.

In practical terms. this means that studies of social class comparisons with a
developmental interest should normally include at least two'wo age groups, and possibiy more
than one. IQ group. (Ideally theiower IQ older age group should have the same operational
intelligence as that of the higher youngergroup.)

The use` of such designs should help to sort what issubstantiVely related to the
behaviour being studied from what is only accidentally associated. We did not realise-the
advantages of the three way contrast until too late.

In any case iheisoiated-excursiOn into training children (Chapter 7:5) should serve
as a ttrthos who place too much weight on present performance as an index of
actual capaCity. A b ief set of guiding instructions was sufficient to enable a low IQ group
to behave like a high 16 group. Although it would be silly to place too much faith in this
instance, it is quite possible that the questioning andproblem-solving skills of all children
could be rapidly improved if deliberately taught



10.2 Conclusions

10.2.1 The Dynamics of Curiosity and Boredom

By the end of chapter 2,we had refined Berlyne's analysis of curiosity and boredom into
a general model of human behaviour which sought to represent the antecedent and
consequencesiofthese states and in particularto show,the conditions under which learning ;1'
might be expected to occur. This model was subsequenthrsetirra-more general framework
of child development that articulated the ideas and evidence of the cognitive developmental
and reinforcement principles approaches-We tried to show how the ideas of Piaget, Skinner
and.Bernstein would be combined.

'We were subsequently able to examine and elaborate upon certain features of this
perspective. We did not find it necessary to makeserious.amendMents or reject it.--

Duffy's analysis of the relationships between interest and perceived value and-
.surprisingness on the one hand and between interest and questions and learning on the .,'
other were consistent with model of the dynamics of curiosity advanced (Chapter 3).
More messy field investigations (Chapter 4) were likewise supportive viz a viz curiosity,
although questions asked failed to relate to other variables. In the study of mother-child
exchanges we failed to find the expecteddepressed rate of questioning in working class. .

children; but the results linking the rates of Child questioning and answering to the mothers'
provision of cognitive meaning and her corrective and encouragement tactics provided
strong evidence fOr utility of the model advahced. Likewise with the correlates of boredom
in Chapter b. Lack of 'parental interest and example, lack of teacher interest, poor academic
performance, along wilh aggressiveness, withdrawal, truancy, early leaving and general
disenchantment With schbol all fitted into a self-perpetuating boredom Cycle. We have
already issued caveats about the questions analysed in Chapter B. .

QueStions are the-weak point in the cycle, but we have indicated why this would
be expected to be the case and will be returning. to sthe issue later..

10.2.2 Social Class in relation to Boredom, Curiosity. and Questioning

We assumed that children develop their knOwledge through :the.interaction with the
environment thatPiagetian theory cites'as necessary and sufficient. We argued that chronic
.failures by socializing- agentSto make optimal learning conditions available to children.
should retard this deiref 1651-helit. We further suggested that frequent, non-reward or actual
punishment applied to attempts to-find thingsbut would lead to a regression or suppression
of such efforts: TheSe views are given particular expression in Bel nstein's attempts.
describe and explain social class differences in socialization practices. Bernstein dreW
attention particularly. to the differential' use of language by members of the middle and
lower working clasS. If Bernstein.is correct we would expect. questioning among lower
working claSs children to becbme particularly suppressed. Such children should.lack the
knoWledge to serve as a springboard for questions; they should be less concerned aboUt
ignorance, less skilled in the formulation of their questions and less concerned about the

.sense and truth of the answers received. !

Our evidence on boredom with school subjects shoWed this state to be strongly
associated with social class. Further, the/big diffnces were.between the lower working
class and the..remainder, just as. Bernstein would have to maintain. That social class is the
sociologically important loCating factor is shown by the relative failure of boredom to
relate to income.' *



If we were to treat the rate of questioning as an index of curiosity; however, we
would have to reject the theoretical premisses. We were able to show class differences in
maternal interaction with their children, consistent both with findings of previous research
(e.g. Hess and Shipman, 1967; Robinson, 1973b) and with Bernstein's Particular theory
and the more general reinforcement prinCiples approach (Chapter 4). Further; individual
differences in maternal behaviour both within and across social class were empirically
asso-CTifed-with-children's-rates-of.questioning-to-a_particularly_strong degree. Social class
'differences in types of question produced by children were consistent with the general
story both in six year olds (C4apter 4) and more weakly in fourteen year old adolescents
(Chapter 6).

It would be rash to throw away the theoretical model because the upper, rather
than lower, working class children in one study failed to show up one contrast expected
on one index of questioning.

However, contrasts in rates of questioning to pictures in seven year olds (Heber,
see. Chapter-7), to verbally presented topics in fourteen year olds (Chapter 6), in -two
versions of 'Twenty Questions' and to incongruous cartoons (Chapter 7) also failed to
yield differences: In each case we had some grounds for being wary of the results cheating,
difficulty iri.selectihg and possible deViance of sarnples, strangeness of testing Materials
and conditions but suspicion needs to be followed by clarifying evidence. While we judge
it better to retain a faith in the idea that conditions of administration did reduce the chances
of finding differences in sincere questions and can obtain some comfort from supportive
evidence, we are obliged to defer any firm decision. If a sample contrasted on social class
gave the same, no difference inOne of the situations above; but carefully obterved natural
rates of questioning differed there would be support for the original position. If we could
show that lower working :class adOlescents are generally 'cooperative' in experimental
situations and in particular could show that their questions contain a higher proportion of
'insincere' ones, the original story would be supported. Wootton in Aberdeen (1974) has
found class differences in the spontineous'questiching rates of a small number of four
year olds re;drded in natural settingi.

Other possibilities should be mentioned. Perhaps the initial variation in treatment ,

of questioning by mothers of different social class is insufficient to depress the vigour. of
the push to resolve OOgnitive conflict alleged to be underlying intellectual development:-
This is rendered unlikely because we were able to show strong associations between the
behaViour of mothers children within class. It is unnecessary to argue that schools
revive the curiosity of lower working class children; since we have failed tOfind differences
before the children-go to School.

Alas, there is also the possibility that the schools (or life experiences generally)
erode or supplant the curiosity of. middle class children. Ih'Chapter 2 (Section'7.3) we
argued' the case that middle class children could beCorne switched into schedules of
reinforcernent that encourage therrito purtuiresponse-based, coMing-top, examination
success directed learning. Middle class adolescents, may be much too busy filling their
headi with examination material to have time to be curious. Certainly the creme de la
creme at 'the universities do not appear to-be overwhelmed, by--a honger arid thirst affer
understanding: A degree is more likely to be described as a-meal-ticket.'It was a saddening
experience to be told by an undergraduate that I .had been mean to arhuse_hiscoriosity in
a problem when I-knew he had no time to follow up an interests he might have Nobody
seems. to have given very serious thOught to the .possibility that the competition in
secondary and tertiary education has been intensified in recent years to such an extent



c.
that we may be reaching a counter-productive state. The losers are bored and esc e. A
wait but significant orop&ition of the potential winners 'drop-out'; Many of those ho .

are Mile and willing to stay in the competition may have been reduced to sponges. T ey
remain capable of absorption, capable of relmsingrmost of what has been absorbed if .

squeezed hard enoughit examinations, but are then left empty. Active enthusiasm for
knowledge and understanding-has disappeared. Adaptive problem-solving skills have
never beenencoilraged to develoP into the systematic efficiency portrayed in Piaget's
concept of the formal operational thinker.

.
103 CONCERNS

The last paragraph might be seen asa flexing up of the emotional muscles in preparation
for an apocalyptic frenzy. It will be helpful, however, to-focus back on questioning and
cui iosity rather than to la'unch out into wider questioni of the directions in which
education is moving. What might be. one to what ends to harness questions to: acilitate
learning, to improve questioning skills and to encourage curiosity and reduce the
boredom of school children?

Prosser.has already summarised the educational, implications of. his ekperiments
into questions as an aid to learning (Chapter 9.31, and here we need clb nc more than
remind ourselves of two main points. The efficacy of encouraging or providing questions
was a relational and not acategorical problem, being unnecessary when material was very
easy and. irrelevant. when it wastoo difficult. Hopefully, classrbom occasions of the latter ,,
are kept to a minimum, but this will not be so for the former. Once Children have grasped
concepts and are required to learn items under a heading they understand, 4. German
strong verbs, the counties of England, or the school rules, questions will not differ from
other attention maintaining rehearsal-encouraging devices in their power to aid learning.
It is at intermediate levels of difficulty that questions are of use, and we must note that

. although pupils' own questions had no short-term advantage over questions'provided
externally, in the long-term they were equally beneficial. In so far, then as it-is better that
children develop an independent mastery of teaching themselves, we'could argue that
children's own questions as aids; to learning be preferred, where this is both possible and
sensible in terms of conditions and materials.

10.3.1 Questioning Skills

We have seen that elementary questioning commences with the beginnings of speech:
By the time children enter school, most of them will have mastered the grammatical
rules for generating well-formed questions. What is still relativelY weak is the knoWledge
of when to ask the right question to gain the sort of answer required Clearly, it would be
sensible to check that children school have attained mastery of question fOrms.yests. --
such as that of Bellugi (see Fibbinson & Rackstraw, in prep.) might well-be-ghienand
elaborated on and subsequent instruction geared-to-tidying up outstanding deficiencies.

Heber's data showing that the questions of middle class children are more likely
to be complex and conceptual and Arnold's (Chapter 4) and Prosser's (Chapter 6),similar
differences are presumably not peculiar to questions per se, but to language_mastery in
general:

Both Rackstravi's and Freeman'tdata (Chapter 71-revealed a lower working class
. deficit in generating questions tO fit answers, which is not whcilly unexpected in view of
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the earlier results which showed a higher inciOenCe of answers irrelevant to questions in
Icioiver working class children. That Freeman VAs able to.shoW that complete mastery was
still absent or fourteen is alarming in that improveMent seems.not tto have occurred inhe
intetrim. It shOuld not be difficult to teach of eight or nine which kind of answer
goes with which kind of question and what the options are when they araa,yailable. The
teaching &this knowledge could rely on not overexciting exercises such as those used to
probe the children's skills; it could be made more 'realistic' by showing breakdowns in
communication as a result of Misunderstandings arising from the posing of f;:,:lty questions
or the provision of faulty answers. We were able to improve skills in the understanding of
questionanswer relationships very quickly using an artful puppet (Robinson 'and RackstpW,'.
in mepl. , -

Just as the question-answer links of working class children.were less well established
than could be rapidly achieved, so were their interrogatory skills in 'Twenty Questions'. As
Duffy pointed out (Chapter 7) the fourteen year oldi did not maintaintany strategy that

',. they nitiallyassumed, especially. in the faceof 'No' answers: It ShOuld4aeremembered that
with a finite set of alternatives and an ideal quesiion a 'No' answeri as informative-as a
'Yes'. There would seem,to be no reason why adolescents shOuld nth tivrn of the different

'''-' strategies, th,,eir advantages and disadvantages and their strength and weaknesses along the
lines set out by Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956). Alternatively they could be taught ..

.-
the logic of scientific experimentation as set out by Inhelder and Piaget (19691.. If they
areCapable of formai operational' thinking, why cannot the characteristics of,such thinking .
be made explicit to theriV

We have already mentioned the importance of these Systematic strategies of inter
rogation far diagnosis of all manner of real-life problems. If Plowden's hope for the emergence
of adaptive general problem solvers is to be realised, it might be sensible to teach the skills
involved directly rather than to wait for them to em

1 - -
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The apparent difficulty experienced in the han .ling of infOrmation in'a negative

- form has been explored by Wason and Johnson -laird 1 72), another useful reference of
vp_.' relevance to teaching children how tq'iolve problem e should not forget that 'questioning'

is only one way of trying to solve problems and our of work on different ways of finding

out 7) suggests that this too is an area whey lower working clasi children are weak
on range and utility.

10.12 Opportunities to Ask auestioni 1 ,,
/ )

In Chapter 4 we repotted upon two" spects of the questioning sessions /Which-had become.
an institutionalised intermittent feature of stiece lessons in a secondary school., In ,

Chapter 8 Creed showed how children's selection of preferred answerers became more
differentiated with increasing maturity teachers this was related to their approach-

ability as well as to their perceived 'expertise/We were not concerned with individUal

. counselling on persona problems, but Would draw attention to the possibility that the
procedures used in the publc question sessions have some advantages over individual
private interviews. InterViews maybe private; but they are not antonymous. In counselling

.*.the.interViewee has to talk about embarassirig matters in the Presence cite perSon whose
reactions are unpredictable. The written flips, especially if the note is written fOr or by a

'- 'friend' confers an anonymity upon the 4uestioner in much the same way as is achieved '
in 'Problem Corners' of teenage magazines, but; Without the complications of, writing in..
the teacher in. charge of science said tilt it was not uncommon for important personal

a



difficulties, of, which he was aware from other sources, to be asked about in the relaxed
informality of the question session.. As our-special analyiis of questions about sexual
behaviour showed;anestablished routine sensibly handled did not result in larking about;
almost all questions were serious and sensible. Again, the teacher in charge was able to
point out that what might appear to be a facetious or cheeky inquiry may in reality be

' deadly serious. We areprone to judge in the lightof our knowledge rather than the
children's ignorance. Many of us can probably recall incidents at school where perfectly
serious answers from pupils.ware pounced on an insubordinate. We can probably also
recall some very professional acting as well. .

Creed's results can however, be used, to argue the case for the occasional availability
of individual consultations arranged so as to allow child-teacher Interaction without the/
pupil having to break peer-group norms. His results also showed.that teachers' attitudes to
teaching were effective predictors of a willingness to ask questions, whereas experience
and personality per se were not. Child-centred concerns and a liberal control policy were__
associated with pUpils' preferences. -

To put on questionseisioni-might-invittalf constitute grounds for pupils' seeing a .

teacher as.chilckeritiedT.But are these sessions worth institutionalizing? They are certainly
worth trying both for specific and general matters and like All puddings the eating should
be informative

Their enactment does imply a concern to teach what children want or think they
want to know, as well as to teach them what we think they need to know. Pupils are
apparently able to store up questions that occur for handing in at a future date-Teachers
could help by having Question Boxes opened fortnightly on Thursday,afternoons. If some
similar system were used sensiblY, it could help .to meet a number of the moans made by
the 'bored'. The bored should see their own questions as relating to useful rather than to
uteleis knowledge- .Boxes and sessions indicate that teachart are interested in their puOils
and willing to treattheM'as responsible. A little variety is added to, the perCeived day-to-
day sameness.

s,

Additionally, the questions give teachers an opportunity to admit to the limitations
of their own immediately available knowledge, a useful means of enhancing credibility and
authoritativeness. Nothing diminishes authority as much as being wrong, yet unable or
unwilling to admit it..

There is no reason why teachers should actually provide answers to all questions
asked. Other piapils may know answers. These answers might differ. Ways of finding out
*could be discussed. These could be acted upon.and evaluated. It might even be found that
several ways atclieveral answers were all sensible.

QuestiOns either specific and general are a useful source of information for teachers
0

both for them pz ascertain where the boundaries of knowledge and ignorance are located
and-what the interests of their pupili are Teachers may be surprised at the extent of the
thfferences between what is the case and what they believe to be the case. With oriefstudy
group-we recorded small discussion groups of pupils with teachers, without teachers and
ordinary lessons.. The topics were particular poems. What surpriSed the teachers was the
discrepancy between their expectatiOns and what the pupils actually said whenalone. The
teachers focused on the insights and aesthetic qualities of the Omni and how these were
expresied thriiiugh the linguistic units and structures. The children asked each other what
words and clauses meant, happily commenting on the absurdity -orge.metaphors they
were interpretingliteralli. Odd references to links between events in the poems' and their
own experience mingled with criticism of the poet' ignorance of basic granter. 'You can't
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f' start a sentence with 'And'.' The questions the children asked revealed the great gap between.
vetiere they were and the lessons given.

10.3.3 Boredom

The difficulties schools experience lie partly in the diversity of the functions they are expected
to perform, and in the lack of a systematic analysis of the relationships between these functions
and the structures andresources available for realising them. Prisons are a sad and inconsistent
mixture of-punishment, refoem, deterrence and the protection of society's members, muddling
along in a mess. Schools are expected to prepate children for the next stage in education or
life, to socialize children into good citizenship, to categorize and select Children for different
schools and to diagnose and attend to welfare problems as well as
must perforce ignore all but theiastbut at-leastweoatiiriefition our smpathy with the

.complex Ries-76f the job of being a teacher.
Ern-withinthe-lestfunction:the. hoolf have.tO resolve a necessarily continuing

dilemna. On the one hand they are required to transmit increasingly large quantities of the
factual knowledge acquired by mankind, on the othethey are enjoined to allow children
the freedom to discoVer the secrets of the universe for themselves, interfering but mini-
mally with this process. Regrettably and absurdly these extremes are set UP as alternatives,
in spite of the fact that-the contrail confuses content anciinethod. As we have argued earlier
the decisions about niethod should be contingent upon prior decisions of what is to be
teamed. It is absurd '.0 expect individual children to discover knowledge it has taken men
thousands of years macCumulate. It is absurd to insist on rote learning of ununderstood
conceptt.

Likewise, in terms of content, we can see that adolescents who are simply mines of
facts are as hapless asthose'who are adaptive general problem solvers with no facts on which
to exercise their skills. 'Knowing that and 'Knowing how' are complementary not anti-
thetical. How much and what of which involves a complex value- judgeient to be based on
current and estimatecifuture requirements of the meMbers of a society.

Our immediate concern has been that `knowing how' is undervalued\and under-
taught in the very generalarea of problem-solving, a concept that embraces all subjects in .

the currictlurn. Skills in knowing how to find out answers to questions and skills at-formu-
lating questions are sadly neglected. But the development ofthese skills in a vacuum would
be even more silly than teaching children to read without them seeing any point in doing so!
They can only sensibly be acquired if they are seen to be of use in solving problems children .
are interested in.solving. This is not to say that the problems have to have only the attributes
of value or relevance or the ctiriositY-arousirig features of conflict mentioned in Chapters
2 and 3: But they will not be ffiluired if children are bored. .

If nearly thirty per cent of secondary school children are bored by at least thirty
per cent of the subjects they are studying in school, we have reason to be dissatisfied. The
minority is too wbstantial, to be ignored, and we have to ask ourselves what steps might be
taken to improve-morale We susoect that the aspirations of the Plowden and, more
particularly, the Newson reports have not, yet been translated into practice and it is
'difficult ,to see why not There may be a self-perpetuating boledom cycle like that
reprefented in Fig. 5.1 and it may be endemic in the lower ."irking class, bin it does
not havel0 be so. Both parents and pupils may see what goes on in the school as Lifeless.
and irreleVant. They are unlikely to change their minds., The teachers may judge the
situation to be hopeless; It is true that it is likely to be a slow and arduous task for them
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to change the situation, but they are the only force that can. We have suggested that if
the curriculurn in secondary schools were seen to be relevant and valuable, the pupils
would.learn. It would seem sensible to try to persuade the pupils that the curriculum is
relevant and valuable. Why then do teachers not justify the curriculum? Do they think
this unnecessary? Are they unwilling or unable? If it is argued that it is unnecessary, this
is either an insult to the intelligence of maturing adolescents or a serious error of judge:
ment: It would be insulting to the teachers to suggest they are unwilling. If they are
unable, is this because they have not or are not taking steps to. find out why_the-curricuium
is as it is? Or is it that these steps_have been-taken-Welt* themselves judge the
curriculurn-tOliiof no value? If thii last is true, how can pupils be expected to see the
value of what they are required to learn if their teachers do not? It would not be surprising
that classroom interactiondegenerates into problems of control if no one present sees any
purpose in any other activity.

We would suspect that the Wit and last reasons both have need to be investigated:
It would be well worth examining the consequences of explaining the rationale a! the
syllabUs to pupils. It is urgent to find out how many teachers are themselves unable to
justify what they are teaching, and if it emerges as one might expect, then there will need
to be some yigorous discussiOn and decisions, whose sense should be tested against the
consumers' learning, untll,we arrive at curricula that re-engage the enthusiasm of the
bored for knowledge. When teachers are convinced of the worth of what.they are teaching,
they are likely to be credible. If they are credible,-the pupils should come to believe them.
And when the pupils are persuaded,,of the value of the knoWledge they are to acquire,
they may strive to master it.
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